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THE

CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW.

N° LI. April 1888.

Art. I.—THE PLACE OF THE HUMAN BODY
IN THE ECONOMY OF GRACE.

The Gospel of the Resurrection. Thoughts on its Relation to

Reason and History. By Brooke Foss Westcott,
D.D., Regius Professor of Divinity, Cambridge. Sixth
Edition. (London, 1888.)

The whole controversy between Catholic Christianity and
the systems which claim the title of Evangelical has reference

in its ultimate analysis to the relations of the faithful, here
and now, to the glorified Humanity of the Redeemer. That
Christ actually conveys His Humanity to the bodies and souls

of His redeemed ; that in the Sacraments of Baptism and the
Eucharist we become incorporate with the Body of the Cruci-

fied ; that the glorified Corporeity of the Incarnate thus
actually communicated to His own is the medium of our
relations with the Godhead, by which, in the words of St.

Peter, ' we are made partakers of Divine Nature '—this belief

is what distinguishes the Catholic from all others who ' pro-

fess and call themselves Christians.'

It is one of the commonplaces of theology that an ade-
quate apprehension of this mystery is conditional on a full

appreciation of the doctrine of the Incarnation and its conse-

quences ; in a word, that the truth of the Sacraments is a corol-

lary to the truth of the Incarnation, that the point at which
Protestantism breaks down is the refusal to follow out that

great doctrine into all that is logically entailed by it.

We are persuaded that the cause of this failure is to be
looked for one step farther back. There is a truth, and a
strangely neglected truth, which stands logically prior to the

Incarnation, as the Incarnation stands prior to the Sacra-
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2 Tlie Place of the Human Body April

ments. That truth—the place of the human body in the

economy of Grace, as we have ventured to call it above—it is

our object to present to thoughtful Churchmen.
To state it briefly as the basis of what will follow, we be-

lieve that the truth of the Incarnation, of the Sacrifice which
the Incarnation rendered possible, and of the Sacraments as

applying that Sacrifice—all depend on the place of the body in

God's original purposes for our race ; that apart from an ade-

quate appreciation of all that is implied in this belief, we lack

a basis for the doctrine of the Incarnation and of the Sacrifice

of our Lord upon the Cross ; that, failing to accord to the

human body its due importance in God's plan of creation, it

is impossible to appreciate its importance in His manner of

applying the Atonement—to understand, in other words, how
it is treated in the Catholic system of Sacraments as the

medium of the most intimate communications which pass

between God and the soul.

The task, then, which we are to be understood to have set

before us is to elucidate by examination of the Scriptures the

analogy between the Sacraments of the Gospel as ' effectual

signs of God's grace,' and the calling and destiny of the body
alike in Creation and in Redemption.

Believing the Sacraments of the Church to be the very
pivot of the system which she administers as the representa-

tive of Christ upon earth, we desire to exhibit those Sacraments
in their analogy to the faith as a whole, to draw them out in

their true Scriptural perspective, to show that our belief in

their efficacy is no accretion to the primitive deposit, to prove

that a Gospel without Sacraments were a system unintelligible

because fragmentary, that the Church's Gospel, which revolves

round the Sacraments, is a system comprehensible because
complete.

Our method like our aim will be positive. We may be
compelled by the necessities of the case to set the truths

which we desire to inculcate side by side with a system which
has no room for them. But we would be anything rather

than controversial. We write for those who must be regarded

by Catholics as failing in a full appreciation of truths which,

so far as they have apprehended them, they honour with the

devotion of their whole hearts.

But we have another and a very special reason for shun-
ning the attitude of controversy in our treatment of the sub-

ject now before us. Professor Westcott, as we are too well

aware, would decline to acknowledge our conclusions as legiti-

mate developments of his principles. And yet apart from his
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1888 in the Economy of Grace.

noble essay on the Gospel of the Resurrection—which it will

be seen has reached a sixth edition—not a line of what follows

would have been written. That book has been the starting-

point of all our thoughts : we believe those thoughts to be the
necessary consequence of truths to the inculcation of which
Dr. Westcott has devoted the work of his life. We cannot
•consent to stop short where he would leave us in the develop-
ment of everything which follows from the belief in the Re-
surrection and the Ascension of our Blessed Lord. But where
we owe such a debt of suggestion to one who would disclaim

our conclusions, we desire in the enunciation of those con-
clusions to be positive and not controversial.

Our first task must be to set before the reader the outlines

of our treatment of the subject, and we shall begin with a brief

exposition of the Catholic doctrine of the Sacraments, which
it will be the end of all that follows to establish. The chief

obstacles to the reception of that doctrine are reducible to the

single objection that they assign to material conditions a place

in the application of the Atonement incompatible, it is alleged,

with the spiritual character of the religion proclaimed in the

Gospel. We shall therefore interrogate the Scriptures as to

the place which they assign to the human body in the economy
of Creation and Redemption, and we claim to prove that from
the place so assigned to it there follows as a logical necessity

the very function which is attached to the Sacraments in the

system of the Catholic Church.
The method of our examination will be historical, begin-

ning with the creation of man and his fall from his original

status, arid passing on through the Covenant of the Old
Testament to the actual working out of redemption by the

Incarnation and Sacrifice of the Redeemer. We shall examine
the teaching of the Apostles on the application of the One
Sacrifice once offered, and shall prove that the language of

St. Paul as to the terms and the effectuation of our redemp-
tion necessitates the doctrine of the Sacraments as the means
of its application to individuals. We claim to establish by
this means that a system which insists upon the Sacraments
as veritable channels of God's grace is so far from being con-

trary to the Gospel, or out of harmony with the analogy of

the faith, that it is shown by the very fact of that insistence

to be strictly of a piece with the whole system which makes
up the unmutilated Gospel.

Our belief in the efficacy of the Sacraments as effectual

-channels of God's grace may be briefly summed up, then, as

follows. The Person of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the relation
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4 The Place of the Human Body Aprtt

of the faithful to that Person, is to the Catholic believer in

the Sacraments the whole sum and substance of the GospeL
It is by actual participation of that Person, by a veritable

incorporation, soul and body, into the stock which was en-

grafted on humanity when ' the Word became Flesh and dwelt

among us/ that our salvation is begun in this life, and will be
completed in the life which is to come. We believe that by
participation of the Sacraments we are united to the deified

Humanity which was born of the Virgin through the Spirit,,

which was offered on the Cross for our redemption, and which
now, in its glorified condition, is offered continually on high

by the presence of the Lamb upon the Throne.

This Catholic doctrine of the Sacraments as channels of
grace to the soul, is founded deep on the doctrine of the Incar-

nation as delivered to us by the primitive Church, is in fact

nothing more than an application of the decrees of (Ecumenical
Councils. Thus, we believe that when the Word became Flesh,.

He assumed our human nature in its entirety. But, believing,,

as we are taught by the Third Council, that this nature exists

impersonally in Him, we are free to hold that the Humanity
thus assumed, thus hypostatically and inseparably united to

Him, is capable of infinite extension so as to assume into a

mystical union each individual who is engrafted into It by holy

baptism. Because the union of natures is hypostatical, it must'

necessarily be unique in its immediacy. But since the Per-

sonality of the Incarnate is Divine, and the Humanity as He
assumed it was impersonal, therefore, mediately, mystically,

indirectly, by participation of the Humanity which He assumed,,

each partaker with Him in human nature is capable of being
made partaker of Divine Nature.

Or, to approach the same truth from another side, since

Christ is not simply a man who was taken into union with the
Godhead, but i the man/ or rather, * man/ and since each of us
is in our personality but a human being marked off from all

others by the individuality of our finite existence, therefore

none other than Jesus Christ, the Incarnate, can be imme-
diately One with Almighty God, partaker of Divine Nature
directly. But by the worthy participation of the Sacraments
as ministered in the mystical Body, we can each of us be
made partaker of Divine Nature, through the medium of the

Humanity which It assumed.
The Divine Corporeity of the Saviour communicated to-

the faithful by these means, we believe to be our principle of
holiness as well as our means of forgiveness. And what we
understand by the grace of the Sacraments is the communica-
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tion of Christ by their means for the effectuation of justifica-

tion and sanctification. We believe that the Redeemer thus

communicated, the Divine Nature thus mystically imparted,

becomes in us a principle of Life superhuman, absolute in

holiness, which renders us acceptable to the Father, and
•capable of rendering Him true service ; of which service we
habitually think and speak as being virtually not our own but
Christ's in us. It is true that the Sacraments of the Church
^are ' outward and visible signs/ that it is primarily to the

body that they address themselves ; but none the less are

they ' effectual signs/ so called because they actually convey
to us the ' inward and spiritual graces ' which as signs they
•outwardly set forth.

Such, in brief, is the Catholic creed as to the means which
the Saviour has appointed for the conveyance of His grace to

the soul, for the application to individual Christians of the re-

demption wrought once for the whole race. The doctrines in

connexion with which we desire to display it to our readers,

or rather the doctrines through which we claim to prove it

essential to the Gospel, call next for enunciation in brief

summary.
We go on to state, then, that in the teaching of Holy Scrip-

ture on the original creation of mankind, on the covenant by
which redemption was foreshadowed, on the actual working
out of that redemption, and on its ultimate and eternal results,

a place is assigned to man's body in the intentions and in the

methods of the Almighty which demands, as a logical necessity,

that sacramental importance of our material nature in the ap-

plication of the redemption to individuals which has been
briefly enunciated above, and which will be drawn out in

greater fulness hereafter.

And, first, the charter of man's original creation assigned

to him, as his distinctive characteristic, to be a spirit embodied
in matter, dependent on an animal organism derived from the

constituents of the earth, for the expression, nay, we might
say, for the realization of all that he is as an intelligence.

Thus there accrued to the human soul and body a place in

the kosmos of the Creator, to which our knowledge can supply
us with no parallel. They form a link between two whole
worlds, but for them unconnected and incommensurable, as far

-as our knowledge extends, the world of unembodied Spirit,

and the world of unconscious matter. From this unique con-

stitution of man there resulted a function as unique, that he
should offer up to the Creator of both worlds a service which
should combine in its every act the homage of matter and spirit.
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Man's fall was a virtual refusal to discharge the unique ser-

vice thus required of him, and it carried with it, as its inevit-

able consequence, the forfeiture of the wondrous position which
made him the mediator between matter and spirit : since he
refused to offer up their combined homage, he should no longer

combine their essence in his person— ' thou shalt surely die/

he was forewarned.

As the fall, such is the redemption ; as the punishment^
such the restoration ; not simply—to use a popular phrase

which we would fain see banished from the pulpit— ' the salva-

tion of his immortal soul/ but the restoration of the whole
creature, soul and body, to the eternal discharge of the great

function for which he was called out of nothingness, the ren-

dering of a service to the Creator in which the universe of
material existence might rise to the conscious oblation of a
moral and intelligent homage.

We find accordingly, that from the dawn of the promise
to its ultimate fulfilment in Jesus Christ, the restoration of our
embodied condition in a sanctified immortality of blessedness

is the end which the Creator sets before Him in all that He
is to effect for the fallen creature.

More than this, the effectuation of the redemption is a
process wrought out at every stage under conditions which
are nothing if not material—the assumption, the offering, the
Resurrection, the glorification of the Body in which God
became Incarnate.

Now if the end of God's dealings with mankind be the

eternal restoration in holiness of the organism dissolved by
the fall ; if the means which brought about that restoration be
the assumption of a Body by God the Word ; if after He had
become Incarnate in our nature, He offered to the Majesty of
Heaven a sacrifice which was essentially material ; if that

sacrifice remained incomplete, incapable of application to man-
kind, until the Body once offered upon the Cross had been
raised and glorified to eternity, then what would analogy
suggest as to the means of applying this redemption to the

salvation of individual Christians ? It begins with the Incar-

nation of God ; it ends with the resurrection of man ; ought
we then to assume as axiomatic—we shall certainly no other-

wise prove—that the oblation of the Body of the Incarnate is

to be applied for the raising up of His redeemed [to an eter-

nity of embodied bliss], by means which all throughout their

earthly course are to be rigidly and exclusively spiritual ? In

a system where a material oblation is confessedly the turning

point of redemption, are Sacraments, on the ground that they
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have an outward part, to be denied all efficacy as means, and
reduced to the barren category of symbols ?

If, apart from all previous conceptions, the problem were
to be nakedly stated—to apply for the everlasting salvation

of the bodies and souls of fallen men the sacrifice of the Body
and Soul of God the Incarnate Word, would it be held pro-

bable that the process of effectuation would be one in which
the body could have no part—that Sacraments, because on one
side material, could be but ceremonies suggesting something
to the imagination, not realities conveying anything to the
spirit ?

With this brief summary of the course of our argument,
we pass on to exhibit in detail the relation of man's body to

God in the economy of Creation and Redemption as we find

it laid down in Holy Scripture.

It was the peculiar prerogative of our race, as it came fresh

from the hands of the Creator, that there are combined in the

single person of man the two worlds of spirit and matter
;

that in him the material creation found a moral and intellec-

tual exponent of the homage which it offered to its Maker, till

then but dumb and mechanical ; that the physical constituents

of the universe were wrought up in the body of man into a

structure sufficiently subtil to be the servant, the expression,

the organ of a free and intelligent agent who belonged on one
side of his nature to the same order with the seraphs of
heaven ; that in him the world of pure spirit, till then unasso-

ciated with matter, found a point of contact, nay of interpene-

tration, with the kosmos of material existence to which the

glory of suns and systems belonged.

Such was the marvellous birthright which man had to use

or to despise. If in power of understanding and will he was
* created a little lower than the Elohim/ he had functions to

discharge in creation which the mightiest of unembodied in-

telligences was created incapable of fulfilling. He was the

being, and, as far as we know, the only being, who was capable

of rendering to the Creator the intelligent homage of two
worlds.

His fall, then, entailed more than could have been entailed

by the refusal of any other moral being to discharge the special

service required of him ; it introduced into the creation of God
a monstrosity impossible before. Man became the one spiritual

being to make matter an accomplice in moral evil, the one
material being to refuse the ' ben deir intelletto/ God's free gift

of Himself to His creatures.

That this is no fanciful view of the position and the pre-
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8 The Place of the Human Body April

rogatives of man is proved by the punishment held over him
should he prove false to the great aim of his creation

—

c thou

shalt surely die.' The punishment, so far from being the

mere arbitrary consequence of the sin, was one of which the

absolute appropriateness must be plain upon careful considera-

tion. If matter was to be no longer in man's body the organ of

a spiritual service, if it was to turn into an instrument of degra-

dation to the only intelligence in creation that was capable of

sinning in the flesh, then it was ordained that that conjunction

of two worlds which was the glory of their unfallen high priest

should no longer be maintained in his sinful person, that it

should be liable to dissolution at any moment, that it should

actually be dissolved in every case at the close of a period of

probation. The spirit which had refused its great function

was to be sent wandering forlorn and disembodied, divorced

from the fair tenement of clay which it had abused from the

purpose of its creation. The body which had shared in the

fall was to pass into the foulness of disintegration ; its mate-
rials were again to be set free to render under other forms and
other laws that dumb, mechanic obedience of which alone

the fallen spirit had left them capable. Such was the doom
which was denounced if man, the high priest of two worlds,

should prove false to the great purpose of his creation. It

bears with an irresistible cogency on the question of the im-
portance of man's body in the economy of God's dealings with
the race ; nay, of his dealings with creation as a whole, as we
shall prove from the Epistle to the Romans. It introduces

considerations into theology which might well induce people

to pause before they assume as axiomatic that the ultimate

form of revelation will be a religion in which the commerce
of heaven and earth will be independent of material condi-

tions.

We pass now from the fall of man to his redemption, and
we proceed to prove that at every stage of the restoration such
importance is attached to the body in all the acts and in all

the promises of God, as can only be adequately accounted for

on the principle enunciated above.

The Covenant of Almighty God with the patriarchs was
authoritatively expounded by Jesus Christ as carrying with it

by necessary implication the promise of the Resurrection of

the body. In answer to the challenge of the Sadducees in

the supposed case of the woman with seven husbands, Christ

proved that the rising from the dead was actually contem-
plated by Moses. As the passage receives scant justice from
any commentator, we must ask permission to expound it in
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some detail (St. Matt. xxii. 23-39 ; compare also St. Luke xx.

27-38). The challenge of the Sadducees came to this, that

if Moses had contemplated a resurrection, he could never

have enacted, as he did, that the widow of one who had died

childless should bear children to the brother of the deceased.

For if a woman has been married to two brothers, or, as in an
^extreme case, to seven, who shall say, when all rise from the

-dead, to which of them she shall belong in the new life ? The
answer consisted of two parts, corresponding to the two errors

of the questioners. They erred as * not knowing the Scrip-

tures/ the true interpretation of Moses. They erred also as
* not knowing the power of God/ His ability to call men to a
new life under conditions wholly different from the present.

The fleshly conception of the Resurrection by which they
limited the power of Almighty God, was overthrown by indi-

cating the object for which marriage exists in our present

-state, the reparation of the ravages of death :
' The children of

this world marry, and are given in marriage, but they that are

accounted worthy to obtain that world, and the Resurrection

from the dead, neither marry, nor are given in marriage, neither

^:an they die any more, but are equal to the angels, and are

-sons of God, being sons of the Resurrection/

Thus He proved that they did not know the power of God.
In proving them ignorant of the Scriptures, He was tied down
by the exigencies of the situation to taking up their challenge

on the Pentateuch. True, Moses, to whom alone they de-

ferred, had not actually proclaimed the Resurrection. But He
declares that the very existence of the Covenant which it was
the object of the Pentateuch to record, carried with it by
essential implication the promise that the body should live

again. He says that Moses, l

in the passage called " the Bush,"

'

ascribes to Jehovah Himself a virtual promise of a resurrection

when he records as a part of His utterance the words :

1

1 am
the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of

Jacob/ And the words by which, according to St. Luke, He
finally established the assertion, are worthy of very special

remark :
* Now God is not a God of the dead, but of the living,

Jbr all live unto Him. 9

In what sense, we would reverently ask, do these words, if

taken by themselves, establish the resurrection of the body, as

distinguished from the immortality of the soul? At first sight,

we venture to think—and their treatment by many commen-
tators confirms us—they appear to .tell rather against it, to

indicate that personal immortality, and even relations with

Grod, are independent altogether of the body. For if God be
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still a man's God after his body has crumbled into dust, and
yet ' He is not a God of the dead, but of the living ;

' if ' all

live unto Him/ whether in the body or out of the body, then

why, it must surely have been asked, need their bodies rise

again from the grave ?

Counter-arguments similar to this would, we submit, have
been both logical and obvious, provided that no deeper signi-

fication had been discerned as underlying the words. That
no such arguments were adduced, that the confusion of the

Sadducees was so complete that even the beaten Pharisees

took heart, proves, we think, that his interlocutors at least did

find a deeper meaning in the words. What, then, was that

deeper significance ? He established the resurrection of the

body by proving that when the patriarchs were dead God
called Himself still the God of—what ? Of ' a naked soul ' in

the exile of Hades,and a handful ofdust in the Field of Ephron >

Of a creature the nobler part of whose being had been de-

prived of the organ of expression by which it fulfilled all the

functions for which it had been called into being ? Of one
whose loved ones shall never know again the play of feature,

the touch of hand, the thrill of nerve which made him their

own beloved, and not another ? Of one who to the ages of
ages shall never present to the Creator that homage of the

human spirit embodied which he was called out of nothingness

to render ? No, we say, a thousand times no ; the Sadducees
themselves must have said No when confronted with the ques-

tion in this form, else they had not shrunk abashed from His
presence. The covenant relations ofJehovah were with the man,,

not with part of the man—with the wonderful being whom He
had made half of spirit and half of clay, that the clay, though
material and perishable, might take its share in the praises of
eternity. In this sense, and in this sense alone, do the words
which were adduced by our Blessed Lord establish the resur-

rection of the body as distinguished from the immortality of
the soul. But if our interpretation of His argument be correct

;

if all this was contained in the words when Jehovah called the

dead by their names, and said that He was still their God
after their bodies had mouldered into dust, then the place

which we have claimed for the body in the original intention

of the Creator is assigned to it by our Master himself, in His
authoritative explanation of the covenant which He came into

the world to fulfil.

After the firstfruits of the fulfilment had been gathered

in His own resurrection and glorification, St. Paul was inspired

by the Holy Spirit to develop the teaching of his Master to-
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1

a point of which it had necessarily stopped short when he
was still * a minister of circumcision.'

In the eighth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, the

work of the glorified Redeemer is followed out to its ultimate

consequences, to a point where the immediate interests of the

human race are left, we might almost say, in the background.
It is in this sublime enunciation of all that the fall had en-

tailed, and of all, therefore, that the restoration should include

when it should culminate in the general resurrection, that the

thesis which we are endeavouring to maintain finds its plainest

statement in Holy Scripture. There are adumbrations of the

same truth in other Epistles, especially in those of the first

captivity, where we read of the * purpose of God to sum up
(ava/ce<f>a\aia)<ra<T0ai) all things in Christ* (Eph. i. io), and of
* His good pleasure through Him to reconcile all things unto
Himself, whether things upon the earth or things in the

heavens ' (Col. i. 19, 20). But nowhere else do we find the

same explicit teaching as in the eighth chapter of the Romans,
and we must therefore tax the patience of our readers with a

full exegesis of the passage.

The whole chapter of which it forms a part is a description

in its ideal characteristics of the relations of the redeemed to

their Creator, as brought about through the Sacrifice of the

Cross. In the midst of his glowing description, the writer is

abruptly confronted with the fact of present suffering as form-

ing one of the essential conditions of the life of the redeemed
in this world. Coheirship with the Incarnate Son of God
carries with it, he says in v. 17, the condition of sharing in

His sufferings, * if, as is the case {elirrep)
t
we suffer with Him

that we may also be glorified with Him.' And although, as

the next verse brings out, present suffering is to be outweighed
by future glory, still the thought of such suffering as a present

fact leads the writer to the sympathy of nature in the travail

pangs of the Church upon earth, and so to her ultimate share

in the triumph which is to crown them hereafter, ' for the

earnest expectation of the creation waiteth for the revealing

of the sons of God/
It is in the inspired explanation of the causes which ac-

count for this sympathy of creation in the fall and the restora-

tion of mankind that we find so full an enunciation of our
great thesis. First, all nature was dislocated by man's fall

;

' for the creation was subjected to vanity ' (missed its mark,

the great aim of its being), ' not of its own will, but by reason

of him who subjected it ' (guiltless itself of any moral com-
plicity in the fall of its natural high priest, yet failing to find
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in humanity the ordained exponent of its homage, it was
deprived of the end of its creation, and reduced to ' vanity/ to

an aimless existence), * on terms of hope ' (the promise of

ultimate restoration when the Seed of the woman should

come, followed close upon the fall of ' him who subjected
'

nature to this doom of ' vanity '),
* because the creation itself

also shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into

the liberty of the glory of the children of God ' (the redemp-
tion of mankind from their slavery carries with it the re-

demption of the whole universe, whose high priest shall have
been restored to it again). Then, when the fellow-suffering

of nature and of the redeemed has been worked out in greater

fulness, there follows the crowning declaration of that to

which our argument works up. That for which the whole
universe is groaning, as the culminating point of its deliver-

ance, is the restoration of its fallen high priest to the state

into which he was created, that embodiment of a finite intelli-

gence in an organism derived from the lower world, which made
mankind the created mediator between the worlds of spirit

and matter :
' for we know that the whole creation groaneth

and travaileth in pain together until now. And not only so,

but ourselves also which have the firstfruits of the Spirit, even
we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting for the adoption,

to wit, tJie redemption of our body!

Thus the Resurrection, which our Saviour had set forth as

entailed by necessary implication in the covenant of God with

the fathers, is elaborated under the new dispensation into the

culminating glory of the redemption, and that not only for

mankind, but for the whole creation through him. With the

fate of the body of man there is bound up, we are here

expressly taught, the relation of all nature to God. Would it

be possible to offer fuller proof of the proposition with which
we set out, that the work for which God became Incarnate

can only be adequately appreciated when we read it with the

teaching of the Old Testament on the original destiny of the

body?
But when we turn from the end of our redemption to the

means by which it was wrought out, we find that, read in

the light which we have gained on the original destiny of the

body, the Incarnation, the Passion, the Resurrection, and the

Ascension gain a wholly new fullness of significancy.

A Person of the Adorable Trinity, Begotten before the

worlds in a Nature whigh is spiritual alone, has stooped to

assume into the Godhead a Body prepared by the Holy Ghost
of the substance of the creature whom He had chosen. That
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Body becomes the shrine and the instrument of the homage
which God in our nature offered up to the Majesty on high.

In it is that offering made for which the Creator had waited
throughout the ages, the perfect love and the absolute obe-

dience of a human spirit enshrined in an earthly body. St.

Paul says of the Incarnation of the Word, that by it was God
well pleased * to sum up all things ' (dvatcetyaXaubo-aaOcu ra
iravra) in the Incarnate, to bring the whole totality of Being
into a unity impossible before, since in it did the Infinite and
the finite find a point of interpenetration. Much more, then,

may we say of Jesus Christ that in Him did the two worlds
meet whose union in our nature was the glory of man
unfallen ; that in Him for the first time since the fall was the

homage of the material creation presented to Him Who
created it by a body of the elements of this earth being made
the shrine, the instrument, the expression of a Spirit of
absolute holiness.

But this lifelong offering to God of the homage in which
man had come short, was very far from forming the whole of

the sacrifice which the Mediator offered to the Father. Not
only had what was lacking to be made up ; what was amiss

had mysteriously to be atoned for ; the Soul and Body in

which God had become Man were to be made an offering for

the sins of the whole world. They were offered to the Father
upon the Cross in wounds, in Blood, and in death. We do
not desire to philosophize upon the Atonement ; we disclaim

that ' forensic ' explanation of it by which Calvinism has so

discredited the Gospel ; we know nothing, and the wisest

know nothing, of how it was that suffering of Soul and Body
availed for the doing away of our sins. But unless we
rob the plainest words of their meaning, we must see that

all through the Epistles a special virtue to atone for our
sins is assigned to the bodily sufferings and to the actual

death of the Redeemer ; that the reconciliation of man to

the Father is made dependent on those bodily sufferings
;

that the sacrifice offered in His death is something differ-

ent from that spiritual sacrifice which was offered at every
moment of His life in the perfection of His obedience to

God's law.

Now it is the barest affirmation of a truism to say that

the Sacrifice of the Cross was nothing if it was not material.

It is true that it was the highest expression of His spiritual

offering of Himself ; but if the spiritual offering be all, then
why should it find its highest expression in acts which were,

bodily throughout ? Why is it that the Blood, the stripes,
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the wounds, are continually appealed to by the Apostles as

the purchase-money which bought our redemption ?

The sacrifice by which we are redeemed was, then, essen-

tially a bodily sacrifice.

But, again, the restoration of that Body to the Spirit of

which it had been the shrine is put forward by the first

preachers of the Gospel, even more prominently than the

Sacrifice of the Cross, as the turning point of the redemption
of mankind. The proclamation of the Twelve to the world
is summed up in the single pregnant sentence, ' with great

power gave the Apostles witness of the Resurrection of the

Lord Jesus.' And in the stress which they lay on the Resur-
rection as the sum and substance of the work of their Lord,
we learn how all-important in God's sight is the restoration

of man to his first estate, as the link which gives unity and
continuity to the whole spiritual and material creation. Why
was it that they dwelt upon His Resurrection as that by which
the world was to be converted ? Did they treat it only as the

most stupendous of the miracles by which His claim to

Messiahship had been vindicated ? Was it only that, marvel
for marvel, the rising of Jesus from the grave with no human
agency interposed between Himself, the subject of the miracle,

and the Deity by whose power it was wrought, was greater

than the resuscitation of Lazarus by the Word of the yet
living Master ?

This undoubtedly lends a cogency to its evidence beyond
that of any of the miracles which He wrought during His
own earthly life ; but it is far from exhausting its importance
as something absolutely different in kind from all other

evidence whatsoever. For the difference is not one of degree
between miracles more or less stupendous. It is the difference

between miracles which are evidence that He is to be believed

when He calls Himself our Redeemer, and a miracle which is

of the very essence of the process by which the redemption
was effected. It is not because it proves our redemption, but
because it is the redemption which it establishes, that the

Apostles lay a stress on the Resurrection which they lay

on no other single fact in the history of Him Whom they
preached.

This point is so totally missed in our popular English
theology that it is necessary to draw it out at some length in

the light of our general position. We dare to say that if a
school of modern preachers were to put forward the Resur-
rection of our Lord as it was put forward in the preaching of

the Apostles, they would be charged by a large section of
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Church people with exalting the mere evidence of the Atone-
ment at the cost of the great doctrine itself by which the

Church must stand or fall. For in the popular pulpit theology

of the whole Evangelical school it is the Death that was died

once for all, not the Life that is lived to eternity, which is put
forward as the sum and substance of the Gospel. Nay, we
should hardly go beyond the bare truth were we to say of the

bulk of modern preaching that it treats the Resurrection and
the Ascension as being rather, if we may say it with reverence,

essential to the proprieties of the situation, than as being,

like the Death upon the Cross, essential to the salvation of

the world.

Read the first proclamation of the Gospel in the light of

all that we have said about the original destiny of the human
body, and how marvellous an illumination is thrown upon it

!

If the separation of man's body from his soul, the undoing
of the primal unity of his being, was entailed as a necessary con-

sequence on his refusal to offer in his own person the homage
of the two worlds which he summed up, then the reunion of

the Body of the Saviour to the Holy Soul which was breathed

out upon the Cross is the evidence, as nothing else could be
the evidence, that He was the Seed of the woman in whom
the work of the fall was to be undone, the new Adam, the

representative Man, who had offered on behalf of the whole
race that homage which the first Adam had refused, and
of which all his descendants had been incapable. Apart
from the testimony of the Resurrection, Chrises death, instead

of proving Him the Redeemer, had but shown that, like all other

men, He had fallen by legitimate sentence under the penalty

pronounced on our first parents. His rising again proves, nay
it is, the undoing of the penalty of Adam, the reunion of Body
and Spirit for an eternity of embodied blessedness, in the

person of the single High Priest who had offered to the

Majesty of the Creator the unblemished homage of His Crea-
tion, Who had fulfilled the archetypal purpose with which it

was designed from eternity. In Him are all made alive,

exactly as in Adam all died : spiritually alive, here and now,
because their spirits are reunited to God

;
physically to be

restored in the next world, because ' if so be that the Spirit of

God dwelleth in you, the Spirit of Him Who raised up Jesus
from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies by His
Spirit that dwelleth in you/

But even the Resurrection from the dead does not exhaust
the work of Christ's Body for the redemption of the world for

which He died. Its exaltation to the Right Hand of God
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was essential to our partaking of Divine Nature by the in-

dwelling of the Spirit of God.

St. John tells us (vii. 39) that while Christ was on earth,
* Holy Spirit was not as yet, because that Jesus was not yet

glorified/ ' Holy Spirit/ that effusion of the Comforter which
is signified by the words Hvsvfia ayiov when used without the
article, was dependent, then, on the Ascension of Jesus ; even
as He told His disciples at the Supper table, * It is expedient

for you that I go away ; for if I go not away, the Comforter
will not come unto you ; but if I depart, I will send Him unta
you ' (St. John xvi. 7).

The exalted Humanity of the Redeemer must receive the
final unction of the Spirit, in Its eternally glorified condition,

before It could become the channel of the gifts which Its

humiliation had purchased for man. Space forbids fuller

treatment of this subject, inexhaustible as are its interest and
significancy. We can but adduce it as the final exemplifica-

tion of the principle which we have been maintaining through-

out, that the means, like the end of redemption, are not

spiritual alone in their nature ; that all that God has done for

mankind is effected by a process which is twofold, like the

nature of the creature who is its object ; that if sacraments,

because on one side material, are to be excluded from the

category of means, and to be reduced to mere symbols of our
salvation, then the process by which redemption is applied is

absolutely different in kind from the process by which it was
wrought out.

To take up, then, the position which was indicated in the

opening sentence of this paper—when the efficacy of the Sacra-

ments is in question, we are discussing, in the ultimate analysis,

the present relations of the faithful to the glorified Humanity
of the Redeemer. The factors of the relation are these : on
one side is the glorified Humanity by virtue of Whose suffer-

ings on earth it is acknowledged that mankind has been re-

deemed, by virtue of Whose Ascension into heaven it is

acknowledged that the Spirit was bestowed. On the other

side are those for whom He died, inheritors by their descent

from the first Adam of the obligations involved in his crea-

tion, and the disabilities entailed by his fall. Obligations and
disabilities alike are admitted, be it observed, on all sides, to

be inherited through a physical channel, descent from the

stock which has become corrupted. Inheritors through a

bodily channel, by no personal fault of their own, of a taint

which, though physically transmitted, affects every part of
their nature, they are to be brought into saving relations to
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One Who took a body like their own to redeem them from
the curse on their first father, with One Who, having assumed
such a Body, has offered it as a sacrifice upon earth, and has
finally exalted it to heaven, that by virtue of those bodily acts

His elect might be restored to their first estate.

The estate whose restoration is to be effected, it is again
universally admitted, is an estate of embodied blessedness in

which every part of man's nature is to be restored to its per-

fection for ever.

The question which divides the Catholic and the Evan-
gelical schools is how the factors on either side are brought
into effectual relation, so that the virtue of the bodily acts

which were wrought by the Incarnate Redeemer shall be made
available for the eternal restoration of the bodies and souls

of the fallen. The answer of the Catholic Church is the
doctrine of the Sacraments of the Gospel as ' effectual signs

*

of God's grace, which actually convey to the soul the graces

which in one sense they typify. Every part of the nature of
the fallen we affirm to be incorporated with the Redeemer by
Sacraments whose twofold contents correspond to the two
parts of man's nature.

Wherein lies the difficulty in believing that the process by
which all this is to be effected, by which man in his complex
nature is to be united to the Incarnate Mediator, may be a
sacramental process, may be effectuated by visible signs

which convey, and do not only typify, an inward and spiritual

grace ?

We need not dwell on the Romish abuses which have
induced the reaction of Protestantism against the primitive

doctrine itself.

The position which has been actually assumed, no matter
what steps have led up to it, is that the conveyance of
spiritual blessings demands purely spiritual channels ; that to

believe in the virtue of Sacraments to do more than to

dramatize, as it were, certain aspects of spiritual truths, is to

expose ourselves to the implied condemnation on those who
forget that * God is a Spirit, and they that worship Him must
worship Him in spirit and in truth.'

We have tried to show that the analogy of the faith is

generally against this position. But is it possible to find

analogies in Holy Scripture for the detailed application of the

same principles to the Sacraments as we actually possess

them ? We unhesitatingly reply that it is.

The whole doctrine of original sin, as held by all Western
Christendom, presents a most striking analogy to the doctrine

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LI. C
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of regeneration in Baptism. This truth of original sin, and of

its transmission to individual human beings antecedently to

any actual demerit, has proved one of the prominent obstacles

to the acceptance of the orthodox theodicy. We do not claim

to explain that difficulty. We do not say that the righteous-

ness of God can be searched by our finite understandings. But
we say that baptismal regeneration, as taught by the Catholic

Church, does minimize the inevitable difficulty by showing in

a most suggestive analogy that at least ' God's ways are equal/

how incomprehensible soever they may be. If we have no
choice about being born into a condition in which we inherit

a spiritual taint transmitted through a physical channel ante-

cedently to demerit on our own part, still we are dowered with a

spiritual grace transmitted also through a physical channel in

the laver of regeneration, antecedently to any power of

deserving it. Could analogy be more exact or more complete ?

The child who has inherited from the first Adam the doom
of sin and death is incorporated into the Humanity of the

Second Adam, and made inheritor of life and righteous-

ness ; and both processes alike are effected without desert or

co-operation on its own part. Is it comprehensible, then,

we would ask, why a faith which is sufficiently robust to be-

lieve in original sin should find any insuperable difficulty

in the doctrine of baptismal regeneration, a doctrine which
is its absolute counterpart—a doctrine, we might almost
say, designed to counterbalance it and to minimize its diffi-

culties ?

But the mysterious efficacity of Baptism, as engrafting us

into the Body of Christ, has proved easier of acceptance

among us than the doctrine of the Real Presence in the

Eucharist, or at least than what is commonly known as the

doctrine of the ' Real, Objective Presence/ The reasons are

not far to seek. In the first place that doctrine itself is

capable, and has actually been the subject, of abuses far worse
and far more obvious. Such carnalities as the Mass of

Bolsena, and other such perversions of the truth as called

forth our twenty- eighth Article, find no place in connexion
with Holy Baptism. Then the language of our Prayer-Book
on the subject is absolutely consistent and unequivocal, refus-

ing to be evacuated of its meaning by any but ' non-natural

interpretations/

But beyond these there is a deeper reason still why the

doctrine of Regeneration in Baptism should make far less

demand upon faith than that of the Real Presence in the

Eucharist, except, indeed, where the doctrine is minimized
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into that which is commonly known as the virtual Presence
to the recipient

In Baptism we have the simplest exemplification of the
principle enunciated above, that the redemption of men's
bodies and souls, worked out by God Incarnate under condi-

tions essentially material, may be expected by every law of
analogy to be applied to individual human beings by means
not spiritual alone. The material element of water is made
by sacramental application the means of conveying the gift

—

nccedit verbum ad elementum
y
etfit sacramentutn. But all that

is super-sensible in the process takes place in the recipient of

the Sacrament. The recipient is made partaker of Christ

;

but in this process the element of water is confessedly nothing
more than an instrument by which the change in the recipient

is brought about. Metaphorically and poetically we may say
of it that,

* Seen by faith, 'tis blood
Out of a dear Friend's side,'

but in the eyes of dogmatic theology it is in the use of the

iletnent alone, in no sense in the element itself, that the sacra-

mental mystery resides. In the initiatory Sacrament of
Baptism the Divine Corporeity of the Saviour is but virtually

-communicated to the neophyte, and therefore the virtue of
the element begins and ends with the using. 1

It is far otherwise with the Presence in the Eucharist,

The phrases which are used of it in Holy Scripture will be
found on a careful examination to speak invariably of some-
thing without us, something whose efficacy, when it comes to

be used, is not thought of as barely coming with the using,

but as the virtue which results and must result from its being
used, being such as it has become.

In every Sacrament or Sacramental ordinance, the Eucha-
rist alone excepted, there is an act and nothing more—the

Sacrament and the administration of the Sacrament are abso-

lutely one and the same thing. Each is a * moment ' in the re-

lation of heaven and earth, a moment which leaves permanent
effects, which can alter the personal condition, or give spiritual

1 But, on the other hand, this statement of Dean Jackson is true, and
ought not to be unnoticed :

* The orthodoxical ancients use the same
language for expressing Christ's Presence in Baptism and in the Eucha-
rist. They stick not to say that Christ is present or latent in the Water,
as well as in the Elements of Bread and Wine' (Works, x. 55. 9). And
again :

* This sacramental pledge [i.e. the Water] hath a virtual Presence
of Christ's Blood, or some real influence from His Body, concomitant
though not consubstantiated to it, which is prefigured or signified by the
washing or sprinkling the body with Water' {ibid. x. 50. 4).
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virtue to the acts of the person who is the subject of the

operation, but essentially different from the Eucharist in that

the Sacrament and its administration are but interchangeable

names for the same fact. In the Eucharist all this is quite

different. An action, an operation, a relation, a state, a power,,

an efficacity—none of these exhaust the signification of the
Presence of Christ in that Sacrament. Hence in this case, and in

this case alone,we speak ofthe consecrated elements themselves
under the title of l the Blessed Sacrament.

1 Our Article does

not say that the elements of the Sacrament, but that ' the Sacra-

mentofthe Lords Supper' itself,
l was not by Christ's ordinance

reserved, carried about, lifted up, or worshipped ; ' thus accept-

ing, with all that it entails, the use of the term t the Sacrament
of the Lord's Supper ' for that which we handle and treat.

This application of the word ' sacrament ' itself to the material

elements in the Eucharist entails a belief in the res sacramenti

as actually residing in those elements, and as distinguished

from the virtus sacramenti which comes with the pious using.

And here it is that the objectivity of the Presence makes a
demand upon the faith of the believer so far beyond anything
that is entailed by the doctrine of baptismal regeneration.

The mystery itself is far deeper, and the abuses connected
with it are far other, than anything which confronts us in Holy
Baptism. Mystery falls, as it were, naturally into its place

when there is absolutely nothing in question except the rela-

tions of a human personality with the unseen Majesty of
Heaven. Of that under no possible circumstances could our
senses be expected to bear testimony. But when we come to

the Presence in the Eucharist, the very seat and sphere of the

mystery lie in the realm where our senses are supreme as far

as ordinary life is concerned. We are expected to accept as

of faith not anything which is contrary to their evidence, as

in the definition of transubstantiation, but something about
which they can tell us nothing, though it lies, externally at

least, within the sphere of their ordinary exercise.

And then there has grown up around this mystery the

terrible rationalizing of Trent, defining that before which
angels veil their faces, in terms of scholastic metaphysics.
And plain men very naturally say that in their eyes 'substance*

and ' accident ' are but phrases in the jargon of the schools ;

that they may or may not stand for something which has an
existence apart from our conceptions, but that revelation is

silent upon the subject ; that Rome has introduced them inta

theology upon the mere unsupported assertion of a discredited

medieval metaphysic.
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And even worse than the rationalistic definition, the prac-

tical superstitions which have arisen from it hold Englishmen
back from the faith. Teach the truth that Christ meant what
He said when He blessed the bread and wine, and said that

they are His Body and His Blood, not that they represent

or typify them ; teach that in the Eucharistic gifts there re-

sides a somethingwhich is efficacious, as distinguished from a

mere efficacity ; teach, in a word, that the Presence is objective

—do what we will there is no other word which embodies with
absolute clearness the distinction between believing our Lord's

words and watering them down into something which He
never said—and you are at once asked how far does this carry

you towards justifying some use of the * species 'unconnected
with their reception by the communicant.

Our answer and our reason for it are ready : if we looked
upon the consecrated gifts as having but the semblance of

bread and wine, if we believed that the substance of bread and
wine had ceased to underlie them in very deed, then, accept-

ing the Tridentine definition, we should accept the practices

which it brings with it, processions, benediction, expositions,

in which the gifts bestowed ' that we might duly use them '

are abused to purposes of superstition. But as we believe

that transubstantiation ' overthroweth the nature of a sacra-

ment/ so, along with transubstantiation, we reject the ' many
superstitions ' to which the belief ' hath given occasion.' The
more intense our belief in the condescension which bestows
very Christ on the communicant, the more entirely do we
shrink from definition beyond the words of Institution them-
selves, and the more indignantly do we resent the presump-
tion which takes that which conveys Christ to His own, and
converts it into a show or a talisman. 1

Assuming, then, that the doctrine of the Real Presence

must always prove harder of acceptance than that of bap-

tismal regeneration, we have to show that it presents itself

for acceptance with credentials of exactly the same kind.

We have tried to prove as regards Holy Baptism, that over

and above the d priori probabilities that a redemption such
as that of our Lord would be applied through such a channel

as this, the truth of regeneration at the font exhibits a re-

1 It is perhaps hardly necessary to add that the case of Reservation
for the sick stands, historically and practically alike, on a totally different

footing from reservation for purposes of worship. We only wish we could
feel equally certain that its restoration for its legitimate object would
never be taken advantage of for any other. [That in any case it is not

now lawful in the Church of England has been shown in our number for

October 1887, pp. 77-90. Ed. C. Q. R.]
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markably close parallel to other truths on which all Chris-

tians are agreed ; in other words, that it is commended to

the Christian conscience by the closeness of the parallel

which it demonstrates between the remedy which it pro-

claims to the world and the evil which that remedy has ta
meet.

Can it be claimed for the doctrine of the Real Presence that

it runs in such parallel lines with admitted truths of revela-

tion as to come before the consciences of Churchmen with
like support from the analogy of the faith ? We make bold

to say that it does. And the truths to which it exhibits this

analogy are such as offer a close point of contact with the

thesis which we have been maintaining throughout. We refer

first to the recorded facts about the risen Body of our Lord, and
second to what was revealed to St. Paul about the spiritual

body.
The two truths are very closely connected with one an-

other and with our subject in general : with one another, be-
cause the Body of Christ risen is the firstfruits, the archetype,,

the living instance of all that His saints are to be when the
final redemption shall have come for which all nature is tra-

vailing and groaning ; with the general subject of our paper,

because the ultimate restoration of the body lies at the root

of our argument about the Sacraments.
In the light of what we know of Christ risen, it must ever

be kept prominently before us that the Presence of our Lord
in the Eucharist is the Presence of His glorified Humanity,
and that, in the state in which that now subsists, possibility

and impossibility are to be gauged by other standards than
those of earth.

In the light of what we know of our own future it has
further to be borne in mind, that in speaking of a ' spiritual

body ' the antithesis between ' spiritual ' and * real ' can claim
no place in the argument. It was expressly revealed to St.

Paul, and it forms the basis of his proof of the resurrection,

that th^ bodies of glorified saints are to be, like the Body of
the risen Saviour, ' spiritual/ as distinguished from ' psychic

*

or ' animal ' bodies : yet it would hardly be maintained by
any Christian that they or the risen Body of the Lord were
not in the fullest sense ' real.'

If these twin truths be kept carefully in mind, the doctrine
of the Presence in the Eucharist will fall into its natural place

in the analogy of the faith as a whole. That doctrine depends
mainly on two passages, with, of course, the parallels to one
of them—St. Paul's directly inspired account of the original
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Institution of the Eucharist, and our Lord's anticipation of the

Institution in the discourse in the synagogue at Capernaum.
Into the controverted exegesis of these passages space

forbids us to enter at any length. We must content ourselves

with a single remark as to our claim to treat them as con-

nected, and must confine our attention thereafter to the dis-

cussion of a single aspect of a single passage.

It is maintained, then, by Catholic believers that the words
with which the Sacrament was instituted are to be read in the

light of those other words about feeding on the Saviour
Himself, and in more detail about eating the Flesh of the Son
of Man and drinking His Blood. It is retorted that we emu-
late the Capharnaites in the grossness with which we interpret

Him ; we are reminded that He told us Himself that ' it is

the spirit that quickeneth, the flesh profiteth nothing/ And
on the strength of that saying it is argued that the whole
discourse in the synagogue at Capernaum contains at the

most a somewhat remote reference to the Sacrament which
was instituted afterwards. It might almost be sufficient to

rejoin that, apart from the exigencies of controversy, it is

difficult to conceive of any commentator reading the words
of the earlier discourse side by side with the words of Insti-

tution, and maintaining that the reference to the Eucharist

was not both prominent and direct.

But we have not only to compare the two passages, we
have to read both in the light of the other Scriptures which
have been adduced as bearing upon them, the facts recorded

in the Gospels about the Body of the Lord after He arose, the

predictions of the First Epistle to the Corinthians about the

future which awaits our own bodies. Read thus, the sixth

chapter of St. John will be found to speak so plainly on the

Eucharist that it will be unintelligible how its reference to the

Holy Sacrament can have been held to be anything but most
direct. The discourse works up to a climax from ' believing

on* the Saviour to 'coming to Him/ from ' coming to Him '

to ' eating of the Bread of Life,' which is Himself, or which,

more specifically, ' is His Flesh/ Then comes in the cavil of

the Pharisees :
' How can this Man give us His Flesh to eat ?

'

and they are warned that apart from this eating, they can
have no life in themselves. Then, finally, from eating of His
Flesh and drinking of His Blood, He works up to the culmi-

nating declaration, ' He that eateth Me, even he shall live

by Me/ Here the faith even of disciples is staggered :
—

' Hard
is the saying ; who can hear it ?

' The cavil of Pharisaic

opponents called forth nothing but warnings of their peril,
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and a more emphatic repetition of what offended them.

The difficulties of friends who would fain believe elicited the

explanatory remonstrance, ' Doth this cause you to stumble ?

What then if ye shall see the Son of Man ascending up where
He was before ? The spirit is that which quickeneth, the

flesh profiteth nothing. The sayings that I have spoken unto

you are spirit and life ; but there are some among you that

believe not.' They are asked, in other words, if they are

offended or stumble at the feeding upon Christ while He is

visibly among them as Man, how much harder shall its ac-

ceptance become when His visible Presence shall have been

withdrawn ; and yet it is only when that Presence shall have

been withdrawn, when He is to be with them but mystically and
invisibly by the power of the Holy Spirit in the Church, that

this feeding upon His Flesh is to take place. They are warned
that such fulfilments of His words as the gross Capharnaites

anticipate would be of no spiritual profit even if they could

conceivably take place.

Now do the words, ' the spirit is that which quickeneth, the

flesh profiteth nothing/ reduce the Eucharistic bearings of the

whole discourse to a reference admissible yet remote ? We
must fall back for an answer to this question on the twin

truths just alluded to above, on the facts of the ' great forty

days/ and on the anticipations of the glorious Hereafter vouch-

safed to convince doubters at Corinth.

The Lord's Body has passed into a condition to which the

words and thoughts of the Capharnaites stand in no true rela-

tion whatsoever ; a state in which He was present when and
where He would ; a state in which sealed stone and closed

door were incapable of restraining His passage ; in which He
was cognizable only by disciples, and by them but as He willed

to be made known. Yet it is a state in which He shows by
demonstration that His Body is a real Body still, no phantom
but a thing of flesh and bones, which could be handled, which
could even take food. After exhibiting Himself thus upon
earth, He was seen to ' ascend up where He was before.' And
it is after this Ascension into heaven and the outpouring of the

Spirit which followed, that it was revealed to the Church
through St. Paul (i Cor. xv.) how the resurrection bodies of the

saints are to be, like that of their Master, * spiritual/ not 4 animal'

or * psychic ' bodies. With the risen body of the Saviour to

appeal to, St. Paul boldly tells the doubting Corinthians that
' if there is a natural body, there is also a spiritual body/ and
on the strength of this revelation he further goes on to assure

them that it is true of the body which we lay down in the
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hope of a future resurrection that * it is sown a natural body
;

it is raised a spiritual body/ The reality of the resurrection

of the body is the single position which is to be established,

and he considers that he has established that position when
he has shown that the bodies of the saints are to be, like that

of their Master, ' spiritual '

—

acofiara TrvevjiaTucd. 1

This argument carries the whole question into a region

where ' spiritual ' and ' real ' stand in no sort of antithesis to

one another, a region in which the spiritual element in the

composite nature of man shall have become supreme over the
4 psychic ' and the ' bodily/ in the well-known terminology of

St. Paul, while yet the material element shall in no sense have
ceased to be real ; nay, a region of which we might say that

spiritual bodies shall be the only real bodies, while it is the gross

corporeity of earth which shall not inherit incorruption.

But the adequate development of this thesis calls for an
-exposition of St. Paul's argument in detail.

The Apostle has been challenged with the question, * how
are the dead raised, and with what kind of body do they

come ?
' The syllogism of his opponents runs as follows :

Bodies of flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God :

All bodies (and among the rest, the resurrection body of which

you tell us) are bodies of flesh and blood

:

Therefore this supposed resurrection body cannot inherit the

Kingdom of God.

He replies with Nego minorem, I deny your minor premise

;

the resurrection bodies of which I tell you will not be bodies

of flesh and blood : they will be spiritual bodies. And he
establishes the possibility of his assertion by a twofold pro-

cess of reasoning. First he argues from the analogy of nature

with the infinite varieties which she displays, that it lies in

the power of Omnipotence to furnish us with bodies hereafter

as different from the bodies of earth as the ear of waving corn

from the seed which was buried in the furrow—in a word, with

spiritual bodies. Then he goes on to establish his position

by an argument more cogent than analogy, by an actual in-

stance in point :
—

' if there is a natural body, there is also a

spiritual body : even so hath it been written, the first man
Adam became [iyevsro, came to be, came into being as] a

living soul ; the last Adam became a quickening Spirit/ The
possibility of there being a spiritual body is proved by an

1 The * Homily on the Sacrament ' has a very strong expression

:

*
. . . . whereby not only their souls live to eternal Life, but they surely

trust to win their bodies a resurrection to immortality.'
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actual example of one, the Body of the risen Saviour ; and

—

here is the point at which we are aiming—the resurrection of
the spiritual body is used to establish the fact that the last

Adam became a quickening Spirit :
* There is a spiritual body :

even so (ovtcqs ical) hath it been written, the last Adam became
a quickening Spirit? Now let the words of our Saviour at

Capernaum be read in the light of this passage, and of the

light which is thrown by this passage on the history of His
Own Resurrection. He reproved the doubts of His disciples

as to how they were to feed on His Ftesh, by referring on to

a time when He should have ascended :
' Doth this offend

you ? what then if ye shall see the Son of Man ascend up
where He was before ?

' And He tells them in connexion
with this that ' the spirit is that which quickeneth, the flesh

profiteth nothing.
1 He leads them on, in other words, from the

thought of what He was then, to the thought of what He was
to become, when He should have risen and ascended into

heaven ; from a state of things in which He was man among
men, to a state of things in which, still being Man, He should

no longer be among men but within them, by the power of
the Indwelling Spirit poured out upon the mystical Body. If

we remember that His Body in its present state is no longer

a psychic body such as the bodies that we know upon earth,

but is, and was manifested as, the Spiritual Body of the Resur-
rection, then there is absolutely nothing in the words to exclude
a direct reference to the Eucharist from being the per-

vading thought of the whole discourse. * It is the Spirit that

quickeneth/ indeed, but then we are expressly taught by St
Paul that there is a spiritual body, and that, therefore, because
of that spiritual Body the last Adam became a quickening
Spirit. ' The flesh/ indeed, * profiteth nothing/ but St. Paul
draws a direct antithesis between bodies of flesh and blood
such as are incapable of ' inheriting incorruption/ and the spiri-

tual body of the resurrection—in virtue, once more, of which
* the last Adam became a quickening Spirit/ ' It is the Spirit

that quickeneth/ not in the sense that the present application

of redemption must be a process wholly spiritual, although
the means by which it was effected were throughout both
spiritual and material ; not in the sense that the bodies of His
redeemed, which He tells us are to be raised at the last day
because of the feeding upon Him here, are not capable of being
made partakers while on earth of the very Corporeity oftheir

Saviour ; but in the sense that were He now what He was then,

not quickened in a Spiritual Body, the feeding of which He
spoke were as impossible as it appeared to the Capharnaites.
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' The flesh profiteth nothing/ not in the sense that the
Holy Body of the Redeemer is not in its glorified condition

the channel of all spiritual blessings to the faithful, individu-

ally and collectively ; for then, how could we resist the in-

evitable conclusion that the offering of the same Body on
the Cross profiteth nothing for the salvation of our race?

But the flesh profiteth nothing in the sense that even the

sacrifice of that Body had availed nothing for our redemption
unto God, apart from that unction of the Spirit by which now
it hath been finally glorified.

' Holy Spirit was not as yet ' in the days of His Presence

upon earth, ' because that Jesus was not yet glorified/ The
great gift could not accrue to the Church ; nay, the Church
as His Spiritual Body could not even be called into existence

until the ' Holy Thing ' which was born for our sakes, and
which was offered to redeem us from evil, should have passed

out of its state of humiliation and been exalted to the glorious

condition in which it is the Example and the Archetype of the

spiritual bodies of the great hereafter.

It is only by ignoring all this, by forgetting the great

forty days, by shutting our eyes to the teaching of St. Paul

about the future of our own poor humanity, that we can
evacuate the sixth chapter of St. John of a reference to the

Sacrament of the Eucharist as direct as words can make it.

If our conceptions of the resurrection of the body include

nothing but a mere resuscitation, if we take Lazarus and
not Jesus Christ as our instance of what is meant by Resur-
rection, then only shall we say like the disciples, 'hard is

the saying ; who can hear it ? ' If we recognize, after the teach-

ing of St. Paul, that what is sown a natural body is raised a
spiritual body, we shall impose no material limitations on
the possibilities of the glorified Humanity. It was offered

on the Cross for our sins, it was raised for our justification

it ascended that by its own final unction the Pentecostal

effusion might be secured. Surely, then, by spiritual sacra-

mental participation of it will our redemption be brought
about in this world, as we believe that through its instru-

mentality our resurrection is to be brought about in the last

day. Surely, in a word, we may say with St. Leo, ' Ut acci-

pientes virtutem ccelestis cibi, in carnem ipsius qui caro noster

factus est, transeamus ' {Ep. 59. 2).

It remains to apply what we have just said to the words
of Institution themselves. The words are plain enough. The
absence of a predicative copula in the dialect used by our

Lord does not make an iota of difference to the directness of
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the statement which He made. He said in the hearing of

His disciples, of things which were present to their senses,
4 This is My Body ; '

' This cup is the new covenant in My
Blood/ Even if we knew nothing of the present conditions

under which His Body exists, we should not be justified in

explaining His words so as to rob them of their literal signi-

fication ; but still the strain upon our faith would have been
quite indefinitely increased, had it been unrelieved by any
special assurance that He was carrying us into a region of

things to which experience provides us with no parallel.

As it is, the object of our faith as we bow before the mystery
of the Eucharist is a Body of whose present conditions we are

wholly incapable of reasoning, but of which we know from
recorded facts that it does not recognize the limitations which
we associate with the bodies of earth ; that it is the archetype,

as it shall be the efficient, of the ' change ' which shall pass

over other bodies when they too ' inherit incorruption/

We maintain, then, to sum up what we have said upon the

second great Sacrament of the Gospel, that the truth of the

Real Presence in the Eucharist runs on absolutely parallel lines

with unquestioned dogmas of the faith. We maintain that

Chrises words at Capernaum, ' the spirit is that which quick-

eneth ; the flesh profiteth nothing/ do not make against the

literal acceptance of the words which He spoke at the Supper
table ; that they but carry us into that spiritual region of the

risen and glorified Humanity in which alone the words of In-

stitution were capable of being literally fulfilled. And we
maintain that by proving all this, we have established for the

second great Sacrament what we established above for the

first. The literalness of the words of Institution need offer no
stumbling-block to faith unless we arbitrarily isolate their

consideration from everything revealed to us elsewhere which
falls naturally into parallelism with them. If we read them
in their natural context, we find that they belong to a region

where the true antithesis to ' spiritual ' is not * real ' but ' animal

'

or * psychic/ And the very words of our Lord at Capernaum
so often quoted to prove the Presence metaphorical, are ex-
actly what raise the whole context into the atmosphere of the

spiritual world to which, as we learn from St. Paul, the Ascended
Body belongs ; a world in which the spiritual is the real even
where the body, there * changed/ is concerned.

To reduce the great Sacrament of the Eucharist to what
was called on a memorable occasion ' a barren symbol of an
absent Christ/ is, then, to do violence to the faith in the pro-

portions in which Scripture presents it to us. Then only is
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our faith in the Eucharist made analogous to the whole body
of revelation when we treat it as an ' effectual sign ' uniting us
body and soul to Him who became Man for our sakes, that

He might redeem us in both parts of our complex nature.

Just to glance for a moment at what would follow if in

dealing with the Body of the Resurrection we could admit that
' spiritual ' and * real ' could ever be mutually exclusive. We
would ask can it be supposed for a moment that the Body
which was handled by the Apostles was any the less a * real

p

Body because it was exempt from the limitations which beset

the gross bodies of earth ? Can it be supposed that our own
future bodies with which we are to be clothed to eternity are

not to be regarded as 'real ' bodies because we are told by St.

Paul that [' flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of

God/ but that] * we shall be changed ' in the Resurrection, and
shall rise with * spiritual bodies ' ? And yet if these are im-
possible suppositions, then how can it be logically maintained

that the Presence in the Eucharist is not ' real/ on the ground
that it is vouchsafed to the faithful ' after an heavenly and
spiritual manner ' ? That the participation of Christ by the

faithful cannot be a carnal participation, we maintain with the
' black rubric ' of the Church of England. But that partici-

pation after a spiritual manner is any the less a real participa-

tion ; that the Body which passed from the tomb when the

stone was still lying on its opening is incapable of being
locally connected with the Bread which He declares IS His
Body ; that the great crowning Sacrament of the Gospel is

nothing but an acted parable, a dramatizing of a figurative

expression ; that no reverence, nay, that no adoration is to be
done to Christ there Present, as distinguished from the wor-
ship of the elements—all this we are forbidden to affirm if we
remember one simple truth, that * if there is a natural body,

there is also a spiritual body/ and that, ' in like manner ' to

the existence of the spiritual body, ' the last Adam became a

quickening spirit.
,

Still more cogently will this argument be brought home if

we place in the parallelism which belongs to them the ex-

pressions of our Saviour at Capernaum about the connexion
of the Eucharist with the Resurrection, and the expressions

employed by St Paul to show how our own resurrection is

dependent on that of our Lord :
' Whoso eateth My Flesh

and drinketh My Blood hath eternal life, and I will raise him
up at the last day : '

' If there is a natural body there is also a
spiritual body, and so it is written the first man Adam was
made a living soul, the last Adam was made a quickening
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Spirit/ And here we must draw to a conclusion, just placing

what we have said about the Eucharist in connexion with the

thesis with which we started.

We laid down that the sadly common prejudice against

the direct reality of the Sacraments as means of grace was to

be traced to a point farther back than that failure to apprehend
the Incarnation to which it is so obvious to attribute it ; indeed,

that the failure to apprehend the Incarnation was to be traced

to a more primary blank in the theological apprehension of

most Englishmen, the failure to apprehend the importance

which belongs to the body itself in the primary intention of

the Creator and in His scheme for the redemption of fallen

man.
Having demonstrated the place of the body in the dealings

of God with the human race alike in creation and in redemp-
tion, we then showed that the analogy of the faith disproved

the puritan assumption that Christ's work must be applied to

individuals by processes wholly spiritual, an assumption which
underlay and accounted for the inability to look upon the Sa-
craments as anything but metaphorical, conceptions embodied
in symbolical acts.

We next applied to the two ' Sacraments of the Gospel

'

what had been established by more general arguments about
the principle of Sacraments generally. We showed that it

was not only to be expected that the work wrought out by
our Lord under conditions which are on one side material

should be applied to individual Christians by means not ex-

clusively spiritual, but that the Sacraments as we actually

possess them run on lines most strictly parallel to the needs
which they are intended to supply, and that about the needs,

as distinguished from the supply, all orthodox Evangelical

Christians are entirely at one with us Catholics. And we have
proved of the Real Presence in particular, that it exhibits the

exactest of parallels to what we know of the present conditions

under which the Lord's Body subsists, and with all that we
know from Revelation of the future bodies of the saints.

The habits of thought of a theological school are not things

to be revised at short notice. And we doubt not that the

arguments here adduced will be submitted to the ordinary

process so engrained into the minds of us all, which takes for

granted that if a position is untenable we are excused from
detailed consideration of the points which can be adduced
in its favour. But signs have not been wanting of late that

on the fringe of each great party there are those whose theo-

logical prepossessions are liable to a good deal of modification
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by arguments from Scripture as a whole. The whole pro-

cesses have happily become obsolete which reduced theological

argument to counter-quotations of pet texts. Our thesis has
been maintained from first to last by arguments exclusively

Scriptural, and those arguments are founded, as we claim, upon
no isolation of those passages which might be found to bolster

up our own thesis. They are based upon an elaborate com-
parison, we dare not say an exhaustive one, of the great pas-

sages throughout the whole Bible which set forth the purposes
and the methods of the dealings of Almighty God with His
creature man.

It may prove that on a future occasion we shall have some-
thing to add upon the same subject, not simply in its Scriptural

aspects, but also in the light that falls upon it from a com-
parison of God's working in nature from that which is revealed

about His Grace. Meanwhile we recommend it to all thinkers

who desire to treat Scripture as a system and not as a store-

house of apt quotations.

Art. II.—CHARLES DARWIN.

The Life and Letters of Charles Darwin, including an Auto-
biographical Chapter. Edited by his Son, FRANCIS
Darwin. In Three Vols. (London, 1887.)

We have dealt in former numbers of this Review with various

aspects of the great doctrine of Evolution. In truth it would
have been difficult to avoid it except by confining ourselves

to methods and principles which belong to the past, and neg-
lecting the characteristic aspect in which every subject of

inquiry or reflection presents itself to the mind of our time.

For, whether it be nature or human history that lies under the

notice of man in these days, the knowledge of facts does not
satisfy him until they fall into a natural sequence, and tell

whence they come and whither they tend. Nor is theology

unaffected by the mental habits which are prevalent. It must
show that it is consistent as a doctrine with the great fact of

Evolution which dominates the known system of things, and
that, when considered as itself a fact in human history, it arose,

by a necessary development, from causes already in operation.

But the doctrine of Evolution in itself is not our present
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subject The biographer of Darwin has kept strictly to his

proper task, and teaches us to consider the great doctrine with
which his name is identified only in connexion with his life.

He shows us what manner of man it was who propounded
this mighty thought, how he laboured at it and worked it out,,

and how it was received by his fellow-men and affected his

outward life and position among them, and, lastly, how it

reacted upon his own mental character. And though under
this latter head— to us the most interesting of all—there are

many questions on which we long in vain to have the great

man's thoughts, yet this silence itself is instructive. We have
reason to suppose that he knew no more than he tells us, and
himself stopped short in thinking where he no longer informs

us of his ideas.

The lives of intellectual explorers and discoverers have ever
been among the most cherished possessions of literature. We
are not satisfied to see the revelations which so change our
life hang in the sky to be read like a language of the distant

stars. We want the history of their evolution and to know
how they made their appearance in the world ; we desire to
go over the process of their discovery in company, as it were,

with the minds which were first led to behold them, and to
learn what effect the wondrous vision had upon the eyes on
which they burst. But there never was any discovery—none,

at all events, in the regions of science—which inspires so great

a longing to know its author as Evolution ; for there never

was any which touched human life so closely. Gravitation

affects only the body, but Evolution has to do, not only with

the body, but with the mind and with the soul : every belief,

every affection of man, whether in the sphere which we call

natural or that which we call supernatural, is touched by a

doctrine upon the origins of life. Nor has this width of range
been unrecognized by the intellectual fathers of the theory.

They fought, indeed, vehemently and very justly against the

introduction of moral or metaphysical or religious considera-

tions into a scientific inquiry which must depend upon the

evidence of facts. But they never denied that the inquiry

had the most important bearing upon all the three. And the

life of the greatest advocate of the new doctrine affords us
the opportunity of observing its practical relations to these

all-important departments of conduct and thought Darwin's

books are science, and we are warned against bringing any
considerations to bear on them which are not purely scientific.

' But his life is human, and the record of it enables us to see

where and how science touches the living man ; where its
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evidence suffices and where it is imperfect for the ends of
life.

The most ardent disciple of Evolution could not have
imagined a founder for his school better fitted to recommend
it than was Charles Darwin. Those who cannot class them-
selves as the disciples of any philosophical school, but are

simply men trying to be true and good, will find his example
upon the common grounds of humanity singularly attractive

and edifying. What is more, it is impossible for any Christian

bent on ruling himself after the precepts of his Lord to read

this biography without finding both reproof and guidance.

The persistent devotion of the man to his work uplifts our
notion of what is possible for human nature. The possession

of wealth, which serves with many men capable of useful

work as a sufficient reason for a life of enjoyment, only gave
him the opportunity of devoting himself to labour. Bad
health, which, when accompanied with a competence, sends
many a vowed priest to saunter and to bewail himself upon the

pleasant shores of the Riviera, only served to impose upon
him a wise husbandry of his powers. Three hours a day are

indeed a short working time in comparison to the labours of
a town priest. Yet, when we consider what was done in them,
we are taught a lesson of quiet persistence, of system and
order, and of self-restraint exercised even upon the passion

for work, which is more useful than the unlimited labour of a
strong man. The work was done not merely under the
stimulus of fame and success ; for these came at a compara-
tively late period, and long after the habits of the life had been
formed. It went on as regularly and as patiently for many a
long year before, and that even before the great theory had
risen upon his imagination to stimulate his study and furnish

it with an engrossing object. No less worthy of respect are

the moral qualities than the intellectual. Most people know,
and all ought to know, the splendid example of self-suppres-

sion which the first publication of the Evolution doctrine

afforded on the part of Darwin, and still more, if possible, on
that of Wallace. It far passes that which has been often wit-

nessed in excellent Christians, and takes its place beside St.

* Paul's ' notwithstanding, every way Christ is preached, and I

therein do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice.' This absence of
jealousy is the more striking because Darwin was not in-

different to fame : at least when conferred by the scientific

world, which was the great world to him. Of course he had
some severe criticisms to face ; neither numerous, indeed, nor
hard in comparison with what the leaders of great religious
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movements have to bear, and softened to him by the enthu-
siastic support of the friends whose opinion he valued most.

But doubtless critical censures were troublesome to a man of

weak health and recluse habits. Such as they were, he bore
them with perfect dignity. And to our mind the tone of
Professor Huxley's contribution to the memoir (though it

displays extraordinary ability) is out of harmony with the

gentleness of Darwin's own references to the opponents of his

doctrine. * The bad language of sanctimonious scolds ' is an
expression which forms an absolute blot and disfigurement

on such a book as this ; and more so when it refers to an
article by Bishop Wilberforce of an ability recognized by
Darwin himself, and which drew from him not a word of com-
plaint. Does Professor Huxley really think it reasonable to

expect that a system capable of fatal applications both to

morals and religion, and whose advocates have never to this

day clearly shown how such applications are to be avoided,

should be accepted by moral teachers with the scientific calm-
ness of those whose sphere is the laboratory, and whom prac-

tical consequences do not concern ? At least if he demands
that we should accept with passionless serenity facts the most
surprising to our preconceptions, he ought to show us the way
by regarding the excitements of feeling displayed by his oppo-
nents as automatic reactions which science should observe and
register, but not resent. However, the language which the

Professor thinks becoming in reference to authors now
sleeping with the subject of their strictures in the grave,

brings out by contrast the sweetness of temper which Darwin
himself displayed in the very heat of the battle.

The sincerest religious convictions have often proved an
insufficient security against vanity ;

* What hast thou that thou
didst not receive? ' is a truism of which the apostle found it

necessary to remind the Christians of his time, and which many
good people since then appear to have forgotten. But Dar-
win's estimate of his powers is so modest that, when we have
been reading them, we find it necessary to take down one of
his books and mark its wonderful power in order to remind
ourselves that he was not quite an ordinary person. We
shall not, indeed, pay him so poor a compliment as to think

that his admission of intellectual defects was either feigned or

mistaken. But the perception and confession of deficiencies

side by side with the exercise of powers the most magnificent

is a spectacle which does a man good to contemplate. Indeed,

he was the most honest of men, and the biography is in this

point thoroughly worthy of him. It compares well in its
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absolute openness with many a Catholic life in which miracles

are related for edification of which the proof is all too slight,

and with many a Protestant one in which for the same reason

moods and feelings are exaggerated and failings suppressed.

We feel the most perfect confidence that in this book nothing
is omitted as telling against the subject of the story, either

in what he writes of himself or in what is written of him. All
is open and transparent as day.

This we freely and thankfully concede. But, on the other

hand, we will ask Darwin's admirers to allow that absolute

honesty is a simpler and easier attainment when the range of
thought and feeling is so simple and so earthly as that in

which Darwin moved, and to which his biographer may re-

strict himself. There is here very little concerning those

difficult questions, moral and spiritual, which we meet in the

religious life : little concerning those relations to things un-
seen and undefined on which it is so easy to say too much or

too little, so hard to record exactly what is felt and done.

There are a few select lives, chiefly to be found in the Bible,

in which the higher regions of spiritual effort and emotion are

entered, and yet as absolute truthfulness preserved as that

which meets us in this more earthly record. To the latter

belongs the praise of perfect sincerity; but it leaves un-
touched a whole world of thought which the best minds of the

past have ever conceived to belong to them, and with which it

is very certain the minds of the future will not cease to deal.

But to complete our picture of Darwin we have to add
the simplicity and affection of his domestic life ; the warmth
of his friendships, leading him sometimes to a lavishness of

commendation which his living correspondents must find

-embarrassing to publish, but still charming, as coming from
so great a man ; and lastly the good manners and charity

which his biographer justly notes as displayed both in his

books towards the unknown public and in personal letters to

his correspondents. We cannot wonder at the affection with
which even those who were strangers to his person regard

such a man and such a life ; nor that he was buried amid
a national mourning in the sepulchre of the kings of our
mental and moral life, and in the temple which represents

our highest national aspiration and belief. And yet in the

faith which founded the temple where he rests, and which the

nation that lamented him professes, Darwin did not share.

That faith is founded on a Revelation, and Darwin has de-

clared that he believed in none. It rests on the belief that

we can know our Father. To Darwin the safest conclusion
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seemed to be, that the whole subject of faith in God was
beyond the scope of man's intellect (1. 307). And surely

to Christian teachers such a declaration is most noteworthy,

when it comes from a great leader of the thought of our times,,

from a man whom our whole nation regards with respect and
affection, and in whom we ourselves are thankful to recognize

so much virtue and so much power. Where do we stand ?

Has the nation lost its faith ? Do we ourselves believe that

Christianity may be dispensed with and no harm or loss

ensue ?

It would be a great help to us in considering this

question if we had some authoritative statement of the rela-

tion which the great scientific doctrine that dominated and
characterized Darwin's mind bears to religion ; and we seem
to have such a statement in the chapter which Professor

Huxley contributes to the Life of his friend.

' It is necessary to remember that there is a wider Teleology which
is not touched by the doctrine of Evolution, but is actually based
upon the fundamental proposition of Evolution. This proposition

is, that the whole world living and not living is the result of the
mutual interaction according to definite laws of the forces possessed

by the molecules of which the primitive nebulosity of the universe

was composed. If this be true, it is no less certain that the existing

world lay potentially in the cosmic vapour, and that a sufficient in-

telligence could from a knowledge of the properties of the molecules
of that vapour have predicted, say, the state of the fauna of Britain

in 1869 with as much certainty as we can say what will happen to

the vapour of the breath on a cold winter's day. . . .

' The teleological and the mechanical views of nature are not,

necessarily, mutually exclusive. On the contrary, the more purely a
mechanist the speculator is, the more firmly does he assume a pri-

mordial molecular arrangement of which all the phenomena of the
universe are the consequences, and the more completely is he there-

by at the mercy of the teleologist, who can always defy him to dis-

prove that this primordial molecular arrangement was intended to

evolve the phenomena of the universe ' (ii. 202).

These paragraphs bring the whole subject before us. For
teleology implies God. Where an end is aimed at there must
be a Mind to conceive the end, and a Power to compass it.

And if God's ends can be known, that in itself involves a
knowledge of Him : a knowledge of Him as causing events

to serve His purposes, and making it known to us that He
does so. And this is Revelation.

Our primary object in quoting this remarkable passage is

not controversial. But so much of criticism we must offer as

to ask whether there is just reason to believe that an intelli-
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gence the most sufficient would have been able from a know-
ledge of the properties of the primitive molecules to predict
the present condition of the minds and wills of the people of
Britain with the same certainty as it could have foretold the
present state of British fauna. A difficult question indeed,
which Professor Huxley does not raise, and which we shall

not pursue.

And we must also raise a question upon the application
of the term mechanical to the system of things. The word
mechanical, like the word automatic, is one invented by men
to express the absence in some kinds of motion which they
see going on around them of certain qualities which they
know to belong to the motions which they themselves cause

—

those of will and choice. But the application of the term is

made strictly from a human point of view : it is altogether

anthropomorphic. And when we are considering or sup-
posing a power from which all things originate ; which gives
birth, with no assistance external to itself, to molecules having
qualities which implicitly contain the whole future develop-
ment of the universe, including those powers of the human
mind which stand opposed to the word mechanical, it would
seem plain that in relation to such a power no movements
can be called mechanical. For the first principles of those
human constructions to which we apply the term are here
Wanting: namely, the employment by the constructor of
materials and of forces outside himself, by means of which
he puts together a form of motion which has none of his own
human qualities or powers in it. Therefore the mechanical
theory of the universe, if the meaning of that phrase be that

the system of the universe is in itself mechanical, is plainly

wrong, because it is certain that the term mechanical does
not describe the relations of the universe to the primary
source of power on which its whole constitution depends.

On the other hand, if the phrase ' mechanical theory of the
universe ' means only that the universe may be made to appear
mechanical to us

y
it can be met by a flat contradiction. For

human choice and will are included in the universe, and the
word mechanical is expressly framed to exclude human
choice and will ; we mean choice and will, not in any disput-

able sense of the words, or with any assumption of freedom
attached to them, but as the purest facts of consciousness.

Doubtless aspects may be found in which black and white
may be shown to be very closely connected and mutually
dependent. But, after all, the two words were framed by hu-
man beings to express two different appearances, and, to them,
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black never can be white. It is quite as sure that choice and
will can, to man, never be mechanical. In no way, therefore,,

can the mechanical theory of things afford anything but an
anthropomorphic and imperfect account of nature. And the
very same reasoning applies to the word automatic. That word
denotes something which moves of itselfwithout being directed

by anyone's choice or will. Now, regarding the universe in

relation to the primary origin of force, it is quite certain that

no movement of any kind can be automatic ; for it cannot be
independent of that original force, as the automata which men
make are independent of human interference. 1 And on the
other hand, from man's point of view no movements which
imply human choice or will can, by the very meaning of the

word, be automatic.

Similar reasoning is very applicable to another phrase
which Professor Huxley uses— namely/ the properties possessed
by the molecule3 ' of the primitive vapour. His application

of the phrase involves the admission that the molecules at

their first appearance have properties which are not self-pro-

duced, but conferred by some unknown power behind them.
Now, according to our apprehension, the molecules either in

their primitive condition or in any subsequent step of evolu-

tion, can never be properly said to be 'possessed of properties
>

which they hold in so entirely derivative a manner. We may
use the phrase so long as we regard them from a purely
human point of view and compare them with ourselves and
our own powers ; but it is untrue in relation to the original

fountain of all force. No property can belong to anything
apart from It.

Mr. Herbert Spencer has been of late discovering that the

scientific terms which have been most carefully chosen to

exclude anthropomorphism are themselves anthropomorphic.
And the admission is abundantly illustrated by the terms
which Professor Huxley uses in this passage. We do not
complain of the use of such terms, for it is entirely impossible
for a human being to use any words which are not adapted to-

his own nature and limitations. But when science is perforce

anthropomorphic it has very little right to condemn religion

for being the same. And presentations of nature and life

which are human and partial in their very essence have no
claim whatever to the dominating position and to the uni-

versal sway which their framers so often claim for them. This'

1 Thus in Acts xii. 10, the iron gate opened avTOfid-nj to Peter. But this

automatism in relation to human agency implies no automatism in rela-

tion to that of God ; but the reverse.
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mechanical theory of the universe, these properties of mole-
cules, are the powers that are supposed sufficient to shut God
out from us altogether, or to banish Him back into the begin-

ning of things where knowledge and intercourse cannot reach.

The phrases have no ideas behind them which are properly

capable of any such use

Thus much we have been led to say concerning Professor

Huxley's statement of the scientific aspect of the universe, in

itself. But our chief attention is due to the relation which
he regards the scientific view as holding to religion. Science,

he tells us, is at the mercy of the teleologist when he defies it

to disprove the fact that the evolution of the universe was
designed.

The question whether intelligence and love are to be dis-

cerned in the system of the world is, to those who look higher

than the gratification of their earthly wants, the most in-

teresting enquiry that can be raised. And on this absorb-
ing subject Professor Huxley admits that science can of
herself return no answer. She must stand aside while other

systems advance their assertions and profess herself unable
to contradict any of them. It is not a lofty position which
is thus claimed for science ; nor does it justify the exclusive

faith and devotion which so many nowadays offer to her. A
power that has nothing to say upon the question of a God can
poorly satisfy the soul of man.

But when Professor Huxley represents science as unable
to refute the teleologist we may (would it were otherwise)

suppose him to imply that while the whole subject of the

origin of nature lies beyond the sphere of science, it also, in

lying beyond science, lies beyond human knowledge. In that

region, he would tell us, there may be guesses, imaginations and
hopes, but nothing that can be known. This is agnosticism,

to which the admission that teleology cannot be disproved
means only permission given to occupy a position which is in

the nature of things inaccessible.

The question whether it be so or not depends upon the

question whether the understanding is our only means of
attaining truth. Whatever the understanding can grasp is

science, and if the understanding be the sole organ whereby
truth is attained, then science is the only truth ; however
unable she may be to refute assertions concerning matters

outside her sphere, she will feel perfectly assured that all

ascertainable truth belongs to her, while other so-called beliefs

must owe their origin to faculties to which truth in the pure
sense does not belong.
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Now if the understanding be the sole organ of truth it

must at once strike us that human nature at large has been
through all its history under the completest delusion. For of

that which human nature has taken for truth by far the

largest part has been reached by the feelings, the affections,

the instincts, or, highest of all, the reason, while the under-
standing has but at the most served as a restraint or a guide
in the exercise of the faculties which really give the impulse
to life. What is more, the same thing is true of the illimit-

able mass of life which Evolution displays to us working,

striving, and changing ; under what impulse ? Certainly not
that of science, nor of the understanding, which is the agent of
science. And even in science itself there is needed for the

attainment of truth something which the understanding does
not furnish : the idea of causation, the conception of uni-

formity, the grouping and classing of phenomena, and the

deduction of general conceptions. All these depend upon
the exertion of faculties beyond and above that observation

of sensible facts and their sequences which is the function of
the understanding. Although the value and the loftiness of
science depend upon causation, uniformity and general laws,

yet none of these are capable of scientific proof: in all of
them an instinct of the reason outruns the understanding.
Although, therefore, it may be well required that the under-
standing shall be allowed to exercise its duty of criticism and
restraint in a higher degree as the mental evolution of man
proceeds, yet the demand that it shall be regarded as the sole

organ for the attainment of truth is too utter a reversal of the

immemorial traditions of animate nature to be accepted as

possible. A being seeking the knowledge of external truth

by means of the understanding alone would no longer be man.
When, therefore, science confesses its inability to disprove

the conception of a personal providence ruling life, it has no
right to assume at the same time that where it steps aside

there is no other faculty capable of filling the vacant place

and assuring man upon principles which are valid in every
part of his life of the existence of a God, the source of his

being, and the guide of his soul. The prevalence of religion

bears testimony to the confidence with which man has
accepted the assurance, and science has but a right to demand
that it should be allowed to watch the exercise of these

religious faculties in man and restrain them from mistake and
excess ; but not that it should supersede them. Such, indeed,

is its office towards the exercise of knowledge and affection

even between man and man—an office of correction which
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inflicts a fatal injury if it goes on to deny the validity of
the faculty it is appointed to guard. We demand from
science, not alone the admission that it cannot disprove a God,
but also the recognition of powers which may reach to that

which it admits as possible, but cannot itself attain.

And if science must admit the knowledge of God as pos-

sible, it is unreasonable that this mighty truth should be
required to retain the purely negative position which Professor

Huxley's words assign to it. The existence of a Father of
life ought not to be left by any of His children a mere inoper-

ative speculation dwelling afar from those thoughts and
actions of life, every one of which is directly connected with
Him. He is not far from any of us ; for in Him we live and
move and have our being. The same reasons which compel
science to admit Him as a possibility justify the position of
those who regard Him as a positive truth of immeasurable
moment, a truth in comparison of which all other truth is of

slight importance.

Nor should science have anything but approval to express
if a further step still be taken, and the existence of God
become, not only a positive conviction accepted by the intel-

lect, though not the work of the intellect, and taking its part

in all our conceptions of life and history, but also an incentive

to action and a subject of emotion. It is well known that

the adoption of a belief by the emotions is a further step

which is not always taken by those to whom the belief is a

possibility, or even by those to whom it is a positive persuasion.

A belief, in Paley's phrase, may remain otiose. Even the

occupation of the mind with the evidence of its certainty

may be an impediment to its active and emotional use. This
is a commonplace in religious experience. Learned theolo-

gians and zealous disputers on the points of faith may be very
poor practical Christians. But the defect is highly unreason-

able. Everyone will admit that when the mind holds a belief

it should surround it with the proper affections, and follow it

out into the proper consequences in action. If a man has a
friend of whose amiable qualities he is firmly persuaded, we
consider him very blameworthy if he does not render the

love which he knows to be deserved. Yet this failure of the

affection to follow out the persuasions of the mind is an ex-

tremely common experience in the intercourse of man with
man. Very clever and intellectual men, and even very virtuous

men, are sometimes found to display a deadness of the heart.

Men of science of the proper stamp agree with all other good
people in regarding those whose beliefs concerning the cha-
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racter of their friends remain cold intellectual theories as ex-
ceedingly defective, unreasonable in the deepest sense, instead

of being what they perhaps consider themselves, examples of
proper self-restraint and moderation.

And in like manner it ought to be agreeable to that sense

of the fitness of things which true science professes when
men before whose minds the thought of God has risen even
as a great possibility, and much more as a positive truth,

ponder upon the mighty theme with every feeling of awe,

hope, and love, give themselves to its propagation, and
sacrifice for its sake whatever the flesh holds dear. Even
superstition is, as we may say, less unscientific in a believer

than apathy ;
just as everyone would allow that excessive

blandishments towards a wife would be a slighter sin against

the laws of nature than coldness and neglect. But there need
be neither superstition nor error. We claim that the utmost
enthusiasm and earnestness of believers in God is justified by
Professor Huxley's admission of the inability of science to-

contradict their faith. He speaks of Evolution as claimant

to the throne of the world of thought. But to our minds no-

theory of the method after which things have come to be as

they are can ever be king of our thought. The title belongs
to the Power which has worked by that method, not to the

method. The original source of the law, not the law itself,

has a right to the title of king. If God made men, He is king
of their thought, however He chose to make them. If

Matter made men, then it is king, and let them put their trust

in its shadow if they can.

At all events, upon Professor Huxley's showing, science

and teleology— that is to say, science and God—have both
standing ground within the mind of man. They are not,

properly speaking, enemies ; it is possible to give the one that

which belongs to it without withdrawing everything from the
other. How comes it, then, that they so often have antagonistic

tendencies ? Why do religious men so often hate science, and
scientific men, like the illustrious Darwin, lose their hold upon
religion ? It is, we believe, an affair of habit, like the lawyer's

devotion to law and the soldier's to war. Whenever two capaci-

ties exist in man's mind or body, the one may be developed and
the other suffer atrophy. The lawyer's ignorance of military

affairs, and the contempt and neglect which he extends to
them, do not prove their unimportance in general, nor even
their unimportance to him. They only prove that the powers
of the mind are narrow, and that exclusive devotion to one
subject places it in an unfavourable attitude for taking due
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account of another. This happens to the ablest men as easily

as to the dullest ; one might say, more easily. For ability

consists in power of attention to a subject, and is generally
rewarded by a success which stimulates the devotion, and
renders it more exclusive. It is the ablest lawyers that are

the most perfectly alienated from matters of war. Nor is it

often that men are sufficiently wise not to despise that which
lies beyond their own chosen knowledge, as pretending to

perform an office which is better filled by it. The lawyer
regards his law, and the soldier his sword, as the best final

arbiter of disputes.

We perfectly allow that this exaggeration of what one
has paid attention to has been extremely common with reli-

gious men; bat the scientific are busy in following their

example. And religious men prove as capable of admitting
and assimilating the facts of science as scientific men those

of religion. We had almost said, more capable. Professor

Huxley finishes his chapter by a gibe at the ' happy ingenuity'

which will perhaps ' discover that the new wine is exactly of

the same vintage as the old, and that, rightly viewed, the old

bottles prove to have been expressly made for holding it.' It

angers him that the old bottles will not break. He is quite

safe against retort. We should be only too happy if he could
discover that his own bottles of the newest pattern will hold the
good wine of religion. And it seems to us that in the passage
we have quoted he has gone much further towards saying that

they do so than many of his scientific peers would approve.

There is an element in the doctrine of Evolution which is

of undefined character and extent, and may to the mind in

which it lodges be either a vanishing point or an ever-present

reality. We mean the unknown Power which communicates
the impulse to the mighty mass. There are evolutionists to

whom this originating power is a something which is a mere
nothing—out of sight and out of mind—lost in the immea-
surable past ; there are others for whom it is the largest part

of every phenomenon : the only efficient cause : whose methods
of working the story of evolution describes, but cannot com-
prehend or explain. And what is it that decides the pro-

portion which this unknowable element is to assume in practical

life and thought ? Not, as we believe, intellectual processes

for which there is equal room on either side, but moral and
spiritual tendencies, both inherited and acquired, habit and
choice, such as operate in all our life, mental and physical.

And we find this theory perfectly well exemplified in the life

of Charles Darwin.
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His father was a free thinker. 1 He was brought up at a
Unitarian school.2 He was certainly not without religious

impulses in early life. Henslow could speak to him of his

deep religious convictions, and it is plain that Darwin's mind
responded with great sympathy to these confidences (i. 188).

Although he despises heartily, and perhaps justly, the opinions

of theologians upon matters distinctly scientific, yet we believe

it was not from the hope of deliverance from the annoyance of

religious clamour, that he rejoiced so frankly in the adhesion

of men like Kingsley. He is emphatic in his declaration that

the missionaries are good men working in a good cause (i.

264). But what strikes us more than occasional declarations

of opinion is his habitual use of the name of God—' Thank
God ;' * God bless you ;' * God forgive me ;'

' I hope to God ;' ' I

wish to God/ 3 There are many religious biographies in which
such expressions are not so abundant as in this Life of a pro-

fessed unbeliever. They do not occur merely in his earlier

years, but throughout the whole, and the most affecting of

them all concludes his last published letter; the last re-

corded word to his illustrious friend, Professor Huxley :
' I

wish to God there were more automata in the world like you.'

It seems, to our ears, as if the expression denoted the con-

tradiction between the mechanical theory and the human
heart. Doubtless these appeals to God will seem to many to

bear the character of mere expletives, to which overmuch
meaning is not to be ascribed. But we do not think it. We
believe they indicate the want and desire of this great soul.

We do not hold that those pay the highest respect to his

memory who consider that when he says 'God bless you' he
at the same time doubts if there be a God able or willing

to hear the aspiration, or to give the blessing. And yet in

order to believe that there is such a Being, or such room for

His blessing, the writer must for the moment have ceased to

be an agnostic.

Many of his declarations of disbelief are hesitating. He
doubts and yet seems to doubt whether he ought to doubt.

His judgment fluctuates : he has not thought deeply enough
upon the subject (i. 305;. It comes over him sometimes with

overwhelming force that the wonderful contrivances of nature

are the expression of Mind ; but at other times it seems to go
away (i. 316). It is true that there are expressions of disbelief

1
Life, vol. iii. p. 1 79.

2
i. 27.

3 ' Thank God/ i. 133, 269, 331 ; ii. 126, 145, 165. * God forgive me,'

i. 150. 'God bless you/ i. 234, 240, 262, 271, 361. 'I wish to God,'

i. 391; ii. 9; iii. 358.
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in revelation of a more decided character than these. But it

seems to us, and we think was felt by himself, that he had
never looked at the positive side of Christianity with attention.

The Old Testament is to him on a level with the Vedas, and
it is impossible to suppose that God would connect with it a
message to mankind : the Gospels cannot be proved to be
written by eye-witnesses. But the wondrous spiritual cha-
racter of the Old Testament, the divine consistency of the
picture of the life of Jesus do not seem to strike him as any
argument for belief. There were no painful struggles in the
surrender of belief. It faded away.

And the cause of the loss is not difficult to find ; there is

no attempt on the part either of the great man or his bio-

grapher to conceal it. To begin with, Darwin seems never to
have experienced the deeper feelings of religion. The prayers
which he records are boyish invocations for success in races ;

he seems to know no meaning for conscience except the sense
of failure in social proprieties ; he is aware that the reli-

gious sentiment was never strongly developed in him, and
gives no instance of its work in him of a more spiritual cha-
racter than that experienced in a Brazilian forest, c not
essentially differing from the sense of sublimity ' (i. 31 1). But
of that sense of sin, of that thirst of the soul for God, which
so many of the loftiest human souls have experienced, he
seems with all his excellence to have known nothing.

He acknowledges himself a bad metaphysician (i. 69). It

this merely meant a defect of ingenuity in spinning theories

apart from facts, it would be a gain rather than a loss. But if

it means a tendency to live in the outward world rather than
the inward, and to observe external facts rather than internal,

it is a grievous want indeed. For all external or historical

facts can but furnish the conditions by which the mental life

of man is limited ; the great question is as to the nature of
the mental life itself.

Side by side with these circumscribed spiritual wants and
faculties, Darwin possessed the most magnificent powers of
concentrated observation and imagination in the outer world

;

the exercise of them delighted and engrossed him and en-
couraged him by their fruitful results. And so he himself
describes his mind as having become a kind of machine for

grinding general laws out of large collections of facts. He
lost his pleasure in poetry and music and painting ; he came,
in his own words, not to be able to ' endure to read a line of
poetry' (i. 101), and in his candid way he bewails the loss as

injurious both intellectually and morally. He declares that
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his present want of perception of spiritual things is not of the

least value as evidence (i. 312). He does not claim to have
discovered any secrets by which the falsehood of revelation is

proved ; nor does he take the tone of superior information

which so many scientists of lower rank adopt in dealing with

the adherents of religion.

In one particular alone does he think that the habits of a
scientific man are of advantage in judging of Christianity—he
is cautious in admitting evidence ; save for this, ' Science has

nothing to do with Christ/ And we may be allowed to doubt
whether even this exception can be allowed and whether the

proper evidence of revelation is so like that of scientific phe-

nomena that habits of critical judgment in the latter sphere

are the best preparation for the former. To us it seems that

revelation is expressly a message to active human life, and
that its evidence is parallel to that upon which we act in life,

not to that which we demand in science. Darwin's mental
habits unfitted him for judging of the evidence that Shake-
speare was a poet, or that poetry is worthy of man's attention.

Why should it be taken for granted that they gave him an
advantage over ordinary mortals in judging of the evidence

that Christianity is a revelation ?

Evolution itself does not teach us that grubbing at the
roots of man's bodily and mental life is the best way of learn-

ing what that life needs and in what it results. Has all this

mighty history led up to the production of minds which are

not to be partakers of the general tradition, but judges of it,

and whose estimate of what we are is to be constantly biased

by the supposed knowledge whence we came. * Can the mind
of man/ asks Darwin, 'which has, as I fully believe, been
developed from a mind as low as that possessed by the lowest

animals, be trusted when it draws such grand conclusions ?

'

(i. 313). But to our thinking this limitation of the powers of

man's soul and mind by the previous stages of his evolution

requires us to confound Evolution with Creation. Why should
not man's mind, though developed from that of an ascidian,

reach the grand conclusion of the existence of God if God
impressed upon the beginning of Evolution its destined result ?

And it is plain enough that ifwe are to judge what our minds
are equal to, by their ancestry, moral life and even intellectual

will be shorn of their highest meaning and application just

as much as spiritual. Why should the Theory of Develop-
ment be more accessible to the descendant of a starfish than
the Being of God ?

We have a firm belief—let the readers of these volumes
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judge if we are wrong—that there was room enough in

Darwin's mind as well as in his theory for enthusiastic religion

if only the habits of his life had been different and his

faculties had been cultivated in different proportions from
that which was actually the case. Whatever thoughts they
were which made him use the name of God as of a present

and beneficent power, they might as certainly have grown to

fill a larger space in his mind than they did, as a little plant

smothered and kept down by a larger would grow if some
one would give it air and room.

What the results of his religious defects were to him it is

not man's province to judge. To his own Master he standeth

or falleth. But surely it would be impossible to believe that

such a soul was lost. We claim that, in all reason and upon
the principles of his own system, the virtues of his life must
be in part attributed to the traditions of the Christian society

amidst which he lived ; and the same argument requires us

to allow that Christ may recognize His mark upon this great

soul even though the clouds of human infirmity and the

shortness of human sight seemed to hide Him from it That
his want of faith (like our probably greater want of it) will cost

nothing hereafter we cannot be sure ; for it cost him, as it

costs us all, much loss here. If he laments his inability to

enjoy the highest efforts of poetry and art, it was a still greater

deprivation, whether he himself knew it or not, that he should
have missed the helps of prayer, the love of the Father bidding
us love all things for His sake and in Him, and the sure hope
of life and immortality in Christ. But we feel certain that

the separation of truthfulness, kindness and self-sacrifice from
Him who is the highest source of them all cannot, in this

world or the next, be either lasting or complete.
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Art. III.—THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

1. The Abridged Catalogue of the Pictures in the National
Gallery, with short Biographical Notices of the Painters,

Foreign Schools. (London, 1887.)

2. Descriptive and Historical Catalogue of the Pictures in the

National Gallery\ with Biographical Notices ofthe Deceased
Painters. British and Modern Schools. (London, 1887.)

3. Notes on the National Gallery. By WALTER ARMSTRONG.
(London, 1887.)

4. The National Gallery. T/ie Italian Pre-Rapkaelites. By
Cosmo Monkhouse. (London, 1887.)

FIFTY years ago—in the month of April 1838—the National
Gallery was first opened to the public. The foundation ot

the institution, indeed, goes back to 1824, when Lord Liver-

pool purchased the Angerstein collection, but it was not until

1838 that the pictures were removed from the rooms of a
private house in Pall Mall to the present building in Trafalgar

Square.

After all the controversies which have raged over the
position of the Gallery, after all the committees which have
inquired and reported on this vexed question, all the evidence
which has been heard, and all the new plans which have been
proposed, the old site has held its own, and the National

Gallery keeps its jubilee in the original building first erected

by Wilkins, the architect, on the recently-cleared ground near
Charing Cross, a spot selected by the Government as ' the
finest site in Europe.'

It cannot be said that the edifice was in any way worthy
of its position, or well adapted to its purpose, but at least we
are all prepared to admit that successive improvements have
largely contributed to its usefulness and suitability, while the
worst predictions as to the injury likely to be suffered by the
pictures themselves have happily failed of fulfilment. The
smoke and fog of Charing Cross have not effected that ruin

which was declared inevitable, and the use of glass, as well as
continual watchfulness on the part of the authorities, has so
far successfully resisted the action of the London atmosphere.

Meanwhile, the collection has increased with marvellous

rapidity, and has within the last ten years risen into the first

rank of European galleries. At the present time the entire

Gallery numbers about twelve hundred pictures, of which
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four hundred and fifty are by English, and the remainder by
foreign artists. And, instead ofbeing the ' European jest,' which
Mr. Ruskin termed it forty years ago, the National Gallery is

justly the pride and glory of England. In point of size it

cannot compare with most of its foreign rivals. Neither can
it ever hope to equal them in certain features which form
their peculiar boast. The Titians of Madrid and the Rem-
brandts of the Hermitage, the treasures of Florentine, of
Venetian, and Milanese art which belong to the Pitti and the
Uffizi, the Academy of Venice and the Brera, can never be
excelled. But in point of careful and discriminating selection,

as well as in the variety and completeness with which the
different schools and periods of art are represented, the
National Gallery compares favourably with any of these.

' In the total of its pictures,' says Mr. Armstrong, one of the most
recent writers on the subject, • the National Gallery is about half the
size of the museums of Dresden, Madrid, and Paris, the three largest

in the world, and considerably less than those of Berlin, Munich, and
St. Petersburg. But in quality it is surpassed by none of its rivals.

Its standard has been set higher than that of any other collection,

and in each of the great foreign galleries there are scores, if not
hundreds, of pictures which would not be received in Trafalgar
Square ' (p. 6).

And Sir George Trevelyan, speaking of the National Gallery
a few months ago, pronounced it to be c the best selected and
best cared for collection in the world.' At the same time no
gallery in Europe is more easily accessible to the public. In
this respect we gratefully acknowledge the increased facilities

which have been afforded by the trustees and Director of
late years. Not only are the public admitted by payment of
sixpence on Thursdays and Fridays, days formerly reserved
exclusively for students, but all through the summer months
the Gallery does not close till seven, an indulgence greatly
appreciated by persons accustomed to be turned out of foreign

galleries at three o'clock, by what the painter Millet called

that terrible ' On ferme ' of ' les gardiens! The authorities

of the Louvre, it must in fairness be added, have for several

years extended the hours during which their vast collections

are open till four in winter and five in summer, and it is a
pity their example is not more generally followed, especially

in Italy.

A glance at the yearly report presented to Parliament
will show how extraordinary has been the increase of visitors

to the National Gallery within the last few years. The
numbers have of late seldom been less than a million, and in
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some years they have exceeded that figure. In fact, the ap-

preciation of the public has kept pace with the rapid develop-

ment of the Gallery itself, and is to be taken, we hope, as a
proof that the nation is worthy of its possession.

Another sign of the great and increasing interest felt in

the national collection is the number and excellence of the

writings which have been recently devoted to the subject,

and more especially to the Italian schools. We have had
the learned and valuable treatises of Dr. Gustav Frozzom
and Dr. J. E. Richter, and we have had even more lately Mr.
Cosmo Monkhouse's admirable little guide to the early Italian

masters, and Mr. Armstrong's useful pamphlet, giving both
the history of the institution and a description of the foreign

schools. The last-named brochure is the more valuable as

Mr. Armstrong has taken advantage of the opportunity to

point out several interesting points connected with the author-

ship of pictures, on some of which he has already spoken with

the authority of a careful student and acute critic In the

absence of the long-desired new and revised edition of the

catalogue which still delays to make its appearance, we can
heartily commend this pamphlet to general readers as much
as to well-informed students, while the visitor who still feels

puzzled in the presence of the earlier masters and seeks

to know what he is to admire in them, cannot do better

than address himself to Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse's simple but
thoughtful and pleasantly-written pages.

The growth of our national collection is the more remark-
able when we reflect how modern its origin is compared to

that of other great public galleries. Only one of these belongs

to the present century. This is the Berlin collection, which,

founded in 1815 by the Prussian Government, has been gradu-
ally enriched with pictures of different schools from the first,

selected and classified in the most admirable manner by a
succession of directors, which include names as famous in art

history as Von Rumohr, Waagen, Meyer, and Bode. The
galleries of Florence, of the Louvre, of Dresden, alike owe
their existence to princely founders, who began these superb
collections as early as the sixteenth century. The art trea-

sures of the Uffizi and the Pitti were first brought together by
the Grand Dukes of the illustrious House of Medici. The
Elector Augustus III. and his favourite Count Briihl acquired

the masterpieces of Correggio, Titian's c Tribute Money/ and
the Sistine Madonna for the Dresden Gallery ; while the

Louvre was founded by Francis I. in the best days of the

Renaissance, and successively enriched in munificent gifts of
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the Grand Monarque and the spoils of Napoleon's conquests.

Kings and emperors of another august line collected the pre-
cious works which to-day adorn the halls of the Prade and
the Belvedere, and make these museums the pride of Spain
and Austria. And we in England were not without our
royal patron and art collector. Charles I., whose taste was
as refined as his love of art was genuine, spared no expense
in bringing together the choicest paintings by Italian masters,

Avhile he had Rubens and Vandyck, the first- Flemish artists

-of the day, in his own service. He bought the famous col-

lection of the Duke of Mantua, which included the cartoons

of Raphael and Mantegna, the ' Holy Family/ known as the
Pearl, and many of the finest Titians now at Madrid and in

the Louvre, and selected forty-six masterpieces by Raphael,
Titian, Correggio, and others, to adorn his own rooms at

Whitehall. The dispersion of that magnificent collection by
public auction was indeed a national calamity, and although
Cromwell saved the cartoons of Raphael and Mantegna, and
Charles II. rescued as many of his father's pictures as he
could lay hands on, most of the great prizes had already gone
beyond seas, and were irrecoverably lost to England. It

-was left to our own generation and the Victorian age to form
a new gallery which, if it could not equal its foreign rivals

in antiquity, should at least be a worthy monument of the

civilization and culture of modern England.
A brief sketch of the steps by which the collection has

reached its present importance may not be without interest

for our readers. In 1824 Lord Liverpool bought the thirty-

«ight pictures of the Angerstein collection, acting, it is said,

on the suggestion of George IV. ; and two years afterwards

Sir George Beaumont, who had taken an active part in the

purchase, presented sixteen pictures with the express purpose
of founding a National Gallery. The great ' Raising ofLazarus/
by Sebastian del Piombo, Rembrandt's 'Woman taken in

Adultery/ Hogarth's ' Marriage a la Mode/ Reynolds's ' Lord
Heathfield/ and four Claudes were among the Angerstein

pictures, for which Parliament granted the sum of 57,000/.

;

and although during the next four years only four pictures

were bought, three of these were Titian's ' Bacchus and
Ariadne/ Poussin's ' Bacchanalian Dance/ and Correggio's

'Vierge au Panier.' Several bequests had increased the

number by 1838, when the pictures were removed to their

new home in Trafalgar Square, and, since half the building

had been given up to the Royal Academy for its yearly

.shows, it was soon found that there was only sufficient space
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to hang the old masters, which by that time numbered one
hundred and ten. Accordingly the Vernon bequest, consist-

ing of 147 works by modern Englishmen, were first hidden
away in the * cellars ' or dark rooms on the ground floor of
the Gallery, then removed to Marlborough House, and after-

wards to South Kensington, where they remained until the

year 1876.

The management of the new Gallery had, strange to say,,

been committed to a board of trustees, of which the First

Lord of the Treasury and the Chancellor of the Exchequer were
always to be members. At the same time a keeper was
appointed to take charge of the pictures at a salary of 200/^

a year. This arrangement could hardly be expected to work
well. The trustees, to whom the office of advising the
Treasury as to the purchase of pictures had to be assigned,,

had not the necessary knowledge and training to inspire them
with confidence for their task, and naturally many precious

opportunities were thrown away and a few serious blunders

were made. In 1845 a supposed Holbein, now classed as

unknown (195), was palmed off upon them by a French
dealer, and a storm of indignation was aroused, to be renewed
with fresh violence when, in 1852, the sum of 2,600/. was paid
for a doubtful Titian, ' The Tribute Money/ A still more
serious mistake was made in 1854, when Mr. Gladstone, as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, gave 2,800/. for the Kriiger
collection, sixty-four inferior pictures, of which only four have
been allowed to remain in the Gallery. A few were sent to-

the National Gallery of Ireland, and the others were sold at

Christie's at about 7/ apiece. But by this time a committee
of the House of Commons had been appointed to inquire into

the management of the institution, and the evidence given by
Sir Charles Eastlake, who had been keeper of the Gallery

from 1843 till 1 847, showed plainly the evils of the old system.

In Mr. Armstrong's words :

—

* There we see a body of cultivated men giving up their time to

the public and eager to do their best for the matters in their charge,

but reduced to practical impotence by their want of thorough know-
ledge and its sequel, confidence, and by their collective responsi-

bility. The chances they let slip were numberless. Reading be-

tween the lines, we find that about the year 1848 they might have
bought the whole Pitti collection, with its fourteen Raphaels, its

sixteen Titians, its Fra Bartolommeos, its Andrea del Sartos, its

Rubenses, and the rest, Five years later they might have had the

Laurence collection of drawings, by far the finest that was ever made,
for 20,000/. Sir Charles Eastlake tells the committee how he went
to Lord Brougham's with a selection of these in his hand, and found
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there Lansdowne and Talleyrand, and how, when the drawings had
been looked at, Talleyrand rapped on the table and said, " Si vous
n'achetez pas ces choses, vous etes des barbares," a remark which
sent Brougham hot-foot to Lord Grey, who received him with a
cold douche which put an end to the project. About the same time

the unfinished " Michelangelo," since known for years as the " Taun-
ton Madonna," might have been acquired for 500/. The trustees

offered 250/., which was declined with thanks. Twenty years after-

wards it was bought for 2,000/. Many more instances of the same
kind were given, and it was made clear that unless a radical change
in the arrangements for buying were brought about, the Gallery would
never take the place wished for it among the great museums of

Europe ' (p. 4).

The change was made in 1855, when the trustees were
limited to six, and a Director appointed armed with sufficient

powers both to purchase and arrange pictures on his own
responsibility. Sir Charles Eastlake, then president of the

Royal Academy, was selected to fill the new post ; Mr.
Wornum became keeper and secretary, and Mr. Otto Mundler
was appointed travelling agent, with the express purpose of

collecting information as to foreign collections and sales of

works of art. A yearly grant of 10,000/. was at the same
time promised by Parliament for the purchase of new pictures.

The new system worked admirably, and the Gallery has been
-exceptionally fortunate in its Directors. Sir Charles Eastlake's

refined taste and the valuable services which he rendered the

nation are known to all. From the first he acted on the

principle that the primary object of a public gallery should

be the illustration of the different periods and schools of

painting in all its branches. With this end in view he paid

•especial attention to the Italian part of the collection, and his

annual journeys to Italy proved rich in results. During his

ten years of office as many as 145 pictures were bought for

the Gallery, among them such masterpieces as Perugino's

altar-piece from the Certosa, the Aldobrandini Raphael, Man-
tegna's ' Virgin and Saint/ Pollajuolo's ' Martyrdom of St
Sebastian/ and many others by Lippi Botticelli, and Piero

olella Francesca. His death in 1865 at Pisa was a great blow
to the Gallery, and his successor, Sir William Boxall, can
hardly be said to have filled the post with as much reputa-

tion. He began by throwing away 7,000/. on a pretended

Rembrandt, ' Christ Blessing Little Children/ which turned

out to be the work of his pupil, Eeckhout—a bad blunder,

for which, however, he made amends by the successful

bargain which he concluded for the country in the purchase

of the Peel collection of Dutch pictures, ' perhaps/ says Mr.
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Armstrong, ' the finest in the matter of quality that has ever
been brought together' (p. 5). Besides this addition, which
filled up one of the largest gaps in the collection, Sir William's

tenure of office was rendered memorable by the purchase
of Mantegna's 'Triumph of Scipio' and the two Michael
Angelos. As many as 116 pictures in all were added to the

Gallery during these nine years. On his resignation, in 1874,,

he was succeeded by the present Director, Sir Frederick
Burton, whose great knowledge of art history, and ac-

complishments both as. a painter and critic, fitted him pre-
eminently for the post. Following Sir Charles Eastlake's

example, he has added largely to the different Italian schools^

and we are indebted to him in a great measure for the com-
pleteness of this portion of the Gallery. To his taste and
judgment we owe the purchase of such splendid and well-

authenticated works as the Hamilton Palace and Fuller
Maitland Botticellis, the two noble Signorellis, and Man-
tegna's ' Samson and Dalilah/ besides many excellent speci-

mens of the Veronese, Ferrarese, Brescian, and early Sienese
and Umbrian schools, which had been hitherto but poorly
represented. Again, the present Director has given effect to-

the strongly-expressed wishes of the nation by the large and
valuable additions which have been made on his recommenda-
tion to the English school. Between 1824 and 1862 this part
of the collection had been enriched by the Vernon pictures

and by Turner's generous bequest of his own pictures and
drawings, but during that period not a single work by an
English painter was bought by the trustees. During the
twelve years that Sir Frederick Burton has been in office some
thirty fine specimens of the English school have been pur-
chased, including characteristic examples of Morland, Stothard,.

James Ward, Constable, Wilson, Crome, Cotman, Stark, Blake,.

Frederick Walker, and Dante Rossetti.

Besides the catholicity of taste which he has thus shown in

Jiis recommendations, Sir Frederick has deserved well of his

country by his successful conduct of the negotiations which
ended in the purchase of Leonardo da Vinci's ' Virgin of the
Rocks' from Lord Suffolk in 1880, and of the Blenheim
Raphael and the Vandyck equestrian portrait of Charles I.

from the Duke of Marlborough in 1885. Both were unique
occasions in the history of the Gallery, never likely to occur
again, and the loss of such rare and priceless treasures would
indeed have been a disastrous event for the country. The
Madonna by Leonardo was acquired for 9,000/., a small sum
-when we consider the beauty of the picture and the extreme
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rarity of this great painter's works. Its pedigree is well,

established, and may be considered as certain as that of any of
the four or five pictures which are all the world contains by his

hand. It was originally painted for the altar of St. Gottardo in

Milan, but was soon removed by Lodovico il Moro to the chapel

of the Conception in St. Francesco, in which church it was seen

by several writers during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies. The eldest of these, Lomazzo, a well-known writer on
the history of painting, describes it accurately in his Treatise

on Painting. Old guide-books mention the altar-piece as

lately as 1752, and it is not till 1787 that the Abbd Bianconi,

in his Nuova Guida di Milano, remarks that the picture by
Leonardo has been taken away from Milan. The writer's in-

formation was correct ; for in 1779 an English painter, Gavin
Hamilton, who had been lately travelling in Italy, sold Lord
Lansdowne a picture which he not only declared positively

to be the work of Leonardo da Vinci, but ' a most capital per-

formance of the master, never to be got again/ The existence

of another picture, which goes by the same name and presents

but a slight variation of the same theme, in the Louvre, has

been the cause of much controversy in art circles. Probably
both works are in great part by the master's hand ; but all the

historic evidence that we possess is on the side of the National

Gallery Virgin. Not only does it correspond exactly with

Lomazzo's description of the altar-piece in San Francesco, but
two old copies, one at Milan, the other at Naples, agree with
the English picture in representing the Angel supporting the

little St. John instead of pointing towards the Child-Christ, as

is the case in the Louvre example. The superior beauty
of the faces, and the greater perfection of the workmanship
in the National Gallery picture is in our eyes a still stronger

proof of its genuineness. We are glad to see that Mr. Arm-
strong is also of this opinion, and Sir Charles Eastlake, in a

letter written to Lord Andover on the subject, informed him
that M. Passavant and Dr. Waagen, after a careful inspection of

the picture, agreed with him that it was far superior to the

Louvre ' Vierge aux Rochers,' and in all probability the true

original. This being the case, we in England may well count
ourselves fortunate in possessing two undoubted works by
Leonardo ; and while we linger before the Madonna of the

Rocks, let us not forget his still more exquisite Virgin in the

unfinished cartoon which made all Florence wonder, and which
may now be seen every day in the Diploma Gallery at Bur-
lington House.

The great sum paid for the Blenheim Raphael—the
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Ansidei Madonna, as it is called, from the family for which it

vlras originally painted at Perugia—has given the picture a
notoriety far greater than that of Leonardo's Virgin. The
circumstances of the sale, and the outcry produced in certain

quarters at this pretended waste of public money, is still fresh

in our memories. But although 72,000/. was the largest price

ever paid for a single picture, it must be remembered that

never before in the present century had a Raphael of the very

first rank been offered for sale. Not only is the picture in

excellent preservation, uninjured by cleaning and restoration,

but it is entirely by the master's hand, painted by him without

the aid of pupils, in those happy days when, with the fresh-

ness and holiness of youth still in his heart, he came to

Florence, and, stirred to new enthusiasm by the wonders of

art about him, became for the first time conscious of all the

fulness of his powers.

Henceforth, at least, the old reproach can be no longer

heard. With the Leonardo Virgin and the Raphael Madonna
no one can say that the National Gallery of England is

without masterpieces of the highest rank. In this respect

alone it will compare with any gallery in Europe.
Another memorable event in the present Director's ad-

ministration has been the classification of the pictures for the

first time on a scientific system. Sir Charles Eastlake had, it

is well known, long ago advocated this arrangement, which
was, in fact, a necessary sequel of his principles in making
purchases. Half the usefulness of a gallery, both for students

and for the general public, is wasted where no attempt is made
to hang pictures in their proper order. But during many
years the inconvenience of the building and the want of space,

•which made itself increasingly felt in proportion as the col-

lection grew in numbers, presented hopeless difficulties, and
made a thorough reform impossible. In 1838 a division of

the pictures into British and foreign schools was attempted,

and in 1853 the Dutch and Italian masters were each given a
room to themselves. Some attempts at partial classification

were again made in 1856, when most of the recently acquired

Turners had to be removed to Marlborough House, and in

i860, when a large screen was erected to afford fresh space.

But with each new addition the walls became more crowded
and the confusion greater. Rembrandts had to be hung with
Italian paintings, French works by the side of Dutch and
Flemish, and not even the five rooms placed at the disposal

of the Gallery by the removal of the Royal Academy to

Burlington House were found sufficient to supply the requisite
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space. At length the Government agreed to build ; and when,
in 1876, seven new rooms were opened to the public, the British

pictures were once more brought to Trafalgar Square, and the

-different schools were again separated and hung in more
regular order.

That year Mr. Wynn Ellis left the Gallery a bequest of
ninety-one pictures, which, by the terms of his will, were to

be kept together for ten years, a condition which prevented
any classification of those works until the expiration of the

term. At the same time, the rapid rate at which purchases

Avere made, once more rendered systematic arrangement im-
possible. One expedient after another was tried. Modern
British pictures were banished to the old rooms on the ground
floor ; a number of portraits were removed to the National
Portrait Gallery at South Kensington. The collection was
weeded : some of its worst pictures were sold, and others were
lent to provincial institutions. Still the cry for space was
heard, and in 1884 a further extension of the building wa^
agreed upon.

The construction of five new rooms and a central stair-

case, which should form a fitting approach to the Gallery,

was assigned to Mr. Taylor, of Her Majesty's Office of Works,
who has ably discharged a very difficult task, and done his

best to join the old and new buildings into one. By the end
of last May the workmen's labours were finished, and the

greater part of June was spent by the Director and his staff,

in re-hanging the pictures as far as possible according to their

separate schools and periods. The arrangement was by no
means an easy matter, when we remember the different sizes

and shapes of the pictures, and the difficulty of sorting the

separate schools in a building not designed, as that at Berlin

was, with an express view to this scholastic division, but built

at different times, and pieced together bit by bit Under
the circumstances we may well congratulate ourselves on the

result, and the authorities deserve the greatest credit for the

skill and taste with which they have grouped these twelve

Jiundred works of art. On the first Monday in July 1887 the

new rooms were thrown open to the public, and for the first

time since the foundation of the Gallery the pictures were
seen arranged in proper order, and displayed to the best ad-

vantage on the walls.

The new grand staircase supplies a want which had been
long felt, and with its pillars of red African marble and side

staircases leading to the British schools, produces a sufficiently

imposing effect At the top of the central flight we find our-
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selves in a handsome vestibule adorned with medallions of
great artists, and decorated in a simple and pleasant manner.
Here on our right and left, looking well on the sage-green

walls, hang the fine fragments of Spinello Aretino's frescoes

recently presented by Sir Henry Layard. They consist of an
archangel and a group of rebel angels, and are among the

best examples of fourteenth century work in the Gallery.

We now enter a fine new room (No. i), which with the
three small cabinets on the right and left (Nos. 2, 3, and

4), is devoted to Tuscan art. Here we can study the whole
history of the revival of painting from the dead art of Mar-
garitone, and trace the gradual progress of the mighty re-

volution worked by Giotto and his followers both in Florence

and Siena.

The low ebb to which art had sunk under these Byzantine
influences, which were supreme in Italy until the close of the
thirteenth century, is excellently set forth by Mr. Monkhouse
in his little book, three-fourths of which deals with the Tuscan,

pictures of the Gallery :

—

* The artists of the thirteenth century in Italy had what is almost
worse than no instruction ; they were taught to draw badly, without

reference to Nature. Under the patronage of the Church they pro-

duced paintings of events from the sacred writings, the legends of
the Church, and the lives of the Saints, but these were done to fixed

rules. Not only the subjects, but the attitudes, the composition, the

types of the faces, the folds of the draperies, and even the colours-

and the method of laying them on, down to the minutest details, were
traditional. . . . Painters, therefore, in Italy at the time of Cimabue
were mechanics, with little more freedom of will than house- painters-

—painting crucifixes, and " Holy Families," " St. Jeromes," and " St.

Johns," according to fixed ecclesiastical patterns. Art as an expres-

sion of the artist's thought and feeling was completely dead. . . . Ifwe
fancy how absolutely unconnected with any sense of delight or humart
feeling painting must have been in the days when such painters as
Margaritone were at the head of their profession, we may dimly
understand with what ecstasy was hailed the very first gleam of life in

the long-dead art. For this reason it is worth while to study these

pictures, until we feel how grim and ugly and lifeless they are, and
how much pleasure would disappear from existence if all pictures

were now like these. So when we turn to our Cimabue (565), "The
Madonna and Child enthroned with adoring Angels," we shall better

perceive what breath of life it contains and enter more into the feelings

of the Florentines when they first saw a similar sight . . . Our own
picture is not so fine as that in the Rucellai Chapel in Santa Maria
Novella, but yet it is like the famous work which produced such
enthusiasm at Florence, and is far more beautiful and natural than
the work of Margaritone. The face of the Virgin, though of the type
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of Byzantine tradition, is not only awful but tender ; the angels who
bear her company have a touch of human kindness mixed with their

reverence, and the folds of their raiment fall in pleasant curves. In
a word, nature has been sought and found, however sparingly ; the
artist has spoken, not only with the thunder of the ecclesiastic to the
fear of the layman, but with the voice of a man to the heart of his

brother ' (p. 1 2).

Then came Giotto, the bold innovator, who threw off the old

yoke and dared to paint the faces and forms he saw about
him, the blue sky and the green leaves, the changeful emotions
and common incidents of everyday life, and in so doing made
himself famous for all the years to come. Unfortunately the
National Gallery has no worthy example of the great reformer

who made all future progress possible. Tempera paintings

by Giotto are rarely to be seen out of Florence, but there is at

least one such to be seen in England, that little picture of the
' Death of the Virgin/ which, when it hung in the church of
Ognissanti, filled Michael Angelo's great soul with wonder,
and made him say that the story could not be expressed in a
more true and lively manner. It was exhibited a few winters

ago at Burlington House, and is still, we believe, in the posses-

sion of Mr. Bromley Davenport. Certainly no lovelier bit of
old Florentine work exists than this precious panel, which in

luminous colour, in force and pathos of narrative, is equal to

the finest art of later times. If ever this picture, which Giotto

painted and Michael Angelo praised, should find its way into

the national collection, the Gallery will boast a treasure such
as no other public museum contains.

The different tendencies of Florentine art in the fifteenth

century are very fully illustrated. Fra Angelico, in whose
creations the spiritual expression of the old school found its

highest development, is well represented by a panel which he
painted for his own convent church at Fiesole, ' Our Lord in

Glory surrounded by Saints.' Each face in that celestial

band breathes with the tender devotion which meets us at

every turn in the cells of San Marco, and we are reminded of
old Vasari's words concerning this very picture :

* They are so
beautiful they seem to belong to Paradise/ The realistic

and scientific side of the school is shown in good specimens
of Paolo Uccelli and Piero di Cosimo, and the same close

observation of nature and striving after technical mastery
appears in Pollajuoli's masterpiece, the * Martyrdom of St.

Sebastian.' Other symptoms of the newly-awakened intel-

lectual life of the age and of the increasing interest felt by
artists in the beautiful world about them appear in the works
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of another group of painters, Fra Lippo and his pupils. These
men are remarkably well represented, especially the most
powerful and interesting among them, Sandro Botticelli, the

friend of Lorenzo dei Medici and the follower of Savonarola,

in whose art the revived love of classical myths and the mystic
devotion of the Frate's sermons are so curiously blended. In .

speaking of Botticelli we must remind our readers of a fine

altar-piece by a contemporary Sienese painter, Matteo di Gio-'

vanni, recently added to the Gallery and now placed in the
little cabinet which holds the early Sienese pictures. It is an
* Assumption ' in a wonderful state of preservation, and re-

markable for the beauty and joyous movement of the dancing
angels, who, akin to Sandro's cherubs, circle on the clouds in

the Madonna's train.

The large hall contains many noble examples of riper

Florentine art, foremost among them Leonardo's great ' Virgin

'

and the two unfinished Michael Angelos, the ' Entombment

'

and the i Holy Family/ The genuineness of both these pictures

has been called in question, but we are glad to find that the

best recent critics are returning to the old belief, and appear
to be of Mr. Armstrong's opinion that both are ' unmistakably
signed all over ' (p. 17). Certainly if they are not by the hand
which carved the 'Pieti* of St. Peter's and painted the
' Madonna ' of the Tribune and the ' Eve ' of the Sistina, it is

hard to know what other master could equal either the powers
of draughtsmanship or the rugged vigour of conception we
find here displayed. One gap, we may note in passing, strikes

us as not yet filled up among these later Florentines. It is

the absence of any work by the hand of Fra Bartolommeo,
whose consummate grace and mastery of drawing deserves

to be represented here, and who is almost the only painter

of note whose name is missing from our long list of great

Florentines.

Leaving the four rooms sacred to Tuscan art, we enter

a fifth which is occupied by the schools of Bologna and
Ferrara, and contains the well-known 'Pieta' by Francia,

-still the most touchingly beautiful rendering of the familiar

theme, and that splendid example of Ercole Grandi which
we owe to Sir Frederick Burton's selection, besides two
works by Lorenzo Costa, the artist who forms the connect-

ing link between the schools of the two cities which shared

with Florence and Umbria the honour of preparing the way
•for Raphael. Through this room, then, we enter the great

gallery (No. 6) devoted to the works of Umbrian masters,

where, occupying a central position which enables it to be seen
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from the top of the stairs through the long vista of marble
doorways, is the great Raphael * Madonna.' On either side

are works by the great Urbinate. To the right the fair * Virgin
*

of the Aldobrandini family, with the green hillside and towers
dear to the painter's heart, and the pearly-tinted St. Katha-
rine ; to the left that loveliest of all youthful dreams, the
' Vision of a Knight,' who in his slumber sees on one hand
the enchanted form of Pleasure offering him the flowers of
life, while on the other Duty, holding out a sword and
book, calls him to tread the nobler path. The atmosphere
of that famous court of Urbino, where fair ladies and re-

nowned scholars from all parts of Italy met and reasoned
of love and virtue in the Duchess's rooms till the dawn
broke on the hill tops, still seems to haunt this exquisite

little picture, but the influence of Perugino is none the less

strongly felt in the drawing and colouring, and it was pro-
bably painted in the early years of the sixteenth century,

when Raphael had already spent some time at Perugia.

Besides the noble group of Raphaels there is much to make
us linger in this room. The whole history of Umbrian art is,.

as it were, spread before us in unbroken sequence, and we can
follow its course from Fiorenzo's delicate fancies and Niccol&
da Foligno's more vigorous but coarser strain of thought, from
the splendid specimens of Melozzo da Forli and of Piero della

Francesca—both men in advance of their time—to the great

achievements of Signorelli and Perugino. Three pictures of
this last-named master are here, one early ' Madonna,' a * Vir-

gin and Saints ' in his latest manner, and the triptych from the
Certosa, by far the best picture he ever painted, and both in

colour and expression one of the supreme works of its kind.

The new wing of the Gallery ends here, and turning to the

right we enter the large room (No. 7), once occupied by a
confused medley of Italian works, but now given up to the
North Italian schools, and, chief among these, to Venice.

From the simple frankness and directness of the old Floren-
tines, from the sweet refinement and tender yearning of Um-
brian faces, we turn to the jewel-like colour, the fuller forms,

and more living splendour of Venetian painters. From the

low hills, the slender pines, and still green waters of Peru-
gino's and Raphael's backgrounds we pass to the rocky crags

of the dolomites and the level line of far blue plains stretching

towards the sea, to the uplands of Cadore and the jagged
peaks of Titian's home. Here again the new arrangement of
the pictures makes us for the first time fully realize the riches

of the Gallery in this department. Titian's ' Bacchus and
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Ariadne/ a work which, in triumphant glow of colour, in free-

dom and joyousness of movement, remains unsurpassed by any
of his creations, has come to join its companions, and with the
' Madonna of St. Katharine/ the doubtful c Ariosto/ and the
* Noli meTangere/ makes up a group which rivals the Raphaels
of the last room. We may count ourselves still more fortunate

in the possession of so many fine Giovanni Bellinis when we
think how rarely these are to be seen out ofVenice. Even if the
* Death of Peter Martyr ' with its lovely wooded background
must really be given up, as Mr. Armstrong suggests (p. 23), to

his pupil Catena, we have still three first-class and undoubtedly
genuineworks : the noble blue-draped * Virgin ' (280), the solemn
' Agony in the Garden * (726), with the crimson flush of sunset

lingering above the bare heights and the towers of Jerusalem,

and the portrait in robes ofstate of brave old 'Doge Leonardo
Loredano.' This last work, so finely painted and excellently

preserved, was executed when Giovanni Bellini was consider-

ably over seventy years of age, and reminds us how Albert
Durer, coming to Venice in 1 506, found the great painter,

then not far off eighty, still hard at work, and wrote home to

his friends at Niirnberg, ' He is very old, but still the best

painter/ Most of Bellini's large band of scholars are also

represented, and so are the later Venetians : Paris Bordone,
and Paul Veronese, whose large work of the ' Family of

Darius before Alexander/ containing many life-like portraits,

was bought thirty years ago, while the * Dream of St. Helena'
came from the Munro sale in 1878. Tintoretto, on the other

hand, is but feebly represented, and the only work of Gior-

gione we have to show is the study of the knight in armour
for the Castelfranco altar-piece. Even the genuineness of this

sketch has of late been disputed, it seems to us unjustly. The
Brescian and Veronese pictures have been allowed to remain
in the large room, but this has necessitated the banishment of

the Crivellis to a small cabinet (No. 8), where they hang by
the side of our noble series of Mantegnas. If the * Triumphs
of Caesar' could be brought from Hampton Court to join

these last we should have a magnificent display of works by
the painter who, above all others, represents that revived sense

of the divinity of form which was so marked a feature of the
Italian Renaissance. Another room (No. 9) is now devoted to

Lombard pictures, including the works of Leonardo's followers,

Luini and Beltraffio, and the Correggios, which ought, strictly

speaking, to be grouped with the Ferrara school.

The next three rooms are now occupied by the Dutch and
Flemish pictures. The first of these (No. 10) has been hardly
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touched, and contains the great works of Rubens, of Van-
•dyck, and of Rembrandt Here is the equestrian portrait of

Charles I.,bought for the sum of 1 7,000/. at the same time as the
* Ansidei Madonna ' from Blenheim, a work of priceless value

in English eyes whether we consider its historical associations

-or its pictorial merits. As we look at the ' Chapeau de Poil/

.a fine landscape by Rubens, it is impossible not to regret the

loss of the incomparable portraits by this painter which, once
the pride of Blenheim, now adorn the house of the Rothschilds

in Paris, in spite of all the remonstrances and petitions ad-
dressed to Parliament on the subject at the time of the sale.

The next room (No. 11) has been given back to the Peel

^collection, and we see Hobbema's famous avenue of straight-

lopped trees, Metsu's marvellous painted conversation pieces,

Gerard Dow's ' Poulterer's Shop/ De Hooghe's splendid in-

terior—a very gem ofbrilliant painting—all hanging in the ac-

customed places. Mr. Armstrong remarks with truth that this

artist, whose pictures are so strangely full of air and daylight,

was appreciated by Englishmen when no one else understood
him, and that, consequently, * three-fourths of his works are

now in this country, and three of the best in Trafalgar Square*

{p. 36). Ruysdael, the greatest ofDutch landscape-painters, is

represented byno less than twelve examples, Teniers by fifteen,

and Terburg by the dainty little 'Guitar-lesson' and his

masterpiece, * The Peace of Miinster ' (896), which represents

the ratification of the treaty by the Spanish and Dutch pleni-

potentiaries in 1648. Mr. Armstrong gives an interesting

account of the history of this picture, which the artist refused

to part from to the end of his life, and which belonged to his

family for many years.

' It afterwards passed into the hands of Talleyrand, and was
actually hanging in the room in which the allied sovereigns met to

sign the treaty of 18 14. From the Talleyrand collection is passed
successively through those of the Due de Berri, Prince Anatole
Demidoff, and the late Lord Hertford. In 1874 it was presented to

the National Gallery by Sir Richard Wallace. The price given for

it by Lord Hertford at the Demidoff sale was 8,800/.' (p. 36).

Several of the best Cuyps and Van de Veldes in the

Gallery belong to the Wynn Ellis collection, which formerly

occupied a room to itself, but now these pictures have been
dispersed, and Room 1 2 has become the home of the early

Flemish masters. A great deal of confusion exists as to the

names and styles of these old Flemings, and Mr. Armstrong's
suggestion that the Royal Academy should devote one of
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their winter exhibitions to the school with the express object

of clearing up disputed points of authorship is worthy of
attention. Fortunately, no shadow of doubt can be attached

to the three pictures which bear the great name of Van Eyck.
All three are in a wonderful state of preservation, and that
new varnish of his discovery has kept the colours pure and
brilliant during all these four hundred years. The finest of
all is that which represents Jan Arnolfini, merchant of Lucca,
and his wife Jeanne, standing side by side in their bedchamber,
as the painter saw them in the city of Bruges in the year 1434.
Every detail of the room is painted with miniature-like finish

and care. The diamond panes of the window through which
the light streams, the round mirror with its medallions of
sacred subjects, the wooden shoes on the floor, and the fur-

trimmed robes, are all rendered with infinite love and pains,

but the great beauty of the picture lies in the expression and
gesture of Arnolfini, as, solemnly raising one hand, while the
other clasps that of his wife, he implores the benediction of
heaven on himself, his spouse, and their offspring. A strange
accident brought this picture to England. It belonged origi-

nally to the collection of the Spanish Regents of the Nether-
lands, and then passed into private hands in Brussels. There
it was seen by General Hay, in the house where he was carried

after being wounded at Waterloo. On his recovery he brought
the picture with him to England, and sold it in 1 842 to the
trustees of the Gallery.

Among the very few German pictures we find two or three
examples of the charming old Cologne masters, one of which
is ascribed to Meister Stephan, the painter of the ' Dombild,'
while the names of Albert Diirer and, stranger still, that of
Hans Holbein, who worked so much in England, are alto-

gether absent. The last gap is temporarily supplied by the
presence of a good portrait—that of Christina of Denmark '

—

lent by the Duke of Norfolk ; and surely, if no other means
of filling the void can be found, the Holbein portraits at
Hampton Court might with advantage be brought here.

Turning to the French school, which now occupies
Room 14, the collection is, as we all know, exceptionally rich

in Claudes, but poor in good specimens of eighteenth century
art. The landscape school, which has thrown so much lustre

on modern French painting, is altogether unrepresented, and,
seeing the extraordinary prices that are now paid for Corots,

for Rousseaus, and for Millets, this is hardly surprising. But
it is always in the power of some generous individuals to
supply these omissions, and we can imagine no greater boon
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to the nation than the gift, for instance, of a picture by the
hand which painted the * Semeur ' and the * Angelus.'

The well-known examples of the Spanish school remain
in undisturbed possession of Room 15, and have received no
striking addition of late years, with the exception of Velas-
quez's fine half-length of * Philip IV.,' bought at the Hamilton
sale, and Sir John Savile Lumley's gift of a ' Christ at the

Column/ ascribed to the same artist. Room 1 3 is still peopled
with works of the late Bolognese and Roman schools, who,
if they are to be seen at all, are certainly best seen apart

from earlier Italian paintings, and with them are the Guardis
and the Canalettos, which belong to the same period of
decline.

The remaining two rooms east of the new staircase, and
the five rooms of the west wing, are entirely filled with British

pictures. No. 16 contains the works of Sir Joshua Reynolds
and Gainsborough, some of which will be found to have over-

flowed into the vestibules at the head of the stairs. No. 17 is

chiefly occupied by Hogarths and Wilsons. Nos. 19 and 22

are still devoted to Turner, while the remaining three contain

the works of the later schools from the days of Crome and
Copley to those of Landseer and Walker.

Here, again, we see how much Sir Frederick Burton has
done to improve this important part of the collection. The
art of England is now fairly represented in both its chief

branches of portraiture and landscape. We can study Rey-
nolds and Gainsborough in such characteristic examples as

the portraits of ' Dr. Johnson ' and ' Mrs. Siddons,' we can see

the fair face which laid a spell on Romney's heart and brain,

and wonder at the cunning and penetration of character, the

marvellous technical skill displayed by Hogarth in his own
likeness or in that of ' Polly Peachum.' We can see the most
different aspects of nature revealed by Constable and Turner,

and note how the one records each vivid fact in grass, trees,

and cornfields with a rapture of delight which turns common
prose into living poetry, while the other penetrates the loveliest

secrets of atmosphere and colour by the fine use of his imagi-

nation. We can see how deeply Richard Wilson felt the

charm of Italian skies and groves, and how Crome and his

followers discovered a beauty in Norfolk ' broads ' and sandy
shores akin to that which the Dutch painters found in their

own country of flats and dykes. Again, we can admire
Hogarth's forcible brush-work and powers of satire, the

delicate colour of Stothard, the highly-praised flesh-tints of

Etty, and the mystic imaginations of William Blake ; or con-
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sider the distinctive features which mark the art of Wilkie and
Mulready, or of James Ward, of Morland, and of Landseer.

A few names which deserve to be remembered are still

missing : William Dyce, the painter of • King Arthur and his

Knights/ in the Robing Room at Westminster, has surely

earned an honourable place here, and George Mason should

be represented if only to show that there is a poetic side

to English peasant-life. And, if the National Gallery is to

illustrate the whole of English art, there can be no doubt
that water-colour as well as oil-painting must find a place at

Trafalgar Square, and that the drawings of David Cox and
Copley Fielding should be added to the precious legacy of

Turner, and to Mr. Henderson's more recent bequest of De
Wint's and Cattermole's sketches. It is also to be hoped that,

whenever the opportunity presents itself, the authorities will re-

move the Ary Scheffers from their present position in Room 21,

where their crude hues clash as unpleasantly with the lovely

colour of Frederick Walker's ' Vagrants/ as their sentiment

jars with the delicate purity of Rossetti's ' Annunciation ' on
the screen close by.

When we consider the great variety and wealth of the

collection, and the history of its gradual formation, we can
only congratulate ourselves that the nation should have ac-

quired so magnificent a possession at comparatively small

cost. The whole sum expended in the purchase of pictures

up to the present time has not exceeded a total of 400,000/.;

and, according to their present market value, the collection is

worth four or five times that sum. The Peel collection, pur-

chased in 1 87 1 for 7 5,000/., has been lately valued at 250,000/.,

and many of the choicest works in the Gallery have been
bought for a mere song. Giovanni Bellini's ' Doge Loredan '

cost 630/.; Botticelli's most admired * Madonna/ 159/.; Van
Eyck's * Portrait of Jan Arnolfini and his Wife/ 630/. ; Paris

Bordone's * Crimson Lady/ 258/.; Raphael's 'Vision of a
Knight/ 1,000 guineas. To-day a little Raphael of the same
period—the ' Three Graces ' in the Dudley collection—sells for

25,000/. ; and a more than doubtful work by the same master
—Mr. Morris Moore's * Apollo and Marsyas '— is bought by
the Louvre for 8,000/.

Some blunders there have been, of course ; some errors of
judgment have been made, and some precious chances lost *

but on the whole the administration of the Gallery has been ad-
mirably conducted. The task of buying pictures must always
be a difficult and invidious one. Even the best connoisseurs

will rarely agree as to the respective merits of single works
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of art, ancl hardly a picture of note has been purchased for

the Gallery without exciting recriminations in some quarters.

But the clamour dies away, and Raphaels and Leonardos
remain to be the pride and joy of generations to come.

There is in the long run, we believe, no more popular way
of expending the public money than in the judicious purchase
of works by those great masters whose abiding excellence has
been recognized by the universal consent of ages. The
Government which had Mr. Gladstone at its head in 1885 is

far more likely to be blamed for allowing the three great

Rubens' portraits to leave our shores than for giving too large

a sum for the most celebrated of the Blenheim pictures.

When, in 1834, Lord Grey hesitated to give 11,500/. for two
Correggios, David Wilkie, whose opinion was consulted, replied

that the sum named was certainly a large one, but that he
would decidedly concur in giving that amount ' rather than
let them go out of the country, considering the rarity of such
specimens/ The same feeling was practically expressed in

the petition addressed to the Prime Minister by the English
artists, who, in 1885, declared * that a stigma would be attached

to this generation if these pictures are allowed to leave our
shores ; ' and in the resolution signed amongst other members
of the House of Commons, by the labour representatives,

urging the Government ' to step outside of the hard line of a

severe economy in order at one stroke to raise to a higher

level the collection of pictures of which the whole nation is

proud, and which is the source of widespread and refined

enjoyment to the poor as well as to the rich.' Such, we are

firmly persuaded, will always be the language and sentiments

of the English people on similar occasions. As one by one the

great collections of ancient and historic houses are brought
to the hammer, there is at least some consolation in feeling

that the choicest treasures they contain are not lost to England,
but not only pass into a collection where they receive the

greatest care, but become accessible to persons of all classes.

For—it cannot be too often repeated—a national gallery is

not only intended to be a school of training * for artists and
students/ but is above all meant to be an instrument in form-
ing the taste and judgment of the nation to which it belongs

;

in raising successive generations to higher levels of thought
and aspirations ; in shedding abroad an atmosphere of sweet-

ness and light, and helping men to live with steadfastness of

purpose for all great and noble ends

—

1 Im Ganzen, Guten, Schonen,
Resolut zu leben.'

f 2
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Art. IV.—LIBERATIONIST FALLACIES.

1. The Case for Disestablishment. Society for the Liberation^

of Religion from State Control. (London, 1884.)

2. Modern Pleas for Church Establishments. By Rev. H. W-
Parkinson. Society for the Liberation of Religion

from State Control. (London.)

3. Religious Equality, in its Connection with National and
Religious Life. By Alexander Maclaren, D.D. So-
ciety for the Liberation of Religion from State ControL
(London.)

4. The Newspaper Religious Census and its Lessons. Society

for the Liberation of Religion from State Control-

(London, 1882.)

5. Practical Suggestions relative to the Disestablishment and
Disendowment of the Church of England. Society for the
Liberation of Religion from State Control. (London,
1 877-1 884.)

6. Tracts and Leaflets for Distribution :

—

e.g. The Good Old
Church.—Our Church.—The Church and the People.—
Modern Persecution.—The real Truth about Church Pro-
perty.—A Question that concerns everybody.— What should
be done with the Tithes.—The AgriculturalLaboureron the

Established Church.—The Established Church in England
and Wales.—Are t/ie Clergy State-paid?—Tithes and the

Poor.— Glebe Lands and Allotments.—The Church Pro-
perty Question.— What should be done %vith the TitJies ?—Not a Penny !— What has it done for you ? A Word
to Agricultural Labourers, &c, &c. Society for the Libe-
ration of Religion from State Control. (London, 1877-
1887.)

In September 1887 the Executive Committee of the Libera-
tion Society issued a circular to its supporters in which the
following passage occurs :

* It is, therefore, of great importance
that the work of education, which has been so efficacious in the

past, should be continued with unremitting activity ' (the italics

are ours), 'that there maybe preparedness for another General
Election, or for any event which may suddenly make Disesta-

blishment the most pressing question of the hour.' What is

the nature of this work of education which has proved so effi-

cacious in the past, and which is to be actively continued in

the future? We propose to answer this question by examining-
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some of the publications of the Liberation Society, and to

inquire from these sources

(I.) How the Established Church is supported,

(II.) What it costs.

(1 1 1.) What are the relations of the parochial clergy towards
4heir parishioners.

Our aim in this inquiry must not be misunderstood. Men
may and do differ widely respecting the advantages or dis-

advantages of an Established Church ; but, allowing the widest
latitude of opinions, we plead for some limitation of the means
by which those opinions are propagated. The arguments, not
the views, of the Liberation Society are the objects of our
-criticism. We seek to stir up no acrimonious discussion

between ourselves and our opponents ; we shall therefore en-

deavour to illustrate our case from points which are so plain

that they cannot be controverted.

It is because the Liberation Society contains among its

-supporters many men who are animated by a genuine, though
in our view mistaken, zeal for the cause of religion, and many
others whose personal honour—whatever may be their reli-

gious or non-religious principles— is unimpeached and unim-
peachable, that we are induced to put together the following

pages. If we find that the Liberation Society issues two
•different classes of publications, one calculated to mislead

ignorant electors, the other to maintain its character for fair

and open dealing ; that it uses as arguments pleas which it

-elsewhere confesses to be groundless, or relies upon quotations

which are palpably garbled ; that it insinuates against the

parochial clergy the unsupported charge of understating their

incomes, or accuses them of filching money from the pockets

of the poor upon evidence which it scruples to lay before the

educated classes ; that it spares no pains to heap upon the

rural parsons every sort of obloquy, to discredit their charities,

and blacken their public characters ; that it openly offers the

property of the Church as a naked, undisguised bribe to the

taxpayer, the farmer, and the labourer ; that it whets the

appetite for public plunder by exaggerating clerical wealth,

and by endorsing estimates which, from its own publications,

can be shown to be excessive;—if we find all this in the

Liberationist publications—and we hope to establish each of

these points beyond the possibility of reasonable dispute—we
shall use the result in two ways. In the first place we shall

confidently appeal to our honourable antagonists, whether
Nonconformists or Secularists, to repudiate the treacherous

allies who fight their battle ; in the second place we shall be
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able to value at their true worth petitions presented in favour

of Disestablishment and Disendowment, when they are thus
bred by misconceptions of the truth, fed on misstatements of
fact, and swollen by a literature which is in strange variance

with the religion it professes to uphold.

No one who is conversant with the Reports of the Libe-
ration Society can affect to despise the influence which it

exercises. Between the years 1 870-1 and 1883-4 the Society

expended little less than 1 50,000/. in promoting the cause of
Disestablishment and Disendowment. It has printed and
published millions of tracts, pamphlets, and leaflets ; it has
held innumerable meetings, and delivered countless addresses.

The Society's Report for 1 880-1 stated that progress was
evidently being made among farmers and agricultural la-

bourers. A year later 1,425,270 tracts were distributed; 'a

house-to-house distribution of tracts was made, dealing with
various aspects of the question of Disestablishment and Dis-

endowment.' In the Society's Report for 1883 we are told

that ' no fewer than 3,077,677 publications have been distributed

during the past three years,' and that 'advantage has been taken
of the depressed condition of the rural districts to interest both
farmers and labourers in changes which may have an impor-
tant bearing on their future prospects.' Again, in the Report
for 1885 : 'In view of the demand for publications which will

be needed for the purposes of the approaching election, the
Society's stock of tracts and pamphlets has been largely in-

creased. There have also been issued some special publications

for the use of both candidates and electors, as well as a set of
leaflets specially written for the new voters in the rural districts.'

The Society thus assumed the responsibility of educating
ignorant voters in the intelligent exercise of the franchise. No
body of men could, on their public profession, be better fitted

for the task. The association was formed more than forty years
ago by ' earnest, Christian-minded men,' ' chiefly influenced by
religious considerations,' ' constrained by a deep sense of obli-

gation to Jesus Christ,' who advocated a measure which they
believed to be ' imperatively demanded by the authority of
the New Testament.' That Disestablishment and Disendow-
ment would be urged with all the force of sincere conviction

is to be expected, especially as at every stage in its progress

the Society encouraged itself with the reflection that God is

on its side. * It is a stupendous work which is before us>

needing all the faith and all the power that have ever been
given to man. He who is the Creator of all the moral and
spiritual forces of the world will, if we be fit to go on with the
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work, which we believe to be His work, give us all that we
need to carry it on to the end/ 1 'We have pledged ourselves

deeply ; let our pledges be fulfilled in the sight of God, as
well as of man, and with the strengthening belief that His
help, as well as man's, will not be wanting !

'

2 At the Con-
ference in 1876 the chairman said: 'They knew they had
right upon their side, and, God helping them, it was their in-

tention to brace themselves anew for the work.' Again, in

1882: 'It was God's cause, and He would raise up instru-

ments to carry it on/
Here, then, is an association of pure-minded men, influ-

enced by the highest motives, deeply sensible of the tremendous
responsibility they have assumed, conscientiously believing

themselves to be appointed instruments in the hands of God.
From a Society so constituted it is reasonable to expect tactics

which are scrupulously upright and honourable, although no
fair means of success be neglected, and writings which are

uniformly courteous and truthful, however strongly they may
advocate their sacred cause. We shall see how far these

reasonable expectations are in fact realized.

I. How the Established Church is supported.

In discussing the question of Disestablishment and Disen-
dowment the Liberation Society has reversed its former policy.

Originally it insisted on the necessity of Disestablishment, and
passed by the question of Disendowment. Now the endow-
ments are everything, and the establishment little or nothing.

In our criticism of the pamphlets of the Liberation Society

we shall pass by the pleas urged for Disestablishment, although
they offer a tempting field, and confine ourselves to those

arguments which are directed to the breeches-pocket.

The Liberation Society approaches the question, ' how the

State Church is supported and what it costs ?
' with one general

caution. For information respecting the value of the property
now devoted to religious purposes,
i the nation is, to a great extent, dependent on the clergy and the

dignitaries of the Establishment ; and they have invariably shown the

greatest reluctance and carelessness—to use no harsher word—in

supplying the information they have been required to give/ 3

In other words, the Society is obliged to rely on the figures

given in the Clergy List, and, though these are returned by
the clergy themselves, they are untrustworthy. Not only so, but

1 Leading Article on Conference of Society, Liberator, May 15, 1871.
2 Leading Article on Triennial Conference of 1874, Liberator.

Casefor Disestablishment, p. 63.
3
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they are untrustworthy in the direction of the pecuniary inte-

rests of the clergy.

'The revenue of the Establishment in Wales is 256,979/. These
figures are compiled from the Clergy List. But it is well known that

the Clergy List gives the income of the parochial clergy at from ten

to twenty-five per cent, less than their actual value. It may safely be
assumed, therefore, that, allowing for the recent endowments, the

public property by which the Establishment in Wales is maintained
is not less than 270,000/. to 280,000/.' 1

If this pamphlet stood alone, it might be supposed that the

Society intends to accuse the Welsh clergy only of that care-

lessness in matters of fact—to use no harsher word—which
some authorities attribute to the inhabitants of Wales. But
the accusation is general in its character. In the Case for
Disestablishment (p. 64) ' it is believed ' that the Clergy List
1 understates the value of the livings to the extent of from ten

to twenty per cent/ On p. 1 1 5 of the same work, it is said to

be * well known that the Clergy List gives the incomes of the

parochial clergy at from ten to twenty- five per cent, less than

their actual value.' In the first quotation it is ' believed} in

the second it is ' well known} that understatement takes place.

With increased confidence comes an increase in the gravity of

the charge ; the maximum of understatement rises from one-

fifth to one-fourth of the income. Has the Liberation Society

any substantial ground for the insinuation that the Established

clergy allow their interests to overpower their accuracy ? Can
the Society support, except by force of assertion, this charge

of understatement which by a euphemism only it designates

as carelessness ?

The pamphlets of the Society do not hesitate to offer direct

pecuniary inducements to the raw, inexperienced electors of

1885, exercising the franchise for the first time, to vote for

Disestablishment and Disendowment :

—

c Do you wish for a reduction of taxation, the burden of which
presses so heavily on the people ? Then bear in mind that the State

Church in England and Wales alone holds property worth several

millions a year ! This belongs to the nation, not to the Church, which
now receives it only by permission of the Legislature, and on con-

ditions which can at any time be altered. The clergy are simply

public functionaries, receiving their pay from the State, which can
dispense with their services when it thinks proper. Now these eccle-

siastical funds . . . would pay off part of the National Debt, or enable

the Government largely to reduce the taxation of the country. This,

1 Pamphlet headed, Mr. DillwytCs Motion for Disestablishment in
Wales.
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therefore, is a taxpayer's question, and as such, are you not interested

ink?' 1

Or again

—

' During recent years there has been, in many parts of the country,

an alarming increase in local burdens. What could be better than a
national scheme whereby the tithes might be appropriatedpro ratd
in easement of these burdens. While such an application would
benefit every ratepayer in the country, it would especially be of ser-

vice to the farmer, &c. It is not maintained that devoting the tithes

to the easement of local burdens would put an end to agricultural

distress ; but it is contended that it would assist in that direction.

It would help the farmer at a point where the pressure is often most
-acutely felt' 2

Again

—

' It is admitted that one of the best means of raising the position

•of the labourer would be a wide extension of the allotment system.
Why should not these lands (glebe lands) be used for the purpose ?

The question is one for the labourers themselves. They now have
the vote, and can make their voices heard. If they wish it, this great

boon may be made one of the first results of the Disestablishment

and Disendowment of the Church/ 3

In these and other leaflets, circulated gratuitously among
ignorant, inexperienced voters, direct appeals are made to

the pockets of the taxpayer, the farmer, and the agricultural

labourer. It is stated, as we shall presently see, tha.t the

annual value of the national property enjoyed by the Estab-
lished Church amounts to the enormous sum of 10,884,400/.

;

it is suggested that there need be no delay, that the voters can
determine the immediate application of the money, that they
have but to declare for Disendowment and the boon will be
theirs. Very different is the language used in the ' Sugges-
tions for Disestablishment and Disendowment prepared by
the Special Committee of the Liberation Society in 1877/
adopted as the programme of the Society, and printed in

the Case for Disestablishment (Appendix, p. 184). There it

is admitted that ' when the English Church is disestablished

there may be no considerable surplus for years to come/ and
that * when that surplus becomes a reality, instead of existing

in imagination only, the nation will decide on its appropria-

tion with reference to the wants and feelings of the period,

and is not likely to be bound by proposals made years before/

Here the Society is addressing the educated and intelligent

1 A Question that Concerns Everybody, p. 2.
2 What should be done with the Tithes, pp. 3, 4.
8 Glebe Lands and Allotments.
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classes ; in the leaflets, speaking to the new voters, to the
ignorant and inexperienced, it appeals from reason to greed,,

from arguments to bribes.

It will be remembered that in November 1885 a Conference
was held in the City Temple on the subject of Disestablish-

ment and Disendowment. At that meeting, in order to soothe

irritation caused by the root-and branch programme of the

Liberation Society, a Mr. Fisher, an accredited representative,,

if not the secretary, of the Society, assured the assembled
audience that the programme was merely tentative, a collec-

tion of hints for the discussion of a great public question, a

contribution to the general stock of ideas. 1 At the very
moment when Mr. Fisher made this statement, and for years

previously, pamphlets bearing the imprimatur of the Society,,

whose accredited representative he was, were being circulated

by the agents of the Society among the rural electors, bribing

them by the proceeds of a still more sweeping scheme to vote

for Disestablishment and Disendowment. In those pamphlets
the National property enjoyed by the Established Church is

made to include all the cathedrals and churches in the land,,

irrespective of when and how they were built, and every pos-
sible source of ecclesiastical revenue is comprehended in an
estimate which exceeds the highest calculation that can be
found in the Casefor Disestablishment by nearly a million and
a half. And this monstrous valuation is nakedly and undis-

guisedly offered as a bribe to necessitous men, without any
hint of possible delay, and without a suggestion that the funds
may be applied to other uses than their own immediate and
pecuniary relief.

The revenues by which the Established Church is sup-

ported are mainly derived from two sources: (1) lands, (2)
tithes.

(1) Lands.—The lands of the Church, except that portion

which represents allotments in lieu of tithe, were indisputably

bestowed by private donors. It cannot therefore be pleaded
that they were, in their original donation, bestowed by the

State upon the Established Church. But it is urged that

their possession by the Protestant Established Church is due
to a gift by the State. The argument is a stock and familiar

one. The lands, which in their history unfold, as we are

told (A Talk about Tithes, p. 7),
' an awful combination of

what is as disgraceful to man as it is dishonouring to God/
were given to save souls from purgatory ; the State diverted

1 Nonconfonnist Independent, November 26, 1885.
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them from the Roman Catholic clergy to the use of a body
which does not believe in purgatory ; and what the State has
done once it may do again. It is unnecessary to point out
that no constitutional precedent is afforded by the action of
the State at the Reformation for the proceeding which the
Liberation Society advocates. The two cases are not only
not identical, they are not even analogous. But it is not the
argument itself which we attack ; it is the manner in which it

is used. As an illustration we take the following passage
from Uncle Oliver on the Parson's Income, pp. 4-6 :

—

' Uncle Oliver : How far may the nation rightfully take the six

millions of money now annually devoted to Church purposes and
apply it to other uses ? In order to satisfy your mind on this point,

I shall have briefly to explain the history of this property (the italics

are ours). We know that in many cases property was given in

order that masses might be said to get the souls of men out of
purgatory.

' Gilbert : Pardon me, Uncle, but is there conclusive evidence of
this?

' Uncle Oliver : Doubtless !

'

Again on page 6 occurs the following passage :

—

' Gilbert : But do you really think that much of the property

now enjoyed by the Church had its origin in the way you describe ?
1 Uncle Oliver : We have no means of determining the exact

amount ; but ... it is not too much to infer that the amount must
be considerable. This we know, that in one way or other so skil-

fully did they ' (the clergy) * manage matters that in the year 1404
the Commons petitioned the King, stating that the clergy possessed

a third of the whole land of the kingdom/

For evidence of his statement Uncle Oliver relies upon
the Parochial Antiquities of Bishop Kennet, and upon Brand's

History of Newcastle. His first quotation purports to be
taken from p. 90 of Parochial Antiquities :

' In the reign of
Henry I., Robert of Oily and Edith his wife built the Church
of St. Mary, Osney, Oxford/ The passage in Bishop Kennet
is as follows :

' Robert de Oily and Edith his wife began now
to build the Church of St. Maries, in the Isle of Oseney, near
to the Castle of Oxford, for the use of Augustine Monks*
(the italics are ours). The last words are omitted by Uncle
Oliver.

Uncle Oliver thus continues :
' This pious work was

undertaken at the motion of the wife to expiate the sins of
her former unchaste life, she having been a concubine to the

King' (the italics are ours). These last words, which are not
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contained in Bishop YL^nnds ParochialAntiquities, are inserted

by Uncle Oliver.

Uncle Oliver's next quotation is as follows :
' A little

further on I read, "In 1191 Walter Clifford gave a mill at

Frampton, in Gloucestershire, and a meadow at Lichton, for

the health of the soul of his daughter, Rosamond (the fair)

Clifford, mistress of Henry 1."'

This quotation is contained on p. 149 of Bishop Kennet's

Parochial Antiquities, But the words actually used are as

follows :
' Her father ' (Le. the father of Rosamund the Fair)

4 gave to those Nuns of Godestow for the health of the soul of

Margaret his wife and this Rosamund his daughter, &c. &c.'

The words in italics are omitted by Uncle Oliver.

Both these quotations are garbled in two ways : (1) the

fact that the endowment was bestowed on monastic or con-

ventual establishments is in both cases deliberately omitted
;

(2) the assertion, in the first case, that Edith was a royal con-

cubine is inserted to discredit the gift, and in the second case

the name of Margaret is omitted, with the same purpose, and
with the same misleading result.

Uncle Oliver's two next quotations are taken from Brand's

History of ttie Town and County of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

•erroneously called by Uncle Oliver ' History of Northumber-
land.'

The pamphleteer professes to quote one extract from
page 31, another from page 32: 'In 1255 Robert Valesine

gave an annual rent for the support of Tyne Bridge, and for

a chaplain to pray for the souls of his father, his late wife

Emma, and his own soul, in the Church of St. Thomas the

Martyr.' ' Here, too, in the Chapel of St. Thomas, William

Herryng founded a priest to say masses, and to pray for his

soul, and all Christian souls for ever.' Neither of these so-

called quotations occurs in Brand, though the first is sub-

stantially correct. The second is compounded out of two
different statements of Brand's, with some remarkable addi-

tions, alterations, and omissions.

Brand is giving the history of the Chapel, not of the

Church, of St. Thomas the Martyr, upon the Tyne Bridge.

The first extract quotes his words, except that the pam-
phleteer changes the words * Chapel of St. Thomas ' into
' Church of St. Thomas.' Brand goes on to say :

' In the year

1329 William Heron founded a chantry dedicated to Saint

Ann in this chapel ' (of St. Thomas). He refers in a note to

his authorities :
' The chauntrie of Seynt Anne in the Chapelle

of Seynt Thomas upon Tyne-Bridge, etc., was founded by one
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William Herying, as it is reported, to find a priest to say
masses and to pray for his sowle and all Christian sowles for

ever. Its net annual value is 4/. 7s. $d. Its ornaments, etc., were
worth 70s. lid., as doth apere by a perticular inventory of

the same. Ther wer no other lands, etc.* In other words,
this account is taken, as Brand points out, from the 'Cer-
tificate of Colleges and Chantries in Northumberland and
Durham '—that is, from one of the lists of abbeys, priories,

colleges, and chantries which were prepared in the reign of

Henry VI 1 1., with the intention of appropriating the endow-
ments. Ultimately the property of the chantries was con-

fiscated in the first year of Edward VI., though only a small

portion was applied, as the Preamble of the Act (1 Ed. VI.,

c. 14) promises, 'to good and godly uses.' By altering the

word ' chantry/ which Brand uses both in his statement and
in his quotation, into the word 'chapel/ the pamphleteer
conceals the fact that these endowments were for chantries

which never belonged to the Established Church, and were
seized by the Crown in the reign of Edward VI. The
pamphleteer, knowing that endowments bestowed on monas-
tic and conventual establishments or on chantry chapels will

not assist his argument as to the property now held by the
Church, 1 in each of these three quotations suppresses the

object for which the endowment was given. He omits to

quote the words which expressly state that De Oily built his

church for Augustine monks, that Clifford gave his lands

to the nuns of Godstow, that it was a chantry, and not a
parochial church, which Herryng endowed. It is impossible to

suppose that this garbling of three out of four extracts was
accidental, especially when the context and the argument is

taken into consideration.2

1 Except that portion of the common fund administered by the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, which consists of ecclesiastical property
formerly held by episcopal and capitular bodies.

2 It is impossible to minimise the importance of these misquotations by
arguing that they make no substantial difference, because so much of the

monastic property was bestowed upon the Church by Henry VIII. and
his successors. Speed estimated the annual value of the monastic pro-

perty at 171,312/. 4s. 2>\d. : Nasmith (Tanner's Notitid) computed that of
the larger houses at 142,914/. 12s. g$d. If 30,000/. is added as the value
of the smaller monasteries, the second estimate, though drawn from
different sources, closely approximates to that of Speed. Blunt
(Reformation of the Church ofEngland, i. 369, fourth edition) supposes
'that the annual value of the 1130 monasteries and hospitals of which
the King took possession was at the least 200,000/.,' and this in modern
money amounts * to the great revenue of 2,400,000/.' To this must be
added the coin and plate, which, according to Blunt, were of the value in

modern money of 1,086,883/. If Blunt is correct in his estimates, * nearly
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Again. Uncle Oliver gives these two quotations from
Brand, as well as those from Kennet, to prove that much of

the existing Church property was originally bestowed upon
the Church to save souls from purgatory. The two quotations

from Kennet refer to property which never belonged or was
transferred to the Church. It is equally plain that this is also

the case with reference to the property mentioned by Brand.

Brand thus closes his history of the chapel of St. Thomas the

Martyr in which was founded the chantry of St. Ann :
' This

chapel was united to the hospital of St. Mary Magdalene in

the beginning of the reign of James I.' Following out his

reference we find that this hospital was partly an almshouse
and partly a royal free grammar school. Thus Uncle Olivef

not only suppresses the fact that part of the endowment which
he instances was bestowed on a chantry chapel, but ignores

the fact, though Brand's statement is explicit and his refer-

ences are plain and distinct, that the whole of the endowments
of which he was treating form no part of the existing property

of the Church, but were alienated nearly three centuries ago
to the support of the poor and to free education.

We understand that the author of Uncle Oliver is dead,

and for that reason we refrain from comment on the proofs of

dishonesty which we have alleged. But the pamphlet in

question is one of the most elaborate of the Liberationist

pamphlets, consisting of fifteen pages, printed on toned paper,

each page surrounded by a neat ruled margin. What defence

have the executive of the Society to make for spreading broad-

cast through the country a pamphlet which thus manufactures
the authorities upon which it relies ? Is such a practice con-

sistent with the profession of ' a deep sense of obligation to

Jesus Christ ? ' Is it honourable to preface this manufactured
evidence with this description of Uncle Oliver :

' The old man
was never so happy as when trying to remove the perplexities

of youth, and especially when they arose out of an earnest

desire to be just ?

'

Thus far we have seen that the Liberation Society, an as-

sociation formed of men constrained by a deep sense of obli-

gation to Jesus Christ, insinuates against the clergy the charge
of understating their incomes, offers the property, now devoted

100,000/. of modern money ' found its way back to the Church. The
amount surrendered to the Church was therefore only a twenty-fourth
part of the annual value of the monastic property. No share fell to the
Church in the million of ready money seized by the Crown, or in the
endowments of the chantries, which were, as Fuller says, scrambled for

by the courtiers as * the last dish of the last course/ and the purchase
value of which in modern money must be reckoned by millions.
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to religious purposes, as a naked, undisguised bribe to farmers,

labourers, and taxpayers, and claims the lands of the Church
upon the strength of so-called quotations which are palpably
garbled. We pass on to the second source of ecclesiastical

revenues, namely, Tithes.

(2) Tithes.—Tithes, says the Liberation Society, are public
property alienable by the public to any public use it may
select. And this for several reasons, of which the following

are those which most frequently recur :

—

1. Because they were granted by the State through Ethel-
wulf, king of Wessex

;

2. Because by the Barren Lands Act all lands subsequently
reclaimed were rendered liable to tithes

;

3. Because they have been diverted from what was one of
four original objects, the support of the poor.

Of these three reasons in their order. And (1) of Ethel-

wulf's so-called -donation. ' The first compulsory levy of tithe

was made by Ethelwulf.' x Again, * it is generally allowed
that the compulsory levy of tithes originated with Ethelwulf,

but after his death they were the frequent subjects of legisla-

tion.' 2 Again, ' the law enforcing a general payment of tithes

in England is attributed to Ethelwulf nearly a century later.'

To this last statement is appended a note which professes to

give the words of the so-called charter. ' Here then/ says the
Liberationist champion, ' is my authority for stating that tithe,

as a compulsory source of revenue, was granted by the State
to the Church.' 3 Again, ' Uncle Oliver ' says, « King Ethelwolf
did for the whole of England what Offa had previously done
for Mercia,' and adds, ' every schoolboy knows that he was
king of England, and not merely king of the West Saxons.' 4

We venture to submit that a schoolboy's knowledge is imma-
terial ; it would be more to the purpose if our venerable friend

had told us what is known to every grown-up man of fair

education. The laws of this West Saxon sovereign of many
aliases certainly did not run north of the Thames. If his

legislation refers to tithes of increase at all (and, if the charter
quoted in A Talk about Tithes is genuine, it does not refer to
them), the operation of his laws was limited to the south of Eng-
land. But this so-called donation is of doubtful authority, and
is probably a forgery. The text of this dubious document
is uncertain ; three versions of it, at least, are in existence.

1 The Established Church, p. 3.

* How the Clergy are State-paid, p. 1.

8 A Talk about Tithes, p. 2.
4 Uncle Oliver on the Parsoris Income, pp. io-i i.
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Finally, if this donation is genuine, and if the text of the
charter was ascertainable, we have the authority of Dr. Stubbs,.

quoted in the Case for Disestablishment, p. 56, that it has^
' nothing to do with tithes/ !

The Liberation Society has in fact abandoned this so-called

donation as the original deed of gift upon which depends the
legal right to tithes in England. In an Appendix (pp. 188-

190) to the Casefor Disestablishment'the authority of Haddan
and Stubbs is quoted for the surrender of the charter as his-

torically untenable. But has the Society withdrawn from cir-

culation the other publications in which the statement occurs ?-

Has it given the same publicity to the correction which it

gave to the propagation of the error ? Has it done its utmost
to remove the misapprehensions founded on its once mistaken,

but now corrected, views of history ? Or does it not still con-
tinue to distribute among the ignorant electors a statement
which it has abandoned in the publication which appeals to a
more intelligent class ? The mistake respecting Ethelwulfs
donation was corrected in the 1884 edition of the CaseforDis-
establishment. At that very time, when the Society could no-

longer plead ignorance in excuse, all the pamphlets from which
we have quoted were still in circulation, and we challenge the

Society to prove that they have ever been withdrawn.

Ethelwulf's donation explains the payment of the tithe

upon land which was cultivated in the ninth century ; but
how comes it that the lands subsequently reduced to cultiva-

tion are subject to tithe ? The Liberation Society is prepared

with its answer. And so we reach the second ground for its

statement that tithes were conferred by the nation upon the

Church, viz. 2. The Barren Lands Act (2 and 3 Edward VI.)*

' In Ethelwolfs time the population of the whole country was not

half that of modern London. The land for the most part was barren,

and for some hundreds of years afterwards it so remained. Of the

30,000,000 acres of land now under cultivation certainly more than

20,000,000 have been reclaimed from waste during the last 300 years*

It has become chargeable with tithe as it has been reclaimed.' 2

Again—
* In the reign of Edward VI. an Act was passed giving tithes on

all lands that might be reclaimed from a state of barrenness. By
this and the subsequent Enclosure Acts, nearly the whole of the tithes

at present enjoyed by the clergy have been created.' 3

1 The same conclusion, in substance, is arrived at by Lord Selborne

in his recent work Ancient Facts and Fictions concerning Churches and
Tithes, pp. 202, 206.

2 Uncle Oliver on the Parson }

s Income, p. 12.

8 The Established Church, p. 3.
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Again

—

' The greater portion of tithes is of modern origin, and arises from
comparatively modern Acts of Parliament. One of these is what is

called the Barren Lands Act of Edward VL, which gave the parochial

clergy the right to levy tithes on all hitherto barren land after it had
been seven years in cultivation. That is to say, persons who under-
took to cultivate these lands were allowed to be free from tithe for

seven years. Afterwards, the clergy were permitted to go in and
seize a tenth of the fruit of their labours.' l

What is the. character and what are the special words of
this supremely important Act, under which, if the Liberation

Society is right, nearly two-thirds of the tithe-rent charge is

payable ?

2 & 3 Ed. VI. c. 1 3 is a statute which defines and sus-

pends, but nowhere imposes, the obligation to pay tithes. No
new right to tithes is conferred. The statute re-enacts

27 Hen. VIII. c. 20 and 32 Hen. VIII. c. 7, which provide
that every person ' according to the laudable usages and cus-

toms of the parish or other place where he dwelleth/ or
' according to the lawful customs and usages of the parishes or
places ' where the tithes or duties arise, 'shall yield and pay
his tythes and other duties of holy church.' It proceeds to

enact that ' every of the King's subjects ' shall pay their tithe

in ' such manner andform as hath been ofrightyieldedandpaid
ivithin forty years next before tlie making ofthis Act or ofright
and custom ought to have been paid' In other words, the

general object of the statute is to confirm and define the

common law and customary rights to tithe. Predial tithes

were due of common right of any fruit of the earth which
renews annually. All cultivated land was primd facie subject

to tithe, unless it was discharged by prescription or composi-
tion ; but barren heaths or waste grounds paid no tithe, ' by
reason of their barrenness.' The moment that they were im-
proved and converted into arable or meadow ground, and thus

produced fruits of the earth which were annually renewable,

the common law obligation to pay tithes at once accrued. It

was the policy of the legislature in the reign of Edward VI.
to encourage agriculture. Consequently section v. provides

that no reclaimed lands shall be liable to pay tithes till after the

expiration of seven yearsfrom their reclamation. Yet it is on
this fifth section that the Society relies.

Thus, of the 30,000,000 acres of cultivated land, upon which
Uncle Oliver says that tithes are payable, the right to tithes

is claimed,according to the Liberation pamphlets, on 10,000,000
1 How the Clergy are State-paid, p. 2.
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under a charter which they themselves admit to have nothing

to do with tithes* and on the remaining 20,000,000 by virtue

of a statute which really exempts reclaimed lands from the

payment for a period of seven years. It need hardly be added
that no Enclosure Act which was ever passed imposed the

obligation to pay tithes.

In this case, again, it appears that the Society understands

well enough the real purport of the Barren Lands Act. 'When
it was thought that barren lands and woods of more than

twenty years' growth ought to claim exemption from tithes,

the Legislature under Edward III. and Edward VI. made
laws to release from such obligation.' * To this statement is

appended a note referring to '45 Ed. III. c. 3/ and *2 & 3
Ed. VI.' There can be, therefore, no doubt that the Act of
Edward VI., to which the two sets of pamphlets refer, is one
and the same. No other statute referring to tithe was passed

in the second and third years of Edward VI., unless indeed it

has disappeared from the statutes of the realm. In this last-

quoted passage the purport of the Act is correctly explained,

because the true meaning suits the argument. Here it is

pleaded that tithes are public property because the Legisla-

ture has interfered to suspend the payment ; there the argument
is that the tithes are public property because the Legislature,

by the same statute, imposed the obligation. One inter-

pretation must necessarily be wrong. We may fairly ask the

Society to elect upon which of these two self-contradictory

arguments it prefers to stand, and to take the necessary steps

to remove the misapprehensions its mistake has fostered.

It is remarkable that in the Case for Disestablishment\ a
work which, from its price, necessarily appeals to a more edu-
cated class than publications that are distributed gratis, no
mention is made of the Barren Lands Act. If the pam-
phleteers are right, two-thirds of the land of England is subject

to tithe by virtue of this Act. It is impossible, therefore, to
explain the omission of all mention of this Act from the Case

for Disestablishment by saying that the point is not discussed.

Pages 54 to 56 are devoted to prove that tithes are a charge
imposed by the State for the Church Establishment. If the
interpretation given by the pamphlets is correct, no further

proof is needed. The only possible reason why the Case for
Disestablishment omits all mention of an Act which so satis-

factorily explains how tithes came to be payable on reclaimed
land, is that no educated person can interpret the Act as it is

interpreted in the pamphlets. We may once more ask the
1 A Talk about Tithes.
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Society to explain the circumstance that, in pamphlets de-
signed for the use of ignorant, inexperienced men, a meaning
is repeatedly given to an Act which no ingenuity can compel
it to bear, a meaning which the Society itself both directly

and impliedly abandons as untenable.

The Liberation Society are not content with the assertion

that tithes were granted by Ethelwulf and Edward VI. ; they
say (3) that the Clergy have filched the tithesfrom the poor.

1 We have it on the authority of Blackstone that one of the pur-

poses for which " tithes " were originally imposed was the relief of the
poor. At first a fourth, and subsequently a third, of the entire

amount was thus devoted.' l

Again

—

1 For many centuries tithes were devoted to three purposes : first,

the support of the bishops and clergy ; secondly, the support of
church fabrics ; and thirdly, the support of the poor. By slow de-
grees, however, the two last objects ceased to belong to the tithe

system, and the clergy became possessed of the whole of the product
of this onerous, unjust, and unchristian exaction.' 2

Again

—

* The tithes by which he [the parson] is supported were also meant
in part for your support.' 3

Again

—

' In many of the counties there are thousands of acres which the
clergy have had assigned to them in exchange for tithes. When the

Disestablishment of the Church takes place all this land will come
into the possession of the nation. As it was for the most part

assigned to the clergy in lieu of tithes, which were meant in part for

the benefit of the poor, the poor will have a just claim to such a
settlement of the question as will dispose of the land to their

advantage.' 4

Again

—

' It is as well to say, also, that the revenues derived from tithes

were, for a long period, similarly appropriated—one part being given

to the clergy, another to the poor, and a third to the repairs of the

churches. With us, however, the clergy have monopolized the whole,

and the nation is burdened with additional charges for the churches
and the poor.' 5

Again—' in all the early laws about tithes, it is clearly laid

down that the poor were to have a share of the tithes, and as

good a share as the clergy.' The writer then states that first

1 What should be done with the Tithes', p. 3.

» The Established Church, p. 3.
s A Word to Agricultural Labourers*
4 Glebe Lands and Allotments. 5 A Talk about Tithes^ p. 6.

G2
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the fourfold, and then the threefold, division of this prevailed,,

in both of which the poor had their share ; that ' this was
before the time of Parliaments ; but, when Parliament made
laws upon the subject, the right of the poor to their share was
preserved ; ' that, finally, ' nobody seems to know exactly how,,

or when, the poor lost their legal claim to a share of the tithes/

although ' in Queen Elizabeth's time the old law still held

good. It is quite clear, then, that the poor were meant to*

have a share of the tithe. . . . But the clergy have the tithes

now, and so long as the Church remains established they will

keep them/ *

It is of course possible that, before the formation of
parishes, and before the appropriation of tithes as parochial

endowments, tithes may have been divided into three or

four parts, one of which was set aside for the poor. But no
evidence exists that a fourfold division was ever known in

this country, or that a threefold partition was ever practised.

The only historical ground for the assertion of the Liberation

pamphleteers is the existence of three manuscript collections

of miscellaneous canons, and of a set of constitutions attri-

buted to the last years of Ethelred the Unready. The first

collection is put together from Irish and from African and
other foreign sources ; the second is conjectured to contain a
rule on the Benedictine model ; the third is supposed to

contain canons which the compiler desired an individual

bishop to adopt in his diocese. There is no proof that the

canons were ever adopted, or that the constitutions were ever

acted upon.2 As to Blackstone's authority in the passage quoted
in the Appendix to the Case for Disestablishment (p. 190), it is

abundantly plain that he there speaks of Charlemagne's
quadripartite division, and that he does not, even indirectly,

suggest that the same practice ever prevailed in England,
The remainder of the statements in Tithes and the Poor are

purely fictitious. The facts are so easily ascertainable that it

is difficult to avoid condemning, in the strongest possible

terms, the pamphleteer's attempt to delude ignorant and in-

experienced electors. Will the Liberation Society inform us^

for instance, when Parliament, after ' the time of Parliaments/

made laws upon the subject of the poor enjoying ' as good a
share ' of the tithes as the parochial clergy, or what i old law '

still held good in Queen Elizabeth's time preserving the legal

right of the poor to a share in the tithe ?

1 Tithes and the Poor.
2 Lord Selborne's recent wdrk, already quoted, and published since

these pages were in type, leaves nothing more to be said on this point.
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The Liberation Society will probably admit that the

charge of robbing the poor is an unpleasant accusation to

make against any class of persons, and especially against the

parochial clergy. So odious a charge should be publicly

made, or not at all. Yet it is significant to find that the con-

fident statements of the pamphleteer do not appear in the

Case for Disestablishment, where the object of tithes is dis-

cussed on pages 57 and 58, and in Appendix, p. 190. The
•omission, therefore, of such points as parliamentary legislation

preserving the share of the poor in tithes, or ' the old law

'

which prevailed in the reign of Elizabeth, can only be ex-
plained in one way. The Society dares not place before the

educated classes the arguments which it does not scruple to

plead before the ignorant and the inexperienced. In the last

edition of the Case for Disestablishment\ p. 57, the Society

relies almost exclusively upon an article by the Rev. Edwin
Hatch {Contemporary Review for September 1883), which
mainly deals with the legislation of Charles the Great on the

subject of tithes, and which produces no evidence that the

Continental practice ever prevailed in this country. The re-

sponsible writer makes no unfounded statements, and directs

against the clergy no unsubstantiated charges. It is natural

that the language of publications which are ' specially written/

to use the significant language of the Society's Report for

1885, 'for the new voters in the rural districts' should be
plain and simple. But it is even more necessary that a class

of publications prepared for ignorant rural electors should be
scrupulously straightforward and accurate in statement.

We pass from the consideration of ' how the State Church
is supported' to the second head of inquiry

—

II. What the State Church costs.

In 1877 a work was prepared for the Liberation Society

by Mr. Martin on ' The Property and Revenues of the English
Church Establishment.' The annual value of the property is

there estimated as follows :

—

* Annual income of two archbishops and 28 bishops ^163,300
Value of 33 episcopal palaces .... 13,200
Income of 27 chapters of deans and canons . 123,194
Value of deaneries and incomes of collegiate

chapters ....... 56,806
Incomes of the parochial clergy . . . 4,277,060
Value of glebe-houses 750,000

Total .... ^5,383,560
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In this estimate/ adds Mr. Martin, ' no account is taken of extra

cathedral revenues, nor of the disbursements of Queen Anne's
Bounty, nor, either, of the surplus income of the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners, the aggregate of all which cannot be under three-quarters

of a million sterling.'

If this addition of 750,000/. is made, the annual value of the
property amounts to 6,133,560/.

The Case for Disestablishment notices that ' Mr. Martin's

estimate includes incomes derived from recent endowments
which, for the most part, have been provided from private

sources ' (p. 64). It goes on, however, to say that this qualifi-

cation is nearly neutralized by the consideration that 'the

estimate is based upon the figures in the Clergy List, which it is

believed takes no account of fees and pew rents, and under-
states the value of the livings to the extent of from ten to
twenty per cent'

With these qualifications, and with the addition of
2,000,000/ as the annual value of cathedrals and churches,

the Case for Disestablishment must be taken to accept Mr.
Martin's estimate prepared for the Liberation Society in 1 877.
In the pamphlets circulated side by side with the Case for
Disestablishment a different calculation is put forward. The
cost of the Establishment is thus summarized on pages 10-11
of the Established Church :

—

1 Archbishops and bishops .

Cathedrals (about) .

Parochial benefices .

Parliamentary and other grants .

Ecclesiastical Commission (net)

Queen Anne's Bounty (net)

£ 1 5 8,000

350,000
4,500,000
100,000

700,000

130,000

Total .... ;£5>938>
000

The sum total represents an income of nearly six millions sterling.'

Thus the Established Church estimates the annual income
at 5,938,000/., and Mr. Martin at 6,133,560/ if the Ecclesias-

tical Commission, extra-cathedral revenues (whatever these

may be), and Queen Anne's Bounty are added to his valua-

tion. These two estimates are so near that we should not

cavil at so slight a discrepancy as 200,000/ But it is to be

noticed that Mr. Martin estimates the total annual value of

Church property, while the computation in the Established

Church only calculates the actual income. Consequently Mr.
Martin includes in his estimate
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(1) The value of 33 episcopal palaces . . ^13,200
(2) The value of glebe houses .... 750,000

Both these items are omitted in the Established Church from
this portion of the account. How, then, does the Established
Church make its estimate square within 200,000/. with that of
Mr. Martin if it omits to take into consideration a sum of
763,200/. ? In other words, whence does the Established
Church derive this additional sum of 563,200/. ?

The Established Church gives a new item—parliamentary
and other grants—which it estimates at 100,000/. ; but there
still remains a difference of more than 450,000/. This sum
is, roughly speaking, made up by adding 230,000/. to the
incomes of the parochial clergy, 170,000/. to the incomes of
cathedrals, and 60,000/. to Mr. Martin's estimate of the Eccle-
siastical Commission and Queen Anne's Bounty. Both calcu-

lations are, it is to be observed, circulated side by side, and
emanate from the same Society.

This sum of six millions sterling 'does not, however,' con-
tinues the Established Churchy ' represent more than half of
the pecuniary benefit which the Episcopalian denomination
in England derives from its connexion with the State. There
has to be added to it the annual value of the deaneries,

bishops' palaces, the cathedrals, the church edifices, and the
parsonages.' These items are thus valued :

—

;£l 2,000
2,000

' Episcopal palaces

Deaneries
Cathedrals
Church edifices

Parsonages

Total

232,000

3,840,000
860,000

^4,946,000

The following is the sum total :

—

Ordinary revenue . . . ,£5,938,000
Use of buildings . . . 4,946,400

Total (say) . ^10,884,400

That is to say, the Established Church is in the enjoyment, in one
manner or another, of national property of the annual value of more
than ten millions sterling.'

•

Without criticizing the items in detail, or impugning this

estimate on grounds which are open to dispute, it is to be ob-

served that in this calculation no notice is taken of the facts

that (i.) pew-rents and fees are included—in many cases if not
in all—in the returns of figures made to the Clergy List

;
(ii.)
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the surplus and unincumbered income of the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners is expended on the augmentation of poor
livings, and that these augmentations are included in the

figures of the Clergy List
;

(iii.) the augmentations made by
Queen Anne's Bounty, so far as it is a grant office, are also in-

cluded in the figures of the Clergy List
;
(iv.) the augmentations

made by both the Ecclesiastical Commissioners and Queen
Anne's Bounty are met by private benefactions, which are also

included in the Clergy List figures
;

(v.) many of the churches

valued in the above estimate have been built, wholly or in part,

by means of voluntary subscriptions. In other words, this cal-

culation in the Established Church, which estimates the annual

value of the national property enjoyed by the Church at

10,884,400/., counts the income of the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners and of Queen Anne's Bounty twice over, and includes

in public money modern private endowments and sources of

revenue which can under no circumstance be considered as

public money.
In most of the pamphlets the gross yearly revenues of the

Established Church are estimated at six millions sterling

;

that is to say, the figures contained in the first part of the

estimate in the Established Church are generally accepted.
' The gross yearly revenues of the Established Church amount
to about six millions sterling, probably more.' !

' The total

capital value of Church property is not less than two hundred
millions/ 2

' The revenues of the clergy are being increased

every year by the Ecclesiastical Commission and Queen
Anne's Bounty, both bodies having been established by Act of

Parliament for that purpose. The ordinary revenue of the

Ecclesiastical Commission is about a million sterling, and that

of Queen Anne's Bounty about 1 30,000/.'
3 Again, ' How far/

asks Uncle Oliver,
; may the nation rightfully take away the

six millions of money now annually devoted to Church pur-

poses, and apply it to other uses ?
' 4

The Casefor Disestablishment (pp. 64, 65) prints, and im-
pliedly approves, Mr. Arthur Arnold's estimate of the value

of Church property which appeared in the Nineteenth Century

for April, 1878. Mr. Arnold calculates the 'amount of the

fund at the disposal of the State in the event of disendowment

'

at 7,502,602/. This calculation exceeds that of Mr. Martin
by more than two millions

;
yet Mr. Arnold accepts several of

his figures. The difference between them arises upon three

items of account :

—

1 What the State Church Costs, p. 1.

8 Ibid. p. 2. 3 Ibid. p. 2.
4 Uncle Oliver on the Parson's Income, p. 4.
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(a) Queen Anne's Bounty and Ecclesiastical

Commission ^750,000
(b) Property omitted from New Domesday

Book 361,860
(c) Excess on income of Parochial Clergy . 1,120,000

Total .... ^2,231,860
Neither Mr. Martin nor Mr. Arnold take into account the

assumed annual value of cathedrals and churches throughout
the country. The Case for Disestablishment therefore adds
2,000,000/. to Mr. Arnold's estimate on this heading. It will

be remembered that the pamphlets of the Society valued this

item of account at 4,072,000/., or allowed more than as much
again as the Casefor Disestablishment.

Before passing on to a comparison of the estimates of
Mr. Arnold, Mr. Martin, and the pamphlets, it will be well to

call attention to Mr. Arnold's excessive valuation of the tithe.

Mr. Arnold values the tithe rent-charge at 5,000,000/. ; and
the Case for Disestablishment (p. 65) impliedly accepts this

valuation by adding 2,000,000/. to his figures as the value of
ecclesiastical edifices, and thus concluding its paragraph upon
the ' value of property devoted to Church purposes/ ' making
the necessary additions to Mr. Arnold's totals above given,

the result is reached that the Church of England is annually
subsidized out of public property to the extent of 9,500,000//
Op page 59 of the Casefor Disestablishment the Tithe Report
of the Land Commissioners for 1883 is quoted, from which it

appears that the total amount of the commuted tithe rent-

charge, including that apportioned to lay appropriators and
-schools, colleges, &c, is only 4,053,985/. 6s. 8%d. In other

words, the Case for Disestablishment accepts a valuation of
the tithe which, on its own showing, is exaggerated by up-
wards of 1,750,000/. It is the more remarkable that the Case

for Disestablishment should have adopted Mr. Arnold's figures,

because in the Liberator•, the monthly organ of the Liberation

Society, occurs the following criticism of the article in which
they were originally contained :

' Mr. Arnold has certainly not
studied this aspect of the question with sufficient care, for he
has placed the annual value of tithes at 5,000,000/., when it is

well known that the value received by the parochial clergy is

scarcely one-half that amount! If this was well known to the

Society we feel justified in asking, how does it happen that

the Society accepts a valuation which it so clearly repudiated,

and which exceeds what it knows to be the real amount by
nearly one-half?

It may prove convenient to place side by side the three

estimates which we have discussed :

—
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(i) Mr. Martin, 5,383,560/., quoted in Casefor Disestablish-

ment.

(2) Mr. Arnold, 7,502,602/., quoted in Case from Nineteenth
Century.

(3) The pamphlets, designed for 'rural electors/ 10,884,400/.

Of this enormous estimate no notice is taken in the Casefor
Disestablishment. It will also be observed (1) that even if

2,000,000/. is added on to Mr. Martin's estimate the pamphlets
give a calculation of Church property which exceeds the valu-

ation prepared for the Liberation Society by 3490,840/. ; (2)
that if the same addition is made to Mr. Arnold's estimate,,

though the Case itself admits that valuation to be exaggerated
by nearly two millions, the estimate of the pamphlets designed
for rural electors is still the highest by 1,381,798/.

Will the Society explain why the estimate put forward for

ignorant, inexperienced electors exceeds that prepared for the

Society itself by 5^ millions of money, or that offered to the
intelligent classes by nearly 3^ millions? Or why, in the

second place, does the Society, in the publication prepared
for sale, abandon and ignore the estimate drawn up for, and
gratuitously circulated among, ' rural electors ' ? Or why, in the

third place, does the result reached in the Casefor Disestablish-

ment', though based on an estimate which is on its own showing
excessive by nearly two millions, fall short of the result at-

tained in the pamphlets by 1,300,000/. ?

If the three estimates of the different items of account are
arranged in parallel columns, the discrepancies appear some-
what remarkable. The comparison is instituted only upon
the common items of account. Thus there must be added to

Mr. Arnold's account 382,860/. for ' Churchwardens' Lands *

and ' Property omitted from the New Domesday Book,' and
to the account in the pamphlets 100,000/. for ' Parliamentary
and other Grants.'

(1) Mr. Martin (2) Mr, Arnold (3) Pamphlets

(1) Income of Higher Clergy, in-

1

eluding value of theirresidences j
(2) Tithes and Glebes .

(3) Value of Glebe Houses .

(4) Ecclesiastical Commission

(5) Queen Anne's Bounty

(6) Value ofEcclesiastical Edifices

Total

£
356,500

4,277,060
750,000

2,000,000 i

£
239,742

5,400,000

750,000
700,000
30,000

2,000,000

'

£
522jOOO

4,500,000
86o,000

700,000
130,000

4,072,000

7,383,560 9,119,742 10,784,000

* This figure of 2.000,000/. is supplied to both Mr. Arnold and Mr. Martin by the Case for
Disestablishment

, p. 65.
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In every case, except in that of Mr. Arnold's erroneous
estimate of the tithe, it will be observed that the items of the
estimates prepared for the rural electors exceed those to which
the Society gives its more responsible sanction. Yet both
sets of estimates are prepared by and for the Society, and
both are issued with its imprimatur. Between the highest

and lowest figures in the three estimates adopted by the
Liberation Society, there is

£
On the 1 st item of account a discrepancy of 282,258
On the 2nd a a a 1,127,000
On the 3rd j» a it no,ooo
On the 5th a a it 100,000
On the 6th a a a 2,072,000

Total amount of difference between the highest

and lowest estimates adopted by the Society

in five items of account .... 3,691,258

Even those who shrink from the conclusion we feel our-

selves constrained to draw from the difference between the
estimates in the pamphlets and those in the Casefor Dises-

tablishment cannot for one moment contend that such diver-

gent valuations possess any statistical importance.

We pass on to the third and last head of inquiry

—

III. The Relations of the Parochial Clergy towards their

Parishioners.
1 Such is the spirit of bitter sectarianism which often prevails, that

sites for chapels are refused, and all the arts of petty persecution are

employed to put a stop to religious services in other buildings. It is

notorious that this is done continually ; and it is indirectly the result

of the parochial system.' 1

Again

—

* It is not rare, unfortunately, for men in holy orders to play the
oppressor in rural districts. In guarding their priestly pretensions

most of them are harsh, inconsiderate, intolerant, intolerable. The
squire, the squire's wife, the squire's daughters are persuaded to
become agents of petty persecution. In fact, all the machinery
of social oppression is brought to bear upon any of the poorer
parishioners who dare to have and to express a faith in their own
responsibility.' 2

Again

—

The Established Church ' in the rural districts too often strives

to bend the poor into submission to its authority by acts of petty

persecution which are a discredit to the Church and to the age.' 3

1 The Practical Working of the Parochial System, p. 4.
2 The Church in the Villages. s Modern Persecution.
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Again

—

' The impression left upon the mind of the class ' (agricultural

labourers) ' by the conduct of the clergy (liberal in their charity as

many of them are) is not one of veneration, of affection, or of
gratitude, but of dread, dislike, and, too commonly, of hate/ l

Again

—

' For nothing does the Church deserve a more severe condem-
nation than for its long neglect of you, and the helpless, hopeless

misery in which it has allowed so many of your number to live,

generation after generation. The Established Church is not alone

to blame, but to it belongs the chief discredit. You hear a great

deal of Church charities now that the Church wants your votes/ a

Again

—

' One of the arguments often used in favour of the Established

Church is that it is the poor man's friend in matters of education.

Is that true ? No, certainly not/ 3

Again

—

' Churchmen call their schools voluntary schools, as if they paid
for them altogether out of their own pockets. In reality they are

largely supported out of the taxes. In 1884 they cost the country
no less than 1,418,242/.; and since 1839 the Established Church has
received close upon twenty-two millions of public money for their

so-called public schools/ 4

Again

—

* It is admitted that the clergy lose much of their moral influence

over the masses from their political alliance with the party of privilege

and property/ 5

For this last statement the Society quotes the authority

of a speech made by Canon MacColl at the Newcastle Con-
gress. It unaccountably omits to mention that the Canon
began his paper with the statement that he assumed the
position of an advocate for Disestablishment for the purpose

of promoting discussion. We do not propose to enter on a
criticism of controverted points raised in these pamphlets.
It is again th6 manner in which the arguments are used that

we here condemn. As to the charge of persecution, let us
quote the words of Dr. Maclaren, in whose lecture on Religious

Equality (published by the Liberation Society) the Noncon-

1 The Church in the Villages.
2 What has it doneforyou f A Word to Agricultural Labourers.
8 The Established Church and the Education of the People. 4 Ibid.
6 Pamphlet on Mr. Richards' Motion for the Disestablishment of the

Church ofEngland.
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formist argument is as eloquently pleaded as it is impartially

stated. The churchman f regards Salem Chapel as the haunt

of unauthorized poachers ;

' the dissenter ' is apt to regard

St. Simon's as the House of Rimmon. The two cannot unite

in giving blankets. Widow Jones shall have no Church soup,

not a drop, if she goes to chapel ; Widow Smith shall have
no chapel coals, be her bones ever so cold, if she goes to

church.' l On the evidence of Dr. Maclaren, therefore, it is

useless for the pot to call the kettle black. But the pamphlets
designed for circulation among the less educated classes use

different language to that of Dr. Maclaren. Here the clergy-

man is held up to execration as an intolerable oppressor, a

petty persecutor, the instigator of landlord's tyrannies, com-
monly and deservedly the object of dread, dislike, and hate

to the agricultural labourer ; a man who is mainly responsible

for ' the helpless, hopeless misery ' of the rural poor ; a man
who only distributes charity that he may win votes ; a man
who, professing to befriend the cause of education, advertizes

his self-denial at the cost of the State. It is impossible to

suppose that the writer of the passage referring to educational

grantswas not fully aware that the Established Church, as such,

has never received a farthing of public money for the support

of Church schools.

Let us, in conclusion, sum up the results of our examina-
tion into the published statements of the Liberation Society.

It must be borne in mind that our quotations have been
made in a very limited field, and are only selected out of an
abundance of evidence to illustrate the three points we pro-

posed for discussion. The features to which we call attention

are characteristic.

The Liberation Society is a wealthy association that offers

a public guarantee of good faith by protestations of the deep
sense of religious obligations by which its members are actu-

ated. Yet we find that this Society as a fact issues two sets

of pamphlets, one calculated to mislead rural electors, the

other to support a claim to carry on the movement openly

and in the light of day. It assures churchmen that its pro-

gramme of disendowment is put forward in the interests of

public discussion, while it offers the proceeds of the plunder,

which the most complete adoption of that programme will not

suffice to produce, to ignorant, inexperienced, necessitous men
who are for the first time exercising the franchise. It insinu-

ates against the clergy the charge of understating their

1 Religious Equality\ p. 7.
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incomes in the direction of their interests ; it accuses them
of diverting to their own pockets the property of the poor
whose guardians they profess to be, upon evidence which
it does not venture to place before the educated classes ; it

seeks to embitter hostility against them by holding them up
to public odium as oppressors, persecutors, instigators of
petty tyranny, interested administrators of charity, assertors

of false claims to befriend the poor. It offers the property
of the Church as an open bribe to taxpayers, farmers, and
labourers ; it continues, in its appeals to the ignorant, to

base its claim to tithes, partly upon a document which, in

its publication for the educated, it abandons as unauthenti-

cated, partly upon a statute which, on its own confession,

will not bear the interpretation, and which it refuses to plead
before the more intelligent classes. It asserts a title to the
lands of the Church on the strength of quotations, which are

professedly taken from historical records, but which are pal-

pably garbled to serve a purpose. It whets the appetite for

public plunder by an estimate of the revenues of the Church
which is extravagant by its own confession, but which, under
the cover of more moderate valuations, it dangles before the
eyes of the rural electors. Finally it has expended thousands
of pounds to carry a measure for which it has thus prepared

the ground.

The publications upon which we have framed our indict-

ment bear the imprimatur of the Society. For their con-

tents every member of the association is responsible ; but
we altogether refuse to believe that the mass even of its

members, much less our Nonconformist opponents, are aware
of the character of the arguments which it uses in their cause.

We conclude, as we began, by disclaiming all desire to em-
bitter the controversy. Yet two questions are irresistibly

suggested by the examination of these publications. Can
our honourable antagonists reconcile with their honour the

continued association with a Society which thus disgraces

their cause by its tactics ? And, secondly, what is the resi-

duum of real worth which must be conceded to petitions and
addresses for Disestablishment and Disendowment, when these

manifestations of opinion are to a great extent evoked by the

printed publications from which we have quoted, and by the

still more heated utterances, if we may for once argue from
analogy, of the hired agents of the Liberation Society ?
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Art. V.—THE MESSIAH IN THE OLD
TESTAMENT.

1. The Jewish and the Christian Messiah, By VINCENT
Henry Stanton, M.A., Fellow, Tutor, and Divinity

Lecturer of Trinity College, Cambridge ; late Hulsean
Lecturer. (Edinburgh, 1886.)

2. Messianic Prophecy. By CHARLES AUGUSTUS BRIGGS,
D.D., Davenport Professor of Hebrew and the Cognate
Languages in the Union Theological Seminary, New
York City. (Edinburgh, 1886.)

Of the two great classes of supernatural facts on which
Christian apologists rely as furnishing evidence of the truth

of Revelation—Miracle, namely, and Prophecy— the latter has

this marked advantage over the former, that in using it we
are not embarrassed by any special difficulty on the ground of

the fallibility of the human testimony on which the alleged

facts rest. Everyone knows how Hume has argued that ' no
human testimony can have such force as to prove a miracle/

because (as Paley concisely puts it) ' it is contrary to expe-
rience that a miracle should be true, and not contrary to

experience that testimony should be false.' And though we
are satisfied (most of us) that Hume has overstrained his argu-

ment, he carries us with him so far as this, that we feel bound
to require testimony of more than usual strength, and corro-

boration of accompanying or resulting circumstances, before

accepting as true an alleged occurrence outside the course of

nature, such as we denote by the word ' miracle/ But in pro-

phecy we encounter no hindrance of this sort ; the facts sub-

mitted to us are, on the one hand, the previous utterance of a
prediction or predictions, on the other hand, the subsequent
occurrence of certain events—and then, a correspondence
manifesting itself between the predictions and the events. It

requires no special weight of testimony to prove the prior

delivery of the predictions ; they are usually in the shape of

written documents (as in the case of all the prophecies relied

on by the Christian Church), and require exactly the same
evidence of genuineness and date as any other writings claim-

ing the like antiquity. It requires, again, no special weight
of testimony to establish the after-occurrence of the events

which appear to correspond with the predictions ; they are

for the most part natural events, often admitted historical
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facts, or at least facts in themselves quite credible. It is with

regard to the correspondence between the prediction and the

event, in the claim of the latter to be the fulfilment of the

former, that the question of the supernatural comes in—the
question, Is it a real fulfilment, or fanciful ? If real, is it to

be accounted for by chance coincidence or human foresight,,

or by divine illumination of human faculties ? And the deci-

sion of these questions is, in each case, to be arrived at, not

on the grounds of weight of testimony, but of internal proba-

bility, estimated by the reason according to the extent, degree,

and nature of the correspondence alleged.

Now, as regards Messianic Prophecy in particular, there

is no serious difficulty as to the date of the predictions relied

on ; for no critic has disputed, or can dispute, the fact that

all the prophecies of the Old Testament were written several

generations before the Christian era : and accordingly, writers

on Christian evidences, in dealing with the department of pro-

phecy, have devoted themselves largely to the collection of pas-

sages of Messianic import, such, namely, as foreshow, or seem
to foreshow, the facts of the Life and Work of the Lord Jesus.

In this pursuit they have been under a temptation, to which
it must be owned they have not seldom yielded, of exaggerat-

ing the completeness of the correspondence discoverable, of

adducing far-fetched and precarious instances of it, of detect-

ing coincidences that are unreal, and of attributing to real

ones an exactness and particularity greater than can be fairly

claimed for them. Such exaggerations have unavoidably

tended to discredit the argument from prophecy ; its dignity

is lowered and its cogency weakened by the dwelling on petty,,

and not seldom questionable, details ; which, moreover, if too

prominently put forward, serve to draw away the eyes from
the larger and strongly marked outlines in which the person,

character, and offices of the coming One are indicated in the

prophetic pages of the Old Testament, whether by direct

prediction or by typical prefigurement in the lives of its his-

toric personages. And in due time the position thus rashly

taken up by over-zealous advocates has provoked attack. Its

weakness was detected by the acuteness of Strauss, who had
no difficulty in proving it to be as available for the assailant

as for the defender of the Christian faith. It was impos-

sible (he knew) to overthrow the argument from prophecy by
proving the predictions to have been invented to suit the

facts ; why may not the facts (he asked) have been imagined

to suit the predictions ? And accordingly he proposed by
his Mythical Theory not only to dispose of the argument that
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the Gospel was from God because the Life of Jesus was the
fulfilment of ancient prophecy, but to get rid of that Life even
as a narrative of historic fact, and to resolve the Gospels into

an assemblage of rnyths which i originated in a transference

into the history of Jesus of the Jewish expectations of the
Messiah/ those expectations being grounded on 'the Old Testa-
ment prophecies and types and their current interpretations.' l

Thus the question of the correspondence between the Old
Testament predictions and the New Testament narratives is

now no longer one which the Christian advocate may take up,

or pass by, according as he feels disposed to use or not use
the argument from the fulfilment of Messianic prophecy ; it is

forced upon him as part of the great question of the historical

character of the Gospels. This being so, it follows that an
estimate of the value of any new work treating of the

Messianic character of the Old Testament must be largely

influenced by the extent to which the author proves that he
appreciates the vital importance of the issue involved, and the
fulness of the light he succeeds in throwing on the matters in

dispute—the problems, namely,What are the extent and nature

of the intimations given by Old Testament prophecy, whether
in its predictive or in its typical form, of the coming of the

Messiah—His attributes, His life, and His work ? How far

were they capable of engendering an adequate Messianic idea

in the mind of the nation to whom the Messianic prophecies

were given? To what extent, and in what form, did that idea

exist in the mind of that nation at or shortly before the
time when Jesus was born in Bethlehem ?

Towards the solution of these problems material contribu-

tion is made by each of the books whose titles stand at the

head of this article ; in the former directly, in the latter in-

directly, yet effectually. Coming as they do from widely
remote quarters—this from the Union Theological Seminary
of New York, that from one of the twin ancient homes of
Anglican theology in the mother country—we naturally

expect to find them no less widely removed from one another
in teaching as well as in form. Yet, unlike as they are, they
have thus much in common in their mode of dealing with their

common subject of Messianic Prophecy—that both address

themselves fairly to that subject as it now stands, with no
attempt to ignore the results which modern criticism and
free inquiry claim to have attained in altering its aspect or

position by the force of new methods and the light of fresh

research. Each work represents an honest and able endeavour
1 Life ofJesus (1864), sec. 25.
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to face the questions, How far do these results bear on the

revelations of the New Testament ? Do they touch the sub-

stance of the faith of the Church ? Is there anything we
must give up—and how much is there left us—of the cherished

and familiar teaching that traced out the Person, the Life, and
the Offices of the Lord Jesus, foreshown in the Messiah * of

whom Moses in the Law, and the Prophets, did write ' ?

But in nearly every other point ofview the relation between
these books is one of contrast and not of resemblance. With
Mr. Stanton the main problem to be solved is an historical

one—What, in point of fact, was the conception which the

Jewish mind had formed for itself at, or before, the Christian

era, of the Messiah whose coming the Jewish Scriptures fore-

shadowed ? Dr. Briggs, on the other hand, seeks to offer his

readers a complete exegetical survey of the whole range of

Old Testament prophecy ; a determination of the import
borne by each several Messianic prediction in the mind of

him who first uttered it and of those who first heard it, and
further of the fuller import latent in it till brought to light and
quickened into life in the Gospel of Jesus. Both writers, as

we have said, give fair and ample—we might add, more than
ample—weight to the new elements alleged to have been
introduced into Biblical study by the higher criticism and
philology ; each has gone to the utmost limits in the way of

concession to those who deal with the Scriptures as with any
other ancient writings, and who hold that they can be dealt

with intelligibly only on the assumption that there is nothing
supernatural either in their origin or in their substance. But
each has his own way of conceding ; and their ways are so

completely different as to involve a marked dissimilarity of

attitude towards the adversary, as well as of tone. Even as

regards the extent of ground common to the two books, these

differences of method make themselves felt as a limiting

cause. Whole regions of inquiry are excluded from the plan
of Mr. Stanton's treatise which occupy a large and prominent
place in that of Dr. Briggs : for the former is usually content

to decline to use the evidence of predictions of the Old Testa-
ment whose date, or interpretation, are disputed ; while the
latter has industriously endeavoured to add to the interest and
completeness of his work by retranslations (not always, we
must remark, altogether successful) of nearly all the Messianic
passages used by him in its course, sufficiently furnished with
critical notes. But, on the other hand, the range of The
Jewish and the Christian Messiah, though thus narrower than
that of Messianic Prophecy

y
so far as it lies within the bounds
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of the Old Testament canon, is proportionately wider in the
important and less known regions of Jewish non-canonical
literature. Dr. Briggs, as we learn from his Preface (p. ix),

has considered it superfluous to seek in that literature for ex-
pressions of the Messianic idea as conceived in the Jewish
mind, because that idea ' is complete in the canon of the Old
Testament.' But we believe that Mr. Stanton's readers will

be of opinion that not the least valuable parts of his work

—

certainly the most suggestive as opening up new lines of
study—are those in which he collects the traits of the aspect

of the expected Messiah as shown in the early Rabbinic,

Apocalyptic, and other pseudepigraphic Jewish writings which
appear to belong to the period shortly before or shortly after

the Incarnation of our Lord.

Two works which, though dealing with the same high
subject, have so little in common in their manner of treating

it, require to be considered severally as well as tc%ether. We
proceed, therefore, to give some further description of the

plan and contents, the merits and defects, of each, examining
them, however, mainly with a view to the great question which
both alike deal with—What are the nature and extent of the

witness borne by the Law and the Prophets to the Christ of

the Gospels?
The claim which, in his Preface (p. viii), Mr. Stanton makes

for his treatise, that it is * the first attempt, either in England
or on the Continent, to examine systematically and thoroughly
the historical relations of Christian Messianic beliefs to Jewish,

and to appreciate their significance,' defines sufficiently the

plan which he has proposed to himself in it. To the lines

thus laid down he has confined himself with scrupulous rigour,

and following them he has done his work with laborious and
satisfactory thoroughness. He has not, indeed, succeeded in

producing—apparently he has not attempted to produce—

a

vivid presentation of the Messiah of Jewish expectation ; his

industrious method of simply reproducing the results of his

researches in the form of citation and analysis of his authori-

ties, if it makes his book less attractive, makes it more trust-

worthy. Yet we think he might have improved it in point of

readableness and literary form, without sensibly diminishing
its solid usefulness to the theological student, if he had been
content to curtail considerably the somewhat tedious fulness

of his account of the Book of Enoch and of the Apocalypses of
Esdras and Baruch} The value of these writings as a part,

1 The Apocalypse of Esdras is the book commonly known as the
2 Esdras of the Apocrypha of the English Bible, and the 4 Esdras of the
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hitherto not sufficiently known or weighed, of the evidence
bearing on the Messianic expectations which existed among^
the Jews of the later pre-Christian times, we have already-

admitted. We agree with Mr. Stanton in the opinion (p. 39)
that these writings, however little esteemed in the Rabbinic
schools, are important, inasmuch as they * reveal prevalent

opinions and the yearnings of the heart of the people ' con-
cerning the expected Redeemer of Israel ; and we are satisfied

that he has not over-estimated the weight of the evidence on
which a pre-Christian date has been assigned to part at least

of the first of the apocalyptic books we have named, to a
smaller but not insignificant part of the Sibylline Oracles, and
to the whole of the very interesting collection, in which the
King Messiah is set forth as the supreme object of the desire

of Israel, known as the Psalms of Solomon. And the distinct

testimony which these books yield to the prevalence, in at

least some quarters of the Jewish world, of the Messianic

hope in the age to which they belong, is all the more welcome
by reason of the contrast they present in this respect to the

absence of all definite expression of that hope from the books
commonly known as the Apocrypha. 1 But it appears to us

that in his treatment of this part of his subject Mr. Stanton*

has allowed himself to be drawn by the attraction of a novel

line of study into unnecessary and disproportionate amplitude
of detail. A more skilful writer would have known how ta
bring out and arrange the salient points of his results so as to

impress his reader's memory, instead of burdening it with the
particulars of successive visions and discussions of chronolo-

gical indications. His treatise, though it is little more than

an amplification and development of the third chapter of Dr.

Westcott's Introduction to the Study of the Gospels, has failed ta
attain anything of the admirable conciseness and lucid order of

which that excellent work is so signal an example. And it

is to be added that the same deficiency of literary skill shows

Vulgate (which the English version represents). It is not properly classed

under the title Apocrypha, not being extant in Greek ; but it is found in

various languages—notably in Syriac, in the oldest existing manuscript of
the Peshitto Old Testament (B. 21, inf.), preserved in the Ambrosian
Library of Milan. This manuscript contains, also, the only known copy
of the Apocalypse ofBaruch ; but a portion of it, under the name of the
First Epistle of Baruch, is commonly found in manuscripts of the Peshitto
Old Testament (as in the Bodleian, Poc. 391 and Or. 141), and is given
in Walton's Polyglot.

1 It may, perhaps, be conjectured that the silence of the books called

Apocrypha on this topic is due in some measure to influences prevalent at
Alexandria, in which city most of them were written or cast into their

present shape. The apocalyptic writings are mainly Palestinian.
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itself likewise in the more serious form of a lack of construc-

tive power, which makes the book difficult to read, and more
•difficult to recollect, even in general outline. For example, in

Part I. (Introduction) the apocalyptic writings above referred

to appear first in chap, ii., where they are minutely analysed
under the head of 'The Documents/ and then reappear in

chap. iii. to yield their contribution to the ' History of Mes-
sianic Expectation among the Jews to the Christian Era '—

a

mode of dealing with them as perplexing as it is awkward.
The author himself admits that the arrangement of his matter
has proved intractable in his hands ; for he tells us (p. 25) he
has found it ' inevitable that in his preliminary chapters some
points should be touched which cannot be fully expounded,
and to which we must afterwards recur/ He expresses a
doubt whether the last chapter (on 'The Use of the Old
Testament in the Early Church ') of Part I. ought not rather

to have been the first of Part III. (' Messianic Ideas in the
Early Church '), where it certainly would more naturally find

place. And he betrays an uneasy misgiving whether the dis-

tinction he has set up between the matter of this latter part

and that of Part II. ('The Attitude of Jesus to Messianic
Beliefs ') is one that can practically be maintained. The
reader will no doubt feel that the misgiving is by no means
unwarranted, when he finds that the scanty materials which
Mr. Stanton has collected towards fulfilling the promise of

the heading of Part III., together with the meagre results he
has been able to draw from them, are all contained within the
-dozen pages of the first chapter of the part, the next chapter
being occupied with a ' Comparison of Jewish and Christian

Eschatology '— a topic only indirectly Messianic—while the

third and last chapter deals with the relation of Messianic
Prophecy to the Mythical Theory of Strauss, a subject to

Avhose vital importance we have drawn attention in our open-
ing remarks, and one which is quite as closely connected with
Part II. as with Part III., and would probably have been
more properly treated as a separate and concluding part.

The author shows plainly, not only by his treatment of the
subject in this place, but by the preparation made for it in

his introductory first chapter (Part I.), that he fully appreciates

its gravity as bearing on the credibility of the Gospel narra-

tives ; and we therefore regret all the more that, by confining

himself within the very artificial limits of the plan which he
lias laid down, he has not allowed himself room to develop

with adequate fulness and force the very just and sound views

on the possible genesis of myths out of predictions which he
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has barely indicated in the opening, and too briefly expounded
in the closing chapter of his treatise (pp. 3, 359).

Another and more serious defect in Mr. Stanton's work
we deem it needful to animadvert on, because it is closely

connected with that section of it in which much of its most
valuable and least known facts are contained, and in no-

small degree impairs its usefulness. We do not blame his

solicitude to separate himself from the school of theologians

who hold, or held, that the Jews at the time of our Lord's
coming not only might have anticipated, but in point of fact

did anticipate, by means of the study of the prophetic scrip-

tures of the Old Testament, the revelation of His life and
work which we have in the New. But it seems to us that, in

drawing away from this extreme, he has allowed himself to-

be drawn too near to the opposite one ; and that in his treat-

ment of this subject a tendency to minimize the predictive

element, and thus the evidential value, of Messianic prophecy
is perceptible. And here and there he expresses himself in

such a manner as to induce in the minds of his readers a
confusion—under which we cannot suppose he himselflaboured

—between two very distinct questions : one historical—Did
the Jews of the time referred to attach a Messianic meanings

to certain predictions of their prophets ?—the other exegetical

—Do those predictions fairly bear the Messianic interpretation

which the Christian Church puts upon them ? For example,,

take the following :

—

' The belief, represented especially by Schottgen, and cherished

by many older theologians, that all Christian doctrines regarding the
office and person of the Messiah had been clearly foreshadowed, or
even formally held, among Jews, began to break down towards the

latter part of the last century under the influence of the critical spirit
y

(p. 141).

We readily admit that ' the critical spirit ' has done good
work in so far as it has corrected exaggerated estimates of
the extent to which the Jewish mind had actually been pre-

pared by prophecy to form a distinct forecast of the Messiah's

character and functions ; and it is undeniable that such
exaggerations are not infrequent in Schottgen, and diminish

the trustworthiness of his learned work. But, in making this

admission, we surrender no jot of our conviction that the sum
total of the truth of the person and office of ' Messias which is

called Christ,' as held by His Church, has been ' clearly fore-

shadowed ' in the prophetic scriptures, even though the Jew
to whom these oracles of God were committed neither ' for-

mally held ' nor (save vaguely, dimly, and in part) conjectured
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the fulness of that truth. We do not by any means desire to

convey that Mr. Stanton loses sight of—still less that he
denies—the presence of the Messianic element in the Old
Testament Far from it ; his statements concerning the build-

ing up of Messianic expectation in the Jewish mind, and its

basis in the Jewish Scriptures, expressly maintain, though in

guarded language and modified form, the immemorial belief

of the Church, that the Christ who is shown us in the Gospels
was (as He claimed to be) foreshown in the Law and the

Prophets. The following passage is a good example of his

manner of treating his subject, and defines with sufficient

clearness the position he takes up :

—

* Some Christian theologians have expressed themselves almost as

though they thought that all Christian doctrine was clearly present to

the minds of the prophets, and as though the Jews were severely to

be blamed if they did not gather it from their prophecies alone. Such
language few now consider to be warrantable. ... It has come to be
very generally recognized that illusion, followed by the discipline of

experience and disappointment, played no unimportant part in the

formation and definition of the clearest Messianic Hope of Israel. . . .

[The prophets] speak as though the era of perfect righteousness and
peace would be finally ushered in with the overthrow of the oppressors

and enemies of Israel that they knew in their own age. Again, their

aspirations after a truly righteous and victorious king would seem
often to have been stirred by some immediate object of hope, as (for

instance) by the birth of an heir to the throne. While they dreamed
and thought they were speaking of these deliverances near at hand,

the Spirit taught them to utter great words which would only find true

fulfilment in a far more distant day. Then, as time went on, after many
disappointments in the case of individual men and individual de-

liverances, later generations of Israelites learned to transfer all these

aspirations to one more definitely conceived as the Saviour of His
people, for whose coming they might have still to wait. But even

to the end a very limited conception is formed of His work and
offices. Such an account, I "would observe, of the formation of the

Messianic Hope does not destroy the value of the testimony of pro-

phecy to Christ, although it is not of altogether the same character

as in the older view. The prophecies may no longer seem so

wonderful, regarded simply as predictions. Yet the actual purpose
which the development of the Messianic expectation in Israel dis-

charged, should prove to anyone who believes in the Divine ordering

of the world's history that this expectation was designed by God as a

preparation for the coming of Jesus ; and, if so, it is a testimony to

His being divinely sent. . . . The historical fact of the influence of

the Old Testament, in preparing the world for the coming of Christ,

ought to convince us of its true connexion with the Gospel dispen-

sation, as part of one grand scheme in the counsels of Divine

Providence ' (pp. 96-98).
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We have no serious objection to raise against the views

put forward by Mr. Stanton in the above passage, although

we think they might have been expressed in language of more
unhesitating confidence, and with less of an apologetic tone.

We accept it as a fair account of the genesis and growth
among the Jews of the conception of their Messiah, and the

expectation of His coming ; but we must guard ourselves

against being supposed to allow that it is (what, indeed, Mr.
Stanton does not offer it as being) even an approximate sum-
mary of the results derivable from a survey of the Messianic

contents of the Jewish Scriptures. It may be well, however,

to remark in passing that the conception of the prophets of

Israel, as clearly understanding the full meaning of the words
which they were divinely charged to speak, and thus fore-

knowing all Christian doctrine, has never been so currently

accepted in the Church as he seems to imply ; nor is it only

of late years, and by the light of the modern ' critical spirit/

that theologians have disavowed it. It may suffice to quote
the well-known words of Bishop Butler :

—

' To say that the Scriptures, and the things contained in them, can
have no other or farther meaning than those persons thought or had
who first recited or wrote them ... is absurd, whilst the authority

of these books is under examination. Till this be determined, it must
in all reason be supposed . . . that they may have some farther

meaning than what the compilers saw or understood. And upon this

supposition it is supposable also that this farther meaning may be
fulfilled. . . . Such completion is equally a proof of foresight more
than human, whether the prophets are, or are not, supposed to have
understood it in a different sense. I say " supposed," for, though /
think it clear that the prophets did not understand thefull meaning of
their predictions, it is another question how far they thought they did,

and in what sense they understood them.' *

It is, however, to be granted to Mr. Stanton that the popular
theology of too many sermons and commentaries is much too

free in crediting the prophets with the possession of a full

Christian creed, and in reading the whole range of the Gospel
revelation into their prophecies. But the question How far,

and in what sense, the predictions of the Old Testament were
understood by those whom the Spirit moved to utter them, is

to be kept apart from the quite distinct question, What mean-
ing was attached to them by those who heard or read them ?

The former does not really lie within the lines of Mr. Stanton's

inquiry, which has for its proper business the investigation of
the latter. We shall have occasion presently to return to it,

1 Analogy, part ii. chap. vii.
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and to show its bearing on the larger questions of the nature

of prophecy, and of its relation to its fulfilments. For the

present we pass from it to the more immediate subject of his

investigations, to which it only incidentally and indirectly per-

tains—the history, namely, of the Messianic hope of Israel,

and of its development down to the time when Christ came.
And here, at first sight, we are confronted with an almost

startling peculiarity in Mr. Stanton's method of presenting

the history of the Messianic Hope, which places it in emphatic
contrast with the treatment of the same theme, not only by
older writers, but by one so recent and in his spirit so essen-

tially modern as Dr. Briggs, He makes that history begin,

practically, with the promise given through Nathan to David
of the Son, ' the true theocratic king, who should be the repre-

sentative of God to the people, ... to whom God's mercy
should be pledged for ever, and who should walk with God as

a son with his father' (p. 101). For though in a previous

passage he refers its beginning to a much earlier point— to
4 God's covenant with Abraham '—he guards himself in a foot-

note against being understood to maintain 'the literal accuracy
of the narrative ' which records that covenant ; and, moreover
(if we rightly apprehend his meaning), he reckons the expec-
tations engendered by this covenant as Messianic but in a
secondary sense, among the * beliefs involved in or suggested

by the vaguer hope ' of the realization of Israel's full dignity

and greatness as the people of Jehovah, which gradually be-

came ' connected more or less directly with the Messiah and
His times,' and ' may thus not unfitly themselves be called

Messianic' (p. 99). St. Paul, a learned Jew, writing to a
Church where Jewish teachers were dominant, had no doubt
that the promise to Abraham's seed was not to a race merely,

but to a person ; that it is spoken * not as ofmany but as of one,

which is Christ ' (Gal. iii. 16). This teaching is hardly recon-

cilable with Mr. Stanton's view, which is that it was not till

the farther covenant with David had been superadded, that
4 the first great step towards the representation of a personal

Messiah was taken.' And even here it is to be observed how
cautious is his language : a ' step is taken towards ' the definite

declaration that in the fulness of time a Deliverer should come

;

but that declaration in Mr. Stanton's view is not yet explicit

:

4 a line of descendants, not one pre-eminent individual, is thus

far contemplated.' If this be so, it is obvious to remark that

the ' personal ' element cannot be said to have appeared in

the Messianic intimations of a promise not of a future King,

but of a dynasty of kings. And if the hopes grounded on
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the covenant made with Abraham are rightly relegated to the
category of the vaguer and indirectly Messianic expectations,

as relating rather to the destiny of the people than to the
person of the Messiah, it seems to follow that the covenant
made with David, if it points not to the raising up of an indi-

vidual but to the securing of a family succession, cannot be
the source of a truly and in the full sense Messianic anticipa-

tion. The hope that sprang from the promise to a family

would be but one degree less vague> one degree nearer to the
expectation of a coming Person, than that which sprang from
the promise to a nation ; both alike fall short of the personally

Messianic character not in degree merely, but in kind. Dr.

Briggs seems more consistent in his treatment of these two
covenants, and in his conception of the nature of the promise
given through Nathan, when he represents it as part of the chain

of predictions of redemption which reckons among its previous

links Jacob's blessing on the tribe of Judah, and the promise of
the covenant with the seed of Abraham—nay, farther back still,

the earlier blessing pronounced by Noah on Shem, and the
primal promise to the Seed of the woman, given in the Prot-

evangelium. Each of these links, in his view, is a Messianic
prediction ; they form a series progressively increasing both
in grandeur and in definiteness ; but all have this common
character, that they are primarily generic, relating in their

immediate and temporal sense to a race, a people, a tribe, a
royal house, and but remotely and in their ultimate scope
personal. No questions of the date or authorship of the parts

into which the * higher criticism ' has undertaken to resolve the

books which bear the name of Moses is suffered by Dr. Briggs
to interfere with his investigation of the witness borne by the
Pentateuch to the perpetual presence and growth from the first

of the Messianic idea and forecast. Accepting without scruple

the results which a daring analysis claims to have attained,

he holds none the less confidently to his faith in the ' Mes-
sianic prophecies contained chiefly in ancient pieces of poetry/
which the Pentateuch (however and at whatever time it

assumed its present form) has preserved for us. He traces

the * narrowing of the elective grace of God from the seed
of the woman, through the race of Shem, to the seed of
Abraham/ yet in such wise that * this limitation does not
destroy the universality of the previous promise/ And so,

farther on (to pass by his treatment of intervening predictions

for brevity's sake), he goes on to show how ' the kingdom of
Israel, the tribe of Judah, is narrowed into the seed of David/
and thus * the seed of David assumes the place and significance
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of the seed of the woman and the seed of Abraham ' (chap, iii.-

v.pp. 67, 85, 128).

But we shall have occasion presently to deal more fully

with this part of Dr. Briggs's work. We refer to it here chiefly

because it corresponds with the part of Mr. Stanton's work
with which we are engaged, and illustrates by contrast the

omissions and want of consistency in treatment which we
have noted. We hold that if the personally Messianic ele-

ment is acknowledged in the Davidic covenant, generic and
not personal though that covenant be, then the personally

Messianic element in the Abrahamic covenant ought not to be
ignored or resolved into the vagueness of a premonition of
national greatness. We hold farther that if the blessing on
the seed of Abraham is to be reckoned as, in any sense more
or less definite, Messianic, the more ancient blessing on Shem,.

and the primeval promise to the seed of the woman, are to be
reckoned as Messianic likewise. And we are of opinion, that

the example of Dr. Briggs, though, as we shall presently point

out; it is an example to be followed with caution, and but in

part, shows emphatically how much Mr. Stanton might have
added, not only to the completeness of his history of the origin

and development of the idea and the anticipation of the Mes-
siah of Israel, but also how largely he might have helped his

readers to attain fulness of knowledge of the elements that

entered into the Messianic conception, if he had given a

straightforward summary of the Messianic contents of the

Pentateuch from first to last, instead of confining himself as

he has done to the hesitating, almost apologetic, mention of
the promise to Abraham and his seed, and the unsatisfactory

general summary of the rest which he compresses, into one
brief clause :

—

' The history of the Messianic Hope ' (he writes) * begins, then, if

we are to attribute any truth to the Biblical record, from God's cove-

nant with Abraham. During the remainder of the patriarchal period

and the age of Moses and of the Judges, it was continually being ad-

vanced by fresh proofs and pledges of God's mercy to Israel, and by
all that gave definiteness to the idea of the Theocratic constitution of

the nation. I forbear ' (he adds) ' from reference to particular pro-

phecies or institutions, so as not to raise questions as to the dates of
different portions of the Pentateuch ' (pp. 100, 101).

We regret that Mr. Stanton should have adopted this timid

policy of reserve, hardly worthy of a writer who undertakes to

deal with a subject so momentous in its importance. And we
must remark that he has failed to follow it out consistently.

If the Pentateuch, because the dates of its different parts have
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been questioned, is not to be cited as a record of the delivery

of particular prophecies, what right has Mr. Stanton to rely

on its records of the Abrahamic covenant, of the subsequent
history of the patriarchs, or of the Mosaic times, for which
those records are the sole authority ? If, on the other hand,

he accepts on its testimony the record of the promise made by
God to Abraham, or even, as he distinctly does accept, the

fact of a covenant with Abraham in which the Messianic Hope
had its origin, why should he shrink from accepting on the

same authority the earlier records of the promise of the Prot-

evangelium, or of the Noachic benedictions ? or, at least (if

the early periods to which these belong be regarded as adding
to the difficulty of admitting them as trustworthy), why should

he pass by Jacob's blessing on Judah, and Balaam's prophecy
of the Sceptre and the Star ? Again, if he does not venture

to lean on the testimony of the Pentateuch, because the time

of its composition or compilation is matter of controversy, how
can he justify the use he so largely and conspicuously makes
of the later Jewish apocalyptic literature of the pre-Christian

Messianic beliefs of the Jews ?—documents which many critics

assign to a date subsequent to the birth of our Lord, and which
he himself believes to have been more or less extensively in-

terpolated by Christian hands ? Surely it would have been
well to give to the investigation of the age and authority of

the Pentateuchal documents some part of the labour and space

which he has so lavishly devoted to the discussion of the ques-

tions—interesting, no doubt, and worthy of examination, but

how infinitely small when compared with the supreme impor-

tance of the other !—of the date and integrity of the Book of

Enoch or the Sibylline Oracles,

It is, however, an ungracious task to dwell on the short-

comings (as we cannot but account them) of this part of the

book. They are due in some measure to the author's over

anxiety to occupy no debateable ground as a basis for any
part of the carefully planned structure of his work, and to his

caution, which appears to us unduly near to timidity, and
which he has been unable to maintain uniformly, in avoiding

to commit himself to the maintenance of positions which have
been strongly assailed. But it is only fair to recognize that

they are in part attributable to a more worthy cause—to the

commendable precision with which he has defined his plan,

and the faithfulness with which (on the whole) he has carried

it out. It is in the nature of a work thus limited in its scope

that it must have an air of incompleteness ; the necessary

brevity with which it touches on questions which, however
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transcendent in their intrinsic importance, are felt by the
writer to lie outside his bounds, is apt to be mistakenly attri-

buted by the reader to a deficient estimate of their magnitude
or to an irresolute shrinking from the discussion of them, or

even to the feeble spirit of concession that prompts the sur-

render of every assailable position at first challenge. And we
are far from imputing to Mr. Stanton that in all or any of the
instances where important points are passed over, or imper-
fectly brought out, in his survey of Messianic prophecy, his

omission or slight notice of such points is the expression of
his judgment that they are untenable, or of his reluctance to
commit himself to the responsibility of maintaining them.
But we believe that he would have done more justice to the
execution of his plan if he had been less strict in confining

himself within its logical limits ; his theme is but a part of the
great Messianic argument, and a part that cannot be ade-
quately conceived or handled unless in relation to the other
parts, and to the whole which they with it constitute. For
that argument is one whose cogency is not to be estimated as

the result of a simple summation of the results of its several

parts ; it is cumulative in its nature. For example, the promise
to the House of David assumes its true significance only when
it is regarded as the climax of a long series of predictions in

an ascending scale of amplitude and definiteness ; the promise
to the woman's seed would hardly suggest any definite antici-

pation for the future if it were not shown in the light thrown
back on it by the successive predictions that illuminate the

names of Shem, of Abraham, of Judah, and so onward to

David. In the study of an argument of this nature the
dwelling on details, the investigation of special parts, however
needful, tends unavoidably to weaken the total impression pro-

duced ; a due appreciation of its strength is to be attained

only by an earnest and sustained effort to survey it in its in-

tegral unity, and to realize the fulness of its effect as a whole.

But we have perhaps delayed too long over the opening
stage of the history as presented by Mr. Stanton. It is a
pleasanter duty to follow him in its progress, and to note, as

we gladly do, the increase of power and compass manifested
in his treatment of it as he proceeds in his work. His presen-

tation of the conception of the Messiah as the King to be, and
of His world-wide kingdom of righteousness, leaves little to

be desired. It is at once full and vivid, showing the culmi-

nation of the promise to David's line in the predictions of
Isaiah and Micah, in which the hopes for the family concen-
trate in the expectation of an individual with whose person
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Divine attributes have distinctly begun to associatethemselves

;

then passing on to the oracles in which the faith of Haggai
and Zechariah, living through exile and captivity, threw the

aureole of prophecy round the person of Zerubbabel ; and
finally to the imagery of the later pre-Christian Messianic
revival, the * pure King to hold the sceptres of the whole earth

for ever and ever/ the ' King sent, from the Sun/ of the oldest

Sibylline verses—the ideal Chief figured by the 'white ox
having great horns ' who was first among the oxen, of the

vision of Enoch—and the 'Son of David/ the 'righteous

King/ the ' Lord's Anointed/ l of the Psalmist who sang
under the name of Solomon (pp. 103, 108, 112, 116). We
note, indeed, with surprise and something of regret that he
fails to give tp the visions of Daniel their due place in

the forming and shaping of the Messianic idea—that in

the ' Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven ' of the
seventh chapter he supposes the prophet to have seen but an
** idealized representation of the final bestowal of glory and
power as Israel restored and purified/ glorified man thus re-

presenting Israel in contrast with the forms of beasts which
symbolized the heathen empires—and that he forbears to

dwell on the title, ' Anointed Prince/ used in the ninth chapter,

on the ground that (fully though he perceives it to harmonize
with previous prophetic 'conceptions of the promised King')
'its Messianic reference in this place is disputed by many*
(pp. 109, no). But, at least, it is satisfactory to learn from a
footnote (p. 109) that he is not prepared to give in to the as-

sumption of a Maccabean date for the Book of Daniel,2 but
clearly discerns, and is shocked by, the fraudulent character

which that assumption imputes to a book so full of spiritual

1 Orac. Sib. Hi. 47-50 :

—

.... totc 8r} fiaaikcia fitylarrj

'ABapdrov jSao-tXqo? «V dvQpamouri (fravelrai*

"H£« 8' &yv6s ava£ TrdoTjs yrjs <rKTJ7rrpa Kparficrwv

Eis alS>vas ndvras.

lb. 655, 656 :—
Kai tot1

an* qeXioto Beos irtfiyjrci fiacrikrja
A
Os irdaav yaiav Travaci irokefioio kclkolo.

Ps. Salom. xvii. 23* 35» 3^ :
}Avdarrj(rov avrols top fiao-Ckea avrcov vibv Aav\8,

els tov Kaipbv hv oibas <rv
t
6 Qeos . . . koI avros /SacriXev? dUciios . . . kol

Pa<riKcvs avrcop XpiaTos Kvpios. We agree with Mr. Stanton that the
Xpurroe Kvptos of ver. 36 is a mistaken rendering of pj^ n^'D> which no
doubt stood in the original, and ought to have been translated Xpurros
Kvplov.

2 As regards this assumption we note that Dr. Briggs (p. 412) suggests
a compromise—one, we apprehend, not likely to be accepted by the ad-
vocates either of the earlier or of the later date of the book.
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power, and so emphatically signalized by the use made of it

in the New Testament, notably by the Lord Himself (p. 109,
n. 1).

In passing, however, from Mr. Stanton's delineation— in

the main thus satisfactory—of the King-Messiah of Jewish
prophecy, to the farther outlines as given by him of the offices

and attributes of the object of Messianic Hopes, we perceive a
distinct falling-off in decision and adequacy of treatment. It

is disappointing to find that he not only accepts as proved
the modern theory which assigns the latter portion (chaps,

xl.-lxvi.) of Isaiah to the time of the Babylonian captivity (a

theory on which we shall have occasion to touch again farther

on), but hardly admits that the prophet (whoever he was) who
here speaks attributes any properly Messianic character to the
' Servant of Jehovah/ whose figure stands in the foreground of
so large a part of these chapters, whether as the object of the

Divine good-pleasure, accepted and exalted, or as the op-
pressed and despised victim, the man of sorrows weighed
down by the burden of the iniquity of the people. The writer

(we are told) ' appears to portray under this figure the faithful

stock of Israel/ the proof offered being that even the expres-

sions in these chapters, which are at first sight apparently
Messianic, may be paralleled by instances of similar and equi-

valent expressions applied to Israel ; as, for example, ' almost
the same language is used of " Jacob my servant "' at xliv. 1 fif.

as that ' which we should be most ready to apply to the Mes-
siah ' when we meet it at xlii. 1 ff. This last-named passage,

as Mr. Stanton himself elsewhere notes, is expressly so applied

by St. Matthew (xii. 18). It is easy to understand why Jewish
interpreters, in their struggles to escape from the necessity of
identifying the Servant who must suffer with the Messiah who
is to reign, should endeavour to make the Servant represent

the nation in its humiliation and captivity. And this inter-

pretation naturally commends itself to rationalistic critics of

the modern school, notwithstanding the impossibility of ap-

plying it consistently, and its manifest inadequacy to account
for the language applied to the Servant and the course fore-

told for him. But we are surprised that it has found accept-

ance with Mr. Stanton, whose work, as we thankfully recognize,

shows a tone and spirit so markedly alien from that school.

It appears to us that the Servant, who is admittedly the main
theme of these chapters, is definitely indicated as the promised
King in a passage which Mr. Stanton is content to refer to

slightly in a footnote (p. 107, n. 4). It is contained in verses 3-5
of chap, lv., a chapter which clearly forms- part of the great
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prediction of the Servant and is expressly reckoned as such
even by Dr. Briggs, who, as we shall presently see, pushes his

analysis of this part of Isaiah into an excess of subdivision.

The renewal of the ' everlasting covenant, the sure mercies of
David' in verse 3, makes it certain that the Son of David, the

Messiah-King, is he who in the next verse is ' given for a
witness to the peoples, a leader and commander to the peoples/

He again is the same who in the verse following is addressed

as the destined instrument of the ingathering of the Gentiles

—

' Thou shalt call a nation that thou knowest not, and a nation

that knew not thee shall run unto thee because of Jehovah thy
God and for the Holy One of Israel, for He hath glorified

thee '—in language that belongs to the character and mission

of the Servant, the Elect who is to be ' the light of the Gentiles/
' precious and honourable ' in the sight of Jehovah (xlii. 6,

xliii. 4, xlix. 6). It is not hard to see why a prophecy of

comfort, written (at whatever time) for a people conceived as
in captivity, with their political life suspended and their royal

stock discrowned, should seek topics of consolation, less in the
hopes that attached to the king and the dynasty, than in the

older hopes that came down from patriarchal times, the recol-

lection of the covenant with Abraham and his seed, and the
election of Israel to be the * people of God.' This consideration

accounts for the obvious fact that Israel the Servant rather

than David the King is the figure on which, in this portion of
the prophetic scriptures, the faith of God's people is invited

to fix its desires. But the two figures are but different aspects

of the same personality. On the one hand, the King of God's
people is God's Servant, and David himself bears that desig-

nation (' My Servant David ') in words uttered by the LORD
Himself; 1 on the other hand, the people and nation are fitly

impersonated in the King. The prominence, therefore, of the
idea of the Servant in the prophet's thought by no means ex-
cludes from thence the presence of the idea of the King, in

one place (as we have shown) definitely expressed, elsewhere

latent. But can it be reasonably doubted that the prophet's

ideal is everywhere a person, not a personification ; an indi-

vidual, not the aggregate of a people ? The Servant whose
office it is * to bring Jacob again to the Lord,' ' to restore the
preserved of Israel ' (xlix. 5, 6), is distinguished beyond all

possibility of confusion from Israel, on whom that office is exer-

cised. And even if this were not clear, the whole purport and
drift of the prophecies that relate to the Servant prove beyond

1 See 2 Sarrit vii. 5 ; Ps. cxxxii. 10; Jer. xxxiii. 21, &c.
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mistake that he is conceived as one possessing personal attri-

butes, experiencing personal emotions, doing personal work,
and (above all) subjected to personal indignity and wrong.
Even among the Jews, as is well known, many interpreters

who shrank from the notion that Messiah was to suffer, saw
so plainly that the description was not of a nation but of an
individual, that they supposed it to relate to Jeremiah, or some
other great but persecuted prophet—a notion which even in

modern times has been adopted by some ! This interpretation

is of value only in so far as it testifies to the failure of that

which makes collective Israel the Servant ; in itself it has little

plausibility. The language of this portion of prophecy, as, on
the one hand, it presents an image too definite and human to

be taken to stand for an abstract nationality, so, on the other
hand, it is so high in its pitch, and attributes such vast results

to the career, and above all to the death, of him whose person
and mission it shows forth, that no prophet, nor the whole
prophetic order, can be accounted adequate to be its theme.
We hold, therefore, that this ideal of the suffering Servant of
Jehovah is a part, or rather a phase, of the Messianic ideal, as

Dr. Briggs unhesitatingly accepts it ; and we thankfully adopt
from him (p. 321) the instructive observation, that the concep-
tion of the Messiah as one disciplined by suffering does not
here appear for the first time, but is found more or less fully

developed from the first origin of Messianic promise in the
ordeal of conflict pre-ordained for the Seed of the woman in

the Protevangelium, in the intimation of Egyptian bondage
contained in the covenant with Abraham and his seed, and in

the forewarning of chastisement which is interwoven with the

blessings of the promise to David and his house. And
finally we point to the fact that the Sufferer whose afflictions

reach their climax in death in the fifty-third chapter, is he who
in the sixty-first assumes to himself Messianic attributes

—

nay, implicitly entitles himself by the designation of Messiah,

in the memorable words which, in entering on His public

ministry in the synagogue of Nazareth, the Lord Jesus claimed

that He then and there fulfilled :
' The spirit of the Lord God

is upon me ; because the LORD hath anointed me to preach

good tidings unto the meek ; he hath sent me to bind up the

broken-hearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the

opening of the prison to them that are bound ; to proclaim

the acceptable year of the LORD.'

As a set-off against the deficiencies we regret in Mr.

Stanton's appreciation of the true character of the Servant of

Jehovah, it is right to note that in a subsequent passage

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LI. I
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(p. 1 25) he admits the probability that in pre-Christian teaching

the conception of the Servant had already become associated

with the Messiah's person. He suggests that the Targum of

Jonathan, in which the Servant (though without his attributes

of suffering) is taken to be the Messiah, represents the earlier

Jewish interpretation of these prophecies. And he justly re-

marks, ' The New Testament applies the title to Jesus [Matt,

xii. 18 ; Acts iii. 13, &c] with no sign that its Messianic sense

was new. . . . The thought naturally suggests itself that the

early disciples were not the first to interpret thus/

We must be more brief in our review of Mr. Stanton's

discussion of the questions whether the character of Prophet
and of Priest, as well as of King, entered into the pre-Christian

conception of the Messiah. As regards the prophetic character,

we are again disappointed to find that he gives but a hesi-

tating answer (pp. 126-129). He finds a difficulty in the

Messianic application usually given (as by Dr. Briggs, p. no)
to the passage of Deuteronomy (xviii. 15-18), where the raising

up of the Prophet of the future, like unto Moses, is promised,

because he thinks it ' does not speak primarily of a single

prophet, but promises that the people shall not be left without
prophetic guidance/ and because we nowhere * in the Old
Testament find the fulfilment of this promise connected with

the person of the theocratic King/ Yet, as we have already

seen, he does not hesitate to trace the hope of a personal King-
Messiah to a covenant in which ' a line of descendants, not

one pre-eminent individual/ is the immediate purport of the

promise. As in the one case the promised line of kings, so in

the other case the foretold succession of prophets, leads the eye
of hope on to the supreme fulfilment embodied in One, Pro-

phet at once and King. And if in the Old Testament the

Prophet to be raised up like unto Moses is nowhere directly

identified with the King to be born of the line of David, it is

surely plain that that Prophet reappears in the prophecies that

set forth the Servant of Jehovah. They who interpreted those
prophecies as relating to Jeremiah or some other of the pro-
phetic order, utterly wrong though they were as to the person,

were right in discerning the prophetic character of that Ser-

vant. ' My servant Moses/ ' My servants the prophets ' : these
expressions appropriate ' servant ' as the special designation

by which the Lord marks men for the prophetic function ; and
the office of him who is by a supreme title the Servant of
Jehovah as messenger, to Israel first, and then farther to the
Gentiles, as preacher of glad tidings, as herald of ' the accept-

able year of the Lord and the day of vengeance of our God/
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is in the highest conceivable sense the office of Prophet. If

then we have rightly concluded that in the Servant of Jehovah
we are to recognise the Messiah, it follows that the prophetic
office enters into the Messianic idea. Mr. Stanton has of course
no difficulty in showing from the Gospels that though at the
Christian era the expectation of ' the prophet ' to come, founded
on the passage in Deuteronomy, was rife, yet the popular belief

-distinguished ' the Prophet ' from ' the Christ/ He admits,
however, that in one place in the Gospel of St. John (vi. 14,

15) it appears that the Galilean multitude were ready to

identify this prophet with the King-Messiah. He quotes
from St. John also a narrative which (iv. 25) gives evidence
that Samaritan belief, founded as it was on the Pentateuch
solely, with no knowledge of the prophets, and uninfluenced
by loyal yearning towards the line of David, looked for Messiah
as a prophet merely. And yet again he points out that the
foretold prophet of Deuteronomy, and the king promised in

the prophetic books, appear as one person in the expression,
4 Him of whom Moses in the Law, and the Prophets, did write/

in a third passage of the same Gospel. The same inference

follows from the 'Jesus the Prophet* of Matt. xxi. 11, when
compared with the ' Hosanna to the Son of David ' of verse 9.

The fair conclusion, therefore, would seem to be, that while
different minds were drawn by temper or circumstances to

dwell on the Messianic ideal, some in its kingly, some rather

in its prophetic aspect, there were also some who discerned
the larger truth of the conception of Him which combines the
attributes of Prophet and King.

But what of the third office, that of Priest, which in current

Messianic theology is so uniformly associated with the other
two ? Here we find ourselves in substantial agreement with
Mr. Stanton in regarding the priestly character of the Messiah
to be ' pre-eminently a Christian conception/ No real trace

of it has been adduced from Jewish authorities ; and in the
Old Testament itself it appears explicitly in but one place,

Ps. ex. 4, where it is connected, as is well known, with the
priesthood, not of Aaron, but of Melchizedek. Many readers
will no doubt be surprised to learn from Mr. Stanton that the
priesthood of the Messiah appears in the New Testament for

the first time in the Epistle to the Hebrews, in which book
alone (written admittedly in the latter part of the apostolic

age) it is dwelt on or even mentioned, though no student of
that Epistle can have failed to note that it is there identified

with the priesthood of Melchizedek, after the Psalm above
referred to, and contrasted with that of Aaron. Yet it may

12
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well be maintained that in the office of Aaron and his suc-

cessors, ' the priest tfie anointed} x to use the proper style by
which he is entitled in the book of Leviticus (iv. 3, 5 ; vi. 22),

a Messianic intimation is latent ; while the special function of
the Aaronic High Priest receives in the Epistle to the Hebrews
(ix. 7- 1 2) .its well-known Messianic interpretation. Nor is it

to be overlooked that in one Psalm which the Messianic idea

thoroughly pervades—the 132nd—the Anointed, the Heir of
David, the Lord's Servant, who is the Psalmist's theme,

appears at the close wearing not the kingly crown {
{atarak)r

but the priestly {nezer\ with its golden plate, or flower (tsits).2

And conversely, in the book of Zechariah we see Joshua the
high priest crowned as king with the twofold kingly crown
Qatara/i) of silver and ofgold, to represent him, even the Lord's-
' Servant the Branch,' who ' shall sit and rule upon his throne,,

and shall be a priest upon his throne,' 3 in whom the royal

Heir of David is admittedly designated. In these passages-

it is apparent that the bestowal of priestly attributes on the
King, and of kingly attributes on the Priest— in both in im-
mediate connexion with the title Servant of Jehovah—is an
indubitable, if not conspicuous, intimation that the Promised
One of prophecy is to bear the character not only of the
Prophet-Servant like Moses, and of the King, the Heir of
David, but moreover of the Priest who shall intercede and
atone after the likeness of Aaron.4

Space will not permit us to follow Mr. Stanton farther, or

to trace with him the process by which the Jewish idea of the
Messiah, whatever elements it may be held to have contained,

and to whatever extent it prevailed, was transformed into the
Christian ; the ' transfiguration of the old belief (as he happily
expresses it) in which the Christ of the Gospel manifested

Himself, fulfilling and transcending the highest conception of
Jewish faith, the utmost inspiration of Jewish prophecy, glori-

ous, eternal, divine.5 He might, as it appears to us, have done
ampler justice to -the fulness of the conception of Christ's

person in the ' four (practically) undisputed Epistles ' of St.

1
n*fc>Dn trDn-<S kpev? 6 xp«rros (LXX, except in iv. 3).

* Ps. cxxxii. 18 (nn }»¥<) ; cf. Exod. xxviii. 36 (jm* = nerakov [LXX]) ;
xxix. 6 (1T3) J

xxxix. 30.
3 Zech. vi. 11-13 (mtDy).

4 See on this subject the Bishop of Deny^ Bampton Lectures ( The
Witness of the Psalms to Christy 2nd ed., p. 133), a work in which the
Messianic Ideal as shown forth in the Psalter is depicted with rare fulness
of illustration as well as eloquence.

* It is strange that Mr. Stanton does not notice the signal fact that the
Messiah of Ps. xlv. 6 is directly addressed as * God.' See below for farther
remarks on this passage.
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Paul ; and he might have strengthened his argument to prove
that St. Paul's belief in Him as Divine in the utmost sense
was the general belief of the Church, if he had remarked how
the Apostle assumes that not only in Corinth, a Church of
which he was the founder, but in Rome, a Church which when
he wrote he had never visited, the faith touching on the person
•of Christ, and the religious apprehension of Him as the object
of worship, was in full harmony with his own faith in Christ,

his own worship of Christ. But on the whole we gladly ac-
knowledge the force with which Mr. Stanton has presented the
Messianic ideal as He Himself conceived it who in His own
person was its realization—as His Church from the first and
in all her branches received it—as it has ever since abode in

•every Christian heart, not as the mere object of a speculative
belief, but as a quickening and regenerating power.

Of the general plan and character of Dr. Briggs's work we
have already given some indications. Its design is compre-
hensive—ranging from the first to the last of Jewish prophecy

;

and it is carried out with a completeness, and even fulness of
detail, which are very noteworthy, especially in a book of
such moderate dimensions. The arrangement of its parts is

precise and clear ; everything is in its place, and each is

presented in due order, and articulately. And the principles

on which he proceeds are enunciated with a definiteness quite

equal to that with which the outlines of his design are laid

down. Thus, on one hand, he is unambiguous in asserting

the supernatural character of Old Testament prophecy, and
its forecasts of the future ; as where he declares (p. 42) that

"the insight of the Hebrew prophet transcends the native

energies of human perception/ and that ' we are constrained
to think of the Divine mind as the source and inspiration ' of
4 Hebrew predictive prophecy/ On the other hand, he is no
less emphatic in affirming the canons of the ' Higher Criti-

cism/ in which—as regards its methods in dealing with
Scripture and their outcome—his faith is not less firm, and
{we must add) considerably more operative, than in the
Divine character which he claims for prophecy. In his mind
the fourfold analysis under which the Pentateuch resolves

itself into four distinct narratives and as many codes, yields

as its result no mere theory, but a fact as certain as the
existence of the books thus analyzed ; the four narrators

—

the priestly, the prophetic, the theocratic, and the deuter-

onomist, and the * inspired editor who combined these stories

into a matchless organism to constitute for all time the
fundamental Divine Word to mankind '—these are in his eyes
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persons as real in their individuality as Moses or David or

Ezra. So, again, as to the Prophetic Books. ' It is a law of
prophecy that the historical situation of the prophet should

be the basis of his prediction '
(p. 294) ; or (as he expresses

the same principle in its negative form earlier in his book)
' the future events cannot be presented in prediction in the

circumstances of the future and from the point of view of the
future '

(p. 57). And therefore, not only the latter chapters of

the book commonly ascribed to Isaiah, from chap. xl. to the

end, are set down by Dr. Briggs (in common with most of the

votaries of the Higher Criticism) to a supposed prophet of the
Babylonish captivity, but chaps, xiii., xiv., and xxxiv., xxxv.,
are pronounced to be earlier works of the same author ; while

for chaps, xxiv.-xxvii. a third author, intermediate in date
between the true Isaiah and his Babylonian imitator, is

imagined. On like grounds, and with equal confidence, even
such Psalms as the twenty-second and the fortieth are

assigned to the same late period, because the sufferings they
describe ' are ideal sufferings, based upon the experience of
Israel in exile, and especially of the pious prophets' (p. 327).'

1 We note that Mr. Stanton (p. 107, n. 3) assumes without argument
* the tiuth of the view now so general 1 morg critics,' that Isaiah xl.-lxvi.

is the work of a prophet of the Babylonian Captivity. Mr. Matthew
Arnold, adopting the same view and exterding it to chaps, xiii., xiv., &c,
gives it as his main reason for thus breaking up the bcok, that by so
treating it the reader is * enabled to enjoy much more ' both the passages
themselves which he regards as interpolated and the original work when
freed from the interpolations {Isaiah of Jerusalem, p. 32). On what
grounds he believes that Isaiah (or the * deutero-Isaiah ') proposed it to
himself as his aim to be ' enjoyed ' by his readers, he omits to state.

Dr. Briggs goes farther still in the process of dismemberment ; but, to do
him justice, adduces arguments proportionably more numerous (if not
more forcible) for so doing. See his argument from language, p. 294
(note) ; from metre, p. 339. As to the former, we have to remark that

his observation on the disuse of the vav consecutive (or conversive) is

not borne out by the great authority of Ewald ; and we will add that a
writer occupying a standpoint so peculiar as we consider Isaiah to do in

chaps, xl. to end—a standpoint ideal not actual—may naturally be ex-
pected to be peculiar in his use of the delicate construction in question-
As to the test of * metre,' how insecure it is we mayjudge, when we find him
laying down in his text that the portions of the prophecy of the ' Servant r

(Isa. xl.-lxii. 12), which are in 'trimeters,' 'were originally a prophecy by
itself, while in a note to the same page (339, n. 2) he naively regrets the
difficulty of distinguishing these ' trimeters ' from the ' hexameters ' of the
other portions, which are usually divided by a middle ' caesura' into two-

trimeters ! It is hard to understand how he can build so confidently on
Hebrew so-called 'metre,' of which so little is known. And, moreover,
even if Hebrew metres could be as certainly discriminated as those of
Greek or Latin poetry, the argument he founds on them would be no less

absurd than if he were to conclude that every Greek tragedy was due to
a dual authorship—the senarii being assigned to a dramatic poet, and
the choruses to a lyric collaborateur.
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Of course we are aware that in all this there is nothing new.
Dr. Briggs is simply following opinions and adopting results

which are commonly current among writers on the Old
Testament of the modern school. The novel—or at least

unusual—nature of Dr. Briggs's position is not in the views
which he puts forward, nor in the confidence with which he
lays them down as if the mere statement of them was suffi-

cient to compel assent to them ; for those views are the

commonplaces of that school, and the confidence is habitual

with those writers. It consists rather in the attempt to

combine these views with the firm faith in the predictive

element of prophecy, its supernatural character, and its Divine
inspiration, which belong to the creed of old-fashioned ortho-

doxy. Or perhaps (for attempt implies a conscious effort)

we should more justly describe his peculiar mode of proceed-

ing as the free handling of naturalistic criticism, coupled
with the maintenance of the dogmas of supernatural belief,

in apparent unconsciousness of all question of the compati-
bility of these two elements, which are left to adjust for

themselves their mutual relations, the author taking for

granted (as it seems) that room is to be found for both within

the four corners of his scheme. And yet one would suppose
the inconsistency of this mode of dealing must have made
itself felt by him at every turn. When he gave up the

Pentateuch to the Higher Criticism for dismemberment, and
was content to accept it back again as a congeries of frag-

ments to be distinguished into four groups, how can he have
failed to perceive that he could no longer rely on it to fur-

nish materials for his chronological development of the Mes-
sianic Ideal—for tracing its progress backward from Moses to

Abraham, from Abraham to Noah, from Noah to Adam?
When he accepted it as a principle that the prophets were
limited, by the ' law ' we have already cited as laid down by
him, to foresee the future from the point of view of the present

and not otherwise, he ought to have been aware that no such
limitation could stand side by side with the claim to Divine
inspiration which, as we have seen, he no less confidently

puts forward. For the Spirit of God, if indeed the working
is of Him, cannot be conceived as thus restrained in His
operation ; and who shall say, He reveals to the seer the far

distance of the prophetic picture, but He will not, or cannot,

place him amid the surroundings of an ideal present ? Who
can suppose He must needs leave him at the view-point of
the actual circumstances of his present, to find for himself

the foreground of that picture in the facts of his historic

situation ?
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This failure to reconcile naturalistic theory with faith in

the supernatural—or even to perceive that they need recon-

ciling—is the main defect in Dr. Briggs's work, and is a heavy
set-off against the merits we have allowed to it. The clear-

ness with which he enunciates the principles he maintains

—

whether of his theory or of his faith—is commendable ; but

though it helps the reader to see (what the writer seems not

to see) the contradictions between the two sets of principles,

it gives no help towards reconciling these contradictions, and
finding room for the human element in prophecy side by side

with the Divine. The orderly distribution of the contents of

the book and its symmetrical construction we have already

noticed, and have contrasted them favourably with Mr.
Stanton's defective arrangement; but they prove on closer

examination to be the mere methodical juxtaposition of parts,

and not the unity of an organic whole. It is not difficult to

put one's materials together so as to make an effective show
of skilful combination and order, if one declines to embarrass
oneself with the consideration of their mutual relations and
bearings on one another ; but the neat outward uniformity of

an edifice so produced is but a poor thing if it is found want-
ing in internal fitness and structural congruity.

Turning from the general plan and principles of the book
to its details, we have again to note faults which seriously

mar it in what would otherwise be a valuable and interesting

portion of its contents. There is so much of obscurity in the

prophetic writings of the Old Testament, even in the Psalms,

whose words are so familiar to us in their use in public worship,

that we welcome every essay at retranslation made by com-
petent Hebraists. Of Dr. Briggs's competence as a scholar

we make no question, and we gladly admit that he has thrown
light on many dark corners of prophecy by the renderings

which abound in his pages. But he has too often been
content to miss the spirit of the original in striving to repre-

sent its letter with philological and grammatical over-exact-

ness, and the result is servility of rendering, not fidelity. It

would be easy to instance passages whose beauty or sublimity

is lost in renderings as clumsy in verbal baldness as a school-

boy's crib, or even as ludicrous as a travesty. 1 This fault is

due to lack of literary judgment and taste ; but a graver one

1 Take, for examples, p. 199, ' For as regards every piece of armour
of the one arming himself with clatter, and garment rolled in blood*
(Is. ix. 5); p. 229, 'Jahveh, Elohim, Sabaoth, how long dost Thou
smoke during the prayer of Thy people?' (Ps. lxxx. 4); p. 242, 'Turn,
turncoat children, is the utterance of Jahveh' (Jer. iii. 14).
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remains to be noted, springing from deficiency in qualities

yet more important for a Biblical scholar—of caution, namely,
and reverence. It is the fault of rashness in tampering with
the text, and a freedom amounting to licentiousness in alter-

ing, omitting, or transposing according to his own ideas of
what the sense or context or metre require, and (in too many
cases) with no shadow of authority from the Septuagint or

elsewhere. In some cases this is done to support a theory,

as when he omits the name ' Jehovah* from Gen. ix. 27, and
the words 'and in thy seed* from xxviii. 14; but more fre-

quently he is guided simply by his own notion of what the

sacred writer ought to have written. Let anyone examine,
for example, Dr. Briggs's recasting of the famous passage of
Balaam's prophecy (Numb. xxiv. 1 7-19), as given at p. 107, and
he will admit that we have not expressed ourselves too strongly

in our censure of his violent handling of the Scriptures he
professes to translate. And we fix on this instance merely
because it is an easy and conspicuous one, not because it

stands alone : others no less flagrant abound in the book. It

is necessary therefore to use his renderings with caution,

and with a constant eye to the footnotes in which he duly
records his dealings with the text, With this serious reser-

vation, we can recommend them as useful and instructive.

But one case of mistranslation we must point out, as it relates

to a passage of unique importance, and affects the conception
of the Messianic ideal at its highest point. How can Dr.

Briggs justify himself in perverting Ps. xlv. 6, by the unworthy
rendering, 'Thy throne, Divine One, is for ever and ever*?

He must know perfectly well that the two instances he cites
" where Elohim is used for the exalted monarchs and heavenly
intelligences ' (Ps. viii. 5 ; lxxxii. 6) are not to the point: for

in each of them it is used as an ordinary plural of a number
of persons ; whereas in the passage in question, as rendered by
him, it is addressed to one, the ' King/ the ' Mighty/ whose

• bridal is the theme of the Psalms, and must therefore be taken
as a ' pluralis majestatis/ by the well-known use which makes
it the fit and usual name of God. Accordingly, among all the
shifts (for there are several) l by which the ingenuity of com-
mentators, Jewish or modern Rationalistic, has striven to get

1 One commentator would supply ' Thy throne God [will establish]
for ever;' another, 'Thy throne [is a throne of] God for ever/ each of
which renderings involves an inadmissibly harsh ellipsis. A third render-
ing is ' Thy throne-of-God [is] for ever/ which is ungrammatical ; while
the fourth, ' Thy throne [is] God for ever/ is one of which it may be said
that it is as repugnant to the religion of the Hebrews as the previous
one is to their language.
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rid of the fact that in this Psalm the Messiah is called Elohim,
there is not one who takes Elohim here to mean anything
short of God in the supreme sense ; their efforts are directed

towards finding some rendering by which Elohim shall not be
a vocative addressed to the King-Bridegroom. Dr. Briggs

sees clearly that it is so addressed ; but he perversely assumes
that it is addressed in a lower and unexampled sense. He
might have learned better from Rosenmuller, who (against his

theological bias) saw clearly that Elohim was to be read here

as a vocative, and explained that 'the Psalmist styles the

King of whom he sings, God, because he held Him to be
truly a King greater than human, as also the mention of
eternity shows plainly/ l

We thankfully acknowledge that Dr. Briggs holds and
asserts with unreserved fulness the truth that He in Whom
this psalm, and all Messianic prophecy, had its fulfilment, was
Very God ; and we are therefore all the more at a loss ta
account for his having gone so far wrong in this instance.

Indeed, the firmness with which he grasps and maintains the
great central truth of the Godhead of the Christ goes a long
way towards ensuring his general trustworthiness as a guide
in the interpretation of the Messianic Scriptures, and serves

in great measure as a corrective in his occasional aberrations,

such as that just now instanced. And it is only fair to add
that he has done a substantial service by the thoroughness of
his investigation into the Messianic contents of the Old Testa-
ment and the careful industry with which he has noted every
line and touch and transferred them to his pages, each to take
its place in the completed picture of Him—the King, Prophet,

Priest— the Son of God anointed with the Holy Ghost and
with power, Whose attributes and works each prophecy fore-

showed in part and in degree, but Whose person and life

reveal themselves only in full survey of all prophecy as a
collective whole. And in this, in the fulness of His presenta-

tion of the Image of the Messiah to be, as the Ideal foreshown
by the Old Testament in all its parts, consists the value of
his work.

If, then, we revert to the grounds laid down at the open-
ing of this article, and proceed to form an estimate of the
two books before us, testing their value by the amount of help
they give us in indicating the evidential use of prophecy as a
proof of revelation, and in repelling the attempt of Strauss ta
pervert the coincidences between the Old Testament predic-

tions and the evangelical narratives into an argument of the
1 Scholia in Vetus Tes/., in loc.
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mythical character of the latter, we may fairly welcome both,

notwithstanding the shortcomings which we have felt it our
duty to point out freely, as valuable accessions—not the less

valuable because they come from writers who show themselves
to be under the influences of the modern critical school. Of
the two, Mr. Stanton's work renders more direct service and
contributes more new information bearing on the matters in

controversy ; and it is hard to see how the school of Strauss

can henceforth maintain their master's view that the Gospels
are a collection of myths arising out of popular anticipations

of what the Messiah of prophecy was expected to do and to

be, in the face of the evidence collected in this work showing
that, in point of fact, such expectations (though cherished by
the devout and far-seeing few) did not prevail among the

Jewish people at large when the Lord Jesus came among
them. But the wider scope and ampler range of the investi-

gation conducted by Dr. Briggs gives his work a proportion-

ably larger value and usefulness. No one can rise from the

study of it without feeling that it has enabled him to grasp
more firmly the truth and reality of the coincidence between
the ideal Messiah, foreshown by the prophets, and the actual

Messiah of the Christian faith, as shown by the evangelists in

their records of the Life, Words, and Works of the Son of
Man. At the s^me time, no careful reader will fail to be
satisfied that the nature and complexity of the Old Testment
Messianic ideal, and the diversity of the elements which enter

into it (as set forth in this book), are such as to preclude the

notion that it could have so impressed itself on the popular im-

agination as to have engendered such anticipations as Strauss's

mythical theory postulates, or to have served as a model for

the evangelists to copy in constructing their portraiture of
Him of whom they write.

We cannot, indeed, commend either book as an adequate
exposition of their great common theme, or as likely to take

a permanent place among standard works on Scripture, or to

rank side by side with the Propcedia Prophetica of the late

Dean Lyall— a work whose recent reissue proves that it is by
no means out of date, but still holds the place it deserves in

the esteem of students of the prophetic Scriptures. But both,

in their way, are calculated to do useful and noteworthy
service, and each contains material which all future writers

who venture on the same ground will find too valuable to be
overlooked.
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Art. VI.—THE PHILOSOPHY OF AMERICA.

Realistic Philosophy Defended in a Philosophic Series. By
James M'Cosh, D.D., LL.D., LittD., President of

Princeton College. Vol. I. Expository; Vol. II. His-
torical and Critical. (London and New York, 1887.)

A PHILOSOPHY which is to be the complete expression of

American genius, which is to provide the final answer to all

the questions which have troubled thinkers, which is to be
eclectic yet independent, d priori yet empirical, in harmony
with common sense without ceasing to be connectedly

reasoned—such is the promise with which the astonished

reader is greeted at the opening of the volumes before us.

America, he is told, has never yet had a philosophy answering
to its own peculiar genius. It has had to borrow from other
nations, and has never been wholly satisfied. For ' Yankees
are distinguished from most others by their practical observa-

tion and invention. They have a pretty clear notion of what
a thing is, and if it is of value they take steps to secure it

'

<i. 4). Other nations have been satisfied with lofty idealistic

systems, woven by the brain out of its own, material, or with
a philosophy sultry and dreamy as the Indian summer. The
English school has been characterized by profound sense,

and so on. But none of these fully answer to the expecta-
tion which Americans entertain of philosophy. They must
have something with a tendency and colour all their own. It

is to supply this want that Dr. M'Cosh takes pen in hand, and
the type of philosophy which commends itself to him under
the circumstances is Realism.

Realism is a word full of philosophical associations. It

brings back the air of the controversy with Nominalism, a con-
troversy which still haunts the early pages of logic books. It

calls to mind the Transfigured Realism which is Mr. Spencer's

contribution to the philosophy of the day. But in neither of
these directions are we to look for the meaning it bears in

this book. Here it is in strong opposition both to Idealism
and to Agnosticism : it is the philosophy of things as they
are, as opposed to those speculative systems which either

assert an element of mental activity in our knowledge of
things, or deny the possibility of certain knowledge altogether.

It is certainly a change to find in a philosophical work the
definite assumption that we see things as they are ; that there
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is no room for mistake or deception between the mind and its

object. We propose to enquire how far we can regard it as a

change for the better.

But before we approach this very serious question we
think it right to notice the carelessness with which the book
has been carried through the press ; and we are sorry to say
also that at times this carelessness seems to be chargeable
upon the author. There are some rather surprising misprints.

Thus (i. 61) we have the Critic^ of Pure Reason; and we
imagine that ' the angle of incide//fr ' (i. 74) is a blunder of a
similar kind. Greek words also have met with a cruel fate.

They are printed almost uniformly with wrong accents. So
we have ov eve/ca (i. 132), slSos twice (pp. 132, 136), Xoyi&fup

(p. 77), and v\ri (p. 132). Some of these, however, are printed

rightly in the second volume. Then, again, the spelling of
some words is uncertain. The Stagirite occurs in vol. i. p. 19,

whereas in vol. ii. he appears as Stagyrite (p. 134). So
sceptical sometimes blossoms into skeptical, and in vol. ii.

p. 144 both forms occur within a few lines. These, we may
suppose, are misprints, and if so they disfigure the book, and
might easily have been avoided with a little more care in the
correction of the proofs. There are other mistakes, however,
which cannot be due to the printer. So (i. 70) we have a
terrific word, 'apodictzW,' and on p. 117 another, ' orzctive.*

There can be no possible reason for forcing this Latin termi-

nation on a Greek word : it is a linguistic outrage. There is

some uncertainty also in the usage of the word ' apodictic/

On p. 48 (vol. i.) it is explained as an Aristotelian term, an-
swering to the modern ' demonstrative.' But this word (p. 73)
is used as a synonym of ' self-evident.' If there is one thing
more than another which ' apodictic ' could not have meant to

Aristotle it is ' self-evident.' The impossible form Gnortic is

given (i. 117) as an alternative to Gnostic ; on p. 62 we have
* Praerogativae Instant\arum* and on p. 2 1 1 the verb ' to formu-
la In vol. ii. p. 1 3, after giving Aristotle's definition of virtue,

Dr. M'Cosh goes on, ' where it is to be observed he makes
virtue to be an act of the will determined by right reason.'

It is quite impossible that e%i$ could ever mean an 'act of the
will/ It means a habit or tendency of character, produced
by constant acts of the will. There is a very interesting

confusion (ii. 45) in the account of John Locke's life. Dr.

M'Cosh says, 'In 1651 he entered Christ Church, Oxford, in

the grounds of which they still show the mulberry tree which
he planted/ He is clearly thinking of Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, in the grounds of which John Milton is said to have
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planted a mulberry tree. On the next page also there is an
inaccurate statement. ' Sunderland/ says Dr. M'Cosh, * by
the King's command, ordered his [Locke's] expulsion. He
was not expelled, but deprived of his studentship by the dean
and chapter of the college.' The letter from Sunderland

—

which, by the way, is still shown at Christ Church—directs
Bishop Fell to deprive him of his student's place, with all the

emoluments thereunto belonging. This order was carried

out. So much for positive errors. We have also noticed

•considerable roughness in style, together with much needless

repetition. Thus (ii. 80) we have the phrase ' there is very

apt to be inaccuracies in them ; ' and (i. 122) ' an essential part

of it [conscience] is the immediately state/ On p. 139, vol. i.

modern chemists are said to have discovered sixty-four

elements, and certain remarks are added about the possibility

of reducing the number. On p. 1 59 sixty-five elements are

said to exist, and the previous remarks are repeated almost

word for word. Three times (i. 16, ii. 30, 243) we have a

description of the British or American youth, who, having

taken a degree in his own country, goes to Germany, and is

bewildered by d priori philosophers when he gets there.

Three times we are given to understand that the production

of so new a philosophy as this is an act requiring great

intrepidity, in view of the dominance of the old 'monarchical

schools' (i. 25, ii. 186, 243). The obscurity of Hegel, and
the difficulty of criticizing him, is twice stated (ii. 25, 248).

So, too, the general relations of Realism to other philosophies,

from that of Plato downwards, are twice stated (i. 86, ii. 25 1-2).

All these are mere cases of repetition ; the same thought is

clothed in almost the same words. This may be due to the

fact that parts of the book have been published before in the

Princeton Review. Whatever be the cause, however, the effect

is to produce weariness on the part of the reader, and we
cannot but think that the book as a whole would be greatly

improved if the essays of which it is apparently composed
had been more carefully worked into shape. But enough of

details of form. Let us proceed to the consideration of the

matter.

The philosophy presented to the world here is, as we have
said, a form of Realism. It is set forth in the first volume on
its own merits, in the second by comparison with the views
of other philosophers. The most striking fact about it at

first sight is the lavishness with which it assumes intuitive

principles. We assume, in the first place, the existence of the

Self (ii. 3). Here it is in accordance with idealism. Secondly,
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it assumes the existence of ' something external, that is, of body-

as extended and as exercising power ' (p. 4). Thirdly, we know
qualities both of body and mind, or, if the expression be
preferred, * we know things, mind and body, as having certain

qualities.' Fourthly, we know space and time. ' These have
a real though not an independent existence. ... If it be
asked, What sort of nature and existence ? I answer, What
we naturally perceive them to have. Puzzling questions may
be asked, but the difficulties cannot unsettle our natural con-

victions.' Fifthly, ' we know good and evil/ for virtue is ' love

according to law,' and both love and law are realities.

Sixthly, there are realities in relations. Having discovered

the reality of things, we then discover the reality ' of the

relation between things—say, their identity in different cir-

cumstances, or their likeness, or the production of one by
the other. He who denies the reality of these, and makes
them mere forms imposed on things by the mind, is so far a
sceptic or agnostic, and is seeking to deliver himself from
this by becoming an idealist.' Lastly, there are a few more
things which it is well to assume, but unnecessary to enu-
merate. Infinity is one of these (ii. 3-5). So also is the prin-

ciple of cause and effect (i. 63). Dr. M'Cosh is ' inclined to •

argue' (i. 7) that the freedom of the will is another of the

direct intuitions which we possess.

Such are the positions with which we start : all these may be
safely assumed as facts. So large an array of assumed truths

naturally excites in us the question, What right have we to

assume them ? Dr. M'Cosh is alive to the necessity of offering

the mind some ground for such an extensive call upon its faith
;

and he finds the justification for his proceedings in the method
and nature of philosophy, and in certain criteria of truth.
* The aim of all investigation in philosophy, as in science, is

to discover facts and nothing but facts ' (ii. 6). This being
so, it follows that the method of philosophy will be the same
as the method of science, viz. the inductive method. It was
the great mistake of Kant that he proceeded in the critical

method. If he had had the good fortune or the good sense

to use the inductive method, he would have discovered first

truths, though the method 'gives no cogency to them '
(i. 17).

Bacon is the writer whose mind had clearly grasped this

truth. Everyone else is confused and at fault on the

subject, except perhaps the Scottish school represented by
Reid, Hamilton, and Dr. Chalmers. Having thus established

the method to be pursued, the next question will be, What
are our criteria of truth ? These are easily decided. They
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are three : self-evidence, necessity, and universality. Some
philosophers have placed the test of necessity as the first.

Leibniz is one of these malefactors. Dr. M'Cosh 'demurs
to the idea so often pressed upon us, that we are to believe a
certain* proposition because we are necessitated to believe in

it. This sounds too much like fatality to be agreeable to the
free spirit of man' (i. 35). These criteria apply to first

truths of the various kinds—primitive cognitions, primitive
beliefs, primitive judgments—whether with regard to things
natural or moral. To extend our knowledge we have in-

ference, immediate and mediate. Of mediate reasoning the
syllogism is.the universal form (i. 46). This is not, however^
the Aristotelian syllogism, necessarily. 'There is a ratioci-

nation which does not proceed upon the principle of classes,

but of identity or equivalence' (/£.). Into one or another of
these all reasoning must come. 'When a professed argu-
ment cannot be brought under either of them it is a proof
that it is not reasoning ' (i. 47). With regard to this chapter
on reasoning we should be glad to pass a criticism. We
cannot discover any difference according to this presentation

of the doctrine between mediate and immediate inference.

• The canon of the latter is this :
' Whatever is involved in the

extension and comprehension of a notion can be legitimately

inferred' (i. 44). Whereas the formula of mediate reason-
ing is, ' Whatever is true of a class is true of all the members
of the class/ The illustration given of immediate inference

is the following :
' When it is granted that " all men have a

conscience," we infer that "this man has a conscience,"

although he be a liar/ What difference it would make either

in theory or result if we intercalated a minor premiss, ' this is

a man/ we fail to see. These are the methods of extending
our knowledge when the facts are obtained. We now come
to enquire for the way of obtaining them. In so doing let

us bear in mind that for an inductive philosophy the process
of ascertaining facts and their laws is the central interest. It

is in this region, therefore, that we look for some new light.

We are considerably disappointed, however. The philosopher
of America gives us a short chapter on observation and
experiment, under the four heads of sensation, self-conscious-

ness, memory, and testimony ; and for induction we are

referred back to Mill's Canons, with some few alterations

and improvements due to Dr. M'Cosh. These additions are

thoroughly in the spirit of J. S. Mill, and though on reading
them we feel no doubt as to their truth, yet we cannot be
sanguine as to their applicability. Dr. M'Cosh has dis-
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covered 'that there are three grand ends which men of
science have in view in their investigations. One is to dis-

cover the composition of the objects around us ; the second
is to discover natural classes ; the third is to discover causes

'

(i. 64). Under the ill-sounding head, ' Canons of Decom-
position/ we are warned ' to separate the object we wish to

decompose from all others.' We are then assured that if we
have decomposed a portion of any substance we have ' deter-

mined the composition of the whole/ but that the elements
so reached ' are to be regarded as being so only provisionally.'

The separation of the object is often just the difficulty. The
Canons of Natural Classes are equally helpful, and of them
we read (i. 6y)t

' These canons guarantee truth. When
we are able to place objects in a class we know that they
possess the properties of the class.' This seems to be a mere
truism. It would be strange indeed if ' when we were able

to place objects in a class* they did not possess the pro-

perties of the class. Moreover scientists do not always use

known classes in their investigations. They frequently alter

the boundaries between class and class, and even discover

new classes altogether ; in such cases our canons leave us in

the lurch. Mr. Mill's Canons of Induction need no treat-

ment here ; so many writers have shown their inadequacy
already. Lastly, these methods are set forth in syllogistic

form. We do not think this adds to their value, or, indeed,

affects them in any shape or way. We cannot go through all

the points which we have noticed in this section of the book
;

we will call attention to one more, and then pass on. It is

the application of the Methods of Induction to Psychology.

We quote the application of the Method of Difference (i. 82).

'We see a portrait of Washington for the first time. The
two, the portrait and Washington, were never before in the

mind together
;
yet the portrait calls up Washington, and the

law is : things that are related, especially things that are like,

recall each other.' This is very remarkable. Dr. M'Cosh
claims the credit of enunciating these laws in this way for

the first time. We are not surprised if his claim is a true

one ; for we cannot imagine in what sense the instance given

comes under the Method of Difference.

The second part of the Realistic Philosophy deals with
the idea of Cause. We have seen that Dr. M'Cosh regards

this as an intuitive principle (i. 62). It therefore requires

and receives no analysis or proof. We are only con-

cerned with the proper application of it. ' Causation is

implied, if not in the whole, at least in the greater part of

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LI. K
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our derivative truths ' (i. 95). In other words, we apply the
idea of Cause whenever we come across an effect. 'We be-
lieve that there has been a battle at a certain place, a flood

on a particular river, a fire in a dwelling, because we discover
effects, which we argue imply a cause' (it.). Dr. M'Cosh
then proceeds to divide causation into two classes, objective

and subjective, the former referring to physical nature, the
other to psychical action. With regard to physical causation
Dr. M'Cosh points out that there are always several elements
which go to make up a cause, and several elements involved
in an effect. Mill's well-known position that Cause is some
one of the antecedents which we select by our arbitrary will,

and regard as producing the consequents, is a partial state-

ment of the doctrine unfolded by Dr. M'Cosh. 'All the
agents acting, whether circumstances, occasions, or conditions,

constitute the cause without which the effect would not
follow* (i. 102). So again 'the effect properly understood
consists of the whole of the agents that have been acting put
in a new state ' (p. 103). This doctrine, of coursfi, lends
itself easily to the Theory of the Conservation of Energy

;

according to which ' the sum of energy potential and actual,

capable of being brought into operation, or in operation, is

always one and the same' (p. 104). The whole is made
clear (p. 105) by the image of the world as a closed globe,
within which there is a perpetual interaction between c an
incalculably large but definite number of bodies.' Hence it

follows that energy and causation (which on this theory are
realities) are closely allied. Causation begins when energy
ceases to be potential and becomes actual. This again
accounts for the certainty in causation. It is produced * by
the power acting in the causes ' (p. 1 1 1), not by s mere in-

variable antecedence and consequence' (z&). On turning
to psychical causation a difficulty arises. There is no way
of translating physical into psychical force. We know as a
matter of fact that mental exertion exhausts physical strength,

but ' there is no evidence that our mental actions are identical

or correlative with bodily motions or activities of any kind '

(p. 1 16). Yet, notwithstanding, in some way or other there is

uniformity in the operations of the mind. An orator appeals
with certainty to well-known feelings, and produces the effect

he wishes. Under certain conditions it is possible to predict
with something very like certainty the action of another man.
But in all this there is no fixity, like that which we know in
the sphere of physical causation. 'We are not able to
measure psychical as we do physical energy, in foot pounds '
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{p. 118). There is no established system of quantitative re-

lations of psychical activity. Body and mind, then, are
related, but the law of the relation is undiscoverable. ' The
simplest, and, on the whole, the most reasonable supposition,'

in this difficulty, ' is that mind has a potency whereby it acts
on body, and body a potency whereby it acts on mind'
(p. 119). This reminds us strongly of the ' soporific virtue*

which some philosophers assume to account for the sleep-

giving power of poppies. The idea of causation is attained
through our consciousness of the exercise of muscular power
and of will. These powers we transfer, as it were, to
external things ; we have an intuition that there is power
acting on us from things. Such is the account of causation
which Dr. M'Cosh gives his readers. There is a chapter on
the various kinds of cause, in which the Four Causes of Aris-
totle are described, but this calls for no remark. We pass
on, therefore, to the third section of the expository volume,
which treats of Evolution.

We cannot think that any very large addition has been
made to the current criticisms of Evolution doctrine by Dr.
M'Cosh. His aim is to show the consistency of the idea of
Evolution with that of Final Causes, and to mark the limits

within which the doctrine of Evolution is valid. The former
point has been fully treated by Von Hartmann in his

Wahrheit und Irrthum itn Darwinistnus, and again from a
different point of view in the Philosophical Lectures of the late

Professor Green, which have been lately published. And
with regard to the other, the failure of the Evolution
theory to account for the origin of matter, of life, and of
thought, this was pointed out by Dr. Liddon in the sermon
published a few weeks after Mr. Darwin's death, and has been
marked with considerable elaboration in Dr. Martineau's
Types of Ethical Theory. The special treatment of evolution,

of course, depends on the peculiar view entertained by Dr.
M'Cosh of Cause. Into this it will be unnecessary for us to

enter.

The last section of the first volume deals with certain

questions which arise at the end of every philosophical in-

vestigation. They are the deep and serious questions of
Providence, Certitude, and Prayer. Here again we do not
think Dr. M'Cosh has materially added to the general stock
of defensive arguments. He asserts eagerly the importance
of realism as giving certainty—the certainty on which alone
a true theory of the world and its relations to God can be
built. The question of the origin of evil our author leaves
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aside as insoluble, clinging to the two assured truths that

God is not * the author of evil, and on the other hand that

those intelligent creatures who commit sin are themselves

to blame for it ' (p. 249).

The volume devoted to criticism is less interesting thai*

the first. It adds little to what has been already said, and
the criticisms of the philosophers named in it do not strike

us as very profound. Of course the central interest of the

whole is the rebuke of the critical method. Dr. M'Cosh can
see no good in this method at all. It seems to him to be an
inversion of all natural order and to lead to nothing but

logical no-thoroughfares. His conception of its arbitrariness

and defiance of natural reason might perhaps be best ex-

pressed in the saying of Mrs. Poyser, ' There's folks as stands

on their heads, and then says the fau't's in their boots/ He
cannot understand the difficulty to which it is an attempted
answer. We cannot follow him here, nor do we think he has
fully estimated the range of the critical method. No doubt
Kant was the first to formulate it as a method, but the prin-

ciple of it rules the whole period of philosophy, which began
with Descartes. The rule of Descartes to restrain the will

within the limits of clear and distinct thought, the descrip-

tion of the idola in Bacon, both contain in them the prin-

ciple of criticism of the instrument of thought. What could

breathe more completely the spirit of the critical period than
the words of Locke in his Epistle to the Reader, quoted by
Dr. M'Cosh (ii. 52-3) ?

' Were it fit to trouble thee with the history of this essay, I should
tell thee that five or six friends meeting at my chamber and discours-

ing on a subject very remote from this, found themselves very quickly

at a stand by the difficulties that arose on every side. After we had
a while puzzled ourselves without coming nearer a resolution of these

doubts which perplexed us, it came into my thoughts that we took a
wrong course, and that before we set ourselves upon enquiries of that
nature it was necessary to examine our own abilities and see what
objects our understandings were, or were not, fitted to deal with.'

There is no severe criticism of this; yet where Kant is

quoted (ii. 200) as saying,

' Pure speculative reason has this peculiarity : that .... it is able

to define the limits of its own faculties/

we are assured that such criticism requires a prior criticism,

and this again a previous one, and so on ad infinitum. This
is the ' admission of the Trojan horse ' from the school of
Hume, which involves such serious consequences. This-
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is the root of all the scepticism and ' agnostics ' with which
the modern world is beset. The one thing needful, then, is

to avoid the critical method. We will take this as our point
of departure for the estimate of Dr. M'Cosh's whole position.

Dr. M'Cosh notices several times in the course of this

work the difference between Greek and modern speculation.

The Greeks, he observes, searched after to 8v and to ehcu, the
moderns after the absolute. He protests against those who
would translate to 6v by ' the absolute/ since he regards such
-a translation as an anachronism. Lotze, he is glad to find (vol.

ii. p. 28) is engaged in the old Greek search for the real,

though, like the Eleatics, 'he says too much about such
simple objects as existence, being, and real.' We do not wish
to defend the translation of to ov to which he objects so
strongly, but yet for all that it represents a truth. It shows
that those who use it feel the close kinship of the ancient and
modern investigations under all their difference of form. The
same question is really before both schools of thought, but
the mode of treating it is different. To the Greek mind the
relation of the instrument of thought to its object was not the
primary question. The whole interest of their speculations

lies outside in the world. It deals with the relation of
God and the world, of matter and form, of the real and the
phenomenal. This we maintain is its general tone ; it is

objective. But from the moment Descartes rested all truth

upon the validity and permanence of self-consciousness, all

this was changed. Truth for him would be more clearly and
distinctly known the more nearly our knowledge of it ap-

proached this type. Now, thought appears as the vehicle of
truth ; truth is known only as thought Hence, so far as

philosophy descends lineally from Descartes, it will tend to

be subjective—to search for the ultimate account of know-
ledge in the mind and not in the outer world. The same
question is really before Descartes as was before Plato so
many centuries earlier, but the whole environment of the
mind has changed. Man has learnt to know himself as a
personality, very largely through the influence of Christianity,

and with this is bound up a wholly different outlook upon .the

world. It is this indefeasible certainty which is both his

warrant for and his test of all other truths. This position

once attained, it will follow naturally enough that perpetual

criticism will be turned upon the mind. Difficulties left

unsolved by Descartes will be undertaken by Spinoza ; the
casually selected categories of Kant will be followed by the

dialectic of Hegel.
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The philosophical method just described seems to us to be
deserving of commendation in two ways. In the first place,,

the introspection on which it is based has a real affinity with

the inductive method, so much belauded nowadays. It starts

with the great fact of self-consciousness, which is really the

basis of everything else. Even Locke and Hume, as the late

Professor Green argued so earnestly, though they admit no
self-consciousness as the basis of thought, are just for that

very reason halting and illogical in their philosophy. The
critical method, then, so far as it is true to itself, is not per-

petually flying in the face of modern inductive science. Then,
secondly, philosophy of this type seems to have kept more
truly to the real function of philosophy, which, we venture to
think, is not the discovery, but the interpretation of facts.

Starting, as it does in its present stage, with a self-conscious

Ego—a self knowing itself as distinct from modes of itself

—

it has to proceed to the interpretation of these modes. Some
very important consequences follow from this. It follows that

the knowledge which can most properly form the object of
philosophical investigation will be knowledge attained by
processes of thought ; in other words, that the criteria of
truth which such a philosophy will give must be based on an
analysis of thought—on an answer to those questions which
Dr. M'Cosh thinks it unnecessary to treat. What is a thing*

to thought ? What is a fact to thought ? It will not be afraid

to recognize a subjective element in thought ; indeed, we
wonder how Dr. M'Cosh himself can avoid doing the same, in

view of his account of Causation. Surely thought must be the

resultant of the interaction of mind and matter, and therefore

must necessarily possess a subjective element. Let us observe
also that this conception of philosophy fixes the limit of philo-

sophical speculation. It will always have to do with thought
and the object of thought. It will deal with the self when
engaged in one special form of its activity ; and it will have to

beware lest it should attempt to force categories and forms
thus attained upon other modes of the self, for which they are

wholly unfitted. Thought is always in one sense abstract

:

its terms are always the result of abstraction. It seizes as-

pects of things, and gives names which apply not only to one
case but to others also. And knowledge, just because it is

conveyed in thought, is abstract too. The mind holds a mul-
titude of thoughts which are the symbols of particular things.

Hence the analysis of thought—the philosophy which comes
from this form of speculation—cannot help being bound by
the limitations of its origin. Valid in its own region, it ceases
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to be fully so in any sphere where abstract thought itself is

inadequate.

We have endeavoured to sketch roughly enough what we
believe to be the importance of the Critical School of Philo-

sophy, and we have also endeavoured to set down the advan-
tages it possesses. We can find none of these advantages in

the philosophy offered to us by Dr. M'Cosh. With a false

notion, at the start, of the power and functions of philosophy,

with an inadequate analysis of the constitution of a fact, with

a portentous array of assumptions, and without any full dis-

cussion of the criteria of truth, it would perhaps be hard to

construct an available philosophy. And we regret to say that

all these deficiencies seem to us to exist in Dr. M'Cosh's work.

We have said that the aim of philosophy is not discovery but

interpretation, and we think that the history of philosophy

bears out our contention. Then, again, we complain that Dr.

M'Cosh has given us no proper analysis of a fact. He seems
to us to be involved in complete confusion over the question

of Sensation and Perception. On the one hand, he is anxious

to defend the d priori with Kant, and at the same time to deny
all the subjective element in thought. Between these two
stools his theory comes to the ground. He reminds us that

Aristotle was the first ' to establish the grand truth that

the senses do not deceive, and that the errors arise from
the wrong interpretation of the information given by the

senses' (i. 10). But he fails to see the range of this dis-

tinction. He warns us to distinguish between original and
derived perceptions. 'The former' (i. 51) 'are intuitive with-

out any process of inference, having the sanction of the

author of our constitution and never deceiving us ;
' whereas

the others, being inferential, may involve error. Then from

other passages we learn that we have a direct perception of

matter, but this matter probably our own organism. With
the eye, on the other hand, we have an immediate perception

of a coloured surface, presumably outside us. Our contention

is that this gives no intelligible account of perception. It

simply asserts it as a fact, which anyone could do, whether
he be a philosopher or not. And we think that Dr. M'Cosh
would have bettered his position by enquiring a little more
carefully into the nature of perception. Surely unless the

mind takes up and rationalizes the utterances of sense, these

last tell us nothing at all. A known sensation which is not

at the same time made into a thought is a contradiction in

terms. This principle seems to us quite universal. We can-

not imagine any fact present to us in full consciousness which
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is not expressed in intellectual terms. And where this is the

case we believe that the intellectual process of abstraction

has taken place ; in other words, that in every thought there

is a subjective element. A sensation to which no name can

be attached, of which nothing can be said, can be to us no-

thing at all. This, no doubt, is rank Idealism, but we cannot

help it. We are strengthened in it by a glance at the

array of assumptions Dr. M'Cosh is forced to make in order

to avoid it.

One word about the Criteria of Truth. We are forced

again to differ from Dr. M'Cosh with regard to the value of

the test of Self-Evidence. He puts this first, and protests

against those who would give the first rank to the test of

Necessity. Surely these have logical order on their side.

Until it is explained, self-evidence may be merely a matter of

accident. That which is self-evident to one person or to

one age may seem hardly probable to another. And why ?

Simply because the incredulous individual or age has not

understood the necessity of the truth in question. Once let

this be fully grasped, and self-evidence will follow as a matter

of course. We do not deny that in some cases self-evidence

may come first in the order of experience ; we may be abso-

lutely certain of some truth, and yet be unable to deduce its

necessity ; but we do urge that in the last resort the self-

evidence would be found to depend on a prior necessity.

The difference between our own opinion and that of Dr.

M'Cosh is a result of the difference in our respective concep-
tions of philosophy: To a process of interpretation of facts

*

necessity is the final justification ; for a process of discovery

self-evidence may be sufficient as a starting-point.

We have not room to enter into all the points as to which
we differ from Dr. M'Cosh. Indeed it would be wholly un-

necessary. He has failed entirely to persuade us of the in-

validity of the method of Idealism, and his failure at this

point implies that we must differ from him all along the line.

We quite agree with him in condemning the negative or

sceptical results which follow in some cases from unreasoning
faith in Idealism ; this is not the place, however, for offering

our explanation of them. But we are perfectly sure also that,

if the problems of mind are to be approached philosophically

at all, a crude rough and ready method will be of no use.

Those whose minds are not attracted by philosophy will re-

main in the same state of conviction whatever philosophers

may say ; and those to whom philosophy is a pleasure and
a reality will turn away from a system which offers them no-
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thing but an assertion, in the somewhat loose phraseology of

common life, of the very facts of which explanation is desired.

So we cannot but hope that, if America is in need of a philo-

sophy of her own, she will find one more true to the traditions

of philosophy than this—a philosophy which shall neglect no
aspect of truth, which shall be fearless and rigid in its method,
yet not ignorant of the limitations of its sphere. Such a
philosophy, we think, has yet to be found.

Art. VII.—MASON'S MANUAL OF CHRISTIAN
DOCTRINE.

The Faith of the Gospel : a Manual of Christian Doctrine.

By Arthur James Mason, B.D., formerly Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. (London, 1888.)

Canon Mason has aimed at the purpose, no less important
than difficult, of providing a Body of Divinity for the use of

intelligent persons, whether students of theology or laymen.
The task has not been suggested to him by his solitary re-

flections, but by his experience as a missioner ; and we are

well assured that in undertaking it he has rightly appre-

hended the wants of the Church. We feel deeply convinced
that in the present wars of the faith a large and just appre-

hension of the actual nature of Christianity must take the

place and perform the functions which in former times were
discharged by books upon the evidences of religion and
discussions upon the authorities, whether Scriptural or eccle-

siastical, which recommend it to mankind.
Archbishop Whately was never tired of holding up to

scorn Coleridge's declaration that he is weary of the name of

Evidences of Christianity ; that if men can but be brought to

feel their want of religion they will accept it. We do not defend
the terms of Coleridge's dictum. For the consciousness of a
want apart from the conception of that which supplies the want
may be nearly as empty a thing as the proof of a religion apart

from the comprehension of its nature. Still, many thoughtful

persons will now be of opinion that the philosopher was
nearer the truth than the prelate ; that the best evidence of
religion is afforded by its correspondence to the genuine
spiritual demands of our souls, and that while proofs and
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testimonies of an external kind have doubtless importance in

introducing religion to men, they are but subsidiary to the
supreme evidence of divine origin which enables our hearts to

declare how we believe, ' not because of thy saying, for we have
seen Him ourselves, and know that this is indeed the Christ/

Blessed is the work of so setting Him and His faith before
men as to bring these words to their lips.

We have said also that the presentation of Christianity as
it is seems destined to supersede discussions as to the seat

of the authority to teach Christianity. Many a book—and
many a good book—has been written to explain and to-

recommend the faith by assuming an authority from which
there shall be no appeal, to tell us what the faith is and
compel us to accept it. When authority possessed, as it did
for many ages, the physical power to suppress objection, its

arguments in its own support were unanswerable ; it had to

be submitted to, though its moral weight might suffer the
more it depended upon the material. But when it comes to

pass that the outward and material supports of authority are
removed, and it has to lean upon spiritual and intellectual

forces, the whole plan and system of teaching religion upon
authority is sooner or later brought into question. We da
not mean that either authority or the need of authority wholly
gives way ; but it greatly changes its character and finds it

impossible to use the peremptory tone in which it spoke of
old. It can only hope to recommend, but not to silence or
coerce. It must speak like St. Paul, not as having dominion
over faith, but as a helper of Christian joy, and by manifes-

tation of the truth commend itself to every man's conscience

in the sight of God. For the question arises what the proofs

can be by which either Holy Scripture or the Church can
demand submission from the minds to which it recommends
Christianity. They must not be proofs which assume a
belief in Christianity, since Christianity is the very subject

which the authority is to introduce. The aversion of men
to uncertainty, and the expediency of agreeing upon some
authority in order to avoid interminable discussion, may for

a time prevent them from pressing this query and determine
them to rest in texts of Scripture or decisions of the Church
as finally decisive. But their attitude of mind is transitional

and insecure. Men become more and more accustomed to

doubt whether the authority is indeed so supreme and infallible

as is assumed. Actual instances of its insufficiency accu-

mulate, and after having been uttered for a while only by
daring spirits, come at last to be looked in the face by all
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honest men. And so the nail that was fastened in a sure

place becomes loosened, and that which was hung on it,.

if it has no other support, falls down. This discovery was
made for Church authority three centuries ago, and we cannot
conceal from ourselves that the authority of Scripture has
suffered a very great change in our own generation. It is the

dismay of many pious souls
;
yet we not only hold that

Christianity will survive the discovery that the earthly

authority on which it was supposed to depend was not

absolute or infallible, but that the change will not even be
so great as was imagined.

In civil government the supreme and absolute authority

of the king was long supposed to be the
#
only security for

order and obedience. It was disproved, defeated and with-

drawn ;
yet order and obedience have not perished. Authority

in the State now rests, in part at all events, upon that which it

was formerly thought anomalous to admit into the question :

free choice exercised by subjects as to the measures which
they will accept from authority and a perception upon their

part that the rule to which they submit is the representative

of their own maturest preferences. When from such a con-

dition of politics we look back upon the period when kings

were nominally absolute and people nominally passive, we
find that though this was the theory it was much impaired in

fact, and that subjects did not yield to their kings a more
unquestioning submission than now ; only then their self-

assertion was as it were illegitimate, while now it is justified

by the theory of the law.

And it is much the same in things ecclesiastical. Al-

though in the days when the Church was absolute, private

opinions and popular impulses were supposed to have no
place, yet in point of fact, they had place, and in real truth

guided the authority which pretended to guide them. And
when Holy Scripture had succeeded to the seat of infallibility,.

and a text was the sufficient proof of either a doctrine or a

fact, the texts were chosen and explained according to the

desires and prepossessions of the minds which were supposed

to be their humble servants.

If this was so, can we think that it will make a revolution

if we honestly and openly admit the claim of the human
intellect and conscience to judge, not merely of the validity

of an authority to which it is afterwards to submit without

question, but also of the subject-matter of the revelation

which the authority communicates ? We hold that, on the

contrary, not merely belief in revelation, but also reverence
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for authority may well survive the change. To rule over free

men is the glory of a king, and to be loved and reverenced

by minds which seek and accept truth from all quarters, and
are not afraid to criticize their authority itself, is a grander
position, either for the Church or the Bible, than that of an
authority which even because it is unquestioned is unproved.

But be we right or wrong in looking forward without
dismay to the future of Christianity in an age of universal

enquiry, it is certain that the change is upon us, and we may
as well wish for the days of the Heptarchy as for the return

of the time when the best minds among our people could
accept our doctrines upon authority without question as to

their inherent worthiness.

It is for this reason that we consider Canon Mason to de-
serve the gratitude of all Christians for his excellent book. It

is meant to furnish for Christianity that which nearly every
science possesses—a convenient handbook in which the first

principles of the subject are stated with sufficient fulness to

place it well before the mind of an intelligent reader, and
with enough of proof to recommend it to his acceptance.

But the attempt involves difficulties which could hardly
be expected to have been quite overcome. In the first place,

there is the difficulty of deciding how deep the theology of
the work is to be. If it is to bring out the whole correspond-

ence of the Christian system with the highest human reason
and the widest human experience, it must not be a superficial

statement adapted to the wants of the general reader. On
the other hand, if the theology both of Scripture and of the
Church is to be opened up in all its depth, with all its cor-

respondences to the development of the human mind and
conscience, its consistency with itself, its power of incorpor-

ating scientific and philosophical progress, and the strong
barrier which it sets up against the subtlest as well as against

the more vulgar forms of disbelief, it is certain that many
pages of the work will be beyond the reach even of thinkers

of fair ability who have not been specially trained. We cannot
quite say that Canon Mason has in all cases hit the exact
mean between popular writing and over subtlety ; but he has
assayed the task with great ability, and with as much success

as the arduous nature of the design permitted.

A second pitfall is found in the difficulty of deciding how
much existing belief our Body of Divinity shall assume in

those who read it. Shall it be written for those who are
already Christians and only require to know the certainty of
those things wherein they have been instructed ; or for those
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whose faith is unformed or wavering and who need that

everything should be placed before them in the most per-

suasive light. Canon Mason states the problem in his preface.

1 Dogmatic Theology lies very near in its purpose to Apologetics.

Its object is, not merely to state in orthodox language the sum of
what is to be believed, but to commend what it states by showing its

inherent reasonableness. At the same time it differs from Apolo-
getics inasmuch as it assumes that the student is already a believer

and only needs to have his mind cleared and his faith made explicit/

A fair statement of the case, but difficult to apply in prac-

tice. For if the account of Christian dogma is to be complete
it will not omit any part, whether of the first principles or

the superstructure, of that which offers itself to human faith.

And then the question will occur, whether a portion of the

statement—namely, that concerning first principles—is to be
laid down without proof while the apologetic tinge is to be
reserved for those subsequent parts which concern the special

applications of the principles and the more advanced articles

of the faith. Or is the whole Christian creed to be expounded
in the same tone and method at the risk of repeating. for

many that which they already know and proving that of
which they are already convinced ? The opening sentences

of Canon Mason's work itself seem to us to show that it is not

easy to get over this difficulty. For it commences by declar-

ing that it is not the business of an expounder of Christian

doctrine to prove the existence of God. If this were so, it is

certain that his exposition would fail in apologetic effect just

at the point where in these days of ours apologetics are most
needed. The being of a God is not, as was once the case,

a principle doubted by so few that it may be assumed without
thereby ignoring any widespread intellectual wants. On the
contrary, the being of a God is in these days so common a
subject of denial that whoever doubts at all is sure sooner or
later to doubt it. And if the existence of God remained
unexpounded or the exposition were left without any of that

admixture of defence which, as Canon Mason truly says, care-

ful exposition naturally takes, it is certain that much of the
timely usefulness of the book would be lost.

Happily the pages immediately succeeding prove that

Canon Mason does not consider the proof of the existence of

God so entirely beyond his province as his opening words
imply. For he immediately follows them up by expressing
a doubt whether the proof of God's existence which he dis-

claims giving can really be given at all :
i
if we follow the
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guidance of Holy Scripture we shall not be led to expect
that God's existence can be demonstrated like a problem in

mathematics.' It is a just and well-founded observation.

But if God's existence cannot be demonstrated, how is it that

men become convinced of it? And when other men doubt
of it, what way is left to the Church of convincing them ?

No doubt the answer to both questions is found in the fact

that, while demonstration is impossible, there is such a con-

formity in the belief of a God to the instinctive exercise of

man's reason and of his practical faculties, that the idea needs
but to be fairly placed before him, cleared from difficulties

and objection, in order to secure his adherence to it And
this is the very thing which Canon Mason proceeds with great

ability to do.

In fact we do not see why a book like this should pre-

sume anything or give any intimation that it is addressed to

believers more than to unbelievers. It is an exposition of the

faith of the Gospel in its elements and in its results, written

throughout upon the principle of offering to the doubter and
believer alike the most truthful presentation of Christian

belief that can be given. As in the case of other books, men
will decide for themselves whether the volume suits their

wants or not. And it will be a wholesome thing for the

writer to remember throughout all his task that he may be
speaking to the critical as well as to the acquiescent.

And this leads us to the third and most formidable diffi-

culty which the writer of such a book has to face. The very
nature of the work implies that the day is past when first the

proof of an authority and then the extraction from records of
what the authority teaches were the proper stages in displaying

and recommending the Christian creed. The Christian faith

is in this book presented to men upon its own merits. Although
both texts and Church decision are liberally quoted, neither

are rested on as absolute proofs of truth. Far down among
the articles of the faith comes the mention of the inspiration

of Scripture and of the divine commission to the Church

—

the doctrines which should have been first laid down and
demonstrated if it were upon authority that the faith was to

be recommended. Nor is the actual definition of the inspira-

tion of Scripture or that of the powers of the Church such as

would suffice to bear the weight which in former times was laid

upon them. Not that their authority is surrendered, but it is

. much modified, and appears rather as a deduction from tenets

previously established than as itself a foundation of belief.

Now this is a new thing in Church history. It is, we
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suppose, the first time during these later days in which an
elaborate statement of the contents of Christian theology has
been presented to the world so much on its own merits. New
in these later days, we say, but not without example in the

earlier. For this is the very way in which the faith of the

Gospel was preached in Apostolic times : with illustrative

citation of authorities, indeed, both in the Old Testament
Scriptures and in the Apostolic testimony, yet not throwing
itself upon authority, but on its own inherent power and on
the response which human souls framed by God will make to

His message if they allow nature to speak within them.
Now it must be the care of the author of such a work to

determine how much of the ancient presentations of Chris-

tianity he can retain in an exposition designed to display the

inherent reasonableness of the creed and not its literal agree-

ment with authority. We find that the conception of Holy
Scripture as verbally infallible on all subjects has led us

wrong. Holy Scripture has been proved to have a human ele-

ment in it, and to set many facts before us not as they literally

were, but in a partial aspect adapted to the time in which it

was written. Such, for instance, is the discovery we have
made as to the Scripture accounts of primitive man. Canon
Mason entirely recognizes this. We find him conceiving the

possibility that more points of origin than one for the human
race, without fatal injury to Christian belief, may be one day
proved. We entirely agree ; but this is to say that the letter

of Scripture is an insufficient authority. Now it is plain that

a discovery of this sort cannot be restricted to the single point

in question. It must change our whole conception of the

nature of the authority.

In recognition of this change a representation of the faith

of the Gospel is framed in which Holy Scripture appears, not
as a solitary source of divine instruction, but as one out of a
number of means by the concurrence of which man's reason,

feeling and conscience are to be appealed to for Christ. And
the question inevitably arises, what are we to do with those

ideas which held their places in the faith only by acceptance
of a theory concerning Scripture which to the minds of our
time is essentially impaired ? We shall give an instance as a

specimen of many—the nature of angels. When information

derived from Scripture is believed to come direct from God
without the infusion of a human element, every text in which
angels are mentioned will seem as decisive a source of infor-

mation concerning them as observations in natural history are

concerning animals. But if any suspicion of relativity in the
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Scripture account of things be admitted ; any surmise that
things are there displayed to us not as they are but as thejr
present themselves to men of a particular time, our confidence
at once receives a check. Our belief that there are angels and
that they minister among men may remain ; the combination
of Scripture, Church and reason will suffice for that. But the
more particulars we go into, the further we wander beyond
human experience and that which concerns man, the more
uncertain we must feel of our ground. We confess that the
confidence of our assent flags when we are assured that the
very angels who govern the universe are 'only temporary
regents on man's behalf/ ' tutors/ and ' stewards ' (Gal. iv. 2)

;

that ' they have not man's interminable spring of progress in
themselves ; and, therefore, mighty as they are, it is not to
them that God has "subjected the world to come," but to that
being whom even now in his weakness God deigns to visit so
graciously and so richly* (Heb. ii. S, 6

; p. 79). We know
what these texts say, but other explanations of them are pos-
sible, and even were it otherwise we do not feel so sure that
they are so untinged by relativity as to build on them, without
some misgiving, the conception of a race of beings so different
from the rest of God's creation as not to have in themselves an
interminable spring of progress. And, indeed, Canon Mason
himself does not speak as one assured of his footing. For he
says that :

—

' Some Christian thinkers go so far as actually to identify these *

[the great moulding influences of which we speak under such terms
as the ' spirit of the age ' or ' national character ']

' with the angelic
agencies, at the cost, as it would seem, of the personal consciousness
and will of the angels. Our acquaintance with the nature of pure spirits
is so slight that we may hardly deny the theory ; but the personal
names given to some of the blessed angels appear to teach that some,
at any rate, are more than vague and semi-conscious influences ' (p. 73).

Were we to attempt to lay down any test by which to
determine what portion of that which has been believed in
the name of Christianity shall retain its place in a treatise
which exhibits to a sceptical age the absolutely certain and
essential features of the Christian faith, our standard, would
be found in a broad application of St. Vincent's rule. No
doctrines should be laid down as certainly appertaining to
the body of Christianity which rest on single texts of
Scripture, or have not belonged to that essential form of the
faith in the strength of which its spiritual conquests were
made always, everywhere, and by all.

And the principle would seem to us in agreement with
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the views concerning Scripture and the Church which Canon
Mason lays down (p. 233 sq.). But perhaps we may hazard
this criticism, that the more close he comes to the concerns
of human life and experience the better his work. In the
more abstract portions, and those which are far from our ex-
perience, we sometimes find ourselves doubting. But when
from such things as the Being and Nature of God and the

angels he comes down to the Incarnation and Atonement of

our Lord, we feel an immediate sense of his mastery of the

subject.

We doubt if the human intellect be capable of really

feeling the validity of such reasoning as this.

' God must be ever inwardly projected, reproduced ; or rather

projecting, reproducing Himself ; not by a succession of fresh repro-

ductions, for we have no right to say that with God there is any suc-

cession, but by one act of reproduction, complete and abiding yet ever
new, as if the one act were always in the living process of being per-

formed. Thus there must ever confront Him somewhat which is at

once Himself and not Himself, which He can regard as embodying
His whole being, while still (in a sense) separate from, and contrasted

with, that which in the first instance is the " I," the " Ego," of God

'

(P- 44).

Our faculties enable us to know that which is our own daily

experience, the projection of the Ego beyond itself for the
purpose of self-realization in thought. But we fear we must
confess ourselves unable to grasp this self-contemplation as the
source of a second personality ; of the object becoming a new
subject while the subject is object as well. We could perhaps
grasp the argument that when we transfer our own mental ex-
perience to a perfect and infinite Being we must substitute

for the mere thought by which we imperfectly represent our-

selves to ourselves, an act issuing in a reality—if we had
never known the existence of any reality external to God
except one as perfect as Himself. But our whole calculations

as to what in a perfect being corresponds to the processes of
thought and action in an imperfect one are disturbed by the

existence in the presence of this perfect being of an imperfect

world. We never could have presumed d priori the possi-

bility of such a thing. We should have supposed that God
could not think, or, what in Him is perhaps the same, could

not produce, anything less perfect than Himself. But must
we not, unless we would set God apart from the world and
from ourselves and render access to Him impossible, lay down
the fact that God thinks the finite world, and that the finite

world exists objectively to Him ? And if we know this in

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LI. L
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fact, how can we fall back with any degree of confidence

upon abstract arguments as to the real and perfect nature of

the thoughts of God ? We can know nothing about it except by
revelation—by which word we mean, not merely the Bible, but
all and any of the facts in the finite world, whether that of
nature or that of man, by which we are led beyond the finite

to the Infinite.

What we do seem to be able to say, with confidence that

we are not passing beyond our measure, is this—that we know
in our experience the existence of a separate personality, with

nothing outside of it, to be impossible. Man's existence would
become a nonentity and cease to be real existence at all,

unless there were something not himself by acting on which
he proves his living power to himself. When we are led by
the necessities of our nature and the experience of life and
history up to God, it comes to us as a welcome correspond-

ence between the mystery within ourselves and the mystery
from which we issue, that there, too, we should hear of the

same trinity which we find in ourselves—the original self, the

self as developed in thought and action, and the mysterious

bond which unites the two.

But if we find that in Canon Mason's abstract reasonings,

able as they are, there is anything which we cannot absolutely

follow, it is far otherwise when he comes to consider the nature

of man in itself, in its experience, and in its relations to the

world and to God. He bases his representation upon the re-

cognition of all which science teaches, even upon the admis-
sion that science may have further teaching still in store.

' Evolution/ he says (and Professor Huxley will not contradict

him), ' lends itself perfectly to Christian teleology. When we
hear of an evolution which is an advance from a ruder

economy to a more delicate, which adapts things more and
more to their surroundings, and the surroundings to the

things, then it seems to us that matter and force must be
instruments in the hand of One who has an object in view

'

(p. 8). Organic Life had a beginning, and the question is,

How did it begin ? Now we are confirmed by the researches

of science in supposing ' that there is no such thing as spon-

taneous generation/ But we shall perhaps have the assent of

Canon Mason if we add that even if what is called spontaneous
generation were discovered to take place, the fact would not

be at all fatal to our belief in God. We do not in the least

allow that the progress of evolution since life was introduced

has been spontaneous in the sense of taking place without the

hand of God. And if a creature having life could be proved
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to have issued from a stone as a chick does from an egg, we
should not consider this a spontaneous act either of the stone

or the chick, any more than we consider the same creature as

the spontaneous production of the egg. We should call it a
wonderful and hitherto undiscovered tendency impressed on
the original atoms by the Power which fashioned them. And
at the same time we should confess that the conception of
God as endowing matter with certain qualities, and then
leaving it to go on of itself, is a merely human way of looking

at things, and that in reality God must be present and acting

all along, and acting at every successive point as truly as in

the first.

Human self-consciousness is another stage in advance, a
stage which seems to some thinkers more important and more
distinct than the step from dead matter to life. We find it

as much beyond us to prove or even imagine the possibility

of a spontaneous transition from the mental life of the lower
animals to the self-consciousness of man, as we do to imagine
a spontaneous transition from a stone to life. To be sure, this

representation of human self-consciousness is doubted by
many metaphysicians, who hold that the knowledge which
man has of himself is only of the same nature which he has
of outward things, a higher degree of the same intelligence

which we see in the brutes. We entirely disagree with these

views, and we hold that Canon Mason by no means exaggerates

the distinctness of man's mental character. But we remark
as before, that even if the self-consciousness of man could be
proved to be developed out of the intelligence of brutes, we
should only see in that an additional testimony of the far-

reaching wisdom of the Father of all, who has so framed
lower intelligence as to change into that which is infinitely

higher.

The spirit in man is the element of self-consciousness and
freedom. By it we see our true relation to the things of sense

and are able to claim affinities above them (p. 83), and * man
is a dual being living at once in two worlds, not two separate

lives, but one life in the two/ This language will, of course,

seem to the materialist strained and unreal ; for him man has
but one life, and that of the lowest connexions. But we are

well convinced that the truth about the wonderful constitution

of human nature and about its experience can never be stated

except in paradoxes such as Canon Mason resorts to ; and
that those who make their theory simple only make it false.

The account of the fall in Genesis seems to Mr. Mason
full of difficulties. And full of them we allow it to be if there
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be still persons who find a difficulty in the concession which
he proceeds to make, that the facts are presented to us partly

under an allegorical shape. To us, we confess, this circum-

stance does not bring any difficulty at all, nor do we require

the help of the word * partly ' to soften the force of the ad-

mission. In fact, we almost wonder now at the perverse

notion of the conditions of the Bible revelation which ever

made anybody think that the narrative was otherwise than
allegorical : whether the allegory of a vision springing up by
God's influence in the mind of a seer, or an allegory fashioned

by the inspired insight of a race to whom God was committing^

the task of teaching the world to know Him.
But we must hasten forward to the chapters to which this

subject naturally leads—those which treat of the Incarnation

and of the saving work of Christ. In these we think Canon
Mason appears at his very best. Neither the theologian nor
the practical Christian can fail to derive plentiful help and
instruction from the thought instinct with love which he has
expended upon this central portion of his design. The basis

is laid in the Preparation of the Gospel among the Jews (pp.
106-112) and among the Gentiles (p. 113). The misconcep-
tions which have at various times clouded the appreciation of

the great truth that Jesus Christ and He alone is perfect God
and perfect man are successively expounded and set aside.

And first among them stands the novel Roman doctrine of the

Immaculate Conception of His Blessed Mother. It is shown
from St. Bernard that the Blessed Virgin herself is but poorly
honoured by a doctrine,which shares with her own mother the

unique honour which belongs to the conception of her Holy
Child. But a far more anti-Christian feature of it is that it

takes away the prerogative of our Saviour Himself. * The
Lord Jesus alone/ argues St. Bernard, * was conceived by the
Holy Ghost, because He alone was holy before His concep-
tion.' * Not only does the doctrine make the Blessed Virgin
herself exempt from original sin, and therefore exempt from
the common need of salvation, but by so doing it insulates our
Lord Himself from direct touch with the sinful world '

(p. 117).

Such is Canon Mason's powerful criticism on this novelty, and
we believe him entirely in the right. There have been many
heresies concerning the Lord's own nature, but there is none
of them which has a more direct tendency to confuse the sim-

plicity of man's trust in Him than this Roman error. There can

be no stronger evidence of the sceptical indifference to truth

which has overspread the Church which professes to set a
special value on dogma than the submission with which such a
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novelty was received by the mass of the Roman communion.
We may look back with regret upon the virulence of dispute

which accompanied the controversies ofthe fourth and fifth cen-

turies. But at least there was something more edifying in even
a passionate carefulness about correctness in the loftiest matters

than in a tame willingness that anything which pleases the

rulers should be asserted in the things of heaven so long as the

earthly course of the Church's habit goes on without a break.

We commend the section in which Canon Mason treats of

the impersonality of our Lord's human nature as an instance

of his ability in making conceptions which are not only obscure
but capable of erroneous meanings become clear and compre-
hensible. We do not think we have ever read any exposition

of the Catholic doctrine of the Saviour's Person which makes
so plain to every reader of intelligence and piety the spiritual

importance of tenets which appear over-subtle to those who
look on them from without. We wish that we had space to

give a full account of these chapters, but we hasten on to the

great theme which follows—the salvation 6f man.
The heading of page 147—'Affinity of the Word for Cre-

ation '—true though the idea be which it expresses, yet appears
to be a misprint, since the affinity of the Word for Incarnation

is the subject of the page : a wonderful and ennobling view
of human destiny for which the authority of St. Athanasius
is invoked. ' It is no strange thing if the Word who orders

all things and gives life to all things, and who willed a reve-

lation to come through men, has used a human body for the

manifestation of the truth and making known of the Father.'

Canon Mason matches this deep thought of the primitive theo-

logian with an answering thought from modern science. For
if that which we know of God displays to us in Him what we
may call a tendency man-wards, so that which we know ofman
displays a tendency God-wards.

1 Enough is already certain [in the doctrine of Evolution] to con-

vince us that there has been an onward and upward movement in

created things. The inorganic, the organic, the sentient, have pre-

pared for the rational. Man recapitulates them in himself, and takes

authority over Ihem. But must the evolution stop there ? Here is

a being capable of knowing and loving God ; a being like to God and
with a heart restless until it rests in Him ; a being capable (as we
know now by blessed experience) of appreciating an Incarnation.

Can we imagine that it was not intended to receive it and was not

made for the purpose ?
' (p. 148).

We can imagine that many will regard this conception
of spiritual evolution to be dreamy and deficient in proof in
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comparison with the definite theory of Darwin and its visible

and tangible evidences. But to us it seems that the spiritual

side of man affords as real a field of observation, and his reli-

gious history as real facts as any of those which the physical

world has to furnish.

* We are permitted, therefore, to perceive that the Incar-

nation and Death of Christ have actually brought us blessings

far wider than the removal of sin ' (p. 151). But this belief

does not seem to Canon Mason, as it has seemed to some other

theologians, to draw with it the conclusion that Adam's sin

was a felix culpa, and that 'we have to thank Adam for draw-
ing down to us by his sin One who was so much more to us
than a redeemer. The facts seem to be against such a theory.

We can hardly think that God would have punished the race

for loyalty to its Maker by withholding what now He has
bestowed, and what He always knew Himself able to be-

stow* (p. 152). To some it may seem a matter of slight

importance to decide whether the Incarnation would have taken
place had there been no human sin : because the fact actually

is that human sin does exist, and the Incarnation with all its

saving consequences must be viewed and used by man as a
sinful being. But man, though a sinful being, is not merely a
sinful being. He is also made in God's image ; and God's
image is the deepest thing in his nature. If Christ had only

relieved him of his sin, He would not have given free scope to
those aspirations after positive righteousness and communion
with God which lie obscured by sin in the unredeemed man,
but which are in themselves more powerful as well as worthier

demands than those of the sinner for forgiveness. But there

is that in the Saviour which satisfies the wants of the most
saintly souls as much as of the most despairing sinners in this

world, and will satisfy them throughout an existence in which
sin will have been left far behind as a passing misery of this

short life.

Canon Mason lays down a true and fruitful principle when
he says that ' in considering the redemptive work of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the human conscience demands that the theory
of it should be simple. No one can rest with confidence upon
what is, on the face of it, an artifice, a scheme' (p. 155). It

would seem axiomatic that the gospel must be something
which the simplest believer in Jesus Christ during the time of
His earthly ministry must have implicitly understood. The
belief which brought a man or woman to His feet in trust and
adherence was ever saluted by Him as saving faith. His
death and resurrection added reasons for such a faith, afforded
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helps to gain and maintain it, and infinitely enlarged its scope.

But if saving faith had been only possible when exercised in

relation to these great events, the Lord would have put off

the time for demanding faith and for promising a reward to it

until after He should have died and risen again.

It seems to us that the simplicity of the faith consists in

the fact that faith in Christ is the same which we daily place
in one another, with the additions and enlargements which
naturally flow from the greatness of His Person, and of the
work which He performs. No simpler description than this

can be imagined, because it is not only easy to understand,
but even comes by instinct and experience to the most ignor-

ant without any necessity, or the consciousness of any neces-

sity, to understand it at all.

The human race are bound up in one by the conditions of
their existence. Their solidarity is not a doctrine but a fact.

' No man liveth to himself and no man dieth to himself* is a
great truth, even if we do not believe that it is to the Lord
we live and die. Neither our thinking nor our working can be
done in solitude. All acts of our mind or life derive their

conditions from the existence of others of our race around us,

and constitute in their turn conditions under which others are

to thinjc and live. When individuals succeed or fail, masses
succeed or fail in them. Nothing can be more false than to

Socinianize human life by refusing the confession of our
mutual dependence, or by limiting it to the power of mutual
example. Example is something indeed, but it falls in only
as one item in a vast system of reciprocal action whereby
what men do affects their fellows ex opere operato. Their sins

and their virtues are imputed by nature to others beside

themselves. For the misdeeds of one, another is sacrificed.

By the self-devotion of one, multitudes are benefited. There
is not one of the terms of the Christian doctrine of the work
of Christ which has not a meaning when applied to the
benefits and the sufferings which pass from man to man in

the common experience of life. The difference between His
bearing relations to them, and theirs to each other, in sin-

bearing and the imputation of merit, does not lie in the com-
pleteness of the attribution on either side, but upon the
degree in which His sacrifice affects that which all sacrifice

aims at, and in the perfection with which His will consented
to His self-devotion. Even in these particulars something
is attained by human nature of itself, even though it falls

infinitely short of Him. History is full of narratives of self-

sacrifice, either realized in actual fact or invented by men to
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show what it is that they consider possible and praiseworthy

in their race. And patriots and martyrs have not died for

nothing. They have saved lives, delivered nations, uplifted

the souls of millions, by their devotion.

And yet, after all, they have but saved lives which after a

time must be lost again in the course of nature ; they have

wrought but partial and temporary deliverances for their

people, and their power upon souls has been but small in

comparison to the downward impulse of the world. He alone

can bear human sin in the full sense, who can bear it away

;

He alone overcomes the enemies of man who overcomes
death ; and He alone can uplift the human soul who can live

for it and in it, and that for ever. Men do not need any
theories about His work to draw them to Him. They need

but to reflect what their human life aims at though it never

attains ; what they strive to do for one another but are never

able to accomplish ; what human nature shows of a divine

inspiration behind it without ever fully revealing it to us

except in the one life of the Christ of God.
We are in agreement with Canon Mason in thinking that the

same demand for simplicity is valid regarding that ordinance

in which the work of Christ is ever manifestly set forth before

the Church by God, and before God by the Church. In the

Holy Eucharist, he well says, ' the living grasp of the personal

Christ ' is the one great necessity without which correctness of

doctrine is of little worth. But alas ! if it be possible that

even the most correct doctrines should be mentally held

without producing the spiritual impulse to union with the

personal Christ, it is also true that incorrectness of doctrine

has a grievous power to hinder this personal union. We do

not doubt that in multitudes the sound feeling overcomes the

erroneous doctrine ; but in multitudes more the erroneous

doctrine succeeds in stifling the feeling, and by leading them
to expect nothing helps them to get nothing. The enjoyment
of earthly affection can be interfered with to a terrible degree

by wrong notions taken into the mind about the blessings

which our affection has to hope for from its object ; and so it

may be in the heavenly. Therefore it is well that, having

guarded himself against the supposition that correct doctrine

on the Eucharist is the primary condition of enjoying its bene-

fits, Canon Mason proceeds to a careful consideration of the

doctrine, and one which, after all that has been argued during

the long ages of Eucharistic controversy, the thoughtful

reader cannot but find fresh and suggestive.

But we must conclude our review, which will have had
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the effect we desire only if it prevails upon our readers to

master the work for themselves. As we close its pages we
reflect how rich an exercise for the human powers, and how
magnificent a working hypothesis for human life, a religion

such as is here presented to us has to offer. There is here no
restriction, such as some imagine religion to imply, on the

freest and widest exertion of the intellect. It is not possible

to imagine what faculty of man or what healthful exertion of

any of his faculties there can be which is excluded from so

broad a field. Certainly science affords no richer opportunity

and no more abundant material to man's mind than religion

so understood. And there are other parts of man's nature as

truly belonging to him as his intellect, which science starves,

but which have here full scope and encouragement. His
feelings, his affections, his moral nature, full as they are of

aspirations that cannot be squared to fit a scientific frame, are

here trained for eternal uses. The past history of mankind,
from which existing man cannot sever himself, appears here,

not as a record of error which it is the business of a reason-

able man utterly to cast off and despise, but as a story of

progress under the eye of God, by which man is taught what
his nature is and what it needs. And none of the spiritual

lessons which that great sad history teaches, in any country
or in any age, fail here to find their place.

Theology was once the queen of sciences. Those who
called her so had not yet a full conception of the meaning of

their claim. Like Caesar, who imagined he had reduced Gaul
to order while still there remained a stronger confederacy to

be overcome than any which he had subdued, religion sup-

posed itself victorious while the materials of a vast revolt still

•existed in human nature. But Caesar did not mistake his

destiny. He stood supreme at last, not by exterminating his

^enemies, but by organizing them into a great system which
.gave them truer freedom and a wider exercise for their gifts

than they could have procured for themselves. And so the

faith of the Gospel may triumph at last, not by extinguish-

ing the knowledge which now arrays itself against her, but
by enlisting it in her service and affording it a nobler scope

than it could find beyond her. It is not given to any one man
absolutely to set religion in this comprehensive aspect : that is

the work, not of an individual, but of the Church, and of the

Church in many generations of her life. But we truly believe

that no one in our time has shown better than the author of

this book how deeply the Christian faith has struck its roots in

-every department of human nature and human experience.
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ART. VIII.—THE FIRST EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL
TO THE CORINTHIANS.

1. A Commentary on the two Epistles of St. Paul to the

Corinthians. By the late Rev. W. Kay, D.D. (London,
1887.)

2. St. Paufs First Epistle to the Corinthians, with a Criticaland
Grammatical Commentary. By CHARLES J. ELLICOTT,
D.D., Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. (London, 1887.)

3. Commentary on St. Paul's First Epistle to the Corinthians.

By F. GODET, Doctor of Theology, &c. 2 vols. Trans-
lated from the French by Rev. A. CUSIN, M.A., Edin-
burgh. (Edinburgh, 1886-7.)

The First Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians is one which
has very many special points of interest connected with it,,

and which offers to a careful student of Holy Scripture and
of Ecclesiastical History a peculiarly rich field for profitable

investigation. Before we invite our readers' attention to some
of the recent Commentaries on this Epistle, we propose to

consider a few of its most notable features, thinking that

though to many they are very familiar, they cannot be too-

often recalled to mind, as having power to strengthen our
faith, and to make us more appreciative of the historical and
doctrinal value of this sacred document, and of the teaching
and practice of our own Church as being in general harmony
•with that which was taught and approved by the Inspired
Writer of it.

In the first place it must be noted that this is one of those
Epistles which is universally, or almost universally, admitted
even by those critics who refuse to recognize St. Paul as the
author of many of the letters attributed to him, to have been
written by the apostle, whose name it bears. Baur (represent-

ing the Tubingen School), in a passage quoted by Godet in

the introduction to his Commentary (p. 12), allows that

' it carries the seal of its authenticity in itself ; for more than any
other writing of the New Testament it transports us into the living

centre of a Christian Church in formation, and procures for us a view
of the circumstances through which the development of the new life

evoked by Christianity had to pass/

External and internal evidence alike have in this case brought
critics of various schools of criticism to the same conclusion.

Secondly, there can be scarcely any doubt as to the
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place where and the time when this Epistle was written by
St. Paul. It is indeed strange that in the subscription to

the Epistle in our Authorized Version and in some other
versions, and also in certain manuscripts, it should be stated

that the letter was written from Philippi. This error has
most probably arisen from a misunderstanding of chap. xvi.

ver. S,
' I pass through Macedonia.' The words in ver. 8 of

the same chapter, combined with ver. 19 and xv. 32, appear
to render it a matter of almost perfect certainty that when St.

Paul wrote this letter to the Church, of which, * as a wise master-

builder, he had laid the foundation* (iii. 10) in the then fore-

most commercial city in Greece, and the capital of the Roman
province of Achaia, he was sojourning in the equally famous
and wealthy capital of the Roman province of Asia. At
Ephesus, as we learn from the Acts of the Apostles, he spent

between two and three years in his third missionary journey,

and from the language which he uses in this Epistle we may
naturally infer that it is to the close of that period of his

life, probably the year A.D. 57, that the date of the letter must
be assigned. Certain expressions in the Epistle (v. 7, &c,
compared with xvi. 8) have led many to suppose, not without
good reason, that the season of the year in which it was
written was about Eastertide, or between Easter and Pente-

cost, or Whitsuntide.

Again, the circumstances which led to the Epistle being
written are clearly brought before us in the Epistle itself.

A letter had been sent from the Corinthian Church to the

Apostle, asking for his advice and direction upon certain

important questions, in respect of which there were great dif-

ferences of opinion and diversities of action. To the con-

sideration of these questions a large portion of the Epistle is

devoted ; but the Apostle takes the opportunity for referring

to many other matters on which his opinion had not been
asked, and especially to some very flagrant evils and very
erroneous views which were vitally affecting the wellbeing

and the faith of the Church. Hence the variety of subjects

with which St. Paul deals in this the longest save one of all his

Epistles is peculiarly great, and though some of those subjects

in themselves may be regarded as having but comparatively
little practical interest for our own times, yet the manner in

which St. Paul treats them, and the principles which he lays

down in discussing them, can never lose their force, and may
equally well be applied to other subjects of controversy and
other forms of evil than those which were prevalent in the

Church of Corinth at one particular period of its history.
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But the point which we desire specially to bring before

our readers is this—that we believe it to be simply impossible

to overrate the historical and evidential value of this Epistle

as regards (1) the Incarnation, the Life and Death, and Re-
surrection of our Lord

; (2) the circumstances of the author's

own life, and the grounds of his belief in those facts
; (3) the

faith, and practice, and worship of the Primitive Church, or at

least of one leading European branch of it
; (4) the especial

prominence given to the two Holy Sacraments ordained by
Christ Himself as the highest and most sacred of all means of

grace.

(1) If, as we have seen, it is generally admitted that this

Epistle is a genuine writing of St. Paul, and if, as we have
also seen, there is every reason for believing that it was written

during the Apostle's third missionary journey, towards the

close of his residence in the city of Ephesus, about 57 A.D.,

less than thirty years had passed since Jesus of Nazareth was
living on earth, when one of His Apostles sent this letter to

the members of one of the foremost among the Churches
which had then been founded. And surely it is most remarkable
that in this letter, more than in any other of the letters of

St. Paul or of the Epistles written by other writers of the

New Testament, there should be such constant and varied

references to particular incidents and circumstances connected
with the life and teaching of Him who had so recently been
taken from the world, but whom the writer believed to be
alive for evermore, and to be coming hereafter to judge the

living and the dead. Not only does the writer habitually

speak of Him who ' was the Son of God, and the Lord of

the Corinthians and himself and of all that in every place call

upon His name' (i. 9, 2), as having the personal name of

Jesus, and as being the Christ, or Messiah, who was to

come into the world (i. 1 &c), but he also refers to those

who were known as ' the Brethren of the Lord ' (ix. 5), to His
Apostles or 'the Twelve ' (xv. 5), and among them to Cephas
or Peter (i. 12, iii. 22, xv. 5), to James, probably one of His
brethren (xv. 7), and to the fact of His having more than

500 disciples gathered together at one time (xv. 6). He
mentions also His being betrayed by night (xi. 23), His
death by crucifixion (i. 17, 23, &c), the rulers of this world
being those who in their ignorance crucified Him (ii. 8), His
burial (xv. 4), His resurrection from the dead (xv. passim),

and His appearances after His resurrection on many occa-

sions to His Apostles and disciples, many of whom were
yet living (xv. 5, &c), while he also describes minutely the
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institution of the * Lord's Supper ' on the night in which
He was to be betrayed (xi. 23). Some of the arguments
which the Apostle uses in the course of his letter are also
founded upon the teaching of Jesus Christ when He was
living among men. He specially refers to the command
which Jesus had given that those who preach the Gospel
should live of the Gospel (ix. 14, compared with St. Matt. x.

10, and St Luke, x. 7), and to the declaration which He had
made in respect of holy matrimony, that ' the husband was not
to put away his wife, nor the wife her husband ' (vii. 10, 11,

compared with St. Mark x. 11, 12). Have we not in these
references a short ' Gospel in an Epistle/ and a brief outline
of some of the principal facts connected with the Incarnation
and earthly life of the Son of God, in perfect accordance with
the fuller accounts- which were to be given by St. Luke and
St. Mark, the friends and fellow-labourers of St. Paul, and by
their brother Evangelists, St. Matthew and St. John ?

(2) Again, as regards the author himself, even if we had
no other evidence beyond that which the letter supplies, we
should learn from it that the writer was a certain Paul
(i. 1, &c), a Jew by race (x. 1), and well instructed in the
Hebrew Scriptures (x. 1, &c), who had been at one time a
persecutor of the Church of God (xv. 9), but who had been,
as he believed, by the will and grace of God, called to be an
Apostle of Jesus Christ (i. 1 &c), Whom he had seen (ix. 1)
after His resurrection (xv. 8), and from Whom he had re-

ceived special revelations (xi. 23, xv. 3). We should also know
that among his fellow-labourers were included a certain

Barnabas (ix. 6); an Apollos who had succeeded him at

Corinth, ' watering ' where he himself had ' planted ' (Hi. 6),

and having great influence over many members of the Corin-
thian Church (i. 12 &c.) ; a Timothy, * his beloved child ' in the
faith (iv. 17), who was coming to them (xvi. 10); and Aquila
and Priscilla, who were evidently well known by them (xvi. 19),
and that among the few whom he personally baptized was
one Crispus by name (i. 15). We should further gather
from the expressions which the writer uses that even though
he was an Apostle he had worked with his own hands at

some earthly trade when he was at Corinth and elsewhere
(ix. 6, 1 2 ; iv. 1 2), that he might not become in any way burden-
some to those to whom he ministered, or be thought to

be under the influence of any mercenary motive, though
he claimed full right for himself and for other ministers

of Christ to be supported by the Church in accordance
with the teaching of Jesus Himself (ix. 6 &c). Lastly,
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we should know that the writer, who had once persecuted

others, had with his brother Apostles suffered much persecu-

tion (xv. 30, 31, 32 ; xvi. 9 ; iv. 9 &c.) ; that he was closely

connected with the Churches of Galatia (xvi. 1) ; that he was
about to cross into Macedonia, after leaving Ephesus (xvi. 5) ;

and that when he had spent the winter at Corinth (xvi. 6), and
had received the contributions which had been made for the

poor saints at Jerusalem, he would most probably go up to

that city, accompanying those to whom the contributions

would be entrusted, with the approval of the Corinthians

(xvi. 3, 4, &c). It is unnecessary to point out how perfectly

consistent these incidental notices in the Epistle are with the

accounts preserved in the Acts of the Apostles (see especially

xviii. 2 &c. ; xix. 27 &c. ; xx. 1 &c), * everything/ as Schleier-

macher has said, * fitting in, yet in such a way that each of the

documents follows its own course, and the facts contained in

the one cannot be borrowed from those of the other ' (quoted
by Godet, Introduction, p. 12).

(3) In respect of the faith and customs of the Church
in Apostolic times, how full and how precious is the informa-

tion which this one Epistle contains ! Can we doubt, as we
read the words and take them in their natural meaning, that

the faith of the Apostle and of the true members of the
Church included a belief in the three Persons of the one
Godhead (see especially xii. 3-6) ; in the death of Jesus
Christ on the Cross being a sacrifice for or in behalf of the
sins of the world, as that of the true Paschal Lamb (xv. 3, v. 7) ;

in the life-giving efficacy of His resurrection from the dead
(xv. 45) ; in the future bodily rising again in Christ of those
who in Adam naturally die (xv. 21, 22) ; and in the final judg-
ment of the world by the same Lord who had once died for

its sins (xv. 17), and Who, when He came again, would 'bring
to light the hidden things of darkness, and make manifest the
counsels of the hearts ' (iv. 5). In the fifteenth chapter, 1-3,

we seem to have, as Dean Stanley says, ' the earliest known
specimen of what may be called the Creed of the Early
Church

' ; and, short though it is, how much is really comprised
within it ! and how clearly do we see from the language which
the Apostle uses that he was fully persuaded that on the
belief in the death, the burial, and the bodily resurrection of

Jesus Christ according to the Scriptures, rested the whole
superstructure of Christian faith and Christian hope

!

When we try to gather from the Epistle some knowledge
as to the worship and public ceremonies and ritual of the
Church, we find, more clearly than in any other book of the
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New Testament, notices of the habitual assembling together
of the members of the Church for united services, of the
prayers, of the singing of psalms or hymns, of the preaching
by prophets specially inspired, with a view to * edification and
comfort and consolation/ of the giving of thanks, and even
of the Amens uttered by the congregation (xiv. 26, 15, 16, 3), of
the blessing ofthe Cup and the breaking of the Bread (x. 16), of
all partaking of that one Bread (x. 16) and drinking that Cup
(xi. 26), and of the * falling down on the face/ with Eastern
reverence, as the attitude of prayer (xiv. 25) ; while we also

find St. Paul directing that in public worship men should have
their heads uncovered, and women theirs veiled or covered,

and that the latter should keep silence in the churches
{xi. 4, 5), and finally prescribing what have been called the
two rubrics of the Primitive Church—that 'all things should
be done decently and in order, and unto edifying ' (xiv. 26, 40).
Lastly, we have notice of the first day of the week being
marked out from other days, and of its being the special day
on which everyone was to lay by in store, ' according as God
had prospered him/ for charitable purposes (xvi. 2).

(4) But, above all the other rites and ceremonies and
customs of the Church to which this Epistle refers, there
surely stand out in wonderful prominence the two blessed
Sacraments which we believe to have been ordained by Christ
Himself as * generally necessary to salvation/ It is sometimes
stated that very little is said in the Epistles about these two
Sacraments, and the inference is erroneously drawn that too
much importance is attached to them by our own branch, and
byother branches ofthe Holy Catholic Church, as special means
of grace. Surely the question to be considered and answered
is not how much, but what, is said respecting them. And this

Epistle is a sure witness, whose testimony is sufficient to prove
how inexpressible was their value in the opinion of one who
was bold to say, and felt that he had a right to say, that he
< thought that he had the Spirit of God ' (vii. 40). In the passing
of the Israelites through the Red Sea, and in the cloud which
went before them in the wilderness, St. Paul saw a type or
figure of Holy Baptism (x. 1,2). * By the one Spirit/ as he
believed, and as he reminded the Corinthians, ' all ' who
received Christian Baptism 'were baptized into one Body,
whether they were Jews or Gentiles, whether they were bond
or free, and had all been made to drink into one Spirit

'

(xii. 13). Baptized, not into St. Paul's name, nor into the name
of any other human teacher, but into the name of Jesus
Christ (i. 1 3 &c), they had become members of Christ (xii. 27).
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Washed, or bathed as it were by the Spirit of God (vi. n),
they had thereby become the temples of God, and were bound
to keep their bodies and their souls as having been both alike

dedicated as sanctuaries to God, pure and undefiled by sin

(iii. 1 6 &c.-vi. 19).

Ofthe other Holy Sacrament the Apostle saw types or signs

in the manna, or spiritual food, and in the water flowing from

the rock, of which the Israelites had eaten and drunk in the

wilderness (x. 2, 3), and he declares in this Epistle that it was
by revelation from the Lord Himself that he had received the

account of its Institution by Him on the night before His
death (xi. 23). It is assuredly a most remarkable fact that the

account which the Apostle gives of that Institution, while it

very greatly resembles the narrative in St. Luke's Gospel, is in

some respects, especially as regards some of the words repre-

sented to have been used by our Lord (cf. the twice uttered

words, * This do in remembrance of me/ xi. 24, 25), more full

and complete than any of the accounts preserved in the Gos-
pels. He also dwells upon the necessity of its being observed

through all ages of the Church as a public announcing or
proclamation of the Lord's death until He shall come again

(xi. 26) ; he speaks of the Bread and Wine, when duly broken
or poured into the Cup and blessed, being * the Communion of
the Body and Blood of Christ' (x. 16) ; of the duty of often

eating the Bread and drinking the Cup at the Lord's table in

remembrance of Him (xi. 26, 28) ; of the danger of receiving

them in an unworthy and irreverent spirit (xi. 27) ; of the

need for self-examination or testing the spiritual state before

partaking of them (xi. 28) ; and of the blessing which the

reverent partaking thereof brings to those who thereby become*
as it were, 'one Bread and one Body' (x. 17).

There are many other features of the Epistle which give

to it a very special character and a very special value, but

the space at our disposal will not allow of our here referring

to them. Enough it may be thought, or more than enough,,

has been said by way of remembrance to show what a pre-

cious testimony the letter gives to those historical facts which
are the central truths of our own creeds, and how completely

it justifies, as founded upon Apostolic authority, the sacra-

mental teaching of our own Church and the principal features

of our public worship. We cannot be too thankful that such
an Epistle as this should be one to which, with the consent of
those who are best qualified to judge, even of those whose
views and opinions in many respects widely differ from our

own, we may always appeal as having been written at a very
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early period in the history of the Christian Church ; written,

too, by one who had originally, according to his own testi-

mony, been a conscientious and bitter adversary of that

Church and a disbeliever in the truths for the sake of which
many of its members were willing to suffer imprisonment and
death, but who had become by conviction, and by evidence
which he could not resist, one of its foremost champions, and
one of the chiefest defenders of that faith which he once
hoped to destroy, but for which he was now willing to suffer

and to die.

Of this Epistle there have been published within the last

few years a large number of commentaries, both English and
foreign, and of these three are specially named at the head-
ing of this article, all issued during the years 1886 and 1887.

As might be expected from the names of the well-known
authors of them, they are of great value, while they differ one
from the other in some of their characteristic features, as well

as in their respective amount of matter, and in the circum-

stances connected with the writing and publication of them.
The shortest of these commentaries (that by Dr. Kay),

which includes the Second as well as the First Epistle to the
Corinthians, was issued after the lamented death of its author,

whose intense devotion to the study of sacred literature, at

the cost, it is to be feared, of his health and strength, had
been shown by works published in his lifetime {e.g. his Com-
mentary on the Psalms, his contributions to the Speaker's
Commentary, in which he edited the Book of Isaiah and the
Epistle to the Hebrews, and his notes on the Prophet Ezekiel

in the S.P.C.K. Commentary), and by his labours as one of
the revisers of the English Version of the New Testament.
Though he had occupied prominent positions in England
and in Tndia, he was little known by the world, but he had
gained the high esteem and affectionate regard of those who
had the privilege of enjoying his friendship. This particular

commentary, as explained in the preface, is the result of the

great interest which he took in the furtherance of an excellent

plan adopted by the clergy in the neighbourhood of Chelms-
ford (as in other places), and worthy in these days of all

imitation. It was their custom to meet together, and care-

fully and critically study in detail some book of Holy Scrip-

ture, under the presidency of Dr. Kay, and no less than six

years were given to the study of the two Epistles to the

Corinthians. On his return from these clerical meetings it

appears to have been the custom of Dr. Kay to make
memoranda of various points connected with the passage

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LI. M
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which had been the subject of study, and these memoranda
form the basis of the commentary which, in accordance with

the request of the author before he died, his friend and fellow-

collegian, the Rev. J. Slatter, has carefully edited, adding a
very full note of his own on chap. xi. 24. The notes are

for the most part very short, fresh, pointed, and suggestive.

Abounding as they do in simple references to parallel and
illustrative passages from Holy Scripture, they require for a
full understanding and due appreciation of them real, honest

work on the part of a student, which will in the end, we are

sure, be far more profitable than the finding everything made
plain and easy without any personal effort and trouble.

The second of the three commentaries (Bishop Ellicott's)

reminds us of the many similar commentaries on the shorter

Epistles of St. Paul, which in bygone years were published

in succession by the same author, and which would probably
have been far sooner followed by such a one as the present,

and by others, dealing with the longer Epistles, had not the

writer been called to a bishopric, and in consequence (as has
been, to the regret of many, the case with another fore-

most English commentator) become too fully occupied with
various duties pertaining to his office to allow of his continuing,

except at intervals, his literary work. In the interesting Preface

to his lately-issued Commentary, Bishop Ellicott is careful to

explain how much by * ceaseless interruptions ' he has been
sore let and hindered in the composition of it, and yet how
desirous he had been, following the lines of his former com-
mentaries, to make it as complete as possible for the purpose
for which it is specially designed. That purpose he defines

as being ' an effort to ascertain, as far as possible, by means of

a close and persistent consideration of the grammatical form
and logical connexion of the language of the original, what
the inspired writer exactly desired to convey to the Church of
Corinth, and to all readers of this profoundly interesting

Epistle/ Within the limits thus laid down we need scarcely

say that the work is worthy of its author, and that it will be
most serviceable for those who wish to study the Epistle with
critical care. Many references, as in the former volumes, are

given to the opinions of ancient and modern commentators
(notably in this Epistle as regards the former to the valuable

Commentary of St. Chrysostom), and to sermons of famous
preachers, and also to some of the leading recent treatises on
Christian ethics. In a brief introduction the Bishop gives a

terse account of the condition of Corinth at the time when the

Epistle was written, of St. Paul's residence in it, as described
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in Acts xvii., and its results, and of the circumstances imme-
diately connected with the writing of the Epistle. One of the

special features of the former commentaries by the same
author is, unhappily, not to be found in the present one : viz.

an accurate translation of the Epistle, separated from the text,

with notes comparing the renderings of other English trans-

lations, e.g. Wycliffe's, Tyndale's, Coverdale's, the Geneva
Bible, and the Authorized Version. The Bishop gives as the

reason for not continuing this custom, his opinion that * the

continuance of his former translations, and the notes that

were appended to them, has now been rendered unnecessary
by the publication of the Revised Version of the New Testa-

ment, to which he refers the student with all possible confi-

dence. ' We confess that this does not reconcile us to the

loss, especially of the notes, which were often most interesting

and profitable to those who desired to have the opportunity
of comparing the renderings, and who might now wish to

compare in some cases the Revised Version with other older

versions.

The third Commentary (Godet's) is in all respects the

most complete and exhaustive of the three. The English
translation of the work is by the Rev. A. Cusin, of Edinburgh,
and forms a part of Messrs. Clark's Foreign Theological
Library. The fact that the translation fills two octavo
volumes, one of 428, and the other of 492 pages, will be suffi-

cient to show how fully the author has commented upon the

Epistle, and there is scarcely any, if any, point of interest

connected with it which has escaped his notice. In addition

to the Commentary itself, there is an Introduction of thirty-four

pages, describing the founding of the Church at Corinth, the

external circumstances in which the Epistle was composed, the

events which intervened between the founding of the Church
and the writing of the letter, and the plan of the Epistle, with
an appendix mentioning the most important manuscripts, and
the most recent commentaries, foreign and English, upon it.

At the end of the Commentary there are four * conclusions

'

in regard to (1) the historical result of the Epistle
; (2) eccle-

siastical offices
; (3) criticism of the text

; (4) the epistolary

work of the Apostle. The Commentary, like other writings

of the same author, is * thorough ' in its criticism and interpre-

tation of every verse of the Epistle, and even when we differ

from the view taken by him we cannot but admire his evidently

conscientious desire to form a right opinion upon the various

details which he exhaustively discusses, and his full explana-
tion of his reasons for agreeing with or differing from other

M 2
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commentators. For anyone who has the will and opportunity
for minutely studying the Epistle, with its wonderful multi-

plicity of interesting subjects, historical, doctrinal, controver-

sial, and practical, the Commentary appears to us to be most
valuable and attractive.

As regards the Greek text of these commentaries and
textual criticism, the text in Dr. Kay's edition, printed above
the notes, is described as being * mainly that of the old Oxford
edition of the New Testament by Mill/ and, as we might ex-
pect, there are fewer criticisms on the subject than in the

fuller editions of Ellicott and Godet. But occasionally, e.g.

on iv. i, there is a special note in explanation of the reading
which is preferred : the reading of the Textus Receptus in this

instance being preferred by Godet as well as Kay to that which
is adopted by Ellicott, by the Revisers, and by most recent

editors of the Greek Testament. In another passage (x. i)

he also gives reasons for preferring the reading of the T. R.
to the other readings found in certain manuscripts. In this

instance, as in the former, Godet agrees with him, while
Ellicott prefers tov Kvpiov to tov XpcaroVy in accordance with
what he considers to be * clearly preponderating authority.'

In the commentaries of Ellicott and Godet the considera-

tion of the text forms a very prominent feature. In the former
of the two, as in the previous commentaries of the same author,

immediately beneath the printed text the reasons for preferring

one reading to another or others are concisely stated, and special

references are made to the readings adopted by Lachmann,
Tischendorf, Tregelles, Westcott and Hort, and the Revisers
of the English Version of the New Testament, and the

various degrees of external evidence in favour of any readings
are marked by carefully chosen expressions, such as 'pre-

ponderating/ ' greatly preponderating/ * very greatly pre-

ponderating/ ' good ' authority, and the like. The greatest

pains have evidently been taken, as the Bishop justly claims,

to enable the reader, not only to understand in each case as
far as possible the reasons for the choice which the editor has
made, but to see how far and why he agrees with or differs

from the leading textual critics of recent times.

In the translation of Godet's Commentary the Greek text
is not printed, but in an appendix to the Introduction a short

account, as has been already mentioned, is given of the fifteen

uncial manuscripts which contain the Epistle in whole or in

part, with their dates ; and in the body of the work there are

frequent and full discussions of the varieties of readings which
are set forth in the foot-notes, and reasons are given for the
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adoption of any reading which the editor prefers, conscious as

he is, as he states in his preface, that he has from time to

time been * charged with defective criticism on this point,

differing, as he often finds himself obliged to do, from the
critical theory and practice ofWestcott and Hort' A notable
instance of his thus differing from the latter, and from Ellicott,

but agreeing with Kay, who says that he ' is by no means
satisfied that the T. R. is not here the better/ is to be found
in ix. 10, where he is bold, or rash, to say:

—

'AH our great modern critics think the preference should be
given, as a rule, to the readings of the ancient Alex. MSS. and one
is thought to be lagging behind the age if he does not follow them
with docility in this path. Now here is a case where the corruption

of the text in these documents is patent, and where it is easy to

discern the false idea which produced the corruption. The interpreter

of the Holy Scriptures is not at liberty to subordinate his common
sense to the arbitrariness, the ignorance, or negligence of the ancient

copyists.'

It may be feared that this principle of an editor relying

on his ' common sense ' may sometimes prove a snare, and
may lead a critic arbitrarily to prefer his own individual

opinion of what the text ought to be to that which a careful

consideration of the manuscripts may show it most probably,
if not certainly, to have been. We are not, therefore, surprised

that Dr. Westcott (whose views on this subject are distinctly

opposed to Godet's) in his Introduction to his most valuable
Commentary on the Gospel of St. John, while paying a very
high tribute to Godet's merits as a commentator and declar-

ing that ' in arranging his thoughts during the last eight

years he owes most to Godet, whose Commentary seems to

him to be unsurpassed,' is careful to add—' except in questions
of textual criticism.' It should be stated that at the end of
his Commentary Godet enters fully into the principles which
guide him in his preference of readings, and into his reasons
for differing from Hort and Westcott on this point.

Before we conclude this article it may be of interest to
some of our readers if we compare, as far as our limits will

allow, the interpretations of the three commentators of a few
passages on which there have always been great varieties of
opinion.

(1) Chap. vi. 3,
' Know ye not that we shall judge

angels?' Kay, mentioning the opinions of Tertullian,

Theodoret, and St. Chrysostom that * evil angels ' are meant,
shortly remarks that ' Heb. ii. 5 gives room for suggesting a
wider application.' Ellicott, on the other hand, does 'not
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hesitate, with all the early expositors, to limit the word here

to evil angels, of some of whom at least it is specially said

that they are awaiting their judgment—see St Jude, 6.*

Godet agrees with the latter, maintaining that ' St. Paul can

only be speaking here of higher powers of wickedness/ We
cannot but agree with them, and with Canon Evans (whose
notes on this Epistle in the Speaker's Commentary are singu-

larly fresh and interesting), differing from Meyer, Alford, and
others.

(2) xi. 10 :
* For this cause ought the woman to have a

sign of authority ' (R. V.) ' on her head, because of the angels/

Here again a question is raised as to whom we are to under-

stand by * the angels/ and as to the force of St. Paul's argu-

ment in connexion with them. Kay's interpretation is, * She
ought to have outward token of her subjection, when in the

Church of God, because of the angels who are there (1 Tim.
v. 21).' Ellicott's opinion is that * whenever the words "the

angels " are simply used, the reference is always to the Holy
Angels/ and that St. Paul is here referring to them as * deemed
both by the Jewish Church and by the Early Christian

Church to be present in the services of the Church/ Godet's

view is the same ; and the opinions which have been expressed

by some ancient as well as modern commentators, that we
are to understand * holy men ' or * rulers of the Church/ or
' messengers ' or * evil angels/ rightly, as we think, find na
favour with any of them.

(3) vii. 21 :
* Wast thou called, being a bondservant? care

not for it, but if thou canst become free, use it rather ' (R. V.).

Do the words 'use it rather' refer to bondage or to free-

dom ? Does St. Paul advise the slave who has become a

Christian to prefer remaining in bondage to accepting free-

dom if it is offered to him ? St. Chrysostom, Theodoret, and
most modern commentators prefer the former interpretation,

and they are followed by Ellicott ; Kay, comparing the use of

'Xprjadai in ix. 1 2, 1 5 as meaning * availing oneself of an ad-

vantage/ expresses his opinion that, if the object after ' use

'

were not ' freedom ' understood, another object ' would have
been used, if only a pronoun/ This is also the view taken by
Godet, who refers in support of his opinion to the Epistle of

St. Paul to Philemon. Bishop Lightfoot, in a note in his In-

troduction to that epistle (p. 390, 1st edit), fully discusses the

meaning of this passage, and thinks that 'the balance of opinion

seems to be decidedly in favour of the interpretation, " Avail

thyself of any opportunity of emancipation." ' This is also the

opinion of Canon Evans. Fully admitting, as we must do, the:
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great difficulty of deciding the point, we agree with Kay and
Godet, Lightfoot and Evans.

(4) xv. 29 :
' Else, what shall they do, which are baptized for

the dead ?
' On this question put by St. Paul, which has given

occasion to great discussion and variety of interpretation,

Kay holds that the ' latter part may be understood as equiva-

lent to " on behalf (of the hope) of the dead." It was nearly

in this way that St. Chrysostom took it. All who were baptized

professed to look for the resurrection of the dead. But still

more, the baptized was made a sharer of Christ's Resurrection.'

He also says :
* It might well be interpreted in such way as

this. If this glorious consummation is not to follow Christ's

Resurrection, what are they to look for as their reward, who
are baptized so as to fill up the ranks of those who are gone
from the midst of us? Why receive baptism to fill their

vacant places ? ' Ellicott adopts the view

' of the great majority of modern interpreters according to which the

reference is to dead unbaptized believers, for whose assumed spiritual

benefit living believers were baptized as proxies. This custom cer-

tainly existed at an early period, and may have been practised in some
instances by Corinthian converts. It is to be observed that the Apostle

in no way connects himself or his converts with those who were thus

baptized, but simply alludes to them as practising what he refers to.'

Godet, after stating that * about thirty explanations of this

passage are reckoned, and that much diversity is due to

their ignorance of the usage to which St. Paul refers, and to

the absence of any parallel expression to guide us,' says :
' I

do not think the Apostle could have taken as the basis of an
argument a superstitious custom absolutely opposed to his

spiritual conceptions.' He discusses most of the other inter-

pretations, and in conclusion gives his decision in favour of the

view that the word * baptized ' refers not to the baptism of

water but to the baptism of martyrdom (comparing St. Mark
x. 38 and St. Luke xii. 50).

l If there is no resurrection, what
will be gained by the baptized ones in their joining the ranks

of the dead for the love of Christ ? ' He also thinks that such

an interpretation is in harmony with the words which imme-
diately follow :

* Why do we also stand in jeopardy every

hour ? ' Of these interpretations of a most difficult passage

the first of-the two seems on the whole to be the most prob-

able, though we confess that it does not altogether satisfy us

(see a note by Canon Evans upon the force of the virsp, ren-

dered * for ' here and elsewhere).

(5) xv. 32 : 'If after the manner of men I fought with

beasts at Ephesus, what doth it profit me ?
' Kay agrees with
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most commentators in taking the expression used by St. Paul
in a metaphorical sense, remarking that 'a Roman citizen

could not be thrown ad leones, and comparing a similar ex-
pression of St. Ignatius in his Epistle to the Romans, of the
meaning of which there can be no doubt. Ellicott inclines to

the same view, regarding the reference as being made ' either

to some unrecorded incident, or to the state* of antagonism
with " wild beasts " in the person of human opponents/ Godet,
on the contrary, thinks that ' unless we are to ascribe to St.

Paul an exaggeration very alien to his character, it will be in

every way more natural to apply the expression in the strict

sense of the word. If the event happened in a popular as-

sembly the Apostle's protestations might not have been listened

to.
1 We agree with Ellicott and Kay, and also think with

many other commentators, that if there had been a literal

combat with wild beasts, St. Paul could scarcely have omitted
all reference to it in his description of his ' perils ' in 2 Cor. xi.

(6) xi. 24 :
* This is my body, which is for you : this do in

remembrance of me.' The first part of this most important
passage Kay interprets as meaning ' this is in effect and power.'

His editor objects to such limitation as ' wholly inconsistent

with the standard of doctrine acknowledged as the rule of the
Church/ quoting from St. Ignatius, Justin Martyr, and Ire-

naeus, and stating that the Church of England claims to be in

accordance with the mind of the Early Church. His view is

that the Church ' announces the fact of a Spiritual Presence, but
refrains from all attempt at explaining the mode of that

Presence/ Godet regards Jesus as giving the bread to His
disciples as 'the symbol of His Body which is about to be
given up for them on the Cross, and to become the means of
their salvation ; the verb " is " being taken in the same sense
as that in which we say, as we look on a portrait, It is so
and so/ Ellicott, with whom we cannot but agree, in accord-

ance with the view taken by the editor of Dr. Kay's Commen-
tary, considers that s<ttlv>

f

is/ ' can mean nothing more or less

than " is," the particular nature of the identity depending on
the circumstances and the context

;

' and that in this case it is

certainly to be understood as * implying a real sacramental
identity, so that the faithful do verily and indeed receive the
spiritual food of the broken Body and poured-out Blood of
the Lord/ the bread and cup being, in Hooker's words, ' causes

instrumental upon the receipt whereofthe participation of His
Body and Blood ensueth/

On the latter part of the verse, ' this do in remembrance of
me/ Kay's note is very short as regards ' this do/ but it is
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supplemented by a long and interesting note by the editor of
his Commentary. Dr. Kay remarks that ' when the word woieiv,

<lo, seems to have a sacrificial sense, it is only as the crystal

appears rose-tinted when a rose is placed beside it, as e.g.

Heb. vii. 27. Here it is as Exodus xii. 28/ and he refers to

the commentary of Estius as agreeing with him. His editor,

referring to certain passages in the Septuagint Version where
iroielv has a sacrificial meaning, and also to an article in

this Review (No. xliv. p. 329), in which two passages are

quoted from Justin Martyr where iroiuv in connexion with

aprovy bread, and iroTrjpLoVy cup, appears undoubtedly in the

sense to * offer,' questions whether ttolslts can be so rendered

in this passage, * as the word <7a>/*a, a body, must be then taken

as the object, and such an expression seems strained beyond
the capacity of the Greek language/ Ellicott and Godet both
take the words as meaning * Do this continually : i.e. thus take

bread, give thanks, and break it/ Those who accept the

sacrificial use of the word iroiuv l will find that it has already

been fully discussed and illustrated in these pages (vol. xxii.

pp. 324-330). We may also refer our readers to Mr. Sadler's

Commentary on St. Luke xxii. 19, 20, which is thought by
some to leave but little to be said or gainsaid on the subject.

Even that little, however, should make us cautious not to

attach an exaggerated importance to a point on which a dif-

ference of opinion is fairly admissible.

On the words * in remembrance of me/ Kay quotes the

Vulgate rendering ' in meam commemorationem,' and refers

to the other passages in the Septuagint and New Testament,
where the word dvdfMvrjais (remembrance) is used, in illustra-

tion of the rendering given in Liddell and Scott, * recollection/

The editor of his Commentary, differing from Dr. Kay, care-

fully considers the same passages of the Septuagint, and main-
tains that the word is used in the sense of an appeal to God
to remember, or take * note of the action done in the prayer
offered by the people, it not being uncommon in the phrase-
ology of Holy Scripture to speak of God and to address Him
as if He needed to be reminded by the worshipper. God has
condescended to allow the sacrifice of the death of Christ, the
new covenant between Himself and man, to be pleaded in

every prayer we offer, but in the sacrament it is pleaded not
only by word, but also by most significant action/ Ellicott

1 We have not anywhere seen it remarked in connexion with this

discussion that the verb £«£» has the same double meaning of do ' and
'offer' (Homer, passim). Compare 'facio' in Latin. Such analogies are
not without some force.
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merely remarks that the possessive pronoun sfo rfjv ififjv (ava-

jivrjaiv) ' is to be taken objectively " in memoriam mei," with-

out any implied emphasis/ while Godet expands the meaning
as * Do this in memory of Me, and of the sacrifice which I am
about to make for your salvation. Each time the feast is cele-

brated the assembly of Jesus presses around His beloved

person/ Here again Dr. Kay's editor might quote on his

side Mr. Sadler's Commentary on St. Luke, p. 560:

* The word anamnesis^ except in connexion with the Eucharist

in this place and in 1 Cor. xi., is used but once in the New Testa-

ment, and that is in Hebrews x. 3 :
" In these sacrifices there is a

remembrance (anamnesis) again made of sins once every year." Now
the apostolic writer here alludes to a sacrificial act of the Jewish
high priest on the great day of atonement, which was the great sacri-

ficial function of the Jewish year, and was to be so exclusively before

God that no man was to be in the tabernacle when he performed it

(Lev. xvi. 1 7). In two other places in the Septuagint is the word
anamnesis used with respect to sacrifices, and in each of these it is

expressly mentioned that the anamnesis is before God (Lev. xxiv. 7),
" the incense may be on the bread for a memorial, even an offering

made by fire unto the Lord," and Numbers x. 10. So that when the

Lord bid them " Do this for His anamnesis" He used a word which
indicated a very solemn sacrificial memorial, and not a private act of
reminding themselves, or one another/

But we must refrain from further pursuing these compari-
sons of interpretation. We fear that we have already far

exceeded our limits. Our excuse must be that the subject

has seemed to us to be one of peculiar interest, though we are

conscious that we have failed to do full justice to it. We
cannot refrain from expressing an earnest hope that some
who may read this article may be induced to study more
carefully than perhaps hitherto they may have done, with
the help afforded by one or more of such commentaries as

those which we have been reviewing, this most precious

Epistle. The more it is so studied, the more, we cannot but
think, will the faith of many be confirmed in the historical

facts and spiritual consequences of our Lord's life on earthy

His death, and His resurrection, and more widely and deeply-

will thankfulness be felt that there has been preserved for us
such a venerable document of early date, admitted by critics

of all schools to be a genuine writing of St Paul, giving such
an insight into the belief and system of a leading European
Church in apostolic times, and showing how in all fundamental
points the belief, and in many essential points the practice, of
our own branch of the Holy Catholic Church are in accord-
ance with them.
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Art. IX.—THE ANGEVIN KINGS OF ENGLAND.

England under the Angevin Kings. By KATE NORGATE.
In two volumes. (London, 1887.)

By no one in our generation have the study and the writing

of English history been more deeply influenced than by the

late John Richard Green. The book by which his fame was
won contained some crude writing, and not a few errors, but

it revealed to a world outside the narrow world of scholars

what Dr. Stubbs and Mr. Freeman had already made known
to the few, and it told its tale with a peculiar and picturesque

vividness of narration which few English historians have ever

surpassed. The Short History of the English People leapt

into immediate popularity, and now we may almost consider

it an English classic. Green's fame among historical students

was increased by The Making of England, and it was not

lowered by the somewhat risky posthumous publication of

his Conquest of England. But his influence was not con-

fined to his books, nor has it ended with his life. The writing

of English history, especially medieval English history, during
the last ten years, has been moulded by his work. His
enthusiasm revived the true historical appreciation of the

value of archaeology and geography, and bore fruit, among
other ways, in the foundation of the Oxford Historical So-
ciety, which has already issued several valuable publications.

His simplicity of style, together with his abundant use of the
very words of original authorities, are re-echoed in Mr. York
Powell's admirable little History of England to 1509. His
appeal to the chroniclers has sent the reading, public to the

writers themselves, and thus caused the publication of Mr.
David Nutt's series of English History from Contemporary
Writers. But the latest and most valuable acknowledgment
of Mr. Green's influence is to be found in the two volumes,
the result of eleven years' work, * undertaken at his sug-

gestion, . . . directed by his counsels, aided by his criticisms,

encouraged by his sympathy,' which are now dedicated by
Miss Kate Norgate to the memory of her * dear and honoured
master.'

Miss Norgate may well be proud of such a master. Mr.
Green, if he had lived, would have been proud of such a

scholar. Miss Norgate has given us, in two volumes of over

500 pages each, the matured results of deep and conscientious
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study. It cannot be said that her writing shows the philo-

sophic insight of the Bishop of Chester, or Mr. Green's own
power of vivid and poetic description ; but she always writes

as a keen observer, a patient inquirer, and a diligent student.

Gradually the earlier history of England has been, or is being,

rewritten in our time. Leaving to Mr. Boyd Dawkins and Mr.
Elton the dawn of our history, Mr. Green took up the tale

with the beginning of literary record. Mr. Freeman has made
the tenth and eleventh centuries live again for our learning.

It was hoped by those who had read the marvellous prefaces

to the editions of the great chroniclers of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries in the Master of the Rolls' series, that the

late Regius Professor of Modern History at Oxford would
give us in his own words the history of the Angevin kings.

But circumstances over which students of English history had
no control have prevented this, and Miss Norgate has stepped

in to fill the place which would best have been occupied (as

she would, we are sure, be the first to admit) by the greatest

English historian since Gibbon. •

As Dr. Stubbs cannot write the history of the house of

Anjou, we are glad that Miss Norgate should take up the

task, and we heartily congratulate her and the public on the

completion of the earlier part of her work. The earlier part

only it must needs be, though Miss Norgate gives us no
promise of a continuation ; for the present two volumes, which
end with the year 1206, are manifestly incomplete. They
end, it is true, with the loss of Anjou, but they do not end
with the end of the Angevin kings of England. John, as king

of England, did not cease to be an Angevin because he had
lost Anjou, Normandy, Touraine, and Maine. He still summed
up in his one person all the worst features of his ancestors'

lives. His son, Henry III., too, was a thorough Angevin, but
in him the strain of * demon blood' was becoming exhausted ;

he had his forefathers' characteristics, but all in a weak and
impoverished form. With Edward I. the race of kings became
thoroughly English, though even in Edward Mr. Green saw
the last flickerings of the Angevin nature. 1 We do not under-

stand why Miss Norgate has said nothing of a continuation

of her book, for she has left her subject with startling and
almost meaningless abruptness. We all know the common

1 * He had inherited the fierce ruthlessness of the Angevins, so that

when he punished his punishments were without pity, and a priest who
had ventured into his presence with a remonstrance from his order
dropped dead from sheer fright at his feet.'

—

Short History of the English
People, p. 175.
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complaints of the unsatisfactory nature of a chronological

division of history by the accessions of kings, but we have yet
to discover a dividing line which is not open to greater ob-
jections. At any rate, that must be a most unnatural ending
which breaks off in the middle of a reign, and leaves the

reader presumably ignorant of the fate of the chief persons
whose story has been begun. If Miss Norgate had written of
the union between England and Anjou, she might well have
ended at 1206 ; but she has written of the Angevin kings, and
thus the only fit ending is to be found in 1272. On the other
hand, if Miss Norgate ends too soon, she gives us some four

hundred pages before she comes to the accession of the first

Angevin king of England. She has an extremely interesting

and well-written chapter on 'the England of Henry 1./ a very
valuable study of the history of Anjou from 843 to 11 54, and
a detailed account of the reign of Stephen. In these chapters,

as throughout the book, Miss Norgate adds considerably to

the interest of her work by the thorough examination she has
made of the sites of the places most prominent in the history

of the times. Now and then, perhaps, we notice a reverence

for Mr. Green which borders on superstition. For instance,

Miss Norgate has been to Chinon, and watched the waters of
the Vienne as they flow, far below the castle rock, in colour

as deep a blue as the waters of Lake Leman. But Mr. Green,
in one of his poetic but inaccurate moments, spoke of Henry II.

as borne to
( Chinon by the silvery waters of the Vienne/ and

there passing sullenly away. Miss Norgate has seen for her-

self, but she dare not, after Mr. Green's opinion, go further

than to call the waters c silvery blue' l

Miss Norgate gives admirable plans of Winchester, Bristol,

Lincoln, Oxford, London, Angers, and Chateau Gaillard, and
the text shows how thoroughly they have been worked out.

An instance of extremely good work in this line is to be
found in the note to chapter vi., on ' the topography of the

battle of Lincoln' (vol. i. pp. 334-336), which is worthy to

stand side by side with Mr. Gardiner's thorough examination
of the battle-fields of the Civil War. Anyone who knows
the ground will appreciate the soundness of Miss Norgate's
conclusion.

But Miss Norgate is far from being content with seeing

for herself (even if she sometimes uses Mr. Green's coloured

spectacles) ; she has also thought and studied for herself, and
she has found no less than three slips in Dr. Stubbs's many

1 England under the Angevin Kings; vol. i. p. 167.
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volumes. After all that Mr. Freeman has said of the Bishop
of Chester's infallibility, to have discovered three errors (if,

indeed, they be errors) should be enough to make the fame
of any historian. The first concerns the position of the
' Master Matthew/ who is familiar to readers of the Becket and
Foliot correspondence. 1 The second refers to the question as

to whether the Count of Anjou was or was not hereditary

seneschal of France.2 The third affects the fair fame of Guy
of Lusignan, king of Jerusalem.3

Yet Miss Norgate, though she may discover errors in

others, is not impeccable herself. She interprets 4 the charter

of William the Conqueror to London as confirming to the

citizens * all the law whereof they had been worthy in King
Eadward's day,' whereas its reference is to ' ye two ' (i.e. the

bishop and portreeve). She also falls into utter confusion

—

as many a writer has done before her—between the Jury of

Presentment and the Jury of Recognition, attributing to the

former a Norman origin.5 Indeed Miss Norgate is least suc-

cessful when treating of institutions ; she must needs suffer

by the inevitable comparison with the luminous and judicial

writing of Dr. Stubbs.

Those who have any affection for the familiar historical

names in their old-fashioned form will regret that Miss
Norgate has followed in this matter Mr. Freeman and his

allies. Many of the uncouth words we may become accus-

tomed to, but surely ' Louis From-beyond-sea ' is an unpar-

donable barbarism. If Miss Norgate will not allow us to call

the king by his beautiful name d'Outremer, she at least

should be consistent, as is Mr. Freeman, and call him Lewis.

Ifwe are constrained to pick such very little holes as these

in Miss Norgate's book, it is because she gives us little oppor-

tunity to pick bigger ones. It is a book of which much must
be said in very high praise. Every chapter shows a thorough
knowledge of the contemporary authorities, and the results

1 See England under the Angevin Kings, vol. i. p. 376, note 1.

2 Ibid. vol. ii. p. 59, note 1. Cf. Stubbs, Constitutional History (2nd
edition), vol. i. p. 448, note 3. Miss Norgate here mainly follows M.
Luchaire, Histoire des Institutions Monarchiques de la France sous les

premiers Capitiens.
3 England under the Angevin Kings, vol. i. p. 59, note 1.

4 Vol i. p. 45. Cf. Stubbs, Select Charters (third edition, pp. 82-83).

The translation is there given correctly in all editions save the first.

Miss Norgate seems to have fallen into her mistake through following

Mr. Loftie, London, p. 25.
5 Vol. ii. p. 122. But on the next page Miss Norgate rightly asserts

that the Jury of Presentment 'may be traced back to the ordinance of
Ethelred II.' The question is undoubtedly a difficult one.
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of that knowledge are always expressed with sound judgment,
and in an easy and readable style. Where all is well done,
it is difficult to select portions for special praise, but we
may instance Miss Norgate's description of England under
Henry I.,

1 and from 1170 to 1206, with her chapters on the
Church under Stephen and on the * last years of Archbishop
Theobald/ as worthy of particular attention. The history of
Hungary is the familiar difficulty of the historical student,

and we think that second to that grim mystery, until Miss
Norgate wrote, stood the early history of Anjou. Here Mr.
Green, in a few brilliant pages, had sketched the lines for his

pupil to work upon ; but it is no reproach to him to assert

that Miss Norgate has bettered her instruction. It is scarce

too much to say that English historical scholarship of recent

years has produced no more sound and valuable work than
the chapters on the beginnings of Anjou, Anjou and Blois,

and Anjou and Normandy, in Miss Norgate's first volume.
It is well that we should have this thorough examination

of the history of the foreign states that have influenced our
history. Within a century of the death of the last king of
the house of Cerdic, England was governed by rulers from
three different Gaulish houses. The three Norman kings
had all the solid, masculine strength of their race. Stephen
of Blois was of another mould, but in him racial charac-
teristics were as strong. Miss Norgate well says :

' His good qualities were plainly visible ; time and experience
alone could reveal the radical defect which vitiated them all. That
defect was simply the old curse of his race—lack of steadfastness

;

and it ruined Stephen as it had ruined Odo. It was ingrained in

every fibre of his nature ; it acted like an incurable moral disease,

mingling its subtle poison with his every thought and act, and turn-

ing his very virtues into weaknesses; it reduced his whole kingly

career into a mere string of political inconsistencies and blunders

;

and it wrecked him at last, as it had wrecked his great-grandfather,

on the rock of the Angevin thoroughness }

(vol. i. p. 281).

Henry II. had all the cleverness of his kindred, and all

the * Angevin thoroughness/ Yet his rule differed from
that of his predecessors on the English throne, not only
because the peculiar genius of his race—as unlike as could be
to that of Normandy or Blois—was plainly seen in all he

1 Of this, since this review was written, Mr. Freeman {English His-
torical Review, Oct. 1887, p. yyy) has said that it makes him regret that
Miss Norgate's detailed narrative does not begin where his own leaves
off. He could give no higher praise.
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did, but also because he had, what the other foreign kings of
England had not, some definite principles of government to
apply to all the lands of his great ' Empire/ It had been
possible for William the Conqueror to be two different men
in England and in Normandy: Henry Fitz-Empress was
the same in England and in Aquitaine, in Normandy and
Anjou, Maine, Ireland, Touraine, and Brittany. He did not
treat England on one plan, and Anjou or Aquitaine on
another : so far as circumstances would allow, his policy, and
even the application of it in detail, was the same for alL
For instance, though it was his aim to destroy for ever
feudalism as a principle of government, he waged no per-
petual war against what, for want of a better name, we may
still call the feudal system. His objects are to be discerned
from no harsh and arbitrary deeds, still less from any sudden
severity ; it is the cumulative effect of little acts which
reveals an undeviating purpose. We see the one aim, ex-
tending over all his lands, in his unvarying practice of
securing and retaining in his own hands, wherever it was
possible, not the lands or the persons, but the castles of the
great barons. The first measures of his reign included the
enforced restoration of the royal castles, 1 and the destruction

of those which had been erected without licence.2

The same policy was followed for thirty-five years. In
1 1 56, when Henry had reduced his brother Geoffrey to sub-
mission, he left him his lands, but deprived him of his castles.3

When Richard of Striguil had sailed to Ireland, Henry pro-
fessed great anger against the princes of South Wales for

letting him depart, and forgave them only when they con-
sented to place their castles in his hands.4 In Ireland, when-
ever he could, he had the castles put under his own servants.*

On the death of Hugh de Lacy, Henry at once sent his son
John to seize his castles.6

In the suppression of the rebellion of 1 173 the king was
singularly clement. He put no baron to death ; he restored

1 William of Newburgh {Chronicles of Stephen, &c, Rolls Series, i.

101-105).
2 Miss Norgate (i. 401) gives the number of them as 1115, the state-

ment of Matthew Paris. She does not mention that the contemporary
Robert de Monte says there were only 375.

3 Mirabeau, Chinon, and Loudun. Wm. Newburgh, as above, i. 114.
4 Giraldus Cambrensis, Rolls Series, v. 274.
5 E.g. Reimund surrendered all the castles to Fitz-Aldelm, the king's

seneschal, in 1176 (Gir. Camb. v. 335), and royal officers were placed in
the castles on the appointment of Hugh de Lacy as * justiciar in Ireland,*

1 177 (Gir. Camb. v. 347-8) ; Benedict of Peterborough, i. 163-164.
6 Bened. Petr. i. 350.
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to many their lands, while he retained their castles. 1 He
made the king of Scotland, by the peace of Falaise, yield

the castles of Roxburgh, Berwick, Edinburgh, Stirling, and
Jedburgh.2

Two years later he removed the castellans of his barons
and placed his own men over their castles, both in England
and Normandy—not excepting even his faithful servant
Richard de Lucy.3 From this time 'the visitation of the

castellanships was made a regular article of the commission
of the judges, and the governors were frequently changed, so
as to get the posts gradually and entirely in the hands of the
king's officers \

4 In the same year Henry ordered FitzAldelm
to seize the castles of Richard of Striguil, who had recently

died.5 It is tedious to multiply instances, but the policy,

which seems to have originated in a prerogative of the dukes
of Normandy, extended over all the king's realms.6 In the

region of constitutional reform this unity of action is equally

apparent. The Assize of Arms had its parallel in Anjou.7

How the constitutional measures of Henry II. in England
and in Normandy hung together has never been more clearly

expressed than by Miss Norgate

:

' A comparison of dates, indeed, would almost suggest that Henry,
when contemplating a great legal or administrative experiment in

England, usually tried it first in Normandy, in order to test its work-
ing there upon a small scale before he ventured on applying it "to his

island realm. An edict, issued at Falaise in the Christmastide of
1 159 to 1 1 60, ordaining " That no dean should accuse any man
without the evidence of neighbours who bore a good character, and
that in the treatment of all causes the magistrates of the several

districts at their monthly courts should determine nothing without

the witness of the neighbours, should do an injustice to no man and
inflict nothing to the prejudice of any, should maintain the peace,

and should punish all robbers summarily," seems to contain a fore-

shadowing at once of some of the Constitutions of Clarendon which
created such excitement in England four years afterwards, and of the

assize which followed two years later still. A commission of inquiry

into the administration of the Norman episcopal sees and viscounties

in 1 162 was a sort of forerunner of the great inquest into the conduct
of the English sheriffs in 1 1 70. This, again, was followed next year,

as we have seen, by an inquiry into the state of the ducal forests and

1 Dialogus de Scaccario. Note the cases of the Earls of Leicester

and Chester as narrated by Benedict of Peterborough, i. y^ et seq.
2 Bened. Petr. i. 97.

8 Ibid. i. 160.
4 Stubbs, Pref. to Bened. Petr. ii. li.

5 Bened. Petr. i. 161.
6 E.g. Bened. Petr. i. 195 (Chiteauroux) ; i. 292 (Poitou) ; i. 294 (all

dominions) ; i. 304 (Brittany).
7 Ibid. i. 270.
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demesnes, which has its English parallels in the great forest assize of

1176, and in an inquest into the condition of the royal demesnes
ordered in the spring of 1177. On the other hand, a roll of the

Norman tenants-in-chivalry, compiled in 11 72, seems to have been

modelled upon the English "Black Book "of 1168 ; and when Henry
determined to institute a thorough reform into the whole Norman
administration, it was at the English exchequer table that he found

his instrument for the work' (vol. ii. pp. 192-3).

In his ecclesiastical policy, again, Henry had one aim for

all his possessions. He had no idea of a national Church any
more than Becket had. He would have done in Normandy
and Anjou as he did in England, if the circumstances had

been alike. The privileges or rights round which the battle

was waged were not of purely English growth. Becket's

conduct would have been the same if he had been Archbishop
of Rouen ; the whole tone of his correspondence is cosmo-
politan, if the subject of it is a struggle in England. There
was one Catholic Church in all Henry's dominions ; the king

would unite the different branches more closely together.

The Church of Ireland was obliged to conform in everything

to the uses of the English Church. 1 It was a principal article

of the Treaty of Falaise that the Scottish Church should

admit its subjection to the English,2 and Henry judged
between William the Lion and his bishops as he did between
his own bishops and barons.3 The Welsh Church was kept in

subordination to the English by the assertion of the supremacy
of Canterbury,4 by the refusal of the oft-repeated demand of

Giraldus for a Welsh metropolitanate, and by the appoint-

ment of Englishmen and Normans to Welsh sees.

Again, though we learn from Roger of Hoveden that, at

a time when all over France heretics were being burned,
Henry would not allow such punishment ' in terrd suaV 5 yet he
was determined to suppress heresy by the civil arm in all his

dominions. The unhappy Publicani, who were excommuni-
cated by the Ecclesiastical Council of Oxford in 1166, were
condemned by the Assize of Clarendon to be cast out in the

bleak winter, no man being suffered to shelter or feed them
on pain of death—' a fate/ as Mr. Froude says, ' more piteous

than the stake/ In England they had made but one convert—
' ilia muliercula ' she was to William of Newburgh—who

recanted at the first sign of persecution ; but in Toulouse a

1 Gir. Cam. v. 283. 2 Bened. Petr. i. 96/
3 Ibid. i. 265-6, 276-7.
4 As in the case of Bangor ; see Materialsfor the Hist of Archbishop

Becket, v. 225-239.
5 Rolls Series ed. ii. 273.
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similar heresy was almost triumphant, and here Henry, as

overlord, was as ready to interfere. 1 The clergy, too, were
passed from post to post through all the king's dominions.
Walter of Coutances was first Bishop of Lincoln, then Arch-
bishop of Rouen. Richard of Ilchester was Archdeacon of
Poictiers. John Cumin, one of the king's English clerks, was
made Archbishop of Dublin. John, the Kentishman, was
Bishop of Poictiers, Ralph of Sarr became Dean of Rheims,
and Roger of Pont l'Ev£que Archbishop of York. The
Catalogus eruditorum B. T/wmce would furnish other names.
It was even proposed to transfer St. Thomas himself to a
foreign see. Indeed, were there not another side, we might
be tempted to infer from these instances, in matters civil and
ecclesiastical, that Henry designed to weld his * bundle of
estates ' (the phrase is Miss Norgate's) into one compact and
permanent empire.

We have mentioned some of the king's doings in matters
ecclesiastical ; and this leads us to observe that, in her
absence from all bias and in her conscientious exactness, Miss
Norgate seems to possess two of the most important qualifi-

cations for an ecclesiastical historian. The Church history of

the period she has studied is of extreme interest and import-
ance, and much of it she has necessarily left untouched. We
feel sure that, if she should feel inclined to take it up in a

separate volume, the work would be cordially welcomed.
The history of the English Church under the ' early Plan-

tagenets ' is in some sort a mirror of its whole life. It is a
succession of reformations, a series of revivals. New objects

are constantly aimed at, not always successfully ; new ventures

are undertaken, not always wisely. Much of the old has

constantly to be cast aside, though the central unity remains.

Much that is base stands side by side with the purest motives,

and often frustrates the highest endeavours. Yet through all

there is ever visible, if sometimes indefinite, the striving after

a lofty ideal, a city in the heavens brought down to earth, a

Jerusalem, not only above but here also among men and the

mother of them all.

The growth of the English Church under the Angevin
kings centres round the figures of four great men—Henry of

Winchester, Thomas Becket, Stephen Langton, and Robert
Grosseteste ; while second only to the importance of those

prominent lives are the primacies of Archbishops Theobald,

Baldwin, and Hubert Walter. All these men, though in dif-

ferent ways, were connected with movements of reform. Miss

1 Bened. Petr. i. 196-8, 220.

n 2
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Norgate has done nothing better than her account of Henry
of Winchester, whom it has been too much the fashion of his-

torians to represent as a sort of typical ' proud prelate.'

1 Steeped in ecclesiastical and monastic traditions from his very

cradle, Henry was before all things a churchman and a monk It

was to him, and to men like him, that the religious revival which
sprang up in his uncle's later years naturally looked for the guidance
which it could not find either in the secular bishops or in the shy,

irresolute primate; and the consequences appeared as soon as the

king was dead, when the helm of the State and that of the Church

—

the one dropped by Roger of Salisbury, the other never firmly grasped

by William of Canterbury—were both at once taken by the young
Bishop of Winchester. His personal influence sufficed to ensure his

brother's election to the throne ; the legatine commission sent to him
in 1 139, overriding the claims of the new primate, made him the ac-

knowledged leader of the English Church, and, coinciding as it did
with the complete breakdown of all secular government at Bishop
Roger's fall, practically vested in him, and in the clerical synods which
he convened, the sole remnant of deliberation and legislative autho-

rity throughout the kingdom ; clergy and people followed him like a
flock of sheep

;
yet he was never really trusted by either of the two

political parties, because he never really belonged to either. His
own political ideal was independent of all party considerations. It

was the ideal of the ecclesiastical statesman in the strictest sense : to

ensure the well-being of the State by securing the rights and privi-

leges, and enforcing the discipline, of the Church. In his eyes the

whole machinery of secular government, including the sovereign,

existed solely for that one end, and he carried out his theory to its

logical result in the synods which deposed Stephen and Matilda each
in turn, as each in turn broke the compact with the Church which
had raised them to the throne. Of the use to be made in later days
of the precedent thus created, he and his brother clergy never
dreamed ; they are, however, entitled to the credit of having been
the only branch of the body politic which made an organized effort

to rescue England from the chaos into which she had fallen. The
failure of their efforts hitherto was due partly to the overwhelming
force of circumstances, partly to the character of Henry himself.

His temper was like that of the uncle whose name he bore, the calm,

imperturbable Norman temper which neither interest nor passion

could throw off its balance or off its guard ; and with the Norman
coolness he had also the Norman tenacity, fearlessness, and strength

of will. But although the main elements of his nature were thus
derived from his mother's ancestors, he had not altogether escaped
the doom of his father's house. He was free from the worst defect

of his race, their fatal unsteadiness of purpose ; but he had his full

share of their rashness, their self-will, and their peculiar mental short-

sightedness. His policy really had a definite and a noble end ; but
his endeavours to compass that end were little more than a series of
bold experiments. Moreover, his conception of the end itself was
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out of harmony with the requirements of the time. Churchman as

he was to the core, his churchmanship was almost as unlike that of
the rising generation, trained up under the influence of the new
religious orders, as the downright worldliness of the Salisbury school
with which some of them were, though most unjustly, half-inclined

to confound him. He belonged to a type of ecclesiastical statesmen,
or rather political churchmen, who did not shrink from arraying the
Church militant in the spoils of earthly triumph, and would fair,

elevate her above the world in outward pomp and majesty, no less

than in inward purity and holiness. This was the school of which
Cluny had been, ever since the days of Gregory VII., the citadel and
stronghold ; and Henry was thus attached to it by all the associations

of his youth as well as by his own natural disposition. But in the
second quarter of the twelfth century this Cluniac school was losing

its hold upon the finer and loftier spirits of the time, and the in

fluence of Cluny was beginning to pale before the purer radiance dif-

fused from St Bernard's " bright valley," Clairvaux ' (vol. i. pp. 348-9).

While Henry of Winchester was striving to uphold before

the distracted kingdom the highest ideal of ecclesiastical

statesmanship, a practical reformation was being begun all

over the land by the foundation of monasteries. Austin
canons, Cistercian monks, religious soldiers of the Temple and
the Hospital, Premonstratensians, Gilbertines, built between
1 135 and 1 1 54, amid all the miseries of those * nineteen win-
ters/ no less than one hundred and fifteen religious houses.

The great Yorkshire abbeys are the monuments of those

noble men who recolonized the lands that had lain waste for

over sixty years. In the later years of Stephen, while this

great monastic work was restoring life to the Church in the

rural districts, an intellectual revival was being nurtured in

the house of Theobald, Archbishop of Canterbury. Theo-
bald's personality is one which does not itself strike us at first

as we study the history of the time ; it is through his influence

on others, not through any great acts of his own, that his

name deserves remembrance. Roger of Pont TEv^que, John
of Salisbury, and Thomas Becket were among the many whom
he trained to be the leaders of the spiritual and intellectual

reformation which he designed. There was sad need
; John

of Salisbury was bidden to relieve his righteous soul by
telling the world of the griefs that lay at his heart. In Poly-

craticus de nugis curialium et vestigiis pkilosophorutn, while he
exposed the abuses in the Church, he reflected the plans and
hopes of the Archbishop's court. Secularity was eating away
the life of the Church ; the employment of ecclesiastics as

ministers of the crown had had its result in the appointment
to ecclesiastical preferment of men utterly unfitted for such
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charge ; if not openly, yet in reality, money was the power
that ruled everywhere. And already discipline was becoming*
impossible, owing to the purchase by monasteries of exemp-
tion from all but Roman jurisdiction. The complaints which
John of Salisbury uttered in 1158 were echoed by Nigellus,.

more than thirty years afterwards, in a much more bitter vein.

Though Theobald laid the foundation for a reformation of
the higher clergy, and though at his death there were many-
learned and devoted bishops, the greater part of the work was
left for his successors. In 1163 not only the new Archbishop
of Canterbury but also the king himself had a scheme of
reformation, and it is to the incompatibility of the two designs
that the struggles of the next seven years must be attributed.

Henry's scheme was Erastian, Becket's was conservative.

Henry wished to give outward order to the Church by the
strong hand of the State. Becket wished to elevate the tone
of the whole Church by a more strict enforcement of eccle-
siastical censures, and by the example.of pure and self-sacri-

ficing lives in high places. Henry desired to reform the
Church from without, Becket from within.

Born of Norman parents, yet brought up as a Londoner,.
Becket was, in his strength of purpose and abhorrence of
compromise, a thorough Englishman. When he first became
the king's chancellor he had to recommend him, besides the
favour of the archbishop and his own quick talents, the
learning he had acquired at Paris, Bologna, and Auxerre, and
the practical experience he had learned under Osbern Huit-
deniers. It may have been he who brought Vacarius to
lecture at Oxford, as Miss Norgate suggests

;

x though his
own studies were always more in the canon than the civil

law. He certainly was for some years Archbishop Theo-
bald's right-hand man, and he soon became as indispensable
to the king as to the archbishop. As chancellor his brilliant

invention of scutage was a piece of sound constitutional work,,
and could in no just sense be considered an infringement of
ecclesiastical privilege.2 From the moment of his consecra-
tion Becket had a new work to perform. It now became
possible for him to put into practice the idea by which
he had long been animated, and to proye that he was
not unworthy of the care with which Theobald had trained

1 Vol. i. p. 379. Mr. Maxwell Lyte, however, says that Vacarius was
brought over by Archbishop Theobald (History of the University of
Oxford, pp. 10-12).

2 On this point M. du Boys, Liglise et P]£tat en Angleterrey
pp. 177-179, has some very sensible remarks.
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him. It is said that from the first he warned the king
of the result. A similar tale is told of Hildebrand. 1 In
both cases it was not long before the quarrel broke out.

In 1 163 the separation was first seen in the opposition

which the new archbishop made, on a purely secular question

of taxation, but the real cause of division between king and
archbishop was not long in coming to the front—their diver-

gent schemes of Church reform. It is a wholly unfair view
which does not admit that Becket was as anxious as Henry
to purify the Church. It is plain also that that was no self-

ish claim for personal exemption which was wide enough to

cover the widow and the orphan, and to reserve for eccle-

siastical punishment not only the criminous clerk but also

the layman whose crime was committed against an eccle-

siastic. And, further than this, as we look back, and observe
the lines upon which constitutional progress has travelled,

we may recognize the cause for which St. Thomas of Can-
terbury shed his blood as embodying not only the blind,

inarticulate horror of humanity at the barbarous punish-

ments of a bloodthirsty age, but also as the assertion of per-

sonal freedom and of the mutual responsibility of classes, as

against the iron system of centralization that marked the

epoch of the Angevin kings. St. Thomas was first an exile

and then a martyr for his unyielding determination to enforce

the Church discipline, and his refusal to accept that of the

State. ' La discipline aussi bien que la foi de l'Eglise a dfi

avoir des martyrs/ says Bossuet in his Pantgyrique de St.

Thomas de Canterbury. It was the feeling that he, who had,

during his short sojourn as archbishop in England, done so

much to revive the best traditions of the office and work of

the episcopate, was contending not so much for ecclesias-

tical liberties as for the only true and wholesome method of

Church reform, that made his dwelling at Pontigny and at Sens
like the court of a distressed monarch ; for Becket at Pon-
tigny was as real a danger to the system then powerful in

England as ever were Charles II. at Cologne or Bruges, or

James II. at St. Germain's. The catalogue of the eruditi

S. Thom<z{i.e. of those who accompanied him in his exile) con-

tains the names of the men then most eminent for learning

and holiness ; the list of his correspondents includes nearly

every notable churchman in Europe.
Though there are exceptions (such as William of New-

burgh, who would not presume to judge between the com-

1 Bonitho, Liber ad amicum (JaffS, Monumenta Gregoriana, p. 657).
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batants, since they seemed to him both to be moved by
righteous desires), yet no doubt the true conscience of the
age pronounced that Becket was in the right, and that he
died a martyr. If popular admiration means anything at all,

we must attach value to it in the case of St. Thomas, for no
reverence was ever more real, no popularity ever more endur-
ing, than his. But still, though Henry's submission after the
murder was to a certain extent a gain for individual liberty,

Becket's life, as regards the great aim of ecclesiastical reform-
ation, was almost a failure. This was simply due to the
lack of power to put his aims into execution, for certainly no
man was ever more prodigal of censures than he. Henry
still held all promotion in his hands, and there was no author-
ity anywhere to check the monastic exemptions. The satire

of Walter de Mapes and the invective of Giraldus Cam-
brensis, at the end of Henry's reign, are just as bitter as the
complaints of John of Salisbury thirty years before. Thus,
when Archbishop Baldwin sat in the chair of St. Augustine,
after the death of the insignificant Richard of Dover, the
question was just as acute, the need of reform just as urgent.

Baldwin, and Hubert Walter after him, devoted them-
selves to one definite aim—the reduction of the monastic
houses to obedience, and the assertion of episcopal and prim-
atial authority. This was, in a greater or less degree, the
conscious aim also of Geoffrey of York, of Hugh of Coventry,
and of Savaric of Wells. Bishops and archbishops alike
failed completely ; and when we leave the Angevin dynasty
in 1206, the reformation is still far to seek. It was to come
in different ways from Stephen Langton, from the Friars, and
from Robert Grosseteste.
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Art. X.—THE CONVERSION OF THE JEWS.

1. A History of the Jews. By H. H. Milman. Second
edition. (London, 1830.)

2. A History of the Jews. By M. MARGOLIOUTH. (London,

1853.)

3. Sketches of Anglo-Jewish History. By JAMES PlCCIOTTO.
(London, 1875.)

4. The Jews in Ancient, Modern, and Mediceval Times. By
James K. Hosmer. (London, 1886.)

5. A History of the Jews. By Rev. H. C. Adams. (London,
1887.)

6. Reports of the London Society for the Promotion of Chris-

tianity among the Jews. (London, 1882-3-4-5-6.)

7. Facts and Details of the East London Mission to the Jews.
With a Preface by the'Lord Bishop of Truro, and an
Introduction by Rev. S. J. STONE. (London, 1884.)

8. The Report of the ParochialMissions to the Jews. (London,
1884.)

It is said that when Frederick the Great told his chaplain
to give him, and to give him in the fewest words, the evi-

dences of religion, the chaplain answered, ' Sir, the Jews.'
The Jews are the immortal race. They have mingled with
all races. They have amalgamated with none. They have a
distinct and defined ancestry, such as belongs to no other
people. The English people are Celt, Dane, Norman, Teutonic,
varying elements which we can only partially discriminate.

We trace the pedigree of the Jews from the dawning of

authentic history, and all through the Christian ages the
exiled Israelite has preserved his individuality. In the words
of Holy Writ, they have been * a special people/ ' witnesses,'

'a people dwelling alone, not reckoned among the nations.'

Origen pointed to their existence, in his own early age, as
4 a most convincing miracle.' Rightly considered, they con-
stitute in themselves a standing evidence of the truth of
Christianity. Neither the rage of crowds nor the policy of
crowns, neither fire nor sword, neither persecution nor indul-

gence, neither alliances, nor intermarriage, nor social life have
broken down the invisible barriers, obliterated the distinctive

character. Those who are intolerant of the doctrine of miracles
would do well to examine the living miracle before them.
As Bishop Lightfoot says :

—
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1 You may question, if you will, every single prophecy in the Old
Testament, but the whole history of the Jews is one continuous

prophecy more distinct and articulate than all. You may deny, if

you will, every successive miracle which is recorded therein ; but
again the history of the Jews is from first to last one stupendous
miracle, more wonderful and convincing than all.'

The long history of the Jews is wonderfully set forth in

the sure word of prophecy :
' For the children of Israel shall

abide many days without a king, and without a prince, and
without a sacrifice, and without an image, and without an
ephod, and without teraphim ' (Hosea in. 4). On the one hand,

there is no monarch, or national government, or priestly sacri-

fice ; but, on the other hand, the Jew, purged from his old sin

of idolatry, has been a witness of the measure of inspired truth

vouchsafed to his fathers. Various efforts have been made
to look at the facts of modern Jewish history apart from their

connexion with revealed truth. It is in this way that they
have been treated by the author of Daniel Deronda, and in

Lessing's Nathan the Wise. The Jews have been taught by
some that in these days of universal brotherhood they should
give up their exclusiveness and isolation. It has been urged by
the rationalist that their unique position is simply due to

their exaggerated clanship, their unity of interest, and their

intense traditionalism. The enigma of their history can alone

be solved by the devout student of Holy Writ, who looks at

their present condition in the light of their past history, and
by that Word obtains some insight into their future. In every

direction the Jews have attained to the highest eminence. In
the Congress of Berlin the two most eminent statesmen,

Bismarck and Beaconsfield, were both of Hebrew extraction.

In finance they have proved themselves the kings of the
world. The greatest events in modern history have been
directed as much by the loans of the Jews, as by the policy

of statesmen and the genius of commanders. Some of our
greatest musicians, the great tone-poets, such as Meyerbeer,
Rossini, and Mendelssohn, were Jews.* Their civilization in

Spain preserved arts and literature in Europe in the darkest

hours of the Middle Ages. In learning and science they have
victoriously held their own. Disraeli says of the Jews who
are professors in German universities—' their name is Legion/ l

Spinoza, who has so modified modern thought, was a Jew,
and so was Heinrich Heine, the poet alike of Germany and
of France. Neander, the most single-hearted of ecclesiastical

historians, was a Jew. Soult and Massena were Jews ; the
1 Coningsby, p. 195.
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name of the most valiant of Napoleon's Marshals, Massena,
in fact, being an anagram of Manasseh.

' After a thousand struggles,' writes the author of Coningsby, ' after

acts of heroic courage that Rome has never equalled ; deeds of divine

patriotism that Athens, and Sparta, and Carthage have never excelled

;

we have endured fifteen hundred years of supernatural slavery, during

which, every device that can degrade or destroy man has been the

destiny that we have destroyed and baffled. The Hebrew child has
entered adolescence only to learn that he was the Pariah of that

ungrateful Europe that owes to him the best part of its laws, a fine

portion of its literature, all its religion ' (p. 197).

It is greatly to be regretted that there is no adequate
history of the Jews in existence. For most readers the third

volume of Dean Milman's History of the Jews is the clearest

and most popular account, but it is brief, and requires both
revision and additions. A considerable amount of Jewish
literature was brought together at the Anglo-Jewish Exhi-
bition in the Albert Hall, in the season of last year (1887).

The Jews regret that they have not a history worthy of the

name, and ascribe as the reason that their documents and
authorities perished in their wars and sufferings. Isaac

Disraeli, the father of Lord Beaconsfield, might have written

such a work, but he quarrelled with his synagogue, and in

his children his family glided into the profession of Christi-

anity. It is only when Christianity is adopted that the

strong Hebrew character receives any sensible modification.

Picciotto's work is an interesting assemblage of facts, but it

is lacking both in literary power and lucid arrangement.

We are not aware of any Christian historian, except Milman,
who has ever professed to grasp the subject as a whole. The
late Dr. Margoliouth, who wrote copiously on Jewish subjects,

has quite failed in this respect. Professor Hosmer, in the
* Story of the Nations ' series, treats the subject pleasantly, but
superficially. The Rev. H. C. Adams has recently published

a History of the Jews marked by considerable learning and
ingenuity, which endeavours to give a synchronistic history

of the Jews in different countries during the Christian era.

Mr. Adams points out the striking fact that from age to age
the number of the Jew population has never greatly varied.

Our knowledge must be gathered from the notices, mostly
scattered and incomplete, which are to be found in the

ecclesiastical and secular historians, and from the rolls and
archives which in modern days have been so wonderfully

opened up to historical investigations. In all such history

there is a sad monotony of misery from the time of the
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Diaspora to the frightful persecutions in Russia, the latest

wave of the anti-Semitic feeling. It was the great work of

Sir Moses Montefiore that he endeavoured to relieve the

sufferings of his compatriots in every part of the world.

Beyond all other history, Jewish history is the record of

lamentation, mourning, and woe. The narratives of the

expulsions which have been so frequently witnessed in Europe
are the most tragic that belong to history. Beyond the

confines of Europe, in Arabia, where the Jews for the first

and only time in their history since the destruction of Jeru-

salem had constructed a kind of state, the war between the

followers of the False Prophet and the Hebrews was one of

extermination. The Jews in this conflict, as in the massacres
of Alexandria, showed how capable they were of a bloody
retaliation. The worst of all was when the Inquisition, through
its general-in- chief, Thomas Torquemada, ordered 'that in

four months every Jew, native or sojourner, should quit the

realms of Aragon, Castile, and Granada, never more to

return, under penalty of death and confiscation of goods/
One million of Jews were found to abjure their religion.

Half a million, robbed of their property, which by forced

sales were practically confiscations, were forced to embark, not

knowing to what land they should journey. They were

starved, thrown into the sea, sold into slavery, assassinated

by murderers to obtain possession of their personal effects.

Whatever may have been the persecutions endured both

from States and Churches which had not learned the true

principles of Christianity, it is gratifying to know that from
the Church itself proceeded whatever there was of toleration

and justice for the Jews. Doubtless there was immense
persecution in Councils and Episcopates, but this vein of

mercy is found in the Church and nowhere else. It was the

miserable privilege of the Jews that the internal slave-trade

of Europe had fallen almost entirely into their hands. The
Europeans often forbade the Jews having a Christian slave,

but the slavery often prevented massacre and murders. The
fourth Council of Toledo (A.D. 633) seems to recognize Jewish
slave-dealing, and twenty years later another Council com-
plained that even the clergy, in defiance of the law, sold

captives to the Jews. This same Council laid down the doctrine

that men ought not to be persecuted to compel them to believe.

Gregory I. (the Great) addressed himself seriously to the matter.

He bewailed the cruel and impious traffic. The trade was

interdicted, but the Jew was to be recompensed for the manu-
mission of his Christian slaves. * In all other respects/ says

Dean Milman, ' this wise and virtuous pontiff religiously main-
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tained toleration towards the Jews/ Similarly St. Bernard

denounced the persecution against the Jews when it raged

along the shores of the Rhine in the time of the Crusades.
* God/ he said, * had punished the Jews by their dispersion ; it

was not for man to punish them by murder.'

Let us endeavour at this point to trace something of the

history of the Jews in England. Many of Dean Milman's
statements in his History of the Jews are repeated in the His-
tory of Latin Christianity. The chapter on ' The Jews in

England' is extremely slight, and, indeed, in our present

state of knowledge, requires to be rewritten. It is hardly

written with the great Dean's usual accuracy. He speaks of

the mention of the Jews in the Ecclesiastical Constitutions

of Egbert, Archbishop of York. Egbert, the pupil of the

Venerable Bede, and the master of Alcuin, was one of the

earliest and best of our ecclesiastical writers, but the Ex-
cerptiones can hardly be described as his, as they contain

extracts from the Capitularies of Charlemagne. The point is

fully discussed in a learned and exhaustive note in Hadden
and Stubbs's edition of The Councils (iii. 415), who say, 'as

they stand, they are not his.' There is nothing original in

them, and certainly not sufficient evidence to make it prob-

able that they are even based upon anything which he com-
piled. In the charter granted to Croyland Abbey, 1 nearly a
century later, it is curious that there is a confirmation granted
by Wiglaf, King of the Mercians, of land and property con-

ferred on the Monastery * by his predecessors, or by other

Christian faithful, or by Jews.' It is remarkable that even at the

present time, Jews will occasionally support Christian societies

that aim at the conversion of people other than themselves, and
with the tacit understanding that they are to be let alone.

Mr. Green, in his SJtort History, and also in his amplified

work, gives a very good account of the settlement of the Jews
in England in the time of William the Conqueror. The
Jewish traders followed him from Normandy, and he had
learned what an unfailing source of revenue they might
prove if he allowed none to plunder them but himself. He
took them under his special protection, and allowed them
to establish their own quarters or ' Jewries ' in all the chief

towns. The Jew was a mere living chattel, as Aristotle defined

the condition of the slave ; he had no civic rights, and could
hold no portion in the land. But a royal justiciary took
care that he had his rights ; his bonds, for the sake of safety,

were deposited in a chamber of the royal palace of West-
minster, which, from their Hebrew name of ' Starres,' gained

1 See Kemble's Cod. Diplom. vol. i. No. ccxxxiii.
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the title of the Star Chamber. The Jews were allowed to erect

their own synagogues and direct their own ecclesiastical affairs

through their chief Rabbis. Mr. Green proceeds to say :

' No measures could have been more beneficial to the kingdom
at large. The Jew was the only capitalist in Europe, and heavy as

was the usury he exacted, his loans gave an impulse to industry such
as England had never felt before. The century which followed the

Conquest witnessed an outburst of architectural energy which covered
the land with castles and cathedrals ; but castle and cathedral alike

owed their existence to the loans of the Jew. His own example
gave a new direction to domestic architecture. The buildings which,
as at Lincoln and St. Almondsbury, still retain their title of " Jews'
Houses," were almost the first houses of stone which superseded the

mere hovels of the English burghers. Nor was the influence of the

Jews simply industrial. Through their connection with the Jewish
schools in Spain and the East they opened a way for the revival of

physical science. A Jewish medical school seems to have existed at

Oxford ; Adelard of Bath brought back a knowledge of mathematics
from Cordova ; Roger Bacon himself studied under the English
Rabbis. But to the king the Jew was simply an engine of finance.

The wealth which his industry accumulated was wrung from him
whenever the king had need, and torture and imprisonment were
resorted to if milder entreaties failed. It was the wealth of the Jew
that filled the royal exchequer at the outbreak ofwar or of revolt. It

was in the Hebrew coffers that the Norman kings found strength to

hold their baronage at bay ' (p. 83).

It is remarkable, however, that Mr. E. A. Freeman differs

from his devoted scholar, the late Mr. Green. Mr. Freeman
remarks in his Norman Conquest (vol. v. App. Q. p. 818) that

there is no distinct mention of the Jews before the time of

William Rufus, with the important exception of the so-called

Laws of Edward, which rather represent the state of things

under William than under Edward. These prove that the

Jews were resident in England before the Conquest. • It is

certain/ says Mr. Freeman, ' that the Norman Conquest gave
a great impulse to their coming/ According to William of

Malmesbury (iv. 317), the Red King convoked a meeting at

London of Christian bishops and Jewish rabbis for the purpose
of discussing the tenets of their several creeds. The evil-

hearted king swore, by the face of St. Luke—his favourite

oath—that if the Jews got the better of the dispute he would
embrace Judaism. At another time, says Eadmer {Hist Nov.

p. 47), he declared that he would bring back to Judaism a
young Hebrew convert to Christianity, on condition that he
received sixty marks of silver. The youth refused to abjure,

but the king nevertheless kept half the money. ' Strange to

say/ writes Mr. Freeman, ' the king,who surpassed all his fellows
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in vice and blasphemy, was never cut off from the communion
of the Church ' (N. C. v. 72). The wonderful fact remains that

there has always been a remnant that has been true to truth.

In every age there have been those who, at any possible sacrifice

and despite every discouragement, have accepted the teaching

of Jesus of Nazareth. Christendom has always given a cold

reception to the converted Jew. When Jews have professed

themselves Christians they were threatened with the most
dreadful punishments unless they renounced their Christi-

anity. Whenever throughout Europe a Jew was converted it

was customary forthwith to confiscate his property. A Jew at

Canterbury became converted, and appropriately took the name
of Augustin. As an act of great mercy, when all his other

property was confiscated he was allowed to retain his house.

Belager, a learned Oxford Jew, earnestly petitioned the king
on his conversion that he might be allowed to retain that

moiety of his possessions in which there were some valuable

books, and his request was granted. To make some amends
for the system of spoliation a charitable house was founded in

London for converted Jews, the * Domus Conversorum.' They
had always had a claim on the revenues of the conventual esta-

blishments. One of the rolls of Henry III. gives a list of five

hundred Jewish converts. The Prior of Bermondsey built a
hospital for Jewish converts, and the Dominicans built a
similar house in the Jewry at Oxford. The Dominicans were
the order who especially took up the work of attempting to

convert the Jews. At their instance King Edward I. sent

a warrant to the sheriffs to compel the Jews to listen to the

preaching of his friars. The foundation of the Domus con-

tinued till the famous banishment of the Jews in 1290, when
its revenues were practically confiscated to Gentile purposes.

The house itself became the residence of the Master of the

Rolls. When the Jews reappear the conversions reappear.

It is evident that the line of conversion was continuous. In

the first year of Queen Anne, an Act of Parliament provided
that Jewish children, being converted to Christianity, could
compel their parents to provide them with a maintenance.
Some attempts have been made to put this law in force, but
it has practically become obsolete.

The connexion of the Jews with Oxford is interesting.

The Jewry was a town within a town, with its own language,

its own religion and laws, its peculiar commerce, its peculiar

dress. No city bailiff could penetrate into the square of little

alleys which lay behind the present Town Hall. With regard

to the houses in this Jewry Mr. Green remarks {History of the

English People, i. p. 215) :

—
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' It is a proof of the superiority of the Hebrew dwellings to the

Christian houses about them that each of the later town-halls of the

borough had, before their expulsion, been the houses of Jews. Nearly
all the larger dwelling-houses, in fact, which were subsequently con-
verted into academic halls, bore traces of the same origin in names,
such as Moysey's Hall, Lombard's Hall, or Jacob's HahV

Mr. H. C. Maxwell Lyte, in his most interesting History of
the University of Oxford, goes much more fully than Mr. Green
into this story of the Oxford Jews. He tells us that the

Dominicans settled down in the very heart of the Israelitish

colony, where they opened a humble oratory and school. So
many Jews were baptized that a * Domus Conversorum ' like

that in London was opened on the site of the present Town-
Hall, and the king contributed thirty oaks towards building

the school. Bishop Grosseteste forbade the Jews taking more
than forty-three per cent, from the students. The towns-
people impartially hated both Jews and students. Mr. Lyte
endorses the story from Tovey's Anglia fudaica of some Jews
making an attack on a cross borne in procession by the

clergy on their way to the cemetery of St. Frideswyde, and
being commanded by the king to provide two new crosses

in its stead, one of marble, and one of silver for processional

uses. After some altercation this was accordingly done.

The best description of the state of the Jews is found in

Sir Walter Scott's great historical story of Ivanhoe. Sir

Walter has not spoken of the Jews in his introduction and
notes, but he has manifestly studied and assimilated his

authorities, and his picture of the friars is as accurate as it is

vivid. This is fully recognized by Dean Milman in one of

the suggestive notes of the Latin Christianity. The song of

the Hebrew maiden Rebecca, the daughter of Isaac of York,

has a positive value in the history of the Jewish trouble in

promoting interest and sympathy with the race :

—

' When Israel of the Lord beloved
Out of the land of bondage came,

Her father's God before her moved,
An awful guide in smoke and flame.

By day along the astonished lands

The cloudy pillar glided slow
;

By night Arabia's crimson'd sands

Returned the fiery column's glow.

Then rose the choral hymn of praise,

And trump and timbrel answered keen,

And Zion's daughters poured their lays,

With priest's and warrior's voice between.
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No portents now our foes amaze,
Forsaken Israel wanders lone

;

Our fathers would not know Thy ways,

And Thou hast left them to their own.'

After every vicissitude of favour and disfavour, ofprotection
and persecution, the Jews were finally expelled this country,

under every circumstance of atrocity, by a monarch from whom
we might have expected better things, Edward I. (A.D. 1290).
Henceforth, except in sporadic instances, they disappear from
English history for more than two centuries and a half. It

is the old story again repeated of their expulsion from Spain,
from Germany, from France. But nothing is more remark-
able than the intense vitality of this wonderful people. Deci-
mated, insulted, crushed, robbed, outraged, they always even-
tually return to the lands from which they have been driven

out. The bush is always in flames, and yet it is never con-
sumed. They pass through every variety of indulgence and
severity. Again and again we expect that they have been
entirely stamped out of a country, and then they emerge once
more. After expulsion and persecution they become as numer-
ous and affluent as ever.

A good deal of obscurity rests upon the subject of the
return of the Jews in the time of Oliver Cromwell. It is quite

certain that the Jews of Amsterdam had conferences and
correspondence with him on the subject of the return. The
illustrious Manasseh Ben Israel, who wrote a history of the

Jews in England since the time of their expulsion, had various

interviews with Cromwell before the Privy Council and various

London merchants. There was a war of pamphlets, one of
them against the Jews being written by Prynne the ' Histrio-

mastix.' The upshot is not very clear. Evelyn writes in his

Diary (December 14, 1665), 'Now were the Jews admitted;'
and Bishop Burnet writes, ' He [Oliver Cromwell] brought a
company of them [Jews] over to England, and gave them
leave to build a synagogue.' There is, however, no evidence
to show that Oliver Cromwell ever permitted them to come by
any formal act ; nevertheless they seem to have been tacitly

permitted. It was not, however, till the Restoration that they
came in any numbers. The real restorer of the Jews to this

country was not Oliver Cromwell, but Charles II. In 1660
we find an injunction by the Lords in Council to the House
of Commons to take measures for the protection of the Jews.
In 1662 we find the earliest authentic record of a Jewish
synagogue in King's Street, Aldgate, the founders being the
Sephardin, or Spanish and Portuguese Jews.

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LI. O
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It should be said that, although Cromwell was sufficiently

statesmanlike to admit the Jews, the great Puritan body set

themselves steadfastly against them. In the Reformation
movement there was no sign of help or sympathy for the

Jew. * Know, dear Christian/ wrote Luther, * and doubt it

not, that next to the Devil himself thou hast no more bitter,

poisonous, violent enemy than a Jew who is set upon being
a Jew.* If we look to the other extreme, we find unbelievers

manifesting the greatest illiberalism towards them. Voltaire,

who was himself a money-lender, and naturally hated those

who interfered with his business, calls them * an ignorant and
barbarous people who for a long time have joined the foulest

creed to the most frightful superstition and unconquerable
hate towards those who endure and enrich them.' To
Gibbon they are an obstinate and sullen company. And even
Mr. Buckle, with all his philosophical calm, can only call them
that * ignorant and obstinate race/

For the years after Charles II. the Jews have been so

happy as to possess little distinctive history. An earnest

desire for their conversion has never been entirely absent
from the Christian mind. Bishop Kidder should be honour-
ably mentioned for his contribution to the Jewish controversy.

In a Christian land there is always a conscious or uncon-
scious process of evangelization going forwards, and certain it

is that many of the best Jewish families have been gradually
absorbed into the Christianity around them. To these belong
the names of Eardley, Bernal, Ricardo, Mocatta, Lopes,
Goschen, Disraeli. Various schemes for conversion, upon the
history of which we cannot now enter, were from time to

time formulated. The Jews, for their part, seem to have
quite given up their ancient zeal for proselytizing, unless,

indeed, we ought to exempt the Jews of Amsterdam. One
remarkable proselyte was made in England, in that un-
happy man, Lord George Gordon, of the ' No Popery ' riots,

whom we may charitably suppose to have been insane. He
was admitted a Jew, with the usual Jewish rites, and acquired

some knowledge of Jewish ceremonies and Rabbinicals.

During his long imprisonment in Newgate, where he died, he
celebrated service every Saturday with a number of Polish

Jews.
It is much to be regretted that the Church of England

has never taken any official action for the promotion of

missions among Jews and Gentiles. The Church of Rome
and the Presbyterian Churches have been wiser in their gener-

ation in their Boards of Missions and the College de Pro-
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paganda Fide. In England we have almost entirely left these

things to 'voluntary contributions' and to individual efforts.

Once, and once only, at the Brighton Church Congress of

1874, has the subject been brought with any fulness before

the notice of Churchmen. Some curious and unsatisfactory

consequences have followed from this condition of things. In
1808 was founded the London Society for Promoting Chris-

tianity among the Jews. Like other societies founded about
the same time, notably the Bible Society and the Religious

Tract Society, the Society was made up both of Churchmen
and Dissenters. To its earliest years belongs only a melan-
choly history. The fusion did not work well. There were
very scanty results, and the society was deeply involved.

Then Lewis Way, who is really the founder of the present

Society, stepped forward, and paid some 20,000/. to clear off

its embarrassments, on condition that it should be henceforth
a Church Society, pure and simple. Lewis Way is often

mentioned in the religious history of his time. He had a
remarkable personal history. He was a barrister of small

fortune, Dr. Wolff tells us, and one day as he was walking in

a street in London, he met by chance with an old gentleman
with whom he entered into a conversation, whose name also

was Lewis Way, and who invited the barrister Lewis Way
to dinner. They became friends, and soon afterwards the old
man died, and left to the barrister 380,000/., with the con-
dition that he should employ it for the glory of God. He
took orders in the Church of England, and his desire was to

devote his whole life to the conversion of the Jewish nation

and the promotion of their spiritual and temporal welfare.

He was the founder of the English Church in the Avenue
Marboeuf, Paris, which is now a thing of the past. He took
sixteen Jews into his house, and baptized them all ; but one
of them stole his silver spoons, and another was transported
for forging his name. Lewia Way once went on a missionary
tour to Russia, and read to the Emperor Alexander the 44th
chapter of Isaiah, with the intent to induce him to become
another Cyrus for the restoration of the Jews to the Holy Land.
It is to Mr. Way's unfortunate experiences that Macaulay
alludes in one of his earlier poems, though Sir Charles
Trevelyan, his biographer, has not cleared up the allusion

:

4 Each, says the proverb, has his taste ; 'tis true :

Marsh loves a controversy ; Coates a play

;

Bennet a felon ; Lewis Way a Jew

;

The Jew the silver spoons of Lewis Way.'

o 2
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The resuscitated Society has had a long and varied history.

It has never been altogether able to throw off the tone and
taste of its primitive connexion with the Dissenters. A good
deal of its former financial weakness has also been cleavings

to it. Yet its continued existence for so many years, and the
immense amount of support that it has been able to conciliate,,

testify to the depth and extent of the sympathy in England
for the cause of the Jew. A great deal of unfavourable criti-

cism has been passed on its Reports. It has been said that

the statements of the Reports have not been borne out by
actual facts. For instance, it has been said that a wrong idea

has been given of the attendance at Christ Church, Jerusalem.

That attendance was largely made up of the missionaries,

their families and servants, and the tourists who come in in-

creasing numbers, yet the impression was conveyed that the
large total was made up of converts. On the contrary, it is

alleged that there have been periods of years during which
not a single convert has been made out of the adult popula-
tion of Jerusalem. The Society has received considerably

more than a million pounds, and it is not easy to see ' where
all the money has gone/ Of course, however, we know very
well that spiritual results cannot possibly be gauged by
pecuniary standards. The Society has had some illustrious

missionaries, such men as Joseph Wolff and Joseph Barclay,

Henry Stern and Michael Rosenthal. It is obvious that a
really great missionary, equipped with special powers and
special preparation for his work, full of hope and zeal and
Christian daring, cannot be at the beck and call of a com-
mittee at home, obscure men, of no knowledge or experience
to signify, and with only a vague and undefined personal
responsibility. Such committees generally break up into

sub-committees, and sub-committees themselves have a ten-

dency to fall under the domination of individuals, generally

the well-paid secretaries of the .Society.

In the recent biography of the Rev. Henry Stern, a valu-

able book well worth perusing, his biographer, Mr. Isaacs, says :

' One so noble and disinterested should have been exempt
from the jealousy of the weak and from the arrogance of
official incompetence. It was not till nearly the close of his

career that he was placed on the Committee of his Society and
received an appointment at Palestine Place/ With regard to
the operations of the Jews' Society, Bishop Barclay put the
case in a mild, guarded way to one of their agents :

' During
the last ten years matters have been much changed, and more
spiritual life is wanted in the Protestant community.'
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The course of our subject has led us to make some stric-

tures on the London Jewish Society, but we own with pleasure

that the reports of recent years, which appear at the head of

our article, possess a more favourable character, although it

will not be till the lapse of some years that readers will be
able to appreciate and verify the statements. The Society

certainly possesses a remarkable organization, and has num-
bered many pious and able labourers on its muster-roll.

The Rev. S. J. Stone, the author of ' The Church's One Foun-
dation/ and many other noble Christian lyrics—who has him-
self laboured much for the Jews on definite Church lines—thus

writes, with characteristic moderation :

' For a long time after my ministry began I was unable to feel

hopeful or satisfied that, in any direction that I was aware of, the

Church was doing her work effectively for the gathering in of the

Jews. The Low Church party had, for a long time, much to their

honour, largely supported a Society of their own, and I so greatly

respect their earnestness in the matter that I cannot find it in my
heart to say more than this, that their work among the Jews only

needed, so far as I may venture to judge, to have been characterized

by more definite Catholic teaching, by the putting forth of the truth

as it is in Jesus, on clearer Church lines, to have been much more
effective.'

We are glad to say that of recent years there have been

some distinct attempts that have attained an encouraging

degree of success to promote the conversion of the Jews on
definite Church lines. It is found that our Church system
has an especial attraction for the Jew. It enforces upon him
the fact that there is a priesthood of unbroken succession

from Messiah Himself, and that there is an altar of which
they have no right to eat which serve the tabernacle. It is

found, too, that the great argument of the Messiahship of

Jesus is best of all presented by a Hebrew to Hebrews ; and,

indeed, it has been questioned whether there is a single

instance of a Jew being converted by any other agency than

that of one himself a convert from Judaism. There was a

Jewish Rabbi, the son of a Jewish Rabbi, who, about a dozen

years ago, inaugurated a mission to the Jews of the East End
which has done, and is doing, a great work. Mr. Michael

Rosenthal had, in former days, travelled in Europe, Asia, and
Africa on behalf of the Jews of Jerusalem, collecting alms for

the poor of his nation, and obtaining a high reputation for

zeal, ability, and probity. It pleased God in the slow in-

fluences of time to enable him to see the truth of the great

aphorism of* St. Augustine :
' Novum Testamentum in Vetere
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latet ; Vetus Testamentum in Novo patet' He embraced
Christian truth and was baptized by Dr. Ewald, and has done
much work among his countrymen in bringing the saving
truths of Christianity to their knowledge. He attached

himself to what was then the only Society for Promoting
Christianity among the Jews. He did good work for his

Society in Damascus, in Smyrna, and also in Mesopotamia.
In the synagogue of Orfa, Ur of the Chaldees, when he had
pointed out to the Jews the notes, the signs of the Messiah^
and showed how they combined in Jesus of Nazareth and in

Him only, they threw every possible missile at him, inflicting

a wound, and would have done far worse had it not been for

the interposition of a Bedouin servant. He, like other agents,

of the Society, did not consider that he was worthily treated by
it, and looked out for some other avenue of usefulness. The
occasion came. Mr. Rosenthal enjoyed the friendship of the
Rev. G. H. Wilkinson, then the Vicar of St. Peter's, Eaton
Square, now Bishop of Truro.

' I have known Mr. Rosenthal/ writes the Bishop in one of the
pamphlets before us, ' in a close and unbroken friendship for more
than twelve years, and have been intimately acquainted with all the
details of his mission, and can testify to the blessing which God has
vouchsafed to his labours. He is a remarkable man of great culture

and refinement and power in influencing his fellow-countrymen. We
are very anxious that as many parishes as possible should take an
interest in his work.'

Mr. Rosenthal's mission work in the East of London among-
the Jews was thus started by Bishop Wilkinson, the lamented
Lord Justice Thesiger, and generally by the congregation of
St. Peter's, Eaton Square. According to the idea of parochial

missions to the Jews, he became curate to the Rev. E. J. Stone,,

of St. Paul's, Haggerston, and has mainly worked in Mr. Stone's

parish, and the parish of St. Augustine's, Stepney. It is a
highly interesting fact that the latter parish, with a population
of 8,000, contains no less than 3,000 Jews. The facts relating

to this mission appear in the publications on our lists, and in

the annual Reports published in the Magazine of St. Peter's,

Eaton Square. We will venture to say that these will prove
extremely interesting reading. The present writer has attended
the mission-house, the classes, and the Hebrew services, and
has carefully verified the facts of which some short account
shall be given.

We venture to say that, not in Jerusalem itself, with the
large staff under the London Society, and its expenditure
of some 5,000/. a year, have such results been obtained as
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in this East London Mission. Nearly 150 adults, besides
many children, have been baptized at St. Paul's Church, Hag-
gerston. We have repeatedly attended baptisms where more
than ten adults have been baptized at the same time. There
is something very thorough and satisfactory about these bap-
tisms. Nowhere in any English parish can the system be
more careful or even rigorous. So far from there being any
haste to procure favourable returns, a large proportion of the
catechumens instructed are remanded for a year. Every
baptized adult proceeds to confirmation as soon as possible,

and then receives the communion of the Lord's Supper. We
are afraid that, if adult baptism leads to nothing further, this

is not sufficient and satisfactory. This is precisely one of the

weak points ofthe London Jewish Society. We meet with many
instances ofbaptism, and we would form most favourable hopes
therefrom. But we infrequently read of confirmation, and the

reception, after Holy Baptism, of Holy Communion. There is

not any absolute stress laid on this necessity of the spiritual life.

Herein lies the thoroughness of the work of the East London
Mission. 'I can thankfully testify,' writes Mr. Stone in 1885,
' that no one, either in sympathizing sorrow or in a sceptical

spirit, can point to any one of the converts baptized by Mr.
Rosenthal in my church as lapsed or unworthy/ He testifies

that those who remain within reach ' are regular and fre-

quent communicants, and show by the quiet earnestness of
their demeanour, and their steady use of religious opportu-
nities, how real is the work which has been done in them.'

Many of those who have left the parish have become centres

of light and usefulness in other parishes, and have carried the

truths which they have learned in the East End of London to

the remotest parts of Europe. The good lesson spreads be-

yond local limits. Various adult Jews are baptized in various

churches as ordinary candidates, and many Jewish children

are brought by their parents to church for baptism.

The local habitation of the Mission first consisted of a few
rooms in a dwelling. Then an entire house was secured. So
great has been the number of inquirers that we have observed
as many people outside in the street as could find admission
in the house. To obviate any necessity for exclusion, the

Boys' National Schoolroom is now used on Saturdays, the

Hebrew Sabbath, for religious instruction. Nothing is more
interesting than to see these Hebrews, perhaps 200 in number
at a time, hearing and asking questions, and, as at the Syna-
gogue at Berea, searching the Scriptures to see if those things

are so. At the church of St. Augustine's, Stepney, every Lent
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and Advent, there are services with the Anglican Liturgy,

and hymns in the Hebrew language. There is also a periodical

celebration of the Lord's Supper in Hebrew. The translation

ofour offices was, we believe, either made by Bishop Alexander
or under his supervision. We have to remember that in the

usages of the synagogue we find the remote origin of various

practices and forms of worship perpetuated from the Jewish
Church. Our Prayer-Book, in its earlier pages, presents many
examples of our obligations to Jewish liturgies. We may add
that the reverence and devoutness of the Hebrew Christians

impressed us as being in strong contrast to a great deal of

frivolity and irreverence which we, some time ago, observed

with pain in the great synagogue, modelled after the Temple,
of the Portuguese Jews at Amsterdam.

We have examined the last Report and balance-sheet of the

East London Mission. Some of the items of expenditure are

extremely interesting. When a Jew becomes a Christian, he
falls at once into a deplorable condition. He is cursed and
thrown off by his family and friends. He is excluded from his

trade. He becomes a pariah and an outcast among his people.

There is reason to believe that there is a considerable number
who accept but who dare not profess Christianity from fear of
the Jews. To the convert, under such circumstances, it becomes
necessary to offer brotherly sympathy and aid. It would be
a plain contradiction to the mind of Christ not to help him
to bear some of his burdens. It has been found necessary to

enable fifteen converts to emigrate to America and the colonies

;

fourteen have been settled in business in this country ; three

students are entirely trained, and two partially—one at St.

Augustine's College, Canterbury—in preparing for ordination

and mission-work ; and 164 inquiring Jews and Jewesses
have been sheltered and maintained for a longer or shorter

time. The limited amount of temporary help received bears

no proportion to the great and almost intolerable sacri-

fices made by the Jews who accept Christianity. The bulk of
these men are poor men, for the poor of this world are chiefly

those that are rich in faith. But the missionaries can also

. point to men of wealth, ability, social standing, and education
among the recruits to the army of the faithful.

The number of Jews in England is estimated as being
about 60,000. It is constantly being augmented by the emi-
gration of poor Jews from abroad, especially from Russia.

Despite the great poverty of the Jews, a Jew is very rarely

found in a workhouse. It is estimated that his trade earn-

ings are twice those of an ordinary artizan. They help one
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another, and keep many businesses entirely in their own
hands. This is the reason of the immense loss and poverty
that happens to the Jews that have surrendered the faith of

their forefathers, or rather have found its full development
and completeness in the religion of Jesus Christ. They fall

into social disgrace ; they lose their friends and relations
;

their earnings drop from pounds to shillings ; absolute starva-

tion stares them in the face. So great is this necessity of

preaching the Gospel to the Jews, and giving them help and
sympathy during their ingathering to the fold.

Another Society which calls for distinct mention is the

Parochial Mission to the Jews. This is now affiliated to the

Additional Curates' Society. Earnest-minded clergymen,

who found that a large number of their parishioners consisted

of Hebrews, recognized that it was their clear duty to bring

the lost sheep of the house of Israel to the knowledge of the

true Messiah. There are supposed now to be some 50,000

Jews in London, worshipping in some eighteen different

synagogues, and there are forty other towns in the kingdom
with one or more synagogues in each, including large centres

of population such as Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Manchester,

Liverpool, Hull, and the university towns of Oxford, Cam-
bridge, and Durham. The design of the Societies is to help

incumbents in the evangelization of their Jewish parishioners

by providing them with curates specially trained for the

purpose, and to carry out this purpose in a twofold way

—

(a)

by the special training of men who, after ordination, shall be
willing to devote their time to this particular object, or (b) pro-

viding stipends for licensed curates specially qualified for the

work. The secretaries are Sir James Philipps, Canon Sutton, 1

and the Rev. J. G. Deed, and a large amount of episcopal

support has been secured. The Society has faithfully adhered

to its programme, and has done good work, sadly neglected

by the Jews' Society, in training candidates into a special

fitness for dealing with Jews. The Report gives an account

of twelve different gentlemen connected with the labours of

the Society. The Committee think that they are very far

from having accomplished even the tenth part of their work.

At least the London parishes ought to be provided with

missionary curates among the Jews, and there ought to be

a missionary curate in every large town where there is a syn-

agogue.

1 Since these pages were in type, the Rev. F. H. Sutton has been
taken to his rest. * Multis We bonisflebilis occidW
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' It is to be hoped,' says the Report, ' that by the blessing of God and
the active sympathy of the members of His Holy Church, the fund
may gradually become more adequate to the full accomplishment of
this great and noble work. It is in this trust and confidence that

your Committee again approach the Christian people of England,
with the prayer that they will help them, and strengthen their hands
in their endeavour to carry out the great object of the fund, which
is the " fetching home to the flock of Christ " those members of the
ancient people of God who are our brethren and our fellow-citizens.'

We must observe, however, that the efforts of the East
London Mission and the Parochial Jewish Mission are after

all local. They belong strictly to the sphere of home missions*

There seems to be no effort at present in the ranks of the
High Church party to reach the Jews who are scattered

abroad. The London Society for Promoting Christianity

among the Jews is the only organization for grappling with
the subject all over the world, and they hardly do more than
touch the fringe of the subject. At the present time there is

a greater willingness on the part of the Jews to listen to the
truth than has ever been the case in their antecedent history.

The combined testimony of all the missionary agencies clearly

brings this out. The clearing away of the sad but picturesque

Juden-gasse at Frankfort and of the Ghetto at Rome, with
which most travellers were familiar, and the pulling down some
years ago of the rookery of houses which once formed the
London Jewry, are outward signs of a great change that is

passing. The earlier baptisms at St. Paul's, Haggerston, once
threatened serious disturbances, and it was repeatedly found
necessary to call in the assistance of the police. This, too, has
almost entirely passed away. It would seem that the Jews,
of their own accord, largely resort to missioners, and largely

purchase copies of the Old and New Testament. The publi-

cation of the Revised Version of the Old Testament has been
received with the greatest interest by them. In the South of
Russia there has grown up a Reformed Jewish Church, having
points of similarity to the Old Catholic movement, that is work-
ing its way to an enlightened Christian system. The Jews in

the South of Russia, and also the Jews in Spain, assert that

they were separated from their countrymen in the time of our
Lord, and deny all complicity in His crucifixion. In every
part of Europe there seems to be an instinct of migration

among the Jews towards the Holy Land. Bishop Blythe, the
recently appointed bishop in Jerusalem, writes to say that,

whereas the Jewish population of Palestine some time back was
15,000, it is now 45,000. In the apparent general willingness.
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to investigate the truth there is probably some rebate to be
made from our calculations, owing to the indifference and
rationalism that so widely pervade our times, and we are
afraid are nowhere more dominant than among the modern
Jews. * The morning cometh and also the night/ The powers
of belief and unbelief, here as elsewhere, are sharply contrasted

and defined.

It is supposed that the number of believing Jews in

Great Britain is about 5,000. There are many who, con-
vinced in their hearts, fail to make a public profession of their

faith. There are many who, while convinced of the Messiah-
ship of Jesus, do not acknowledge His divinity and are prac-

tically Arians. In Germany there are at least 7,000 Chris-

tian Jews. In that country much greater interest is taken

in the Jewish question than among ourselves, and there are

many more societies and institutions connected with it. In a

large degree in this country we have been obliged to borrow
both our music and our missionaries from Germany. The
cause is now beginning to work its way to the front in

America and Australia. We may venture to hope for an in-

creasing improvement in the men and methods of the London
Jewish Society, more tolerance and liberality, more distinct

Church teaching. The Church Missionary Society has its

missions in Palestine. Why should not the S. P. G. extend

its operations so as to include some efforts to deal with the

Jews in foreign parts ? And is it too much to hope that some
day there will be a distinct Church Society dealing with the

Jews both at home and abroad ?

For the religious mind, there can be no doubt of the neces-

sity and blessedness of seeking to bring home the lost sheep

of the House of Israel to the one fold and the one Shepherd.

It is time that an era of love should supersede the era of per-

secution. There are many passages of the prophetic Scrip-

tures which belong to the Catholic Church, and cannot be
limited to the Jewish Church. On the other hand, there are

many passages which apply directly to the Jewish Church.

The Rev. S. J. Stone writes in the Monthly Packet :

—

' About the time that I was looking forward to holy orders, and was
at home during a long vacation, I heard a sermon preached by a
friend of my father's, at his request, on the text " The gifts and calling

of God are without repentance " (Rom. xi. 29), which made a profound
impression on me, deepened by a subsequent close study of that (I

think) often neglected chapter. In it I saw that St. Paul makes es-

pecially five statements. Firstly, that though for their idolatry some
of the Jews, in the times of the kings, were cast off, yet not all ; there
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was a remnant. Secondly, that though the Jews, after the First

Advent, were, as a race, cast off, yet through their fall the Gentiles

were taken into the covenant of salvation. Thirdly, that though the

Jews, as a body, are now cast off, yet they shall at last be gathered in

again, for they are not cast off in God's final purpose, for " The gifts

and calling of God are without repentance ; " " God is not a man that

He should lie, or the son of man that he should repent " of his

promises. Again, that as from their falling aside ensued the riches of
the world, so and by much more shall the world be enriched by their

complete recovery. Again, that the Gentiles are to, and ought to,

have a part in the work of this recovery.'

It was the saying of Joseph Mede to his students at Christ

College, Cambridge, day by day, ' Quid dubitas ? ' The con-
dition of the Jews, judging by his correspondence, was a fre-

quent subject ofquestion and dubitation. He had the ingenious
idea that, as St. Paul was miraculously converted, so should
the Jews be suddenly converted by a sign from Heaven, per-

haps only visible to themselves, and that as St. Paul was the
great teacher of the Gentiles, so the converted Jews should
become the great converting power of the world. We know
not : but of this we are sure, that we should all echo the words
of the Apostle, * My heart's desire and prayer for Israel is,

that they might be saved.' We believe that all preaching
should still 'begin from Jerusalem,' and that the ancient

promise has not lost its power, ' Blessed is he that blesseth

thee.'
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Art. XL—PESSIMISM AND SCIENTIFIC
MELIORISM.

1. Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung. Von ARTHUR SCHO-
PENHAUER. Sechste Auflage. (Leipzig, 1887.)

2. Das sittliche Bewusstsein. Eine Entwickelung seiner man-
nichfaltigen Gestalten in ihrem innern Zusammenhange,
mit besonderer Riicksicht auf brennende sociale und
kirchliche Fragen der Gegenwart. Von Eduard VON
HARTMANN. Zweite durchgesehene Auflage. (Berlin,

1886.)

3. Zur Geschichte und Begriindung des Pessimismus. Von
Eduard von Hartmann. (Berlin, 1880.)

4. Der moderne Pessimismus. Von Dr. Edmund Pflei-
DERER. (Berlin, 1875.)

5. Scientific Meliorism and the Evolution of Happiness. By
Jane Hume Clapperton. (London, 1885.)

The centenary of Schopenhauer's birthday on the 22nd of
February last, and the erection of a lasting monument to his

name and fame, invite us to consider the alarming growth of

modern Pessimism. For Schopenhauer may be called its father.

Is this the worst of worlds imaginable ? is fast becoming the

question of the day, as its opposite, Is this the best of worlds ?

was asked and answered in the affirmative by Leibnitz in the

last century. The prevalence of pessimistic views of life is

one of the symptoms of what has been called the malady of

the nineteenth century. That malady is scepticism. The
rationalistic movement of the last century produced a false

optimism, and the scepticism of this century has been followed

by pessimism. It is but natural that men who have lost faith

should grow sad and desponding, dissatisfied with the present

and distrustful of the future. That this is a marked feature of
modern thought is evident enough. We are thus led to ask,

What is the nature of this new creed, or rather this old creed
under a new form, and how are we to account for its ready
acceptance in an age of progress and among the most progres-

sive nations of Europe, whose tendency should be, as until

lately it used to be, optimistic to the last degree ?

Before we answer this question it is important to mention
in limine that modern pessimists find fault with their own
name. Malism, they affirm, would more properly indicate

their position, for it is too much to say that this world is the
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worst of worlds ; all we can say is that it is a very bad one,

the limits of our knowledge preventing us pronouncing an
opinion on the comparative goodness of other worlds. It

was the error of Leibnitz, to say that this is the best of all pos-
sible worlds. Modern pessimists 1 sitting at the feet of scien-

tific positivists prefer to reserve judgment on this point. For
the same reason George Eliot refused to be called an optimist,

because it savoured of presumption to make one's subjective

ideal world the arbitrary standard of all worlds known and
unknown. But she acknowledged herself to be a meliorist,

discarding the use of superlatives where comparison is so diffi-

cult, and without predictingabsolute results from present effects,

only professing to do what lay in her power to bring about
relative improvement, and so leaving the world comparatively
better than she found it. Hence the use of the term ' Scientific

Meliorism/ Thus malism (or, as we shall continue to call it,

pessimism) and meliorism put into juxtaposition represent two
concurrent tendencies of the day, a theory of the universe to

all intents and purposes pessimistic, and a practice founded on
this theory to render a state of things in which evil predomi-
nates over good more tolerable if possible, so as to turn the
balance in relieving the necessities and remedying the ills of
life as far as this can be done by human agency ; and, more-
over, to do so in accordance with the laws of nature ascertained

by science, irrespective of any speculation as to a future state

of existence.

To follow the course of these two tendencies—hopeless
pessimism and hopeful meliorism—as the double aspect of the
same phase of contemporary thought is the main object of
this paper, with a view to show what amount of truth there
is on both sides of the shield, and how far the errors in either

case find their correction in the Christian view of life and social

development. With this object we proceed to sketch the
leading principles of modern Pessimism in outline, without
attempting anything like a complete exposition of its doc-
trines, which, indeed, would demand no less than a treatise,

and would be far beyond the scope and intention of the
present paper.

The system of Schopenhauer may be briefly stated as
follows. The primal principle of Existence in the external
world and the mind of man is Will, and although the world
only exists as a representation in the human mind, the mind

1 See E. von Hartmann's Philosophie des Unbewussten (9th edition)^

ii. pp. 282-84.
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itself is secondary to Will, and only does its bidding, except in

the highest acts of intellectual and aesthetic contemplation,

when it is fixed on the eternal types of things, and in entire

self-forgetfulness becomes the subject of pure thought, the
* will-less, painless, timeless subject of knowledge/ Not only
genius in its loftiest flights, but every aspiring mind absorbed
in the contemplation of ideas is freed for the time being from
the thraldom of egoistic volition, ' the wheel of Ixion stands

still, freed from the prison-house of blind desire, he enjoys the

Sabbath of aesthetic beatitude.' If this momentary emanci-
pation could be rendered permanent, happiness might be at-

tained, but it would be the bliss of Nirvana, the extinction

of desire, and with it the complete cessation from pain. But
that implies the negation of the will to live. For what is life,

but insatiable desire and unsatisfying fruition, a pendulum
moving backwards and forwards between effort ending in

ennui and ennui urging on to fresh effort? To will is to want,
and the essence of want is pain. Painless existence means,
therefore, the extinction of all desire to prolong it, since the

innermost nature, the kernel of every individual and of all

things existing, is Will, which manifests itself in every blind

force of nature, and also in the deliberate actions of man.
* For not only volition and resolve in the narrowest sense, but
all striving, wishing, shunning, hoping, fearing, loving, hating
—in short, all that constitutes our individual weal or woe,
pleasure and pain—is manifestly nothing but an affection of
the will.'

l Therefore, to blot out all existence

—

i.e. to cease to

will to exist—in all human intelligences, acting by common
consent, would ipso facto destroy the universe, which accord-

ing to the hypothesis only exists as a representation of the

mind. But this voluntary renunciation of selfish wishes is not
to be regarded as an encouragement to suicide; for, says

Schopenhauer, that would only destroy the phenomenal in-

dividual, the transitory Will, not the immanent Will itself,

whereas the ' ascetic mortification of the Will ' is accompanied
by sympathetic self-denial, endeavouring to reduce the suffer-

ing of others, in whom the unselfish man sees his own alter

ego. Thus, in adding the ' sanctity of beneficence' to the holi-

ness of joyful resignation, man becomes his own redeemer
from sin and sorrow, and the saviour of society ; the ills of
life cease to exist for him, and he lessens them, as far as he
can, in others until all ends in—Nothing. Upon the extinc-

1 Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, i. p. 131, il p. 225; and see
the passage from St. Augustine in the note, taken from the De Civitate
Det\ xiv. 6.
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tion of every spark of wishing and willing in human hearts

follows the consummation of all things, the perfect peace of
non-existence. Such, paraphrased and condensed within the
shortest compass, is the conclusion of Schopenhauer's line of
thought, expressed in clear, forcible language—clear but dark
as the pellucid surface of the Blac^water when it runs deepest. 1

The pessimism of Hartmann differs from that of his

master in many ways. The gloomy views of the morose
misanthrope, living his lonely life during a depressing period

of German history, forms a marked contrast compared with
that of the buoyant, almost blithe, spirit of the later apostle of
pessimism, possessed of a more cheerful disposition, sweetened
by home joys, and writing under the exciting stimulus of a
great national revival. Here we have the Philosophy of

Despair toned down to suit the requirements of the hour—

a

due mixture of the Allegro with the Penseroso administered

in judicious quantities so as almost to deprive pessimism of
its bitterest sting. It is no longer the pessimism of indigna-

tion ; it can scarcely be called the pessimism of sad resignation
;

it is rather the pessimism of placid acquiescence, though Hart-
mann's eschatological views of the universe coincide with those
of Schopenhauer. But, as has been observed by some critics,

these have the air of half-hearted adaptation to give complete-
ness to the system.

The world, according to Hartmann, is the product of the

Unconscious, which is=to the Will of Schopenhauer+ Intelli-

gence. At times it is personified in anthropomorphic fashion

and called the ' Allwise Unconscious.' The original determi-

nation of the Unconscious to be manifested in actual existence

was the work of blind will, but ' will to begin with is essentially

unreasonable/ The unreason of the will to exist avenges
itself in consequent unhappiness, the attainment of the reverse

of what it aimed at. Reason comes to repair the blunder of
unreasonable will.2 The return to non-existence is the goal

of Hartmann's philosophy, as it is that of Schopenhauer

—

only here it is brought about according to the approved poli-

tical principles of this era of constitutional governments, i.e.

by a decree of majorities. The majority of higher intelligences

having become convinced of the worthlessness of life, and
1 See, e.g., the fine passage on the Peace of Nirvana, in Die Welt ah

Wille und Vorstellung, i. pp. 486-7. For a masterly resume' and review
of Schopenhauer's system, see Mr. Sully's work on Pessimism, especially

pp. 84-103; also the article in the ninth edition of the Encyclopcedia

Britannica, sub voc.
8 Philosophie des Unbewussten^ ii. pp. 272-7 ; ib. p. 396 : ib. pp. 410-

411.
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having come to the conclusion that it is better not to be,

endeavour to carry out this resolution by a suppression of the
will When in the course of time the process of culture now
briskly going on shall have been completed, and by a wise
utilization of all the means of nature, and the resources of the
mind, the pessimist view of the universe now entertained by
the cultured few shall have become the common property of
the many, this leap into the dark will be made. Humanity,
ready for the great act, will renounce life, and return again to

a state of unconsciousness.

As a step towards it—and from an ethical point of view
this is important—all are cheered on the way to do their

best thus indirectly to pave the way for the final consumma-
tion, ' not to fold their hands in simple submission to pain,

but to put shoulder to shoulder, working diligently with their

companions in sorrow, to further the unconscious plan of
the world, each according to his powers, and so to hasten on
the Sabbath of the Universe/ * Forward, then, cheerfully/

exhorts Von Hartmann, 'in the process of the world, as

workers in the vineyard of the Lord, for it is this process

alone that can effect the salvation of all men.' l

We have given so much space to Hartmann's system as on
every point it touches upon religion. In fact such is the reli-

gious tone in most of his writings that by the confession oftheo-

logical critics portions of his works might be read in churches.2

But the evident aim of this studied adoption of Scriptural

phrases and current theological expressions seems to be, as in

the case of Positivist writers in this country, to render easier

the transition from the old faith to the new. For in both cases

a clear intention is expressed of supplanting Christianity by
these new forms of religion. In the two works on The Disin-

tegration of Christianity and The Crisis of Christianity in the

Modern Theology, Hartmann plainly tells us that such is the
case. Moreover, he occupies a decidedly antagonistic position

in relation to religion in his expressed determination to destroy

the theistic basis of ethics by supplying a system of morality

independent of divine sanctions, to displace theological hetero-

nomy by human autonomy : in short, in denying every form
of authority in matters concerning morals except those moral
laws which man evolves in the natural course of things. Yet
he guards himself against the charges of pure naturalism. As
the 'grave-digger of materialism ' he compares his philosophy
to a fortress between ' natural science and theology, between

1 Philosophic des Unbewussten, ii. pp. 404-408 ; cf. ib. 306-309.
2 Zur Begriindung des Pessimismus, p. xvi.
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a mechanical and a theistic view of the world, assaulted by
both inimical armies/ Unfortunately, Hartmann in this erec-

tion of a philosophical Afghanistan, as a scientific frontier, not
unlike the astute ruler of the actual Afghanistan in his avowed
friendship towards one of the contending parties, does not
always prove a trustworthy ally. Still, he who is not against

us is for us, and in more than one respect pessimism, may
prove to be a valuable auxiliary to the cause of religion. For
although from its negative and destructive side it is diametri-

cally opposed to religion, yet viewed from the standpoint of
its ethical idealism in its protest against the * pseudo-morality

'

of selfish eudaimonism there is a hope—as Pfleiderer remarks
in his closely-reasoned brochure on the subject (p. 51)—of its

leading up to a real, i.e. an ethical, optimism. For both
reasons, pessimism, as a philosophy, commands careful atten-

tion, for it endeavours to destroy the last vestiges of selfishness

and selfish worldliness at the roots, and is never tired of
preaching in season and out of season the duty of sympathy
with our fellows and unremitting devotion to the common
good. It strives to escape the narrow individualism of self-

seeking in the universal aim of putting an end to the misery
of mankind. Hence it never wearies in pointing out the

causes of this misery, and often speaks in the manner of
Christian philosophers, e.g. Pascal, endeavouring to show that

this misery is owing in great measure to the contradiction

between our lofty ideals and the imperfections of our actual

attainments. Thus, again, the Scripture similes of the de-

clining shadow, the vapour, the withered grass, indicative of

life's transitoriness, recur in pessimistic poetry over and over

again. The weariness of life expressed in the well-known
sentences of Koheleth, as he dwells on the strange anomalies

of human existence, find their counterpart in the writings of
Schopenhauer and Hartmann—a disciple of the latter calls

the book of Koheleth a Pessimistic Catechism. That ' man
is very far gone from original righteousness ' is also one of the

articles of the pessimist creed, and numerous passages might
be quoted from the writings of its professors in proof of
man's fallen condition ; but this is done too much in the spirit

of misanthropic contempt of the race. Thus Hartmann quotes

cheerfully and accepts as his own opinion the saying attributed

to the great Frederick when some one mentioned human
perfectibility :

' Ah, mon cher Sulzer, vous ne connaissez pas
assez cette maudite race k laquelle nous appartenons.' ' Scho-
penhauer says :

* Study to acquire an accurate and connected
1 Zur Begrundung) p. 25..
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view of the utter despicability of mankind in general.' The
latter quotes the ' Myth of the Fall,' as he calls it, as an expres-
sive symbol of his own faith that human life is a punishment
for coming into existence. 1

Job's sad reflection that ' Man is born to trouble as the
sparks fly upwards/ finds its echo among pessimists, but they
(like Swift, who, without imitating the Patriarch's patience,

celebrated his own birthday by reading on it the chapter in

which Job curses the day on which he was born) are but too
apt to adopt the tone of Christian saints and sages in describing

man's sin and sorrow with an unpleasant admixture of sar-

donic and even savage pleasure, as when Schopenhauer says :

' The truth is we were intended for misery and are miserable.' 2

And in their delineations of suffering we look in vain for any
trace of the Christian idea of the final extinction of sin and
evil in a renovated universe.

The same might be said on the * anticosmical tendency

'

of pessimism in its relation to the Christian idea of the world
so far as it is alienated from God and called the ' wicked
world.' No doubt numerous passages in Thomas a Kempis
or Keble's Christian Year, in manuals of devotion, and in the
whole range of sacred lyrics might be quoted in tone and tenor
not very widely differing from some pessimist effusions de
tontemptu mundi? But, then, Christianity looks forward to a
world beyond this, and ' the redemption of the world by our
Lord Jesus Christ/ and has nothing in common with the

pessimist's theory of ' happy despatch/ expressed perhaps most
aptly in the great poem of the nineteenth century, in a pas-

sage reflecting most faithfully its pessimistic tendency. It is

Mephistopheles who says :
—

' I am the Spirit that evermore denies,

And rightly so—for all that does arise

Deserves to perish;

And better were it, therefore, it had never been.'

The principle of Christian resignation and the methods of
giving it effect in passive acquiescence which naturally leads

to quietism in some minds, and the frugal abstemiousness it

recommends, which may degenerate into certain forms of

asceticism, in others, is appropriated by pessimists who not

unfrequently accuse modern developments of selfish and self-

1 Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, ii. p. 666.
2 Ibid. ii. p. 663.
s See Thomas k Kempis, De Imitatione Christy iii. 32 ; Keble's

Christian Year> Wednesday before Easter.
p 2
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indulgent Protestantism—sometimes not without reason—of
having entirely departed in this respect from earlier and
healthier forms of Christian life. Hence Schopenhauer's favour-

able mention of the Christian Mystics, e.g. Master Eckhard,

whose famous saying on this point he quotes with approval

:

' The swiftest beast to carry you to perfection is Pain.' l

We shall return to the subject as to what extent Chris-

tianity corrects and supplements the pessimistic view of the

universe, and having said thus much on the mutual relation

of pessimism and Christianity we may now proceed to the

direct proofs on which pessimism rests its claims and the

counterproofs by which it is assailed, with a view to see how
far its position is shaken or made untenable by them, and
what remains of it worth the consideration of the Christian

philosopher or philanthropist grappling with the evils it brings

before our view.

There are three lines of fortification, so to speak, behind
which pessimism is intrenched : (i) the inner defences, con-

sisting of subjective proofs as to the balance of evil over good
in the amount of pleasure and pain they produce. (2) The
next is the ethical argument, intimately connected with the first

;

it is contained in Von Hartmann's work on ' the development
of the moral consciousness in special relation to burning social

and ecclesiastical questions of the day' (which for this reason-

we have placed at the head of our paper in preference to his

Philosophy of the Unconscious). (3) The historical proof founded
on the palpable facts of social evolution. We will endeavour
to put ourselves into the Pessimist's place, so as from his

central position to command a better view of the strength or

weakness of the inner circle of fortifications.

Is it possible, we may ask, to strike a balance approxi-

mately and on accurate scientific principles, of the pleasure

and pain in the world, and is the balance of evil over good so

clearly made out as to render the pessimist position impreg-
nable ? Are the debit and credit sides in the book of life filled

up with such reliable figures that a single process of arith-

metical addition on both sides will enable us to make out a
clear balance-sheet at call ? Are there no possibilities of erro-

neous entries ? By what system of numeration can the quality

as well as the quantity of pain and pleasure be measured

1 Welt als Wille, i. pp. 478-480, 708, 728- 9. For quotations from Scrip-

ture to prove this view, see Schopenhauer, Welt als Wille, ii. p. 718 ;

Hartmann, Philos. des Unbewussten^ ii. p. 355 sq. Such texts as Acts ii.

46, 47, expressive of Christian cheerfulness, are not found among those
given.
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amid the multiplicity and complexity of human experiences

so as to affix in each case their relative values and exact
ratios to the sum total of human bliss or woe ? Take the

events of one single day even in the quiet life of a country
parson. Extended over a whole year, or a whole life,

and still more over the life of humanity taken as a whole, it

becomes a monstrous conception. And yet, says Schopenhauer
towards the close of his great work :

' I do not think it will be
difficult to strike the balance. In reality it is superfluous to

quarrel over the amount of preponderating good or evil in the

world ; the existence of evil itself alone would decide the ques-

tion ; the good which exists by its side cannot cancel the evil.'
l

This is scarcely a scientific conclusion to arrive at as the final

result of a careful arithmetical computation. As a matter of

fact Hartmann, his own pupil, has pointed out some serious

miscalculations in his master's statements on the relative

amount of pleasure and pain in the world
;

2 though he, too,

after a painstaking process of induction, comes to a similar

conclusion in his rfoumi on the first stage of illusion, i.e. the

illusory hope of attaining happiness in this life as far as the

individual is concerned.3

When we turn to the moral proof we find to our great

astonishment Hartmann himself well-nigh cutting away the

ground from under his own feet by the course of reasoning

he adopts when speaking of moral evil. Thus he says :
' The

purest and noblest blossoms of morality are to be found
where the ammoniac of evil supplies the highest and strongest

stimulants to its growth.' 4 We might add in the words of

Pascal, quoted by M. Naville in his work on The Problem of
Evil, that ' it is good to accustom oneself to profit by evil,

since it is so common, while goodness is so rare.' 5 But if it

be true, as Hartmann tells us in his over-eagerness to prove
the superior value of the ethics of pain, that ' evil represents

the pike in the carp pond of the moral order of things, which
prevents the good carps from becoming lazy and so causing
stagnation of the water in the pond by their inactivity/ we
have here what he calls a ' teleological justification* for the

existence of evil ; though there would be little comfort in this,

1 Welt als Wille, ii. 661.
8 Philosophie des Unbewussten, ii. 296-7, 300-301, and passim.
3 Ibid. 350-355-
4 Das sittliche Bewusstsein, p. 592.
5 The Problem ofEvil, Seven Lectures by Ernest Naville, translated

from the French by Edward W. Shalders, p. 279.
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according to Hartmann's theory, since the carps and the pike
alike are doomed to terminate their existence in that dead
sea whose dark waters in the end will cover the just as well

as the unjust. Still the argument as it stands is valid so far as

it points out the medicinal virtue of pain and the disciplinary-

value of evil itself.

We turn to the third proof, the argument founded on the
history of social evolution :

' When one has looked to the
baseness of mankind/ says Schopenhauer somewhere, with

the strange mixture of grim humour and pathetic tenderness

which characterises his writings, ' and feels inclined to be
shocked by it, one is forced at the same time to regard the
misery of human existence. So, again, if appalled by the

latter, we must turn to the former, and it will be found at

last that they balance each other, and thus we see eternal jus-

tice vindicated since the existence of the world is its own
judgment/

How far does the course of human history bear out this-

pessimistic version of the historian's dictum that ' the world's

history is the world's judgment ' ? Are ' malopejorists ' right

in their assumption that with the advancement of civilization

human beings grow worse and worse, and that their misery
increases in like ratio ? No doubt with the progress of cul-

ture and refinement, new requirements creating new desires at

the same time provide for new disappointments. The more
complex our civilization grows, the greater, too, will be the
number of demands which must remain unsatisfied, and thus
a fuller development of human intelligence increases the
chances of intensifying pain, whether caused by actual priva-

tion or anticipated suffering. As the highest organisms are ex-
posed to greater risks in proportion to the delicacy of their

framework, so a social system like our own with its complex
differentiation of forms and functions contains innumerable ele-

ments of weakness and additional capacities for suffering un-
known among the ruder societies of the past. Superior education
is apt to produce greater nervous excitability in highly-wrought
natures, while the increase of moral culture and with it the
raising of moral ideals produce melancholy, irritability, and a
susceptibility to mental agonies in noble souls who fail in

their attainment, and mourn over the impossibility of bridging
over the gulf between effort and fulfilment.

Social eudaimonism and evolutionary optimism are, there-

fore, rejected as illusory. Here, then, pessimism and scientific

meliorism are brought face to face. In their views of life and
immediate aims to lessen its evils they are fairly agreed, but
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in their ultimate objects they differ. The happiness of the

society of the future is the end in view for the scientific

meliorist ; the final extinction of the race when it shall have
arrived at the highest point of intellectual intuition is the goal

of the pessimist. Here, then, pessimism and scientific meliorism

join issue, and it may be as well to change our stand-point so

as to watch with more advantage the battle between them out-

side the citadel of pessimism and within easy distance of the

three advancing columns of the enemy, led, respectively, by
the ideal philosopher full of faith in the evolution of good out
of evil ; the hopeful philanthropist with his schemes for the

amelioration of mankind, nothing doubting but that his works
of charity will conquer at last every obstacle in the way of it

;

and the common-sense utilitarian, rather apt rudely to brush

aside the pretensions of pessimism as cobwebs of diseased

brains, and shrewdly surmising that all is for the best in the

long run, and that a science of life based on experience will

have a meliorating effect in the dim distant future. We may
briefly consider the force of their respective arguments, taken
collectively, though the first and last would require a separate

paper to be treated exhaustively.

In the first place, then, the pessimist philosophy of history

is accused of being lopsided, if not one-sided, in spite of its

high claims to universality, because it deals exclusively with
' telluric materials,' and arrives accordingly at a purely geo-

centric view of the world, which implies the denial of cosmic or

intelligent design. It becomes the ' Philosophic des Marasmus/
a stick-in-the-mud theory of the universe, acknowledging no
other power but the * eternal necessity of matter

;

' and as-

suming that there is no conscious power in this worst of

worlds, and no intelligent plan of evolving good out of evil,

and so realizing the ideal of better things, though, as a fact as

plain as any cognized by positive science, this ideal actually

exists in the brain of the complaining pessimist as the justify-

ing cause of his complaint. It is implied in all the destructive

criticisms of optimistic views of the universe. The optimist's

dogmatism on the harmonizing of discords in this best of
worlds, where

* All our lives

Are notes that fade and sink, and so are merged
In the full harmony of being/

may, as an actual picture of the world, be as false as it is fain

But the adverse critic himself has before his mind such an ideal

all the time, and as a picture of his ideal world on the retina
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of his mind it is a fact contrasting, indeed, with the imperfect

reality of things as they are now, but not, philosophically

speaking, excluding the notion of being realized later on. 1

If, then, this modern civilization of ours be after all not so

hollow at heart as the pessimist would have us believe, and the

dissemination of his gloomy views is only to be regarded as a

kind of dftour of the human mind in search of the great secret

of the universe, how far, it may be asked in the next place, is

this mental aberration the result of ' our social constitution

with all its terrible contrasts of want and luxury which pessi-

mists assure us can only culminate in a social revolution ' ?

This is the question the social reformer endeavours to answer

and to solve in practical attempts to ameliorate the condition

of certain social classes according to the ascertained principles

of social science. In this way 'Scientific Meliorism ' would
bring back ' joy and zest in existence/ both among those who
are condemned at present to indigence and dire want, and
among those also who, as lookers-on, lose their own appetite

in the feast of life because so many others are cruelly excluded

or expelled from ' the banquet of the nation.'

Philanthropists of this turn of mind have an unlimited be-

lief in the inherent possibilities of social improvement. Thus
Miss Clapperton, whose work, as the work of a lady, combines
the excellences and faults of female authorship—the power
of detailed presentment and generous warmth, with excess of

feeling and diffuseness at times bordering on irrelevancy—says

in the preface of her book :
' The possibility of evolving supe-

rior social conditions is, to my mind, a scientific certainty de-

pendent on psychic effort ' (p. xi). * The nineteenth century

stands, I believe, on the threshold of a new form of social life

and on the eve of a new departure. . . . My aim is practical.

By the study of evolution I think it possible to guide the

thoughtful and earnest in our midst to personal conduct which
will tend to bring about a happier social state '

(p. 49). To
the evolutionist who combines the power of ' intellectual clear-

ness ' with ' emotional beneficence ' nothing is impossible. A
lucid apprehension of the social forces at work and their causes

and antecedents, together with a ready will and the wisdom
which comes from knowledge to direct and extend them—in

other words, 'science and public spirit '—will enable him to

hasten on the ' halcyon days of man's future.'

The successive steps towards bringing all this about are

as succinctly stated on p. 140 in the following ' order of evo-

lution ' :

—

1 Geschichte des Materialismus^ von F. A. Lange, ii. p. 541-45.
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' These are, first, that in this sphere of feeling the path of advance
toward greaterhappiness lies in fostering the sympathetic and repressing

the anti-social emotions ; second, that love of property must be mo-
dified and subjected to reason ; third, that jealousy is anti-social and
must die out ; that love of truth and the sentiment of justice are of
recent growth, and demand general attention and aid in their develop-
ment ; and fifth, that the sentiment of what is proper and improper
in conventional society is no true guide to right conduct.'

This is a much brighter prospect than that presented by
the pessimist. Pessimism as a social system, withal lament-
ing the imperfection of our social institutions, despairs of

reforming society, and whilst announcing grimly the coming
revolution, as an alternative, it expects nothing but evil from
it, whilst Scientific Meliorism presents a far more rational view
of the ultimate outcome of evolution than that contained in

the pessimist hypothesis. 1

It is unnecessary to linger on this comparative view of

the ' Ultimatum of Pessimism,' which Mr. Barlow, with grim
Hibernian humour, calls the l

Blister, or Poultice Theory of

the Universe/ 2 We pass on to the common-sense view of the

practical man, who has little sympathy with the 'grotesque

absurdities' of pessimistic eschatology, and almost as little

with the fervid enthusiasms of scientific meliorism, though he
is willing to admit, in a rough-and-ready sort of way, that ail

will end well, and that all is for the best.

Such a one lays his finger at once and unsparingly on the

weak points of either hypothesis, and it will be well to consider

his line of argument before we close the discussion. The prac-

tical man shows, to begin with, how vague and misleading arc

such collective terms as the happiness of humanity of the

future, used by pessimists and meliorists alike, though they
differ as to the methods of improving the condition of the

humanity of the future. When we are called upon to make that

the sole object of our present endeavours, it is well to remember
that humanity means a number of human beings, and social

happiness represents ' a mere set of ciphers/ having no mean-
ing until we put a ' unit of personal happiness ' before it. In

other words, collective happiness means the happiness of

individuals in the aggregate. But it does not follow that

individuals will be quite happy or happier even if society is

improved. The confession of J. S. Mill is adduced by Mr.

1 Philosophie des Unbewussten, pp. 396-7 ; and ib. pp. 375-90, on the
third stage of Illusion = the Illusion of Scientific Meliorism to effect

human happiness socially.
8 The Ultimatum 0/ Pessimism, by J. W. Barlow, p. 26 ; ib. 82-3.
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Mallock, in his work entitled Is Life Worth Living ? to show-

that even noble minds who entertain this better hope are not
thereby freed from a melancholy pessimism which, being
temperamental or constitutional, is past cure ipso facto (p. 28).

From this it is inferred that no amount of social melioration

can effect a perfect cure from pessimistic melancholia which
amounts to a psychical taint or a congenital idiosyncrasy.

Besides this, our prudent man of the world shrewdly
suspects a certain amount of affectation in hugging grief to-

one's breast, and in the pleasure to be found in the luxury of

grief, which has produced a species of Luxuspessimismus, a
disposition not dissimilar to the pettishness of spoiled children.

And the worldly-wise man is not very far from the truth in not
taking the professed pessimist too much au strieux.

In the same way, says our common-sense philosopher,

ignorance of human nature and the plain facts of moral con-
sciousness in average humanity, are at the root of that ' moral
dyspepsia ' which, in its contempt of the wholesome food of
ordinary morality, holds up an impossible standard of altruistic

self-extinction, as when Schopenhauer speaks of the lifting

of the veil of Maja, which will enable each individual to see
himself in his fellow, and to make his fellow's sufferings his

own, and thus cheerfully to sacrifice his own happiness to that

of his next-door neighbour by a total ' abnegatio sui ipsius.'

Or when scientific meliorism, following in the wake of pessi-

mism, makes it our chief duty to bring about the happiness
of the people, say, of the twenty-fifth century, at the cost of
any amount of pain to ourselves and the men and women of
this and successive generations. In all this the practical man
sees nothing else but distorted views of life and duty, with
denials of human happiness in the present, unwarranted by
the general consensus of mankind, and unreasonable hopes of
social, contingent on moral, amelioration in the future, resting

on exaggerated views of human perfectibility. 1 There is

much truth in all this, but it is not the whole truth. In many
respects the aspirations of pessimism and scientific meliorism
rise superior to the practical aims of the common-sense egotist,

moving on a lower level. It is in the system of Christian

ethics combating egoism, and teaching true altruism, that we
must really look for reconciliation of the contradictions of
life which produce pessimistic views, and for the stimulus to

effect the reformation of morals and manners which are to
bring about that great deliverance which pessimism is sighing
for and searching after in vain.

1 Welt als Wille, i. 447, 480, ii. 695-9 ; cf. Sully's Pessimism, 344-50.
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This brings us to the last point of our discussion, the con-

sideration how far pessimism may be regarded as an ally or

an antagonist of religion, and how far the latter may be able

to modify the aspirations of pessimism and scientific meliorism

in eliminating what is false from what is true, and directing

aright minds in their enthusiasm led astray by mistaken aims.

As Taubert, the first wife of Von Hartmann, in her Apology of
pessimism, written under her own name before her marriage,

rightly boasts, theoretical pessimism in its antagonism to

modern materialistic aims is of the utmost importance as an
ally of positive religion. 1 Its iconoclastic rudeness in demolish-

ing the idols of the market, and its often unfeeling, though
not unerring, diagnosis of life's illusions, have done much ta
modify, not only ' the silly, intemperate optimism of the last

century,' but also the foolish deification of worldly success

and the self-idolatry of the age we live in. It has served, as

the biographer and editor of Schopenhauer's works truly says

of his master's teaching concerning the renunciation of the-

world, as ' a wholesome damper on the eagerness of life and
the hasting and running after earthly happiness which charac-

terize our own times.' 2 In this matter pessimism is on the

side of Christianity, militating against what those religious

pessimists of another age, the Gnostics, termed KaTwxpr\(rQav

T«3 KOCfXCp.
3

Again, pessimism and Christianity occupy common ground
in accentuating the importance of the discipline of pain,

though they may differ as to the wholesomeness in degree of
the chastening effects of self-castigation. Hence Schopen-
hauer's sympathies with the Christian mystics, like Francis of
Assisi and Filippo Neri ; with Madame Guion and Fraulein

von Klettenberg, Goethe's ideal woman in The Confessions of
a Beautiful Soul ; even with the Trappists, the most severe of

religious orders, placed in the heart of France, he thinks, to

counteract the opposite extreme of light-heartedness of her

people. But mysticism and asceticism form the meeting-place
of all noble spirits who reach rest and spiritual refinement in

resignation, and through sadness, sorrow, and suffering are

taught noble resolves

—

' He conquers that awaits the end,

Who dares to suffer and be strong.'

1 Der Pessitnismus und seine Gegner, von A. Taubert, p. 143 ;

Pfleiderer, loc. cit^ pp. 49-50.
2 A. Schopenhauer : Lichtstrahlen aus seinen Werken> von Julius

Frauenstadt, pp. v-vi.
3

Cf. 1 Corinth, vii. 31.
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But here, too, in the view of the sanctifying efficacy of

suffering and death, there is a wide difference between Pessi-

mism and Christianity. Self-mortification through life, and
cheerfulness in waiting for the end, self-denial and self-devotion

even to the extent of laying down life for the brethren, were
taught in the religion and exemplified in the life and passion

of Christ. But these forms of self-mortification, self-abnega-

tion, and self-devotion differ vastly from what pessimism un-
derstands by these terms. Pessimist self-mortification is a
means of escaping the mortifications of existence ; the pessi-

mist welcomes death as the silent brother of sleep to lull us

into the eternal slumber of non-existence, and the pessimist

denial to live arises from a strong desire to put an end to

individual chagrin and so settle the quarrel with life for ever.

Again, in the Christian scheme death and birth are not mere
transitory vibrations in the permanent life of the race, nor
death ' a kind of apotheosis,' or assumption of the individual

- life— 1

' Mixed and merged
In the smooth mystery of perpetual being/

Self-abnegation here is a means to an end

—

via cruets, via

lucis—and though ' none of us liveth to himself/ and in this

sense ' whosoever will lose his life shall find it/ yet this does
not imply the giving up of the 'principium individuations! 2

4 For me to live is Christ, and to die is gain/ says the same
Apostle, who also dwells most emphatically on personal

identity in speaking of the change effected by the resurrec-

tion, so that he sees in a denial of personal continuation

beyond the grave the ground of the worst form of pessimism,
4 If in this life only we have hope in Christ, we are of all men
most miserable.'

The idea is also contained in the following lines of Words-
worth's Excursion (book v.) :

—

' Life, I repeat, is energy of love,

Divine or human ; exercised in pain,

In strife, and tribulation ; and ordained,

If so approved and sanctified, to pass,

Through shades and silent rest, to endless joy.'

Here we are on the confines of transcendental optimism, with
which this paper is not directly concerned, and we are warned
to turn to the question what pessimism and religion have in

1 Welt als Wille^ ii. pp. 548, 732, 735-6 ; ib. i. pp. 461-3.
2 Cf. the Prayer in Thomas k Kempis, De Imitatione CAristi\book iii.,

ch. xv.
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common, in regarding the world of human beings as an object

of redemption. They agree in one important point :
' the

whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain with us until

now.' Pessimists err in excess rather than in defect in the

exhibition of sympathy and pity for suffering wherever dis-

covered, and in its sighs of relief in giving full expression to

its overpowering sense of the world's sorrow are contained
the real consolations of pessimist philosophy. But as by its

own hypothesis social eudaimonism is illusory, the fervour of
altruistic duty must be constantly checked by the doubt of
success in alleviating the pain and ameliorating the fate of

the objects of this compassion. Are we not ready to say here,

in the words of another Lake poet, in view of an earlier form
of pessimism :

—

' Praise, praise it, O my soul ! Oft as thou scann'st

The sluggard Pity's vision-weaving tribe !

Who sigh for wretchedness, yet shun the wretched,

Nursing in some delicious solitude

Their slothful loves and dainty sympathies

!

I therefore go, and join head, heart, and hand,

Active and firm, to fight the bloodless fight

Of science, freedom, and the truth in Christ.' l

Unless there is this faith, the fight with sin and sorrow is

not likely to end in victory. The scientific meliorist, con-
scious of the fact that the ideal which can inspire social action

to any purpose must be the lasting improvement of social life

by social and other agencies, tells us ' that all that is wanted
is the conscious cultivation, enlightened by science, of society

as a whole/ and that ' we are now in a position to pursue
human wellbeing as a conscious aim, with good prospect of

success/ But he denies ' the capacity for sacrifice regardless

of self,' and the power of being ' completely altruistic, " hoping
not again," ' to a large number of his fellow-men. As in one
place he tells us that this altruism, ' the taproot of social

morality/ is congenital, and in another insists on the invari-

ability of our moral nature, so that if we are selfisr no teach-

ing will persuade us to act unselfishly, and if we are generous,

loving, and heroic we move towards self-sacrifice by a natural

gravitation 2—and in this opinion Pessimists agree with him

—

it must remain a matter of ominous uncertainty which will

prevail in the end—whether all good done in the ' Service of

1 Coleridge, ' Reflections on having left a Place of Retirement.' The
lines were written under great domestic affliction.

3 The Service 0/Man : an Essay towards the Religion ofthe Future,
By the late James Cotter Morison, pp. 262, 266 ; ib. 306 and ante.
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Man ' is to be swallowed up by the ' wave of egoistic passion,'

or all the evil done under the sun is to be submerged by the
' counter-wave of altruistic emotion. ' From which we con-

clude that the hope of the scientific meliorist is not much
brighter after all than that of the pessimist, that neither is

able to raise man out of the ' Slough of Despond/ because in

their appeal to man to work out his own salvation they are

unable to add ' For it is God which worketh in you both to

will and to work, for His good pleasure/ 1 In their 'anthro-

pocentric ' view of the universe there is no room left for a Deity.

The anthropomorphic will of Schopenhauer's ideal system,

the ' anthropopathic ' spirit of Hartmann's Philosophy of the

Unconscious, and the ' anthropolatry ' of the Religion of
Humanity, one and all rigorously exclude every form of

Theism. Having lost their faith iu the God in whom we live

and move and have our being, they have with it lost the

courage and hope which it inspires. Like stoicism, modern
positivism contains both the elements of pessimism and scien-

tific meliorism as the outcome of a sceptical age.

'Stoicism throve because, like Christianity, it is a philo-

sophy of suffering; it fell because, unlike Christianity, it is

a philosophy of despair.' 2 Pessimism and the scientific

meliorism of positivism are destined to fail for the same
reason.

SHORT NOTICES.

Athos
%
or the Mountain of the Monks. By Athelstan Riley, M.A.

(London : Longmans, 1887.)

Thirty-seven years ago there appeared in the ChristianRemembrancer
an article entitled 'The Monasteries of Athos.' Referring to Mr.
Curzon's then recently-published book, to various other publications

—English, French, Russian, Romaic—and to ' a manuscript journal

'

and ' notes of visits ' made in the preceding year 1850, the accom-
plished writerpresented an account, at once full, succinct, and luminous,

of that 4 Hagion Oros ' of which Dean Stanley afterwards said that
' no one who had not visited it could write fully of the Greek Church. 1 3

We wish that our space would allow us to make extracts from this

1 Phil. ii. 13, R. V.
2 The Christian Plaionists of Alexandria. By Charles Bigg, D.D.

Bampton Lectures, 1886, p. 241, note.
3 Lectures on the Eastern Churchy p. 16. He refers to 'an excellent

description in the Christian Remembrancer fox April 1851.'
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article : we must content ourselves by saying that it gives a vivid

description of the physical as well as the ecclesiastical conditions of
the celebrated Macedonian promontory which even in Herodotus's
time l had taken its name from the l pointed mass of white bare rock
in which it terminates seawards/ and which is now crowned by a little

' chapel of the Transfiguration. ' The writer tells us that ' the entire

peninsula ' has been in the hands of monks from a period long pre-

ceding the Ottoman conquest. There are twenty monasteries, repre-

sented in ' a kind of federal council or synod : of these societies ten

only are now ccenobitic,' the other ten having lapsed into what is called

the * idiorrythmic ' system, 2 according to which the monks live as

individuals instead of in community, with a body of elders and elected

officers instead of a superior or Hegoumen. There are also various

detached cells
—'kelleia' or 'kathismata'—which in ten instances are

aggregated into groups called ' scetes,' the two largest being depend-
encies of 'the chief monastery called the Lavra.' In 1851 there

were, we are told, some 2,800 monks in Athos ; and the writer indi-

cates as a chief motive for their adoption of the monastic life, with its

monotony and its privations, the desire of rest, not only nor chiefly, as

in old times, rest for the soul, but ' rest from Turkish oppression, from
unprofitable labour, from infinite exactions and extortions.'

We will detain the reader no longer from Mr. Riley, who is well

known as an Eastern traveller and an active promoter of the ' Mission
to the Assyrians or Chaldaeans.' In company with his friend, the

Rev. Arthur E. B. Owen, and provided with a commendatory letter

from the 'GEcumenical Patriarch/ he spent the greater part of
August and the first half of September, 1884, in a visit to the ' Holy
Mountain,' and made the round of its religious houses, beginning at

Vatopedi. His readers will gain from his lively narrative an abun-
dance of information, not only as to glorious scenery and picturesque

architecture, but as to the interior condition of the monasteries and
smaller monastic settlements. They will learn not a little of monastic
phraseology ; besides the explanation of such terms as we have men-
tioned, they will hear of a ' calyvi ' (cottage), which is * like a small

kelli, but has no chapel attached to it,' and is inhabited by a hermit

(p. 119) ; but we infer from p. 225 that the word is sometimes used
for the abode of two or three hermits with ' a little church ' attached

to it. They will meet with the word ' caloyer,' which perhaps they first

encountered in Childe Harold, and which signifies a professed monk,
as distinct from a ' dokimos ' or novice, literally probationer.

'The caloyers,' says Mr. Riley, 'are divided into three grades:
" rhasophoria? "the little habit? and " the great habit?* But very few

1 Herodotus, vii. 21.
2 Mr. Riley was told that this idiorrythmic plan 'was the more econo-

mical, and was led to infer that when the monks worked for themselves
individually, they accomplished more than when they laboured for the

common weal/ What would St. Benedict have said of this ?

3 Cf. Ducange's Glossarium med. et inf. Grcecitatis, vol. ii. col. 1284,

and Goar, Euchologion, p. 472. The Euchologion identifies the 'little
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enter this, the highest monastic grade, which entails almost complete
withdrawal from earthly things and a life devoted to religious exercises.

The great majority of the Athos monks belong to the second grade, of
the little habit, though many assume the great habit on their death-bed.'

(Rhasophoria, we should add, means properly, wearing the ' rasum/
or poor or rough garment). The reader may be already familiar

with such terms as ' bema, naos, narthex, diaconicon, prothesis,

iconostasis;' he may know that 'phaenolion' means a chasuble, and
' stoicharion ' an alb ; he may learn besides that the term ' altar ' is

used by Greeks for the whole sanctuary, the altar itself being called

the holy table ; that stalls are called * stasidia,' a corona is called a
* polyelaeos,' a corporal an 'antimins,' a principal church a ' catholicon/

a side chapel a ' parecclesia,' while churches within and without the
walls are respectively termed 'esocclesia' and 'exocclesia.' l The
dedications are often significant : they indicate Greek reverence for

the Holy Archangels, the Honoured Forerunner, the Panaghia, the
Forty Martyrs, the Three Hierarchs (SS. Basil, Gregory Nazianzen,
Chrysostom), the Holy Unmercenary Ones (two canonized physi-

cians), St. Nicholas, St. Spyridion, St. George, SS. Constantine and
Helena, and the prophets Daniel and Elias. Of the ' outer churches

'

belonging to the convent ' of the Almighty, one is named after ' St.

Athanasius the Great, the other after St. Athanasius of Athos, a
Georgian, who ' founded the Lavra in 963-4/ Mr. Riley gives us an
interesting account of the ' holy, patriarchal, and royal monastery of
the Iberians,' founded a few years later by three Iberians or Geor-
gians. It has eighteen ' interior churches/ one skete, and forty kellia;

its ' chief literary treasure ' is a tenth-century MS. of the first trans-

lation of the Scriptures into the Georgian tongue, made by Ewthym,
one of the three founders ; Mr. Riley gives an interesting letter from
the librarian to Prince George of Georgia in 181 7 (p. 141. Here
Euphemius appears to be a misprint for Euthymius). Much may
also be gathered, and not a little inferred, from the account of St.

Panteleemon's or Russico, now ' the headquarters of the Russians

'

in Athos. Mr. Riley had said in an earlier chapter, that in the
Athonite Synod ' party feeling runs high on the great Russian ques-
tion.' He afterwards affirms that ' the history of the Russian coloni-

zation of the Holy Mountain is one dismal story of abuse and confi-

dence, hypocrisy, bribery, and machination ; and that the Greek
monks complain that the Russians have firmly established themselves

'

there ' under false pretences.'

* The danger which they fear is, that Russia will claim the promontory
as her own, when sufficient Russian subjects have been imported to out-

number the Greeks, and that thus a great blow will be struck at the
authority of the (Ecumenical Patriarch and at the pre-eminence of the

habit' with the mandyas, a large flowing cloak, i usually of black stuff '

(King, Rites of the Greek Church, p. 38).
1 But Mr. Riley is a little inaccurate in calling the bishop's throne

' synthronus.' That term properly denotes the seats of the priests with
the central seat of the bishop.
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Greek Church ; the ultimate aim of the Russians being to remove the
Patriarchate to Moscow, or in some other way to subject the mother to

the daughter Church, and both to the Czar and his ministers. ... It is

true that the Greek Church, coextensive with the Greek nation, would
prove a great obstacle in the way of the Muscovite appropriation of
Constantinople, or other parts of the Turkish Empire where the Greeks
form the larger part, or even a considerable minority, of the population.
Appreciating this fact, the Russians may well wish to break the power
of the Church—a task of such magnitude, that even the conqueror
Mahomet II. shrank from undertaking it' (p. 243).

On the other hand, Mr. Riley admits that

* it is even probable that the Greeks are jealous of the greater number of
Russian than of Greek pilgrims to the Holy Mountain (caused by the
deeper religious feeling that exists among the lower order of Russians
than amongst the Greeks)- -pilgrims who make the journey, I believe,

entirely from religious motives ' (p. 249).

The Greek statement about Russico is, that the Russians, in 1839,
persuaded its Greek hegoumen, Gerasimus, to admit eighteen Russian
monks, l promising in writing that their number should never be in-

creased beyond fifty/ which would be one-third of the whole body

;

'but afterwards, by means of bringing servants from Russia and
making them monks, they increased their numbers until, in 1869, they

had reached 400 ; ' and then, ' having got simple old Gerasimus com-
pletely into their power, they tore up the compromising document
limiting their numbers, and through the abbot expelled all the monks
who opposed their schemes ; ' and ' in 1876 the present abbot bribed
the last patriarch to support the Russian interest/ &c.

This story touches on one great practical corruption which has

clung for ages to the chief Oriental see. It is a subject from which
the friendly Western will, as far as possible, avert his eyes. He will

prefer to think, under Dean Church's guidance, of the wonderful

effect which Christianity has produced on the Greek race by training

it in ' national endurance, national sympathy, national hope/ l in

seriousness, stedfastness, tenacious spiritual loyalty ;
* if it has not

weaned it from some of its most characteristic sins/ it has, at any
rate, ' saved it/ let us hope, for a brighter future. This ' monastic
peninsula ' has been called, by the writer in the Christian Remem-
brancer, ' the very heart and kernel of the Eastern Church.' One
may think such a title deserved when one remembers how, within this

century, the influence of Athos has led two renegades to confess

their faith at Smyrna and Adrianople, and to win their crowns as
1

St. Agathangelus and St. Timothy ' among the ' white-robed host

'

of martyrs
;

2 or how, in 181 8, one of her monks, named Gideon, a
converted Turk, was chopped to pieces by order of the Pasha of Thes-

saly because he refused to deny Christ. . . . There is one old monk still

living who remembers him. 3 The Eastern Church may well hold such
1 Church, The Gifts of Civilization, &c, p. 134^
2 Riley, p. 372. Christian Remembrancer, April 185 1, p. 343.
3 Riley, p. 295. We commend this case to such admirers of Islam as

Mr. Isaac Taylor.
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Athonite saints in honour. But we hope that elsewhere within her vast

domain capacities of revival and invigoration are becoming manifest,

which as yet seem dormant amid the mediaeval atmosphere which Mr.
Riley, like other travellers, has found pervading the cells of Athos.
We do not insist on the careless keeping of libraries

;

l few of the
monks have been sufficiently educated to appreciate them, and
Turkish extortion may often have compelled a sale of books which,
in a way, had been valued. Nor can we wonder, all things con-
sidered, at the monks' dislike of 'taxing their memories/ at indifference

to history or ignorance of theology, or simple retentiveness of such
legends as the baptism of Constantine by Sylvester. What strikes

one, on the whole, is an appearance of quiet, contented formalism in

regard to the higher aspects of conventual life. Services of immense
length are gone through punctiliously, and at Russico with dignity

and exactness (p. 254) ; but we do not get an impression of spiritual

energy or devout fervour. 2 Occasionally a chief officer in a monastery
delights the English strangers by showing a serious interest in ' the

Anglican Church; ' or members of the synod utter a prayer for 'unity,'

or even discuss (with the help of Greek visitors) this or that point of
controverted doctrine ; or prelates and monks witness with interest the
celebration of the English liturgy. ' The Oriental fear and hatred of
the Papal pretensions ' are emphasized. Mr. Riley finds that a hit at

Rome is always acceptable ;
' transubstantiation ' is asserted, but with-

out any intended reference to the scholastic theory which it implies
;

even the Anglican absolution of the sick is criticized as ' showing a
Latin influence ; ' the Archbishop of Cavalla, a prelate who accom-
panies our travellers, and who expresses this objection, is so good as to

admit that all Roman priests are not immoral, but takes an evident

pleasure in asserting that, 'according to our doctrine, the Pope of
Rome himself is neither more nor less than an unbaptized layman,
and if he joined our communion would have to be baptized, because
we do not allow baptism by aspersion, nor, except in cases of sick-

ness, by affusion.' And here we get a curious glimpse at Eastern
notions of ' economy :

' a Western postulant for admission to the

Eastern Church, at Constantinople or Athens, would be told that he
must first be baptized, i.e. by triple immersion ; if he ' rejected this

1 Mr. Riley found more appreciation of books at Russico, Vatopedi,
and Pantocratoros than at three or four other houses. At Chiliandari he
could not see the Evangelistarium of white vellum with golden letters,

which Curzon had so much admired, because the monk who had the key
of the press which enclosed it was ' away in the vineyards.' He says,

with some simplicity, * We always tried to impress upon the monks the
importance of having separate buildings for their books ' (p. 296). Little

would they reck of a Frank's advice to take more trouble ! When he
asked the monks why they did not insure their buildings against fires,

their reply was always the same— ' It had never been the custom to do
so' (p. 136).

2 ' It is not the austerity, but the fervour, which seems to be wanting ;

and as this is just the thing of which a chance visitor can least surely note
the presence or absence, it becomes us to speak modestly on the subject.'

Chr. Rem. 1. c.
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injunction, and travelled to St. Petersburg/ the Russian Church would
receive him as if he were baptized^ just as she receives Lutherans and
Poles, by an exercise of ' economy ; ' he would then be confirmed,

and allowed to communicate in Russia, and therefore at Constan-
tinople or Athens (p. no). We must add, although we say it with
reluctance, that Mr. Riley was extraordinarily complaisant to his hosts

in regard to the belief in relics and wonder-working icons. In fact,

he expresses himself on such subjects with a crudeness which seems
to us unfortunate. He treats supposed portions of the true Cross
as most likely genuine (pp. 60, 170) ; he regards praying for a cure
before the icon of Our Lady the Portress as parallel to Naaman's
faith in Elisha's word, and ironically refers to ' three other cases of

Oriental superstition/ meaning the miracles recorded in 2 Kings
xiii. 21, Acts v. 15, xix. 12 (p. 285). It does not seem to have oc-

-curred to him that by this piece of smartness he was playing into the

hands of unbelievers. He exhorts his Western brethren, 'without

abandoning their love of truth, to believe before questioning ' the

stories of miraculous icons or relics, although he speaks severely

about some tales as ' false ;
' at one monastery he considers himself

bound to ' reverence ' what yet he admits to be the ' extremely doubt-
ful relics ' of the * gold, frankincense, and myrrh/ because ' the Church
of the country, whose jurisdiction I recognize, says to me in the

person of the abbot, " These are the gifts of the Three Kings." ' He
credits the Greeks with 'the evangelical virtues, faith, obedience
to ecclesiastical authority, and reverence/ and leaves Englishmen in

possession of 'the natural virtues, truthfulness, honesty, and . . .

uprightness.' This sort of talk is doubly mischievous ; it lowers and
narrows the idea of ' evangelical' sanctity, and it ignores the

pregnant fact that truth, justice, and the like, have been spiritualized

and quickened by the power of a supernatural motive, so that we
injure Christian morality if we treat them as a mere affair of

the ' natural man.' They are inside the sacred area ; they make de-

mands on the serious moral effort of Christians as such

;

l they rebuke
Christians, however orthodox, who fall short of them. Again, Mr.
Riley applauds the answer given by Oriental to English Non-juring
bishops, who had scrupled at the Oriental cultus of Mary :

' Here we
may fairly cry out with David, " They were afraid where no fear was !

"

'

But he forgets to quote what they added, in a tone too like that of the
extremest Roman Marianiser, that ' our Lord is the Mediator of our
reconciliation/ but ' the Saints and the Mother of God ' for post-

baptismal forgiveness and for deliverance from ordinary evils.
2 And

he presents to us, as ' excellently describing the Catholic position/ a
statement by Mouravieff, including the words :

' The Orthodox
Church, since the earliest ages of Christianity, has glorified the Blessed
Virgin . . . supplicating her as the most powerful mediatress with

the Lord ' (pp. 304-6).

Familiar as Mr. Riley is with Eastern Church rites, he seems at

1 Liddon, Univ. Serm., i. 324.
3 See G. Williams, The Orthodox Church in the Eighteenth Century,

P- 54.

Q 2
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a loss to explain one which he saw in the chief church of Caryes, and
describes as ' some sort of service for the dead ' :

—

4 In the middle of the church, on a table, were placed a candlestick
holding three candles, and a plate of boiled rice . . . with raisins, and a
candle stuck in the middle. We all had little tapers given to us, which,
at a certain point in the service, we lighted one from another. Three or
four priests and two deacons with censers stood round the table, and each
one read through long lists of names ' (p. 277).

This is evidently the service performed * in remembrance/ after a

requiem on certain days after the decease, and on the * name's day
and anniversary of the death of the deceased.' As Madame Romanoff
says, in her vivid Sketches of the Greco-Russian Church '

(p. 242),
* they take boiled rice and raisins, sweetened with honey, to church in

a basin . . . and place it, with a taper stuck to it, on the little black

naloy (reading-desk), before which requiems are sung.' The rice

with its adjuncts is supposed to typify the Resurrection.

We have yet another word to say as to drawbacks from the enjoy-

ableness of this book. It can hardly have received that retractatia

for which a ' proof/ not to say a ' revise/ gives opportunity. Other-
wise we should not find the apocryphal second Esdras attributed

to a * prophet ' (p. 280), nor l the Apostle ' quoted as having said,

* He that marrieth doeth well, but he that marrieth not doeth better/

a perversion of 1 Cor. vii. 38 which the listening * monks and ser-

vitors ' were not likely to correct (p. 240). Nor would * euphemistically
**

have kept its place where the word required was ' euphoniously

'

(p. 133). Nor would the undoubted 'mixture of grotesqueness and
religion ' at Athos have been allowed to warrant some bits of slang

and jaunty facetiousness which strike us as the reverse of opportune
and graceful. Thus, in an introduction of personages :

' Now, Peter,

off you go with a salaam, and make room for your betters. . . .

Lastly, there is your humble servant ; well, perhaps the less said about
him the better

;
'

' A pretty fuss there was until the Archbishop's

stick was recovered ;
'

' So they popped the old gentleman ' (a dead
abbot) ' back again into the hole ; '

' Odds trenchers and knives, how
we ate !

'
* We munched our dry bread—ugh ! wasn't it gritty ?

'
' O

—

would contradict me flatly if I said he was as cross as two sticks that

evening ; ' and so on. And we think that a Churchman who at times

gives utterance to pious aspirations after intercommunion with the

East, might have refrained from telling us how, on two occasions, he
condescended to the mauvaise plaisanterie of practical jokes on two
poor young monks of Athos (pp. 157, 317). Dulce est desipere in loco,

but not extra locum. We may, however, set against these flippancies

the pleasure given by illustrations * mostly engraved from the author's

photographs.'

A Select Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers. Edited by
Philip Schaff, D.D., LL.D. Vols. IV. and V. (Buffalo: The
Christian Literature Company, 1887.)

The fourth and fifth volumes of the American Library of the Fathers

contain the writings of St. Augustine against theManichaeans, Donatists
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and Pelagians. The first-mentioned section includes seven works, of
which four have already appeared in the same rendering in Clarke's

series ; the remaining three are Englished for the first time by Dr.

Newman, Professor in the Baptist College, Toronto. We cannot
honestly congratulate Dr. Newman upon all parts of his translation.

To take an instance quite at random— * Sed sic ut quamdiu manent in

peccato ad sese alias occulta quadam suasione traducant ' does not
mean ' But in such a manner that for a long time they remain in sin

and by a certain occult suasion traduce to themselves other souls.'

Dr. Newman's Introduction appears to us so very much better than
his translation, that we should have conjectured that they came from
different hands if his name had not been prefixed to both. But why
must Dr. Newman go out of his way to assail Rome when nothing in

his subject leads that way ? He will have it that the doctrine of in-

dulgences is fully developed in Marjchaeism, and asserts that the

.germs of it appear in the Catholic Church before the time of Mani.
But the doctrine of Mani is, that a certain class of persons may,
without absolute loss of salvation, lead a sensual life if they occa-

sionally resort to the ascetic observances which a higher class practise

habitually. Even if there were in this theory the ascription of the

merits of the higher class to the lower, which Dr. Newman thinks he
discerns, it would still not be the doctrine of indulgences at all.

And we do not know where Dr. Newman finds his germs of indul-

gences in the Catholic Church before the third century. A passage

or two about the requests of the lapsed to the martyrs for intercession

that their penance may be shortened are all that Berington and Kirk
can allege in favour of indulgences from that period. And, lastly,

even if the Manichaean and Roman doctrine were the same, and were
contemporaneous, the fact would be quite irrelevant, since, as Dr.

Newman himself observes, nothing Christian appears among the con-

ditions of Manichaean discipleship at all.

The anti-Donatist writings are rendered by the Rev. J. R. King, vicar

of St. Peter's, Oxford, and are enriched by a clearly-written Introduc-

tion by Dr. Hartranft, of Hartford. The anti- Pelagian works occupy
the whole of the fifth volume, and are taken entirely from the series

of Mr. Clarke. They appear to be well translated, and a very full

and laborious Introduction precedes them from the pen of Dr. War-
field, Professor in the Theological Seminary at Princeton. We cannot
complain that the editing of this section of Augustine's works should
have been committed to one who feels himself in strong sympathy
with their predestinarianism. But we think Dr. Warfield widely

astray in the remarks with which he concludes his essay. * The
theology of grace [i.e. the predestinarian principles of Augustine] was
destined in the hands of his successors, who have rejoiced to confess

that they were taught by him, to remove this stumbling-block [the

damnation of unbaptized children] from Christian teaching;' and
again, ' It is only because of Augustine's theology of grace, which
places man in the hands of an all-merciful Saviour, and not in the

grasp of a human institution, that men can see that in the salvation

of all who die in infancy the invisible Church of God embraces the
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vast majority of the human race—saved, not by the washing of water
administered by the Church, but by the Blood of Christ adminis-

tered by God's own hand outside of the ordinary channels of His-

grace.' We have here a great deal of confusion. The * ordinary

channels of God's grace ' seem to be in the enormous majority of
instances superseded by a dispensation of His grace, of which we
have no difficulty in being perfectly certain not only as to its existence

but as to the persons to whom it is dispensed. Surely, if this be so,

the ordinary means must be those which save the majority, and the
sacraments which only concern the minority must be the extraordinary

means. But, what is still more unreasonable, we have predestination,,

which is an inscrutable act of God behind all human acts, and leaving

them their own efficacy in their own sphere, treated as a known fact

on the same plane with human actions, and pronouncing on the

validity or invalidity of these for the purpose to which they are
directed. Baptism may be necessary or unnecessary, but predesti-

nation has no more to do with the question whether it is or not than,

with the question whether sermons or Bible-reading or eating and
drinking are necessary in their respective spheres. Accordingly,.

Calvinists, to whom baptism appeared not to be necessary to salva-

tion, have frequently believed in infant damnation on an immense
scale. It is certainly a curious discovery that by throwing in all who
die in infancy as ipso facto predestined to salvation you can make
out a vast majority of the saved. To our minds every gift of God's-

grace given by baptism or any other means leads one to hope for His-

mercy to those who have, without their own fault, been excluded from
receiving them

;
just as the bounties of a rich man at his castle gate

would lead us to hope that he would send something to those who-
could not attend there.

The three succeeding volumes will contain the expository works
of St. Augustine, and the possessor of the eight will have at hand, in

a very handsome form, a most valuable store of the best patristic

divinity. But we hope Dr. Schaffwill curb the propensity of his sub-

editors to embody their own ecclesiastical prepossessions and enmities

in their Introductions. If his Anglican contributors all proceed to

state their theories with the same freedom as the gentlemen of other
communions are doing, the various Introductions will not be in har-

mony. This, however, is a small matter in comparison with the cor-

rectness and readableness of the translations, and, with the exception

above noted, we think there is nothing to complain of in this respect*

Dante's Divina Commedia • its Scope and Value. From the German
of Franz Hettinger, D.D. Edited by H. S. Bowden. (Lon-
don : Burns and Oates, 1887.)

Father Bowden and his coadjutors deserve the thanks of the
English reader for this translation of Dr. Hettinger's essay. The
work is a valuable introduction to the study of the Divina Commedia ;

for though it discusses the poem mainly from the standpoint of the
theologian, it also brings out the historical and political aspects, the
beauty of the style, the unity of purpose, and the consensus partiuvu
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The keynote, however, is sounded at p. 50, where the author, himself

an eminent Roman Catholic Professor of Theology, says that Dante
wrote as a theologian, as a poetic Thomas Aquinas. The essay is

in effect a vindication of the poet's orthodoxy in matters of faith,

doctrine, and practice, minus the amari aliquid of his (to Dr. Het-
tinger's mind) unsound views of the relation of the Empire to the

Papacy. By adducing the internal evidence of the poem itself, sup-

plemented by that derived from Dante's other works, and by large

quotation from the Summa Theologica of St. Thomas and the writings

of other Fathers, the conclusion, which few will dispute, is arrived at,

that the poet was in all essential points a true and devout son of the

Church.
As a rule, Dr. Hettinger is very fair in his comments and his

deductions. There are, however, instances in which his ecclesiastical

bias makes him put upon the text meanings which were clearly not

in Dante's thoughts. A few of these may be pointed out. At p. 187
we are told that Matilda ' may typify

'
' perhaps the priesthood, through

whose instrumentality we are brought into the Church, the earthly

Paradise.' But, a few lines further on, we learn that 'the earthly

Paradise signifies the state of original justice, to which the Church
alone can restore man ; ' and that the Church itself is symbolized by
the triumphal chariot drawn by the mystic gryphon—Christ. Now,
of course, this chariot does typify the Church, which cannot therefore

be the earthly Paradise, into which the chariot is drawn ; and it

follows that Matilda cannot represent the priesthood. Again, at

p. 307, it is assumed that in Par. v. 61 (Cary's translation) Dante
speaks of the religious vow of perpetual chastity as that which

—

' So precious in the balance weighs,
That all in counterpoise must kick the beam ;

'

whereas all vows of a specially solemn subject-matter— ' qualunque

cosa tanto pesa'— are referred to. At p. 310 Dr. Hettinger says:
' The religious life '

—

i.e. in the technical sense of the life of the reli-

gious Orders—'is a life of prayer, and so Dante extols the sweet

sound of the bell, which calls the bride of Christ to matins.' But
anyone who refers to the passage cited {Par. x. 134) will see at once
that the ' spouse of God ' alluded to is not a nun—or, as Father

Bowden would say, 'a religious'—but the Church. Nor is the

statement at p. 316, that God inspires with the desire for baptism a
heathen who fulfils the moral law as far as he can, borne out by the

passage adduced from Purg. xiii., where Dante merely says that the

three theological virtues availed, in baptism 's stead, for the redemption
of Ripheus. Once more, the gloss put upon Par. iv. 67 by Dr.

Hettinger at p. 301, viz., that 'heresy' 'often springs from a vain

endeavour to fathom the divine mysteries ; and, as these are impene-
trable, the heretic in his stubbornness rejects what should be humbly
accepted,' is whole poles apart from the meaning of the original :

—

' Parere ingiusta la nostra giustizia

Negli occhi de' mortali, e argomento
Di fede, e non d' eretica nequizia.'
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We may add that the true sense of these lines is flatly contradicted

by the Editor (Preface, p. vii) in making Dante say that heresy comes
from a desire to measure divine by human justice.

Before quitting this topic, we must point out an error at p. 103,

where Dante is credited with the statement that * hither '

—

i.e. to Hell—'where "guilt hath no redemption," at the heels of an infuriated

beast, are dragged the lost souls,' &c. Whereas this is said only of

the manner of the death of Corso Donati (Pur$. xxiv. 83).

Dr. Hettinger is obliged to deal with Dante's fierce attacks upon
individual Popes ; his theory of the Empire ; and the fact that the

De Monarchist, which embodies it, was placed upon the Index by the

Council of Trent. He touches the first of these matters with a very

light hand, but appears to admit that Popes, as men, are liable to err.

But he comes to the singular conclusion (p. 353) that Dante's attacks on
the Popes are a defence of the Papacy itself, since it is the very dignity

of their office which makes any fault in a Pope so conspicuous ! We
expected, after this, to find him say that the De Monarchid was placed

upon the Index as a testimony of the orthodoxy, and value to the

faithful, of Dante's other unimpugned works. The explanation of

that step, however, which he does give, is not of much more cogency.

It seems that (p. 359) it was not a condemnation of the author as a

teacher of heretical views, nor even a censure. The decree of the

Council of Trent merely prohibited the book as liable to be dangerous
in the hands of the enemies of the Church ! The reflection naturally

arises, Why was the book thus dangerous, unless heretical ?

Dr. Hettinger fairly admits—and, in the face of the De Monarchic
and the critical Canto xvi. of Purgatorio, how could he do otherwise ?

—that Dante held that the Empire and the Papacy were two inde-

pendent divinely-ordained authorities : one for man's temporal wel-

fare, the other for his eternal salvation. He attempts to combat this

view by adducing the opinion of Dante's contemporary, Gervase of

Tilbury, to the contrary, viz. that the Empire was the creation of the

Papacy ; and by himself maintaining that the coronation of Charle-

magne as Emperor by Leo III. was the creation of a new empire by

the Pope, and that the consecrating sanction of the Church implied

a limitation to its sway (pp. 360, 36 1).
1 We should have thought

that the consecrating sanction of the Church no more implied the

creation or limitation of the sanctioned office than the coronation of

an English king by the Archbishop of Canterbury implies that the

monarch owes his throne to the prelate. And we fail to see how
anything non-existent can be * sanctioned ' by calling it into being.

Dante, moreover, wrote the De Monarchic^ against the views .held by

Gervase of Tilbury and those who thought with him. Hence, it

would be as fair to cite his authority against them, as theirs against

him. Neither can be of any inherent weight against the other.

We cannot conclude this notice without pointing out the Editor's

flagrant unfairness to Dante (see the Preface at p. x). After saying

-
! At page 361 we find the strange misquotation of the motto on the

seals of the German Empire :
—

' Roma caput mundi regit frena orbis

rotundi.'
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(correctly enough) that the poet sees in the German Emperor, the

then c one powerful opponent both of the French king and of the

Sovereign Pontiff, ' the saviour of Italy, and in his universal empire the

salvation of mankind, he thus proceeds—the italics are ours—* But
Dante lived to see his wishes carried out. Clement V. withdrew from
Rome, and placed the Holy See under the tutelage of France, with

what result in Dante's eyes ? Why, that the Church in her secular

aspect was robbed of her freedom, dignity, and purity, and became
like a mere state establishment, "una puttanasciolta." ' To say that

Dante's wishes were carried out by the aggrandizement of Philip the

Fair of France—the ' feroce drudo ' of the ' puttana sciolta
;

' the ' mal
di Francia ' of Purg. vii. 109—whom, his house and his policy, Dante
more cordially detested than, perhaps, all other men and things, argues

either an ignorance of the historical facts, or a perverse ingenuity,

which we should not have expected to find in Father Bowden.

Cosmopolitan Essays. By Sir Richard Temple, Bart., M.P.,
G.C.S.I., D.C.L., &c. With Maps. (London : Chapman and
Hall, 1887.)

More than five-and-forty years ago Dr. Arnold of Rugby declared

that we wanted not so much books on directly religious subjects, as

on secular subjects treated in a religious spirit. That there are plenty

of essays, to say nothing of poems and works of fiction, of an irre-

ligious character is only too obvious, and consequently needs no
proof. Nevertheless Dr. Arnold, if he were alive, would find cause
for rejoicing in a number of publications calculated to gratify his de-

sire for good-toned literature. He would have been much pleased,

we fancy, to look at the list of treatises on all sorts of subjects issued

by the venerable Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and
the similar line adopted by its younger companion, the Religious

Tract Society.

The handsome volume of essays by Sir R. Temple is a real acces-

sion to our stock of books of this character. Like Ulysses of old, Sir

Richard is one (if we may adopt the Horatian version of Homer's
line)

Qui mores hominum multorum vidit et urbes.

India, Canada, the United States, Egypt, Palestine, Greece, China,
Burmah, Afghanistan, and the basin of the Congo—on all these sub-

jects, and on the British empire at large, he is prepared to impart
abundance of information well arranged for popular use ; and in the

majority of cases he is able to speak from personal observation.

It is not to be expected that our author should not at times come
across questions on which good and gifted men are at variance. Thus,
for example, he appears to approve of the policy of Lord Lytton in

opposition to that of the Duke of Argyll in respect of Afghanistan,

and he regards it as an error that England did not persist in carrying

out a military movement which might have avenged the death of

Gordon at Khartum. These are topics which we do not propose to

discuss, and it must suffice to say that Sir R. Temple has treated
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them with much ability, candour, and good temper. He has, we
imagine, a large measure of sympathy with the general tone and policy

of the late Sir Bartle Frere. But his concluding words in the sketch

of that colonial governor will not only give a fair specimen of Sir R.

Temple's style, but show that he does not allow himself to be carried

away by his admiration into indiscriminating eulogy : Frere having

perhaps, in our author's judgment, displayed a tendency towards a
somewhat excessive belief in the right of England to rule the world

at large, or, at any rate, all of its uncivilized races.

* He [Frere] desired empire for the sake of abstract good, and not

for selfish aggrandisement. He gave them [the native tribes and races

J

the most favourable impression of the Britisn character and of practical

Christianity. He made them believe in their own capability of improve-
ment. He lifted them, as it were, out of Oriental prejudice and bigotryr
tenderly leading them into better spheres of thought and morality. . . ^

With everyone, of whatsoever race or tongue, he had the unfailing charm
of a mild, modest, and refined bearing. His conversation and manners
inspired everyone with an interest in his fame and achievements. . . . That
he was faultless or free from error will never be asserted by discriminating

friends. He himself would have been the last man to make such an
assertion or to dream such a vision. For he was from first to last a
humble-minded Christian. So powerful an individuality, so marked an
idiosyncrasy as his, must necessarily have had co-ordinate defects, which
in human nature are almost invariably allied with great virtues and
merits. We may apply to him the words which a contemporary applied

to a British hero

—

" He was true English ;

His virtues and his failings English all."

Lastly, we may associate with his memory the words of a well-known
author respecting the promise that " finally in death itself their sleep

should be sweet upon whose tomb it could be written Obdormivit in
Christo'" (pp. 183-4).

Another good example of the judicial character of the volume may
be found in its author's estimate of the strong and weak points of the

United States. We have known cases in which travellers from our
own shores have returned from a brief visit to America with the im-
pression that the author of Martin Chuzzlewit would still be justified

in declaring that the greater part of conversation in that country might
be summed up in one word—Dollars. Now Sir R. Temple allows

that culture stands at a disadvantage in a young country ; that * men
are expending their nervous force and their brain power from morn
to eve/ and that ' when they return home they are too tired to attempt
any fresh mental recreation. ' But still he is strongly of opinion that

culture is steadily gaining, and will continue to gain, and that ' no-
where is mere wealth without personal gifts so ineffectual as a passport

to the best society as in the American capitals' (pp. 469-472).
They must be indeed singularly well-informed persons who can

lay down this book, without being obliged to confess that they have
gathered a large amount of useful and trustworthy information from
its pages. For one feature we, as Christians, feel especially grateful.

Nothing is more common than to hear, from the sciolist in such
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matters, the assertion that missionary efforts have practically effected

nothing. Very different is the verdict passed by men of real know-
ledge and thoughtful observation, such as the late Sir Charles Tre-

velyan or Sir Bartle Frere, or (among the living) Lord Dufferin and
Sir Richard Temple. The ninth chapter, that on ' Christian Ver-

nacular Education for India,' brings this out most strongly.

* I am bound to say that, notwithstanding all shortcomings, nevertheless
a large measure of success has been vouchsafed to Christian missions in

India. Of course you will hear disparagement. The course of Christian

missions would indeed be weak if it could not bear the impact of the very
light disparagement you occasionally find. But all these taunts and
sneers are just like the froth of the waves which dash against the rock of
fact. It is a fact that missions have wrought a success which can be
proved by statistics that reflect honour on the English name. The native

Christians are now to be counted by hundreds of thousands. The native

children that are undergoing Christian instruction in missionary schools

are also to be numbered by hundreds of thousands. And there is steady
increase, also by hundreds of thousands, in succeeding decades, so that

the hundreds of thousands will ere long become millions, until at last the
number will grow so heavily on our hands that we shall hardly be able to

cope with it* (p. 191).

Sir R. Temple proceeds to prove from statistics the growing need
for a native ministry. The whole chapter deserves careful study, and
we must remember throughout that this particular address is very

specially the result of personal observation. Possibly we might feel

some of the recognized difficulties more strongly than our author ;

but for all that we feel most grateful for his testimony, and rejoice to

find so distinguished a public servant doing so much good by his pen
as well as by his career of active life.

The Epistle to the Romans, with Notes Critical and Practical. By
the Rev. M. F. Sadler. (London : George Bell and Sons,

1888.)

We hail with pleasure this addition to the commentary on the New
Testament which Mr. Sadler evidently contemplates, and which we
trust he will have health and strength to complete. We have noticed

the volumes on the four Gospels and on the Acts of the Apostles as

they appeared, and it is a great satisfaction to know that the suc-

cess which they have achieved and the considerable circulation

which they have obtained encourage the author in the task con-

genial to him. If anyone looks in this volume for learned disquisi-

tions on the text, or a careful balancing of the opinions of eminent
commentators, he will be disappointed. Mr. Sadler's object is quite

different from this, but we should leave a wrong impression if we
did not add that difficulties both of construction and interpretation

are always examined and solutions given, and in such cases reasons

for agreeing with, or differing from, opinions ordinarily received are

very lucidly stated. The aim of this volume is to place in the hands
of churchpeople who are anxious to be assisted in arriving at the full

meaning of Holy Scripture notes which may be of service to them
;
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and whilst these * notes ' may be read with advantage by all who are

interested in Biblical studies, they will be found more valuable by
those who desire a commentary for devotional rather than critical

purposes. There can be few, if any, of our readers who are not
acquainted with some of the excellent books which Mr. Sadler has
published from time to time. Their special characteristic is that they

are written with a singleness of aim and directness of purpose which
go far to recommend the conclusions contended for. Difficulties are

boldly faced, not evaded, and the reader is made to think whether
he does or does not agree with the views of the author. The line of

thought which pervades this commentary on the Epistle to the

Romans is thus set forth by Mr. Sadler in the preface :

—

' The purpose for which St. Paul was directed by God to write this

Epistle was entirely connected with the great controversy or struggle then
going on respecting the Church, whether it was to be a Catholic body,
on its inner or spiritual side the mystical body of Christ, inheriting all

the privileges of the Sion of the Prophets, or whether it was to be an
appanage of Judaism. On the settlement of this controversy hung all the
future of the Church as One, Catholic and Apostolic. The purpose of

the Epistle, it seems to me, was to assure the Gentiles that being justified

by faith they possessed the only true justification, and having accepted
Christ, and been grafted into Him as the true Vine and Divine Olive-

tree of grace, they were the true elect people of God.'

With this master-key, as it seems to him, in his hand, he inter-

prets the difficult passages respecting election found in this Epistle.

He comments upon them at considerable length, and always in a
devout spirit and with a directly practical purpose.

As our object is to call the attention of our readers to a book
which we feel sure they would be glad to possess, and to point out

generally the lines on which the commentary is based, and not to

criticise its several parts, we forbear from saying more than that we
think this volume will certainly sustain the high position which
Mr. Sadler has gained as a practical interpreter of Holy Scripture.

The Dispensation of the Spirit ; being Readings on the Person and
Work of the Holy Ghost in relation to the World, the Church,

and the Individual, By the Rev. C. R. Ball, M.A. (London :

S.P.C.K.)

This little treatise is of a simpler and more popular character than,

e.g., Mr. Hutchings's book—a work, by the way, of which, so far as

we have noticed, Mr. Ball makes no use, although he acknowledges
his obligations to most of the other English books on the same
subject, and 'has enriched his pages with quotations from the ser-

mons of Cardinal Newman and Bishop Moberly, from Archdeacon
Hare's Mission of the Comforter, and from the writings of other

well-known authors' (p. vi), besides being indebted, as he tells

us, for the substance of two entire chapters and part of a third

to Cardinal Manning's Internal Mission of the Holy Ghost It

is divided into four parts, treating respectively of (1) the Eternal

Procession of the Holy Ghost, (2) the Temporal Mission, (3) the
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Presence of the Holy Spirit in the Church, (4) the Presence of the

Holy Spirit in the Individual Christian ; and at the close there is a
suggestive chapter on the Progressive Witness of the Spirit. Each
of these subjects is well and carefully discussed, and the reader will

find much excellent material here brought together in a small com-
pass and in an attractive form. But while we give a cordial recom-
mendation to the work as a whole, we are desirous to point out two
instances of inaccurate language which ought certainly to be corrected

should a second edition be called for. On page 50 we find the

following statement :
' Our Saviour speaks of sin against the Holy

Ghost as being of such fearful malignity as to be beyond the reach
of pardon both in the present and in the next succeeding age.' The
mistake is a very common one, but is none the less a mistake. Our
Lord never says that * sin against the Holy Ghost ' is unpardonable.
He does say (as is pointed out by Waterland in his admirable sermon
on the subject^ of one particular sin, which He specifies as 'the

blasphemy against the Spirit/ that ' it shall not be forgiven.' The
difference may seem but slight, but it is an important one, and if

only writers and preachers had always been careful to avoid the use
of the inaccurate and unscriptural expression, ' sin against the Holy
Ghost/ those unhappy misconceptions of the nature of what is called

the unpardonable sin might not have been so common as they are

now. One other word there is which we should like to see altered.

It is the word ' separate/ which is more than once applied to the

Persons of the Holy Trinity : e.g. on page 20 we are told that the
Holy Spirit is revealed as ' a separate Person/ and a little lower down
the Father and the Son are spoken of as 'separate from one another
in Person.' What Mr. Ball means is, of course, ' distinct/ but that is

not exactly the same as ' separate.' The two words cannot be treated

as convertible terms, and the use of 'separate ' in speaking of the

Persons of the Blessed Trinity should always be avoided as dangerous
and likely to lead to misconception of the Church's doctrine. It is,

however, only fair to add that these are the only blemishes which
we have noticed, and they can easily be remedied in another edition.

Legends and Records of the Church and the Empire. By Aubrey de
Vere. (London: Kegan Paul, Trench and Co., 1887.)

Mr. de Vere's new volume of poems is likely to sustain and extend
his literary reputation. There is ' a sweetness long drawn out ' in his

verse, and few can be familiar with it without learning much, and
becoming wiser, more catholic, and more tolerant from what he
learns. The present volume divides itself, as is suggested in the title,

partly into poems that deal with the history, and partly into pieces

that give in poetical forms some of the legends of the Church. We
think that the higher literary value belongs to the former class, though
we can well imagine that to many minds the free and imaginative

treatment of the legends will prove more acceptable. In addition to

these, and partaking of the same characteristic, are some short pieces,

and an Ode on the crowning of Charlemagne and the Holy Roman
Empire. With the history and literature of the Church up to the
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era of Charlemagne, Mr. de Vere is especially well acquainted. That

Holy Roman Empire was the result of the fusion of the barbaric

races with the Roman Empire. Mr. de Yere holds with Mr. Allies,

in his Throne of the Fisherman, that there is one especial period

that compares with the efflorescence of the golden age of Greece, the

space of time between Athanasius and Leo, * both great writers, but

men in whom the greatness of character surpasses the greatness of

mind. Almost the whole wealth of patristic literature lies between

these two.' Mr. de Vere has thoroughly saturated his mind with the

literature and history of the period, but he goes beneath these to the

roots of things. In the course of a somewhat long, but interesting

and instructive preface, he says :

—

' An eminent German philosopher has remarked that it was not by

any material antagonist of its own order that pagan Rome was over-

thrown ; it was by a power of a sort wholly alien, and one which Rome
had at once recognized as her foe. It was Christian Love. That prin-

ciple had taught the martyrs to die, while the philosophers could only

dispute ; it had made a Thecla face the lions, and St. Jerome find a

palace in his cell. A Divine Love had added tenfold to the strength of

human love (while apparently restricting it) by redeeming it from the

bondage of self-love through the discipline of self-sacrifice. As a con-

sequence, the Family had once more asserted its primal dignity as the

author of all social existence, and the root of all political order ; the
" Kingdom of Christ," the great representative of Divine Love, stood up
thus as the universal Family of Man, and the only truly universal empire

revealed itself as a spiritual empire. " The Cross had conquered," for

from it alone could have issued forth that divine love, the principle of

life in a new-created world. The commotions of that world, while it was
gradually taking shape are, as we revert to them in remembrance, but

the storm-lights and shadows which chase each other over a plain, while

the real life works on in the herbage beneath ' (p. xxiii).

In dealing with the Holy Roman Empire, he speaks of the well-

known essay of Professor Bryce, M.P., whom he considers 'a far

more candid authority on this subject than Gibbon.' Naturally

enough he has no great affection for Gibbon, and quotes with satis-

faction a judgment of Coleridge in the Table Talk :
' That poor scep-

ticism which Gibbon mistook for Socratic philosophy has led him
to misstate and mistake the character and influence of Christianity in

a way which even an avowed infidel or atheist would not and could

not have done. Gibbon was a man of immense reading, but he

had no philosophy.' These poems have a reminiscence about them
of Tennyson's historical poems, such as Cobham and Columbus. Of
the historical poems in the volume we prefer two on Constantine—
Constantine in Thrace, Constantine at Constantinople : Constantine

being in each case the speaker of the monologue. In the same way The

Death of St. Jerome is supposed to be spoken by him while he was on

his death-bed at Bethlehem, attended by the second Paula. Another
of these historical poems is called Stilicho, who, though a Vandal, had

the greatest veneration and affection for the Roman Empire, and would
have preserved it for the sons of Theodosius if it had not been for

the jealousy of the Roman nobles and the treachery of the Emperor
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Honorius. A Gothic chief suddenly appears at a Roman banquet, re-

hearses the great acts of Stilicho, upbraids them with their ingratitude,

and announces that Alaric is within two days' march of Rome, which
he has vowed to destroy. Another poem is called Amalasunta. She
was a daughter of Theodoric the Great, the Gothic king of Italy,

and after her father's death, the Regent, during the childhood of her
son. The rebellious Gothic chiefs sent her to the pestilential island

of Bolsena, where, without waiting for her slow death, they murdered
her. In the still morning, with a presentiment of her death upon her,

she meditates on her father's career, especially over his judicial

murder of Boethius and Symmachus, and of his persecution of those

who held the Catholic faith, which, although an Arian, Theodoric
had always treated with respect. Then there is a poem called St.

Boniface, a monologue or meditation in a German forest, while his

companions had retired to rest in the heat of the day. There is a hint

of his coming death by the stream Borduc, where he was murdered
with all his fellow-workers. Most of our readers will have seen the

stately tomb of the Apostle of Germany in the great cathedral of
Mainz. Of the poems of this order, as we have said, we prefer the

two that are concerned with Constantine. Let us use an illustration

to explain the preference. If we take a group of works relating to

the battle of Senlac and its surroundings, say Mr. Freeman's History,

Lord Tennyson's drama, and Lord Lytton's novel of Harold, we will

venture to say that, although the historian alone goes into details,

yet we obtain a more vivid and simple idea from the novelist or poet.

We may have read a great deal about the history of Constantine, yet

we perhaps may get a better idea of the personality of the man from
Mr. de Vere's two poems. The points that chiefly strike one in

his history are his miserable postponement of baptism till shortly

before his death, and his presence at the Council of Nicaea. We
take an extract almost at random :

—

' Of Religions one remains
;

The rest are dead Traditions, not Religion.

The old gods stand in ivory, stone, and gold
Dozing above the dust-heaps round their feet

;

The Flamen dozes on the altar-step
;

The People doze within the colonnades
;

The Augurs pass each other with a smile

;

The Faith that lives is Christ's. Three hundred years
The strong ones and the wise ones trod it down

;

Red flames but washed it clean— I noted that

:

This day the Christian Empire claims its own.
The Christian Empire—stranger things have been

;

Christ called His Church a Kingdom. Such it is
;

The mystery of its strength is in that oneness
Which heals its wounds and keeps it self-renewed.'

;; ijj Sometimes in a long piece of composition the movement becomes
somewhat pedestrian. Occasionally, too, in his heroic metre he
introduces an Alexandrine line, so entirely apart from any view to

effect that we suspect that it has been the result of carelessness or

rapid writing.
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Mr. de Vere succeeds so well in the sonnet that it is remarkable
that he has written so few. Here is a gem on * Saint Emmelia '

—

Her Convent on the Iris in Pontus.

* Not for thy snowy peaks, thy woods that wave
Where rolls thy Iris on in swift career

;

Not for thy mountain floods that downward rave
Thy river-breadths shattered o'er ledges sheer

;

Not for the gems thy myriad streams that pave
;

Not for roe-haunted glade or shadowed mere
;

Not for green lawn, blue gorge, or ivied cave ;

'Tis not for these that Christians hold thee dear,

Thou Pontic Paradise ! In Pagan days
Beauty was thrall to Pleasure or to Pride :

Earth's beauty her Emmelia sanctified

Teaching wild wastes to sing their Maker's praise
;

Here first her Basil taught his Rule austere ;

Asia's monastic life was rooted here.'

This is graceful and melodious poetry ; but we are afraid that

Mr. de Vere has not strictly met the requirements of the true Italian

sonnet. English sonneteers, from Shakespeare downwards, have
refused to limit themselves to the exact law of the sonnet.

There is one kind of sacred composition which our author seems^

not to have attempted, and in which Faber and Cardinal Newman
have succeeded so well—the hymn—the simplest, most, difficult, and
most elevating form of poetry. We could hardly have quoted less

from Mr. de Vere's volume, but our limits do not permit us to quote
more. It is a book which no one will regret storing up amid the
KeifjL))\ia of literature.

The Nibelungen Lied. Translated from the German by Alfred G.
Foster-Barham. (London: Macmillan and Co., 1887.)

From Mr. Foster-Barham's preface he would appear to have published

his verse-translation of the Nibelungen Lied under the impression that

his was the first attempt to make the great German epic known to

English readers in that form. By this time he has doubtless discovered

that Mr. W. N. Lettsom has been first in the field by some thirteen

years. It is to be hoped that some day the * force of Nature' may
'make a third' out of these two translators, who shall combine the

merits of each, and do for the Nibelungen Lied what Judge O'Hagan
has done for that far inferior work the Song of Roland. Lettsom 's

style is too antithetical and sophisticated to render the naive simplicity

of his original. Mr. Foster-Barham has caught the true note of style

with great success, but he is too inattentive to his metre. The metre
of the Nibelungen Lied is, indeed, not one of its chief merits ; but it

lends itself well to chanting, which was doubtless its original method
of Vortrag. ' Like the swing of an axe,' Demosthenes said of Phocion's

oratory; and the Nibelungen Lied has reminded us often of that

comparison. But Mr. Foster-Barham's lines will neither chant well

nor read well ; they are not more uneven than the original, but they
want the elastic strength which lifts the reader without check over the
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rough places . Both translators, we may add, have thought good, for

reasons best known to themselves, to disregard the normal lengthening

of the fourth line in the original stanza.

Yet, in spite of Mr. Foster-Barham's shortcomings in this direction,

and of the more or less momentous errors in translation, whereof an at-

tentive reader might detect a dozen or so, we must regard his translation

as a fairly adequate presentation of the Nibelungen Lied. With this

rendering, with Mr. Lettsom's (which is accompanied by a useful

introduction and notes), and with Mr. Ludlow's excellent and racy

prose version in his Popular Epics of the Middle Ages, Englishmen
have no excuse for not making acquaintance with the great epic of

their race—'by far the grandest of epics since the Iliad,' as we agree

with Mr. Ludlow in considering it. In it 'beauty lies in large masses,'

and is not to be apprehended by the microscopic eye. And if we
discard the microscope, Mr. Foster-Barham must be judged to have
done well, and not least in this, that he has grasped the individualities

of the different characters in the Lied. They live in his pages as in

the original—Chriemhild, so feminine, gentle, and affectionate in the

first part of the story, till changed by her wrongs, as such simple

natures do change, into a fiendlike creature, as single-hearted in her

fury as in her love—Hagen, with his fierce, suspicious temper, his

indomitable energy and intellect, his scorn of scruples, his redeeming
trait of devotion to his lord—the lord himself, Gunther, too bad to be
respected, and too good to be successful—Rudiger, the mild, faithful,

valiant Markgraf of Attila. In this power of exhibiting characters,

in the artistic excellence of its plot, and in its sober and saturnine

Teutonic humour, lie the chief claims of the Nibelungen Lied to pre-

eminence among the numerous epics of mediaeval Europe. The
plot, indeed, cannot easily be matched for constructive skill. From
that first trifling act of vainglory, when Siegfried gives to Chriemhild
the trophy he had won from her brother Gunther's wife, we are led

irresistibly, yet most naturally, onwards through scenes of ever-deep-
ening crime and desperation, to the slaughter of the Nibelungen in

Attila's hall, a conclusion than which all fiction offers nothing more
tremendously impressive. The strife of these powerful, primitive

natures is like a combat of wild bulls ; and yet how far above that

it is placed by the touches oftenderness, or chivalry, which give nobility

to the most savage scenes of the story. Yet nowhere perhaps is the

writer's tragic power shown more clearly than in the episode which
ends the poem, in Hagen's dungeon, after he and Gunther, sole

survivors of the massacre, are taken prisoners. 'Where,' demands
Chriemhild, ' is the hiding-place of the treasure, the Nibelung Hoard,
which Siegfried won, and which you took from me after his murder ?

'

'That,' replies Hagen, 'I have sworn never to reveal while my lord is

alive.' Chriemhild departs ; in a few minutes she returns, holding her
brother's head by the hair.

Then is the moment of Hagen's triumph. 'Well I knew,' he cries,

'what errand you would go on—now my lords are all dead, Gemot
and Giselher and Gunther, and the secret is mine and God's alone.

From thee, devil's wife, it shall be right well hidden for ever.' And
VOL. XXVI.—NO. LI. R
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so the poem closes, with a revelation of supreme hatred yet more
appalling than the picture of Attila's blazing hall, with its falling rafters

quenched in a lake of blood. Chriemhild slays Hagen, and is instantly

slain herself by one of her own vassals, horror-struck at her ferocity.

Thus

:

* Mit leide was verendet des Kiineges hochgezit,

Als ie diu Hebe leide an dem ende gerne git.'

It is a pity that the sweetness and sadness of this last line have
been so poorly rendered by both the English translators. It is almost

the only reflection in the whole of the epic, and the only glimpse it

affords into that gulf of melancholy thought in which most of the

world's great artistic creations have taken shape.

Let us conclude by quoting a few stanzas which give a favourable

example of Mr. Foster-Barham's powers. Gunther has just resolved

to ride forth for the wooing of Brunhild, and begs Chriemhild to see

after that very important element of success in such an enterprise

—

the provision for himself and his retinue of new and gorgeous ap-

parel :

—

'To him replied the maiden: "Brother mine, so dear,

If in aught I can help you to your purpose here,

So shall it soon be proven that to do so I am glad,

Were others to misserve you, so were Chriemhilda sad."

Then took their leave the princes, with kind and courteous mien,
Now quickly to her maidens called the lovely Queen ;

Thirty damsels chose she from her circle fair,

Who for such skilled working showed a talent rare.

On silks from far Arabia, of soft and snowy sheen,

And priceless Zazamanker, all as the clover green,

The jewels they embroidered : that gave a mantle bright

;

The Lady Chriemhild shaped it with her own hand so white.

The skins of foreign fishes they used with quaint device,

Such as in that country were strange to people's eyes,

The which with silk they covered, as fitting was to be :

Now listen to great wonders of this apparel gay.

From kingdom of Morocco, and eke from Libya,

Of silks the very rarest that anyone e'er saw,

In courts of mighty princes, of these they had to spare
;

Well showed the Lady Chriemhild how she had them in care.

Since they for this journey such costly robes required,

Skins of ermine chose she, such as were most desired,

Those where 'mid coalblack softness many a white spot lay,

Such were by gallant Recken worn at feastings gay.

Many a precious jewel glanced from Arabian gold

;

Scant leisure had the ladies, that must in truth be told,

Within the seventh week their work all finished lay
;

His weapons well re-burnished many a Recke gay.'
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Histoire de la poesie liturgique au moyen dge. Les Tropes. Par Leon
Gautier. Vol. I. (Paris : Palme*, 1886.)

M. Leon Gautier, to whom we are indebted for so many important
works on mediaeval lore, has recently published the first volume of
a learned treatise on liturgical poetry ; it is entitled Les Tropes, and is

a valuable contribution, not only to the history of ecclesiastical litera-

ture and hymnology, but to that of monastic life. In the first place,

what is a trope ? We give M. Gautier's answer :
' A trope (L., modu-

lus, tropus, cantus) is the interpolation of a liturgical text ; it is the
insertion of a new and unauthorized text in an authentic and official

one.' An example will best illustrate the author's meaning ; we
take it from the Introit to the Mass for Christmas Day, printing the

trope in Roman letters and the official reading in italics :

—

* Gaudeamus hodie quia Deus descendit de coeJis, et propter nos in

terris Puernatus est nobis, quern Prophetae diu vaticinati sunt Et filius

dolus est nobis. Hunc a Patre jam novimus advenisse in mundum Cujus
imperium super humerum ejus, potestas et regnum in manu ejus, Et
vocabitur nomen ejus Admirabilis, Consiliarius, Deus fortis, princeps pacis,

magni consilii angelus. Ps. Cantate Doinino canticum novum, quia
mirabilia fecit. Gloria Patri, &c.

The above extract will show that the tropists expanded the contents

of the breviary and disturbed all the arrangements of the Gregorian
liturgy ; we have selected it from a number of quotations given by
M. Gautier (p. 3), quotations to which we refer the reader. The epoch
extending from the ninth to the twelfth century seems to be the

one during which tropes particularly flourished ; they were found in

the collection of hymns, and throughout the (chiefly monastic)

churches of Germany, Italy, and France, and originated, according

to most critics, in the famous monastery of Saint Gall.

If we place ourselves at the standpoint of regularity and of

order, the introduction of tropes in the office books was no* doubt
a mistake, but the doctrines contained in the troparia were unassail-

able, and for the history both of ideas and of the monastic life they

are extremely curious, to say nothing of the influence they had on
the progress of sacred music. The details M. Gautier gives us on
these several subjects bring to light many facts which were not gener-

ally known, and which commend themselves to the attention of

readers interested in liturgical literature.

That is not all. If we may believe M. Gautier, the mediaeval

tropes became in the twelfth century rhymed songs, and losing their

original sacred character, they were used by the goliardi (boon com-
panions) of the day as the means of turning into ridicule the highest

authorities both in Church and State. Finally the tropes may be
considered to have originated the * mysteries/ the 'jeuxj and the

other dramas, which, either in Latin or in the vernacular language,

amused the public during the mediaeval period, and prepared the

way for compositions of a more secular character.

Our author has studied the various collections of tropes known
to exist ; he gives numerous extracts from them, together with fac-

r 2
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similes of the pictorial illustrations and the music, which adds so

much to their interest. We are glad to understand that a second
volume, treating of the theology and doctrinal teaching of the tropes,

is in active preparation and will shortly be published.

Science et psychologie : nouvelles ceuvres intdites de Maine de Biran.

£ubli£es avec une introduction par Alexis Bertrand. (Paris :

Leroux, 1887.)

The volume which M. Alexis Bertrand has just published, and which

forms part of a scientific review issued at Lyons, will be hailed by
all readers fond of serious and wholesome literature. In the present

state of philosophical studies on the other side of the Channel it is

more than probable that even the name of Maine de Biran is unknown
to the great majority, for Maine de Biran is closely identified with

spiritualist teaching, and a public thoroughly given up to scepticism,

agnosticism, and irreligion is not likely to set any value upon works
which treat of psychology, God, and the Infinite. And as we were
mentioning the word irreligion just now, is not the condition of France
at the present time a conclusive proof of the utter inefficiency of

philosophy to take the place of religion in moulding the character of

man, directing him in the right way, and preparing him for eternity ?

After the complete tabula rasa made by Voltaire, Helvetius, and the

Encyclope'distes, it was fondly asserted and believed that natural

law, as the French called it, or theism, would be quite sufficient as

a rule of life. We need scarcely say how this proved a signal failure.

Later on, Royer Collard, Ampere, Maine de Biran himself, and quite

recently Victor Cousin, endeavoured to show that spiritualist philo-

sophy was doing the same excellent work as revealed religion, and
that all the problems of life were answered equally well by the one
as by the other, only in a different manner. The futility of these

pretensions has now been sufficiently demonstrated, and although

they ne*ver gave up metaphysical research, the three philosophers we
have named above were to the end firm and consistent Christians.

Le plusgrand des philosophesfrancais depuis Malebranche—such is

the designation applied to Maine de Biran by Victor Cousin—has

written a great deal, but by some kind of fatality his works were pub-
lished in a fragmentary and incomplete state, and several of them are

still inSdils. The present instalment comprises a number of distinct

essays, the chief of which are (1) a disquisition on Dr. Gall's system,

(2) a commentary on the Meditations tnetaphysiques of Descartes, (3)
an inquiry into the relations existing between natural science and
psychology. The author's object in these various fragments is to

show, contrary to the school of Condillac, Cabanis, Volney, &c,
that sensationalism alone does not give the key to human nature, and
that the existence of the soul is quite as real as the action of the

nerves and the circulation of the blood. Maine de Biran is never
tired of repeating that man is a free being, and not a piece of
mechanism, however deftly put together, unconscious and irrespon-

sible. The reader will find this idea as the keynote throughout the
whole volume ; whether the immediate topic discussed is the relation
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between cause and effect, the definition of what is mainly phenomenal
by opposition to realities, or the nature and conditions of the will.

All these facts seem to us very like truisms, and never was it more
urgent to re-state them than at the present time.

Revue de thkologie pratique et d'homile'tique. No. 2, October .1887.

(Paris : Fischbacher.)

The Revue de theologie pratique et d'homiletique marks a new and
most interesting departure in the periodical literature of French
Protestantism. Until quite recently the reviews and journals pub-
lished by the reformed churches on the other side of the Channel
were, with the exception of the Revue chrktienne, remarkably dull

and uninteresting. Entirely absorbed by local news and by gossip of

the most trivial character, they addressed themselves to a compara-
tively limited circle of readers, and were very little known to the Chris-

tian world at large. The editors of the Revue de theologiepratique have
wisely thought that the questions of the day deserve to be seriously

studied by those who are concerned in the establishment of God's
kingdom upon earth, and that the discussion and settling of these

questions should not be left to so-called philanthropists, who would
do away with religion altogether, and who boast that they recognize

neither God nor master. As the title of their publication sufficiently

proclaims, they would be, above all, practical, and, leaving exegesis

and textual criticism to erudite reviews, they place themselves at the

standpoint of social and, to a certain extent, of political life.

The second number of the Revue de thiologie, recently published,

illustrates very well the real character of the work, and deserves a
brief notice here. The opening article, ' A quoi servent les riches ?

'

is an attempt to answer the vehement attacks so constantly made
now against capitalists and owners of property. The author, M. Gide,

professor at Montpellier, endeavours to show both the fallacies under
which the moneyed classes are labouring, and the best way for them
to prove that they feel the duties they owe to society, and that they

are eager to discharge those duties. It is a severe denunciation of

wanton luxury, and an earnest appeal to those persons who, possessing

ample means, should devote them to the promotion of useful under-

takings, and to enterprises calculated to benefit the world at large.

Amongst the articles of the Rezwe de theologie having a more
distinctly theological, or rather liturgical, character, we would name
the one on the reading of the Holy Scriptures in churches. This

part of the service has always seemed to us particularly open to

objection in the French and Swiss religious communities, where the

sermon is considered the principal element in the service, and where
the reading of the Bible is generally left to a layman, in most cases

ignorant or careless. M. Dadre, author of the article, proposes

sundry reforms which are certainly much needed.
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Le Talmud de Jerusalem, traduit pour la premiere fois par Moise
Schwab, de la Bibliotheque Nationals Vol. X. (Paris : Maison-

neuve, 1887.)

Revue des Etudes Juives. Tome XV. No. 29. (Paris : Durlacher,

1887.)

Hebrew studies are represented in France this month by two impor-

tant publications, which we shall notice successively. The one is

M. Moses Schwab's translation of the Jerusalem Talmud, vol. ix.

;

it comprises the treatises Baba Zamma, Baba Mecta\ Baba Battra,

and Sanhedrin (i-vi), and discusses civil law, as all Hebrew students

sufficiently know. One more volume remains to be published, which

will contain the concluding part of the treatise Sanhedrin. This

book is specially taken up by the rules of criminal procedure, and by

the institution of various courts and tribunals. Custom law, as prac-

tised and understood by the Jews, was most intricate, and surrounded

by difficulties of every kind. The Talmudist writers are the first to ac-

knowledge this ; hence the insertion of many curious legends brought

together as parallel cases and subjects for historical comparison ; ex-

amples of the most varied kind are also quoted, and aphorisms illus-

trating the history of civilization. If we confine our attention to the

state of Jewish law we cannot help noticing the extreme care taken of

the accused persons, especially those guilty of capital crimes. From
the point of view of linguistics a number of curious remarks might also

be made ; on the knowledge of Greek, for instance, a great dis-

crepancy exists between the different interlocutors named in the text,

and in one passage the ignorance of the rabbi is quite amusing. If

we have a fault to find with M. Schwab's translation it is that the

notes are barely sufficient.

The Revue des Etudes Juives is the other contribution to Jewish

lore that we have to mention
;
part 29, only just published, is equal

in interest to the preceding ones, and appeals equally to the archaeolo-

gist, the historian, and the literary critic. Under the heading Revue

we have specially noticed an article by M. Israel Levi on the death

of the emperor Titus. The author looks upon the reputed cause of

that event as a mere fiction introduced to illustrate by a striking ex-

ample the vengeance which God wreaks upon criminals, and he quotes

two texts containing legends to be found with some slight differences

in Chinese and Mahometan literature. The Notes et Melanges are as

varied as usual ; we would mention more particularly the first one,

referring to the sarcophagi discovered in the neighbourhood of Saida

(Sidon) by Handi-Bey, curator of the museum at Constantinople.

M. Derenbourg, author of the article, dwells on the monument of

Tabnit, and gives the inscription it bears, together with an illustrative

comment. The bibliographical part of the Review has also its distinct

interest ; it contains, amongst other items, a review of the works of

M. Gustave d'Eichthal, an intelligent and accomplished French scholar

of Jewish origin, who died in Paris a little more than a year ago.

Some of these essays, treating of Biblical subjects, are characterized

by opinions of a rather advanced kind, as the saying is ; but the one
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devoted to an inquiry into the origin and composition of the Book of
Deuteronomy deserves to be specially singled out, because it maintains
on that subject views diametrically opposed to all the received ones.

Let us notice, in conclusion, M. Reinach's excellent lecture on Jewish
coinage, illustrated, as it is, with woodcuts. It ought to be issued

separately for the benefit of the general public.

Through Central Asia : with a Map and Appendix on the Diplomacy
and Delimitation of the Russo-Afghan Frontier. By Henry
Lansdell, D.D., author of Through Siberia and Russian Central

Asia. With seventy-four illustrations. (London : S. Low and
Co., 1887.)

Dr. Lansdell has been well advised in issuing this popular edition

of his admirable work on Russian Central Asia. For the general

reader the present volume contains a far more ample description of

the regions he traversed than any other book with which we are

acquainted, and he has brought his account down to the date of
publication by a clear and succinct summary of the events which led

to the definite settlement of the Afghan frontier, and of the manner
in which the delimitation has been performed. As we noticed

Russian Central Asia on its first appearance, we will not repeat our
commendation of Dr. Lansdell's work beyond saying, for the benefit

of those who did not read the earlier edition, that the story of the

author's remarkable journey loses nothing of its interest as told in

the volume before us. It would be hard to find a narrative more
replete with striking incident and stirring adventure. We should
not forget to state that the numerous allusions to patriarchal and
Persian customs, which throw much light on Biblical ethnography,

are all retained, and some further engravings are added in this fresh

edition.

Dr. Lansdell seizes the opportunity of this new issue to discuss

two questions of much interest. His account of Russian prisons in

Through Siberia occasioned considerable surprise and some incredu-

lity. A traditional belief was current in England that the Russian
administration of justice was stained with cruelty, and horrible

stories of the sufferings inflicted by the knout supplied some of the

choicer morsels of school-boy literature. National prejudice, not
too kindly disposed to our chief rivals in the East, readily accepted
anything to the disfavour of Russia ; and Dr. Lansdell tells us that

his testimony has been called in question—not only on the testimony

of Prince Krapotkine, who, as an escaped Nihilist, speaks with the

authority of experience, but also on that of the description given in

the popular story of Called Back. Dr. Lansdell effectually exposes

the errors contained in Mr. Conway's clever fiction, and so disposes

of evidence which should never have been summoned on a serious

issue. Nor is he less successful in dealing with Prince Krapotkine's

strictures and socialistic theories. Whilst touching upon this topic,

we cannot forbear to quote an extract upon the Nihilist movement,
with which we entirely agree, and which is capable of application

nearer home. It is frightful to learn that quite young girls are
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craftily enlisted in the Nihilist cause, and urged on to deeds of

terrible daring. These poor creatures

' find themselves, at the outset of their careers, bound by oaths, to be
broken at the risk of sudden and secret death should their courage fail,

or should they hesitate to obey. Here lies the real and ruthless tyranny

;

and the cowardly plotters, skulking in some foreign land, are alone
responsible. One reads with a feeling of loathing and disgust an appeal
to humanity from such cowardly assassins ' (p. 275).

The second question which Dr. Lansdell handles is what he terms,

with alliterative humour, the diplomacy, delimitation, and discussion

of the Russo-Afghan frontier. How rapidly this subject has been
brought within the area of practical politics is forcibly illustrated by
the fact that the present writer heard Mr. Disraeli—during the late

Lord Derby's last tenure of office—dismiss the subject with the remark
that large maps would show how needless it was to contemplate such
a contingency for many years to come. We are much indebted to

Dr. Lansdell for a perspicacious resume of the blue-books, and for

an interesting account of the mode in which the line of demarcation
was finally determined ; but we cannot acquiesce in the view which
he adopts either as to the conduct of Russia or as to the importance
of the point at issue. Even this brief summary of the negotiations is

sufficient to emphasize a marked contrast in frankness of dealing.

The empire of England has steadily advanced in Asia, but we find

no indication that it has been pushed forward in defiance of pledges
solemnly given to the Czar's government ; whilst, on the other

hand, England's embarrassment has invariably been Russia's oppor-
tunity, and the advance of her frontier will be found uniformly to

synchronize with some serious preoccupation of Great Britain in

other quarters of the world. Dr. Lansdell closes his amusing ' dis-

cussion/ alternately from the Russian and the English standpoint,

with the sarcastic conclusion that both nation's have been needlessly
' squabbling for selfish ends over a worthless territory.' Yet surely it

was not the possession of a barren tract of land, but the establish-

ment of a neutral zone, which was the object in view. This has

now, we trust, been satisfactorily accomplished, and, so far as human
foresight can provide, will make for that peace which, with him, we
most earnestly desire. It is the glory of the Russian Government
that it has abolished slavery, suppressed brigandage, and rendered
thoroughly secure thousands of miles of territory which a few years

since were impassable for Europeans. So rapidly does the railway

and the telegraph follow her flag, that no future traveller will

encounter the varied incidents which sparkle so pleasantly in Dr.

Lansdell's most attractive book.

The Story of the Nations. 1. Alexander's Empire. By John Pent-
land Mahaffy, with the collaboration of Arthur Gilman.
2. Carthage, or the Empire of Africa. By Arthur J. Church.
(London : T. Fisher Unwin, 1886-7.)

These books are two members of a series which is to give in a
short and attractive form the main facts of the growth of the chief
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nations of all times. We confess that we are inclined always to

look with some suspicion on books of this kind. They suggest

forced and hasty work, done not from interest in the subject or to

meet a known want, but extorted by an advantageous offer from a

publisher. And neither of these books inclines us to think any better

of the system : both are the work of well-known writers, and in both

the writing is much below what the authors generally produce.

Professor MaharTy's book has one great merit : it is the only

work in English devoted entirely to the subject of which it treats.

We hope it will not long remain without a competitor. Professor

Mahaffy himself, too, has one great merit as an historian, he is

never dull. On the other hand, he has two great faults : in writing for

schoolboys he has chosen to write like a schoolboy, and he cannot
or will not tell a story simply or directly. The facts are uniformly

correct, and the main critical points of the history are well marked,
but there is no attempt to give a clear narrative of what really

happened. This is especially to be regretted in a period when the

course of events is often so complicated. Characters are introduced

without any explanations of who they are ; striking anecdotes are

referred to as known, where they ought to be narrated—^, the

account of the interview of the Roman ambassador with Antiochus.

The book reads like a mass of half-finished essays mixed with frag-

ments of conversation. The author seems to forget that his duty is

to tell facts in an interesting manner to ignorant boys. He is so

frightened of being dull that he omits the facts, and then refers to

them as if his readers would know as much about them as he does
himself.

The best part of the book is the chapter on Alexandrian litera-

ture and the account of the social condition of the people. As a

political guide the author is not successful : he entirely omits any
preliminary consideration of the causes or meaning of Alexander's

expeditions. Even assuming a good knowledge of previous Greek
history in the reader, some summary of the relations of Greece and
Persia is absolutely indispensable. It is, again, most misleading to

illustrate the state of Greece in 180 b.c. by that of Ireland now.

He is also much too fond of calling names : Aratus is dismissed as a
* wretched traitor/ Philip and Perseus are introduced as * a selfish

tyrant and penurious fool.
, This is obviously the result of hasty

writing, where any striking expression is put down without considera-

tion ; but it is just the kind of thing which a schoolboy can do for

himself without having the example set him. The style, too, is

uniformly bad, chiefly from the same reason—carelessness and
haste. It is always weak, sometimes colloquial to a quite inad-

missible extent, occasionally ungrammatical and almost unintel-

ligible. One continually comes across high-flown sentences and
sentiments which prove eventually to be absolute nonsense. Take
the following rhapsody on the death of Alexander's son :

—

' To us the child is but a name, and yet so tragic from his every fortune
that few of the greatest sufferers, whose heroic sorrows are known to all,

can claim a higher place in the hierarchy of human martyrdom ' (p. 53).
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An absolutely essential addition to the book is a full chronological

table and clear genealogical tables. Neither of these is to be found.

Professor Church's book is much better, and there is not much
to be said about it. He tells his story correctly, generally without

much enthusiasm. There are one or two passages of considerable

descriptive power, but as a rule the author has not quite succeeded in

bringing out the full interest of the narrative ; he is too conscious of

his predecessors in the same field to be quite at his ease. In one

place where he is narrating the first of the expeditions of the

Carthaginians at the end of the fifth century, there is a very careless

and obscure bit of writing :—

.

* At the very time when Selinus was taken, the advance guard of the

Syrascusan army reached Agrigentum. They tried to make terms with

the conquerors ' (p. 30).

It is extremely difficult to know to whom * they ' refers.

The books are cheap ; there are not many misprints ; the maps,

however, are few in number and roughly drawn. A full-page map
of Sicily ought to accompany the history of Carthage to make the

account of the many wars intelligible. In the other volume we
should like to see a series of small maps showing the different

divisions of the empire at various epochs. The map of Greece, too,

is scanty ; we notice, e.g. that Chalcis, in Euboea, is omitted.

Wiclif: an Historical Drama. (Oxford : James Thornton, 1887.)

The readers of Bertha will probably be surprised by this new work

by the same author. The readers of the preface also will be prob-

ably pleased, in a few cases perhaps disappointed, when they get on

to the play itself. For the play is a simple, straightforward tragedy,

without any great poetical imagination or unwonted power of

language, but written obviously with great care and great restraint.

The characters are sympathetically drawn, and great pains has been

taken to make the poem a complete whole. Where the author fails

most is in the representation of the political and social movements.
He is at his best in the purely domestic scenes ; and there is con-

siderable pathos in the last act, which represents Wiclif in retirement

and dying. There is a certain amount of power about the book, a good

deal of feeling. The one thing that is wanting, both in the play

itself and in the lyrics which accompany it, is any faculty of beauti-

ful versification.

English Men of Letters. Edited by John Morley. Keats. By
Sidney Colvin. tLondon: Macmillan and Co., 1887.)

This is one of the best and most interesting of this excellent

series. It supplies, too, an important want. Lord Houghton's is

so far the only good life of Keats, and that is not generally acces-

sible. There is probably no poet whose reputation has so gradually

and so steadily increased as has that of Keats, and now that his

great merit is so generally recognized it is most desirable that there

should be some short and standard biography easily attainable.
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This is .the more important in Keats's case, because of the false

impression of his character which has become prevalent. Professor

Colvin shows how false it is to suppose he was a weak, sentimental

man, who was killed by a review. As a matter of fact he died of

consumption, which was in the family, and was brought on by ex-

posure during a walking tour.

The events of the life itself are so few, and the life of the poet

was unfortunately so short, that Professor Colvin is able to treat it

with greater detail, and to give more careful criticism of the works,

than is the case in most of this series. He gives a useful and interest-

ing account of Leigh Hunt and his circle, but at the same time shows

how little Keats was really in sympathy with their political objects.

Very valuable, too, is the account of the influence on his style of

different writers—especially Leigh Hunt, Spenser, and Dryden-^and
the way in which as his powers developed he outgrew the mannerisms
fashionable at the time. What makes the book particularly useful

is, that though it is written with full appreciation of both the poet's

character and writings, there is none of the indiscriminate praise and
abuse which are so common among weak admirers of poets who had
the good fortune not to be appreciated too soon. Mr. Colvin's very

high praise is all the more valuable that he points out what faults

there are even in the most beautiful of Keats's poems. The only

drawback to the book is perhaps a tendency to give too much im-

portance to some new discoveries and a certain amount of new
material which he has been enabled to use, and which would be
rather more in place in the pages of a literary journal than in a

popular series of this kind.

A Popular History of the Ancient British Churchy with special Refer-

ence to the Church in Wales, By E. J. Newell, M.A. (London

:

S.P.C.K., 1887.)

Mr. Newell's book on the history of the Ancient British Church
consists mainly of papers contributed to a Cardiff parish magazine,

and is intended to present the history of the ancient Welsh Church
in a popular form. It has many decided merits. It is written with

constant reference to original authorities, and with the help of the

best modern works. The fact that the writer refers throughout to

Haddan and Stubbs's Select Charters inspires confidence, which is

further corroborated by the soberness of judgment which makes him
refuse to admit legends as historical facts, even when he narrates

them as evidences of the spirit and thought of the Church which
produced them. He is at home, too, among the ancient sites of

Wales, and adds vividness to his papers by his description of the

sacred places and remains (unfortunately only too scanty) of the old
Church.

But, if Mr. Newell has learned the critical duties of the historian,

he is less skilled in the constructive : he has none of that faculty of
grouping isolated and unmeaning facts together into one whole ; he
does not connect the history of the British Church with the secular

history of the times, or with the history of the Church as a whole.
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We learn a great many facts. We never get a general picture drawn
for us.

The work will be very useful, however, as a faithful history, and
in relation to the present ecclesiastical troubles an account of the

origin of the Welsh Church would help to remove some misconcep-
tions. Unfortunately those who labour under misconceptions are very
inaccessible.

BRIEF NOTES ON NEW BOOKS, NEW EDITIONS, PERIODICALS, &C.

Since our last issue, the Classical Review (London : David Nutt,

1888) has entered on its second volume, Nos. I. to IV. of which are

now before us. This publication ought to have a wide circulation,

for it furnishes matter to gratify the tastes and meet the wants of

classical scholars in every conceivable department of classical litera-

ture. The contents are thoroughly sound, sensible, and practical.

The style is terse and simple, without a shadow of an attempt at
' padding/ The summaries of periodicals, at home and abroad, must
be most useful. We may single out, as of special interest, the

account in the March number of ' Classical Education in Germany/
on the same lines as the paper last July on 'Classical Studies in

France.' We may also mention, in the April number, the first part

of what promises to be a very piquante exposure, by S. Reinach, of an
archaeological forgery, viz. the so-called Asiatic Terra-Cottas. In the

same number we find a review (which more especially concerns us)

by Dr. Plummer of Dr. Ellicott's edition of St. Paul's Epistle to the

Corinthians. The reviewer quotes in full Dr. Ellicott's note on the

words tovto itol€lt€ and endorses it in the following words :

—

' In short, to quote this text in support of the sacrificial aspect of the
Eucharist is only in degree less unwise than to quote the passage about
the Three Heavenly Witnesses in support of the doctrine of the Trinity.

Supposing that St. Paul and St. Luke did not mean to suggest any sacri-

ficial meaning, what word would they have been more likely to use than
Trot*!??' (p. 115).

On this, with all due deference to a scholar so distinguished as

Dr. Plummer, we venture to remark : 1. The passage in St. John's
First Epistle, v. 8, seems to us to differ less in ' degree ' than in kind
from 1 Cor. xi. 24, where there is no question of the reading of
different manuscripts. 2. Why does Dr. Plummer elect to ignore

what might be almost called the contemporanea expositio furnished by
the two passages in Justin Martyr, as well as the evidence of the Early

Liturgies (see Church Quarterly Review for July 1886, vol. xxii.

pp. 324-330)? l
3. If St. Paul and St. Luke did intend a sacrificial

meaning, what word would they have been more likely to use than
1 In this connexion, we observe with surprise and regret (if we may

be pardoned for saying so) that Canon Mason {Faith of the Gospel, p. 309)
does not indeed ignore, but puts on one side—as it would seem—as
irrelevant, the very important testimony of Justin Martyr, and goes so far

as to speak of ' the rendering " offer this "
. . . as of recent origin ' ! Can

the early liturgies—to say nothing of Justin Martyr—be properly spoken
of as * of recent origin ' ?
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iroteiv ? See the long catena of examples of this use of irotelv in the

Appendix to Bishop Hamilton's famous Charge (p. 99 of the reprint).

Encouraged, we may presume, by the success of the Classical

Review, the same enterprising publisher has issued the first number
of The Archceological Review (London : David Nutt, 1888). It is

further entitled * A Journal of Historic and Prehistoric Antiquities/

and is intended to combine Anthropology, Archaeology, History, and
Literature. The field of inquiry selected cannot be chargeable with

undue narrowness. The * Editorial Note' is signed W. Lawrence
Gomme. But another * note ' seems also to be signed in an editorial

capacity by Mr. Edward B. Tylor. Both of these, it may be said,

are good names to conjure with ; but we shall await the issue of one
or two more numbers before we offer an opinion on the merits of

this somewhat ambitious venture.

The English Historical Review (London : Longmans, 1888) pur-

sues the even tenor of its way—not so much the highway as the by-

paths of history—under the able and scholarly editorship of Professor

Creighton, who steadily refuses to descend from the higher platform

of solid and serious historical investigation to the more popular
treatment of subjects of the day and of the hour. The most interest-

ing article in this January number is devoted to a critique, by
Mr. G. W. Prothero, of Gneist on the English Constitution. It

certainly is most extraordinary that a German writer who has done so

much to promote the study of English institutions should have
remained for nearly forty years without being translated into English.

And alas ! if the translation now issued— if we may judge from Mr.
Prothero's remarks on it in another part of the Review (p. 161), and
from the criticisms which have appeared elsewhere—be so bad, its

publication is to some extent a matter for regret Mr. Robertson
Smith's review of M. Renan's Histoire du Peuple d?Israel will be
read with curiosity, and will amply repay the reading. He seems to

consider it a very unsatisfactory performance.

Another Review has still stronger claims at our hands. Three-
fourths of its title is borrowed from ourselves. We refer to th£

Indian Church Quarterly Review (The Oxford Mission Press : Cal-

cutta, 1888). It is edited by the Rev. A. Saunders Dyer. Not con-
tent with borrowing our title, the Editor also borrows the language
used by us when we first started as descriptive of our aim and object.

So long as the ' borrowing'goes no further, we have assuredly no cause
to complain. We can only be too thankful that Church life in India
is so vigorous as to afford reasonable ground, as we presume, for

hoping that such a Review will meet with adequate support. Mr.
Donald J. Mackey's article on ' Church Music in India ' does not
seem to us to be a very valuable production. We cannot under-
stand why the editor did not draw his pen through a * puff,' in that

article, of ' Mr. Henry Jones, of Fulham Road, as a most conscientious

manufacturer [of organs] who will supply the best material for fair

prices ' (p. 35). A few lines lower down there is a misprint, ' orders
'

for * organs.' The Rev. Nehemiah Goreh (a converted Brahmin)
contributes * A Letter to Cardinal Newman,' which was posted in
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Bombay in July 1886, but which 'has not received any acknowledg-
ment/ The venerable Cardinal's advanced age may sufficiently

account for his silence. The writer endeavours to tackle the Cardinal

on the subject of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin

and on Papal Infallibility ! The chief interest of this article is due
to the nationality and antecedents of the writer. If we might make
a very small suggestion, it would be that the ' running title ' at the

top of the pages should vary with the article. We must not omit to

mention that by far the most powerful and the best written articles in

this number are by the Right Rev. the Bishop of Calcutta, on
' Church Organization and Church Life,' and by the Rev. C. W.
Townsend on ' Unity in the Indian Church/

Foremost among ' new editions ' must be mentioned the seventh

issue of Mr. Keble's edition of the Life and Works of Mr. Richard
Hooker, 3 vols. (Oxford : at the Clarendon Press, 1888), revised by

the Rev. R. W. Church, Dean of St. Paul's, and the Rev. F. Paget,

D.D., Professor of Pastoral Theology. Twenty-five years have

elapsed since the sixth edition. Scarcely could the present revision

have been confided to more competent hands. An interesting addi-

tion, now made for the first time, is a facsimile of a page of a manu-
script of the fifth book, purchased by the Bodleian in 1878 and col-

lated by Dr. Paget for this edition. The manuscript is not, unfortu-

nately, holograph, but the page here photographed has a note of

seventeen lines in Hooker's hand. Issued and revised under such

favourable auspices, this must now more than ever be the edition of

the great English classic and divine, who, to use Mr. Hallam's

language, ' not only opened the mine but explored the depths of our

native eloquence.' It ought to be on the shelves of every clergy-

man's library : and ought not to remain there. But alas ! we hear it

whispered that the clergy do not read nowadays as they were wont to

do when Mr. Keble first gave to the world his edition of Hooker,

more than half a century ago (1836).

A second and amended edition of Social Arrows, by Lord Braba-

zon (London : Longmans, 1887) has reached us. As may be inferred

from the title, these arrows are aimed at some of the many social

problems which cry for a solution in these days of overcrowded and

under-educated populations. One or two of these papers have been

reprinted in a volume not written but edited by Lord Meath (as Lord

Brabazon must now be called), entitled Prosperity or Pauperism

1

Physical, Industrial, and Technical Training (London : Longmans,

1888). It consists of a Series of Papers, Letters to Newspapers,

Addresses, &c, on the subjects specified. We may name as one

of the most interesting of the series an account, by Miss Chapman,

of the * Slojd ' or Handwork Schools of Sweden, which certainly

seem to be doing an excellent work, both physically and morally.

Messrs. Griffith, Farran, Okeden and Welsh have added four

more of their shilling ( !) volumes to their Ancient and Modern Library

of Theological Literature (London, 1887-8). They consist of (1) Pla-

tina's Lives of the Popes to the Accession of Gregory VII., edited by

the Rev. W. Benham, B.D., F.S.A., in whose preface we may note
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in passing the misprint of ' Vessarion ' for ' Bessarion.' Mr. Benham's
notes are judiciously few, and always useful. (2 and 3) Baxter's

Saint's Rest (2 vols.), with an admirable preface by * the Editor/ who
shows that he is keenly alive to the weakness as well as to the

strength of Baxter's position. (4) William Law's Serious Call to a
Serious and Devout Life, with a preface by W. B. (whom we can
scarcely be wrong in identifying with the editor of Platina), which
scarcely does justice to the literary power of what we may call an
English classic. Gibbon said that some of the portraits in the Serious

Call ' were not unworthy of La Bruyere.' We sincerely trust that the

publishers may meet with the due reward of their enterprise.

We rejoice to find that we are promised a complete collection of

Miscellaneous Essays, by R. W. Church, Dean of St. Paul's (Macmil-
lan and Co., 1888), some of which, we observe, are taken from our
own pages. 'Le style,' says Buffon, 'c'est l'homme meme.' The
elevation of thought and of character, which we seem instinctively to

associate with the present Dean of St. Paul's, finds its natural vesture,

so to speak, in the well-adjusted drapery of words and sentences which,

like the drapery of Greek sculpture (to use Goethe's expression), is a
* thousandfold echo of the form.' We shall look forward eagerly to

the subsequent volumes. In the volume now issued we have :
' The

Essays of Montaigne,' * Brittany/ 'Cassiodorus,' 'The Letters of Pope
Gregory I.,' 'The Early Ottomans.'

All will be interested—for must not all die ?—in a little book
called Euthanasia, or Medical Treatment in Aid of an Easy Death,

by William Munk, M.D., F.S.A. (London : Longmans, 1887), written

with a ' tender grace ' which befits the subject, and which is only

what we might expect from the author. It abounds with wise sug-

gestions which, if attended to, would smooth the pillow of many a

deathbed.

The Dublin Review (London : Burns and Oates, 1888) always

contains something worth reading, and the January number forms no
exception. The second portion of 'The Jews in France 'sustains the

interest of the first. ' The Gospel and the Gospels ' gives an able sum-
mary of the results arrived at by ' Father Coleridge ' in harmonizing
the Gospels. ' The Teaching of the Twelve Gospels,' by Dr. J. R.
Gasquet, is interesting as exhibiting the light in which that work is

viewed by devout and learned Roman Catholics.

In a former number we called attention to a work entitled the

Via Crucis, of which the third edition, ' revised, enlarged, and illus-

trated,' has recently been published. We have now to speak of a
companion volume called the Via Lucis : Nine Meditations on the

Exaltation of Christ, from his Resurrection to his Ascension, with ac-

companying Hymns, forming a Companion to Eastertide and Sequel

to 'Via Crucis,' by the Rev. S. J. Eales, M.A., D.C.L., with eight

illustrations (London : Elliot Stock, 1888). The work is character-

ized by the same earnestness, yet withal sobriety of devotion, which
marked its predecessor, and we hope it may run through as many
editions. We cannot agree with Dr. Eales in his interpretation of
the words ' he saw and believed ' (St. John xx. 8), however imposing
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may be the names he can quote on his side ; and we entirely disap-

prove of the illustration given of the Ascension without any indication

of the presence of the attesting witnesses. Both these works are full

of valuable suggestions to preachers at Lent and Eastertide.

The Relics of St. Thomas of Canterbury, by the Rev. John Morris,

SJ. (Canterbury : Hal. Drury, 1888), effectually disposes—in our
judgment—of the notion that the bones recently discovered were
those of Thomas a Becket. We are very glad that Father Morris has

put together his scholarly researches in a convenient form, and with

suitable illustrations.

Progress of the Church in London during the last Fifty Years, by
the Rev. W. Walsh, M.A. (London : Rivingtons, 1888), is a jubilee

publication which would have been noticed, if it had reached us,

sooner. We have called it a jubilee publication, but we could wish

it had been somewhat less jubilant in tone. We read with some little

impatience of the * Church of England having made giant strides in

the metropolis .... in rising to her responsibilities,' when we think

of the rioting and drunkenness of an English Good Friday, and of
the countless hordes in the slums and alleys of London who lie out-

side the pale of Christianity in any shape or kind. However, this

need not detract from the value of the book as a resume of facts
which appear to be grouped together with accuracy and judgment.

Following the example of the Wolverhampton Church Congress,

the London Diocesan Magazine (London : Griffith, Farran, Okeden,
& Welsh), February and March, 1888, admits the lucubrations of
Mr. H. H. Champion to its pages, in a paper called 'Should
Christians be Socialists ?

' We doubt whether the experiment will be
repeated by a Church Congress, and we hope the same of the L.D.M.
The March number contains an illustration of the new reredos at

St. Paul's, but without any criticism of the wcrk :

As we are going to press, we have put into our hands the

Breviarium Romanum a Francisco Cardinali Quignonio editum et

recognitum fuxta editionem Venetiis A.D. 1535 impressam, curante

Johanne Wickham Legg, Societatis Antiquariorum atque Collegii

Regalis Medicorum Socio, in Nosocomio Sancti Bartholomaei olim
Prselectore (Cantabrigiae: Typis atque Impensis Academiae, 1888). We
have only time and space to return our warmest thanks to the Syndi-
cate of the Cambridge University Press for this invaluable reprint of
the Quignon Breviary. We trust they may be encouraged by this

latest venture, coming as it does so soon after their Sarum Breviary,

to persevere in extending the resources and the treasures of the
students of Liturgiology. We also congratulate them on having
secured the services of so competent and accomplished an editor as

Dr. Wickham Legg. We hope to say more of this work on a future

occasion.
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CHURCH QUARTERLY REVIEW.

N° LII. July 1888.

Art. I.—THE PRINTED EDITIONS OF THE
SYRIAC NEW TESTAMENT.

1. An Account of a Syrian Biblical Manuscript of the Fifth

Century\ with special Reference to its Bearing on the Text

ofthe Syriac Version ofthe Gospels (Studia Biblica, pp. 1 5 1-

174). By the Rev. G. H. Gwilliam. (Oxford, 1885.)

2. )»» 1 iV) viQ_a_» ^Lo> V-t** l°A->?? te^Ao [The New
Testament in Syriac]. (New York, 1886.)

THE history of the printed editions of the Syriac New Testa-
ment indicates a rapid growth, followed by an early decline,

of interest among Biblical scholars in a version which is on
many grounds worthy of no common esteem. It was not till

the fifth year of the latter half of the sixteenth century that

the Syriac text (commonly known as the Peshitto) of the New
Testament was first issued from the press at Vienna ; but so
strongly was its. importance felt by the theologians of that

day, reformed and unreformed alike, that seven editions of it

had appeared before the close of the year 1600, one of them
forming part of the Antwerp Polyglot, or Biblia Regia. The
seventeenth century added five more, but of these only three

were separate issues, the other two being the texts contained
(together with that of the Old Testament) in the great Paris

Polyglot, and in its better-known successor of London.
Accordingly, when Schaaf in 1709 published his excellent

edition, he reckoned it the thirteenth ; but the eighteenth

century, in its remaining ninety years, seems to have done
little towards multiplying copies, and as little towards settling

the text, of the venerable version which, in the earlier years
of its appearance on the field of Biblical literature, had given
so much employment to the scholars and the printing-presses

of Europe.
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Of the thirteen editions we have indicated (an enumeration

not complete, but sufficient for our present purpose) England
can claim but one—a famous one, no doubt, yet one whose
high place in the esteem of Biblical students is due rather to

the celebrity of the vast work of which it is a part, than to

any special merit ascribable to it as regards its text, which
indeed is in the main a mere reprint of its Parisian precursor.

It dates from the middle of the seventeenth century ; and,

though in the closing years of the eighteenth Oxford sent

forth from the Clarendon Press the first (which is still the

only) edition of the later Syriac New Testament translation,

known as the Harkleian (or more commonly, though inac-

curately, as the Philoxenian), it is not a little remarkable that

no separate English edition of the Peshitto New Testament
appeared until more than a century and a half after Walton's
Polyglot. The company of Oriental scholars whom Walton
gathered round him for that great undertaking—Thorndike,

Pocock, Castel—and the Dutch and German fellow-workers in

the same field who encouraged and advised them in their

labours—De Dieu, L'Empereur, Gerard Voss, Boate—these

were men whose learning and zeal in Oriental sacred litera-

ture adorn the records of the seventeenth century. Above
them all stands the figure of the illustrious Ussher, the in-

spiring genius of the work whose inception was due to his

originating impulse as its successful prosecution was largely

aided by his learning and munificence—the man whose gene-
rous largeness of spirit was a power to draw all who loved

Biblical studies, at home or abroad, into harmonious co-

operation. On the Continent, in the following century, the
pursuit of Syriac learning was adequately kept up by such
scholars as Eichhorn, Storr, de Rossi, Bruns, Norberg, Middel-
dorpf, Bugati, Adler, and J. D. Michaelis ; but against these

the England of that period has to show but the names of the

two men who gave to the world the Harkleian version— Ridley
and White.

But since the beginning of the present century the balance
has shifted. Within its first quarter, the British and Foreign
Bible Society had sent forth a handsome edition of the New
Testament in Syriac (1 816), speedily followed by a second (of

the whole Bible in smaller type, 1826), and a third for Nes-
torian use (1829). To these, not many years later, the well-

known Polyglot series of Mr. Bagster contributed another New
Testament—in clearness and elegance of typography (though
hardly in accuracy) superior, in our judgment, to nearly all its

predecessors. All these, we believe, are now out of print. In
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1 84 1 the American Bible Society, from its mission printing-

press at Urumiah in Persia, produced an edition of the whole
Syriac Bible, since reprinted at New York in 1874, which
may fairly claim to be reckoned at least equal to those of the
sister society of England. Here was a new and unlooked-for
departure—the Syriac Scriptures edited and printed by the
enterprise and learning of America for Asiatic use and in the
heart of Asia : a fact of hopeful promise, showing that the zeal

for Syriac Biblical learning, as it had more than two hundred
years ago crossed the Channel to England, so in these latter

days it has crossed the Atlantic too, and lives and works among
the sons of England's ' gigantic Daughter of the West/

And now we welcome the beautiful Syriac New Testament
(with the Psalter subjoined), given to the world under the
same auspices, and published at New York, whose title we
have prefixed to this article. It is a marvel of delicately

finished execution and of cheapness. Though very small (six

inches by four), it is quite as easily read as any of the larger

editions, owing to the clear-cut distinctness of the type em-
ployed, and the ample spacing of the lines, by which full room
is allowed for the vowels. These are uniformly denoted, in

the peculiarly Syrian method, by a system of points, to the
exclusion of the Greek vowel-characters, which many MSS.
and most European editions use indiscriminately with the

Syrian punctuation proper. 1 This mode of vocalization, and
the Nestorian form of the character used, in this as in the

former American editions, may at first repel a student whose
eye is used to the more familiar vowel forms, and to the com-
mon cursive type of the Syriac alphabet, usually called

Maronite. But we believe it will be found on trial that the

American editors, in consulting the interests of their Eastern
missions by adopting the Nestorian character, have conferred

on Syriac scholars the boon of a Syriac New Testament and
Psalter more readily legible and less trying to the sight, as

well as more portable, than even the hitherto unsurpassed
edition of Mr. Bagster.

The summary we have given above of the existing editions

of the Syriac Bible, though we have not aimed at drawing up
an exhaustive list—and in particular have forborne to inquire

what additions have been made to them by the presses of the

Continent of Europe in more recent times—will suffice to

1 We observe that the editors, in the vocalization of the text, use forms
akin to the Chaldee in preference to those laid down by grammarians
as properly Syriac. These forms represent the traditionary Nestorian
usage.

s 2
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show that the Syriac student has a considerable range of

choice, whether among the older editions, chiefly of Germany
and the Low Countries (some of which may be procured with

little difficulty), or the more recent and easily attainable ones

of London and New York. Of the total number, however,

not a few are mere reprints. For some editions additional

MS. evidence has been called in—as, for example, that of

Tremellius (1569), and those of Plantin of Antwerp—of all of

which we shall have to speak presently. More recently, the

British and Foreign Bible Society's editors (Dr. Buchanan
and Dr. Lee) have collated three or four fresh MSS. for their

issues. 1 Fresh MS. material is known to have been used also

by Dr. Justus Perkins for the American editions. But to

none of these has there been appended a digest of the MS.
evidence on which the text rests ; and the editions of the

English and American Bible Societies do not even give such

a collection of various readings as is to be found in Bagster's

and many previous ones. Thus it is now three hundred and
thirty-three years since the Editio Princeps was published ;

ten generations of scholars and printers have been revising or

repeating its text : and a really critical edition of the Syriac

New Testament, based on a sufficient collation of the best

available MSS. and accompanied by an adequate apparatus

criticus
y
exhibiting in full the MS. evidence in every case of

variation of reading, is still a desideratum.

For such an edition the materials are forthcoming in rich

abundance. Indeed, it was not for lack of such that the work
was not begun many generations ago, as the Catalogues of
the Vatican and ofother great continental libraries attest. But
now and here, in this nineteenth century and in England, the

treasures of the Syrian Convent of the Deipara in the Nitrian

Desert, transported as they have been almost bodily into the

Manuscript Collection of the British Museum, have more than
doubled in number, and far more than doubled in value, the

available means for establishing on a scientific basis the text

which hitherto has rested on the evidence—and that the im-
perfectly recorded evidence—of a few codices, some of them
of no high antiquity. We need not repeat the often-told nar-

rative of the acquisition by the trustees of the Museum, through

the agency of Archdeacon Tattam, of those precious stores

of long-hidden knowledge.2 A glance over the pages of the

1 We have not seen the edition of 1829, but we understand that it

exhibits the text of an independent MS.
2 See Quarterly Review, No. CLIII., December 1845 ; also Cureton's

Festal Letters of Atkanasius, Pref. pp. iv.-xv.
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first volume of Dr. Wright's admirable Catalogue ofthe Syrian
MSS. in the British Museum will show how vast is the acces-

sion of Biblical MSS. which have been rescued from the cellars

in which the monks of Scete were content for centuries to

leave them to rot, and have been made accessible to the

Biblical students of England and of the world at large. It is

high time that the learning and industry of the country which
possesses so great a treasure should, before the close of the

century whose earlier years witnessed their acquisition, pro-

duce, as the worthiest fruit of this precious possession, a text

of the Peshitto New Testament, restored as closely as possible

to that which the Syrian Church read in the fifth century or

earlier—a text fit to take its place beside the best critical

editions of the Greek original.

It is, therefore, with no common satisfaction that we learn

that the University of Oxford has taken effectual steps to

secure for itself the honour of giving to the world such an
edition as we indicate, and that the revision of the text of the

Gospels has been committed by the Delegates of the Clarendon
Press to the hands of a scholar so competent to the task as

the Rev. G. H. Gwilliam, Fellow of Hertford College. We
congratulate the University on its enterprise, and on the good
judgment which has guided the Delegates in their selection of

an editor. The Essay whose title stands first at the head of

this article is full of evidence of Mr. Gwilliam's critical judg-

ment and accuracy, and at the same time gives us a foretaste

of his results. We learn from it that c the collation of ancient

Syriac MSS. tends to confirm, in all important respects, the

traditional text ' (that, namely, in the main, of the Editio

Princeps\ and that the corrections to be made, though not

few, ' for the most part will be in comparatively unimportant

points of grammar and orthography/ The oldest of these

MSS., it appears, carry us back farther than the revisions (or

rather retranslations) of the Syriac Bible which are recorded

as having been made in the seventh and sixth centuries : for

some of them belong to the fifth, and are thus contemporary
with two of the great Greek uncials, A and C, and presumably
derive their text from MSS. at least as old as the yet older

Greek codices B and K. Yet this, the oldest attainable Syriac

text, is substantially the same 'as the Syriac printed in 1555
and received since then ; and it, on the whole, rather inclines to

the type of text ' known as the Textus Receptus of the Greek
Testament, than to that which modern critics have endeavoured

to reconstruct on the basis of the oldest Greek MS. evidence. 1

1 Studia Bid/tea, pp. 167-169.
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The interest and importance of these conclusions, as factors

in the problem of approximation to the original text of the

New Testament, we need not point out. Of the critical basis

on which they rest we are enabled to form an estimate by a
Prospectus issued (though not published) by the Delegates. It

informs us that the MSS. of the Gospels already collated for

the forthcoming work are twenty-three in number, of dates

ranging from the fifth century to the eighth—the collation of
twelve having been made by the late Mr. Philip Pusey, 1 and
of the rest by Mr. Gwilliam himself or (in two instances) by
the Rev. E. J. Perry, of Worcester College. The specimens
of the work given in this prospectus are such as to show its

scholarly thoroughness and its perfection of arrangement.

The text is printed in the bold and compact type which is

familiar to all who use the Thesaurus Syriacus of Dean
Payne Smith—another noble undertaking, worthy of Oxford
and its Press. We are not sure, however, that it is so pleasing

to the eye or so easily legible as the Nestorian type of the

New York editions, or the more ordinary form of character

used in Bagster's, or (perhaps best of all) that of the Tnibner
Press of Leipzig, as, for example, in Bernstein's St. John.
Indeed, for clearness and beauty of execution, no later edition

has surpassed the Editio Princeps, though the fact that its

text is not fully furnished with vowels excludes it from close

comparison with its successors of the last two centuries and a
half— all of which, from the Paris Polyglot down to the last,

exhibit every word with all its vowels. The Editio Princeps

was, however, a wonderful work for its time, and the history

of its publication, and of the events that prepared the way for

it, and of the persons concerned in it, is worth relating.

The first European scholar who appears to have had any
knowledge of Syriac, and probably the first who possessed a
copy of any part of the Scriptures in that tongue, was Teseo
Ambrogio, one of the family of the Counts of Albonese in

the Lomellina, who was born at Pavia in 1469. He began
life as a lawyer, but afterwards was ordained priest, entered

the community of the Canons of St. John Lateran, and became
Provost of S. Pietro in Ciel d'Oro in his native city. When the
fifth Lateran Council was sitting (1513-1515) the Maronite

1 Of these the one marked i Z i
is one of the two Bodleian MSS. of

which a collation was published at Oxford in 1805 by Richard Jones in

his Textus SS. Evangeliorum Versionis Simplicis Syriacce collatus-

cutn duobus ejusdem vetustis Codd. MSS., a work which deserves to be
noticed as the first step made by an English scholar towards a critical

text of the Peshitto.
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Patriarch, Simeon, sent three of his clergy to represent him
there—the Maronite Church having made its submission to the
Roman See three centuries before, at the time of the fourth

Lateran Council (121 1), when the Patriarch, Jeremias II.,

visited Pope Innocent III. at Rome and was detained by him
there for more than five years. One of these Maronites, the
Priest Acurius Josephus, having requested permission to cele-

brate Mass in a Roman church after the Syriac Ritual and in

the Syriac tongue, Teseo, who was then in Rome, was commis-
sioned by the Cardinal Santa Croce to instruct him in Latin,

to inquire into his orthodoxy, and to examine his Liturgy.

Teseo was at this time barely acquainted with the elements
of the Semitic tongues ; and it was through the medium of a
learned Jew that he accomplished his task of rendering into

Latin the Syriac Liturgy, which one of the Syrians (Elias, a
subdeacon) translated for him orally into his vernacular Arabic,

the Jew acting as interpreter. Under the teaching of these

Syrians he acquired a proficiency in their language, and was
encouraged in the study of it by the then Pope, Leo X. After
the death of this Pope (1521) he returned to his native Pavia,

and there devoted himself to prepare for publication the Syriac

Psalter with sundry collectanea concerning the Syriac and other

little-known tongues. For this purpose he had provided copper
matrices and had cast types, a printer was engaged, and all

was ready, when a great calamity befel him. In 1527, while

he was at Ravenna attending a chapter of his order, Pavia
was taken by storm by the army of Francis I. of France,

under Lautrec, and in the sack of the city all his possessions

—books, papers, together with the types and other printing

appliances—were pillaged or burnt. Two years after this

disastrous check to his undertaking we find him retired to a

monastery of Reggio (in Modena). In the autumn of 1529
the Emperor Charles V. rested in that city on his way from
Genoa to Bologna, where he was to be crowned by Pope
Clement VII. In his train was a young German, by name
John Albert Widmanstadt, born about 1506, of humble
parentage, in the village of Nallingen, near Ulm, who, though
by training a lawyer, had, from his earliest years, been full of

ardour for the study of Greek and of the Oriental tongues.

While yet a boy, by his diligence in acquiring Greek, he had
attracted the notice of Reuchlin (otherwise known after the

pedantic fashion of the time as Capnio) ; his early preceptor,

Jacob Jonas, had initiated him into Hebrew ; and now, at the

age of two or three and twenty, he was ambitious of widening

the range of his linguistic attainments. The fame of Teseo's
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Oriental learning had reached him, and induced him to take

this opportunity of visiting him in his retreat. The old scholar

observed with pleasure the eagerness with which the young
one examined the contents of the monastic library, and it

struck him that here was one to take up the study which he
himself could hardly hope to live to pursue to any abiding

result. He drew him aside into his private chamber and took
down from his bookcase a copy of the Gospels in Syriac,

obtained probably from his Maronite teachers—which (we
may conclude) had been carried with him as a cherished com-
panion to Ravenna and had thus escaped the fate which befel

the books he had left at Pavia :

* For fifteen years/ he said, * I have given myself to the study of

the Syriac tongue, and have had no rival in my devotion to it. My
desire is now to find one to whom I may hand over this book in my
old age—one who will undertake the acquisition of the language

hallowed by the blessed lips of Christ Himself.'

Widmanstadt, with hearty alacrity, offered himself for the

sacred trust, accepted the precious volume, and at once be-

came the pupil of Ambrogio, who proceeded then and there to

impart to him the rudiments of Syriac, and finally dismissed

him with written memoranda to aid him in following up the

study, and with the parting charge, ' Give to the Church of

Christ what I have given to you/
Many years were to elapse, however, before this injunction

of Ambrogio could be fulfilled, and he did not live to see its

fulfilment, though he completed his full term of threescore

and ten. He removed from Reggio to Ferrara, and in that

strong city, then ruled by Duke Ercole II., felt himself suffi-

ciently secure to renew his types and other apparatus, and to

begin (in July 1537) the printing of his Introductio in Chal-

daicam Linguam, &c, which he completed in his native Pavia,

after he had returned thither in 1538 by command of the

heads of his Order, and published it on March 1, 1539. This
work is to be noticed here not merely because it exhibits the

earliest specimens of (inter alia) Syriac printed from movable
metal types, but because among these there are included the

Lord's Prayer, the Ave Maria, the Magnificat, the Parable of

the Marriage Feast (Matt, xxii.), and a few other brief extracts

from the Peshitto
;

l and to Teseo, therefore, belongs the

1 The full title of this very rare work is Introductio in Chaldaicam
Linguam, Syriacatn, atq; Armenicam et decern alias Linguas. Charac-
terum Differentium Alphabeta circiter quadraginta^ &c. Besides the

Syriac, the Armenian is printed from types proper, but the Samaritan,
Coptic, and Arabic words are filled in with the pen, and many alphabets
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honour of being the first to print any portion of that version.

In 1534, before leaving Ferrara, he had the singular good
fortune to recover, after seven years, his lost copy of the Syriac

Psalter, which he accidentally lighted on in a sausage-maker's
shop in that city, torn and disfigured, but complete. But he
died in 1 540 without having carried out his purpose of printing

it.
1 The fate of his copy is unknown, and the Psalms in Syriac

were not printed till 16 10, by Erpenius, at Leiden.

But the Syriac Gospels fared better, and the result proved
that the hands to which Ambrogio had committed them were
worthy of the trust. Widmanstadt appears never to have lost

are annexed printed from large rude type—apparently cast from letters

roughly cut in wood. At the end (f. 212 v°) is exhibited a facsimile of

an autograph of the Devil ; written (he tells us, ff. 195 r°, 198 v°, 200 r°,

212 v°) by an invisible hand in reply to a conjuration addressed to the

demon Amon by a magician, in presence of many witnesses, from one of

whom he obtained the document. It consists of seven lines, in characters

mostly of bifurcate and trifurcate shape. He admits that he was unable
and indeed not desirous to decipher it, and he relates his difficulties in

finding a messenger to carry a letter in which it was enclosed, or an en-

graver to copy it. The magician to whom it was addressed met a suitable

fate. Having been entrusted with a military command, he fell in with a
band of rustic volunteers armed with pitchforks, who attacked and killed

him— ' tot ilium ferreis tridentibus quot invocatus Amon in suis charac-

teribus effinxerat, appetentes percusserunt, vulneraverunt, transfixerunt.'

The above account of Teseo Ambrogio is gathered mainly from this book
{see ff. 2, 3, 14, 15, 140, 192, 200, &c.) and from Tiraboschi's Storia della

J^elteratura Italiana, t. vii. pt. iii. pp. 1056, ff.
;
partly also from Widman-

stadt's Dedication prefixed to his Syriac Gospels.

It is to be added that Postel (of whom hereafter) published a similar

work on a smaller scale in Paris a few months earlier (January 1538).

But the meagre fragment of Syriac exhibited in it (the Lord's Prayer) is

barely legible, and is not printed from true types, but from a wood-block
(as are all the other specimens of the languages included, except the

Hebrew and Greek). The title is Linguarum Duodecim Characteribus

Differentium Alphabetum, &c. The materials of this work were ob-

tained from Ambrogio, who humorously complains that he had been
outrun by the younger scholar as St. Peter by St. John, adding that he,

like St. Peter, was nevertheless the first to enter in, and to see, and
report what he saw, 'in literarum monumentis' (Introd. ff. 193, 201).

1 The Psalterium Chaldaicum ex Syria advectum which Ambrogio
designed to print was certainly the Syriac Psalter, as appears plainly

from his account of his preparations (ff. 12 v°, 15, &c). Several years

before (15 16) Agostino Giustiniani, Bishop of Nebbio, in Corsica, had
printed in Genoa his remarkable Octoplar Psalter, the first essay towards

a Polyglot Bible, of which four columns are occupied by the Hebrew,
Greek, Arabic, and Chaldee texts, three by Latin versions, and one by
Scholia ; but this Chaldee is the * Chaldee Paraphrase.' Potken's

Tetraplar Psalter of 15 18 (Cologne) professes to give the Psalms in

Hebrew, Greek, Chaldee, and Latin ; but in this work the column headed
* Chaldee' is really Ethiopic—a mistake against which Ambrogio tells us

(ff. 13 v°, 16) he had vainly warned the editor.
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sight of it, or ceased to cultivate the knowledge into which
Ambrogio had initiated him, throughout the succeeding years
in which he worked his way up to high station and influence.

His learning and abilities gained for him the patronage of
many eminent persons, most of them great prelates, from
whose favour he obtained not only the means of advance-
ment in life, but also opportunities of prosecuting his favourite

studies. In Spain, in the household of Inigo Lopez de Men-
doza, Cardinal Archbishop of Burgos (i 529-1 539), he met
Stunica (so well known as editor of the Complutensian
Polyglot), and by his help acquired sufficient Arabic to read
the Koran. In Italy, where he was known under the name
of Lucretius, he studied that language (perhaps at an earlier

date) under the auspices of the learned Egidio Antonini>

Cardinal Bishop of Viterbo, who himself had learned it from
Leo of Elvira, a Moorish exile from Spain ; and it was
apparently on the invitation of this prelate that he first took
up his abode in Rome, where he remained till the Cardinal
died in 1532. Through another of his patrons—a German
like himself—Nicolas Schonberg, Archbishop of Capua (1 520-

1537), afterwards Cardinal, he obtained an introduction to

Pope Clement VII., who appears to have taken him into his

household as private secretary. We find that while occupy-
ing that position in 1533 he was permitted to expound the
Copernican system at the Vatican in presence of Clement
and several personages of his court, and was thereupon
presented by this Pope with a fine MS. of the treatise of
Alexander Aphrodisius De Sensu et Sensibili—an interest-

ing fact, both as a proof of the wide range of his learning

and as a contrast, as Tiraboschi remarks in relating it, to the

treatment which in subsequent years Galileo met with at the

hands of a later Pope. The MS. is preserved in the Royal
Library of Munich, and contains a note written by Widman-
stadt in which these circumstances are recorded. 1 He had
now, as it seemed, found a patron from whom he might
reasonably expect to obtain the means of printing the sacred

text which Ambrogio had placed in his hands, but the death
of the Pope in 1534 put an end to all hopes from him.

Writing of himself afterwards, in June 1555,
2 he says that he

1 For this interesting fact see Tiraboschi, vii. pt. i. p. 477, note (a).

The MS. is now Cod. Gr. 151 (Munich) ; see Hardt's Catal. t. ii. p. 165.
2 The date as originally printed was 4 v Id. Januarii] and the period

of service, * supra annos xxi' ; but * Junii ' and 'xxii' have been substi-

tuted, by erasure and insertion with the pen, in all copies. We infer that
he entered public life between January and June 1533. Our account of
Widmanstadt's life and work is gathered (except where we have noted
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had then completed his twenty-second year of State service,

whence it follows that he reckoned 1533 as the first year of

his public life, dating apparently from his entrance into

the household of Clement. But he found time all along to

pursue not only the study of Arabic but of Syriac, in which
language he had for instructor one Simeon, a Maronite
bishop. In the library of the Tolomei at Siena he found a
second MS. of the Gospels in Syriac, of which he tells us he
made a copy, and kept it along with * the splendid gift

of Teseo, received four years before/ His acquaintance with

this family therefore is likewise to be assigned to the year

1533. Subsequently to this (as we learn from another, but,

as will presently appear, hostile source) he entered after the

death of Cardinal Schonberg (1537) into the service of Pope
Paul III. ; then went to Siena to be the guest of the Tolomei

;

and thence to Venice, at that time the headquarters of the

typographic art, where he sought, but unsuccessfully, to find

a printer for his purpose. After that, the same authority

informs us that he returned to Germany, and sought to be
employed as confidential agent by Moritz Hutten, then (1539)
newly elected Bishop of Eichstadt, for whom he undertook a
mission to Rome. He there became involved in a deadly

quarrel with one Ambrose Gumppenberg, a German who had
been long resident in Rome, and with whom he had been on
terms of intimacy in the time of Clement VII. We know the

particulars of this matter, and the accusations of infamous

crime brought by each party against the other, only from a

virulent oration of Angelo Scalteli, Gumppenberg's profes-

sional advocate, which has accidentally been preserved, and is

the hostile authority above referred to.
1 A comparison of dates

seems to prove that this Gumppenberg is the enemy of whom
Widmanstadt (writing in 1555) speaks as being incited by
the devil to hinder the success of his sacred undertaking, and
who (he says) was proved by his own confession to have hired

an assassin to murder him in Tuscany ; adding that four

years later he renewed his hostility. This renewal, he adds,

occurred ten years after the death of Clement VII.—that is„

in 1543-4—and the attempt on his life is thus fixed to 1539-
40. The time and place thus determined agree with the

facts that Moritz Hutten was consecrated in 1539, and that

other sources of information) from the Dedication, concluding Epistle, and
occasional notes, which accompany his Syriac New Testament, and from

the Preface and Conclusion of the first edition (1556) of his Elementa.
1 See Schelhorn, Amcenitates Litter, t. xiii. pp. 468-500, where the

oration is given at length ; also pp. 223 sqq.
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(according to Scalteli) Widmanstadt, when sent to Rotaie by
Hutten soon after that event, visited Siena on his way, and
was there admitted Doctor of Laws. Scalteli's account is,

that Widmanstadt induced the University to grant him this

-degree by presenting the officials with a number of Augsburg
watches of chased brass and gold (such as were then prized

as a novelty, but are now treasured as curiosities in the cabinets

of collectors) which had been entrusted to him by Hutten to

be used as gifts to conciliate the goodwill of the prelates of
the Roman Court. But this, as well as the fouler charges

contained in the scurrilous invective of this hired accuser, may
be dismissed as malignant slander ; for he adduces no evidence

in support of them beyond the statements that Widmanstadt
when in Italy was young and handsome, that he found favour

with men of rank and wealth, that he dressed better and rode
a better horse than (in the opinion of his enemies) was suitable

to his station and birth, and that a marriage had been arranged
between him and a lady of the noble house of the Tolomei,
but was broken off ; to which it is gravely added that he had
assumed a name not his own, the name, too, of the great Epi-
curean poet—a clear proof of his immorality and irreligion !

It cannot be doubted that Widmanstadt came out of this

painful controversy with character unstained, for we find him
immediately after in the confidential employment of a far

greater prelate—Otho, Bishop of Augsburg. In January 1 543
he published a work on the life and doctrine of Mohammed
—partly a reprint of treatises translated by former writers

from the Arabic, partly his own production. The Dedication

of this book to Lewis, Duke of Bavaria, informs us that he
was then a Bavarian Senator, but was living at the time of

writing in retirement at Landshut. Before the year 1551,
however, he had finally withdrawn from this service and
settled with his wife and children on an estate near his

native place. From this peaceful retreat he was soon forced

to fly, for in that year the invasion of the Suabian territory

by Maurice, Elector of Saxony, drove him to seek refuge

in the Austrian dominions. There, however, he immedi-
ately found not only protection but favour from Ferdinand,
King of Hungary and Bohemia and Duke of Austria, soon
afterwards Emperor, who made him a Senator, and subse-

quently Chancellor of Lower Austria. Through all these

vicissitudes of fortune, however, Widmanstadt never abated
in his zeal for Biblical learning; and in 1553 we find him
taking counsel with his old preceptor, Jacob Jonas, now a
brother Senator, and with another like-minded friend of the
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same rank, George Gienger, concerning the ways and means
of bringing the Syriac language and the Syriac version within

the reach of European scholars. In the autumn of that year,

on his way back to his home at Vienna from Heilbronn,
where he had attended his royal master at a conference of
the German princes, he unexpectedly met a Syrian priest,

Moses, who had come from Italy in quest of him, a rencontre

which at once brought about the long-desired result. To
explain it, it is necessary to go back three or four years in our
narrative.

This Moses came, not like the Syrians whom we have
before had occasion to mention, from the Lebanon, but from
Mardin in Mesopotamia, the seat of the Jacobite Patriarchs,

who styled themselves * of Antioch,' all of them assuming the
name of Ignatius. He describes himself as a disciple and legate

of Ignatius, Patriarch of Antioch, sent to Popes Paul III. and
Julius III., to abjure on behalf of the Jacobite Church the errors

of the Monophysite heresy, and to seek protection and sundry
favours, among others the means of printing the Syriac New
Testament. His Profession of Faith is extant, having been
printed not long after by Andreas Masius (Maes), an eminent
Flemish scholar, lawyer, and statesman, who learnt Syriac from
him while they were both sojourners in Rome. 1 He is evidently •

the Moses whose name is signed as * Scribe ' in a MS. (Harl.

5512) in the British Museum,2 containing the Roman Mass in

Latin written in Syriac characters, followed by a collection of

Syriac Liturgies. This MS. is dated in 1549, and proves that

Moses arrived in Rome in or before that year, being the year of

the death of Paul III. and the accession of Julius III. Its con-

tents suggest the probability that he, like the Maronite already

mentioned, had sought permission to say Mass in the capital of

the Western Church. He seems, however, to have met with
little encouragement from either Pope. No pecuniary help was
to be had ; the very validity of his orders was questioned, as

we learn from a letter of complaint written by him to Masius
in 1553 ; and the part of his commission with which we are

concerned, the printing of the Peshitto New Testament, found
no favour at Rome. Disappointed there, he proceeded to

Venice in 1553, attracted thither, no doubt, as Widmanstadt

1 See Masius, Prcef to the De Paradiso of Moses Bar-Cepha, to

which work is subjoined (pp. 257, 264) the Profession of Faith of Moses
of Mardin, being chiefly an abjuration of all that was distinctive of Mono-
physite doctrine, Eutychianism being specified by name (p. 260), and the

authority of the Council of Chalcedon being expressly admitted.
2 See Wrighfs Catal pp. 214-16.
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had been before, by the fame of the Aldine press, then in the

hands of Paul Manutius, son of Aldus ; and perhaps still more
by that of Daniel Bomberg, whose splendid editions of the

Hebrew Bible had within a few years before been executed
in the same city. Here also he met with failure, but was put

on the way that led to success. Guillaume Postel (of whom
we shall presently have occasion to speak further), a French-

man, remarkable alike for his varied acquirements and for

his manifold adventures and delusions, formerly a resident in

Venice, where he was almoner of the Hospital of SS. John
and Paul, 1 had recently (1550-51) returned thither from
travelling in the East, and had brought with him from
Damascus a MS. of the Syriac New Testament for Bom-
berg. This eccentric person had in former years been ac-

quainted not only with Ambrogio (by whom it seems he was
initiated into the elements of Syriac and of many other little-

known tongues), but also with Widmanstadt. To Widman-
stadt accordingly, as a man willing and able to help him in

his task by commending him to the patronage of the Duke
of Bavaria, Moses, by the advice of Postel, resolved to apply

;

and the question then arose how to effect the journey to

Suabia—for though this was in the summer or early autumn
of 1553, tidings had not yet reached Postel of the enforced

flight of Widmanstadt from his Suabian home in consequence
of the war of 155 1-2, and of his change of abode to Vienna and
his position under King Ferdinand.

The opportunity of a safe escort offered itself, strange to

say, in consequence of events in England. The recent ac-

cession (June 1553) of Mary to the throne on the death of

Edward VI. had determined Pope Julius to send Cardinal

Reginald Pole to her, to remove the interdict from her king-

dom. Moses obtained an introduction to this great personage,

who (probably on the strength of a letter of commendation,
which wras the only favour bestowed by the Pope on the

Syrian priest) consented to give him protection and the

means of reaching his destination. In September, Pole, on
the summons of the Pope, left his retirement at Maguzzano
on the Lago di Garda for Trent ; and in the train of the legate

of the Roman Pontiff, the legate of the Syrian Patriarch,

1 The story of this Postel and his extravagant doctrines, and his ' Mere
Joanne'—a Venetian woman whom he announced as his * Virgin Mother'
—recalls the hallucinations of Montanus. He was born in Normandy in

1 5 10, and after a life of many vicissitudes (including two imprisonments
on charges of heresy), died in 1581. See the article * Postel ' in the Die-
tionnaire Hist et Crit of Chaufepte, especially the letters of Postel to

Masius given in the notes.
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bound on a mission so widely different from that of his pro-

tector, took his journey northward. They probably followed

the route of the Brenner and passed through Innsbruck ; but
their first recorded halting-place was Augsburg, from which
city they proceeded to Dillingen, where (as is well known)
Pole was afterwards long detained by the Emperor's orders.

This city lay on Widmanstadt's road from Heilbronn to

Vienna ; and inasmuch as it not only lay in his native Suabia,

but was the seat of a university recently founded by his

former master, Otho of Augsburg, we may assume that Wid-
manstadt would find himself at home there, and would make
it a stopping-place on his journey. Here, therefore, it is prob-

able these two men met, the Syrian priest and the German
statesman, bent on a common object, which to the latter had
been the hope of half his lifetime, and to the former was the

discharge of a trust which had sent him out of the heart of

Asia into the heart of Europe, across the sea from the East
to Italy, across the Alps from Italy to Germany. A meeting
so remarkable was followed by immediate results. Widman-
stadt conducted Moses without delay to Vienna, and presented

him to Ferdinand. This great and enlightened prince, who
was at this time engaged in re-establishing his University of

Vienna after the destruction wrought in that city a few years

before by the Turks, at once, with truly royal munificence,

consented to bear the expenses of printing the sacred text

according to the Patriarch's desire. Moses was retained at a
liberal salary l to superintend the work, to which Widman-
stadt gave such part of his time as he could snatch from his

hours of rest after the affairs of State which occupied his

days. An artist, Caspar Crapht, undertook to engrave in

steel the punches for striking the matrices ; the types (whose
admirable delicacy and distinctness no subsequent typefounder
has excelled) were cast in tin,

2 and Michael Cymbermann was
employed to execute the printing.

1 ' Habuit a rege 700 florenos toto biennio,' says Masius, in a note to

one of the Letters of Moses {Symbolce Syr. ; see below, p. 275, n. 3).
2

It is usually stated that steel types were made for this admirable
work, but this is a mistake. Its colophon states that ' Caspar Craphtus
. . . characteres Syros ex Norici ferri acie sculpebatj which merely means
that the * punches' (lta\. punzioni, ¥r. poincons, or Lat. patrices), whence
were struck the (copper) matrices for casting the type, were of steel, as
at the present day. To cut steel types in sufficient quantity would have
been impracticable ; and the art of casting steel was then unknown, not to

mention that steel would be a metal quite unsuitable for types. (See
Postel's letter at p. 228 of Chaufepie's article referred to above, p. 270, n.)

Moses, in a note prefixed to the transcript presented by him to Ferdinand,
expressly states that the printing was executed typis stanneis. There is
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Thus was produced the Editio Princeps of the Syriac New-
Testament, the first book ever printed in that language. Wid-
manstadt tells us (not being aware as it seems of the existence

of the Introductio of Ambrogio which we have described) that

till then Syriac characters had never been seen in Europe, except
in books of magic, and in them so distorted as to be barely re-

cognizable. The printing was so promptly executed that the

Gospels were struck offon May 1 8, 1 5 5 5 , the Pauline Epistles on
July 18, the Acts on August 14 ; and the book, including the

Jacobite Tables of Lessons (into which the text is divided),

was finally completed on September 27. It contains the whole
Peshitto New Testament, but not the books which that version

excludes (viz. the Apocalypse, and the four shorter Catholic

Epistles—2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, and Jude). Its text, after

the usage of nearly all Syriac MSS., is but partly furnished

with vowels. Many editorial memoranda are attached to the

several parts of the work, some in Latin written by Widman-
stadt, others in Syriac by Moses. It professes to exhibit a
text based on two MSS., a statement not easy to under-
stand ; for besides the copy brought by Moses, which was a
complete New Testament, we have heard of two as being in

the possession of Widmanstadt, but both of them of the
Gospels only. Thus there appear to have been three avail-

able for the Gospels and but one for the remaining books
;

and in fact it is to the Gospels only that the mention of ' two
MSS.' relates. The Imperial Library of Vienna contains

{Cod. MS. Ling. Orient. 258, in Nessel's Catalogue) a copy of

the Gospels written by Moses in 1554 at Vienna ; but this

was merely a transcript presented by him to the King, and
perhaps made for the printer's use ; the MS. brought by him
from the East was of some antiquity, and written at Mozul. 1

Neither it, nor either of Widmanstadt's copies, is recorded as

now preserved in Vienna or in any other European library.

Postel indeed, who, as we have already said, had in his hands
another copy, when apprised by a letter from Moses of the
favourable reception he had found in Vienna, hurried un-
bidden to that city. He was welcomed there by Widman-
stadt as a fellow-worker, and received from Ferdinand a sum
of two hundred gold florins for the services he undertook to

other evidence that tin was at that time used by some typefounders, as
it still is, though exceptionally, the usual type-metal of modern times being
lead with an alloy of antimony.

1 Masius, Introd. to Gramtnatica Syriaca ; see also Postel's Dedication
(to Ferdinand) of his De Cosmographica Disciplina (1561), and his letter

in Chaufepte, p. 227.
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render in preparing the types. But that his MS. was not
used in forming the text is certain. He asserts, in an extant
letter to Masius, that when compared with the MS. brought
by Moses it was found ' to differ from it not one jot.' Yet
when it was afterwards lent by its owner, the younger Bom-
berg of Cologne, to Guy le Fevre de la Boderie, who, with the

help of Masius, collated it for the Biblia Regia of 1572, many
corrections of the text of the Editio Princeps were derived

from it, proving the statement of Postel to be as inaccurate

as might be expected from so flighty a person. This MS. is

now in the Library of the University of Leiden {Cod. Syr.

1 198) ;

x
it consists of two volumes, written by different hands,

both about the year 1200. If Moses* MS. was older than
these, as Postel states, it must have been of the twelfth cen-

tury at latest. Whatever other aid Postel may or might have
given in the preparation of the work was cut short by his

abrupt departure, sometime in 1554, in an alarm (perhaps

imaginary) of personal danger from some enemy to us un-

known. Before he left, however, he honestly surrendered the

two hundred florins, giving half to Moses and half to the

printer. A few days later, on reaching the territory of the

Venetian Republic, he was arrested and cast into prison on a
charge of having murdered a Franciscan friar, one Julius of

Brescia, being mistaken for the true assassin, another Francis-

can, Felix of Naples, whom he had the misfortune to resemble

in person. He escaped next day, but was reduced to such

straits as to be obliged not long after to pawn his collections

of MSS. to the Duke of Bavaria (in 1555) for two hundred
ducats. We next hear of him as imprisoned by Pope Paul IV.

on a charge of heresy, and not released till the death of that

pontiff in 1559. His life was prolonged many years beyond
this date, but presents no further points of contact with our

subject. We leave him, therefore, and return to Widmanstadt
and his completed work.

It is impossible not to sympathize with the spirit of thank-

ful satisfaction that animates the Dedication and concluding

Epistle, prefixed and appended by him to the book. He was,

no doubt, over-sanguine in his estimate of probable benefit to

the Eastern Churches, and of the prospect of a reunion of

Christendom, to ensue from the successful accomplishment of

the task laid upon him by Teseo Ambrogio ; but there can

be no question that he worked for its fulfilment in single-

1 See Dr. Land ap. De Goeje's CataL Codd. Orient Biblioth. Acad.
Lugd.-Bat. ; also de la Boderie's Praef. to Biblia Regia, t. iv., and the
contract of loan ofthe MS. made at Cologne, subjoined to it.
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hearted religious enthusiasm, sfad with no sidelong eye to any
selfish object. It is a feature of the age to which he belonged

that not a few of the men who did most to promote Biblical

learning were not ecclesiastics but lay lawyers (as Masius,

whom we have already mentioned) ; but none of these has

won for himself a higher claim on the gratitude of Biblical

scholars than Widmanstadt. He never appears to have

allowed his ambition for worldly advancement to come in the

way of his beloved studies ; on the contrary, office and station

when attained were, as we have seen, used by him as means
towards the end which from his youth up he had kept steadily

in view in the pursuit of those studies, and to that end he

gave up the nights of a laborious life whose days were taken

up with his official duties. He followed up the completion of

his Syriac New Testament by publishing a few months later

his SyriacceLinguaPrima Elementa (Vienna, November 1555-
February 1556), in which he commends the study of Syriac to

two young kinsmen, for whose use he had drawn up this little

manual, promises them a grammar and lexicon of the lan-

guage which he has in preparation, and appends the Ter Sanc-

tus, the Nicene Creed, the Lord's Prayer, the Ave Maria, the

Magnificat, and a few prayers in Syriac, adding an expres-

sion of regret that time and space do not permit him to give

some extracts from the Liturgies of St. John and St. Peter,

and of Pope Xystus, and others. 1 A MS. Syriac Missal, con-

taining all these Liturgies, with a note of its purchase by Wid-
manstadt at Augsburg in 1550 from a Maronite, is now in the

Royal Library at Munich {Orient. 146) ; and in the same col-

lection is another MS. {Orient. 60), the first part of which is

the Grammar of Gregory Barhebraeus in Syriac, with a trans-

lation by Widmanstadt partly into Latin and partly into

Italian ; with a second part subjoined, a Syro-Arabic-Latin

Lexicon, the Latin supplied by him, the Arabic by Moses,

dated Vienna, November 1555.
2 We learn from one of the

letters of the elder Joachim Camerarius {Epp. lib. ii. p. 113)

that Widmanstadt's library was in the hands of George Sigis-

mund Seld in or before 1559 ; and we have the authority of

Masius (who mentions this Grammar and Lexicon in his Dedic.

1 It is remarkable that this book, though executed by the same printer

as the New Testament, is in a completely different type. A second edi-

tion of it was printed by Plantin after Widmanstadt's death (Antwerp,

1572), apparently from the same Syriac types as the former. This edi-

tion adds the Prayer of Christ (John xvii.), the Apostles' Hymn (Acts iv.

24-30), and the Canticle of Esaias (Isa. xlv. 8), all in Syriac, but omits the

Dedication and Conclusion.
2 Munich Catal. t. i. pt. iv. pp. 109 sqq.
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to Lingua Syr. Gratntn., written in 1570) for the statement
that it was purchased by the Duke of Bavaria, which is con-
firmed by the fact that these MSS., and many others bearing
Widmanstadt's name, are now in the Munich collection. We
infer, therefore, that he had died in or before 1559, leaving his

learned labour unfinished. 1 So far as we know, he never ob-

tained the release from the yoke of State service which at the
close of his Dedication of the Gospels he pathetically entreats

his royal patron to grant.2 But though he was not permitted

to complete his proposed contributions to the promotion of
Syriac learning, he had done enough to secure his unassailable

and lasting place in the regard of all Syriac scholars ; and the

Editio Princeps of the Peshitto New Testament, due as it is

mainly to his persevering and well-directed energy, is his

proper and abiding monument, bearing as it universally and
fitly does the title of the Text of Widmanstadt.

Of Moses of Mardin, his colleague in the work, we are

compelled to judge very differently. At first sight it might
seem as if, in speaking of ' Widmanstadt's text/ one was un-

justly ascribing to the German the credit in part, if not

mainly, deserved by the Syrian. But we believe that in this

case the general voice has spoken rightly, and given honour
where honour is due. No doubt Moses pursued his pur-

pose with a persistency that looks like devotion to a sacred

mission, and claims our sympathy. Letters of his are extant,

addressed to Masius (one of which has been printed in full in

the original Syriac, and the rest summarized, by Andreas
MUller in his Sytnbolce Syriac<z*\ in which he gives details of
the difficulties and repulses which, as we have seen, encoun-

tered him when he reached Europe. According to his own
account, he arrived, not only penniless, but in debt, having

1 Vergerio (see below, p. 286, n. 1), writing on March 1, 1559, states

that Widmanstadt died * statim post earn editionem.'
2 ' Cum supra annos xxii in fluctuum Reipublicae motu et agitatione

cum dignitate vixerim, ultraque mediam aetatem provectus sim, desiderio

portus, in quern honesti otii praesidia subducam, me teneri aut quietis et

tranquillitatis beneficium a M.T. expectare nemo sapiens mirabitur, nemo
frugi et modestus reprehendet, nemoque nisi aestimator improbus inertiam

turpem potent interpretari. Quod si, uti spero, et otium illud beatum et

reditum in patriam impetravero, Majestati Tuae non solum otii fructus sed

et uxoris et liberorum, quos mihi Pannonicum hoc coelum adversa adhuc
valetudine adflictos ex pluribus heic amissis reliquos fecit, incolumitatem
debere me perpetuo profitebor.'

3 Published at Berlin, 1673. See pp. 5-11, and Diss, i., of this work.

The original letters, with the reply of Masius (in Syriac) to the first, are

stated by the editor (p. 3) to be preserved in the Library of the Elector of
Brandenburg at Coin (on the Spree). They are now at Berlin in the

Royal Library ; see Sachau's Kurzes Verzeichniss^ p. 35.

t 2
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been forced to borrow thirty gold scudi *in Cyprus on his

way. At Rome fifty were promised him by the Roman
prelates \ but though he was kept for months, if not years,

waiting for this bounty, they were never paid. He was thus

compelled to work for his bread, transcribing Syriac MSS.
for sale to divers collectors ; and several specimens of his

penmanship (some of which we have already noticed) are to

be found in European libraries. He was seeking to find

means of making his way to Augsburg, there to lay his case

before the wealthy patron of letters, John James Fugger, when
the advice of Postel, backed by that of Renialm, the agent

at Venice of the deceased Bomberg, directed him to Widman-
stadt. In Vienna he appears to have found Widmanstadt less

friendly 1 and Ferdinand less bountiful than he had hoped.

Even his correspondent Masius disappointed him in the

•matter of openhandedness. He seems to have been obliged

to be cautious about asserting his priestly character, for we
find him requesting Masius not to address him as ' Padre '

;

and at first he appeared in Vienna in the dress of a laic, until

the kindness of Camerarius 2 enabled him to resume the sacer-

dotal habit. But these letters give an unpleasant insight into

the character and motives of the man : one detects in their

tone the whine of the professional begging-letter writer ; and
on their evidence alone one cannot hesitate to form a low
opinion of the writer. And the marginal notes appended to

them by Masius, to whom most of them were addressed, help
us to judge what credit is to be given to the complaints with
which they are filled. Against a passage in one, where Moses
grumbles at the parsimony of Widmanstadt, Masius writes
* Fallit ingratus.' At another place, where the writer is indig-

nant because his share of the printed copies is but two
hundred, and even these given him by the King against the
Chancellor's advice, Masius explains :

* CC exemplaribus faci-

endum erat periculum de fide ejus.' And again he expresses
his mind more at large: 'In hac Epistola potes Syrum in-

genium cognoscere . . . homo ingratissimus, oblitus omnium
beneficiorum, quae ego in ipsum ipse in me contulisse simulat
per summam impudentiam.' These are the comments of a

1 Andreas M tiller remarks (Diss. i. p. 9) that Moses never names
Widmanstadt in these letters, being unaware that he is the « Lucretius

'

of whom Moses complains so bitterly.
3 This, no doubt, was the Joachim Camerarius to whose Epistles we

have already referred—the friend of Melanchthon. At this time he was
the representative of the city of Nuremberg in the Diet of Augsburg,
and is known to have been highly esteemed and invited to Vienna by
Ferdinand,
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man who knew Moses long and well, and had befriended him
effectively—a man not only of learning, but also of character
and position, and of wide knowledge of the world (for Masius
held at this time high office in the Duchy of Cleves), well

acquainted, too, with the persons and circumstances mentioned
in these letters. We cannot doubt that his animadversions
are as just as they are severe, and that Moses slandered his

benefactors. Untruthful and ungrateful, untrustworthy and
shameless, is the verdict of Masius on him ; mean, impor-
tunate, and greedy are the epithets which every reader of his

letters will add. One is forced to suspect that the sacred

volume which he had been commissioned to bring from the

East was valued by him chiefly as an introduction to the

learned scholars of Europe and their wealthy patrons ; and
the suspicion finds a painful confirmation in the fact that after

offering to sell his two hundred copies of the printed text to

Masius, who declined the purchase, he finally found another
buyer, who paid him twenty-two imperials for them, and forty

thalers for some MSS. These latter were no doubt (as

we may infer from the price) copies in his own writing, such
as those above referred to ; the MS. of the New Testa-

ment was, as we have seen, ancient, and therefore of higher

value ; and probably it was the Patriarch's property, so that

Moses could not sell it, but was bound to restore it to its

owner on his return to his own country. That he should sell

his share of the printed copies and profit by the sale was fair

enough : but by selling them in Europe he defeated the pur-

pose of Ferdinand and Widmanstadt, which was to secure

their circulation in the Syrian Churches ; and thus justified

the prudence of the former in limiting the number allotted

to him, and the distrust of the latter, who would not have
allowed him any. We know that Moses went back to the

East, for Widmanstadt, in a note appended to the printed

book, speaks erf him as expected to bring with him on his

return to Europe the Syriac version of the portions of the

New Testament not included in the Peshitto. It seems in-

credible that Widmanstadt, therefore, with this reason for de-

siring his return, should have so treated him as to discourage

him from revisiting Europe ; and if, as it appears, he never

returned, the cause may well have been that he was conscious

of having so behaved as to be unwilling to face his former

benefactors. In the light of all these facts we learn what
value to attach to his profession of faith, made at Rome and
preserved for us by Masius (see above, p. 269, n. 1), in which
he accepts absolutely the doctrine of the Double Procession
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of the Holy Ghost, though denied by all the Eastern Churches,

and renounces the distinctive tenets (Monophysite and even
Monothelite) of the Jacobite Church which he represented.

No doubt he would have accepted or renounced as many
more doctrines with no less cheerfulness, if by so doing he
could have induced the Roman prelates, in reward of his

compliance, to promise, and pay, a suitable amount in gold

scudi.

Whether the Patriarch, from whom Moses had his creden-

tials, was prepared to endorse his abjuration of the cherished

articles of the Jacobite communion we cannot tell, nor yet

how far he may have been sincerely desirous to benefit his

Church by multiplying copies of the New Testament in Syriac.

But, whether or no, it would be unjust to blame Popes Paul
and Julius for their cold reception of his legate. Very possibly

they may have looked with no great favour on the proposal

to make known to European theologians a version of the

Scriptures claiming such high antiquity and consequent au-

thority—invested, too, with a peculiar sanctity as being written

in the language of the inspired Apostles, of the blessed Virgin

Mother, and of the Lord Himself. This would seem a for-

midable rival to set up against the Latin Vitlgate and its

claims to exclusive prerogative. And one, regarding the

narrative of Moses and his journeys from an Anglican's point

of view, is tempted to contrast the mission of the humble
Syrian priest, sent by an Eastern patriarch to obtain the

means of diffusing Scriptural knowledge in Syriac through
the Churches of Syria, with the mission of the great English
Cardinal in whose train he journeyed, commissioned by the

mighty Patriarch of the West to stop the free course of
the Gospel in the English tongue among English readers.

But the analogy thus suggested between the Syriac New
Testament and the translations made by the Reformers,

such as Tindal's or Luther's, is an unreal one, for Syriac

had then long ceased to be vernacular among Eastern
Christians, though used, as it still is, in the offices of the

Jacobite and Maronite Churches ; so that the printing of the

Peshitto—the Syriac Vulgate, as it has been very properly
called—like the printing of the Hieronymian Latin Bible,

was a work for the benefit of the clergy rather than of the

laity.

But apart from the matter of the Peshitto, it is certain that

the Roman pontiffs and their advisers had ample reason, of
old date, to distrust overtures from Jacobite patriarchs. They
cannot have forgotten how, a century before (as the Acts of the
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Council of Florence and a bull of Pope Eugene IV. attest x

),

the then Jacobite Patriarch, Ignatius IX. (Behenan), made his

submission to the Pope, with a recantation of his heresies

as ample as that now offered by the legate of the Ignatius of
the year 1 549 ; unlike his orthodox rival patriarch, Dorotheus,
who protested against and denounced the definition agreed
on as part of the Florentine compromise : and yet it was
notorious that his professions were hollow, and the Jacobite
body, after a hundred years and more had elapsed, remained
still unreconciled to Rome. It was no doubt remembered
also how, yet two centuries farther back, an earlier Ignatius

had deceived Gregory IX., as his successor deceived Eugene IV.
The English chronicler, Matthew Paris, records how, in the
year 1237,

2 the Roman court was elated by the tidings, con-
veyed in a letter from Philip, Prior of the Dominicans of the

Holy Land, that in Jerusalem on Palm Sunday of that year
the Antiochian Patriarch had abjured all the errors of his

communion and acknowledged the Roman supremacy ; and
further that the Patriarch of Alexandria had sent a letter

assuring them of his readiness to do the same. The chronicler

expresses his opinion that this submission of the Patriarch of
Antioch was made, not in good faith, but through fear of the

Tartars (at this time the terror of Christendom 3
), against

whom, he adds, that prelate had previously applied for protec-

tion to the Saracens, but in vain. When the alarm passed
away, the Patriarch, he concludes, 'a fide turpiter resilivit.'

The Chronicon Ecclesiasticum 4 of Gregory Barhebraeus enables

us to identify this supple prelate as Ignatius II. (David),

Jacobite Patriarch from 1222 to 1253, whose visit to Jerusalem
is recorded by the Syrian as well as by the English annal-

ist, while its date is fixed by the history of the Patriarchs

of Alexandria (Renaudot, p. 579), and accurately coincides

with that assigned by Matthew Paris. Both these last-

named narratives record a quarrel between the rival Patriarchs

of Antioch and Alexandria (both Monophysites), which no
doubt supplied the immediate motive for the submission made
by the former and promised by the latter. It is worth relat-

ing as a sample of the morale of the highest ecclesiastics of
the Monophysite communion of that day. At the time of the

1 Acta Cone. Florent (Rome, 1638), p. 384 ; Acta Conciliorum
'(Paris, 1 7 14), t. ix. c. 1040.

2 P. 372 (edition of London, 1684) ; see also the Pope's letter to the
Patriarch in Raynald's Continuation of Baronius' Annates, t. xiii. s. a.

1237, cc. 87, 88.
8 Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c. lxiv. §§ i. ii.

4 Edition of Abbeloos and Lamy (1874), t. ii. cc. 645, 653-663.
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visit of Ignatius II. to Jerusalem, the Alexandrian Patriarch,

Cyril Bar-Laklak, a man prone to irregular proceedings, had
recently invaded the prerogative of his Antiochian brother by
consecrating a metropolitan of Jerusalem for those of his

nation who dwelt in the Holy City—an uncanonical act which
appears to have scandalized his own bishops, who a few years
later made it one of the articles of reformation forced by them
on him that neither patriarch nor bishop should ordain out-

side his own jurisdiction. Ignatius, naturally resenting this

usurpation, resolved ' to drive out nail by nail '—to retaliate

by consecrating a metropolitan for Abyssinia, which was an
appendage to the province of his rival. But before resorting

to this extreme measure he thought it prudent to ask the

sanction of the chief representatives of ' the Franks ' in Jeru-
salem, which was at this time in Christian hands. Accordingly
he sent his confidential agent, Saliba Haripha, to 'the brethren,

the teachers ' (that is, as it seems, the heads of the Dominicans,
the * Ordo Praedicatorum/ whom Barhebraeus designates as the
PherphershArdye x\ who were at this time predominant in

the Holy City, and had received him with honour on his

arrival and lodged him in one of their monasteries. These
Franks, however, declined to approve of the proposed pro-

ceeding as being hasty and irregular, and advised delay,

promising to remonstrate with Cyril and force him to with-

draw his metropolitan. Ignatius, in his anger and disappoint-

ment at this refusal, in defiance of their injunction, that very
day consecrated one Thomas, a Nubian, to the Abyssinian
metropolitanate, and excommunicated the metropolitan whom
Cyril had sent to Jerusalem. The Dominicans, hearing of

this rash act, were highly indignant, and, inviting the heads
of the Templars and Hospitallers to join them, they repaired

to the lodging of Ignatius, entered his apartment abruptly,

sat down in his presence without salutation, and, after taking
him sharply to task for his arrogant usurpation and con-
temptuous disregard of their message, they called on him to
explain his conduct. The Patriarch was dismayed, and sat

in silence, pale and trembling. But the serviceable Haripha
at his side preserved his presence of mind ; he made a sign to

1 Abbeloos and Lamy (p. 653 note) conjecture that by this term are
denoted the Fratres Minores, or Franciscans, on the ground that at the
time of this incident these were the only religious orders in the Holy
Land, besides the Templars and Hospitallers. But the letter of the
Dominican Prior above referred to proves that the Praedicatores also-

were at Jerusalem in 1237, and goes far to identify them as the Pherpher-
shuraye—unless we are to suppose that the Patriarch was first repelled
by the Franciscans, and then turned to the rival fraternity.
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his master, and whispered to him in Syriac, ' Lay the blame
on me ; better that I should be rebuked than you/ Ignatius,

catching the hint, found breath to murmur, * Here is the man
I sent to you ; he told me you approved : ask him.' The
Dominican Prior turned to Haripha :

' Did I desire you to tell

your master so ?
'

* Yes/ replied Haripha without hesitation
;

* that was what I understood you to say/ * The Lord judge
between me and you/ exclaimed the astonished Prior. Then
said the chief of the Franks (his Templar and Hospitaller

colleagues) to the Prior : ' The prelate is not to blame for

misunderstanding you ; the fact is, you do not speak Arabic
intelligibly/ And thus their displeasure was turned aside,

and they apologized and departed satisfied. When the apart-

ment was clear of them the Patriarch turned to his servant,

whose ready wit had done him such service

:

' If I forget thee,

O Haripha/ he exclaimed, 'may my right hand forget, so

cunningly hast thou rescued me this day from the rebuke
of these tyrants/ This occurrence took place, as appears
from Barhebraeus, some time before Easter ; and the formal
recantation and submission of Palm Sunday were pre-

sumably made by Ignatius to secure the favour he had so

nearly forfeited. Then, no doubt, followed the letter or mes-
sage from Cyril, promising to do as his adversary had done.

Finally, however, the Franks espoused the side of Cyril, whose
uncanonical aggression was in their eyes a less offence than
the disobedience of Ignatius ; and the Coptic metropolitan

held his ground. But we can readily imagine how eagerly,

while this dispute was pending, the Syrian, with Haripha for

adviser, and the Copt, whose history shows him to have
needed no one to teach him the arts of deceit and corruption,

would bid against one another in offering all possible sacrifices

of dignity, principle, and creed to win the favour and protection

of the Frank.

But it is time to return to the Ignatii of the sixteenth

century. It is but too certain that among them were men
prepared to surrender under sufficient pressure not merely
(like their predecessors of the thirteenth and fourteenth) the

Monophysite tenets distinctive of their Church, but the Chris-

tian faith itself. In 15 17, we learn from a Syriac annalist

(ap. Assem. Biblioth. Orient t. ii. p. 324), Ignatius XIII.

(Joshua) ' Hagarized/ l that is, abjured Christ for Islam. And

1 This shameful fact is also stated in a note inserted in the MS. Rich.

7197 in the British Museum (Rosen-Forshall, Catal. p. 89). We follow

the numbering of these Ignatii given by Assemani in preference to that of

Lequien in his Oriens Christiana.
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Ignatius XVII. (Nehemet Allah), who was Patriarch in 1560,

and must therefore have been either the Patriarch who sent

Moses on his mission, or his immediate successor, 1 followed

the example of this apostasy. The former of these unhappy
men, after recanting and submitting to degrading penance,

was reinstated in the patriarchal throne ! The latter, repenting

of his treason against the faith, fled to Rome and there lived

many years under the protection of Gregory XIII. He is

mentioned by an Italian physician, Michael Mercatus (in his

Metallotheca, p. 227), who met him in Rome, as possessing a
large knowledge of medicine. He had, or feigned, a hope that

Ignatius XVIII. (David), his brother and successor (conse-

crated in 1576), would be found disposed to reconcile himself

to the Roman See ; and at his advice Gregory sent Leonardo,
Bishop of Sidon in 1583, as Apostolic Nuncio to this David,
to receive his profession of orthodoxy and his submission.

But Leonardo, on his return to Rome after the death of

Gregory (1585), reported to Sixtus V. the unsatisfactory result

of his mission.2

Whether these Syrians, demoralized as this history shows
them to have been into the cowardice and falsehood so often

engendered by persecution in a- downtrodden people, ever

received any portion of the benefit designed for them by Ferdi-

nand and his Chancellor we are not informed ; and there seems
to be no evidence that the King's intention of dividing between
the Maronite and Jacobite Patriarchs three hundred of the

thousand copies of which the edition consisted, was ever

carried out. We revert to the history of its circulation in

Europe. Many copies of it with the proper date (1 555) are to

be found in the libraries of the Continent and of our own
country, and are highly prized ; copies bearing date 1562 are

more numerous, and are of the same edition, re-dated on the

back of the title-page. The probable explanation of this

difference is that the book, of which five hundred copies were
retained for European use, was not offered for sale in the ordi-

nary way till 1562. Within a very few years the Editio

1 The dates of many of these patriarchs are uncertain. An Ignatius
(Abdallah), unknown to Assemani, is proved to have been patriarch in

1528 and 1536 by entries in the British Museum MSS., Arund. Orient.

11 and 53 (Rosen-Forshall, pp. 61, 95). Possibly this Abdallah, and not
Nehemet, was the Ignatius of 1549 who sent Moses of Mardin to Europe.

2 Assem. B. O. t i. p. 536. The date of this David's elevation to the
patriarchate is recorded in the colophon of a Bodleian MS. (Hunt, 521)
as A.Gr. 1887—that is (as usually reckoned) A.D. 1576, but 1578 seems to
be intended (Payne Smith, CataL c. 562). The writer of this MS.,
Pilatus, succeeded David as patriarch.
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Princeps was followed up by a second—one which attests how
quick the party of the Reformation were to discern the im-
portance of the Syriac version, for it was prepared, in 1569,
by Tremellius, a converted Jew, professor in the University of
Heidelberg, dLprotige* of Frederick III., Elector Palatine, and
of our own Elizabeth, to whom he dedicated the splendid

triglot (but tetraplar) volume in which this version occupies

the third column, standing side by side with the Greek ori-

ginal and with Beza's Latin translation. It was printed by
Henry [II.] Stephens at Geneva ; and though Hebrew cha-

racters are employed in it for lack of Syriac type, it is in three

respects an advance on WidmanstadtVtext—that Tremellius
has attempted to give the vocalization fully, that he has added
a close Latin translation of it as a fourth column, and that he
used for his text a second MS. belonging to the Elector's

library. 1 Three years later, this edition was cast into the

shade by a thjrd—that included in the great Antwerp Poly-

glot (better known as the Biblia Regia
y
because printed under

the auspices of Philip II. of Spain by Plantin in 1572), for

which, as we have above noted, Posters MS. was collated by
de la Boderie, who added to it an improved Latin version.

In this great work, as in the Editio Princeps, the Syriac cha-

racter was again employed, and, as in it, with but partial

vocalization. But in two separate editions of the Syriac text

(8vo and i6mo) issued soon after (1574-5) from the same
press, the Hebrew type, without vowels, was again resorted to

;

as also in an edition printed at Paris in 1582 by de la Boderie
on his own account, which has for its distinguishing feature

an interlinear Latin version. To both Planting small editions

there was subjoined an appendix of further various readings

gathered by his son-in-law, Francis Rapheleng, from the same
MS. of Postel

;

2 but the edition published in 162 1 by Trost
at Cothen was the first to set the useful example, followed

by many of its successors, of giving a complete table of the

1 This MS. was probably one of the Palatine collection of MSS. that
were sent by Maximilian of Bavaria, after the taking of Heidelberg and the
seizure of the library by De Tilly in 1622, as a present to Gregory XV.
If so, it was not among those which Pius VII. restored in 181 5, for we
have ascertained that it is not now at Heidelberg.

2 Wichelhaus (De N. T. Versiotu Syriaca) tries to prove that the
Cologne MS. of Rapheleng was not that used by de la Boderie. But
Dr. Land's express statement (above, p. 273, n.) places it beyond doubt
that the MS. now at Leiden is, as Marsh supposed, the one used by both
editors. Rapheleng no doubt collected into his Appendix such readings

of the MS. as he judged to be worth recording, though de la Boderie
had not thought fit to admit them into his text.
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variations of text, which by this time had become somewhat
numerous.

The seventeenth century, farther on, added to Biblical

literature (not to speak of minor editions) the two famous
contributions already referred to, the great rival Polyglots

of Paris and London. The former (1633) exhibited {inter

alia) the whole Peshitto Old Testament (then first printed)

except a few of the Apocryphal books ; and it was the

first issue of the entire New Testament, for it supplemented
the Peshitto with the Four Minor Catholic Epistles and the

Apocalypse from later versions. These portions had been
separately edited a few years before—the Apocalypse in

1627 by De Dieu from a Leiden MS., the Four Epistles in

1630 from one in the Bodleian, both of which were recent

transcripts. The Paris editor of the Syriac text, Gabriel

Sionita, a Maronite, has been blamed for incorporating this

extraneous matter with the Syriac Vulgate ; but unreasonably

as it seems. His business was not to edit the Peshitto merely

,

but to produce as nearly as possible a complete Bible in Syriac.

In combining, as he did, versions by different hands and of
different ages, he has the example of the Greek-speaking-

Churches, which from the second or third century have in-

cluded Theodotion's version of Daniel in the Septuagint

;

and he has been followed in this by all succeeding editors.

That such combination was not repugnant to the mind of
the Syrian Church has of late been proved by Syriac MSS.,
few, but of considerable antiquity, which have come to light,

in which these Epistles are included with those of the Peshitto

canon, either subjoined to them (as in the Cambridge MS.,
Oo I. 1, 2) or inserted in the usual Greek order in which
Sionita has given them (as in a MS. of the Syriac New Testa-

ment in the possession of the Earl of Crawford). Sionita has

amended somewhat the very faulty texts of these portions as
printed by Pococke and De Dieu from their indifferent MSS.,
possibly from conjecture, but more probably by the use of
independent copies. But concerning the preparation of this

magnificent edition we have but little information ; enough,
however, as regards the part taken in it by Sionita, to show
that, however well qualified in point of Syriac learning, he was
as regards personal character and trustworthiness even less

satisfactory than Moses of Mardin. Syriac scholars, how-
ever, will gladly forget his misdoings, and prefer to remember
him only with gratitude as the first editor to give the sacred

text with its complete apparatus of vowel and other points,

which his successors have for the most part adopted from him.
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Of Walton's Polyglot it is needless to treat. It is too well

known to need description, and its history may be readily

learned from the biographies of Walton and of Ussher.
Though not equal to its superb predecessor in the externals

of form, it is better arranged, much less unwieldy to handle,

and in many important respects more complete—containing
(to speak of its Syriac part only) the Apocryphal books not
given in the Paris edition, and finally completing the New
Testament by admitting, on the authority of a MS. obtained
by Ussher from the East, the Pericope de Adultera (which the
Peshitto and even the seventh-century Syriac of Thomas of
Harkel omit, in common with the best Greek MSS.and most
versions), in a version which has since been found in three or

four other MSS. Only one of these, however (the Codex
Barsalibceus, of New College, Oxford), inserts it in its place

in St. John's Gospel. Two of them have a note ascribing it to

one Paul—no doubt Paul of Telia, the translator of the LXX.
into Syriac, who was a collaborateur of Thomas of Harkel.
Walton's Syriac editor (Thorndike) has been content, for the

rest, to reprint the Paris text, and to append a small collec-

tion of various readings. Subsequent editions present no
features of note; their editors, except Drs. Buchanan and
Lee and Dr. Perkins, as above stated, have for the most part

been content to reprint with small variations the work of some
one or other of their predecessors. Of these editions the most
complete and useful on the whole is that of Schaaf, already
mentioned ; and the excellent Lexicon Concordantiale which
accompanies it has never yet been superseded.

From this survey of the history of the printed editions of
the Syriac New Testament, the question naturally arises,

What is the value of this version ? What are the grounds of

the interest it has excited ? Is it worth the labour that has
teen expended on it?

There is no doubt that in the eyes of Teseo Ambrogio
and of Widmanstadt, and of many other early students of

Syriac, the Peshitto was invested with a glory above all other

versions—if not above the sacred original—through the idea

that its language was that in which Christ spoke, in which
His Apostles first preached His word. Widmanstadt was
even carried so far by this imagination as to believe that, in

the case of two books of the New Testament—the Gospel of

St. Matthew and the Epistle to the Hebrews—the Syriac was
the actual original. But it is due to him to acknowledge
fully that, over and above this consideration, he distinctly

held in view, and urged on his royal master, as the prime end
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to be aimed at in multiplying the Syriac Scriptures by means
of the press, the enlightenment and elevation of the Churches
of the East, into whose degraded state (if he was previously

ignorant of it) he must have gained some insight from his

dealings with the Jacobite legate. We may doubt whether the

language of the Peshitto is so completely identical with the

vernacular of Palestine of the Christian era as he supposed

;

none of us nowadays imagines, as he did, that the first Gospel

in the Syriac New Testament came direct from St. Matthew's

pen, or that the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews did

not write in Greek. But Widmanstadt's belief in the written

Gospel of Christ as the best remedy for the errors and dis-

orders, the ignorance and the sin that prevail in Christendom,

commands our assent ; and the energy with which he acted

on that belief draws to him our sympathy and respect. Appa-
rently the Roman court looked coldly on his work—on the

version alleged to be older than the Roman Vulgate, composed
in a language for which sanctity was ' claimed on a ground

higher than could be asserted for the Latin ; and it may be

that he had incurred some share in the displeasure with which

more than one Pope regarded Ferdinand. 1 Yet Widman-
stadt was a devout Roman Catholic, and undoubtedly be-

lieved that the new life he hoped to be instrumental in

imparting to the Syrian Churches would draw them into

reunion with Rome.2 The scholars of the Reformation, on

1 Johannes Wolfius (Lectionum memorabilium Centenarii XVI., a

book full of absurd and superstitious stories, printed in 1600) makes, s. a.

1 564, a ridiculous statement on the authority of P. P. Vergerio (Bishop of

Capo d'l stria, who became a Lutheran and a vehement anti-Romish con-

troversialist), in his third Dialogus de Oszo, pp. 202 ff., to the effect that

the Pope was displeased at Ferdinand for sending the printed copies to

the East, and * suborned one Lucretius to corrupt it ' [presumably by

assimilating its text to that of the Vulgate]. Even Ussher (Hist Dogm.,

ut infr.) has stooped to adopt this idle slander. It rests (be it observed)

on the blunder above noticed (p. 276, n. 1) of making Lucretius a distinct

person from Widmanstadt, whom Ussher has just before justly described

as the learned person to whom the work was due. Moreover, Wolfius

misreports Vergerio, who does not state that the Pope interfered with the

publication, but merely that ' multi prudentes viri suspicabantur ne quid

monstri aleretur, praesertim cum Jo. Lucretius aWidman editioni praeesset/

The blunder as to Lucretius originated evidently with Wolfius.—The over-

hastiness of controversialists to doubt the good faith of Widmanstadt is

further shown by the suspicion cast by Vergerio, on the authority (as he

alleges) of Moses of Mardin, upon the Lesson-Tables subjoined to the

Editio Princeps, which he supposes to be forged by the editor to support

the authority of the Roman Calendar, &c. It is well known that similar

Tables have since come to light in Syriac N. T. MSS. of high antiquity.
3 The chief end for which he laboured to promote the study of die

Oriental versions was (in his own words) 'ad innumerabiles Asiae

Africaeque populos in Catholicae ecclesiae ditionem redigendos.'
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the other side, welcomed the Peshitto for the very reasons

which had set the Roman authorities against it, and expected
from the study of it results widely different from those which
Widmanstadt had in view, as regards the claims of Rome to

supremacy. Its uses in the theological questions of the day
were at once perceived ; and the example of a vernacular

version current in the Syrian Churches was promptly caught
up as a weapon against the papal refusal to give the Scrip-

tures to the people in a tongue they understood.

We find this argument suggested (apparently for the first

time) by Tremellius, who in his Dedication informs Queen
Elizabeth how 'the Antiochian Patriarch sent* to Europe to get

the Syriac New Testament printed, ' because in his Churches
they use not the Latin language, but that which is under-

stood in those parts, namely the Syriac ; ' and it is quoted
from him and adopted by Ussher in his Historia Dogmatica
(c. viii. s. i. p. 416). The latter great scholar, in his early

Prcelectiones Theologicce (Cath. Assertio Integr. Fontium V. et

N. Instr. c. ii.— Works, t. xiv. pp. 222, 223, written in 1610),

appeals also to this version in his disputation against Bellar-

mine and the Council of Trent concerning the sole authority

claimed for the Latin Vulgate. And he not only repeats the

account which ascribes the Peshitto to St. Mark, quoting with
approval the saying of Francis Lucas of Bruges (a Romish
writer), that * the Syriac text of the New Testament is to be
reckoned and reverenced as equivalent to a very ancient Greek
copy of the first authority/ but even goes so far as to lay

down that this version 'agrees with the Greek copies in

all the places where they differ from the Latin, even those

places which the Papists suspect as corrupted by errors due
to time or to malpractices of the transcribers '—a proposi-

tion which a subsequent part of his own work (pp. 237 ff.)

proves to be questionable, as the able Romish writer whom
he quotes had already by anticipation shown it to be un-
tenable. 1 It is probable, therefore, that one motive which

1 Lucas Brugensis {In SS. Evangg. Commentary 1606) appears to

have been the first commentator on the New Testament to use the Syriac
version purely for critical and exegetical ends. He records its readings
regularly and with fairness, noting their agreement now with the Greek,
now with the Latin text. In his Prolegomena, immediately before the
words quoted by Ussher, he writes, * ex Syriaca editione non parum lucis

accedit, nee minus Latinus quam Grcecus texlus defensionis accipit? If

Ussher had noted this sentence, and examined the commentary, he would
have avoided the misstatement above pointed out. On the Protestant

side, Ludovic de Dieu of Leiden deserves honourable mention for the

thorough and honest use made by him of the Syriac and other versions
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actuated him and other scholars of his time and school in the

study of this and other ancient versions of the Scriptures, was
controversial. Their Romish opponents, however, were not
slow to detect the weak points of the case as presented by the

Protestants. They had no difficulty in proving that the an-

tiquity claimed for the Peshitto was excessive, and they
pointed to the fact that the Syriac had long ceased to be
vernacular in Syria ; so that though in the Syrian Churches
Mass was said and the Scriptures were read in Syriac, that

language was less commonly understood, even by ecclesiastics,

than Latin in Italy, or indeed in any part of Europe where
education was at all extensively diffused. The retort was
good as against Tremellius, but by no means against Ussher

;

for the argument as presented by him was grounded on the

usage of the Syrian Churches not of the sixteenth or seven-

teenth century, but of the earlier days when their version of
the Scriptures was made and their Liturgies were composed,
in the tongue which was then the vernacular. In Walton's
Prolegomena (xiii.) we find (s. 19) a distinct recognition of the

position of the Syriac as a language no longer current except
in ecclesiastical use ; and in an earlier section (16) the writer

abates somewhat of the claim made on its behalf by his

predecessors in respect of primitive antiquity and of complete
fidelity to the Greek. As time went on, both sides apparently
began to feel that they had pushed their arguments too far,

and it came to be generally recognized among scholars of
either party that the Peshitto, though neither apostolic as

regards its date nor perfect in point of accuracy, yet was,
if not superior, certainly not inferior to any other existing

version, alike in value and in age.

But as the controversial use of this version declined, the

interest taken in it by theologians appears to have declined

accordingly, and hence probably ensued the decrease—almost
cessation—in the production of editions of it which, as we
have already shown, marks the Biblical literature of the eigh-

teenth century. It is noteworthy that the revival of activity in

reissuing the Syriac Scriptures, which we have already spoken
of as having manifested itself in England in the earlier years of
the present century, and more recently in America, is due to

the same impulse which moved Widmanstadt to produce the
Editio Princeps—the design to benefit the Eastern Churches
by multiplying for their use, by means of the printing-press,

copies of their national version. The managers of the Bible

in his Animadversiones in IV. Evangg. (Leiden, 1631), and Animadw.
in Acta App. (ib. 1634).
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Societies of England and America, though well aware that

the Biblical Syriac has long ceased to be spoken in the East
(except perhaps in a few remote spots), have rightly judged
that to print the Scriptures in that tongue for the clergy and
all who can read it even as a dead language, is to give them
access to an inestimable treasure. The American edition

of Urumiah, we may add, gives side by side with the text a
version into the Neo-Syriac current among the Christians of
the country where it was printed. But, apart from this bene-

volent purpose, another cause has served powerfully to re-

awaken Biblical scholars to the importance ofthe Syriac version,

and the duty of studying the language in which it is written

—an increased sense, namely, of its critical and exegetical

value. All competent judges admit that the Peshitto comes
near to being the model of what a version ought to be—faith-

ful without servility, free and idiomatic, while never relaxing

into paraphrase. Its authors, over and above the gifts of

good judgment and skill, have had the happy fortune to work
in a language which, Semitic by family, has acquired not a

little of the flexibility, and something even of the logical ex-
pressiveness, of the best Aryan tongues. They have thus

been enabled not only to reproduce the Hebrew Scriptures

and those parts of the New Testament which have a Hebraic
colouring, with almost the force and grandeur of the original,

but further they have had an advantage above all the other

translators of the New Testament, regarded as a collection of
Greek books written by authors of Semitic speech and na-

tionality. The notion that the Peshitto incorporates the ori-

ginals of St. Matthew's Gospel and of the Epistle to the

Hebrews, as we have already said, has long vanished from
the minds of scholars ; and probably all are agreed that a
similar claim advanced recently by Dr. Cureton on behalf of
the version of the First Gospel contained in the recension

known as Curetonian, is equally illusory. But we may fairly

affirm of the Peshitto New Testament that it frequently casts

light on obscure expressions of the original ; nay, more, that

in not a few places its Aramaic idiom does fuller justice than
the Greek to the expression of the ideas, feelings, and recol-

lections of men who thought in Aramaic what they wrote in

Greek. 1 For their Aramaic, if not absolutely identical with

that of this version, was closely akin, and differed from it

1 ' Sancti viri Syriace conceperunt quae Graece scripserunt # . . Cum
ipsi N. T. scriptores hac lingua sibi vernacula primum Judaeis . . . caelestia

oracula promulgirint, et postea Graeco idiomate scripserint, Syriasmi
tamen gustum ubique retinent ' (Walton, Prolegg. ut supra).
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only dialectically ; while their Greek was to all of them an
acquired language, and to some of them probably an instru-

ment not sufficiently familiar to ensure the adequate utterance

of that which the Spirit that was in them moved them to

write. Anyone who has acquired sufficient Syriac to read

the Peshitto New Testament, may justly feel that in using it

he is brought nearer than before to the mind of the sacred

writers, and will seem to hear in it their thoughts rendered

back into the language in which they were first conceived,

and their record of the sayings of the Lord Himself repro-

duced in the very words in which He spoke them.

As regards the critical use, however, of the Peshitto, there

is room for difference of opinion among scholars, resulting

from differing estimates of its antiquity. No one now claims

for it that it is of the Apostolic times, nor on the other hand
does anyone adopt the extreme under-estimate of its age to

which Romish disputants were formerly inclined, and which
(on different grounds) Wetstein afterwards pushed so far as to

assign it to the seventh century. The question as to its date,

which was in earlier days one ofpolemic divinity, has in these

latter times an interest rather for the Biblical critic than for

the theological controversialist. The dispute in which this

version is cited as evidence is no longer that concerning the

comparative authority of the Greek and the Latin ; it is that

between those who uphold and those who impugn the incor-

ruptness of the Greek as commonly received and known as the

Textus Receptus. It has long been known that the agree-

ment of the Syriac with that text is neither complete nor uni-

form, but that on the contrary it frequently sides with the

Latin against the * received ' Greek—which of course is the

Greek which Protestant divines of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries had in view. Now, however, that modern
criticism has taken in hand to reconstruct the Greek text on
the basis of the oldest extant MSS., the antiquity of the

Peshitto, as a version which to a considerable though limited

extent supports the Received Text, is once more sharply ques-

tioned. The critics who regard that text as the result of a revi-

sion or revisions made in the third or fourth century, by which
the primitive text was largely modified, find themselves com-
pelled to date the Peshitto (in its present form) not earlier than

the first of these revisions, and to accept the recension known as

the Curetonian as the true representative ofthe original Syriac

version of the New Testament, bearing to it the same relation

as the Old Latin to the Hieronymian Vulgate.

This is not the occasion— nor have we left ourselves space
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—to enter into the controversy we have thus touched on con-
cerning the primitive Greek text, nor to discuss the claims of
the Curetonian text to be accepted as the Syriaca Vetus (a title

somewhat prematurely bestowed on it by recent writers). We
are content to note the importance added by these questions

to the study of the Peshitto, and to enter our protest against
the tendency, apparent among critics who are opposed to the
Greek Textus Receptus, to prejudge the case respecting the
age and character of the Peshitto, holding themselves justified

in disparaging its authority beforehand, on the ground that it

is based on a Greek text of a type which differed considerably

from that which has its chief representative in the Codex Vati-

canus. In truth the Peshitto has met with more than its share
of unfair handling. At first, Romish controversialists refused

to credit it with antiquity because it agreed too closely with
the Greek (corrupted as they alleged) against the Latin.

Afterwards, Wetstein set it down as a ( Latinized ' work of
the seventh century, because he found in it too many places

where it supported the Latin against the Greek. Our modern
critics as unreasonably, though less extravagantly, strive to

lower its date because it is too often an inconvenient witness

in favour of the common text ('Syrian' or ' Constantino-
politan'), and thus stands in the way of the restoration of

the hypothetical primitive text. We claim for the Peshitto

that its age shall be investigated and its value appraised on
independent grounds of internal evidence and of external

testimony, and not with a sidelong view to the support of this

or that theory of Greek textual criticism.

We welcome the announcement of a really critical edition

of the Syriac Gospels, such as we expect to be produced by
Mr. Gwilliam, as the promise of the first and essential move
in the direction of the investigation we indicate. Already he
is able to assure us that Dr. Cureton was mistaken in stating

{Remains of a very Antient Recension^ pref. p. lxxiii) that 'the

more antient the MSS. [of the Syriac Gospels] be the more
nearly do they correspond with the text ' (of the version which
bears his name) ; but that on the contrary the Peshitto text

as printed by Widmanstadt and subsequent editors is sub-

stantially the same—without a trace of any older text

underlying it—as the text preserved in MSS. of fourteen

centuries ago, MSS. probably as old as the Codex Alex-

andrinus, certainly as old as the MS. which exhibits the Cure-
tonian version. We protest, further, against the question-

begging title of the ' Old Syriac ' which of late years has been
appropriated to the Curetonian by the critics whose theories

u 2
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of the Greek text require the assumption that the Peshitto in

its present form is the result of a third or fourth century recen-

sion. No external evidence has been adduced to prove that

any such recension ever took place ; and the sole reason for

the supposition is the analogy of the ' Old Latin ' and its rela-

tion to the Vulgate. But in matters of fact analogy is an

unsafe guide ; and, besides, the parallelism between the cases

of the Syriac and the Latin Vulgate is a very imperfect one.

The priority in date of the Old Latin version (or versions) to

the Vulgate of Jerome, the fact that the former is the basis of

the latter, the particulars of time, place, and authorship of the

revision, are matters of historic certainty : as regards the two
Syriac versions which are supposed to correspond to these, we
have no history—all is hypothesis. The Curetonian Syriac

no doubt follows in the main that ancient type of text to

which the Old Latin belongs, usually known as ' Western
'

;

but it is obvious that a version founded on a very ancient text

may be itself comparatively recent. And that the abundance
of ' Western ' readings exhibited by it is no proofof its primi-

tive antiquity appears from the fact that ' Western ' readings

prevail likewise in the Harkleian recension l which is known
to have been made so late as the year 616. We admit, how-
ever, that the Curetonian is a very ancient version, and we
hardly think it worth while to notice the extravagant notion

of the Abb6 Martin, who holds it to be a translation made
about the middle of the seventh century by Jacob of Edessa

at Alexandria, from the Codex Bezce !
a We have satisfied

1 See Adler, Novi Testamenti Verss. Syr. lib. ii. pp. 130-34 ; where it

is shown that of about 180 readings given on the Harkleian margin
(which he assumes to be gathered by Thomas from his Alexandrian MSS.)
no less than no agree with Cod. Bezce (the 'Western' Codexpar excel-

lence) besides seven which are found in the Latin but not in any Greek
copy.

* Introd. a la Critique du N. T. (1883), pp. 230-33. This idea may
have been suggested to the Abbe* by Wetstein's similar opinion that Codex
Beza had been one of the MSS. used by Thomas of Harkel. For this

judgment as to the age of the MS., see p. 196. Our sense of the value

of this learned and industrious work would induce us to pass over in

silence the absurdity of the Post Serifturn by which (pp. 234-36) the

author has thought it seemly to embellish his argument, were it not that

in a subsequent volume of the same Partie Pratique^ t. iv. 1885-6) he has

followed it up by a still more outrageous fiction—placed as an introduc-

tion to the second section (pp. 178-189), a marvel of indecorum and bad
taste, after the very worst manner of M. Max O'Rell. If it occurred in

one of the books of that popular writer it might not seem out of place,

and we could simply put it aside and leave it unread, as it deserves to be

;

but, standing as it does as part of a treatise on a subject so sacred, it is

in the highest degree offensive, and to be reprobated.
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ourselves by personal inspection that Dr. Cureton, however he
may have overrated the value and age of the version dis-

covered by him, did not in any great degree, if at all, overrate

the age of the MS. (Br. Mus., Add. 14451) in which that ver-

sion is preserved ; but that he was right in assuming for it a
date not later than the fifth century, probably in the middle
of it—a century and a half before Jacob of Edessa was born !

But we do not regard it as proved that this version ever was
current, or is anything more than the work of a reviser of the

fourth or fifth century, remodelling the Peshitto partly by the

aid of a Greek MS. of ' Western * text, partly after his own
ideas of propriety of translation and diction.

We have not left ourselves room to touch on the Syriac

text of the portions of the New Testament which, not being in

the Peshitto canon,(though they have been supplied in all the

later printed editions from 1633), do not come within the scope
of Mr. Gwilliam's undertaking. We merely note the fact that

the printed text of each part of these Antilegomena is based
mainly, if not entirely, on a single MS. of unsatisfactory cha-

racter and recent date, and therefore stands in need of critical

revision. And we are glad to learn that, as regards the Four
Minor Catholic Epistles, such a revision has been to some
extent carried out by Professor Isaac H. Hall, in the New
York edition now before us, with the aid of an excellent

fifteenth-century MS. in the possession of Mr. R. S. Williams
of Utica, New York. Many still older Syriac copies of these

Epistles are now accessible in the British Museum and else-

where ; and a reconstruction of their text and also (so far as

materials can be found) of that of the Syriac Apocalypse, is

much to be desired.

In conclusion, we would urge on Mr. Gwilliam and on the

Delegates of the Clarendon Press the desirability of extend-
ing the usefulness of their important undertaking so as to

bring its results within the reach of Biblical students un-

acquainted with Syriac, by annexing to it a literal translation

—after the example of so many of the more important
editions, from Tremellius's to Schaafs. Whether the transla-

tion should be, as in those editions, a Latin one, is a question

to be carefully considered. Dr. Etheridge's translation of the

entire New Testament from Syriac into English is a useful

work, and Dr. Cureton employed English in the rendering

subjoined by him to his text. But the attempt made with
considerable success by Baethgen to restore the Greek whence
that version was rendered, and the earlier one of Skat-Rordam
to perform the easier task of recovering Origen's Septuagintal
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text of the Book of Judges from the Syro-Hexapla, prompt
the suggestion that the most serviceable accompaniment to

the revised Peshitto would be a Greek text representing as

closely as possible the Greek original of the Peshitto. For,

after all, the object for which Biblical students refer to the

Peshitto is mainly to obtain an answer to the question, What
text must the Syriac translator have had before him ? And
to give this answer through the medium of a Latin version,

which the reader has to render mentally into Greek for him-

self, is surely a roundabout proceeding ; and, what is more
serious, it is a proceeding which brings in two elements of

possible error—the risk that the translator may have failed in

conveying distinctly in Latin the Greek which he supposes to

underlie the Syriac ; and the risk that the reader may go

wrong in his mental rendering of the Latio into Greek. No
one who has consulted the Latin which stands beside the

Syriac in the Polyglots, or in Schaaf, can have failed to find

himself in danger of mistakes arising from both these causes.

A Greek text such as we suggest would not only be free from

these sources of misunderstanding, but it would further have
this great advantage, that it would be disencumbered of the

mere reproductions of Syriac idioms which disfigure the ver-

sions, Latin and English, to which we have referred. On
these grounds we would express our hope that the forth-

coming edition of the Peshitto Gospels may, by the addition

of this new feature, be made to surpass its predecessors in

usefulness to all students of the Greek text as much as, by
its apparatus criticus and the collations therein embodied, it

will undoubtedly excel them in the accuracy of its text.
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Art. II.—ANCIENT AND MODERN CHURCH
ORGANIZATION.

1 The Growth of Church Institutions. By the Rev. EDWIN
Hatch, M.A., D.D., Reader in Ecclesiastical History in

the University of Oxford. (London, 1887.)

2. The Organization of the Early Christian Churches. By
Edwin Hatch, M.A. Second edition, revised. (The
Bampton Lectures for 1880.) (London, 1882.)

3. Notes on the Canons of the First Four General Councils.

By William Bright, D.D., Canon of Christ Church,
Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History. (Oxford,

1882.)

4. The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia. By W. M. RAMSAY.
(In vol. iv. of the Journal of Hellenic Studies) (London,

1883.)

5. Die stddtische und burgerliche Verfassung des Rdmischen
Reichs. Von Dr. Emil Kuhn. (Leipzig, 1865.)

Dr. Hatch's new lectures, although they have suggested the
present article, fall within our purview only so far as they
are concerned with the primitive era of Christianity. With
the really valuable part of the book—the account of the
' settlement/ if we may call it so, associated with the names
of Boniface and Charles the Great, under which Christian

institutions assumed for the most part their mediaeval forms

—

we have nothing to do ; but these chapters are prefaced by
some which seem to us to build on the unsound foundation

of radically false conceptions of early Christian history. The
first two chapters and the seventh purport to trace the origins

of the diocese, the diocesan bishop, and the metropolitan.

They postulate the existence of the "episcopal office, and con-

cern themselves with the application of episcopacy to terri-

torial organizations ; and since, in a former number of this

Review, 1 we had ourselves traced the genesis of the episcopate

in relation to the ministry of the Church, and thus arrived at

the point at which Dr. Hatch, in the work immediately before

us, takes his start, it may perhaps not prove unacceptable to

our readers if we proceed with Dr. Hatch to the further in-

vestigation of the bishop in relation to the diocese.

It would not, indeed, be just to judge Dr. Hatch solely by
the present lectures on the Growth of Church Institutions^ for

1 C.Q.R. for April 1887, pp. 115-44.
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his Batnpton Lectures (which we have also named at the head
of this article), with all the faults of the text, with all the

one-sidedness of the treatment of evidence, the indefensible

deductions, the impossible hypotheses, are, at least as far as the

notes go, a veritable monument of patient labour and recondite

information ; and we doubt whether justice has been done by
his opponents to this side of his book. But we cannot help

thinking that the Reader in Ecclesiastical History might have
found better things to do than to reprint a series of articles

from a. monthly magazine in a shape which perpetuates one
of the worst faults of which an historian can be guilty, that

of putting forward new views without any attempt even to give

references to the facts which form his authorities for them. It

is a thing irritating in the extreme even in a Mommsen ; in

any lesser writer it is unpardonable.
Dr. Hatch's method may be fairly described as the search

for differences. His conception of the duty of an historian is

satisfied when he has called attention to an external diver-

gence between the ecclesiastical institutions of the first century
and of the nineteenth, and it never seems to occur to him
that substantial identity of principle can survive much apparent
change, or that it is a very shallow criticism which shuts its

eyes upon essential unities and opens them only to detect

microscopic variations.

' The justification of the existence of differences is to be found in

the nature of Christianity itself. It was designed to be at once uni-

versal and permanent, to embrace all races of mankind, and to meet
the needs of successive ages. The presumption is that, this being so,

it was also designed to adapt its outward forms to the inevitable

changes of human society, and that its earliest institutions were meant
to be modified.' l

' The diocesan system, as it now exists, is the effect of a series of
historical circumstances. It is impossible to defend every part of it

as being primitive, nor is it necessary to do so. It is sufficient to

show that it is the result of successive re-adaptations of the Church's
framework to the needs of the times.' 2

1 All groupings are artificial. The measure of the Divine will is

the spiritual good that comes of grouping. . . . The great mediaeval
institution of national Churches claims our respect as an instrument
of spiritual good in the past, and the particular Church to which we
belong claims also our allegiance as the instrument with which God
has appointed us to work in the present ; but the sacredness of the
institution attaches not so much to the fact of its existence as to the
spirit which prompts its members, nor can it be shown that any
blessing rests upon it which does not also rest upon all congrega-

1 CA. Inst p. 4.
8 lb. p. 18.
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tions of two or three who are gathered together in the name of

Christ/ *

We note, however, two concessions, which, so far as our
task is polemical, will materially lighten it. Dr. Hatch accepts

explicitly the substantial similarity of the existing Church
organization with the forms which emerged in the eighth

and ninth centuries from the reconstruction of the ruins of

the Western Empire. ' The main features of the new system
have been so strongly marked on the face of Christendom for

more than eleven hundred years as to make it difficult for

most persons to conceive of a time when they did not exist'

Modern diocesan episcopacy

4 grew up in the Frankish domain under the legislation of the Frankish
princes and kings, by the co-operation of Church and State, at the

instigation in the first instance of the great missionary Boniface.' a

' To him more than to any other single cause the main features

of the ecclesiastical system of the West are due ; and from the lines

of diocesan episcopacy which he laid down there was not until the

Reformation any considerable departure.' 3

More significant still is the second admission, contained
in words which immediately follow the last quotation. ' Those
lines were in the main the revival of some elements of the

Eastern system, which is found in its most perfect form in the

canons of Chalcedon.' Quite similarly the institution of
metropolitans under Charles the Great is called ' the revived

system ' and ' the re-establishment.' It is not too much to

say that in these unwary phrases Dr. Hatch has succeeded in

making mince-meat of two-thirds of his own arguments. If

the outlines of the ' new system ' have ' again and again been
treated as part of the essence of Christian organization, and
departures from them have been treated as violations of Apo-
stolic order,' the justification of the action deprecated lies

simply in the admission made that the system was not 'new'
at all. The kernel of the controversy will be found, not in the

relation of the eighth-century arrangements to the previously

existing condition of things in the West, but in the relation of
the fourth-century system to primitive times. The centuries

of the barbarian invasions are wholly and completely out of
account It does not affect the issue in the slightest that an
ever-increasing degradation had left the Church without or-

ganization, without discipline, and without doctrine, if the

reformation which succeeded bridged the* chasm and esta-

1 Ch. InsL p. 153. * lb. p. 39.
8 lb. p. 29.
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blished the continuity of the later development of the West
with the earlier development of the East.

This first step in our proof—the general identity of the

principles of the diocesan or territorial organization of our

own day with those of the period of the four great Councils

—

is, however, far too momentous to be based only on a possibly

not well-considered admission of our author. We shall there-

fore proceed to lay down what seem to be the decisive ele-

ments in this particular sphere of our own Church polity, and

then investigate their position in the Church of fifteen cen-

turies ago. Nor do we anticipate any objection, if, assuming
(as we have said) episcopacy, we define as follows the factors

of our own episcopal organization : firstly, the bishop is unique

in his own sphere ; secondly, his sphere is diocesan, not con-

gregational ; thirdly, the various dioceses are federated, not

isolated ; fourthly, just as the diocese is based ordinarily on

civil lines, so the federation of dioceses is ultimately coexten-

sive with the nation.

I. That there cannot now be two bishops of the same see

or jurisdiction, is obvious. There cannot be more than one

Bishop of Durham, and no discontented faction under him

could set up another with valid claims to recognition by the

federation, until the one already in possession was ousted. It

is, in fact, the episcopal organization of the Church, not the

voluntary act of each individual Churchman, which guarantees

a Bishop's authority. In practice we may even go further and

say that, although there could be, there are never likely to be

two bishops in the same city, even with different jurisdictions.

London is the only case in which such a proposal could be

possibly made, and there is an instinctive feeling among
Churchmen that the true way to meet the existing difficulty

is by the multiplication of suffragans rather than by the

division of the diocese.

II. There will be, we conceive, as little hesitation in ac*

cording assent to our next proposition. The bishop of Truro,

for instance, is not simply president of the congregation or

congregations (conceived of as one) that meet in Truro ; not

only Truro but all the parishes that make up the county of

Cornwall form a territory or diocese, a group of congregations,

under his sole control.

III. But the individual dioceses do not stand, and have

never stood, alone. In the original scheme of Gregory the

Great for the conversion of England, provision was made for

grouping the dioceses into two provinces, under the metro-

politan authority respectively of London and York. With
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the substitution of Canterbury for London, this scheme, or
something like it, was put into force at the end of the seventh
century, and if the boundaries between the two provinces

have varied somewhat, the provincial organization itself has
proved permanent, and is perpetuated in the two Convoca-
tions.

IV. This division into provinces was possibly rather arbi-

trary and artificial in its origin, although at present it repre-

sents with singular fidelity the distinction of 'the North' from
the rest of England. But very early—earlier, indeed, than the

division into provinces—came the consolidation of all the Eng-
lish dioceses into one organically united English Church. Itself

the creation, one may almost say, of the illustrious Primate,

Theodore of Tarsus, the National .Church of England was an-
terior to, and, indeed, was conducive to, the formation of the

National State. Nor has the provincial system ever so far

tended to interfere with the national basis of the Church, that

there has ever been any danger that there would be two
Churches of Canterbury and York, and not one Church of
England.

Not only, however, the federation, but the individual dio-

ceses, have been formed ordinarily on civil lines. The early

English dioceses were coincident with the early English king-

doms, and some even preserve the identity to this day. The
diocese of Chichester is the kingdom of the South Saxons. It

is true that in most cases later changes in the political as well

as in the ecclesiastical geography have obscured the original

resemblance ; but the newer dioceses have borne, wherever
practicable, the same relation to the modern political units

of the counties that their predecessors did to the kingdoms.
The changes of the past twelve years have made Exeter,

Truro, Chester, Durham, Newcastle, and Lincoln, shire dio-

ceses. The changes of the remaining years of the century

may, it is to be hoped, do the same for Surrey and Hants,
Norfolk and Suffolk, Essex, and yet other counties.

So much for our own times. We do not conceive that

there can be any serious quarrel against the contention that

these same principles were, allowing for minor differences

produced by different and to a certain degree divergent con-

ditions, the acting principles of the Church of the fourth and
fifth centuries. But in any case, from the point of view of

our further inquiry, it will be needful to draw out the eccle-

siastical organization of that period at some, but not, we hope,

excessive, length. Our appeal will be, wherever possible, to
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the Councils whose canons still form the corpus juris of the

Eastern Church. 1

I., II. Words need not be wasted to prove what no one
would dream of denying that in the fourth century the rule,

one bishop only in each city, was absolute. We are not so

sure that we should carry Dr. Hatch with us at once to concede
the territorial or diocesan character of the whole episcopate in

that period. But whatever may have been the earlier con-

ception of a bishopric, the canons of the Council of Antioch
(A.D. 341) prove to demonstration that the sphere of a
bishop's action was not confined to his 'city' (VoX**), but
embraced the ' country/ or * countries ' (^&>/>cw), surrounding
and depending upon it * Every bishop has authority over his

own diocese, and must • • . take charge of the whole region

surrounding his episcopal city ' (Canon 9). Chorepiscopi, or

country bishops, may not ordain a priest or deacon ' without
the bishop of the city to which the chorepiscopus himself and
the whole district are subject* (Canon 10).

III. We have still to place side by side with our modern
organization the federation of dioceses into one intricate

whole, such as we find in progress in the earliest years of the

fourth century, and completed by the middle of the fifth.

And since there are, unfortunately, several points here on
which it will be incumbent on us to join issue with Dr. Hatch,
we shall do best first to state our own conception of the suc-

cessive stages in the development of the complex machinery
by which dioceses were grouped into provinces, and provinces

were grouped into i exarchates,' and ' exarchates ' were par-

tially grouped into, partially superseded by, patriarchates
;

and then to examine any views put forward by Dr. Hatch
contrary to the results at which we may have arrived. We
shall distinguish, then, three steps, marked respectively, the

1 While not overlooking the essential distinction between East and
West (on which Dr. Hatch lays stress, Church Inst. p. 31), we hold our-
selves justified by the undermentioned considerations in confining ourselves
in the main to the history of the Eastern Church. (1) As Christianity
took its rise in the East, overspread the East before it came into contact
with the West, and was supreme in the East at a time when it was still

in hand-to-hand conflict with Paganism in the West, it follows that at

any given moment in the first five centuries the organization of the
Christian Church in the East represents a point far in advance of the con-
temporary condition in the West. (2) We possess the invaluable, because
authoritative, information of half-a-dozen great Eastern Councils during
the period. (3) It is through the Eastern Church, as we have pointed
out, that Dr. Hatch himself admits that whatever connexion our own or
the eighth-century organization may boast with primitive antiquity is

derived.
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first by the Councils of Nicaea (A.D. 325) and Antioch
(A.D. 341), the next by the Council of Constantinople (a.d.

381), and the final by the Council of Chalcedon (A.D. 451).
In the canons of Nicaea and Antioch the only feature yet

universally prominent is the grouping of dioceses into pro-

vinces under metropolitans. ' A bishop ought to be appointed
if possible by all the bishops in the province ; but ... in any
case by the agreement of three , . .and the ratification of the
result belongs in each province to the metropolitan ' (Nicaea,

Canon 4). * And generally, this is clear that if anyone be
made a bishop without the assent of the metropolitan, the
great synod has laid down that he ought not to be a bishop '

(i&. Canon 6). Still more definitely the Council of Antioch

:

* The bishops of every province must be aware that the bishop
presiding in the metropolis has charge of the whole province , .

.

and that without him the other bishops should according to the

ancient and recognizedcanon ofourfathers do nothing beyond
what concerns their respective dioceses ' (Antioch, Canon 9).

There is, however, one other special phenomenon in the
ecclesiastical federation of these earlier Councils which, in

view of later developments, cannot pass without notice. Side
by side with the normal privileges of every metropolitan, the

Nicene Council names the three cities of Rome, Alexandria,

and Antioch (in a descending scale), in connexion with supe-

rior prerogatives (Nicaea, Canon 6).

So much of the system as meets us in a developed form
at the beginning of the fourth century must have existed in

germ far back into the primitive age. It is otherwise when the
gulf is spanned which separates the first (Ecumenical Council
from the second. At the Council of Constantinople (a.d. 381)
two new factors claim recognition. Ranking among the

three great Churches of whom the Nicene canon made men-
tion appears a fourth in the new capital of the Eastern Em-
pire, the Church of Constantinople or New Rome, placed
next after old Rome and above Alexandria and Antioch
(Constantinople, Canon 3). But over and above the privileges

of individual Churches, the general machinery of the federa-

tion had advanced a grade further in complexity. The Nicene
grouping of dioceses into a province has been followed in

the interval before Constantinople by the grouping of pro-

vinces into a Siol/crjo-is or ' exarchate ;' and the second canon
of the later Council restrains the bishops of one ' diocese

'

l

1 This use of * diocese ' as equivalent to exarchate must of course be
carefully distinguished from our own use of diocese as a single bishop's

territory, which the canons regularly express by n-apotxta. For the ' diocese

'
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from interfering with the bishops of another. All the five

Eastern ' dioceses ' are mentioned in the canon—Egypt, the

East, Asia, Pontus, and Thrace—but it is worth noting that this

organization is still so far rudimentary that the ' dioceses ' are

mentioned without the bishops of their capitals, the 'ex-

archs ;' the Bishops of Alexandria and Antioch occur by
name, as at Nicaea, but the Exarchs of Heraclea (Thrace),

Ephesus (Asia), and Cappadocian Caesarea (Pontus) are

still absent.

It is not till the third and final stage of the development
in the Council of Chalcedon (A.D. 451) that we meet with

the Exarch as a regular tribunal of appeal in cases of con-

troversy with a metropolitan (Chalcedon, Canons 9, 17). But
by this time a further and in some ways a novel tendency was
at work. The organization into Exarchates was in course of

being superseded by an organization into Patriarchates. Just
as Rome had been consolidating her authority over the en-

tire West, so the Bishops of Constantinople, and notably St.

Chrysostom, had been extending their influence throughout
their own neighbourhood until it was paramount in the three
* dioceses ' of Thrace, Pontus, and Asia. At Chalcedon, ' the

throne of royal Constantinople ' became for these ' dioceses

'

an alternative tribunal of appeal with their proper exarchs
(tb. Canons 9, 17), who themselves, as well as the metropoli-

tans under them, were henceforth (according to the famous
Canon 28), to be consecrated by the ' aforenamed most holy
throne.' When we add to the aggrandizement of Rome and
Constantinople the emancipation of Jerusalem, as recognized

in the Acts of Chalcedon, not only from its subjection to the

hitherto metropolitan see of Caesarea (in Palestine) assumed
in the seventh Nicene Canon, but even from the authority of

the great Church of Antioch, we have the new patriarchal

organization sketched to hand. All the Western ' dioceses

'

formed the Patriarchate of Rome ; of the East, Thrace, Pontus
and Asia went to make the Patriarchate of Constantinople

;

Egypt, the 'diocese* or exarchate of Alexandria, becomes
with the same boundaries its Patriarchate ; while the remaining
'diocese ' of the East proper, hitherto owning only the sway of
the Antiochene bishop, was divided into the two Patriarchates

of Antioch and Jerusalem. If finally we recall the substitu-

tion of the Patriarch of Moscow for the ' heretical ' Patriarch

of Rome, we have the outline of the Eastern Church system
to this day.

see below : inverted commas will be used for the term when employed in

this technical sense.
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Before we can pass from this section of our subject, we
have still to deal, as we promised, with certain statements

made by Dr. Hatch. The whole idea of federation is appar-
ently so repugnant to him that he seizes on any argument,
and utilizes every opportunity, whether to minimize its extent
or to deny its usefulness. With the latter, it is no business

of ours to deal, but his criticisms on the prevalence of the
system it will be well to meet.

In the first place, then, against the existence of Provincial

Councils at the opening of the fourth century he alleges the

Council of Ancyra (c. 314 A.D. ?), the Acts of which 'are

signed by thirteen bishops from various provinces of both Asia
Minor and Syria.' But surely a glance at the subscriptions

makes it plain that it was nothing less than a conference of

representative bishops from a wide area, and in conception

far nearer to a general Eastern Council than to an ordinary

provincial synod. 1

Not content with an individual instance, Dr. Hatch next
asserts that the

' Nicene canons rather sketched an ideal than established a general

practice ... in some parts of the empire, certainly in North Africa,2

and probably elsewhere, metropolitans were not recognized ; and in

the fifth century the Council of Chalcedon (Canon 19) based a new
regulation upon the fact that the half-yearly meetings [i.e. the pro-

vincial synods of Nicaea, Canon 5] had ceased to be regularly held.

It was not until the sixth century, and, as far as existing records

enable us to judge, it was only in some parts of Western Europe, that

the system attained anything like a complete development ' (Ch. Inst.

p. 123).

Really, could anything be more contrary to all we know of
the fourth and fifth centuries than this hypothesis of the dis-

appearance of metropolitans ? They are mentioned in five

canons of this very Council of Chalcedon (Canons 9, 12, 17,

19, 25) as against three only of Nicaea (Canons 4, 5, 6). And
if some explanation must be given of the partial cessation of
provincial councils, it would be due rather to the aggrandize-

ment of metropolitans than to their insignificance. Just as the

consecration of bishops- elect is spoken of at Nicaea (Canon 4)
as the duty of any three bishops with the consent of the rest

in writing, only the ratification remaining to the metropolitan,

while at Chalcedon (Canon 25) it is attributed directly to the

1 Nine out of the thirteen are, we fancy, metropolitans—the Bishops
of Antioch in Syria, Ancyra, Caesarea in Cappadocia, Tarsus, Amasea,
Nicomedia, Iconium, Antioch in Pisidia, Laodicea in Phrygia.

9 What has Africa, which was Western, got to do with it ?
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metropolitan and to him alone, so it is probable that by the same
time and in the same way the metropolitan had concentrated

in his own person functions and business, such as in particular

the right of hearing appeals, which should have been, according

to the original legislation, reserved for the provincial synod.

Also we need surely not remind Dr. Hatch that to the

(Ecumenical Council of Ephesus (a.d. 431) only the metro-

politans were summoned and such able suffragans as they

might select to accompany them.
Dr. Hatch's third argument against ' the assumption . -

that this confederation and no other is the Church of Christ

in its visible and earthly form ' is contained in his Bampton
Lectures (p. 185). ' There is no proof/ he says, c that the con-

federation was ever complete in the sense of embracing all the

communities to which by common consent the name Chris-

tian was in the fullest sense applicable.' 'Some Churches
remained independent. . . . Their bishops had no superior.

They were what the Notitice or lists of orthodox Churches
call avTOK&<f>akoL They were in the position which Cyprian

had in earlier times asserted to be the true position of all

bishops. Their responsibility was to God alone.'

Cyprus and Armenia are the instances given in support of

this assertion. The case of Cyprus is of special interest to

ourselves as Englishmen, because it has retained its 'auto-

cephalic ' character from the time of the Council of Ephesus
down to the present day. But Dr. Hatch's phraseology seems
to imply a forgetfulness of what is meant by the term. One
would suppose he had overlooked the fact that, so far as the

metropolitan system went, Cyprus was on exactly the same
footing as any other province, its bishops being subject to the

see of Salamis (also called Constantia), and not (in Dr. Hatch's

meaning of the words) ' responsible to God alone.' Its ' auto-

cephalous ' character of course meant its independence of any

external control, such as that of an exarch or patriarch,1 and

was probably the result of a combination of accidents. The
Cypriots happened to be of Cyril's party at the Council of

Ephesus, and any pretension raised against the authority of

the absent Bishop of Antioch (who would be the exarch and

patriarch in question) was sure to obtain a favourable hearing

from Alexandrian ears (Ephesus, Canon 8).
a

Armenia differed integrally from Cyprus, in that it was a

1 In which it resembles the Churches of any province in communion
with the Church of England ; at least so far as the Patriarchate of

Canterbury is not one of jurisdiction.
3 See also Bright, adloc.
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Church lying outside the limits of the Roman world, and its

relation to the ecclesiastical confederation of the empire is

only part ofthe wider problem of the position ' of the Churches
of God which are among the barbarians ' (Constant. Canon 2).

It is as absurd of Dr. Hatch not to mention this as it is for

him to prove Armenia l autocephalous ' out of the Notitia of

the Emperor Leo Sapiens at the end of the ninth century. It

would have been more pertinent to quote the canons of Con-
stantinople and Chalcedon which regulate the 4 barbarian

Churches/ * They are to be ordered/ says the earlier Council,
i according to the usage of the fathers which has prevailed ; ' or

more definitely at Chalcedon, 'the bishops of the afore-named
dioceses [Pontus, Asia and Thrace] who are among the bar-

barians must be ordained ' by the Bishop of Constantinople
;

in other words, the authority over % barbarian ' bishops, which
had previously resided in the exarch of any of those three
' dioceses/ is transferred with most of the rest of their privi-

leges to the Church of the capital. If there is one case more
than another which the Council may be supposed to have had
directly in view, it must certainly have been that of Armenia,
which, ever since the time of St. Gregory the Illuminator of

Armenia {c. 300 A.D.), had professed dependence on the

Bishop of Caesarea, and received from him the consecration

of its metropolitan. The re-arrangements of the Council,

indeed, never took effect, for the national Church of Armenia
has been separated from the Greek Church from that day to

this. But the principle assumed in the canon is quite decisive

against Dr. Hatch's view. All Churches outside the empire
were regarded as having some sort of filial relation to one of

the great Churches within it ; and the facts corresponded

fairly to the theory. Thus Ethiopia was subject to Alexan-
dria, as Armenia to Caesarea, and the Persian Church through

its Catholicos was connected with the Patriarchate of Antioch.

IV. In passing to the fourth and last of the heads under
which we ranged the main conditions of our English Church
polity, it will probably be objected by Dr. Hatch and those

who, with him, lay stress on the divergences of form between
ancient and modern Christianity, that no attempt can con-

fessedly be made to illustrate directly from the Church of the

fourth and fifth centuries the principle of National Churches,

a principle of such cardinal importance to the Church of
England. But is not the demand a little unreasonable ? So
far as the Church was co-extensive with the empire there

could, in the nature of things, be no national Churches, for

'there were, of course, no nations. So far as the Church had
VOL. XXVI.—NO. LII. X
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penetrated beyond the empire, the Christian communities
were yet in their childhood, dependent, like children, on the

communities which had founded them from within the empire

and still supplied them with the machinery of their organiza-

tion. 1 All that can be fairly asked is that it should be shown
that the principles then acted on were consonant with the

idea of national Churches, and such as would naturally, under
altered circumstances, have resulted in their creation. Some,
indeed, of the then existing ecclesiastical divisions—such as

the * dioceses ' or exarchates of Britain, Gaul, Spain, Africa,

or Egypt - were more or less conterminous with what we
might call ' national ' limits. Or to put another point of view,

the Patriarchates of Rome and Constantinople, of Alexandria

and Antioch, represent pretty well the great Latin-speaking

and Greek-speaking portions of the empire and the outlying

Coptic and Syriac districts. Even more strictly parallel is

the curious instance of the African and Numidian provinces,

where the ecclesiastical followed, not the civil, but the ethnical

boundaries. According to the secular organization, Africa,

the proconsular or senatorian province, took the coast, and
Numidia, a consular or imperial province, took the interior.

But this division was purely artificial, and was due to the

danger of barbarian invasions from inland, which necessitated

the command there of a military governor ; the ancient and
ethnical boundary lay not so much from north-west to south-

east as from north to south, and this, it is noteworthy, was
the demarcation adopted by the Church. So the Notitia ; so,

too, the constant reckoning of Augustine among the Numidian
bishops, although his see town of Hippo Regius lay in Africa

Proconsularis.

The true justification from these early centuries of the

principle of national Churches will be, however, not in this or

that more or less parallel instance, but in the then universally

accepted system, according to which the ecclesiastical organi-

zation was modelled on the civil. The very idea of the em-
ployment of civil divisions at all forces the conclusion that

the nation, had it existed as a definite civil unit, would have
formed a definite ecclesiastical unit also.

Before proceeding to the ecclesiastical side of the inquiry,

it will be convenient to sketch briefly the civil organization of

the Roman empire, in its corresponding scale. Working up-
wards, the unit which the diocese forms in the Church, the
4 city ' formed in the Roman state. For the city was emphati-

1 Dr. Hatch, who maintains the ' autocephalous ' character of Ar»
menia, ought surely to regard it as the earliest National Church.
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<:ally not, as with us, an urban as opposed to a rural popula-
tion, but an urban and a surrounding rural population con-
ceived of as one. Every landowner was a citizen of the city

within whose sphere his property was situated. Every ' vicus

'

or village belonged to some ' civitas/ which was the ' patria

'

of the villagers. 1 The city—that is to say, the place which
possessed a municipal constitution—was a universal element
in the Roman world, just because the whole of that world had
been open either to Roman or to Greek influence ; but the

number of cities varied, in proportion especially to the degree
of Latinization or Hellenization which each province had
experienced. The i diocese' of Asia numbered 326 cities in

the sixth century ; that of Pontus, twice its size, only seventy-

^ight. The tiny (Diocletianist) province of Proconsular Asia,

which had long been thoroughly Hellenized, numbered forty-

two or forty-three towns ; the much larger provinces of Cappa-
docia, where neither Greek nor Roman influence had pene-

trated with ease to replace the old tribal organizations, could

not muster more than twelve.2

The city was, so to speak, a natural product, and different

conditions had shaped its growth differently in various parts

of the empire. But the province, certainly from Diocletian's

time, and to a less extent before, was artificial, and therefore

uniform. We need not remind our readers that conquered
districts were from the earliest days of Roman dominion
organized as ' provinces/ In the course of centuries there was
-a continual and always growing tendency to split up one
province into two or more, with advantages and disadvantages

manifest enough ; and to secure the one and obviate the other

was one feature of Diocletian's great reorganization. With the

one aim he carried subdivision still further, so that Egypt, for

instance, once a single province, consisted now of six : but he

1 Ulpian as quoted by Kuhn, who sums up thus (p. 30) :
* Vergegen-

wartigt man sich, dass die Stadte der Alten zu dem ausdriicklichen Zweck
gegrundet wurden, damit sie den Besitzern, der Landereien als Central-

punkte und Wohnplatze dienten, so durfte man voraussetzen, dass Stadt

und Land in dem Alterthume zu einer organischen Einheit verbunden
worden seien, nicht so wie bei uns einen Gegensatz gebildet hatten.'

2 Egypt is the notable exception originally to the organization by cities.

In other provinces there were proportionally more or less cities : in Egypt,

ifwe except Alexandria and one or two others, there were none. What the

city and its region was elsewhere, the ' nome ' and its ' metropolis

'

{answering not to the firfTponokis but to the nukis of the rest of the world)

was to Egypt. The * nome ' was the diocese ; its capital the see-town.

By the time of the Councils, however, the city organization was pene-
trating Egypt, and the conciliar lists give usually the name, not of the

nome, but of the metropolis (Kuhn, p. 464 sqq.).

x 2
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also grouped the provinces themselves into a new system of

Sioi/crfcreis or administrative districts of which there were only

thirteen or fourteen in the whole empire ;
* and just as each

province had its metropolis, so each * diocese ' had its capital

as the residence of the supreme governor.

If we take our stand at the Council of Chalcedon (A.D.

45 1), it will be a facile task to demonstrate from its canons

to what an almost servile extent the dominating characteristic

of imitation coloured the Church system. As the city cor-

responded to the episcopal see, so the civil province was also

the ecclesiastical province, and the metropolis or capital of the

one gave his title to the ' metropolitan ' of the other ; the civil

SioUrjais or * diocese ' was the ecclesiastical exarchate, and

the capital of the * diocese ' was the see of the exarch.2 No-

place except a * city ' was entitled to a bishop ; but every place

which by imperial edict might be raised to the civil rank of city,

could ipso facto claim a similar privilege in the ecclesiastical

sphere as the see-town of a bishop's Trapoitcla or diocese in our

own sense (Chalcedon, Canon 17). In the same way when a

civil province was divided, the Church followed suit. When,
nearly a century earlier, Valens split up Cappadocia into-

Prima and Secunda, Anthimus of Tyana, the metropolis of

the new civil province, claimed, and in the end with success

(as against St. Basil, Bishop of Caesarea, hitherto the only

metropolis for all Cappadocia), the dignity of an ecclesiastical

metropolitan. On the other hand, the division by imperial

edict of an ecclesiastical province, at the instance of intriguing

bishops, was declared null and void, the civil or ' real ' metro-

polis being alone entitled to possess in its bishop a metropoli-

tan (Chalcedon, Canon 1 2). Again, just as the groups of cities

or bishoprics formed a province, so the groups of provinces

become a huoUrjats or exarchate, whether ecclesiastically or

civilly, and the bishops of any one exarchate are forbidden to

interfere with the affairs of another (Constantinople, Canon 2);

and just as the metropolitan stands at the head of the province,,

so does the exarch stand at the head of the exarchate, and an

appeal lies from the metropolitan to him (Chalcedon, Canons

1 Britain, Gaul, Spain, Africa, Italy, Illyricum, Dacia, Macedonia,

Thrace, Asia, Pontus, East or Oriens, Egypt, and the Vicariate of Rome.
51 It may be convenient to present this in a tabular form :

Civil 7ToXiy {civitas) "1 = ecclesiastical napoucla or diocese (under a

or city f bishop).

Civil iirapxia (provinaa) \ = same ecclesiastically (under a metropolis

or province
j

tan).

Civil bioUrjo-is (dicecesis)\ = ecclesiastically an exarchate (under aa

or * diocese '

j exarch).
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•9, 17). It is true that we have seen that another, and to some
•extent rival, organization was evolving itself by the middle of
the fifth century, and true that these patriarchates were only
partially formed on civil lines ; but on the whole the seven-

teenth canon accurately sums the case : toIs ttoXitikoIs /cat

SrjfJLOaiOLS TV7T019 KCU T&V iKKktfGUMTTlK&V TTdpOtKlCOP 7) TCL^IS

clkoXovOsItg). i Let the civil and public models be imitated

in the arrangement of the ecclesiastical dioceses as well.'

So close was the resemblance that it can even be a dis-

puted point whether, for instance, the earliest complete spe-

cimen of the Notitice (or lists of cities and provinces), the

Synecdemus of Hierocles, written about A.D. 535, is primarily

of an ecclesiastical or of a civil character. Professor Ramsay
—now unfortunately no longer of Oxford—whose Phrygian
investigations are among the most important contributions of

the last few years to Christian history, is so much struck with
the accuracy with which Hierocles* list corresponds on the one
hand to the traces of cities identified by remains of buildings

or inscriptions in situ, and on the other to similar evidence for

tKe existence of episcopal sees derived from conciliar subscrip-

tions, &c, that in the important paper on the Cities and
Bishoprics of Phrygia which we have named at the head of
this article he not only concludes for the universal corre-

spondence ofcity and bishopric, but supposes, ifwe understand
him aright, that the Synecdemus itself is ecclesiastical. ' The
list of Hierocles is the list of the bishops of his time.' For
ourselves, we think that the position of ^Elia or Jerusalem in

Hierocles, where it appears in its civil position simply as one
of twenty-two cities of Palestine, eighth in a series headed by
the metropolis Caesarea, and not in its ecclesiastical rank as a
patriarchate, forbids us to suppose that the list is not primarily

civil. But if so, this only renders its close connexion with the

•ecclesiastical organization the more remarkable.

We must not, however, forget that, as we have already

hinted, the civil grades of city, province, and exarchate do not

-exhaust the ecclesiastical federation of Chalcedon. We saw
that at Nicaea already three great sees were confirmed in the

possession of unique privileges, and that by the addition of

Constantinople and Jerusalem to Rome, Alexandria, and An-
tioch, the five patriarchates of CJialcedon are complete, and
unite under their different jurisdictions the whole Christian

world. But on what grounds did the two new-comers base
their claims to rank on the same select level as the other

three ? Obviously on grounds which, if strictly taken, are

mutually exclusive. Constantinople rested her ecclesiastical
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assumptions on her civil prerogatives as New Rome. Jerusalem
in the civil sphere was only one city of Palaestina Prima, of
which Caesarea (Stratonis) was the metropolis ; but to the

Christian vision it was the mother Church of Christendom.

Whether the patriarchal Churches then owed their uniqueness
ultimately to their civil position or to their ecclesiastical tradi-

tions will be a question to which Chalcedon gives no answer, or
rather gives two inconsistent ones. We are thrown back for

the solution of the problem on Nicaea and its recognition of
the pre-eminence of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch. But
since what was recognized at Nicaea was not created there, the
investigation belongs rather to the pre-conciliar era of Chris-

tianity, and must for the moment be deferred. Only we may
call attention in passing to the presumption raised by the con-
sideration that, had sacredness of associations been the chief

passport to rank in the ecclesiastical hierarchy, 'the Holy-

Resurrection of Christ ' should have stood, not fifth and last,.

but first in the order of the patriarchates. 1

We stand now on the threshold of the really crucial section

of our inquiry. We doubt whether even Dr. Hatch would in

the end be prepared to deny that the principles which governed
fourth-century organization were very largely agreeable with
our own of to-day. But at the same time we are fully con-
scious that between these and what is really primitive he
would see a great gulf fixed. If we have shown that the ex-
istence of rival organizations in the same sphere, both recog-

nized as genuine, is an unknown thing to the later Church, he
would answer that the idea onlygradually grew up ' that there

should be only one bishop in a community. The rule was not
firmly established until the third century.' 2

' Where there was
more than one community in a city there was, as a rule, more
than one bishop/ 3 If we have proved that the sphere of
episcopal authority from the fourth century onwards is not
congregational but territorial, Dr. Hatch maintains that in

the earlier centuries usually ' a bishop presbyters, and deacons
existed for every Christian community/ 4

' In the greater part

of the Christian world each community was complete in itself ;

1 With something of this feeling, our own Nonjurors, in their curious
correspondence with the Orthodox Church, soon after George I.'s acces-
sion, proposed to range the ' British Churches ' under the Patriarchate of
Jerusalem—rather to the surprise of the unromantic Greeks, in whose
eyes the order of the patriarchates had long been stereotyped into a super-
stition. See G. Williams, Orthodox and Nonjurors.

2 Bampton Lectures•, p. 103. s Ch. Inst. p. 17.
4 Ibid, p. i6~
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every town, and sometimes every village, had its bishop.' 1

' Where the episcopal system had established itself, there was
a bishop wherever in later times there would have been a parish

church/ 2 If we have displayed the principle of federation

extending its complex and comprehensive machinery from
Nicaea to Chalcedon, Dr. Hatch asserts roundly that such a
thing as any idea of dependency of any sort was unknown to

the really primitive Church. 'The original conceptions of
Christian association were but two in number : that of the single

congregation, and that of the whole aggregate of Christian

believers throughout the world. 1

3

' In primitive times every
Christian community was independent of every other, and
every Christian bishop was regarded as having received his

commission direct from the chief Shepherd/ 4
' There is no

trace of the dependence ofany one communityupon anyother/ 5

Where we have illustrated the exact parallelism of the see and
its diocese to the city and its region in the Church under the

Christian emperors, and have called attention to the varying
proportions of 'cities' in different provinces, which would
imply consequently a varying proportion of dioceses, Dr.
Hatch, anxious, we suppose, to emphasize the ' haphazard

'

character of Christian organization, draws up in array no less

than five causes, each of which is apparently conceived to

have operated in producing a specific kind of episcopal sys-

tem
;

6 and where we have argued that, while it is unreasonable
to expect to find national Churches at a time when there were
no nations, the ideas which subsequently shaped them were
familiar to the carefully-graded federation of the fourth-century

Church, Dr. Hatch mentions only the provincial organization,

and arbitrarily selects it to contrast with our own. ' The lo-

cality is conterminous with the State, and the majority which
exercises control is the majority, not of the immediate neigh-

bourhood, but of the whole political area/ 7

In arguing back from the fourth to the preceding centuries

it is not unnecessary to formulate a truism at the outset. We
must not anticipate the presence of an elaborate organization

before the Church had time or opportunity to organize. The
missionary dioceses of modern times are created with only
loose territorial definitions—and these often not civil or natural,

1 Ch. Inst. p. 18.
% B. L. p. 79.

s Ch. Inst, p. 139.
4 Ibid. p. 126. We may be allowed to ask whether Dr. Hatch, then,

supposes that an English bishop of to-day is * regarded as having received
his commission' from the Metropolitan ? or from the Crown ? or from any
human source at all ?

5 B. L. p. 195.
6 Ibid. pp. 195-305. 7 Ch. Inst. p. 142.
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but mere parallels of latitude or longitude—and of course

without any approach to provincial federation. It was the

same in the earliest days of the Church of Christ. Until the

middle of the second century Christianity was in many pro-

vinces of the empire as purely missionary as it is now in

Central Africa. It is therefore in the highest degree uncritical

to demand from us that we should produce evidence of a state

of things which under parallel circumstances we should not
ourselves think of creating nowadays ; and that in default of

the impossible we should be branded with the label of the un-
primitive. If we can show that, while our missionary Churches
may be compared with the pioneer work of Christianity in the

Roman world, our settled Churches are organized in substantial

agreement with the earliest settled Churches of the primitive

age, our position is, it seems to us, impregnable.

I. To take our first point and Dr. Hatch's counter-theory.

We shall not, we fancy, be doing an injustice to him when we
suggest that his assertion of the recognized coexistence of two
bishops in one city is connected with his favourite dogma of
* free association/ x or the right of any malcontents to form
themselves into a rival community. Nor shall we be accused
of exaggerating matters when we lay it down that such a
theory is in blank contradiction of the whole principle of
Catholic order as the Church understands and, we believe,

always has understood it. It may, therefore, be worth while to

deal thoroughly, even at some risk of tediousness, with the evi-

dence adduced by Dr. Hatch in support of his contention.

In the Bampton Lectures (p. 103) the solitary argument
is drawn from the case of Cornelius and Novatian at Rome.
The problem of the right treatment of the lapsed pushed
itself to the front after the Decian persecution ; and when
the Roman Church elected for its bishop in Cornelius a repre-

sentative of the party who were for readmission after penance,
the rigorist party refused to recognize him as their chief

pastor, and set up another bishop and a rival organization.

Dr. Hatch says truly enough that in Novatian's case

—

1
all the elements of a valid election were present. Under ordi-

nary circumstances, or in a newly organized community, the election

would have been unchallenged. There was only one point in which
it was exceptional. That exceptional point was that Rome already

possessed a complete organization. The question arose whether it

was competent, under any circumstances, for a new organization to

be established side by side with an existing organization in the same
city. The question does not seem to have been raised before.

,

1 B. L. p. 106.
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We doubt whether the latter statement is quite correct

;

but at any rate it represents Dr. Hatch's point of view, and
we now understand that when, on the previous page, he says
that 'the rule* (of one bishop only in a city) 'was not firmly

-established till the third century/ he means merely that l the
•question had not been raised before.'

So far Dr. Hatch is guilty only of confusion of language
;

but in the next words we are confronted with a serious

instance of confusion of thought. ' In Asia Minor, in Syria,

and in Africa, Novatian's election was for a time held to be
valid/ We doubt the fact ; but our quarrel is only with the

deduction drawn from it, that these Churches recognized the

possibility of there being simultaneously two Bishops of
Rome. It does not seem to occur to Dr. Hatch to consider

whether those.Churches or individuals who recognized Nova-
tian recognized Cornelius as well. That Cornelius did not
recognize Novatian we know from his letter in Eusebius (H. E.
vi. 43) : o itcSitcrjTrjs ovv tov svayyeXlov ov/c rjirlararo sva iirc-

(tkoitov helv slvcu hv icaOokiicfj i/c/c\r)crla. ' This guardian of the

Gospel was not aware, then, that there ought to be one bishop
in a Catholic Church.' That Novatian did not recognize Cor-
nelius is clear from the account in Cyprian (Ep. xliv.), where
Novatian's ambassadors base the claim for the acknowledg-
ment of their bishop on the ground of the accusations they
bring against Cornelius. That all parties admitted that only
one of the two could be the true bishop seems to result

from the declaration of the Novatianist confessors on their

return to the communion of Cornelius :
' We are not ignorant

that there is one God and one Christ .... one Holy Spirit,

and one bishop rightly in the Catholic Church.' This for-

mulary, contained in a letter from Cornelius, is quoted by Dr.

Hatch as the summing up of a paragraph attributing the
'one bishop' view to the efforts of Cyprian, and Cyprian
alone. It is at least curious, then, that the most pointed
expression of the ' Cyprian ic ' doctrine came, not from Cyprian
at all, but from ex-Novatianists.

But when we turn from the Bampton Lectures to the
Church Institutions, it strikes one from the first as remark-
able, that while in the one this singular theory was built up
entirely on the supposed evidence of the Novatianist dispute,

in the other that ground is abandoned altogether, 1 and ' the

1 We were at a loss to comprehend the significance of this volte-face,

which is not at all in Dr. Hatch's manner, until it was pointed out to us
that the German translator of the Bampton Lectures, Professor Harnack,
who has substantially identified himself with the views of the English
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decisive passage ' is * Epiphanius, Hceres. lxviii. 7, who says
that " Alexandria never had two bishops as the other cities

had." ' This statement of Epiphanius attracted attention

centuries back, and Bingham tells us (book ii ch. 13), that

Bishop Pearson originally interpreted it to imply that ' St.

Mark, being the only preacher of the gospel at Alexandria,
left but one bishop his successor ; but in other Churches
sometimes two Apostles gathered Churches, and each of them
left a bishop in his place/ Pearson, however, as Bingham
adds in a note, himself altered his opinion, and in his posthu-

mous Dissertations on the Roman Succession l points out the
entire absence of primitive evidence for his earlier view. Yet
even if it had been historical, little could be deduced from it in

favour of the general principle against which we are now con-
tending. For the only probable explanation of such a double
episcopate, if it ever existed, is that different bishops were
consecrated for the Jewish and Gentile communities. But
since the accident of birth, and not the exercise of choice,

would in that case decide the position of the individual

Christian, we are still as far as ever from any * free associa-

tion/ It is pertinent to add that at the utmost no one speaks,

of more than two bishops in one city, and it would be a very-

restricted t freedom of association ' which limited the pos-
sibilities of selection to a couple of ecclesiastical superiors.

But it is a profitless task to waste words on any interpre-

tation of an unhistorical figment, for the passage in Epiphanius,

the fons et origo mali, admits—nay demands—a wholly dif-

ferent exegesis. Let us see. In the sixty-eighth chapter
of the work against Heresies, Epiphanius gives his account,

not without some partiality for the seceders, of the Meletian
schism. Meletius, a bishop of the Thebaid, separated himself
from the communion of Peter of Alexandria on the question

of the reconciliation of the lapsed. Both bishops were suf-

ferers in the Great Persecution. Peter, who with the Church-

original, throws cold water on this particular hypothesis. ' Ich kenne
uberhaupt keinen Grund der gegen die Annahme spricht, dass sich die
Regel, in jeder Stadt sei stets nur ein katholischer Bischof zu dulden,.

bereits am Ende des zweiten Jahrhunderts fest gestellt sei ' (Analecterr

zu Hatch^. 252).
1 * Novum igitur erat hoc commentum de duobus aut tribus episcopis

simul Romae praesidentibus, nee veterum cuiquam cognitum, antequam
Ruffinus ex epistola supposititia Clementis, quam uti genuinam verterat et

Romano orbi intulerat, hoc effugium excogitavit, ut merces suas vendibiles

faceret ' {Minor Works, ed. Churton, ii. p. 452). Obviously the idea was
originated in the interest of the direct Apostolic ordination of Clement
and Ignatius, it being notorious that these fathers did not stand first on,

the list in the authentic dtaboxai of Rome and Antioch.
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generally had taken the milder view, was martyred. Meletius,
who represented Novatianist principles, was condemned to
the mines. In the course of his journey as a prisoner to

Palestine, the rigorist bishop ' in every locality and in every
place* appointed bishops, presbyters, and deacons of the
* Church of the Martyrs.' On the restoration of peace, he
took up his residence in Alexandria, where he worshipped
apart with his sympathizers, but for the rest is represented
as having lived on friendly terms with the then Catholic
bishop, Alexander, being the first to give him information of
the heretical opinions expressed by Arius. Meletius did not
claim the title of Bishop of Alexandria, but apparently that
of Bishop or Archbishop of Egypt. 1 Before the Council
of Nicaea he died. No immediate action was taken to fill

his place ; but when, soon after the Council, Alexander, too,,

died, and Athanasius, on whom all eyes were fixed, was
absent, so that no consecration could take place, the Meletians
took advantage of the occasion. Aafiofjuevoi icaipbv ol Kara
rbv MeXinov eirta-KOirov rrjs AIjvtttov, eiriaKOirov fit) irapovro?
ttjs 'A\el;av8psta$ (ov yap irore rj 'A\st*avhpeia hvo STna/coTrovs-

bIxsv} <*>? al aX^ai 7roXet^), KaOiarcoai tolvvv clvtI 'A\eljdv$pov
Qecovav, /c.t.X.

* Those [Alexandrines] who had attached themselves to Meletius
" Bishop of Egypt," in the absence of any [Meletian or Catholic]
Bishop of Alexandria—for Alexandria, unlike any other city [in

Egypt], never had a second bishop [of the Meletian opposition]

—

found an opportune moment [in the vacancy of the see], and
appointed Theonas to Alexander's place.*

Can anything be simpler? Epiphanius only means that
whereas in every other Egyptian city a rival Church and a
rival organization from bishop downwards was started by the
Meletians, in Alexandria Meletius himself officiated episcop-
ally for his community, but under the title, not of Bishop of
Alexandria, but of Bishop of Egypt. Alexander of Alex-
andria was therefore, from their point of view, the one Catholic
bishop still left in possession of his see ; and it was the vacancy
caused by his death which they pretended to fill up with a
Meletian successor. Alexandria in fact was the one city

which, until many years after the organization of the schism,

1
Cf. Hceres, lxix. (p. 96, Dind.)

e

MAeVtos 6 rrjs Alyvnrov djro Orj$aldos
boicav dvai Kal avros &pxt*7n

'

<r*°7r0ff • • • airfiveyic* roiwv us ra &tcl tov
apX^nuTKOTTov

y

AX€$du8pov 6 apxieirio-Kornos MfXertoy 6 Kara rr)v AZyvnTov.
It should be remembered that the whole account in the text is simply

Epiphanius' version of the facts.
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never had two bishops taking their names from the same see.

Let us hear no more of this * decisive passage/ l

But if the evidence brought forward by Dr. Hatch has
thus vanished at the touch of criticism, what is the condition

of the evidence on the other side ? It would be superfluous to

quote the pithy reply of the Roman populace to Constantius :

' One God, one Christ, one Bishop ;

' or to appeal to the
arrangements of the eighth canon of Nicaea (on the reception

of Novatianists) * to prevent there being two bishops in one
city/ where ' the principle is not so much enforced as assumed
by the Council' (Bright, ad loc): for Dr. Hatch will not
dispute the universality of the rule in the fourth century. But
a full hundred years earlier than Nicaea occurred what was
probably a fairly close anticipation of the problem between
Cornelius and Novatian, for, as we have already hinted, we are

not satisfied that that question * had not been raised before

their time/ Dr. Hatch himself calls attention (B. L. p. 104,

note 41) to 'the important fact' that Hippolytus 'was an
adherent, possibly a bishop, of the Puritan party/ Now, if

Hippolytus was, as the acute investigations of Dr. von
Dollinger leave to our minds little doubt, not only a Puritan

Bishop but Puritan Bishop of Rome, we have the later con-
troversy exactly foreshadowed. But here, too, Hippolytus did
not recognize Callistus as a true bishop : rather he was the

head of a SiSac/caXsiov or school of heretics (Ref. Omn, Hcer*

b. ix.). Neither did Callistus recognize Hippolytus, and it

was probably just because the official lists of Roman bishops

contained no trace of any other episcopate than Callistus',

that Eusebius professed himself unable to state over what see

Hippolytus presided ; for his writings would directly prove
him a bishop, and the surroundings would point to no other

city than Rome, while yet Rome, in face of the episcopal

BtaBoxv w^h which the historian was well acquainted, was out
of the question. The problem therefore remained to Eusebius
insoluble.

Yet another century can we ascend. How does Dr. Hatch
interpret this passage from Ignatius ?—

1 Dr. Dollinger, it is true (Christenthum und Kirche, p. 324), thinks

that Epiphanius is referring to the passage in Apost. Const, vii. 46, where
Antioch and Ephesus are said each to have had two bishops consecrated
by Apostles (and therefore perhaps contemporaneous), but we doubt
whether Epiphanius could have used al aXXai iro\€is of two cities only,

when in the same passage of the Constitutions Jerusalem, Caesarea, Rome
and Smyrna are mentioned, besides Alexandria, as having had successive

and not contemporaneous bishops. In any case the context in Epiphanius
appears to us decisive of the primary reference.
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1 For as many as are of God and Jesus Christ, they are with the
bishop ; and as many as shall repent and enter into the unity of the
Church, these also shall be of God. ... If any man followeth one
that maketh a schism (oyUk>vTi\ he doth not inherit the kingdom of
God. ... Be ye therefore careful to observe one Eucharist, for there

is one flesh of our Lord Jesus Christ, and one cup into union in His
Blood ; there is one altar, as there is one bishop ' (Ign. Ad Philad.

ii. iv.).

What is the meaning of ax^stv and axtcrfia in Christian

literature at all, if the * free right of association ' permitted a
section of the congregation to secede from their bishop
whenever they liked to set up a new one ?

II. We have no hesitation in pronouncing Dr. Hatch's
counter-theory on our first point untenable. But he opens up
in the second place a problem which can at least be legiti-

mately argued on both sides, when he urges that the earliest

evidence goes to show that episcopacy was originally congre-

gational and not diocesan. It is curious, however, that he
nowhere, as far as we have seen, states any of the grounds for

this view, except the presumption drawn from the large num-
ber of bishops in Proconsular Asia and North Africa. 1 But
the latter is not Eastern at all, and a more unfortunate illus-

tration than the former he could not have chosen, for the
forty-two bishops of (the later) Proconsular Asia were just

the bishops of the forty-two cities, and we have here, not con-
gregational episcopacy at all, but simply another example of

the parallelism of dioceses and cities. Village bishops was
exactly what they were not.

We can, therefore, only conjecture what evidence Dr. Hatch
would think fit to call. He would, we suppose, call attention

primarily to the remarkable treatise entitled Aiarayal K\i]-

fievTos, Constitutions of Clement', or, as the German editors 2

have named it, Apostolische Kirchenordnung (quoted as ' K.O.'),

chapters 15 to 23 of which (in Harnack's notation) contain

directions for the organization of a Church on the smallest

permissible scale. The locality of this pseudo-Apostolic
piece is pretty certainly Egyptian, and this portion in its

original form can scarcely have been later than the beginning
of the third century. In spite of the corrupt character of the

text as it stands, we are fairly confident that the minimum of

officers provided in the case specified, where a community

1 Bampton Lectures^ p. 79.
2 It is to be found either in BickelPs Geschichte des Kirchenrechts

(1843), p. 107, or in Harnack's Lehre der zwolfApostel (1884), p. 225 of
the Prolegomena.
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could not muster more than twelve voters for an episcopal

election, should be restored as a bishop, two presbyters,1 two
(or possibly three) deacons, a reader, and three widows. The
conclusion would not be unnatural that we have here the

village community and its bishop. But is this necessary ?

We think not. It should be observed, and is undeniable, that

the treatise contemplates only the first formation of a settled

ministry. The community is one which is still in its infancy,

and there is nothing to prevent our seeing here, not the

normal size of a village Church, but the small beginnings of a
city one. So we are told, on the authority of Gregory of Nyssa,

that the important city of Neocaesarea, in Pontus, when Gre-
gory Thaumaturgus became its bishop (A.D. 240), contained

only seventeen Christians.

If the first witness called turns out under cross-examina-

tion to bring no evidence to the point, from the next we derive

more substantial testimony^ The names and sees are pre-

served of eighty-seven African bishops who voted at Cyprian's

Council on Rebaptism in A.D.256. By the aid of the excellent

map of Africa, in the Corpus Inscriptionum Latinamm, about
fifty sees can be identified with known ' cities ;

' of the rest,

the majority could not be traced, and many of them probably
belong to cities whose sites are not yet discovered ; but one or

two seemed to belong to places proved to have been, at some
time at any rate, not cities, but ' vici ' or villages.2 Again, when
Athanasius says that the Mareotis never had * bishop or chor-

episcopus, but only presbyters in charge of its villages/ 3
it

would probably follow that he knew of bishops in such places

elsewhere. But all such evidence fails to go to the root of

the matter. It is not enough for Dr. Hatch to show that

there were sometimes bishops in villages, or that, speaking
generally, there were a great many bishops everywhere. For,

on the diocesan theory, the dioceses may occasionally be so

small as to be little larger than congregations. If, on the
other hand, the congregational theory be true, the bishop's

sphere ought never to be larger than a congregation.

And there is evidence, not perhaps very decisive—but still

not without weight—which suggests that a primitive bishop's

sphere was sometimes very extensive. When Ignatius calls

himself ' the Bishop of Syria/ rbv eirlaicoirov Xvpia? (Ep. ad
Rom. 2), the most natural exegesis of the words would make

1 Cf. an interesting inscription, describing a somewhat similar organi-
zation, quoted by Dr. Hatch, Bampton Lectures, 199 n.

2 For example, Horrea Cceliae, on the coast south of Karthage.
3 Athan. Apol. c. Arianos, 85, quoted by Bright, on Nicaea, Canon 8.
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Syria his diocese. Doubtful as this may be, there are other

possible indicactions. If Eusebius speaks of the irapotKiai

(dioceses or Churches) ofGaul over which Irenaeus 'was bishop*

(sTrea-KOTrsi, If. E. v. 23), and of 'the irapoiKuai of Alexandria

'

{ib. v. 22), or tcov avroOt irapoiKitov (where clvtoOl refers to
* Alexandria and the rest of Egypt/ ib. vi. 2), as those of which
Bishop Demetrius had received the ' oversight ' or ' episcopate

'

{hri<ricoTrrj)
y
the possible explanations are several, but all signi-

ficant for our present purpose. ' The Churches of Alexandria*
may quite conceivably mean the ' parishes ' of Alexandria,
and then we have testimony to the diocesan theory. 1 As
applied to Egypt at large and to Gaul, the plural implies

either that Irenaeus and Demetrius were the only bishops in

their respective countries, or, as we prefer to believe, that their

authority as prelates of Lyons and Alexandria so far over-

shadowed that of their colleagues that either could be con-
ceived of as holding the c episcopate ' or ' oversight ' of the

dioceses of their suffragans. In the one case the argument
is pertinent here ; in the other it bears on what we shall

presently proceed to prove, the anticipations in the earlier

centuries of the federated system of the later.

The consideration, however, which finally disposes of Dr.

Hatch's view, is the scantiness of any traces of the survival of

this once universal village episcopacy, when we reach in the

fourth century the full daylight of history. If, as we are

bidden to believe, Christendom once knew of no other bishop
than the parochial bishop, where did he disappear to ? Yet
of direct evidence for his later existence, we know none but
the instances quoted in Bingham 2 from Synesius and Sozomen,
descriptive of Egypt (but only isolated cases), Cyprus, and
Arabia. Since, then, these authors both belong to the fifth

century, it would seem equally probable that the village

bishoprics they mention were either contemporary local ex-
periments, or were located in places which had once been
4
cities/ though, in the general process of depopulation, they
had ceased to be so, as that they were genuine survivals of

the second or third centuries.

Still, a presumption might be derived from the existence

of chorepiscopi or country bishops. We do not hear of them
before the fourth century. But it is scarcely possible that

they were originally an institution of that time ; for from the

1 Dr. Hatch, however, admits the diocesan character of the early
bishopric of Alexandria, which is, indeed, abundantly clear. Cf. Epi-
phanius, Hcer. 68, 69.

8 Book II. ch. xii.
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very first moment we meet with the order it is in a state of

progressiv^.decay. In numbers : for at Nicaea fourteen signa-

tures out of over two hundred are those of chorepiscopi ; at

Chalcedon we have not noticed more than three out of over

six hundred: again, at Ancyra, Neocaesarea, Nicaea, and

Antioch their existence as one of the regular grades of Church:

officers is assumed without question ; at Laodicea further

appointments to the order are forbidden (Canon 59). In

function: at Nicaea they sign on their own account, at

Chalcedon only as deputies of absent bishops : at Antioch

they are allowed to promote to minor orders without consult-

ing the city bishop (Canon 10) ; but St. Basil denies them this,

on the ground of ' the canons of the Fathers ' (Ep. 54).

Speaking generally, at the opening of the conciliar period

they are true bishops ; witness their signature at Councils,

their power of ordination (with the bishop's consent) to the

diaconate and priesthood (Ancyra, Can. 13, Antioch, Can. 10),.

and the clear contrast between them and the country presby-

ters (Neocaesarea, Can. 14, Antioch, Can. 8). By the middle

of the fifth century there is little or nothing to distinguish the

chorepiscopus from the presbyter. Gregory Nazianzen (pro-

bably) and Theodoret (certainly) speak of individual chor-

episcopi as if they actually were simply presbyters ; and that

they sign as deputies at Chalcedon proves nothing to the

contrary, for many presbyters did the same.

If the chorepiscopi are, then, most probably a survival of

earlier ages, we have little hesitation in conceding to Dr. Hatch

that they represent descent from something perhaps not unlike

the village bishops, and that, as the chorepiscopus was a more

independent personage in A.D. 325 than in A.D. 450, it is prob-

able that he was more independent still in A.D. 200, if he

existed, than in A.D. 325 ; in fact, that he was originally a

diocesan bishop.

Yet we doubt whether this will carry Dr. Hatch very far,

for the chorepiscopus was— and this point merits more notice

than it has received—a very local institution. The fourteen

chorepiscopi at Nicaea come from only five, mostly contigu-

ous, provinces— Ccelesyria, Cilicia, Isauria, Cappadocia, and

Bithynia. In no case does their number bear a large propor-

tion to the total of bishops present from the province, except

for Cappadocia, which sent ten bishops, five of them chorepi-

scopi. From the same locality proceed a very large proportion

of the extant references to the order. To Cappadocia belong

St. Basil's letter to his chorepiscopi on their duty with regard

to ordination (Ep. 54) and St. Gregory's lament that Basil, not
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content with having fifty chorepiscopi under him, raised

Sasima to the dignity of a see and made himself. (Gregory)
its bishop. 1 From Cappadocia come the latest traces of the
strictly episcopal chorepiscopus, in Timotheus, who early in

the fifth century ' ordained Lepidius as priest for a monastery/
and in Caesarius, chorepiscopus of the city of Area, who
signed in his own name the deposition of Nestorius, if the

text may be trusted and Area be identified with the Area of
Armenia Secunda, practically a part of Cappadocia. And a
chorepiscopus representing the Bishop of Arabissus in this

last province was one of the three present at Chalcedon.
Can we not assign a rational cause for the multiplication

of chorepiscopi in Cappadocia, which will at the same time
account for their paucity elsewhere ? Cappadocia, as we have
already seen, differed markedly from most other provinces in

the very limited extent to which city organization prevailed

there, and the consequent absence of see-towns for dioceses.

When Hierocles wrote, the two Cappadocias contained twelve
towns ; but before the division of the province by Valens
there are no certain traces of more than five.

2 Of four or five

of the rest we read in Basil's letters and in the subscriptions

of the Council of Constantinople.3 It would therefore seem
that Valens* division of the province, about 370 A.D., was
accompanied by the elevation of certain places to the dignity

of * cities/ and in particular we learn from St. Basil that part

of both the senate and the people of Caesarea were transported

to form the new city of Podandus (Ep. 74). Possibly Valens,

reckoning on the ecclesiastical arrangements following the

political, aimed at diminishing not only Basil's metropolitical

authority by dividing his province, but his diocesan authority

by depleting his city. It is clear, then, that before the division

of the provinces and the multiplication of the cities the
' regions ' over which the magistrates and bishops of each
city held sway must have been enormous. This would
doubtless have been pre-eminently the case with Caesarea,

and the fifty chorepiscopi of Gregory, after due deduction on

1 Carm. de Vita Sua, 447.
2 Caesarea, Tyana, Cybistra were represented at Nicaea. Faustino-

polis belongs, of course, to the time of M. Aurelius. Nazianzus had the
elder Gregory for its bishop. Parnasus was possibly represented at

Philippopolis. (The authorities are Kuhn, ut sup. ; Gams, Series Episco-

porum.)
3 Nyssa, Rege-podandus, Sasima, Rege-doara, Parnasus. The prefix

Pry*- for PrycW, i.e. regio, suggests that these places had become ' cities

'

comparatively late, and were before under the magistrates of some other
town.—Kuhn, p. 238.
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the score of poetic licence and metrical exigencies, will repre-

sent a number not out of all proportion to the position of the

capital.

Our hypothesis, then, is that the Church of the fourth

century used chorepiscopi as a method, of correcting the in-

equalities in the size of the dioceses which resulted from the

widely-varying proportions of cities in different provinces.

Where there were few cities, as in Cappadocia, there were
chorepiscopi where elsewhere there would have been more
city bishops. Where there were many cities, as in Phrygia, 1

and consequently many diocesan bishops, the employment
of chorepiscopi was deprecated. No conclusion can thus be
drawn from the local rural bishop to a once universal village

episcopacy, even if such chorepiscopi as there were were not
a fourth-century institution, but really did represent some
earlier diocesans, whose see towns being technically ' villages

'

lost their independent status accordingly, when what had
apparently always been the general rule became a universal

principle, and the boundaries of the cities controlled every-

where those of the bishoprics.

III.
l There is no trace of the dependence of any one com-

munity upon any other/ We beg to differ. There seems to

us to be a multiplicity of phenomena of the kind.

We have already pointed out that what is in full working
at Nicaea must be of far earlier origin ; and the canons of

Nicaea postulate an established provincial system. It is now
our task to trace this back into the twilight which precedes

the full blaze of history. From the very first times the

officers of the Christian communities must have occasionally

met together in conference, as difficulties arose, after the

model of the Apostolic Council at Jerusalem. But it is not
till the second half of the second century that we light on
clear indications of the association of the bishops of a definite

territorial area. Dionysius of Corinth, as Eusebius tells us,2

wrote an epistle to the Bishops of Crete and another to the

Bishops of Pontus. The Easter controversy raised by Victor

of Rome, at the end of the century, occasioned synods, as we
learn from the same writer,3 in Palestine, Rome, Pontus, Gaul,

and Osrhoene. Origen was excommunicated by Demetrius
and the assembled bishops of Egypt. Many years before

Cyprian, Agrippinus of Karthage had treated of the baptism
of heretics in a Council at Karthage, and the same question

1 See Ramsay, ut sup. This will account for the action of the synod
of (the Phrygian) Laodicea against chorepiscopi.

8 H. E. iv. 23. 8 Ibid. v. 23.
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had been discussed by meetings at Iconium and Synnada.
By the time of the Council of Nicaea the synod was a stereo-

typed institution with a fixed area corresponding to the civil

province, a fixed president in the bishop of the metropolis,

and fixed times of meeting every year. But how far do these

regulations represent what had been the invariable practice

from the first ?

Dr. Hatch answers that they do not. c At first such con-
ferences were held irregularly. There was no stated time or

occasion for them. There was no fixed president. There was
no limitation of the area from which their members were
drawn/ * We really <io not know that any instance could be
cited where a Council which corresponded at all in its general

idea with what we mean by a Provincial Council did not draw
its members from some well-defined area, national or political.

With regard to the presidency, it is true that there are traces

in the earliest times of exceptions to the later rule. Eusebius
notes that the Bishops of Pontus wrote to Dionysius of Corinth
under the headship of Palmas, as the ap^auoraros among
them 2—that is, as the senior either by age or office ; and the
same may perhaps have been the case on other occasions. In
parts of Africa certainly this practice was permanent, for in

Numidia the bishop senior by consecration officiated as metro-
politan. Thus in the fourth and fifth centuries we hear of
Secundus of Tigisis, Megalius of Calama, and Xantippus of

Tagaste, all as metropolitans.3 But the general, and in the

East before A.D. 300 the universal, rule is formulated, and its

justification given, by the Council of Antioch (Can. 9, quoted
above).

The same canon of Antioch will supply us with an an-
swer to Dr. Hatch's oft-repeated protest that the federated

system was a total overthrow of the whole primitive idea of

episcopacy :

—

'Every Christian bishop was regarded as having received his

commission direct from the chief Shepherd. The words of the most
powerful of early defenders of Catholic unity are conclusive as to

the early conception of the independence of bishops, "cum sin-

gulis pastoribus portio gregis sit adscripta quam regat unusquisque et

gubernet, rationem actus sui Domino redditurus."

'

4

.
* Ch. Inst, p. 121. 2 H.E. iv. 23.
8 Bingham, book ii. ch. 16, § 6. It is overstating the case when Dr.

Hatch asserts (p. 124) that metropolitans were not recognized ' in North
Africa,' for the Bishop of Karthage was certainly metropolitan of * Africa*
in the narrower sense.

4 Ch. Inst. p. 126 and note. Cf. Bampton Lectures', p. 71.

y 2
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Does Dr. Hatch, then, wish us to suppose that between the

time when Cyprian wrote in the middle of the third century

and the time of the great Councils at the beginning of the
fourth a momentous revolution had silently substituted for the
episcopal autocracy of the primitive idea the rule of the
majority of Churches over the minority ? Why, the combin-
ation of Cyprian's assertion of episcopal independence with

the high importance which the same Cyprian attributes all

along to synodical action is nowhere better expressed than in

the canon of Antioch :
' Every bishop has authority over

his own diocese, and must govern it according to his con-

science, and take charge of the whole region subject to his

episcopal city, ordaining priests and deacons, and discharging

all his duties with circumspection. Further than this he may
not venture without the metropolitan, nor the latter without

consulting the other bishops.'

But side by side with the earliest origines of the later

established system, there is even more comprehensive evidence

for the general dependence of Churches upon one another.

We saw that probably Irenaeus, 'who was bishop of the dioceses

in Gaul,' and Demetrius, ' who received the episcopate of the
dioceses of Alexandria and Egypt,' held a position of supre-

macy over daughter Churches. And if the testimony of
Eusebius be discounted as insufficient, we can also appeal to

the Constitutions of Clement before mentioned, where the
community of less than twelve electors is required to com-
municate with neighbouring organized Churches, in order the

more effectually to compass its episcopal election. But more
than this. We can appeal with especial confidence to the
great primitive principle, acted on by the Churches of Lyons
and Vienne, when they wrote to ' the brethren in Asia
and Phrygia,' whence their own missionary founders had
come ; formulated by Tertullian, when he urged resort to the
'Apostolic Churches' as the depositaries of Apostolic teach-

ing ; assumed by Hegesippus and Irenaeus, when they drew up
their hiaho^al or lists of the episcopal succession, which joined

the Roman Church of their day in living continuity with the
Roman Church of St. Peter and St. Paul. As each new
Church was founded, the Church that evangelized her stood

surety for the correctness of the Deposit as she passed it on
;

and the measure of Christian conviction was the measure of
the certainty that the ' tradition ' could be tested and traced

back from bishop to bishop, and from Church to Church,
until in the Apostolic Churches it was at length confronted

with the Apostles themselves.
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IV. How far a presumption can be drawn from evidence of

the first three centuries in favour of national Churches either

directly or indirectly is, in face of the absence of data, a difficult

question to decide. But the supremacy of the city over the

surrounding region, which is a postulate of fourth-century

organization, certainly had its roots in the far earlier past

;

and since a city was only a synonym for a place more central

or more populous than the rest, this is only to say, what is

surely probable enough, that the Christian Church, at first no
•doubt unconsciously, modelled itself upon a system which
was not only in possession of the field, but approved itself as

undoubtedly the most sensible and the most convenient. But
it would be waste of time to linger over this longer than to

deduce the results suggested by the position of pre-eminence
in which, as we have said, the Nicene canons reveal the sees

of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch. It has, indeed, been urged
that here at least must be traced the influence, not of civil

position, but of ecclesiastical and Apostolical tradition. 1 We
are unable to accede to such a view. We do not see what
answer can be made to the objection that, if Apostolic founda-
tion had anything to do with it, Ephesus, the home of St.

Paul and of St. John, ought on all accounts to have ranked
above Alexandria. Roman Catholic writers certainly have
maintained that these three sees owe their uniqueness to their

connexion with St. Peter—Rome and Antioch as his own
foundations, Alexandria as that of his disciple, St. Mark. But
then again, why should the see of the disciple rank above one
of the sees of the master ? There is no intelligible explana-
tion open to us, except this, that the order Rome, Alexandria,
Antioch, was also the order of their civil importance, and that

civilly (and so ecclesiastically) these three cities stood on a
level of their own.

We can now bring our task to a close. We have done
our best to demonstrate for the satisfaction of Anglican
Churchmen that they have no cause to shrink from the most
stringent inquiry into the relations of their own to the primi-

tive Church polity. It is a necessary corollary to criticize,

perhaps somewhat trenchantly, the counter-hypothesis of a
writer who wishes to see, and succeeds in seeing, nothing but
divergences. But it is very far from our desire to cherish

any animus against Dr. Hatch. We are bound to recognize
in him, even when we most differ from him, an unwearied
assiduity in collecting from different fields of labour material

Tvhich may throw light on the darker periods of Christian
1 See Bright on Canon 3 of Constantinople, p. 93 sqq.
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history, which merits the most unstinted encomium. Not
that his fame is raised by the Growth of Church Institutions.

His theories have not commanded—we must say that we
hope they never will command—such an amount of assent as

would justify him in putting them forward in a shape suited

for uncritical readers. But if Dr. Hatch should ever think fit

to classify his extensive researches intoWestern Church history

of the eighth and ninth centuries on the model of his Bampton
Lectures, we would pardon by anticipation all his conclusions

(and no doubt they would be legion) with which we should

disagree, because his notes, like the apparatus criticus of a
modern edition of the classics, would enable us to correct his

text for ourselves. Should he abandon those departments
of research in which he is only one of many workers, and
concentrate himself where his knowledge and his industry are

alike unique, he will be sure to produce something which will

deserve well of the republic of letters.

Art. III.—THREE CHURCH DICTIONARIES.

1. A Church Dictionary. By W. F. HOOK, D.D., late Dean
of Chichester. Fourteenth edition. (London, 1887.)

2. The Dictionary of Religion. Edited by the Rev. W.
Benham, B.D. (London, 1887.)

3. A Dictionary of the Church of England. By the Rev.

Edward L. Cutts, B.A. Camb. (London.)

Since the days when Johnson, according to the variations of

his mood, described the composition of a * Dictionary* as

'drudgery/ or as a kind of * muddling work' which was rather

agreeable to him than otherwise, 1 the term has acquired

another sense, as synonymous with ' encyclopaedia/ ' Dic-

tionaries' of this type, on all manner of subjects, are a some-

what conspicuous element in the literature of the time.

Theology can point to several as her own. Our readers have

probably met with the Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical

Theology\ and the Dictionary of Sects, Heresies, and Schools of
Thought; and we now propose to bring under their notice a

1 BoswelPs Life offohnson, ed. Birkbeck Hill, v. 418; ii. 204.
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few specimens of the three others which are named at the
head of this article.

To the first, indeed, they will need no introduction. Some,
perhaps, may even remember the first appearance of Dr.
Hook's Church Dictionary, three years before the great blow
which fell upon the Church party, so called—the secession of
Mr. Newman. The little volume was very unattractive in

outward aspect ; and although it contained a large amount of
information on matters ecclesiastical, it also exhibited that

peculiar type of Anglicanism which was congenial to the

marked personality of its author. Seven years ago this

Review took a survey of the really grand career of one who
will live in our Church history as one of the very noblest of

England's parish priests. But it was admitted 1—it could not

with truth be denied—that Hook's 'nature* was * impulsive/

that ' of course he made many mistakes,' and that, ' as a
thorough Englishman, who rather gloried in some English

prejudices,' he ' took up, perhaps, more of a distinctly Pro-

testant attitude than many of those who otherwise felt with

him.' He had, indeed, much of the 'John Bull' in him, and
it was sure to come out in the Church line of one so signally

honest. His theological combativeness could take the roughest

form; his hatred of Rome and of 'Romanizing tendencies'

could disturb his judgment on points of history. He himself,

we learn, expressed to his son an opinion that the Church
Dictionary ought to be almost wholly re-written, ' if it was to

be brought up to the level of modern requirements.' That son,

the Rev. Walter Hook, with his brother-in-law, Prebendary
Stephens (the accomplished biographer of St. Chrysostom),
has accordingly, in this fourteenth edition, found it necessary

or desirable to rewrite or ' completely recast many of the old

articles, and to add many new ones.' With the aid of their

contributors, they have greatly enriched and improved the

book ; we would specially call attention to the excellent work
done by Mr. Stephens in the region of English Church
history,2 and to Mr. Ommanney's article on the Athanasian
Creed ; but we think that the recasting process might have
been carried a little further—for instance, in the article on
Justification. That article accentuates the difference between

1 Church Quarterly Review, vol. xii. pp. 278 ff.

2 For instance, he is not afraid to state the plain fact that ' the origin

of the Church of England dates from the mission of Augustine, 7 that there

was 'no direct continuity ' between it, as sofounded, and 'the early British

Church/ and that the ' Celtic missionaries ' who did so much for ' the

conversion of England ' are * in no way to be regarded as representatives

of the British Church ' (p. 168).
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England and Rome on this subject, with a sort of pugnacious

emphasis which, after all, obscures an important distinction.

The Anglican Church, we are told, ' admits that the inherent

righteousness of sanctification is always consequentially pre-

sent with the really justified, but refuses to it . . . even the least

share in the procurement of justification/ which 'procurement'

is due to Christ's c extrinsic righteousness, appropriated by a

faith which is forensically imputed by God ' to the believer,

' instead of a righteousness which he himself possesses not.'

One would think that at this time of day we had outgrown

technicalities which ignore the cardinal question, Is a living

and * Pauline ' faith, in its own nature, moral or not ? There

can surely be no doubt as to the answer ; but the phrase
' faith as distinct from good works ' has tended to produce

confusion. Faith is separable from a series of such works,

although, if it has time, it will produce them. But it is not

separable from—or rather it is in itself—the principle of sanc-

tification. For, being an act of true ' self-committal/ performed

by the whole interior being, in response to, and by virtue of,

the life-giving touch of Christ, it possesses a moral vitality

which makes it what a mere mental fiducia could not

be, acceptable and justifying. There is more help for a

Christian student in Mr. Gore's brief tract, A Word for Peace

on Justification, than in Dean Hook's polemical antitheses,

which aim, no doubt, at securing a Divine truth, but clog it

with figments of modern scholasticism.

We are obliged to say that several articles (such as those

on 'Inspiration,' ' Intention,' ' Priest,'
c
Propitiation,'

(
St. John's

Gospel,' ' Lord's Day,' ' Mortification,' ' Mystery,' ' Socinian-

ism,' and ' The Bangorian Controversy') appear to us in various

degrees inadequate. We would speak with all respect and

tenderness of the memory of so good and learned a man as

the late Prebendary Joyce, but it is unfortunate that his well-

known ' fad ' about the ' exarchal ' authority of the see of

Canterbury, as affirmed by ' the Council of Windsor,' should

appear under the imprimatur of Dean Hook's two editors

(p. 242). The reader is told, with due references to Wilkins,

that it ' was confirmed by subsequent synods,' but he is not

told that the supremacy claimed by Lanfranc for Canterbury

was utterly annulled in the next century, and has ever since

been non-existent. 1 But the most flagrant instance of in-

1 Church Quarterly Review, October 1887, p. 123. It is affirmed by

a very high authority that Lanfranc's claim rested on * a series of papal

letters of which there are no traces at an earlier time, and which can only

be regarded as authentic on the extreme hypothesis of an irrational and
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accuracy which has come before us relates to Scottish Church
history. We are told that

—

* When, in 1689, the Scottish Convocation expelled the bishops,

and resolved to abolish Episcopacy, the persecuted Church revised

her Service-book' (i.e. that of Charles I.), 'and reintroduced it as it

now stands ' (p. 601).

Then comes a notice of the principal variations from the

English book, among which is mentioned ' a special blessing

of the water ' in holy baptism. We are next informed that

—

* The preface to the Ordinal ' (of this * Scottish Prayer-Book') 'con-

tains a strong assertion of the continuity of the Scotch orders, and of

the necessity of Episcopal ordination. But the latest Scotch Canons
allow the use also of the English consecration prayer in the Com-
munion.'

Our Northern readers, and not they alone, will wonder
whether the writer of these lines had read the history of the

Scottish Church since the Revolution, or examined the Scot-

tish Communion Office or Canons, or, for that matter, had
remembered the prayer in the English book for the sanctifi-

-cation of the baptismal water. That writer is a lady who
bears an honoured name, and has written much better in

regard to the English book ; but the clerical editors might
have been expected to make a point of revising what she had
written, with a view to the correction of possible mistakes.

It is curious that Prebendary Stephens, in his admirable paper
on ' The Church in Scotland ' (by which, of course, he means
the true €

sister Church ' in that country), refers to an article

entitled ' Scotch Communion Office/ which appears somehow
to have dropped out. In any such work as this, produced by
the co-operation of various writers, there will be some dispro-

portion in the treatment of subjects, and it will be difficult to

avoid all inconsistencies ; but in pp. yyy 778 the same writer

speaks diversely as to the derivation of ' Whitsunday/ But
it is a more serious matter when a mistranslation of the

Nicene phrase kripas viroardaefos by f a different person

'

(actually adopted from Dean Stanley !) has to be corrected

from the statement (p. 580) that viroa-raa-is was at that time
used as equivalent to * substance/ although, as is well known,
it acquired, by transition of meaning, a ' personal ' sense.

A leading characteristic of this dictionary is supplied by

continuous policy of double dealing on the part of the authorities of
Rome. 7 The title * Eboracensis/ added to the name of Eadulf in his

profession to Archbishop ^Ethelheard in 796, is a daring forgery; Eadulf
was Bishop of Lindsey, not Archbishop of York.
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the numerous contributions of Lord Grimthorpe, ' an old friend

of Dr. Hook when vicar of Leeds ' (Pref. p. iv). An emi-

nently able lawyer, an acknowledged authority on bell-ringing

and on architecture, and a * Chancellor and Vicar-General of
York/ may well be heard with attention on a wide range of
subjects, among which, as we shall see, one important branch
of theology must needs be included. But we must demur to

his repetition of a very old complaint that the present form
of Invocation in the Scottish Communion Office ' goes still

further back towards transubstantiation ' by substituting ' may
become the Body ' for * may be to us the Body/ as in the Office

of 1549 and 1637-1755. 1 And it is a little too much to be
told that * all our Prayer-Books since 1552 have had noprayer

for consecration at all, but only the recital of the original

words of institution of the Communion' (p. 178, under the

head of * Law of the Church in Scotland '). The petition,.

* Hear us, O merciful Father/ &c, has always been regarded
as an implicit petition for that sanctifying operation which
alone can cause bread and wine to become the outward part

of 'the Holy Sacrament' 2 Prebendary Stephens takes a
different view of the Scottish Office when, in the selfsame
page, he describes it as ' in some respects conforming more
closely than the English to primitive Catholic models.' In

fact, the diversity of opinion between the editors and this

particular contributor is one of the • most curious features of
the book. Lord Grimthorpe is permitted to say, in p. 555,.

that ' the Privy Council has twice decided the Advertisements
to have been the " taking order by authority of the Queen," as

provided for by her Act of Uniformity :
' then comes, paren-

thetically, ' But see Advertisements,' and accordingly under that

head Mr. Stephens accumulates evidence to show that the

Advertisements were not such ' taking of other order ' (p. 12).

Elsewhere the sequence of correction is reversed : the article

' Altar

'

3 justifies the Anglican use of that term for the Lord's
Table, but straightway follows a parenthetical statement signed
' G./ beginning, * Nevertheless it has been decided in the eccle-

siastical courts that the Church of England has no altars/ &c.

(p. 27). Again, the theory of a ceremonial minimum is applied

to the Advertisements in p. 13 ; but in p. 208 ' G.' reminds us
that * it has always been repudiated by the Privy Council,

though it found favour with a late Dean of Arches/ and, we

1 See Church Quarterly Review, vol. xxiii. p. 357. The present Office

is not, as * G. 1 calls it, * the second Scotch Service/ but rather the fourth.
2 Palmer, Orig. Liturg. ii. 139.
* Compare also the articles on c Holy Table* and ' Lord's Table/ &c.
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may add, though it is clearly supported by a comparison of
the canons with the contemporary rubric, in regard to the

frequency of cathedral Communions. 1

There is another instance under the title * North side/

Mr. Hook first gives reasons in favour of the interpretation

which allows of the eastward position : then Lord Grimthorpe
takes his turn. He begins in a tone of moderation :

' On the
other hand, in the opinion of some, and according to certain

legal decisions, " end " and " side " are the same/ But as he
warms to his work he insists that ' standing anywhere else but
at the north side/ in the sense of the north end, * until the
consecration prayer at any rate, is an absolute defiance of the

plainest written law and decisions of the Supreme Court ;

*"

and as to the consecration, he upholds the dictum that ' before

the table ' means ' anywhere at the table/ and even quarrels

with his beloved * Supreme Court ' in the Ridsdale judgment,,

because it relaxed the stringency of the Purchas judgment in

that particular (p. 531).

Now we must say plainly that a Church Dictionary ought
not thus flatly to contradict itself on important subjects ; it

should take one line or another. And although Lord Grim-
thorpe's aid may well have been valued by the editors, they
would have done better to come to a previous understanding
as to the use which he would make of his privilege as a
favoured contributor. The readers of the Guardian know,
indeed, how much he was aggrieved by the article on
4 Affinity/ and we do not care to dwell on a few indications

of that dictatorial scornfulness which he never can quite shake
off in literary controversy, and which reminds us, against our
will, of a browbeating counsel at the bar ; for there is a good
deal of his writing in this volume which does not illustrate his

differences with High Churchmen, or his professional habit of
regarding Privy Council decisions as an ultimate authority,

and assuming that no one will venture to go behind them.
He has much to tell us about styles of architecture : for in-

stance, the admirers of the glorious minster on ' Lincoln's

sovereign hill/ may like to know that, in his opinion, its

central tower is ' the finest unspired tower in the world, and
that its Angel-choir is generally reckoned our finest piece of
architecture, though perhaps the choir of Ely inside is as fine

'

(p. 287). But on some matters of pressing urgency with re-

gard to our Church's interests, Lord Grimthorpe keeps no
terms with her opponents : his watchword seems to be, * Have

1 See, too, Perry's Students Ch. Hist. Engl. ii. 290.
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at thee with a downright blow, as Bevis of Southampton fell

upon Ascapart.' Observe the swing of his quarterstaff

:

* Perhaps the most audacious forms in which disestablishment has

been proposed are those of some eminent Dissenting preachers . . .

^i) the proposal that they should have the same rights in our churches

as the clergy have. They have never been able to explain what more
right they could claim in the churches than Jews, Turks (Maho-
metans), infidels, and atheists. The other proposal (2) to abolish

all articles and standards of faith ... is practically worse ; for that

is not disestablishing the Church of England, but destroying it*

<P- 3°i)-
* What Dissenters mean and want by disestablishing the Church

is not liberty of doctrine, but simply robbery. . . . Though every

kind of statistics proves that Churchmen contribute to all general

charities, both civil and religious, and to schools, three times as much
as all the Dissenters put together, the latter claim, and have in many
cases got, equal or more control over them, and are now set upon
destroying all voluntary schools because they are generally Church
schools. They have succeeded, by the Education Act of 1870 and
its successors, in making Churchmen who maintain their own schools

pay a double tax. . . . Not long ago the Dissenters, or persons in

the same interest, tried a lawsuit to prevent a new foundation of a

Church of England college at Oxford, having destroyed already the

ecclesiastical character of the old ones. And now they are them-
selves trying to establish one there, of which every professor shall

declare on his appointment that he is a Dissenter from the Established

Church, though with the still odder qualification that he believes

every one of the principal doctrines of the Church down to infant

baptism. . . . These people are making it plainer every day that

modern Dissent is not theological, but only hatred of the Church

'

<P- 739)-

Again, as to churchwardens* powers :

* Subject to ' the legal ' limitations, the conduct of public worship

undoubtedly lies with the incumbent of the church, both as to music
and other things. Neither churchwardens nor organist have a right

to interfere, or to act contrary to the orders of the incumbent, so long

as they are not unlawful, and an organist would be at once con-

demned by the ecclesiastical court who did so, as churchwardens
have been for interfering. Their only right is to complain to the

ordinary ' (p. 627).
1
It has even been held that they must not themselves remove the

most unquestionably illegal " ornament " introduced by the incumbent

;

but the limits of their power in that respect have not yet been deter-

mined by the supreme ecclesiastical court '—meaning, of course, the

Judicial Committee—(p. 201).

Although he is hostile to * the episcopal veto/ and does
not recognize the fact that its exercise in regard to * ritual

'
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suits is an abnormal remedy for the abnormal evil of dis-

credited * ecclesiastical courts/ and although, moreover, he
passes by the very real distinctions between the condition of
affairs under the Court of Delegates and under the Judicial

Committee, he denounces the Public Worship Regulation Act
as probably * the greatest failure and series of blunders ever

enacted, even in ecclesiastical legislation/ and (as becomes
an archbishop's vicar-general) is particularly severe on the
' usurpation ' of appointments to the two provincial judgeships.
' by the Prime Minister/ in case the two archbishops did not
agree on one person within six months. This, he adds, is

regarded by * many of the clergy as destroying the ecclesiastical

character of the provincial judge ;' but, somewhat strangely,

he passes over the abolition of those canonical guarantees of
ecclesiastical fidelity, which are eminently necessary for an
official who is to represent the archbishop as a spiritual judge.

Lord Grimthorpe is a vigorous upholder of private patronage ;

but his intensely narrow legalism, as in some other cases,

neglects objections which come from a higher standpoint of a
moral kind.

* All patronage of livings arose from the foundation and endow-
ment of churches by the proprietors of land ; and the present patrons

represent them, through whatever changes may have taken place.

.... It is the fashion now to talk of patronage as a "trust."'

Whether it may or may not be called so morally, there is certainly

no legal authority for so treating it, and it is a mere metaphorical

expression which cannot logically be made the basis of any argument,
though it is too common to do so '

(p. 569).

We need not point out that the moral aspect of patron-

age is not to be thus cavalierly put aside ; and that patrons

must not be content with a dry legal view of their obligations,

if they are to maintain their position before the conscience of
the Church. But we agree with Lord Grimthorpe's caustic

comment on one infelicitous proposal

:

* Sooner or later, any such " council of patronage " as Church re-

formers want is certain to end in being elected by a gradually more
and more popular constituency, until it would end in our " priests

being made " by, if not of, " the lowest of the people," and frequently

the worst and the most likely to destroy the Church.'

We might refer also to Lord Grimthorpe's positive denial

of the legality of any lay ministrations in church, beyond the

function of

—

* reading the lessons when desired by the incumbent or other proper
authority. . . . It is part of the common law of the Church, that
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laymen may not read the prayers, nor even the epistle and gospel,

which are expressly ordered to be read by ministers ; and of course
they may not preach. The idea that bishops can license them to do
these things in church has no legal foundation whatever ' (p. 446 ;

cf. p. 628).

He disallows, as illegal, the custom of ' a few cathedrals/

where the Litany is sung by two lay clerks ; and observes

that the word * vicars/ in the canon on the Litany, must be
understood to mean clergy (p. 451).

But Lord Grimthorpe's two papers on ' Miracles ' and
4 Rationalism ' are in some sense more important than any of
his other contributions. The former article, indeed, repeats

the vulgar error that the evidence of our senses disproves the

doctrine of transubstantiation, and it also reproduces that view
of miracles which isolated them too much from other evidences.

But it is opportune to be reminded, in words quoted from Dr.

Salmon, that * a non-miraculous Christianity is as much a
contradiction as a quadrangular circle ; ' that the hostile argu-

ment from * nature ' and ' experience ' involves the * trickery

of using those terms in double senses ; ' and that science has
proved, and can prove, nothing against miracles, considered as

extraordinary operations of the Creator of the laws of nature

for * a sufficient reason of His own.' He pursues the same
line of thought in the other article, and assails the infidel

Pharisaism which affects to look down on Christian morality,

and which points to the immoralities and cruelties which have
often disgraced Christianity. * But such reasoning is absurd,

unless they can show that the sins which they denounce are

recommended, and not denounced, by the New Testament

;

and of course they cannot, and never even try* (p. 638).

The Appendix consists of a defence of the genuineness of

those last verses of St. Mark which are disparaged, as Lord
Grimthorpe complains, by a note in that Revised Version of

the New Testament on which he has already 'fleshed his

steel.' The effect, he contends, has been to produce ' some
new and very striking evidence in favour of the received text

and Authorized Version/ But we fail to see how Eusebius

could have gained anything for Arianism by ' excluding from

his edition of the New Testament (supposed to be represented

by k and B) one of the two gospel records of the Ascension/

to which miracle he more than once alludes in his Ecclesias-

tical History. This suggestion is not due to Dean Burgon or

Dr. Scrivener, whom Lord Grimthorpe refers to as authorities

on the subject.
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The Dictionary of Religion is to a large extent biographi-

cal, and includes in its list of names thus commemorated
several which but recently were borne by living men. Thus
we hear that Mr. Maurice, in his youth, was * indebted to Dr.

Jackson for timely pecuniary aid.' Archbishop Tait, with
whom Mr. Benham, the editor, was on terms of intimacy, is

repeatedly mentioned ; and we are told of a strange dictum
of his, that Dr. Arnold, had he lived, would have been able to

arrest the movement for the secularization of his university.

Very cordial praise is given to the characters and the work of

J. M. Neale, Charles Lowder, and Harriet Monsell. Mr.
Keble's personal character is called ' singularly beautiful

'

(p. 1034). Dr. Pusey's teaching is said to have ' exerted more
influence on the Church of England than any other of the

present century, and to have given a new life and energy to

religion in its corporate or Church capacity, as distinguished

from the individual direction given by the Wesleyan move-
ment' (p. 865). But the carefully explained meaning of

Mansel's distinction between relative and absolute knowlege
is not fairly recognized, but rather ignored. He is made to

say, ' You cannot know God/ What he did say was, ' You
cannot comprehend God ;

' a very different matter, as St. Basil

pointed out in his controversy with the Anomceans. 1 Bishop
Ewing is made more of than Bishop Forbes, a preference which
we should havethought impossible forany true Churchman. The
special interest in the career of c William Palmer of Magdalen
College ' is missed. Looking to the great personages of his-

tory, one has to regret the superficial .treatment of Cyril of
Alexandria, Theodore of Mopsuestia, and Nestorius, and the
extremely narrow and unsympathetic estimate of St. Anselm.
Two columns are assigned to Eusebius of Samosata, but
Eusebius of Nicomedia is left out. John Knox occupies a
smaller space than Kingsley. Dunstan is very fairly treated.

Bonner is not regarded as out of the scope of literary justice.

Laud is, on the whole, very equitably appreciated, and we are

told that * his opponents did not recognize his wish to defend
the Church equally against Romanism and Calvinism, nor
their own tendency to ignore the Church's teaching while pro-

fessing to be its members ' (p. 609). Law's letters to Hoadley
are mentioned in regard to the Bangorian controversy, but
not in the account of their writer himself. Of Bishop Samuel
Parker we read, ' It has been asserted that he was a Romanist ;

'

but it is certain that in his last hours he refused the assistance

of Roman priests.2 The writer who has dashed off the notice
1 Ep. ccxxxiv. 2 Church Quarterly Review, xxiv. 246.
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of Pius II. would do well to read Professor Creighton
;

l and
he who has described St. Wilfrid as ^?r/zbishop of York
may be advised to look at Bede's Epistle to Egbert, the first

actual archbishop of that see.

There are several inaccuracies on points of history. For
instance, the last revision of the Prayer-Book is said to have
been effected at the Savoy Conference (p. 267), or * immedi-
ately afterwards by a committee of bishops/ Convocation not
being mentioned, and the revision itself being described as
consisting of ' a few alterations, such as the addition to the
lessons of the story of Bel and the Dragon '

(p. 935). In
regard to clerical celibacy the story df Paphnutius at the
Nicene Council is half told, the statement of an ancient usage
forbidding marriage after ordination being left out (p. 218).

There is a strange flight of fanciful credulity in the suggestion

that St. Paul may have visited Trophimus at Aries, and been
carried over by him into Britain (p. 382). The Calvinistic

theory of the Eucharist is not distinguished from the Zwinglian

(p. 638). Mr. Benham describes his standpoint as that of

1 Orthodox Christianity as generally understood by intelligent mem-
bers of the Church of England ; but endeavour has been made to

accurately and fairly describe [sic] doctrines and practices far re-

moved from that, in a simply informative rather than a dogmatic
spirit. As regards other Christian denominations, it has been deemed
right that they should be described as they themselves would desire,

and that their own views and reasons should be fairly given rather

than any view taken of them by others ' {Preface)—
a principle not carried out in regard to the Roman doctrine of
Transubstantiation, as to which Bishop Milner's statement is

followed up by a long polemical extract from Bishop Hopkins,
plentifully garnished with italics and small capitals. In

reference to Anglican Church parties there is an evident

determination to be equitable. The good services of Evan-
gelicalism are recognized, together with its inevitable defects.

Colenso is treated with somewhat excessive tenderness ; and
the proposal which Bishop Bickersteth and others have
borrowed from him, as to receiving polygamist converts to

baptism on the understanding that they shall be allowed, as

Christians, to remain polygamists, is twice mentioned with

implicit approval (pp. 252, 833).* In regard to Eschatology,.

1 Hist of the Papacy, ii. 235 ff., 368 ff.

2 The point to be clearly kept in view is, that by accepting baptism,

men pledge themselves to observe the Christian law ; that the Christian

law does not recognize polygamy as marriage ; and that we have no right

to dispense with the Christian law.
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the cases in which altovios is used with a limited meaning as

regards visible things are alluded to (p. 401) ; but it is not
added that aloovto? there indicates a condition lasting as long
as the subject of which it is predicated will exist Baptismal
regeneration is plainly affirmed (p. 887), and the Gorham
controversy is said to have resulted in 'a pretty general

agreement ' that the judgment of the Arches Court, from
which Mr. Gorham appealed to the Privy Council, * correctly

embodied the doctrine of the Anglican Church* (p. 478).
Even the phrase ' opus operatum ' is vindicated in a sound
sense, as

—

* The Roman Catholic Church and the Church of England . . . hold
that the Sacraments are the instruments through which God bestows
His grace and power on the recipient, and that through them such
grace is always bestowed, so long as there is faith and oneness with

God's will. The absence of faith is the only barrier ' (p. 76 2).
l

The term ' oblations ' in the Communion Office is twice

explained to mean the elements of bread and wine (pp. 755,
758): an interpretation condemned by *G. ' in the Church
Dictionary. The eastward position, especially in the act of

consecration, is favoured (p. 360). The argument of the

Privy Council from the Advertisements fares but ill at the

hands of Mr. Benham.

'They have obtained a fictitious importance with respect to

modern controversies, from the mistaken impression that they had the

authority of the Crown ; but it is now known that although Parker

applied for that authority, and expected to obtain it, Cecil . . .

absolutely refused to submit them to the Queen for her signature
'

(P. i5).

We are told in the Preface that ' special care has been taken
with the articles dealing with those questions which are

most keenly discussed at the present day, bearing on what
has come to be known as the Great Controversy.' This
statement is verified by the papers on * Pantheism,' on
' Miracles,' on * Revelation,' on ' Materialism,' on the ' Being
of God,' on * Prayer,' and on the * Resurrection of Christ.' We
could extract several excellent passages, but must content

ourselves with referring to the remarks on Agnosticism (p. 474),
on the repeated * stumblings ' of Materialism (p. 676), on the

need of combining external with internal evidence (p. 703),
on the antecedent probability that a living and moral God
would hold intercourse with His creatures (p. 897), and on the

failure of the Vision theory as applied to the events of the

1 Compare Hardwick, Hist, of Articles', p. 130.

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LII. Z
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first Eastertide (p. 894). The calm and serious tone, the
fairness of statement, the orderly and luminous method in

these specimens of Apologetic, deserve the highest admiration.

The Dictionary of the Church ofEngland is a much smaller

book than either of the two others before us. It may be
recommended as a useful compendium of ecclesiastical in-

formation, worthy, on the whole, of the imprimattcr of the

S.P.C.K. Tract Committee, but needing some little revision

and the correction of some misprints. It may be consulted

with advantage on such important matters as * Inspiration/
* Latitudinarianism/ the * Causes of Dissent/ the sense attached

to * the Royal Supremacy ' in the Reformation period, the
degrees of affinity under * Matrimony/ * Transubstantiation '

as capable of a more refined or a coarser interpretation, and
the relations of * Church and State/ as to which the Bishop
of Chester has been followed (p. 160 ff.). Great attention has
been paid to the history of the English Church and of its

several dioceses, though there is a want of proportion in the
treatment of the latter—Lichfield and Norwich, for instance,

filling a considerably larger amount of space than Lincoln.

There are convenient lists of events in due chronological

order. But we must suggest the reconsideration of the state-

ments made in p. 198 on the subject of Convocation, which
is said to have been at first organized as a engine of system-
atic taxation. For * organized ' read ' utilized/ The dis-

tinction drawn between ancient c Synods ' and ' Convocations '

is unhistorical, as a reference to Wilkins would show. 1
* Con-

vocation ' is an ecclesiastical term for an English synod ; and,

in the words of a committee of the Lower House of Canter-

bury, the Provincial Synod and the Convocation ' are desig-

nated by the same name, transacted the same business, were
composed of the same elements, and were called by the same
authority/ * It is also incorrect to apply the name of synods to
the ' Pan-Anglican ' conferences of bishops (p. 440). The Sarum
Ordinary and Canon of the Mass are given in Mr. Pearson's

translation (p. 401) ; but the suggestion that 'Mass ' may have
been derived from the Saxon masse or feast is futile, in view
of such a term as ' mass-priest ' for a presbyter. Of course

it is missa in an Anglicized form. The Communion Service

of 1549 is also given, as well as the Order for Administra-

tion of the Communion put forth in 1548. The account
of the various ' Ritual Judgments ' is incomplete. The Ad-

1 Concilia, i. 408, 723, 726.
2 See Church Quarterly Review, vol. xxiv. 468 ff.
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Arertisements are correctly described as proceeding from the

Elizabethan bishops ; and it is significantly observed that at

the last revision of the Prayer-Book ' the Ornaments Rubric
was retained with just so much alteration as showed that it

was not retained by inadvertence, or as a mere dead form
;

the alteration was to make the words of the rubric agree

•exactly, which it had not originally done, with the Act of

Parliament ' (that is, omitting the qualifying clause which
provided for the taking of * other order '). This is, of course,

the explanation of the term * retained ' in our present rubric.

It is simply copied from the Elizabethan statute. 1 The well-

meant suggestion that some distinctive Eucharistic vestment
to be allowed by canon 'might be restricted to white '

(p. 61 1),

is quite out of date under present circumstances. Another
hint, that if bishops should take to ' ornate ' copes, ' the public

eye will get accustomed to a handsome Eucharistic vestment/
may be emphasized by the appearance presented by the two
Archbishops and the Dean and Canons of Westminster at

the great Jubilee Service of last June.

It should be added that this Dictionary is full and minute

1 We may here notice a statement of Lord Grimthorpe, in the Church
Dictionary, p. 11. 'The more Protestant majority of the bishops to

whom it' (the subject of revision) 'was referred after the Savoy conference
would not let Cosin and Sancroft, who were of the High Church party,

have their way in all things' (is Sancroft supposed to have been a bishop
in 166 1 ?) ;

' and in particular, the Puritans at the conference having
-objected that the Jacobean rubric " seemed to bring back the vestments,"

as it certainly did, the old word "retained" was afterwards reinstated by
the bishops, so as to bring back nothing that had then vanished for a
•century, both actually and legally. . . . The word "retained"' (in the

rubric as thus reworded) ' involved the inquiry of what was then in exist-

ence legally and actually.' Unfortunately for this hypothesis, Cosin him-
self, in corrections noted down by him before 1661, proposed to read
•' such ornaments shall be retained] &c, manifestly in order to substitute

the wording of the statute of 1559 for the technically illegal wording of

the Prayer-Book of 1559, and so to place the 'ornaments' on a surer

basis. He also proposed to omit the qualifying clause. Both points

were carried in the revision. ' Retained,' therefore, in 166 1-2, had just

the same significance which it had in 1559, and no other. On Lord
Grimthorpe's interpretation, a new significance is imported into it, and
-one which would make it to a large extent self-stultifying. For evidence
that, shortly after the revision, Nonconformists objected strongly to the
rubric as still legalizing the vestments, see Church Quarterly Review,
vol. xvii. p. 66. As for Lord Grimthorpe's assertion that the important
word 'retained' was 'illegally omitted in the Jacobean Prayer-Book' of

1604, he must have forgotten that Elizabeth's Prayer-Book read, ' The
minister . . . shall use such ornaments,' and this reading was simply
-adhered to through the reigns of her two successors. On the whole
subject see Parker's Introduction to the Revisions of B. of C. P., pp. 44,

93, 129, 345, 402.
z 2
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on the affairs of Dissenting communities ; and we wish we
could see any ground for the hope, expressed at p. 397, of a.

corporate return of the Wesleyans to the Church. To us this

hope appears but a pious dream. 1

One of the attractive features of the book consists in its

numerous woodcuts, representing bishops and monks of
different orders, figures from old manuscripts, or interesting^

specimens of architecture.

Art. IV.—FRANCIS OF ASSISI AND THE
RENAISSANCE.

Franz von Assist und die Anftinge der Kunst der Renais-
sance in Italien. Von HENRY THODE. (Berlin : 1885.)

The life of St. Francis of Assisi is one of those subjects

which prove attractive to writers of the most opposite schools

of thought, and seem to have a peculiar fascination for the

scholars and thinkers of the present day. No doubt this is

partly owing to the great and increasing interest felt by the
modern inquirer in tracing the progressive steps of human
civilization and in discovering the links which bind one age
to another. But it is even more due to the indescribable

charm of Francis himself, and to the wonderful simplicity

and courage with which he tried to realize the high ideal of
Christian life set before him in the Gospels. Catholic and
Protestant, believer and sceptic alike, own the beauty of the

man's character, and express their admiration with the same
fervent enthusiasm. ' If ever a man has deserved the name of
saint/ exclaims the latest biographer of Francis, himself a
German Lutheran, ' that man is Francis of Assisi.' If indeed,,

as a living poet 2 sings, love is * the sole good in life
'

; if

—

' Life, with all it yields of joy and woe,
And hope and fear,

Is just our chance o* the prize of learning love,

How love might be, hath been indeed, and is '

—

then Francis nobly fulfilled the end for which he was created.

Within the last few years several important works have
1 See Church Quarterly Review, vol. xix. pp. 293-5.
2 R. Browning.
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been devoted to the history of St Francis and the considera-

tion of the influence which he exercised on his own times and
on succeeding generations. There have been M. Renan's
thoughtful chapter in his Nouvelles EtudesdHistoire Religieuse

.(Paris: 1884); Ruggiero Bonghi's admirable biography, pub-
Jished in the same year; Hermann Hettner's short but
suggestive essay, Die Franciscaner in der Kunstgesckichtey

which also appeared in 1884 ; and the finely-illustrated Viede
Saint Francois d'Assisi, published at Paris in 1885 by Plon,

besides several other works of inferior merit which the seventh

•centenary of the Saint's birth called forth. And now another

•German scholar, Dr. Henry Thode, of Berlin, gives us a

volume of 600 pages on Francis of Assisi and the Early Art
of the Italian Renaissance, which, in point of learning and
critical penetration, surpasses all previous works on the

subject. It forms a worthy companion to Marchese's two
volumes on the influence which the Dominicans exercised on
the development of Art, an influence which Dr. Thode seems
too much inclined to disparage. 1

Following in the steps of Hettner and Springer, Dr. Thode
has tried to show the intimate relationship that exists between
the revival of art in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries

and the teaching and practice of Francis and his followers

—between the Franciscans on one hand and the early

Florentine painters otf the other. In his eyes Francis of

Assisi is the representative of a great movement of Western
Christendom—a movement by no means confined to the

Church, but universal in the truest sense of the word. This
.movement, which Dr. Thode defines as the movement of

humanity, began in the twelfth century to culminate in the

preaching of Francis, about 1200, and lasted until the middle
of the fourteenth century, to be succeeded by the revival of

learning and the Reformation. The true principle of this

movement was the revived sense of individuality, which, break-

ing through the old trammels, once more boldly asserted its

rights. The results of this recovered freedom soon appeared
in the rapid rise of the citizen class, and in the blossoming of

.art and poetry which followed rapidly upon its steps. But
the living representative of the movement that was to bring

about such wonders—the man who first proclaimed the gospel

of humanity and the rights of each individual soul before God
and man—was Francis of Assisi. Accordingly it is Dr. Thode's

1 See Memorie del fiii insigni Pittori, Scultori e Architetti Domeni-
£ani> con aggiunta di alcuni Scritti intorno le belle Arti del P. L. Vine.

Marchese dello stesso Istituto. 2 vols., Florence, 1845, 1846.
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aim to set Francis before us in his true light, less as a saint

and reformer of the Church than as the awakener who first-

stirred the soul of Italy and thus became the creator of a new-

Christian art. So the revival of letters and of the fine arts in

the fourteenth century are alike to be traced back to the

foundation of the order of the Brothers Minor, and the history

of the Italian Renaissance must begin with Francis of Assisi.

The idea is not a new one, and in bringing it before the

world Dr. Thode does not lay claim to any special originality.

The great influence exerted by the Mendicant orders, especially

by the Franciscans in the beginning of the Florentine Renais-

sance's been insisted on of late years by more than one writer,,

both English and German. But never before has the thought

been worked out so fully, never has the extraordinary influence

which the personality of Francis, and the far reaching results

which his changed conceptions of God and nature produced
in contemporary art, been so completely, so convincingly set

forth. We have no hesitation in saying that Dr. Thode's
History of Francis of Assisi and the Early Italian Renaissance

is one of the most valuable and important contributions to

the history of the period which have appeared in recent years,

and should be attentively read by all who are interested in

the art of the early Florentines, and more especially in that of
Giotto, whose frescoes have been the object of Dr. Thode's
most careful and minute study.

It is easy to see that in the book before us, as the author

tells us, we have the result of years of labour. Neither time nor

pains have been spared to add to its completeness. During a.

prolonged residence in Italy, Dr. Thode visited not only the

scenes among which St. Francis spent his life, but all the prin-

cipal churches and convents of his order. He became familiar

alike with the frescoes and pictures, and with the architecture

of churches inspired by Franciscan influences. He made labo-

rious researches in the archives of the great convent at Assisir .

t

and explored all that remains to us of Franciscan poetry and
literature. We may not always agree with his conclusions,

but we must all listen with respect to his opinion, and must
recognize the authority with which he speaks on questions

upon which he has bestowed so much thought and considera-

tion. A nd if the vast amount of material thus brought together

has not been in some instances sufficiently sifted and con-

densed, if in his anxiety to make his meaning clear the author
occasionally repeats himself, and mars the effect of his work,,

it is a fault which his readers will readily forgive for the sake

of the brightness and animation of the style in which his book
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is written. For the task has been, it is plain, from first to last

a labour of love, and a real enthusiasm and a genuine delight

in the subject breathes in every page. It was at Assisi, the

home of St. Francis, that the first idea of his great work
dawned on the author's mind. There, as he read again

the simple tales of the old legends in the sweet language

of the Fioretti, as he spent hours, nay days, in silent con-

templation of the frescoes on the walls about him, the life and
work of Francis appeared to him in a new light. Standing
there in the mighty double church which has risen above the

great Saint's resting-place, the meaning of this man's ideal

aim, of his boundless love for all God's living creatures, came
home to him with new force, and the link which bound Giotto

to Francis, the young art of Tuscany to the teaching of his

order, became suddenly clear to him. Each time he returned

to Assisi after fresh wanderings through Tuscany and Umbria,
fresh researches into the art and literature of the age to

which Francis belonged, his knowledge of the man and the

conditions under which he lived and worked became fuller

and more intimate, until at length he went home to write the

book which was to help the world to a better understanding of

the great Saint's character and place in history.

Dr. Thode's work is divided into two parts, the first dealing

with Francis himself, the second with his followers. This ac-

count of the Saint's life is based on four original sources which
undergo a most searching and rigorous examination at his

hands, in an appendix printed at the end of the book. Of
these four authorities, three have been generally made use of by
modern writers. First, we have the Life of St. Francis, written

by Thomas of Celano three years after his death ; secondly,

The Legend of the Three Companions^ written in 1246 ; thirdly,

The Life of St. Francis, written by Bonaventura by command
of the order in 1261. These three original biographies were
carefully edited by the Bollandist father, Constantine Suysken,

in the Acta Sanctorum, i., ii. (1786), and compared with Luke
Wadding's notices in the Annals of the Order, and formed the

groundwork of Mrs. Oliphant's popular and appreciative sketch

of St. Francis, and of the more critical work by Dr. Karl

Hase, which appeared some years earlier. To these original

sources Dr. Thode adds a fourth in the second Life by Thomas
of Celano, written between 1 244 and 1 246, in obedience to a

mandate of the general chapter of the order which met at

Genoa in the former year. This second Life, which was
written before that of the Three Companions, and was largely

made use of by Bonaventura in his narrative, seems to have
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been overlooked by later biographers. Bonghi, writing in

1 884, drew attention to this forgotten work, which had been
published at Rome in 1806. Dr. Thode was the first to see

and appreciate its importance. Written as a supplement to

Thomas of Celano's former Life of Francis, it is valuable not

only as giving fuller details of the latter part of the Saint's

life, but also as supplying much that is of the deepest interest

respecting the character and habits of Francis, his practice of
virtue, his love of nature, his devotional exercises, and his

style and manner of preaching.

All these different sources of information are critically

examined and collated by Dr. Thode, who is thus enabled to

enrich his account of Francis with many new and interesting

particulars. Amongst other points worthy of notice, he tells

us that the true name of the Saint's mother, Madonna Pica,

as his biographers call her, was Piccarda de Bourlemont, or

Beaumont, and that she belonged' to a noble family of
Provence, and had probably married the wealthy merchant
of Assisi on one of his journeys through Northern France.

This explains the love which Bernardino's youthful son had
for Proven§al poetry, and the habit, which we are told he
retained all his life, of singing in French. To his familiarity

as a child with the French language, Thomas of Celano
ascribes the surname of ' II Francesco/ which, first given
him in jest by his companions, in time took the place of his

baptismal name of Giovanni.

Several dates in the history of Francis have also been
rectified by Dr. Thode's researches. His birth is fixed in the

year 1 181—a date, we believe, now generally accepted—while
his conversion is placed in 1206, when he was twenty-five

years old, and the call to preach the Kingdom of Heaven,
which led to the foundation of his order, three years later.

The formal recognition of the new order and sanction of the

rule did not take place until January 30, 1223 ; but it seems
probable that, both in 1209 and in 12 16, Francis visited Rome,
and received the verbal approval of Pope Innocent and
Honorius III. Lastly, the gift of Monte Alvernia, which
Francis received from Orlando, Count of Chiusi, was not
made in 12 12, as Wadding says in his Annals, but in 1224,
when, only two years before his death, he and his three

brothers spent the Lent of St. Michael in solemn retreat on
the mountain heights, and in his cell under the spreading
beech-tree he beheld the wondrous vision of the Crucified and
received the marks of the Sacred Wounds.

Dr. Thode has himself made a pilgrimage to Mount
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Alvernia, or La Vernia, as it is more commonly called, and
speaks in glowing terms of this famous sanctuary in the heart

of the Casentino :

—

* Nel crudo sasso intra Tevere ed Arno,
Da Cristo prese V ultimo sigillo

Che le sue membra du' anni portarno.'

Dante's lines are in the mind of every traveller who climbs

the rugged steep. That great yoke of Apennine, which parts

the waters of Arno from those of Tiber rises high on the right,

and from the green slopes on either side the glittering rills,

for whose cool stream the forger Adam thirsted in hell-fire,

flow down into the plains. And Dante's city, we are glad to

think, has not been unmindful of the sacred Mount. To-day
La Vernia is one of the few convents in Italy where the

followers of Francis are suffered to remain in undisturbed

possession of their home ; and once a year the banner of the

Florentine Gonfaloniere is still hoisted on the walls, in token
that the community is under the protection of the Signoria

of Florence. But let us hear Dr. Thode's description of the

place :

—

' Not far from Bibbiena the mountain of Alvernia rises above the

surrounding hills, and commands a wide view over the fruitful valley.

Like all the places dear to Francis, Alvernia is remarkable for the

desolate grandeur of its scenery. The mountain-top falls away in

steep, splintered crags to the lower heights, which lift their barren

rocks on either side. Above, mighty beeches, clad in the freshest,

brightest green, mingle with the pine-woods ... all around the eye
rests on the arid slopes of the Apennines. It is a spot, as it were,

created to uplift and detach the soul, whether we look on the radiant

green of the pastures at the foot of these precipitous walls of rock, or

up through the slender boughs of the trees into that unfathomable
blue towards which the heart of man has for ever gone out in silent

yearning. And up there the birds sing as if they had all left the

countryside to seek shelter on the mountain of Francis. . . . Truly
it is good to be there ; and, of all places where the memory of the

Saint is still cherished, this one is the most beautifuL'

*

Further on Dr. Thode describes the group of buildings

which have risen on this hallowed spot Through the low
•gate, ' which frames in a whole world of loveliness,' we enter

the courtyard, where the little Church of the Angels stands,

built, says an ancient tradition, by Francis himself, or by
Count Orlando after a design supplied by the Saint, and
•curiously resembling the Chapel of the Portiuncula at Assisi.

1 Pp. Sh 52.
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In 1264 the Church of the Stigmata arose on the very spot

where the cell of Francis stood under the beech-tree ; and a,

century later the third great church, completed by the Floren-

tine Clothiers' Guild, which now forms the central point of

the irregular and picturesque group of buildings. A long

gallery adorned with later paintings leads along the steep

mountain-side, connecting the different chapels with the con-

vent, and several magnificent altars by Andrea della Robbia
and his followers adorn the three churches, the finest of all—a.

Crucifixion with Peruginesque angels flying in the air, and a

figure of Francis standing at the foot of the Cross—belonging

to the Chapel of the Stigmata. In speaking of the Stigmata
itself, the truth of which Dr. Hase felt necessary to scrutinize

with so much severity, the present writer remarks that, at the

present time, critical inquiry is as impossible as it would be

fruitless. It is true that the fact rests on the testimony of

Elias, who alone of the order claimed to have seen the sacred

marks ; but, on the other hand, the belief in their existence

was universal among the followers and friends of Francis.

How much in their story is fougd upon truth, and how much
is the invention of their fancy, Dr. Thode owns that he is not

greatly concerned to ask.

* When all has been said, the fact remains that under this image

one man understands what the other believes, namely, that the days

which Francis spent on Mount Alvernia mark the culminating point

in his spiritual life. Then, in an ecstasy of prayer and celestial

rapture, he realised the fulness of union with Christ in his life and

sufferings, and, fired with seraphic ardour, this soul rose to heights

which we may dimly picture to ourselves, but cannot attempt to

describe.' 1

One interesting fragment which Dr. Thode has brought

to light, and which he introduces at this point of his story, is

the touching farewell which Francis bade to Monte Alvernia

as, mounted on the ass lent him by Count Orlando, he

descended the steep hillside, conscious, in his failing strength,,

that he should never again see this spot he had loved so well.

These words, which bear a strong likeness to several passages

in the Fioretti, are said to have been preserved by Fra Masseo^

one of the companions of Francis on this his last journey, and

may at least express the feelings that thrilled the heart of the

dying Saint, while they account for the peculiar affection with

which his followers regarded Alvernia in later days.

In his next chapter Dr. Thode considers the character of

1 P. 54.
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Francis, and endeavours to explain the extraordinary love

and veneration felt for him by those among whom he lived.

All that the old historians have told us of his gentleness to-

weaker brethren, of his loving pity for the erring soul, and
of his beautiful tenderness for dumb creatures, is here brought
together. We hear how he tended the leper, and toiled with
his own hands to earn bread for the needy ; how he sold his

book of the Gospels to buy food for a hungry woman ; how he
preached to the birds on Mount Alvernia, and fed the bees
with honey through the winter, and called the cicala his sister

;

how he bade the woodman spare half the tree that it might
shoot forth again, and told the gardener to plant sweet-smelling

and bright-coloured flowers which would speak to all of the
Divine loveliness. How, too, the dumb animals loved and
followed him ; how the hunted hare sought refuge in his lap \

how the redbreasts picked up crumbs on his table, and the

pheasant nestled at his side ; how the falcon on the steep of
Alvernia woke him to pray, and the swallow hovered round
his bedside and sang him to sleep when his last hour came.

' In the whole of nature he recognized the face of God, in beauty

saw the Most Beautiful. All that was good spoke to him with one
voice, saying : He who made us is the greatest and best. Every-

where he found his Beloved, and things earthly became a ladder on
-which he climbed to the Throne of God.' l

So writes Thomas of Celano in his supplementary record.

He, too, it is who tells us how this overflowing love and joy
broke forth into sweet melody, and that he sang the praises

of his Lord in the French tongue, accompanying himself on
the viola ; how, too, when he had no instrument at hand, he
would make himself a bow with a stick and a piece of thread,

and sang to this accompaniment. * Often these verses would
end in tears, and his joy was turned into weeping over the
sorrows of the Lord.' 2 But Francis, we know, poured forth

the glowing love of his heart, not only in French song, but
also in his own native language. Then for the first time, say

the old chroniclers, the praise of God was heard in the vulgar

tongue of Italy, and as he lay dying he composed the beauti-

ful Hymn of Creation, that canticle to the rising sun in which
the whole being of the man finds its best and truest ex-

pression.

This enthusiasm of love it was which worked such marvels

in his preaching. The rude, untaught peasants and towns-

people flocked to hear these simple words spoken with sudi

1 P. 66. 2 Thomas, II. Leg. iii. 67.
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impassioned force, and their hearts melted with love and
pity towards the Lord of whom he told them, the Christ who
was their Friend and their Brother. Two great truths which had
up to this time been too much lost sight of, the equality of all

men in the sight of God, and the personal relation ofeach single

individual to his Maker, were now publicly proclaimed by
Francis and his followers with the sanction of the Church.

This message, which the brothers of the new order bore, was
gladly received by the growing population of the towns.

Instead of seeking remote regions for their convents they
.settled in the very heart of the cities. As the towns increased

in wealth and importance, the Franciscans also increased in

numbers. The vast concourse of people who flocked to hear

them preach led to the rise of new churches and convents, in

every town and village. These in their turn created a new
and sudden demand for pictorial decoration, and so, Dr.
Thode argues, out of the relations between the new order and
the burgher class the modern artist arose.

The naturally artistic capacity of the Tuscan race, and
the outward circumstances of the moment, were both no
•doubt favourable to the rise of this new Christian art. The
ground on which the seed fell was good. The sun and rain

were not wanting. But still the sower of the word was Francis.

His example and his teaching it was which supplied the need-
ful impulse. The enthusiasm of his new Gospel, borne abroad
by a band of inspired teachers, stirred the hearts of the people

and bore fruit in a thousand different forms.

The next portion of Dr. Thode's work is devoted to

the consideration of these results. The first examines the

direct influence which Francis himself had upon art. Under
this head, he treats, in the first place, of the reputed portraits

of the Saint himself, and next of the representations of

legendary incidents in his life. The love and veneration for

his memory, which found expression in his canonization only
two years after his death, naturally prompted the wish to

recall the features of the beloved master. Accordingly, we
find that many portraits of St. Francis, by the hand of rude
artists of the thirteenth century, have been preserved in con-
vents and churches of his order. Of these the oldest and
most authentic is a fresco painted in the year 1228 in the

Sacro Speco of Subiaco, which commemorates the visit paid
l)y the Saint six years earlier to this great Benedictine sanc-

tuary. The decree of canonization had as yet not been pro-

mulgated, and the Saint of Assisi is here simply ' Frater

Franciscus/ without the halo about his brow, or the marks of
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the Stigmata in his hands. He wears the brown habit of his

order, with a knotted rope fastened round his waist, and the
hood tightly drawn over his forehead. The hair and beard

are fair, as in all his portraits—in curious contradiction to

his biographer's positive statement—but with this exception,

the oval type of face and regular features, the fine eyes and
gentle, benign expression, agree well with Thomas of Celano's

description. Other portraits belonging to the first half of the
century exist at San Francesco in Ripa in Rome, in the baptis-

tery of Parma, and elsewhere, but these were all painted after

1228. These early portraits, however, are all very similar in

character, and it is only in the later representations that we
find the hollow cheeks and emaciated features which betray
the wish to reconcile the appearance of Francis with the

popular notion of sanctity then prevalent. This ascetic

element is strongly marked in both the oldest portraits of
Francis preserved at Assisi, the one in the sacristy of the
great church long ascribed to Cimabue, and now without more
reason given to Giunta da Pisa, and the other at Santa Maria
degli Angeli, which Dr. Thode considers to be the work of
an Umbrian artist who flourished in the latter half of the

sixteenth century. In these and other contemporary portraits

Francis generally bears a crucifix in one hand, and a book of
the Gospels open at the words, ' Si vis perfectus esse, vade
vende omnia quae habes et da pauperibus.' In some instances

he is represented kneeling at the foot of the Cross, as in

Margaritone's large fresco at Arezzo. Cimabue repeated the

generally accepted type with greater technical skill and a

slightly more successful attempt at reality. Giotto, breaking
with old tradition after his wont, was the first to represent

the Saint as youthful and beardless, and to create a new ideal

type of his own. In the hands of later masters Francis be-

came the type of passionate devotion and religious ecstasy,

whether they represent him gazing lost in rapture on the Child

Christ in His mother's arms, or standing with Magdalen and
St John at the foot of the Cross. Countless are the famous
works of art in which we meet with his ascetic face and up-
lifted eyes. Raphael gives him a prominent place in his
* Madonna di Foligno/ contrasting his attitude and expression,

as has been often done, with that of St. John the Baptist

;

Giorgione introduces him in his peerless ' Virgin of Castel-

franco
'

; Titian in bis * Madonna di Pesaro
' ; Correggio in

his great altar-piece at Dresden. With the more spiritual

painters, Perugino and Francia, he is naturally a favourite

subject, as he is also with the Delia Robbia sculptors, while
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no one loved to paint him better, or succeeded more entirely

in catching his spirit, than the Dominican artist, Fra Angelico.

The representations of the life of Francis during the greater

part of the thirteenth century were limited to small subjects

painted on gold ground on the panels round his portrait, and

deal exclusively with the miraculous incidents of his legend,

such as the Stigmata, and the different miracles of healing the

sick and raising the dead attributed to his intercession. The
oldest which Dr. Thode can discover is Berlinghieri's panel

picture at Pescia, dated 1235. The first of any importance is

the series of half-destroyed frescoes in the nave of the Lower
Church at Assisi. These five scenes represent Francis leaving

his father's home, the vision of Pope Innocent III., who in the

dream sees Francis upholding the tottering Church, Francis

preaching to the birds, the Stigmata, and death of the Saint

They belong, it is clear, to the latter half of the century, and,

according to Dr. Thode,were the work ofthe unknown Umbrian
painter who executed the portrait of the Saint at Santa Maria

degli Angeli, and whom our author, for want of a better name,

styles the master of Francis. There is a marked advance in

these frescoes, rude and injured as they are, a degree of

life and expression in the gestures and faces, which bear

witness to the awakening of a new feeling for nature. But

it is not till we come to Giotto that we realize all that art

owes to Francis. The twenty-eight scenes from the life

of the Saint on the lower walls of the nave in the Upper
Church of Assisi reveal the Florentine master in all the

vigour of youthful freshness and genius, and herald the dawn
of the new and glorious day that was coming. But they

show also the priceless value of the new material which the

young reformer found ready to his hand. Here was a whole

cycle oflegendary incident which tradition had not yet stamped

with its conventional mark, but which was altogether new and

fresh, free to be shaped according to his own fancy—a series

of subjects full of picturesque incident and dramatic situa-

tions, which lent itself admirably to artistic representation.

The life of Francis had been lived here in this very city of

Assisi in the valley of Tiber. He did not belong to some

far-off remote past, but to their own age and time. He was

their countryman, their fellow-citizen, their own dearly loved

friend and brother. He had walked up and down these dusty

streets, sharing their daily toil and cares ; he had known the

joy of their joys, and had shared the sorrow of their sorrows.

To tell the story of his life and to set before men any living

representation of these familiar scenes, it was necessary to
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study actual life very closely and attentively. The men
and women of the town, Francis and Chiara, the nobleman
who falls dead at his table, the thirsty peasant for whom
water gushes from the rock, the angry father, and the terrified

magician must be real, living persons. Hope and fear and
cloubt, every shade of joy and grief and wonder, must find

their place here, and be all in turn truthfully depicted on these

pictured walls. The opportunity was a splendid one, and
the right man to make use of it was not wanting. At this

fortunate hour the young Giotto came to Assisi, and a new
world was opened to art.

In this great cycle of frescoes which he painted in the

•closing years of the thirteenth century his creative powers
are revealed for the first time in all their fulness. We
cannot follow Dr. Thode in his minute analysis of those

well-known works, and of those still nobler frescoes of his

riper years, in which the great master once more took up
the old theme and painted the story of Francis on the walls

of Santa Croce of Florence. - It is enough for our purpose
to say that Giotto's conception supplied the type for all

necessary representations of the legend, and were repeated

with scarcely any variation in Franciscan churches by his

followers during the next hundred years. The painters and
sculptors of the fifteenth century added a few new scenes,

and brought their larger knowledge and improved technical

methods to bear upon the old subjects, but few among them
surpassed the older master's original conceptions. Ghirlan-

dajo's fine * Death of Francis ' in the church of the Trinity,

with all its skilful perspective and realistic details, does not
move us nearly so much as Giotto's rendering of the scene in

Santa Croce. Nothing can well be simpler than the com-
position of this beautiful fresco. Only . a few figures are

introduced, but these are sufficient to tell the whole story.

Francis lies dead on his low pallet ; at his head and feet stand
the priests who have come to perform the last rites, bearing
cross and book in their hands ; about him are the weeping
brothers, some giving vent to their grief in distracted gestures,

others kissing the dead hands or gazing tenderly on the still

white face ; while one, the smallest and most insignificant of
all, looks up suddenly and points wonderingly to the vision

of angels, who, floating heavenwards through the air, bear the
soul home to God.

Truly, as Dr. Thode says, no artist was ever so well fitted

as this one to be the painter of Francis. He goes even fur-

ther, and declares that, whoever would arrive at a thorough
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understanding of the Saint's character, and realize the manner
and extent of his influence on his age, must begin with an
intimate knowledge of Giotto's frescoes.

In the third section of his work Dr. Thode gives us a long
and learned history of the great double church of St. Francis-

at Assisi, which to many persons will prove the most valuable

and interesting part of the book. He begins with an elo-

quent description of Assisi itself, the old grey town which
slumbers on the mountain heights, and, careless of the presentr
seems to dream of her great past, and let the world go by.

i Since 1500 the great church of Francis has been scarcely touched,

and remains one of the noblest monuments of ecclesiastical architec-

ture in Italy, offering a peculiar attraction to pilgrims of the most
different kind. The admiration which the boldness of its construction

rouses in the heart of the traveller, who, standing on the Piazza at

Perugia, sees the first dim outline of the mighty church clinging to the
mountain-side, increases with every step as he journeys through the

blooming valley and ascends the steep path which leads to the city of
holy Francis. There lies Assisi, a thin, long grey streak of houses half
way up the silvery olive-green hill, at the foot of the bare crags ot

Monte Subasio. Above the town rise the ruined walls and towers
of the ancient fortress, telling of old days in which a warlike race,

strong in love as in hate, after kneeling at the altar devoutly, and
hearing words of peace from its Apostle, went forth, sword in hand,
to defend the town against its foes. Towards the east the houses,

gather round the high roofs and the slender bell-towers of the

churches. Yonder is the old Duomo of Rufinus, yonder the big

market-place with the communal palace. But the eye does not
linger there long. It is ever turning westward to the far end, where,

on the edge of the falling cliff, resting on its long row of mighty
arches, the church of Francis lifts its sharp gable and lofty bell-tower

into the blue skies. Here lies the true centre of Assisi, and towards
this point houses and churches seem to move in solemn procession

along the hillside. . . . And when big and small bells ring out
through the city, the deep-toned bell of St. Francesco makes itself

heard above the voices of all the rest ; then a strange sense of forget-

fulness both of time and space comes over the wanderer, never
again to leave him while he tarries in this city which lives upon its

memories. For silent and deserted are the streets—whether we
tread the steep and winding alleys of the town or the chief street

which leads from Francesco to the Piazza. No living being seems
to stir behind these cold grey walls ; only now and then a girl goes
to fetch water from the fountain, or a black priest or brown friar

crosses the road. The footsteps of strangers and pilgrims bring the

only change in the monotonous life of the forgotten town, and these

care little for Assisi itself, and have only come to see the church of
Francis.' l

1 Pp. 190, 191.
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Every visitor to Assisi will agree with Dr. Thode as to the

ineffaceable impression which the first sight of the great church
leaves upon the mind. The dark and solemn Lower Church,
with its heavy masonryand mighty buttresses, its round arches,

low massive pillars, and narrow windows, seems to breathe an
atmosphere of awe and gloom, and to set forth the pilgrim's

journey through this valley of tears, brightened as it is by stray

gleams from beyond. The Upper Church, on the contrary,

is brilliant and spacious, full of light and colour. Its lofty

proportions, tall pointed arches, and clustered shafts, its large

windows and jewelled glass, break upon the traveller who
ascends from the darkness of the Lower Church like some
vision of the heavenly Jerusalem. The striking effect of this

contrast has led many writers to attribute a symbolic inten-

tion to the founders ; but in all probability the builders who
reared the fabric above the exact spot where Francis lay

buried were forced to adopt this plan of a twofold church
owing to the abrupt fall of the ground. None the less, the

admirable manner in which they adapted their structure to the

difficulties of the site may well excite our wonder. Unfortu-
nately the name of the first architect who, two years after the

death of Francis, began the walls of the Lower Church is un-
known to us. Pr. Thode dismisses the German, Master Jacobus,
to whom Vasari ascribes the work, as a pure invention of that

writer's brain, and certainly no mention of the foreign builder

is to be found elsewhere. The accurate and careful Franciscan

historian Petrus Rudolphus, whose description of the church,

written in 1586, is printed by Dr. Thode in his Appendix, says

expressly, ' I have been unable to discover the name of the

builder.' On the other hand, Dr. Thode proves that Fra
Filippo di Campello, whose name has been preserved as the

architect of the Upper Church, was employed on the works
before 1232, and considers it highly probable that the honour
of the original design belongs to this Franciscan brother.

Certain points of resemblance between the Lower Church of
Assisi and the churches of S. Nazaro of Milan, of Chiaravalle

and Vercelli, which were all built a few years earlier and all

show the same blending of Romanesque and Gothic motives,

lead our historian to the conclusion that Fra Filippo was ofLom-
bard origin, or had at least studied architecture in Northern
Italy. His nam 2 appears repeatedly in the scanty notices of

the building which are preserved in the conventual archives,

and at the time of the consecration of the two churches in the

year 1253 a letter was addressed to him by Pope Innocent IV.

in which he is styled ' Philippus de Campello Ordinis Minorum
VOL. XXVI.—NO. LII. A A
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Magister et Propositus operis Eccl. S. F.' The building pro-

ceeded rapidly, aided as it was by the alms of the faithful in all

lands. Wenceslaus, King of Bohemia, appears among the list

of contributors to the fund in 1255, an^ *n another entry the

Christians of Morocco are recorded to have sent their offerings

by the hands of two Genoese merchants. By 1239 the noble
bell-tower must have been completed, for Rudolphus tells us

that the bells were hung in that year, and gives the inscriptions

of the two largest that were cast at a famous bell-foundry.

The Upper Church is purely Gothic in character, and con-

sists of a choir and nave without side-chapels and with a single

transept. It retains its original plan, and has probably received

no addition since its consecration in 1253, unless the portal and
richly-worked wheel window were finished a few years later.

The Lower Church was enlarged towards the close of the thir-

teenth century, doubtless in order to afford accommodation to

the ever-increasing concourse of pilgrims, side-chapels were
built on either side of the nave, a new transept was added on
the eastern side, and the fine Gothic portal was erected at the

south entrance. The building of the convent meanwhile kept
pace with that of the church, and six massive Romanesque
arches, similar to those of the Lower Church, bear witness to

the beginning of the work in the first half of the thirteenth cen-

tury. During the next two hundred years it received consider-

able additions ; an infirmary and cloisters were erected by the

munificence of different benefactors, chief among whom was
Pope Sixtus IV., himself a Franciscan and the builder of the
refectory and of the fine double flight ofopen stone stairs which
leads from the doors of the Lower Church to the piazza in front

of the Upper Church. His gorgeous frontal, richly embroidered
with gold and coloured flowers and fruits, among which the

oak-leaf and acorns of the Delia Rovere family figure conspi-

cuously, still decks the high altar of the Lower Church on
high festivals. His portrait also appears by the side of his

contemporary the General of the Order, Sanson, another active

builder and restorer, in the beautiful intarsiatura stalls worked
by Domenico di San Severino during the last years of the
sixteenth century. These exquisitely carved choir-stalls, in

the best Renaissance style, were the last work of art executed
for S. Francesco, and have been recently removed from their

place in the Upper Church to the ancient refectory of the con-

vent, now used by the Government as a college.

One valuable result of Dr. Thode's researches at Assisi

appears in the minute description he is able to give us of the
old stained glass still adorning the windows of both churches.
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He points out that many of these precious fragments, instead

of belonging to the fourteenth century, as has been hitherto

asserted, are the work of thirteenth-century artists, and afford

the same evidence of gradual development as the frescoes on
the walls, with which they correspond for the most part In

the large windows of the choir and transepts of the Upper
Church he recognizes the hand of Cimabue and possibly of yet

older masters ; the slender lancets of the nave were apparently

filled with glass designed by Cimabue's pupils, while most of

the windows in the chapel of the Lower Church are Giottesque

in style and drawing. The finest of all is in the chapel of St.

Martin, and was probably designed by the Siena master,

Simone Martini, who painted the walls. The names of several

glass-painters, chiefly natives of Assisi and the neighbouring

towns, appear in the archives. Among them is that of Antonio
da Pisa, one of the first glass-painters of the fourteenth cen-

tury, whose fine window is still to be seen over the south

door of the Duomo of Florence. Dr. Thode discovered a
curious manuscript by this Antonio in the archives, a treatise

on glass-painting, which was published sixty years ago by an
obscure local writer, but has hitherto escaped the attention of

scholars, and which before long he hopes to give to the world
in a new form.

Unfortunately Dr. Thode's prolonged researches in the

archives of Assisi have convinced him that nothing new is to

be learnt there respecting the history of the frescoes which
adorn the walls of both the churches. While the names of

•countless inferior workmen who were employed during the

fourteenth century are given in the account-books of the

community, those of Cimabue and GiottD do not occur once,

and we have no record of the date when a single one of these

masterpieces was painted, while we can tell the precise day
of the month and year when the convent cells were plastered

or the leading of roof and windows was repaired. We know
that the task of decorating the Lower Church began at a very
early period, in fact, before the building of the Upper Church
was ended. In 1236 Giunta da Pisa painted a crucifix for

the General of the Order, Brother Elias, and some twenty
years later an unknown artist executed the portrait of St.

Francis, preserved in the Sacristy. Between 1260 and 1270
the 'Master of Francis ' adorned the walls of the Lower
Church first with legends of the Saint, then with subjects from
the life of Christ. Cimabue, Dr. Thode conjectures, began life

as the scholar of this artist, and proceeded as he grew up to

paint the frescoes of the choir and transept in the Upper Church.
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The colour of these has almost entirely disappeared, little

more than the outlines of the original design are left, but rude
as they are in execution, there is an animation and earnest-

ness about them, a certain grandeur and mystic meaning
which becomes still further manifest in the upper row of
frescoes of Old and New Testament subjects along the walls

of the nave. These Dr. Thode considers to be the work not
ofCimabue, as has generally been supposed, but of his scholars,

among whom the hand of Giotto is, in his opinion, plainly

visible. Below this series, on the lower part of the walls, are

the twenty-eight scenes from the life of Francis, in which the
young Florentine altogether casts away the bonds, and, up-
borne on the tide of the new revival, rises to heights as yet

undreamt of in the history of art. Dr. Thode concludes that,

after serving his apprenticeship here, in the last decade of the

century, Giotto went on, in 1298, to work in Rome, Padua,
and Florence, and returned to Assisi several years later to paint

the allegories in the choir of the Lower Church and the
frescoes of the Childhood and Passion of Christ in the north

transept, if not also those in the chapels of St. Nicholas and
St. Mary Magdalene, generally ascribed to his followers, but
in Dr. Thode's opinion bearing strong marks of the great

master's own hand. It is impossible to enter upon the vexed
question of authorship in these pages, and the best critics are

scarcely likely to agree upon works which have suffered so
much injury; Two things, however, are clear. In the first

place the great church of Francis was the cradle of early

Florentine art, and here alone can we follow its gradual

development from the first rude beginnings. Secondly, it is

plain that Giotto had by far the largest share in the whole
work of decoration. It is curious to notice how each succeed-

ing critic who devotes himself to the task of studying the

frescoes at Assisi assigns something more to Giotto. A few
years ago the famous Allegories were the only works univers-

ally recognized as his creation. For long it was held doubtful

whether Giotto had any share in the Life of Francis, much more
that the whole series could be his work, and when that was
admitted, many critics would not allow him to be the author
of the Crucifixion and Childhood in the transept of the Lower
Church. This statement, first made, we believe, by Messrs.

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, is, we are glad to see, supported by
the testimony of the sixteenth-century writer, Rudolphus, who
affirms as a positive fact that these frescoes were painted by
Giotto. And now Dr. Thode goes a step further and believes,

or would like to believe, that Giotto, assisted by his followers,
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painted several of the chapels of the Lower Church. Whether
he is right or not in this particular, there can be no question

as to the truth of his general assumption that Giotto's influ-

ence is the predominating spirit here, not only in the frescoes

recognized as his production or in those which his followers

executed after his designs, but also in the works which the

best Sienese masters painted at Assisi in the course of the

fourteenth century. Both Simone Martini's fine frescoes in

the chapel of St. Martin and those of the Passion, by Pietro

Lorenzetti, in the south transept show how much these artists

learnt from their great Florentine predecessor. So we arrive

at Dr. Thode's conclusion that Giotto is, above all others, the

painter of Francis, the one man in whose art the enthusiastic

devotion of the Saint found its fullest expression. Francis

and Giotto are the two names which we remember gratefully

in the dim spaces of the great double church— Francis, whose
life and teaching showed the way ; Giotto, whose steps were
the first to tread the path which led towards the triumphant
goal.

The fourth division of our author's work treats of Fran-
ciscan churches in Italy. The example which had been set

by the immediate followers of St Francis at Assisi was soon
followed in other places, and new churches were built in all

parts of Italy. That grand double church, consecrated as it was
to the memory ofthe Saint himself, and built by the alms of the

whole of Christendom, could not supply the type for ordinary

churches of the order. But the Franciscan builders followed

Filippo di Campello's example in adopting Gothic forms ex-
clusively in their churches. He points out what is certainly

a striking and curious fact, that all the three churches which
Francis himself helped to restore with his own hands, S.

Damiano, S. Pietro, and the little chapel of the Portiuncula,

were all built in a style similar to the ecclesiastical architecture

of this period in the south of France, and that the same style

appears again in the oldest chapel of his favourite sanctuary

on Mount Alvernia. Thus it would seem that Francis him-
self had a share in the introduction of Gothic architecture

into his native land. However this may be, the study of

Mendicant churches of this period is, in Dr. Thode's words,

the study of Gothic architecture in Italy. The new Fran-
ciscan churches which sprang up during the next hundred
years in every town and village throughout Umbria and
Tuscany were built of brick and conformed strictly to the

simplicity which Francis had enjoined. Following the pattern

of Cistercian churches, they were for the most part without
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aisles, and consisted of a long nave with a wooden roof, a
single transept at the east end, and a chapel on either side of

the choir. In the larger and more splendid churches the
number of chapels varies considerably. Santa Croce of Flo-

rence, for instance, in which Franciscan architecture may be
said to have reached its grandest development, has as many
as ten. Certain modifications were gradually introduced, and
in some cases the walls were encrusted with marble, but the

original plan remained, as a rule, the same. The artistic merit

of these brick-walled, wooden-roofed churches depended en-

tirely on their beauty of line and harmony of proportion, and
besides being truly Italian in character, they have an additional

interest as supplying the type of the Renaissance churches of
the fifteenth century. Alberti's S. Andrea at Mantua and
his still more famous temple at Rimini ; Sansovino's San Fran-

cesco della Vigna at Venice, Cronaca's San Francesco al Monte
in Florence, which Michel Angelo called ' la bella villanella,''

San Pietro Montorio in Rome, and Santa Chiara of Naples all

preserve the leading features of these old Tuscan and Um-
brian Franciscan churches. It was from Florence again that,

as of old, the painters, so now the builders of the new style,

went forth to raise churches on the classical pattern in the

chief cities of Italy. A separate chapter is reserved for the

Franciscan churches of North Italy, which were less simple in

character, and were generally built with aisles, vaulted roofs,

and polygonal apse, while in some cases, as at Bologna
and Padua, we find an ambulatory and circle of chapels at

the back of the choir. Chief among these is Santa Maria
Gloriosa de' Frari, the great Franciscan church of Venice,

founded in the year 1250. The new movement had already

taken root here, and the noblest families of the Republic vied

with each other in contributing to the building of this

splendid monument of Venetian piety. Two other well-known
churches, SS. Giovanni Paolo of Venice, and S. Anasta-

sia of Verona, both of them belonging to the Dominicans,
were evidently built on the pattern of S. Maria de' Frari, the

Franciscans here, as in other places, taking the lead and
showing their brother Mendicants the way.

The second part of Dr. Thode's volume contains a learned

history of the Franciscan order and of the philosophers,

preachers, and poets who sprang from its ranks. He tells us

the history of its growth and of its decay ; how* once the first

ardour had died out, sloth and worldliness crept in ; how re-

forms were attempted and new branches founded. But at the

same time he shows how the Mendicant orders swept into their
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ranks all the ablest thinkers and most aspiring souls of the

age, and how the spirit of Francis descended upon many of his

followers. On one side his mystic theology and poetry is

represented in Bonaventura, the Seraphic Doctor ; on the

other his assertion of individual freedom finds development
in the subtle philosophy of Duns Scotus and the more revo-

lutionary speculations, both political and metaphysical, of

William of Ockham. But perhaps the most interesting feature

of this chapter is our author's account of the Franciscan

preachers. Foremost among them is Berthold von Regens-
burg, whose preaching is considered by Gervinus and other

good judges to have been superior to that of Tauler himself.

This popular Franciscan preacher became a member of the

order in 1246, and from 1250 until his death in 1272 preached
with extraordinary success in Germany, Austria, Bohemia,
and Switzerland. His sermons, which the zeal of his hearers

have fortunately preserved to us, are good specimens of

popular Franciscan oratory, and in simple eloquence, in poetic

feeling and tone of natural imagery, and in the glowing ardour

of his devotion, he seems to have closely resembled the Saint

of Assisi.

Another means by which the Franciscans worked upon
popular feeling and communicated their religious fervour to

the masses was the use of sacred poetry. In this respect

again they followed the example of Francis, who, as we have
seen, was himself a poet. So too was the great doctor and
theologian Bonaventura, and two other of the first Brothers

Minor, Fra Pacifico, who was a troubadour before he joined

the order, and had been crowned as ' rex versuum/ by the

Emperor's own hand, and Thomas of Celano, the author of

the Dies Irce. But the most famous, and certainly the truest,

poet of the Franciscan order was Jacopone da Todi, whose
portrait Dr. Thode discovered in the sacristy of the cathedral of

Prato. M. Ozanam, in his book Les Poetes Franciscains en

Italie au treiziktne Steele, and, still more recently, Mr. John
Addington Symonds, in his History of ttie Renaissance, have
both told us the story of this strange being. He was of good
family, and spent his youth in the enjoyment of secular pur-

suits. He studied law at Bologna, and married a fair and
well-born lady, whose sudden death soon afterwards led to

his conversion. Following the example of Francis, he re-

nounced all his earthly goods, and journeying on foot from
city to city, prerched Christ with passionate fervour to the

people. But his conduct was so eccentric, and his religious

exaltation at times reached such a pitch of frenzy, that even
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the Brothers Minor thought him mad, and hesitated before

they would admit him to their order. He was finally received

in 1278, and outdid all his brethren in the severity of his

penances and rigid observance of the rule. In 1 298 he was
thrown into prison for writing satires against Pope Boni-

face VIII., whom he regarded as a worldling and a usurper,

and composed some of his finest poems during his five years'

imprisonment. On the death of that pontiff he was released,

and spent his last years in the seclusion of the cloister, writ-

ing hymns and lauds to the last. It is said that in his latter

years he wept constantly, and that when he was aslced the

cause of his tears, he replied, * I weep because men love not

the True Love/ But this poor friar, who ran about the streets

in his rags, and was held by his contemporaries to be a fool

and a madman, was a great lyric poet. His hymns give vent to

all the mingled emotions of the devout soul. He paints the

vanity of earthly things and the ravages of all-devouring death

with ghastly colours, warns the great of this world of the

coming Judge, and sings sweetly of the birth and life of

Christ, or, soaring to still higher flights, describes all the

rapture of the soul which loses itself in God. The Stabat

Mater is his best known poem, but Dr. Thode names several

others which are of almost equal beauty. These lyrics, we
feel, come from the heart of the people, and are as true an
expression of the age as Giotto's frescoes. The same dramatic

element which we find in the great painter's masterpieces is

present in many of Jacopone's poems, and while Ozanam sees

in certain of his dialogues the first feeble essays of the national

drama, Dr. Thode is inclined to ascribe the introduction of

miracle plays into Italy to the Franciscans, and points to the

legend of Francis and the Christmas manger at Greccio in

illustration of his idea. While Jacopone was pouring out the

love which his heart could not contain in passionate outbursts of

song, Dr. Thode reminds us that a greater poet was writing his

mighty dream of heaven and hell, a poet who yielded to none
in his reverence for St. Francis, and in whose immortal verse

the glorioso poverelF di Dio was to receive his sublimest meed
of praise.

In another chapter our author goes on to prove that music,

as well as painting, architecture, and poetry, received liberal

encouragement from the Brothers Minor. Thomas of Celano
dwells repeatedly on the love of Francis for music and song,

and the chronicler of Parma, Salimbene, records the names of
several friars who, in the thirteenth century, were distinguished

professors of music, singers, and performers on the violin. We
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hear of one Fra Vita of Lucca, who sang so divinely that

nightingale and blackbird alike would pause to listen to his

song. This wonderful singer had, like others of his race, a
wandering turn of mind, and after singing before bishops and
archbishops, cardinals, and the Pope himself, he left his con-
vent to live for many years with the Archbishop of Ravenna,
and finally died at Milan. This love of music certainly finds

expression both in the hymns and pictures of the age, and if

Jacopone and his imitators describe the angel-songs as one of

the joys of Heaven, there is scarcely a representation of

Paradise or of the Coronation or Assumption of the Virgin

in which angels do not meet us playing musical instruments

or dancing in flowery meadows. That music in its higher

phases was cultivated with especial care in the great convent
of Assisi is evident from the large store of musical manu-
scripts which Dr. Thode found there as yet unexplored.

Having thus shown how the revival of Francis had popu-
larized religion by means of preaching, by poetry, and by
music, Dr. Thode goes back to painting, and explains the

influence exerted on old types by the new conception of

spiritual truths embodied in his teaching. Not only had
painters been supplied with fresh material in the legend

of Francis, but the old Bible tales had won a new and intenser

meaning. The men whose hearts glowed with new and
burning love for Christ could not rest satisfied with the

stiff and hard types of the old Greek art. To them Christ

was no longer the unapproachable God dwelling in the highest

heavens. He had stooped from His throne to take upon
Him their flesh and dwell among men. He was their friend,

their brother, Who had loved them, and given Himself for

them. For the first time the full meaning of the Incarnation

revealed itself in art, and the story of Christ's life and death
was painted with all the beauty and tenderness of which the

subject was capable. And so it was with Mary and the

Saints. The Virgin Mother beamed with human love on her

new-born Child. She was seen standing at the foot of the

Cross, her heart pierced with anguish at the sight of her

beloved Son ; again, in the pictures of her coronation she

appeared surrounded by angels and archangels, enthroned as

the ideal of womanly loveliness—next to Our Lord Himself,

the highest object of the Christian's love and reverence. Then
the sorrowing disciples bent again in pitying tenderness over

the dead Form, which they lifted down from the Cross ; then

Magdalene met her Lord once more with outstretched arms
in the joy of the Resurrection-morning.
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After mentioning certain subjects, such as the legend of the

Holy Cross, and that of the Archangel Michael, both of which

had a mystic connexion with the story of Francis, as favour-

ite themes of Franciscan painters, Dr. Thode devotes his last

chapter to the allegorical representations of Giotto and his-

followers at Assisi. The great allegories of the Franciscan

virtues, Poverty, Chastity, and Obedience, which Giotto painted

on the roof of the choir in the Lower Church, above the tomb
of Francis, are exact reproductions of passages in the writings

of Bonaventura and in the songs of Jacopone, while the

Espousals of Francis and Holy Poverty, as pictured here by
Giotto, were to be celebrated in a famous passage of Dante's

Paradiso. The same connexion exists between the popular

hymns of Jacopone on the Triumph of Death, and the other

allegorical fresco by Giotto in which Francis is seen pointing to

a crowned skeleton, in evident allusion to the vanity of earthly

greatness. In these subjects the mystic side of Franciscan

theology which had taken such deep root among the people

is embodied in art, and allegory receives its glorification at

the hands of the great Franciscan painter.

So, following Dr. Thode's guidance, we have considered the

movement of Francis in its relations to architecture, to poetry,,

and to painting, and have seen some of the vast results which

it produced in every department of human life. In this one

passionately loving, passionately believing man, the deepest

yearnings and noblest aspirations of a whole age find their

best and truest expression. To stand on the heights which

he had reached was not given to frail man, and it is not to be
wondered if his followers soon fell away from the high ideal

which Francis had held up before them. But they caught

enough of his spirit to bear his message to the world, and the

fire of enthusiasm which flew from their lips was not slow to

reveal itself in word and form. And so the progress of the

intellectual movement which we call the Renaissance is but

the development and continuation of the revival of art and
letters which began with Francis of Assisi.
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Art. V.—FUTURE RETRIBUTION.

1. Charge, by Henry Edward Bickersteth, D.D., sixty-

second Bishop of Exeter. (Exeter, 1887.)

2. Future Probation : a Symposium. (London, 1 886.)

3. The Doctrine of Endless Punishment. By William G. T.
Shedd, D.D., Professor of Theology, New York. (Lon-
don, 1886.)

4. Future Retribution. By C. A. ROW, M.A. (London, 1887.)

The books we have placed at the head of this paper are a
sufficient testimony to the enduring interest which is taken in

the subject. That interest seems never to flag; but rather

the subject is approached again and again, and from the most
opposite points of view. Yet the results are exceedingly
meagre, and perhaps the best lesson we can learn from the
discussion is one of humility. The purposes of God are not
decipherable by us in all their fulness, and we must content
ourselves with such faint beams of light as He has been pleased
to shed down upon us.

The first book on our list is the Bishop of Exeter's very
interesting treatise, which comes to us in the form of a Charge.
What gives it an inexpressible charm is the vein of deep reli-

gious feeling which runs through the whole. It is a very
significant fact that a mind of such a character, imbued also

with the deepest reverence for the Holy Scriptures, should be
led towards a milder view. The Bishop discards the view of
the hardening of the wicked, and their necessary increase in

wickedness ; and perhaps the most interesting portions of his

treatise are those in which he points out the relation in which
the lost, as human beings, must necessarily stand to God and
to Christ, and the probability that in some sense they will be
brought to an acknowledgment of Christ. We earnestly

commend the Charge to the study of those who are interested

in the subject, although at the present moment we are pre-

vented from following out the Bishop's points, which otherwise
we should have been glad to do.

The Symposium on Future Probation is an interesting and
instructive work, consisting of papers on this particular branch
of the subject by representatives of almost every school of
thought. Here we have met together the Roman, the Angli-
can, and representatives of the stricter and laxer Calvinism,

together with non-Christian denominations and others who
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might be said to be on the border-land of Christianity. It

could not be but that such a series of papers must give some
striking views and bring forward important considerations

;

and yet the general result is disappointing. This, however,

we regard as not so much the fault of the writers, but as due
to the selection of the subject. In our view, the problem of
Future Probation is so mixed up with and dependent on the

conception we form of the Last Things generally that it cannot
be treated separately in a satisfactory manner. One important
result, however, of the work is that we are enabled to see the

strivings of a number of minds, the lines on which their

thoughts move, and their attitude to eschatology and religion

generally.

Professor Shedd's work is powerfully written, and it is

especially strong and striking in the view it gives of our Lord's

teaching. It labours, however, under the disadvantage of

being written on traditional Calvinistic lines. From this point

of view we have a denial of the intermediate state, and the

contention that Sheol in the Old Testament and Hades in the

New meant to Jew and Apostle what the word Hell means
to ourselves. The book, however, is ably written, and ought
to be taken account of by all who wish to study the subject

comprehensively.

Of Mr. Row's book we deeply regret that we are unable to

speak except in condemnation. The faulty apologetic theory
which the author propounded some time ago is now bearing

fruit, and unhappily of a mischievous character. His treat-

ment of the Old Testament Scriptures, his disparagement of
the Athanasian Creed, and his shallow and erroneous estimate

of the doctrine of the Fall are all tokens of the downward
course on which the author unhappily has entered. It is this

sceptical tendency which gives to the book an aimless character,

and we should have been glad to have passed it over in silence,

had we not felt it incumbent on us, in the interest of young and
inexperienced students, to put in a word of warning.

We propose at the present time to consider some of the
difficulties which beset the doctrine of the Last Things. These
difficulties may be summed up under two heads : first, the
want of universality, or, as some would prefer to call it, the
failure, of Christianity ; and, second, the impotence of man to

struggle against or overcome the evil conditions by which he
is surrounded. They are difficulties which in themselves are

formidable enough, and which must be severely felt under
every form of Christian belief. The point, however, which we
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wish to bring out is, that they have been much aggravated,
and in fact rendered well nigh insoluble, by that form of
popular religion which we English people have inherited.

This popular religion is the outcome of a vast theological

movement which, beginning with St. Augustine, has spread
over and affected the whole Western Church. From St. Augus-
tine it passed to the schoolmen of the middle ages, especially

the Thomists, and was by them worked up into a complete-

system. The general effect of this movement has been not
only narrowing but even destructive. In its effort to mould
the Christian system into a complete and logical whole it has
taken the life and substance out of many doctrines, and has
wholly destroyed others. It is, however, to be observed that,

so long as the movement was inside the Church, it was sub-

ject to considerable restraint. The tradition of Christian

belief and practice, the Creeds, the worship, and the sacra-

ments of the Church offered to it a barrier which it could not
surmount ; and we see in the case of Wickliffe and the Bohe-
mians how impatient minds imbued with the spirit of this

movement already were at the restraint of these barriers. It

was only when, in the case of the Reformers, Luther, and
Calvin, the movement cut itself adrift from the historical

Church, that its extreme character became evident. It then

issued in a compact system from which many essential ele-

ments of the Christian revelation were completely excluded,,

and it presented Christianity in a form so narrowed down
and one-sided that disastrous results and great difficulties

became quite unavoidable.

These difficulties have in point of fact affected every de-

partment of Christian theology. It is, however, in the sphere
of the Last Things that they manifest themselves with the

most disastrous effect ; and unhappily we in England are so

situated that we feel their force in a most unmitigated form.

It may be asked, How should this be, seeing we have opposed
to the movement of which we speak the wider theology of the

Church ? The answer is, that no doubt the theology of the

Church would to a great extent have counteracted and neu-

tralized the effects of this movement, had it not been for the
peculiar history of Anglicanism from the time of the Reforma-
tion downwards. It has so happened that till within the last

fifty years High Church theology has hardly influenced the

popular mind. That which has moulded and shaped the

popular religion has been movement after movement of a con-
trary character, viz. first the great Puritan movement, and
after it in successive waves the Wesleyan and the Evangelical.
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The popular religion is thus formed on the lines of these

movements, and in respect of the Last Things it feels, and feels

keenly, the full force of the difficulties which such a narrow
theology creates.

It may be asked, How are we to proceed under these cir-

cumstances ? We notice that most of the writers who have
entered into the discussion have taken as their point of

departure Christianity as it is presented to us in the popular

religion, and on this basis have tried to contend with the

difficulties. The result has been, on the one hand, a pitiful

helplessness, and, on the other, a dangerous tendency to give

up or whittle away precious truths, which, however they may
have been presented in a narrow or one-sided form, are still

of the very essence of Christianity. Our own idea is that the

only way out of our difficulties is to retrace our footsteps.

We must go backwards far beyond the Reformation ; we
must try to get behind the whole of this narrowing move-
ment ; we must try to reproduce the Christian doctrines in

all their breadth and fulness of life as they were in possession

of the Primitive Church. How far such a wider view of
Christian doctrine will affect the problem it were hard to say

;

for the difficulties, as we have indicated, are very formidable

under any view. Nevertheless our object will be gained if

we succeed in drawing attention to this mode of solution.

The salient points under which the popular view regarding

the Last Things may be summed up are the following.

First, may be named its doctrine of the Fall which issues in

the doctrine of the entire impotence of man in spiritual

things. Second, its rejection of the primitive doctrine of the

intermediate state, thus making Heaven and Hell the imme-
diate issues of the present life. Third, its reduction of the

Day of Judgment to an empty pageant, devoid of all mean-
ing ; the saved being summoned from Heaven and the lost

from Hell to go through the form of a trial, with the result

that they are relegated again to the place whence they came.
Fourth, its conception of the punishment of the lost, viz.

unintermitted torture for ever and ever in the fire of Hell.

We propose to discuss each of these points in succession.

The bearing of the doctrine of the Fall on the view we
take of the Last Things is very apparent, and the consequence
has been that this doctrine has not escaped the influence of
that tendency we have noticed to whittle away truths which
stand in the way. Of this tendency Mr. Row has made himself

the representative ; and it may be well before going further

to vindicate the doctrine from the attacks which have been
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•directed against it. Mr. Row comes to the conclusion that

the ' affirmation that Christianity is based on what is com-
monly called the doctrine of the Fall is destitute of all support

in those Scriptures which constitute our only records of Reve-
lation ; it requires to be read into them before it can be found
therein* (p. 149). The process by which he arrives at this

conclusion is a very curious one. He finds ' that from the

third chapter of Genesis to the last chapter of Malachi the

fall of man is not once mentioned or even referred to by the

sacred writers '
(p. 141). He finds 'that the fall of man is not

only never affirmed by our Lord to have been the foundation

of His divine mission, but it is not once directly referred to by
Him in the whole course of His teaching' (p. 141). He finds

that ' no reference to the Fall is to be found either in the Acts
of the Apostles, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, in those of St.

Peter, St. James, St. John, and St. Jude, in nine of St. Paul's,

nor even in the Revelation '
(p. 143). Lastly, he finds ' that the

references to the third chapter of Genesis in the remainder of

St. Paul's Epistles are four in number.' Having ascertained

all these points, Mr. Row next sets himself the task of ex-

amining how much, or rather how little, the primitive narra-

tive and the passages in question can be made to say.

It is not necessary to traverse the statements here made,
because the whole method of inquiry is so faulty that it could

not possibly lead to any result. How would a cautious

student set about estimating the teaching of Scripture in

regard to the Fall ? He meets in the front of Scripture a
statement of the primitive state of man in Paradise, of a
temptation to which he was subjected, of his fall into sin, of

God's judging him and pronouncing on him the sentence of a

life of hardship and toil ending in death, of man's consequent
expulsion from Paradise, and his being left to cope with

nature on quite different conditions from those of his original

state. The question is, What is the import of this narrative ?

Is it a mere primitive myth or fancy, without any practical

bearing on the subsequent revelation development ? Or is

it, what it might very well be, a momentous fact, lying at the

root of religion, and of man's relation both to God and
nature, the thought of which and the effects of which enter

into and condition the whole subsequent revelation develop-

ment ? In order to answer this question the whole structure

of the Bible revelation needs to be examined with the view
of seeing whether it is or is not related to the primitive nar-

rative.

Now what does such an examination reveal ? It reveals
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the fact that the doctrine of the Fall lies at the root of the
whole Old Testament revelation. It enters into and con-

ditions the Jewish doctrine of man, and of his relation both
to God and nature ; it lies at the root of the Jewish doctrine

of sin, and its transmission ; it is a necessary presupposition

of the Jewish doctrine of death, the Jewish doctrine of
Sheol and of the possibility of deliverance from Sheol.

Further, it conditions the Jewish doctrine of retribution —a
doctrine, by the way, which nearly all the writers on this

subject quite misunderstand. So also in regard to the idea

of the Kingdom of God, it is the determining factor in all the

stages through which the idea passes till it culminates in

Christ. Lastly, in regard to religious observances, the doc-
trine of the Fall is implied in all the ceremonial of the law

—

its atonements, its sin-offerings, its purifications, and its con-

secrations. It is, in fact, not too much to say that if we
remove from view the fundamental conception that man has
through the entrance of sin incurred the penalty of death,

and is consequently placed in a totally different relation both
to God and to nature from that of his original creation, the
whole Jewish system becomes unintelligible.

It is also further to be observed that the doctrine of the

Fall in regard to its essential content is not a doctrine of
revelation at all. It is a fact of human experience—a fact,

too, which the unbelieving evolutionist is not only ready to

grant, but even to emphasize. What Scripture does is

merely to give the divine explanation of this fact. It indi-

cates its origin, it measures its import, and it holds out to

man the means of overcoming, so that he may ultimately be
freed from the effects of the Fall, and be reconciled to His
heavenly Father. How precious this divine explanation is,

only those will appreciate who can in some measure forecast

what man would have made of it had he been left to grapple

with the fact himself.

A more important question, however, is the conception

we are to form of the Fall. In order to understand aright the

bearings of this question, we must go back to the Refor-

mation. It was then that the representatives of the theo-

logical movement we have spoken of cut themselves adrift

from the Church, and began to develop their views into a

new system untrammelled by the tradition of Christian doc-

trine and practice. It will be found that the essence of this

new system lay in an exaggerated doctrine of the Fall, which
was then first formulated and put in opposition to the more
moderate view of the Church. It was, in point of fact, their
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teaching regarding the Fall which conditioned all the remain-
ing doctrines of their system, and as it is precisely this

exaggerated doctrine of the Fall which has compromised the
doctrine of the Last Things, we need, if we would understand
the matter aright, to look closely at its essential elements.

If we look first at the doctrine of the Church we find that

throughout the whole Church, both East and West, under
differences of statement, there is a doctrine of the Fall which
is substantially the same. Both East and West conceive the

Fall as a great calamity, breaking up the primitive relations

of man to God, entailing upon man judgment and suffering,

and to a lamentable extent injuring and weakening his moral
and spiritual powers and capacities. In estimating, however,
the extent of this injury, both Churches refuse to go beyond
the expression that man's nature was weakened) both em-
phatically deny that the Fall touched the essence of human
nature. Man issued from the calamity of the Fall hurt and
weakened, it is true, but still substantially the same human
being that he was before. More especially if we judge the

matter in regard to free will—that is to say, man's freedom to

determine himself in the direction of good as well as in the

direction of evil—they hold that though the will to good
was much weakened and the will to evil proportionately

strengthened, yet in point of fact man retained his free will.

He was still capable of feeling the burden of sin and enter-

taining desires and aspirations after good—desires and aspira-

tions which, with Divine help, might be realized.

It was in opposition to this moderate doctrine that the

Reformers, both Lutherans and Calvinists, propounded their

own. They especially fixed upon the expression weakened
as being totally inadequate to express the reality. They
taught that man's nature so far from being merely weakened
was completely and wholly depraved to its inmost core. No
words, in fact, could exaggerate the extreme view that they
took of this entire depravation. Original sin, according to

the Formula Concordice, was a corruption of human nature so

profound that it left * nothing sound, nothing incorrupt, either

in man's body or his soul.' And in words of almost passionate

vehemence it speaks of it as * Intima pessima profundissima

(instar cujusdam abyssi) inscrutabilis et ineffabilis corruptio

totius naturae.' The real significance, however, of the new
doctrine is only seen when it is measured by the question of

free will. From this point of view the Reformers held that the

will to good was wholly destroyed, and that an overwhelming
bias in the direction of evil was established. So compleely
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was man henceforth dominated by evil that it was true to say
of him, Non potest non peccare}

If we look at these conflicting views we see that they
may be characterized in this way. In the view of the

Church, the Fall is a calamitous but still an orderly event in

the development of humanity. To speak humanly, it is an
event which, though not intended, must still have been con-

templated as a possibility when the Creator endowed man
with the gift of free will. And when it happened it did not

alter to man the significance of his present life, viewed as

a time of probation or education. It still left to man the

possibility, with the help of his Creator, of conquering in the

battle of life. On the other hand, in the view of the Re-
formers, the Fall is not an orderly event : it is a catastrophe.

It is something which completely mars and destroys the

work and purpose of God in His creation of man. It is a
convulsion, a revolution which leaves human nature a ruin

and man himself utterly impotent. The consequence of this

is that man's present life is deprived of all significance. It is

impossible to speak of it as a time of probation, or even as in

any sense a battle, for man is so conditioned that his life is a
foregone conclusion, and can only end in one way.

Apart from this exaggerated view of the Fall the popular
religion becomes unintelligible. There is, in fact, no religious

impression so profound, no doctrine so deeply rooted in the

popular mind, as this entire depravation, this entire impotence

1 * Verbo Domini docemur, quod corrupta natura ex se et suis viribus,

in rebus spiritualibus et divinis, nihil boni, et ne minimum quidem, utpote
nullas bonas cogitationes habeat. Neque id modo : sed insuper etiam
asserunt quod natura corrupta ex se, et viribus suis, coram Deo nihil
aliud nisi peccare possit?—Form, Concord. The great German theo-
logian Mohler (as quoted by Bishop Forbes, On the XXXIX Articles^

i. 139) has remarked, on the subject of original sin, 'how the Anglican
Church on every point endeavours to avoid a tone of exaggeration.' The
wording of our Ninth Article justifies the encomium, and is worth
recalling :

' Original sin is the fault and the corruption of the nature of
every man, that naturally is engendered of the offspring ofAdam ; whereby
man is very far gone from original righteousness '—not c wholly deprived
of* as the Assembly of Divines in 1643 preferred—'and is of his own
nature inclined to evil ; so that the flesh lusteth always contrary to the
spirit,' &c. And further on :

' Concupiscence and lust hath of itself the
nature of sin? Not, as the Assembly of Divines wished to put it, ' is

truly and properly sin.' It hath 'the nature of sin,' because, as Bishop
Forbes expounds the passage, ' it at least provokes to sin ' (p. 1 50). He
adds :

' If all the germs of good be extirpated in fallen man, there can be
no co-operation on his part with the work of divine grace. . . . Though
he be Icesus in naturalibus, destitutus in gratuitis, there still exists the
capacity for the love of God, there remains full scope for a supernatural
transfiguration.'
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of man. It is this which conditions every doctrinal view in

the popular system. For instance, this system repudiates

entirely the doctrine of sacramental grace. Why ? No doubt
a hundred reasons might be given ; but the real one is, that

it looks upon man as a being so depraved, so impotent for

good, as to be incapable of such amelioration as the idea of
sacramental grace presupposes. Again, it insists upon the
Gospel scheme being narrowed down to a bare offer and
acceptance of the Gospel message. Again why? Simply
because man is so depraved, so impotent for good, that

nothing else can be done for him. If he is to be saved at all,

he must be plucked by means of the Gospel message as a
* brand from the burning.'

The bearing of these views on the doctrine of the Last
Things is very evident ; and surely it is most deplorable. It is

self-evident that all who, from whatever cause, have not been
able to accept the Gospel message must be numbered among
the lost ; for there is no other w^y of salvation. But what
frightful consequences does this position involve ? Nothing
less than the eternal perdition of the great majority of man-
kind. For how few comparatively are those who do accept
the message in that real way which is absolutely necessary

!

It is not too much to say that the vast majority, even in

Christian countries do not. Take, for instance, those countries

in which the Greek and Roman Churches prevail : in them the
Gospel message, in what would be considered its vital point

of view, is never even offered at all. Then in countries like

our own, how often is the message marred by the imperfec-

tions of the preacher. Perhaps he is not himself a religious

man ; and if so, how weak and powerless will be his offer ! It

is clear that it is only in a few cases here and there that the

message will have justice done to it. But then there are those

vast multitudes, even in Christian countries, who live wholly
outside the influences of religion. All this is painful, heart-

rending ; but the feeling becomes inexpressible and over-

powering when we extend our view to heathen countries.

There we have myriads of human beings born into the world,

living, and dying, who have never even heard of the Gospel.

What is to become of all these vast multitudes ? Let it

be observed that they inherit a nature which has been ruined

by sin. In sin they have been born, in sin they have grown
up, and in sin they have died. They have not, according to

the popular view, even one b.right spot on which the eye of

the Creator could rest, for all is corrupt, all is depraved,

within them. ' Coram Deo nihil aliud nisi peccare possunt.'
662
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How is it possible under these circumstances that they could

be saved ? But if they are not saved they must be lost, for

there are only the two alternatives. Calvin, indeed, did not

hesitate to say that they were lost, and he was even prepared

to maintain that they were justly lost. According to his

view they were passed over in the election ; they were left to

the fate which their race had incurred by the rebellion of the

Fall. But the Christian sentiment of the present day has

revolted against this cold-blooded dogma. Almost all the

writers from the Reformers' point of view recoil from the

terrible consequence ; and others who are breaking loose from

Christian restraint denounce it in vehement terms. It is

pointed out that individuals now living are not responsible

for the Fall ; they are not responsible for the evil conditions

in which they have been placed ; it is not their fault that the

Gospel message has never reached them. Why are they

brought into being by the good Creator, and placed in con-

ditions which can only end in perdition and utter misery ?

It is not, however, necessary to pursue this subject further.

We would merely indicate the result in view of the two great

difficulties of the present day, viz. the want of universality of

Christianity, and the impotence of man to struggle against

and overcome evil conditions. In regard to the first difficulty,

it is impossible from the Reformers' point of view to vindicate

Christianity from the charge of failure. As a remedy for sin,

as an escape from damnation, it ought to be universal—it

ought to reach ' every creature ;
' but it has not done so. So

far from having done so, it has only reached a few. Then in

regard to the other difficulty, the impotence of man : so far

from attempting to obviate it, it is by the Reformers and their

successors accepted in the fullest sense, and even emphasized.

Not only the outcasts of our towns are impotent to overcome

their evil surroundings, but every human being is equally

impotent. Under these circumstances it is clear how difficult

it is to reconcile the loss
4

of so many souls with the justice

and goodness of our heavenly Father. We need not, however,

speak of that. What we desire to draw attention to is an

alternative which is very perilous to Christianity. May not

those who cannot find satisfaction for their doubts and

questionings in one direction turn the argument against

Christianity itself? Unhappily there are many and sad signs

of a tendency this way.

Let us now proceed to inquire how far the more moderate

view prevailing in the Church is capable of dealing with and

obviating these difficulties.
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First, let it be observed, the Church's view of the Fall is,

that human nature, though sadly weakened, yet remained
essentially the same after as before. Man still retained the
capability of determining himself in the direction of good as

well as in that of evil. But this draws after it the important
consequence that man's present life can still be viewed as a
state of trial, discipline, or education. Life may still be
viewed as a battlefield on which the powers of good and
evil fight for victory ; or, in another point of view, as a drama
ending sometimes tragically, but with the possibility of a
happy termination. This was not possible from the Re-
formers' point of view, with their doctrine of the entire de-

struction of man's will to good, his entire impotence in

spiritual things. From this latter point of view there can be
no question of trial, discipline, or education. A man's life is

a foregone conclusion ; it can only tend in one direction, and
end in one way.

This of itself is an immense relief, and this relief is en-

hanced by the different conception which the Church forms
of the Gospel remedy. In the view of the Church that

remedy is much wider than a mere acceptance of the Gospel
message. It is, stated broadly, nothing less than the restora-

tion through Divine grace of man's nature enfeebled and
stained with sin. It is a long, a painful, and a gradual pro-

cess ; and in trying to conceive and appreciate it, we must
have regard not only to the discipline and training of those

souls who have submitted to Christ, and are inside the

Church. The great work of man's restoration is mainly due
to the providence of God in dealing with human souls. We
see at once how this stretches the work of Christianity far

beyond the borders of the Church. For God's providence is

not confined to souls within the Church ; it is as wide as the

human race. We have seen that every human life is, in view
of the Church, a battlefield ; and as Christians we believe

that that battle is not fought out without the intervention of

God and of good angels. We believe that the Spirit of God
strives with every human soul, and we believe that with

God's help the struggle may end in victory. It may indeed

be that this victory is not explicit. It may be simply disgust

and weariness with sin, and a desire, formed or unformed, of

deliverance. Still the victory may be a very real one, and
may lead on to greater things.

Let us see now how far these positions will help us in

dealing with our difficulties. In regard to the first of these

we are asked, If the Gospel is what it professes to be, the
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remedy of the Fall, why has not pivine Providence devised

means that it should be preached to every creature? To
this we reply from the standpoint we have now gained. The
objection so put does not take into account the whole work of
man's restoration. It contemplates only the work of Divine
grace perfecting souls within the Church. This, however, is

only a small part of a far wider work, the preparation of
souls outside the Church. Souls are being prepared and
educated in the battle of life, it may be for future admission

into the Church ; and in any estimate we may form of the

success or failure of Christianity, we must have regard to

both these phases of the work. To this it might, indeed, be
replied :

* This is only to evade the difficulty ; it is to confess

that Christianity is not universal, and consequently that it

fails to be the remedy it professes to be. We tie you down/
it may be said, ' to your own maxim, Extra ecclesiam nulla

salus, and we do not allow that the work you have spoken of
outside the Church is Christian work at all/

The maxim Extra ecclesiam nulla salus we hold to be
not only true, but absolutely and simply so ; so true, in fact,

that those who are not now in the Church will have to get
into it before the end. But it is not true from the Christian

point of view to say Extra ecclesiam nulla gratia. Even the

narrowest Church theologian must allow that the grace of
God works outside the Church to subdue souls and bring

them to the gates of the Church. What we desire to point

out is, that the vast sphere of Divine Providence, wide as the

human race, has the same end in view. Individuals and
nations now outside the Church are being tried, proved, or

educated ; and this proof or education is a preliminary to their

ultimate admission into the Church. The result will be, if

victorious in the battle, that they will be brought to the gate

ofthe Church. It may be said, ' You are not entitled to assume
this.' But we would point out that we are entitled to assume
it if Christianity is true ; and it is upon this supposition that

we are now arguing. We are considering whether Christianity,

as conceived by the Church, is capable of covering and ex-

plaining all the facts.

No doubt the want of universality is a great * difficulty.

When we think of the vast multitudes who live and die out-

side the Church, a deep feeling of oppression comes over us.

But may not this arise from looking at the matter exclusively

from our own point of view ? No doubt from the human
point of view this dread fact implies neglect and indifference

on the part of Christians, and we can only confess our fault.
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and brace ourselves to more worthy struggles in the cause of

Christ But if the matter is viewed from the standpoint of

God, might it not be that individuals and nations are not now
in the Church simply because they are not now prepared for

this higher life and discipline ? They are fighting now a pre-

liminary battle—a battle which, if won, may lead them on to

higher things. At all events we are entitled to assume that

for every human soul life is a battle, and, as Christians, further

to assume that that battle, if won, will bring the combatant
to the gate of the Church ; and this is as far as discussion

under the present head will carry us.

Let us look now at the second difficulty : and we desire to

put it as strongly as possible. Let us fix our eyes on the out-

cast population of our large towns. It is urged that such
souls are so situated that they have not the shadow of a
chance. The inheritance of a corrupt nature, the pestilential

moral atmosphere they are compelled to breathe, the lack of

Christian instruction and Christian example, make it simply
impossible for them to will in the direction of good. The
arguments, no doubt, are plausible ; but it has always seemed
to us that they have little weight. They contemplate the

matter from an entirely wrong point of view. If we would
form a true judgment on the individual soul, its chances or

its want of chances, its whole history from its entrance into

life to its exit ought to lie bare before us as it lies bare before

the mind of God ; and in this point of view we seriously

doubt whether these abstract arguments could count for

much. Besides we might reasonably ask, how far is this line

of argument to be carried ? When we consider the question

of unfavourable conditions we immediately see that it ex-

tends far beyond the particular case in view. It is not only

our outcast population that is unfavourably situated ; every

human soul born into the world is more or less so. And this

being the case, we cannot doubt but that it is part of God's

plan that it should be so. The battle of life turns upon
these conditions, and it may be that they are exactly and
mercifully dealt out to each individual soul. Nay, we might
even go further, and it might be a question whether a man
born to be a companion of thieves and vagabonds is more
unfavourably situated than one born into the higher ranks of

society. We must bear in mind that the gross sins with which

the former has to contend do not sit so close upon the human
soul as the refined sins with which the latter has to do battle.

The fate of Dives shows what hard discipline has to be

undergone before ' worldliness ' can be burnt out of us.
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We pass on to the consideration of the next point, the

denial of the intermediate state.

The doctrine of Sheol or Hades passed from the Jewish
into the Christian Church. We see this clearly, not only from
the parable of Dives and Lazarus, where a picture of it is given

under the name of Hades, but from other incidental men-
tions of it in the New Testament. On other grounds, too,

the doctrine of an intermediate state, by whatever name it

might be called, was a necessity. It was the clear teaching

of the New Testament that the final consummation will not
take place till the second coming ; consequently there must
be ah intermediate state where the souls of the departed
await that coming. The whole primitive Church believed in

the intermediate state, and the Eastern Church has retained

that faith unaltered down to the present time. In the West,
however, it has been different. There, we meet with disturb-

ing influences which tended to obscure the original faith, and
eventually to substitute for it the doctrine of Purgatory. St
Peter, in his second Epistle, mentions the burning of the world
at the coming of Christ, and St. Paul speaks of a fire which
shall try every.man's work ; and from a very early period these

texts formed the subject of discussion in the Church. It was
out of this discussion that there gradually grew up the idea of
the * ignis sapiens/ which from another point of view was also

the * ignis purgatorius/ Down to the time of St. Augustine
the idea of this ' fire ' had not been further defined : the most
common view being to identify it with the conflagration of
the world at the Day of Judgment. St. Gregory the Great
seems to have been the first who placed the purgatorial fire

in Hades ; and from his time onwards the idea of Purgatory
became established in the West, supplanting entirely the
earlier doctrine of the intermediate state.

This substitution made a far greater revolution than we
might at first sight imagine. According to the primitive view
both Heaven and Hell are unattainable till after the Day of
Judgment. St. Justin Martyr even accuses of heresy those
who held that souls attained to Heaven before the coming of
Christ. But with the completion of the doctrine of Purga-
tory this view was quite altered. It was now taught that

perfected saints entered Heaven at the moment of death, and
reprobate sinners entered Hell. The imperfect saints, those
who needed to be purified, were the only souls who could in any
sense be said to go to the intermediate state : and even in

their case the period of detention was not limited by the
coming of Christ, but ended after a longer or shorter period
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as might be necessary. Practically, therefore, the doctrine of
Purgatory destroyed the idea of the intermediate state alto-

gether.
What now was the procedure of the Reformers ? It would

have been well if, when smarting under the abuses of Purga-
tory, they had gone behind the doctrine and restored the
primitive view of the intermediate state. This, however, was
far from being the case. What they did was simply to cut

out Purgatory altogether, and to make Heaven and Hell the

immediate issues of the present life.

Let us first consider the difficulties which this rejection of

the intermediate state has created. It is easy to see how difficult

it makes it to defend Christianity from the charge of failure.

By rejecting the intermediate state, with its immense possi-

bilities, we necessarily limit the work of the Church to this

world ; and the Gospel must be judged by what it has accom-
plished in the past, or may accomplish in the future. We
need not, however, dwell on this. There is another difficulty

of a very serious kind which it has created. If we look at the

average Christian who passes out of this life, can it be said

that he is fit either for Heaven or for Hell ? Let it be borne
in mind that the standard of Heaven is laid down in Holy
Scripture as nothing less than perfection. ' Be ye perfect ' is

the rule laid down by Christ ; and He speaks of the righteous

at the Great Day as shining forth as the sun in the kingdom
of their Father. In like manner the standard laid down by
St. Paul is perfect and blameless. But how far are the major-

ity of Christians at the moment of death from having attained

to this perfection ! They may have repentance, they may have
faith, they may have submission to Christ, they may have a
deep devotion ; but the habits of sin of many years, and the

character which these habits have imprinted on them, are still

there. If these habits and this character are to disqualify

them, on the one hand, from immediate passage to Heaven,
are they, on the other hand, to qualify them for immediate
consignment to Hell ?

This question the popular theology answers unhesitat-

ingly in the affirmative. And indeed it has no alternative.

For if we cut out from our view of the future the interme-

diate state, Heaven or Hell must be the lot of every human
soul at the moment of death. The difficulty seems insuperable.

No doubt it might be replied, from the Reformers' point of

view, that all those who have accepted the Gospel message,

and consequently are among the saved, are by a miracle of

grace at once perfected, and so made fit for Heaven. But
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such a miracle, in view of human freedom, is inconceivable ;

and further, it stands in opposition to the whole analogy of
God's dealing, which is to leave us, with Divine help, to con-

quer our deliverance. Besides, even if we admit its possi-

bility, we lay ourselves open to a retort. It may be asked—
Why is this miracle limited to those who accept the Gospel
message ? Why is it not extended to all mankind ?

But, leaving these difficulties, let us now pass on to the

question of the intermediate state. If we assume, with the

primitive Church, that there is an intermediate state, the

question arises, How are we to conceive of it ? Is it to be
conceived as a state of inactivity, or as a state of possible

progress? On the one hand we have the Scripture state-

ment ' they rest from their labours/ and the Church's prayer,
1 Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine ; ' and this idea of rest

seems to be the predominant one in the Eastern Church.

Yet, on the other hand, there are, if we look for them, many
indications of the idea of progress, which certainly in itself is

not inconsistent with the idea of rest. Even the Eastern

Church is not without such, for she allows that it is possible

for souls in the intermediate state to pass over from the fearful

anticipation to the joyful one. And although she attributes

this more to the prayers of those left behind and the mercy of

God than to the individual himself, still such a change cannot

be conceived except as a step in advance, and consequently,

to that extent, as a testimony in favour of progress. If, indeed,

we think the matter over calmly, we shall find that there are

many testimonies, and much that may be said for the idea of

progress. First, we may note that every indication we have
of the condition of departed souls—as, for instance, in the

parable of Dives and Lazarus, and in the souls under the

altar in the book of Revelation—exhibits them as in full pos-

session of their mental powers. The inference from this, that

they are capable of spiritual advance, is so strong, that

the burden of proof would seem to lie on those who deny
it. In addition to this, St. Peter seems to teach, and most of
the early Fathers undoubtedly believed, that Christ, between
His death and resurrection, preached to the departed. This,

whatever else it implies, certainly involves the idea that those

who were preached to were capable of profiting by the preach-

ing—that is, in other words, that they were capable of spiritual

progress. We may mention that many of the early Fathers

—

St. Clement, for instance, and Origen—clearly contemplate

progress in the intermediate state. Origen, indeed, unhappily

carried the idea so far that he went quite beyond the bounds
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of revelation, and thus brought it somewhat into discredit.

Nevertheless, for the main element of the idea, as we have
before quoted the testimony of the Eastern, so we may also

quote the testimony of the Western Church. It is clear that,

whatever else Purgatory teaches, it implies that souls dying
imperfect can be perfected in the intermediate state.

In this connexion there is a remarkable passage in St.

Irenaeus, in which he quotes as his authority the presbyters

who were the disciples of the Apostles. After mentioning

that some are in Heaven, some in Paradise, some in the New
Jerusalem, and that there is a separation in place or sphere

between such as bring forth fruit a hundred, sixty, thirty

fold, according to the saying of Christ, ' In my Father's house
are many mansions/ he goes on :

' Hanc esse ad ordinationem

et dispositionem eorum qui salvantur, dicunt presbyteri Apo-
stolorum discipuli, et per hujusmodi gradus proficere, et per

Spiritum quidem ad Filium, per Filium autem ascendere ad
Pattern.' ' Bishop Bull, in his sermon on The Future State,

sums up the passage in this way :
* that it is the divine or-

dination and disposition that those who are saved should per
gradus proficere, " proceed by degrees," to their perfect beati-

tude.' If this really is—and it very well might be— an echo of
Apostolic teaching, it is not without a bearing on the subject.

It is true that St. Irenaeus applies it to his own view of the

millennium
;
yet, if the principle per gradus proficere is really

Apostolic, we might apply it to the intermediate state.

We think, too, that there are indications of the same view

in the Scriptures. Not to speak of St. Peter's mention of

preaching to the dead (1 Ep. iii. 19), there are two passages in

St. Paul's Epistles which seem to point to a continuance of the

work of grace in the state beyond the veil. In 1 Cor. i. 8 he
says, ' Who shall also confirm you unto the end, that ye may
be blameless in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ' And again

in Phil. i. 6, ' Being confident of this very thing, that He who
hath begun a good work in you will perform it until the day
of Jesus Christ' The fact that there are two passages varying

in expression, but the same in substance, addressed to different

Churches at different times, shows that the thought here ex-

pressed is not a fugitive one, but rather that it expresses a

deep conviction or revelation in the Apostle's mind. It is

reasonable to interpret the one passage by the other, and to

understand by the * end ' in the first the same that we under-

stand by ' the day of Jesus Christ ' in the second. If so, we
may at least infer thus much, that in the view of St. Paul * the

1 S. Irenaeus, lib. v. 36.
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good work/ the work of Divine grace restoring men, will not
stop short at death, but will go on till the day of Jesus Christ,

when it will be complete. Nor is it possible to obviate this

inference by saying St. Paul expected the Second Advent
before the death of those to whom he wrote, and therefore

contemplated the work of grace as confined to this life. For
it is by no means proved that St. Paul had such an expecta-
tion ; nor could those who believe that he spoke through the

Spirit readily admit such an error on his part. Besides,

St Paul, as a matter of fact, had the same experience as we
have. At the time he was writing Christians were day by day
departing out of this life ; and surely if he had had in view the

termination of the work of grace at death, he would have ex-
pressed it so. But what he actually does is to assign as the

point of termination, not the day of death, but the ' day of

Jesus Christ.'

There is, however, another Scripture which may be used
in this connexion, and which gives us a further idea of the

intermediate state, solemn indeed, but yet salutary : the idea,

namely, that this progress is accomplished, in certain cases at

least, by the discipline of suffering. We allude to our Lord's

parable of Dives and Lazarus. " That we have here a picture

of the intermediate state is unquestionable ; for, not to mention
that Dives is said to be, not in Gehenna, but in Hades, if by
Heaven we understand the completed kingdom of Christ,

and by Hell the place prepared for the lost after the Day of
Judgment, neither Heaven nor Hell were yet in existence.

And besides, Abraham's bosom could as little be identified

with Heaven as the place and the mental or spiritual condi-

tion of Dives with Hell. Whether the fire is literal fire, or

only a vivid expression of the great spiritual truth that we are

made perfect through suffering, we need not inquire. It may,
however, be objected that the general lesson of the parable is

antagonistic to the idea of progress, and that it teaches

rather that a man's doom is irrevocably fixed by the results

of this life, inasmuch as it speaks of the great gulf that can-
not be passed. It has always seemed to us that this view is

quite untenable. Let it be observed that what Dives prayed for

was not that Lazarus should quit Abraham's bosom, and take
up his abode with him permanently in the lower sphere. He
asked that he might visit him simply for a moment on an
errand of mercy. And he is told that such intercourse be-

tween the different spheres is not permissible, and could not

take place by reason of the great gulf. The words cannot
reasonably be strained beyond this. They do not say that
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after a time Dives, if he profited by his severe discipline,

might not be passed on to a higher sphere.

Let us, then, accept the idea of progress at least to the

extent in which it appears to be sanctioned by St. Paul

:

namely, that the * good work ' begun in our souls in this life

does not stop short at death, but goes on in the intermediate

state, till it finds its completion at the Day of Judgment, It

may be asked, What does the acceptance of this idea involve ?

Does it not involve the idea of a Church fully organized and at

work behind the veil ? Certainly, if we think of it, we shall

have great difficulty in conceiving spiritual advance apart

from the work of the Church. And yet, with the tradition

we have received, the idea of Church work going on in the

intermediate state is sufficiently startling. Yet let us look at

the matter calmly. We know that there is a Church behind
the veil, for it is spoken of as a Church. How is it possible

to think of it as a Church without applying to the term
certain elements which St. Paul has shown are inseparable

from the idea of a Church ? Can we conceive of a Church
without organization? Can we conceive of it without a
common life and a common worship ? Can we conceive of it

without mutual help, without the active participation of each
member in the edification of the whole in love ? But the

moment we attach these elements to the Church behind the

veil it is seen to be a working Church—working, it may be,

under very different conditions, but still working as the

Church on earth works. Or to look at the matter from a
different point of view : the souls in the intermediate state

are in full possession of their faculties : is it possible, is it

conceivable, that they could exist in an isolated manner, and
not rather associated in society ? But what other association

can we conceive but that of Christ's Kingdom ? On this

point, too, it is relevant to quote what is said of the Day of
Judgment. We confess in the Creed that Christ will come to

judge the quick and the dead. But this judgment Christ

represents as a purification of His Church or kingdom. 'The
Son of Man shall send forth His angels, and they shall gather
out of His kingdom all things that offend and them which do
iniquity/ It is certain that the final separation will not take
place in the intermediate state : will not take place till the Day
of Judgment ; and it is also certain that at the Day of Judg-
ment the Church on earth will constitute but a very small part of
Christ's kingdom. We see, therefore, that Christ here contem-
plates the souls in the intermediate state as a Church or king-
dom which will at the Day of Judgment be finally purified.
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And, after all, is there not a great work for the Church
behind the veil ? And is it not just our losing sight of this

work which has caused all our difficulties ? If we try to con-
ceive of it, we may imagine first of all, what St. Paul seems to

contemplate, the continuance to perfection of the work of

grace begun in those souls who have submitted to Christ

during this life. We might think of it as being, in its first

stages, what it is now, the work of the Spirit bringing souls

to the Son. This work might go on through many spheres,

per gradus proficere. Then, when the bringing to the Son
was complete, a further progress might be entered on in pre-

paration for the final presentation to the Father. But besides

the souls who have submitted to Christ in this life, there are

the vast multitudes who have not so submitted. And yet
their life has been a battle, it may be a victory. For we believe

that every human life is allotted and arranged in the provi-

dence of God, and that its issues worked out, not without
Divine help, are momentous. It may be that the issue of such
lives has been to bring multitudes to the very gate of the

Church ; and if so, might it not be the work of the Church to

admit them within her fold, and lead them on to higher good ?

It is true that our popular tradition that Heaven and Hell are

the immediate issues of the present life, almost disqualifies us

from entertaining the idea that it might be so ; and yet if we
believe, as St. Peter seems to teach, that Christ preached to

the departed, the whole principle is granted. He may have
communicated the benefits of the Gospel to those who had
not received them during the present life.

There might thus be a vast work for the Church behind
the veil—a work in comparison with which the present work
in this world is but a faint beginning. And is it not this work
that St. Paul has in view when he speaks of all things being
subdued to Christ ? His words, speaking of a glorious reign

of Christ up to his Second Advent, are too wide to permit us
to suppose his view to be limited to the work of the Church
in this world, He must contemplate the work of the Church
behind the veil. And what he indicates is a final triumph, a
complete success. ' All things shall be subdued unto Him.'
' All enemies shall be put under His feet.' We may suppose
that in this subduing is included, first, the gathering into His
kingdom of every soul that can be drawn to Him by faith

and love ; and, secondly, the perfect subjection of all who
harden their hearts against Him. It is from this standpoint

alone that we can successfully deal with the objection as to

the failure of Christianity. If we judge of Christianity by
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what it has accomplished or may accomplish in this world, it

will be very difficult to return an answer. We must wait till

the work of Christ is complete ; and then it will be seen that

it is a perfect success.

Before passing from this head we may notice a possible

objection. It may be said, Is not this the doctrine of Future
Probation, and is it not a dangerous doctrine ? The view we .

have put forward is that our probation or training does not

end at the moment of death, but goes on up to the Day of

Judgment ; and of course to this extent we may be said to be
in favour of Future Probation. But the doctrine of Future
Probation, as generally stated, appears to mean the offer of a

second chance to those who, from whatever cause, have lost

their first chance. In this sense it differs essentially from the

view we have taken up ; and we think is not without danger.

For it seems to evacuate the present life of all meaning ; it

seems to look upon a man's life in this world as a useless thing

which might be cast away in order that he may begin afresh.

What we have insisted on is the continuity of our present life

with that which is to come. We have emphasized the fact

that the present life is the first stage in a long series of others
;

and that this is the case, not only in the lives of Christians,

but in the lives of all men. It is the ' good work ' begun here
that is to be perfected. From this point of view it would appear
that the issues of this life are indeed momentous, and that the

way we use it, or misuse it, will influence our fate for all

eternity.

Nor do we think that the opening up of the vast possibili-

ties of the intermediate state is attended with danger ; rather

the contrary. Dr. Littledale, in his paper in the ' Symposium
on Future Probation/ has pointed out that the threat of ever-

lasting burning is so great that by its very excess it fails

in its effect
;
just as the exaggerated punishments for small

offences in the last century had no really deterrent effect.

But let it be pointed out to men that there is really no * short

cut ' to the kingdom of Heaven ; that if we go out of the way
we shall have painfully and sorrowfully to retrace our foot-

steps ; that every sin we commit must, even if forgiven, find

us out ; that evil habits which we so heedlessly contract must
be burnt out in bitter suffering ; and, lastly, that if we loiter

or fall altogether out of the race, we shall come in at the end
far short of what we might have attained—convince men of
that, and we imagine it will have far greater power over the

mind than the threat of everlasting burning.

We pass on to the consideration of the last two points.
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Nothing shows so clearly the defective character of the

views we are combating, as the fact that their general result

is to evacuate the Day of Judgment of all meaning. Accord-
ing to these views, the separation of the wicked from the just

has already taken place. At the moment of death the doom
has been pronounced, and its consequences carried out. The
just have been taken into Heaven, and the wicked consigned

to Hell. The Day of Judgment, therefore, can be no more
than an empty ceremony ! How contrary all this is to the
representations of our Saviour is very apparent. In His
striking teaching everything turns on the Great Day. Every-
thing is now leading up to It, and when It arrives It will bring

with It the final doom. It will also inaugurate a great change
—a change so great as to be by us quite inconceivable. For
Christ's kingdom will then be perfected, and will enter on the
life which is eternal. What makes that life so inconceivable

is just the fact that it is perfect life. All our ideas for the

present are so bound up with imperfection, with striving and
struggling, and with progress onwards, that we cannot even
conceive what it is to have attained. All that we can say is

that it is life, perfect life, and that it exceedeth all that we
can think.

If we look at our Saviour's teaching we find first of all

that in many parables He represents the Day of Judgment as

the final purification of His kingdom. Up to that day good
and bad have subsisted side by side ; but when it at length

comes, * the Son of Man shall send forth His angels, and they
shall gather out of His kingdom all things that offend and
them which do iniquity/ It is clear, therefore, that the Great

Day will determine for each soul the awful question whether
it is, or is not, fit for Christ's eternal kingdom. It is from this

point of view that it is surrounded with the deepest awe.

For up to the Day the award is unknown. There may indeed

be in different hearts anticipations joyful or otherwise, but the

result can only be made manifest by the Day itself.

But the Great Day is presented to us in another aspect.

It will be the rendering to everyone according to his work.

It is said, * He which soweth sparingly shall reap also

sparingly, and he which soweth bountifully shall reap also

bountifully/ And again, * Whatsoever a man soweth, that

shall he also reap/ In the light of these texts the Day will

declare, not so much whether we are to be in the kingdom or

out of it, but what place we are to occupy. It is said, * In My
Father's house are many mansions ; ' and it is natural to con-

clude they are of higher and lower degree. Everyone will be
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assigned a place in proportion to his work. This seems to

be the lesson taught in the parable of the talents, where we
read of some that are set over ten cities, and some over five.

So regarded, the Day indeed is full of awe ; and it might
well be a consideration for those who part with their faith so
jauntily : what if they have to come back to the faith they
have lost, it may be through much tribulation and sorrow ?

And what if they find in the end, that, even if saved, they
have, as a consequence of their desertion, to take a lower
place ? •

But the point about the Day of Judgment which has
chiefly caused difficulty is the sentence and the punishment
of the wicked ; and this brings us to the last head of the dis-

cussion. There are two points which have caused this diffi-

culty : first, the terrible punishment of the wicked ; and,
secondly, its irrevocable character.

The sentence on the wicked in our Lord's description of
the Day of Judgment is, ' Depart from me, ye cursed, into ever-

lasting fire, prepared for the Devil and his angels.' And then
it is added, ' These shall go away into everlasting punishment

;

but the righteous into life eternal.' In the book of Revelation

we have a picture of the Lake of Fire into which the Devil
is first cast with the beast and the false prophet. After that

there is a description of the judgment, and it is said, 'Who-
soever was not found written in the book of life was cast into

the lake of fire.' Out of these passages has grown the popular
conception of the punishment of Hell, which is that of a vast

lake of fire in which the wicked are immersed, and in which
they suffer torture uninterruptedly for ever and ever.

Yet when we begin to think of this conception, it is seen

to be not only impossible, but to bring these passages into

conflict with other Scriptures. First, in regard to the burning,

it is impossible to conceive it as unintermitted. It is expressly

called by our Saviour chastisement (/eo\a<ris), but it would not
be chastisement if it were unintermitted. We cannot imagine
the most savage of masters beating his slave unceasingly.

In order to be chastisement the punishment, whatever it is,

must be something held over as a threat. It must be some-
thing which is to be inflicted provided there is disobedience

or rebellion, but which will be stayed on submission. It is

only on the supposition that the punishment of the fire is of

this nature that we reconcile it with other descriptions of Hell,

as where it is said they shall be beaten with many or few
stripes.

Many of the Fathers have supposed that the fire of Hell

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LII. C C
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is not to be taken literally, but is a figure whereby the anger

of God or the torments of an evil conscience are denoted ; arid

this seems to be the prevailing view in the Eastern Church. 1

On the other hand, however, it is to be remembered that the

idea of fire extends far beyond the sphere of revelation. It is

in truth a tradition which is almost universal in the human
race ; and, this being the case, we might be inclined to suspect

there is more in it than a mere figure. Probably it is not

earthly fire, but some analogue of which fire is the nearest

representative. We might imagine it some terrible punish-

ment calculated to subdue the rebellious into obedience. To
those who remember what human nature becomes when it is

thoroughly depraved, it will be clear that a punishment such

as that indicated would be really the most merciful. Nor is

it necessary to suppose that all the lost would require this

chastisement ; nor that any would be subjected to it longer

than necessary.

For if we look again at our Lord's words, may not the ex-

pression ' eternal chastisement ' denote just the principle or

mode in which the lost are to be governed—namely, coercion or

force, and this in contrast with the eternal life of the saved ?

The saved are elevated into a state of perfection morally and
spiritually ; they are tied together and governed by our
Saviour's principle of self-sacrificing love. But such a state

for the lost would be impossible. They must be governed, if

they are to be governed at all, as the kingdoms of this world
are governed, by coercive force. In this point of view the

state of the lost would be, in principle, merely a continuation

of the present imperfect state of things, and as such would
contrast with the children of the kingdom who are elevated

into an altogether supernatural and perfect state.

In this connexion it is relevant to remember our Lord's
view as to the imperfect nature of the principle on which the
kingdoms of the world are governed ; as well as His declara-

tion that His kingdom was not to be of this world, and that

His servants were not to fight for Him ; and how on all occa-

sions He held up His own principle of self-sacrificing love,

and that His own were to be drawn to Him. There is

something in the very nature and inmost life of the Church
that recoils from the application of coercive force. What a
shock was it to St. Ambrose and his fellow-bishops when the
first heretic was put to death !

2 And even those Churches

1 St. Greg. Naz. Orat xvi. 9 ; St. Greg. Nyssa, Orat Catech. p. 40.
For the view of the Eastern Church, see Hofmann, Symbolik

y p. 188.
2 Neander, Ch. Hist, iv. 497.
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who, to their own detriment, have used coercive force, have
"borne witness to this feeling or instinct by the form of handing
over to the civil power. In the Church it is probably an
instinct of her future destiny, as opposed to the condition of

the lost.

And this brings us to the last difficulty—the irrevocable

nature of the doom of the wicked. It is seen, however, that

with more reasonable views of the condition of the lost the

difficulty loses half its force. So far as we are given to see,

the doom is irrevocable. They have lost the chance of being
raised up to the perfect life. They have chosen natural or

imperfect good ; and what they have chosen, that they have
got It is probable that by this time they will have under-
stood only too well what they have lost. And, if so, they
have that pcena damni, that sense of loss which divines say
is one of the most bitter ingredients in the pains of Hell.

But may not this sense of loss admit of mitigation in propor-

tion as it is borne with submissiveness, instead of rebellious

insubordination and defiance ? We know that in the Father's

house are many mansions, and it may be so also in Hell.

This, however, is a matter on which we must not attempt to

be wise above that which is written. We know that God is

Love, and knowing this let us accept the conclusion of Dr.

Pusey, 1
' It is wisest, surely, to leave all blindly in His hands,

from Whose words Christians, as a body, have received the

belief in Hell, ever since He came on earth to redeem us from
it. "Just and true are Thy ways, Thou King of Saints." He
can reconcile His own attributes, if we abide His time/

1 What is of Faith as to Everlasting Punishment^ p. 281.
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Art. VI.—CREIGHTON'S HISTORY OF THE
PAPACY.

A History of the Papacy during the period of the Refor-

mation. By M. Creighton, M.A., Dixie Professor of

Ecclesiastical History in the University of Cambridge,

and Canon Residentiary of Worcester Cathedral ; LL.D.

of Glasgow and Harvard ; D.C.L. of Durham ; Fellow

of the Societa Romana di Storia Patria. Vols. III. and

IV. 'The Italian Princes/ 1464-1518. (London, 1887.)

We must cordially congratulate Professor Creighton on the

completion of this second instalment of his undertaking.

The period embraced in these volumes, we conceive, must

have presented exceptional difficulties to the historian. It

lacks the unity of a consecutive and well-defined policy. It

possesses none of the interest which gathers round the per-

formance of heroic action or the influence of lofty principle.

It affords no opportunity for graphic delineation of striking

scenes which fasten at once upon the imagination and the

memory ; such as are presented by the tragedies enacted at

Constance and the struggles waged in Bohemia. By the

author's own avowal ' the epoch traversed is one of the most

ignoble, if not the most disastrous, in the history, not only

of the Papacy, but of Europe.' It is, therefore, no mean
triumph of literary skill that Professor Creighton's narrative

is never dull nor wearisome. His style is rapid, picturesque,

and pointed. He has an artistic sense of perspective, and

knows exactly what is necessary to produce a vivid picture,

without overlaying his pages or distracting his readers by

excessive minuteness of detail. The author's claim to self-

repression may seem in strange contrast with the fact that

the close of his fourth volume only just reaches the revolt of

Martin Luther. Yet so abundant are the materials at com-

mand, and so numerous are the points of contact between the

papacy and the internal affairs—religious and political, sacred

and profane—of every civilized country in Europe, that we
must allow the claim to be well founded.

We are not quite so well satisfied that Mr. Creighton does

not err on the side of leniency in his estimate of the Italian

princes who filled the papal chair. It is one of the most

difficult problems to determine how far human failings should

be held excused and human crime palliated by the moral
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•standard of the age. It is unfair absolutely to disregard the

influence of the environment upon the organism, yet, in the
case of the Popes, it is impossible to forget their sacred office

and their exceptional claims. Besides this, it should be re-

membered that, although profligacy was general, it was not
universal, and there were noble examples (such as Savona-
rola) of high personal piety and of genuine Christian effort

^ven in this age of iniquity. Yet possibly Mr. Creighton's

error is on the right side. It is a distinct advantage that the

history of the papacy should be written by an Anglican clergy-

man who cannot be charged with ultra-protestant bigotry.

The calm, judicial narrative of facts explodes Macaulay's
theory of the need of exaggeration, and produces such an
impression as no sensational writer could have effected.

The conclusion of the papal schism and the triumph of
the papacy over the conciliar movement made the inherent

difficulties of the Pope's position more apparent than ever.

The central idea of a Christian commonwealth under the

presidency of the Pope had crumbled away, and the place of
the papacy in the new political system, as well as its relation

to the new learning, had yet to be determined. Could any
restraint be placed upon the occupant of St. Peter's chair

—

which should modify hk despotic absolutism and assure to

the college of cardinals at least a share in the government of

the Church ? By what means could the Pope maintain his

command over kings and people, after the rude shocks to

which his authority had been exposed in the dissensions of

European councils and the palpable weakness revealed by
the schism ? Could the primacy, supported by forged decre-

tals and the dogmas maintained by apostolic edicts exist in

the face of the learning and scepticism of the Renaissance ?

The time had gone by when the pretensions of the Roman
pontiff would be allowed without keen and critical discussion,

and the alleged prerogatives of the viceroy of the King of

kings were canvassed with unlimited freedom, not seldom
with unsparing scorn. Would the aspirations of powerful

nationalities and the liberties of national churches and the

domestic policy of distant peoples be any longer subject to

the despotic caprice of the Italian prelate who occupied

St. Peter's chair? These were questions which were im-
periously pressing for solution at the commencement of the

period embraced in these volumes.

An attempt to resolve the first of these questions did not

meet with encouraging success. At the death of Pius II.

the cardinals assembled in conclave drew up a series of
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regulations which, in Mr. Creighton's caustic phrase, should

impose constitutional restraints on an absolute monarch, and
which each one swore to observe. The most important of
these limited the number of cardinals to twenty-four, and
defined their qualifications. None were to be admitted under
the age of thirty-three, nor without the recommendation or
approval of the College. Only one relative of the Pope was
to be raised to this high dignity. To ensure the observance
of these regulations the cardinals were to meet twice yearly,

and to admonish the Pope, with the charity of sons towards
a father, if he had disregarded them. On such conditions

Paul II. was elected, and the cardinals were speedily un-
deceived. The new Pope was courtly enough for the first

gentleman in Europe, singularly averse to cruelty, kindly and
considerate even to personal opponents, but determined to be
not a whit less absolute than his predecessors. In place of
the articles agreed on he drew up another series, which he
said were better ; and, summoning the cardinals one by one,

compelled them to sign them, under threat of excommunica-
tion in case of refusal. He would not even allow them to

read the document, nor to have a copy of it. Only one of
their number ventured to stand out. ' The College had hoped
for a return to power ; but the Pope burst its bonds as a lion

breaks through a net/ With like resoluteness Paul II. bore
down opposition to his administrative reforms. When Platina,

a distinguished man of letters, remonstrated against the

abolition of his office, and demanded that his case should
be submitted to the courts of law, Paul looked at him with a
scowl. ' Do you talk of bringing us before judges, as if you
did not know that all law is seated in our breast ? If you
talk in that way, all shall be dismissed. I care not. I am
Pope, and can at my good pleasure rescind or confirm the acts

of others/

Such pretensions had, of course, been familiar enough
since the days of Hildebrand ; but we confess ourselves un-
able to accept Mr. Creighton's excuses for Paul's deception
of his colleagues and violation of his solemn pledges.

'We cannot blame' (he writes) ' the conduct of Paul II. in this

matter. The attempt to bind the Pope was a legacy of the Schism,
and rested upon the principles laid down by the conciliar movement.
But it had appeared earlier than the Schism, and was distinctly for-

bidden by a Constitution of Innocent VL in 1353. It was natural

that the electors to the Papacy should try to secure their own
interests ; but such a proceeding was entirely contrary to the
canonical conception of the plenitude of the papal power. The
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method adopted of signing a joint agreement was singularly unfortu-

nate: To refuse to sign would have meant exclusion from office

;

to fulfil the agreement after election would have been an unlawful

diminution of his authority, which the new Pope was bound to

maintain and hand down intact ' (iii. 6, 7).

Now without 'adopting an attitude of lofty superiority

over one who played a prominent part in European affairs/

we feel bound, in the name of Christian morality, to protest

against this style of special pleading. Let every allowance

be made for the difficulty and temptation of Paul's position,

yet difficulty and temptation are the very touchstone of rec-

titude. Nor is the man to be absolved from observance of

moral law who, for the sake of personal ambition, deliberately

impaled himself upon both horns of a political dilemma.
Suppose the submission demanded by common consent from
each cardinal were ' contrary to the canonical conception of

the plenitude of the papal power/ yet the last man to allege

such an argument should have been the candidate who had
secured the papacy through his own submission—for him
assuredly the maxim would hold good, Fieri non debuit,factum
valet. For a second alternative would present itself to a high-

minded, honourable despot. What should prevent his de-

termining, even while he asserted his plenary authority, to

restrain his own action within the terms of the agreement
until he had won over the cardinals to cancel the bond ?

We make all allowance for the perplexity of an untenable

position. We would not judge too harshly. But that blame
does attach to Paul, despite all extenuating circumstances, we
hold to be indisputable, unless we are (in Mr. Creighton's own
words) ' to run the risk of lowering the standard of moral
judgment/

The religious aspect of the Renaissance threatened the

papacy with more serious danger than the attempted revolt

of the cardinals, and the peril was the greater because it un-

dermined rather than openly assaulted the citadel. As we
read Mr. Creighton's exact and striking diagnosis of the

subtle force which the Renaissance gradually exerted, we are

struck with its similarity to powerful agencies which are

working with like issues at the present day. The page is

worth quoting as a good example of the author's manner,
and as suggestive to those who are deeply pondering the

asserted antagonism between the traditions of the Church
and the current of modern thought

* There were, indeed, manifold signs that the new learning was
eating out the heart of the religious sentiment of Italy, and that in
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so insidious a way that it was hard to see when and how the voice

of protest should be raised. The Renaissance did not set before its

votaries a definite system of thought, nor did it oppose any of the

doctripes of the Church. It was an attitude of mind rather than a
scheme of life. It did not attack Christianity, but it turned men's
minds away from Christianity. It did not contradict ecclesiastical

dogma, but it passed it by with a shrug, as unworthy of the attention

of a cultivated mind. The discovery of antiquity showed so much
to be done in this world, that it was needless to think much of the

next The Humanists were content to pursue their studies, to steep

themselves in classical ideas and to leave theology to those whose
business it was Their studies did not lead them to action,

but supplied a mental emancipation. Outward affairs might go as

they pleased; the man of culture had a safe refuge within himself.

He lived in a world of beauty which was his own possession, won by
his own learning. For him there were no fetters, no restraints ; he
regarded himself as privileged, and his claim was generally allowed.

.... The danger of these tendencies must have been apparent to

many minds, but it was not so obvious how the danger was to be
met A heresy might be condemned; an intellectual attitude could
scarcely even be defined ' (iii. 35).

To what extent the spirit of the new learning had imbued
even so distinguished a scholar as Cardinal Bessarion, whose
orthodoxy was above suspicion, may be gathered from the
terms in which the cardinal condoled with the family of
Gemistos upon their father's death. ' I hear that our common
father and guide, laying aside all mortal garments, has re-

moved to heaven and the unsullied land, to take his part in

the mystic dance with the Olympian gods/ Yet although
' the new teaching had become an insidious solvent of any
definiteness in religious belief/ the Italian princes, who ruled
the church, felt no alarm at its increasing power. Some dis-

regarded, others ostentatiously patronised its votaries, until

the passionate outcry of the Monk of Wittenberg rudely dis-

turbed the dilettantism of Leo X. in his refined discussion of
the purely academic problem, ' Does man possess an immortal
soul?'

The most obvious and the soundest policy for the re-

stored papacy was to unite the Christian nations of Europe
in a common crusade against the Turk. The moral influence

of the supreme pontiff, which had been shattered by the
Schism, would be manifest in the face of all Western civi-

lization as the head of a vast religious effort, in which powerful
monarchs and populous nations should combine under his

fatherly direction to thrust back the hordes of the infidel.

The danger was palpable and pressing. Already the armies
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of the Sultan were at the gates of Hungary, and his galleys

might soon threaten the coast of Italy. Unhappily the dis-

tracted condition of Europe forbade the success of any such

design. ' Everywhere were struggles conducted for national

aggrandizement. Religious principles were everywhere weak ;

morals were corrupt ; spiritual agencies were feeble. Before

a crusade was possible, years of conciliatory diplomacy and
ecclesiastical reform would be necessary to heal the breaches

of Europe and revive the religious basis of its life.' The
steadfast pursuit of such an aim would demand long and
patient waiting, the consistent prosecution of a continuous

policy, a wide acquaintance with and a statesmanlike grasp

of the posture of European complications, and stern repres-

sion of any selfish interests which might mar the eventful

success of the lofty object in view. But it would be vain to

expect the protracted persistence of a Cavour or a Bismarck
from rulers whose term of office rarely exceeded a decade,

and whose aims were liable to be reversed by their immediate
successors. The Papal States were surrounded by a seething

sea of intrigue, and ' the state of Italian thought and feeling

left no room for sentiment, and paid no heed to the lofty

claims of the papal office/ From the robber barons at the

very gates of Rome, and the petty dukes of the Italian

peninsula, to the more powerful usurpers who reigned in

Milan, Florence, and Naples, every man's hand was ready to

seize upon his neighbour's territory, or to take any advantage

which violence or conspiracy could compass. In Sixtus IV.

and his immediate successors 'this Italian spirit entirely

triumphed, and the papacy boldly adopted the current aims
and methods of the Italian powers which hemmed it in.' It

would be difficult to exaggerate the injury done to the

spiritual influence of the Church by the adoption of this

secular policy. A few examples may serve to illustrate its

terrible effects.

In order that he might have agents on whom he could

implicitly rely, Sixtus IV., immediately upon his elevation to

the Papacy, raised his two nephews, young men of no posi-

tion and little capacity, to the rank of cardinals. On one of

these, Piero Riario, aged twenty-five, he bestowed successively

the bishoprics of Treviso, Sinigaglia, Mende, Spalato, and
Florence, the abbacy of St. Ambrose at Milan, and the

patriarchate of Constantinople, so that his income exceeded

60,000 gold ducats. Another nephew was made Prefect

of Rome, and was married to an illegitimate daughter of

Ferrante, King of Naples. The treasure of the Church was
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lavished to secure the friendship of Ferrante with a magnifi-

cence that startled even the luxurious princes of Italy,

1 when Leonora, another illegitimate daughter of Ferrante, passed
through Rome on her way to Ferrara after her marriage with Duke
Ercole d'Este. ... On Whitsun Eve, June 5, 1473, s^e entered

Rome, and was escorted by the two Cardinal nephews to Riario's

palace, next the Church of SS. Apostoli, while the streets were
thronged with the Cardinals' retinue. The piazza in front of the

palace was covered in and turned into a vast theatre. The palace

itself was adorned " as though St Peter were descended from heaven
to earth again." The walls were entirely hung with the richest stuffs

and tapestries ; the splendid hangings of Nicholas V., representing the

works of the Creation, formed the curtains of the doors which led

into the banqueting-hall. . . . Fourteen bedchambers were adorned
with equal splendour, and in the most magnificent was an inscription,

" Who would deny that this chamber is worthy of highest Jupiter ?

Who would deny that it is inferior to its prince ? " Even the smallest

articles of use were made of gold and silver.

' On Whit-Sunday the two Cardinals conducted the Duchess to

St. Peter's, where the Pope celebrated mass and gave her his benedic-

tion. At mid-day a miracle play of Susanna and the Elders was
performed by Florentine actors. Next day the splendour of the enter-

tainment reached its height in a grand banquet . . . The plate was
constantlyvaried ; the attendants were dressed in silk, and the seneschal

four times changed his dress during the repast, appearing each time
with richer collars of gold, and pearls, and precious stones. The
tables groaned with an endless multitude of dishes, some so vast that

they required four squires to bear the gold trays on which they were
placed. There was a representation in viands of Atalanta's race, of
Perseus, Andromeda, and the dragon. Peacocks were dressed with

their feathers, and amongst them sat Orpheus with his lyre. The
name of the Duchess's husband gave occasion for confectionaries

shaped to represent the labours of Hercules. During the banquet
was a concert and masques. The famous lovers of antiquity, Her-
cules and Deianira, Jason and Medea, Theseus and Phsedra, danced
in triumph ; then centaurs entered and tried to carry off the ladies,

and a mimic fight ensued. ... A roast bear in his skin, with a stick

in his mouth, was one of the most wonderful dishes in this repast,

for which every country had been ransacked. Next day was given a
representation of the miracle of Corpus Christi, the day following

another of the life of John the Baptist Finally Leonora departed
from Rome with rich presents from the all-powerful nephew, "who
seemed to be son, not brother, of the great Emperor Csesar, and was
honoured more than the real Pope

'

M
(iil 64-6).

It sounds incredible that this profligate youngster, who
flaunted his mistresses, as well as his extravagance, in the face

of Europe, should have been armed with special powers as

Papal legate, and should have discussed questions of deep.
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importance with the most powerful rulers of Italy. And the
atmosphere of romance which encircles so exceptional a
career is heightened by the poetic retribution which followed

it speedily in Riario's death, after only two years* tenure of his

cardinalate, during which period he had squandered 200,000
ducats, and had incurred debts amounting to 60,000 more.

Yet, whatever might be thought of such a representative

of the foremost patriarch of the Christian Church, it must be
remembered that Riario's conduct was fully paralleled by
other Italian princes, such as Alfonso of Naples and Galeazzo
Sforza of Milan. He was a prince of a type which Italy

could understand, and the Pope, who could bear the burden
of such expenditure as that which Riario incurred, was evi-

dently one of the powers to be taken into account in the
delicate equilibrium of Italian politics. Weak neighbours of

the Papal States, who had anything to lose, were filled with
alarm, and sagacious rulers, like Ferrante of Naples and
Lorenzo de' Medici at Florence, were apprehensive lest some
hasty step of the headstrong pontiff should plunge all Italy

into confusion and ruin.

They were not likely to be reassured by the part which
Sixtus played in the abortive conspiracy of the Pazzi at

Florence. Mr. Creighton graphically details the interviews

between his Holiness and Girolamo Riario and the Baron
Montesecco, the prime agents in the plot. The two latter

wanted to secure beforehand the Pope's approbation and au-

thority for the murder of the Medici. Sixtus desired the

benefit, but evaded the responsibility, of the crime ; and when
pressed by his nephew, stormed at him wrathfully. ' You are

a beast ; I tell you I do not wish any man's death, only a
change of government.' We must pass over the well-known
story of the conspiracy. The double murder of Lorenzo and
his brother Giuliano was contrived by an archbishop, inten-

tionally attempted in the presence of a cardinal (it is true he
was a mere boy of eighteen if that be deemed any palliation),

and was put into execution in the Cathedral during high Mass
by two priests—as Montesecco, though willing to undertake
the assassination, refused to pollute the sacred building or ' to
make Christ witness of a crime.' Once more we cannot
acquiesce in Mr. Creighton's verdict upon the criminality of
Sixtus in this transaction. We hardly know which is the
more horrible—the frightful disregard of their sacred character

by the actors in this tragedy or the solemn assertion of it by
Sixtus as the pretext for smiting Florence with an interdict,

when the conspiracy had failed. . rf
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The recklessness with which Sixtus IV. threw himself

into the turbulent stream of Italian intrigue and warfare

constitutes a new departure in the policy of the Papacy.

Hitherto some degree of religious restraint had marked, or

some pretext of a sacred purpose had veiled, or some sense

of high ecclesiastical responsibility had palliated even the

most questionable actions of his predecessors, but Sixtus

inaugurated the complete and naked secularization of his

office. To compass his schemes for the territorial aggran-

dizement of his nephew, Count Girolamo Riario, he lavished

all the resources of his temporal and spiritual authority with

an utter disregard of decorum, faith, or honour. ' Indeed/
says Mr. Creighton, * it is impossible not to feel that the low
savagery and brutal resoluteness of Count Girolamo were
echoes of the natural man of Sixtus IV. which had been in

some measure tempered by early training and the habit of self-

restraint* (iii. 103). His plans were almost uniformly unsuccess-

ful. * He failed to overthrow Lorenzo de* Medici at Florence
;

he failed to win anything from Ferrara or from Naples or from
Venice ;

' yet he became a powerful factor in Italian policy

through the sheer force of his terrible and determined energy.

Every prince in the peninsula must have breathed more freely

when the reign of the fiery pontiff was closed. ' Sixtus IV.

made possible the cynicism of Macchiavelli ; he lowered the

moral tone of Europe, and prepared the way for still un-
worthier successors in the chair of St. Peter/

We have no space to dwell upon the anarchy which ensued
upon the death of Sixtus, and which reigned unchecked during
the pontificate of his successor. The new Pope was remark-
able for little save his lofty stature and his open acknowledg-
ment of an illegitimate family of children. Weak, indolent,

and craven-hearted, Innocent VIII. was the scorn or the tool

of the abler members of the sacred college. As needy as he
was incapable, the pontiff released those who were guilty of

the vilest crimes if they would pay him a sufficient ransom.
When Cardinal Borgia, the vice-chancellor, was asked why
justice was not enforced, he replied, 'God willeth not the

death of a sinner, but rather that he should pay and live/

Murder and incest stalked abroad unavenged, and the general

impunity of wickedness was fitfully chequered by punish-

ments of the most barbarous character. Offices sacred and
-secular were shamelessly sold, and even the cardinals squan-
dered vast sums in gambling. The one redeeming feature of

Innocent's reign was the alliance he contracted with Lorenzo
•de* Medici,«whose sage -counsel preserved Italy from many an
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imminent catastrophe. The price of Lorenzo's support was
the nomination of his son Giovanni, a boy of fourteen, to the
sacred college, but Innocent refused to publish the creation of
so young a Cardinal until three years had elapsed.

The brief reign of Innocent was marked by a disgraceful

episode in the history of Europe. Mahomet II. was preparing:

to renew the siege of Rhodes, when his death, in 148 1, was the
signal for a civil war between his two sons Bajazet and Djem,
and the latter, on being defeated at Broussa, sought refuge

among the knights of Rhodes. Under the guise of a courteous

hospitality Djem soon discovered that he was really a prisoner,,

and his brother—the Sultan Bajazet—offered a yearly pay-
ment of 45,000 ducats for his maintenance and detention. So
large an income 'awakened universal cupidity, and the Knights
of St. John found it more prudent to remove their lucrative

captive to the mainland for safe keeping. He was carried ta
the Commandery of Bourgneuf, in Poitou, where he was under
the protection of the King of France.' A host of competitors

—the Sultan of Egypt and the. King of Spain, Matthias of
Hungary and Ferrante of Naples amongst others—contended
with the Pope for the custody of Djem :

—

'The Pope, however, had means at his command which the others-

lacked. Djem could not be disposed of without the consent of the

Knights of St. John, and Innocent VIII. promised their Grand
Master a Cardinal's hat if Djem were handed over to himself. More-
over, France had need of the Pope's good offices. The marriage of

Anne, heiress of Brittany, was a matter of the greatest moment to
the French monarchy. A strong party in Brittany wished to give

Anne in marriage to Alain d'Albret of B£arn, to whom she had been
promised by her father. This marriage, however, required a Papal
dispensation on the ground of consanguinity, and the price of the

Pope's refusal to grant it was the surrender of Djem. Feeble as

Innocent VIII. might be in other ways, he showed himself clever at
striking a bargain, and would not pay till the goods were ready for

delivery ; D'Aubusson was not made Cardinal till Djem was nearly

at the walls of Rome. Nor did this miserable huckstering end here.

Others felt that they might follow in the steps of Pope and Kings.

Franceschetto Cibb, before Djem's arrival, tried to curry favour with
Venice by promising to deliver him over to the Republic as soon as

Innocent VIII. were dead. Some of those who stood closest to the

Pope went further, and offered Sultan Bajazet to poison Djem if he
would pay a sufficient price. No incident displays in a more lurid

light the cynical corruption of the time in every nation ' (iii. 132).

The gradual declension of morality during the pontificate

of Innocent prepared the way for the election of Cardinal

Borgia to St. Peter's chair. The accustomed farce was duly
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performed of making regulations to bind the new Pope, and
the anxiety of the Sacred College for a genuine reform was
manifested by the wholesale bribery which determined their

choice in favour of the Spanish Cardinal. With the startling

juxtaposition of the sacred and profane which so continually

shocks the student of Church history at this era, the new Pope
at one moment expressed the sense of his own weakness and
his reliance on God's Holy Spirit, and in the next, when
asked what name he would take, replied 'We desire the

name of the invincible Alexander/ ' We are in the jaws of a
rapacious wolf ; if we do not flee he will devour us/ whispered

the Cardinal de* Medici to his neighbour in the conclave.

The election of Alexander VI., however, gave universal

satisfaction. So fearfully demoralized was the condition of the

eternal city that it was estimated that 220 persons were assas-

sinated in the streets during the thirty-two days which elapsed

between the death of Innocent VIII. and the coronation of

Alexander VI., and the Roman citizens eagerly welcomed a

capable ruler. The other Italian powers were equally profuse

and sincere in their compliments. They felt the need of a firm

hand to guide the State through the political perplexities of the

time. That the new Pope was notorious for his influence over

women and for his disregard of his priestly vow, that he was
the father of children to whom he was devotedly attached and
whose worldly advancement he ostentatiously promoted, was
considered of less importance than that he was likely to throw
his influence on behalf of peace in the distracted condition of

the peninsula. In the light of his subsequent reputation

the report of the Ambassador of Ferrara sounds mournful
enough :

—

' He has promised to make many reforms in the Curia, to dismiss

the secretaries and many tyrannical officials, to keep his sons far

from Rome, and make worthy appointments. It is said that he will

be a glorious pontiff and will have no need of guardians
r
(in. 165).

Hardly a year had passed before these favourable anticipa-

tions were utterly belied.

We cannot follow the tangled thread of cajolery, violence,

and intrigue with which Alexander and Cesare Borgia pur-

sued their policy of territorial aggrandisement and became
the terror of Italy. Despite the clearness and skilful con-
struction of Mr. Creighton's narrative, the reader grows weary
of the incessant plotting and counter-plotting of the Italian

powers ; of alternate alliance and hostility between the same
states, prompted only by the interest of the moment; of
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solemn compacts concluded and proclaimed, only that they
may be abandoned as soon as their temporary purpose is

served ; of cold-blooded astuteness in combination with heart-

less ferocity, unrelieved by one spark of honour, principle,

or truth. Amidst the dark scenes which the history pourtrays

a certain gloomy grandeur, like that with which Milton invests

the arch enemy of mankind, attaches to the unbending con-

sistency in iniquity through which the Borgias, father and
son alike, carried on their selfish and ruthless purposes, and
which earned for Alexander VI. the warm commendation of

Macchiavelli, with which (although he does not quote it) Mr.
Creighton is of course familiar :

—

• It is necessary/ says the author of the Prince> ' to disguise the ap-

pearance of craft and thoroughly to understand the art of feigning and
dissembling, for men are generally so simple and weak that he who
wishes to deceive easily finds dupes. One example taken from the

history of our own times will be sufficient Pope Alexander VI.
played during his whole life a game of deception, and notwithstand-

ing his faithless conduct was extremely well known, his artifices

always proved successful. Oaths and protestations cost him nothing

;

never did a prince so often break his word or pay less regard to his

engagements. This was because he so well understood this chapter

in the art of government.
,—The Prince (c. xviii.):

Mr. Creighton discusses at considerable length the ques-

tion whether Alexander VI. were really the monster that

contemporary and subsequent historians have depicted.

That the Pope's irregularities were such as to furnish his

enemies with fearful weapons against him and to make the

most odious calumnies credible he freely allows, and in so

doing admits one serious count of the indictment. He is

more successful, as we think, in his endeavours to refute some
of the many accusations of poisoning laid to his charge.

' We are ready enough,' he writes, ' at the present day to make
merry over the superstitions and the ignorance of bygone times. We
discard their beliefs in miracles, omens, portents, astrology, and the
like, and we ridicule their knowledge of science. Yet we cling to

their belief in poison, and are ready to suppose that they possessed a
knowledge of poisons far in advance of that which exists in our time.

I can see no reason to believe in poisoning more than in witchcraft.

I can conceive no justification for picking out of the pages of a
chronicler a record of poisoning as true, and passing by a series of
portents as obviously false. The men of the fifteenth century believed

in poisons ; but they also believed in charms, amulets, and precious
stones which would warn their wearer of the presence of poison.

Had they any better ground for the belief in the one than in the
other?' (iv. 263).
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The cogency of this reasoning is greatly strengthened by
examining the grounds upon which accusations of poisoning*

were accepted by contemporary writers. If a post-mortem
examination revealed the presence of organic disease, or the
atmospheric conditions produced rapid decomposition, poison
was forthwith suspected, and suspicion easily hardened inta

conviction. Yet, when every deduction has been made which
can be claimed on this score, a frightful record still remains
confessedly irrefutable, which goes far to justify the popular
estimate of the Borgia as types of unrestrained wickedness.

In his elaborate and interesting review of the characters

of Alexander and his able and unscrupulous son, Mr. Creigh-
ton places the two men before us in striking contrast and
vivid portraiture. The father garrulous, light-hearted, and
agreeable ; the son sombre, saturnine, and reserved—the one
gaining the reputation of fathomless deceit by the unre-

strained frankness with which he discussed the darkest
secrets of diplomacy; the other creating dread and distrust

by enshrouding his most ordinary actions in mystery and by
the affectation of darkness and seclusion. Yet, as we ponder
and compare their careers, the life of the father, in our judg-
ment, is more repulsive than that of the son. There is some-
thing inexpressibly shocking in the union of such ghastly and
ruthless barbarity as that with which the Orsini were exter-

minated, with the geniality and joyousness"of a man who»
thoroughly enjoyed life and wished to make others enjoy
it too.

If any member of the Sacred College was fitted by his

experience to deliver Italy from the danger into which she
was rapidly drifting it was Cardinal Rovere, who, after an
interval of two months, succeeded Alexander VI., and took
the name of Julius II. He had passed some years of exile

in France, and knew the contempt with which the French
regarded the Italians, either as friends or as foes. He was
clear-sighted enough to understand that the only hope for

the deliverance of Italy from the presence and oppression

of foreign powers lay in the careful husbanding of her re-

sources, in the mutual forbearance towards each other of her
several states, and in the patriotic self-denial and patience of
those who felt aggrieved for the sake of the national good. A
quarrel with Venice for the sovereignty of the Romagna
tested the temper of the new; pontiff and revealed the mourn-
ful truth that he was ready 'to "be the slave of everyone* (to

use his own expression) rather than sit down patiently under
a sense of wrong. A plan was accordingly formed for the
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dismemberment of Venice, and the joint aid of France and
Spain was invited to carry it into execution. The failure of

the signataries to the Treaty of Blois to fulfil their engage-
ments did not prevent Julius from effecting his purpose by
other means at a somewhat later date, and thus destroying

the one Italian state which might have successfully resisted

the foreigner. It may be fairly pleaded for Julius that he
abandoned and reversed the nepotism of his predecessors,

that he lent a dignity to the Papacy which was wanting to

Alexander, and that he acted persistently, if unscrupulously,

for what he believed to be the glory of the Church ; but he
emulated and surpassed the example of Sixtus IV. in per-

verting spiritual weapons to gain secular ends, and his policy

was even more disastrous to the interests of Italy.

' The League of Cambrai was a great political crime. In a time
of peace, without any provocation, the Powers of Europe deliberately

determined to combine for the purpose of international robbery.

Old claims were revived ; an arbitrary principle of legitimacy was
assumed. Venice was singled out as the aggressor who had defrauded
others of their rights, and Europe nobly determined to redress the

wrong ; it was of no consequence to the allies that every one of them
was liable to similar claims against themselves. Separate interests

converged for the overthrow of Venice, and the partition of the

Venetian territory was recognized as an undertaking of European
importance. No feeling of honour stood in the way ; no treaty was
recognized as binding. Maximilian had made a three years' truce

with Venice at the time when he was meditating an alliance against

her; Louis XIL professed himself her friend
; Julius II. had pledged

his word not to disturb her in her possessions. All this went for

nothing. Self-seeking, without any other end alleged, was recognized

as the principle by which the newly-formed nations of Europe were
to guide their course. The man who, above all others, devised this

plan, and the man who urged it persistently on the rest, was the

nominal head of European Christianity, Pope Julius II.' (iv. 100-1).

The efforts of the League of Cambrai were seconded
by the thunder of the Pope's spiritual artillery, and a bull of
excommunication was issued against Venice, couched in the

strongest terms. The first successes of the league were only
too complete, and the proud queen of the Adriatic, her nobles

destitute of courage, her people of patriotism, and her mer-
cenaries of discipline, had no other resource after a single

defeat, than to submit to the hard terms of their enemy and
to the spoliation of their territory. Never was the sudden
collapse of a great power more complete. In vain the Vene-
tians strove by abject submission to withdraw Julius from the

league. The conditions on which his Holiness insisted were
VOL. XXVI.— NO. LII. D D
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declared by the Venetian envoy ' shameful and devilish/ and
the Senate declared that they would negotiate with the Turk
sooner than comply with them. But Julius II. soon began
to be alarmed at the Frankenstein which he had called into

existence, and, terrified at the growing influence of France,

he drew up fresh conditions of absolution and reconciliation.

The weaker side took refuge under the subterfuges which
the diplomacy of the time sanctioned as legitimate. A secret

protest declared that the act of the Doge in consenting to the
requirements of the Pope was null and void, and reserved

the right of appeal from their present submission to a better

informed pontiff*. ' It was a clumsy way of asserting that

self-preservation is the first law of states ; that treaties

are the recognition of existing necessity ; that no generation

of statesmen can alienate for ever the fundamental rights of
a community' (iv. 113).

Europe had been scandalised by the conduct of former
pontiffs, but never before had the successor of St. Peter been
so essentially and exclusively a warrior as was Julius II. No-
where was he more entirely at home than when astride his

charger or taking part in a military campaign. Fearless of
danger, indifferent to fortune, ready to share the privations

of the meanest soldier, undaunted by reverses, resolute in

action, Julius was much more a soldier than either statesman
or bishop. He had neither the foresight to plan nor the
skill to carry out a comprehensive policy ; and notwithstanding
his great exertions to preserve the Church from the schism
threatened by the Council of Pisa, Julius was so entirely out
of his element in an ecclesiastical assembly, that at the open-
ing of the Lateran Council he could scarce stammer out a few
confused words. Men were indeed compelled to acknowledge
that Julius did not pursue mean and selfish ends. It was for

the glory and safety of the Church, not for the advancement
of his own kindred, that he devoted all his energies to enlarge

and strengthen the dominions of the papacy. Not only was
he the founder of the Papal States, and the first Pope who
firmly established the temporal power of the Roman pontiff;

but a certain grandeur attaches to his fiery impetuosity, as

well as to the lofty designs which he conceived, but lacked
opportunity or patience to execute, and for which he im-
periously compelled the services of Bramante, Raphael, and
Michael Angelo. A less resolute man would have sunk
under the difficulties from which Julius II. wrested his hard-

earned successes
;
yet the spectacle of so incongruous a Vicar

of the Prince of Peace could not fail painfully to impress
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thoughtful minds, and to draw forth stern, pointed remon-
strance from the victims of his martial ambition. Amid the

crash of contending armies, and the fall of besieged cities, and
the horrors of outrage and slaughter wrought at the battle of

Ravenna and at the sack of Prato, men's hearts sickened at the
thought that such deeds were the work of Christ's Vicar upon
earth, and that it was his hand which sent down to eternal

fire numbers of souls for whom the blessed Saviour had died.

We have but scant space to notice so much of Leo X.'s

pontificate as is treated in Mr. Creighton's volumes. The
curious uncertainty attendant upon a papal election was ex-
emplified in the choice of Cardinal Medici, whom no one had
thought of, but whose selection was popular both in the Sacred
College and amongst the citizens of Rome. He had been
made a cardinal whilst still a boy, and he was only thirty-

eight when he succeeded to the throne of St. Peter. He had
the advantage of long experience in the curia, and of early

training in statecraft under a sagacious father, whose geniality

and love of magnificence he had inherited. If there were
4 nothing known against the new Pope except his youth and
his exceeding good nature, there was nothing to recommend
him except the political importance he had gained by the
restoration of his family to Florence.' But the Sacred College
was weary of the turmoil and excitement of the last two
reigns, and they gladly elected as Vicar one who had done
his best, in troublous times, to be at peace with all men.
' Let us enjoy the papacy, since God has given it to us,' was
the first utterance of the new Pope to his brother.

But these were not days in which any crowned head in

Europe could abandon itself to undisturbed enjoyment. Fresh
political alliances were continually projected, and the interests

of the Church needed skilful diplomacy for their protection

against the schemes of the great European powers. The
alternate fortunes of the French at Novara and Marignano
sorely perplexed Leo, who was fully determined to follow

the custom of the popes, to be always on 'the winning
side ' : whilst the impetuosity of Francis I. of France and
Henry VIII. of England was likely to disturb the most care-

fully balanced combinations. Even the sessions of the Lateran
Council and the extinction of the French schism were ex-
clusively regarded in their bearing upon secular politics, which
absorbed Leo's whole attention. But in the game of intrigue

and duplicity the Pope was at least a match for any of his

competitors. At the very moment when his Holiness was
DD2
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playing off Francis I. against Maximilian—now assuring

Francis that he had sent no legate to Maximilian, now claim-

ing Maximilian's gratitude because he had despatched one
without delay—when he was temporizing with Henry VIII.

and Charles V., with the Swiss, with Venice, with all the
world, his ambassador at the French court was instructed to

say that * any misunderstanding or suspicion was alien to the

Pope's nature and will, which wished to give itself without
reserve, and to meet with a like return.'

Yet amongst the throng of intriguers there was not one
who was more duped than the arch dissembler himself. His
cleverness and good fortune had been signally conspicuous.

He was lord at once of Florence, of the Papal States, and of
the whole Western Church, He had concerted with Francis I.

the suppression of the inconvenient liberties of the Gallican

Church, and had secured his share of the spoil. He had
escaped the dangers of an opportune conspiracy, whose de-

tection and punishment furnished an excuse for reducing
wealthy opponents in the Sacred College to beggary, and for

adding to the vast sums extorted from their terrors the price

of the creation at one stroke of thirty-one new Cardinals. He
had brought that formidable and questionable assembly—the
Council of the Lateran—to a close, and by his tact and
management had silenced any rising murmurs of discontent.

It was evident that men were living in the best possible of
worlds. Reform was quite unnecessary. There was peace
among the Christian nations of Europe. The only thing

wanting was more money to carry on the proposed crusade
against the Turk, and to supply the elegant expenditure of the
papacy. A well pushed sale of indulgences in the less en-

lightened regions beyond the Alps would soon replenish the
exhausted Roman treasury. Populus vult decipi et decipiatur*

Only over the plains of Germany a little cloud was rising,

like a man's hand, that would presently darken the whole
heavens, and burst in a storm that would shatter to pieces

the importance of the Pope's secular power, and call himself
to account as the head of the Christian Church.

In our rapid review of Mr. Creighton's fascinating volumes
we have mainly concentrated our attention on those secular

aims which furnish the key to the papal policy during
the darkest epoch of its history. We have been obliged to
pass by many tempting topics which the author embraces in

his narrative, and which serve materially to lighten the record

of so dismal a page in the annals of Christendom. The glo-

rious episode of Savonarola, the literary circle gathered round
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Lorenzo de* Medici, the relation of successive Popes to litera-

ture and art, the quarrels of Julius II. and Michael Angelo,
the revival of philosophy, the gradual decadence of Venice,

and the light incidentally cast upon the growth and consoli-

dation of the great European monarchies, would each and all

afford matter for interesting discussion. The period of the

Renaissance presented startling contrasts of the highest re-

finement of luxury and art in combination with the most
savage brutality and the deepest moral degradation. Never
was the impotence of aesthetics, unaided by loftier motive
power, to civilize and ennoble, made more palpable. Never
was the sacred name of Christianity prostituted to more un-
worthy purposes. Never did the creative power of genius

produce with greater prodigality works that have been the

admiration of succeeding ages. It is not a little singular that

the era which was most resplendent with the magnificent

genius of Italy should also have been the season when the

perverse and selfish policy of her statesmen should have
riveted for generations the chains which prevented Italy from
attaining to national independence.

For one permanent result of the policy which we have
been considering of the Italian princes who occupied the

Papal throne was that the Italian peninsula remained for cen-

turies in the condition from which other states of Western
Europe were emerging. At the very moment when the

hitherto severed provinces of France and Spain were being

consolidated into powerful monarchies, when the crowns of

England and Scotland were shortly to be united, when the

tendency of national aspiration, as manifested in the concerted

action of the Protestant states of the German empire and of

the Low Countries, was towards union, the efforts of successive

pontiffs to establish and extend their temporal possessions

resulted in the permanent division of Italy into a number of

petty states. It is idle to speculate how much earlier the

dream of Italian nationality might have been realized but
for the secular policy of the papacy. The rivalry which sepa-

rated the Northern from the Southern Italian kingdoms was
not more deep-seated than that which alienated Aragon from
Castille ; but the diplomacy, as well as the dominion of the

Roman Church was thrust in as a wedge to keep open the

cleavage between the Italian principalities. Broadly stated,

the maxim of the Papal Foreign office was ' Divide et impera/
and the promotion of dissension between its neighbours be-

came a principle of the first importance. The evils which
were caused to Italy by this secular policy were manifold. It
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led to the ill-advised invitation of foreign interference, and made
the plains of the Po for a season the cockpit of Europe. It

impoverished the Italian states by encouraging them in inter-

necine quarrels, in which vast wealth was squandered, whilst all

in turn were plundered indiscriminately by French and Spanish
troops, alternately their foes and allies. It built up, at an

utterly disproportionate cost to the treasury of the Church, a
state which was powerless to contend single-handed against

its rivals, and which yet possessed a disintegrating force that

acted most disastrously upon the fortunes of the country.

Nor were its effects less injurious to the papacy itself. Just

as the conscience of Europe was awakening and public opinion

was beginning to exercise a powerful influence upon the action

of nations, it became apparent that the throne of St. Peter

had become the prey of unprincipled adventurers, and that

the most sacred pretensions were only alleged as a pretext for

raising money. What the eventual issue of the papal policy

would have been had its tendencies remained unchecked may
easily be foreseen. It would have assuredly involved the

utter ruin of the papacy. Despite the loss to the Roman
obedience of so large a portion of Europe, the Reformation
indirectly conferred hardly less benefit upon the Roman
Church than it wrought for its own immediate followers.

The Pope was called to account as the head of the Christian

Church. The voices of godly and able men, who had long

abhorred and loudly protested against prevalent corruptions,

made themselves heard. Salvation was found through the

agency which the selfishness of the Popes dreaded most to

employ. The protracted sessions of the Council of Trent led

to a change in the morals and discipline of her clergy which

availed, in the eyes of hesitating millions, to justify the im-

memorial position of the papacy.
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Art. VII.—TUDOR'S PHILOSOPHY OF CHURCH
LIFE.

The Philosophy of Church Life: or, the Church of Christ

viewed as the means whereby God manifests Himself to

Mankind. By the late Richard Tudor, B.A. (Lon-
don, 1887.)

Apologetic works are of two kinds. One, to which perhaps

the name more properly belongs, is purely logical. It proves

by clear philosophic or historical argument the truth of the

Christian religion or of some fundamental portion of it ; it

removes objections by showing that they are untrue. It

attempts to lay the foundations of faith upon a firm and
immovable foundation. It aims at what is absolute, and not

merely relative. It tries to rise above chains of reasoning

which start from an appeal to conventional beliefs or passing

phases of thought. In a word, its object is truth. And upon
the success or failure of Christian apologists to show at least

reasonable grounds for a belief in the absolute truth of the

religion they defend, will depend the ultimate hold which, in

any age or country, Christianity has on the highest minds.

As soon as theologians begin to rely on documents known to

be forged, or on a system of thought known to be false, so

soon will men of intellectual power be repelled from it. But
if such arguments and supports are necessary as the founda-

tion upon which the truth of Christianity must rest, they have
seldom been the means by which men have been attracted to

it. Logic may convince, but it seldom wins ; historical criticism

may confute opponents ; but who has ever become a Christian

by the magnetic attraction of Lardner's Credibility, &c. ? The
dazzling light of truth guides but does not attract. For it is

as cold as the heart warmed only by logic, and as unap-
proachable as the theology of the Reformers.

Hence the necessity of the second form of Apology, which
exhibits Christianity as appealing to the human heart and
as meeting human difficulties. It explains, it mediates, it

illumines. To the mind repelled by what seem dry dogmas
it shows that they are filled with life and correspond to the

needs and aspirations of the heart. To the thinker to whom
some doctrine seems incoherent and unmeaning it shows how
the Christian faith forms an harmonious and consistent whole
and gives an adequate explanation of the facts and difficulties
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of life. It is the method, not of the lecture, or the theological

treatise, or the closet, but of the church, of the sermon, of

the world. It wins and attracts men ; it converts souls ; it

convinces where reason often fails. Its method too is different

from the higher and more logical forms of apology. The
philosophic treatise which defends Christianity ought to eschew
the attractions of rhetoric, while the sermon which would win
men to Christ relies on rhetoric, not to mislead their reason,

but to arouse their feelings. Men's minds are not moved by
reason any more than a ship is propelled by its rudder ; their

hopes and fears, their passions and aspirations must be stirred,

and to these rhetoric may rightly appeal.

This second form of apology is essentially subjective in

character—that is, it appeals primarily to the views of indi-

viduals, not to an absolute standard of truth. It is of two
kinds. The first shows that Christianity is an harmonious
whole, self-consistent, and self-explaining ; the second, that it

corresponds to the aspirations and hopes of mankind. And
the value of either of these from a logical point of view will

vary according to the different cases in which it is applied.

That Christianity is a great consistent whole, offering an
adequate explanation of the problems of life as propounded by
what may be considered the concurrent testimony of philo-

sophers, goes far as a logical proof. The logical proof of the

law of evolution or of gravitation is that they afford an
adequate explanation of a large class of phenomena. So far

there will be a certain objectivity in our argument. But
every person sets his own problems for himself and takes his

own view of life. If, then, Christianity adequately and con-
sistently answers his questions, it becomes true for him, though
on grounds which are of no value to the rest of the world.

In the same way, if we can get some objective standard of the

spiritual needs and aspirations of mankind, and can show that

Christianity responds to these in a way that no other religion

does, then again we go far towards establishing a logical proof
of its truth. But the spiritual needs often take strange
forms : one man is attracted by what repels another. Many
a man is won to the Christian faith by arguments which are
neither valid nor widely applicable. Again our point of view
becomes subjective. The value to individuals of this second
class of arguments will depend upon the success with which
they are adapted to his point of view. The general value will

depend upon the extent to which it is possible to arrive at a
common form which will adequately embrace the needs and
aspirations of mankind.
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As far as we have been able to judge from a tedious

perusal of the two large volumes before us, the aim of the late

Mr. Tudor was such as we have just described. He desired

to show how Christianity affords an adequate and consistent

explanation of the facts of the spiritual life, and how the

difficulties which are supposed to surround it vanish, if Church
life is viewed as a whole. All that seems to some repellent

in doctrine or in creeds really arises from a misapprehension
of them or of the needs of mankind. In the teaching of
the Church, and in it alone, the spiritual and moral life of

humanity receives full satisfaction. Mr. Tudor's aim was a
high one, and if he had shown any capacity for carrying it out
we should not have quarrelled with his executors for the pub-
lication of these weighty and posthumous volumes. As a
matter of fact we have a very serious grievance against them,
but we must confess that it is purely personal For, with the

exception of the amount of paper and labour expended to

little purpose, the book is absolutely innocuous. Few, we
venture to prophecy, will succeed in getting very far into it

;

still fewer will succeed in carrying away from it any clear idea.

No one will be able to find anything that is harmful, and with
patience some few grains of solid value may be gleaned from
the depressing verbosity of the author. Our quarrel, we have
said, is a personal one. We have been compelled to study Mr.
Tudor's Church Life somewhat minutely, and any who attempt
to follow us will appreciate our feelings of resentment.

For, in the first place, the book is dull

—

' Peter was dull—he was at first

Dull—oh, so dull—so very dull

!

Whether he talked, wrote, or rehearsed,

Still with this dulness was he cursed

—

Dull—beyond all conception—dull.

* Even the Reviewers who were hired

To do the work of his reviewing

With adamantine nerves grew tired
;

Gaping and torpid they retired

To dream of what they should be doing.'

It is sometimes said that all theological works are in them-
selves dull (a statement the fallacy of which a reference to

our own pages will show), and of course no one, as Aristotle

would say, would expect the same merits from a theological

treatise as from a Gaiety burlesque. But we may legitimately

demand a certain amount of logical and systematic arrange-

ment, a style which expresses what the author desires to say

without using more than twice as many words as are necessary,
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and some capacity for thinking and writing clearly. In fact,

though graces of style are unnecessary or even harmful in a
theological treatise, there is no work in which the merits of a
good style are more apparent Mr. Tudor unfortunately

shows every fault of which a writer can be guilty. He is

lengthy and verbose ; he has overloaded his work with an
awkward phraseology which he reproduces with a wearisome
persistence ; he consumes pages of print and much time with
a turgid and wordy rhetoric. He devotes so much attention

to preliminary matter and previous exceptions that he never
comes to the point, or if he does get there he does not take
his readers with him. It is always wearisome to quote extracts

of what is bad only because it is dull ; it is quite sufficient

proof of our statement to refer our readers to any page at

which they like to open the book. We will confine ourselves

to a very few passages.

' We hold, therefore, that the truest and highest conception of
personality, in plainer words, of the personal life, is to be found, not
in the I AM and I WILL as standing out individualized in an abso-
lute impassive self-isolation and self-sufficiency, but rather as finding

itself and being defined as an individual subsistence by going out
from, and returning in upon, itself in eternal loving co-relation with
the Thou and the He* (ii. 37).

This is an excellent example of the use of phraseology to
mystify readers. Hardly a page can be opened in the first

part of the second volume without the eye being struck by
the pedantic use of the terms I AM and I WILL, in place

and out of place. In other parts of the book other phrases

occupy conspicuous places and grate on the ear with dis-

tressing frequency. ' Special positive revelation/ the ' All and
the one ' are great favourites.

The following is an instance of thoroughly bad rhetoric :

—

' In our sacred writings no heroes of a golden age pass before our
view, no mythic figures ready cut and dried, no brilliant parterres all

aglow in glittering colours, with sudden transformations come and goy

like the quickly shifting patterns in the kaleidoscope* (ii. 222).

Is it the ' mythic figures ' who have been already ' cut and
dried ' and banished to a museum, or the ' brilliant parterres

'

that are able to come and go ? In another place Mr. Tudor
writes :

—

' The prophets were true prophets of God ; but being men of
like passions with ourselves, so while they wrote they thought of
time, yet the Hand which held them grasped eternity ' (ii. 205).

What does the writer mean to say ? And what do his words
mean ?
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One more quotation (which we recommend our readers to-

skip) and we have done.

* Yet from that criticism, which would bid us quench the flame
supernatural and stifle the breath of life divine with its long loud
I AM and I WILL, and thus rob the Bible of its living soul in order
to lay the disorganized corpse upon its dissecting tables, to be cut up
secundum artem into a thousand disjointed shrivelled fragments, and
this simply that it may come within the boundary lines of man's
judgment and correction, as a mere human natural product ; though
we are free to confess that we ourselves hold not its divining rod, and
speak not as one of the initiated, and lay no claim to its omniscience,

yet, passing by both ourselves and them, we with full confidence appeal

to Jesus Christ^the Son and Word of God, to the Holy Ghost, the
Lord and Giver of life, and to the living Church—" the pillar and
ground of the truth

"—which, with the sacred instincts of the duly
constituted witness and keeper of holy writ, howsoever much she may-
have differed in its interpretation, has ever held, with one consistent

unwavering tradition, that the Bible is the One living Book of the

One living God, imparted by the One Spirit to the One Church of
God'(ii. 11).

We do not wish to say anything against the excellence of

Mr. Tudor's principles, but the above sentence
.
(for it is in-

tended to be a complete sentence) hardly succeeds in being
grammatical, and its argumentative value is nil. It represents

the solution of a problem by the copious employment of
religious phraseology.

As we do not wish to rival our author in wearying our
readers, we have probably given them quite enough instances.

of his style. But from time to time works are produced
which, though of no literary merit, are distinguished by con-

siderable philosophic capacity, though the writer appears to

aim at increasing the difficulty of an obscure subject by the

barbarity of his style. This work is unfortunately destitute

also of any real philosophic value. To carry out its concep-

tion properly some knowledge of modern philosophy and of
standard works of theology would be necessary. Mr. Tudor
may have an acquaintance with such books ; he never uses it.

His references are throughout to a limited number of second-

rate books, and we seldom find any knowledge of works of
authority. The longest section of the work is devoted to

considering the relation of Christian doctrine to morality. To
do this adequately some acquaintance with moral philosophy

would be necessary ; the writer has absolutely none. He has

one second-hand reference to Kant, but a good deal of his

speculation seems to come from that philosopher as its ultimate

source, though after filtering through one or more interme-
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diaries. Of the questions and difficulties of modern science

he is also ignorant, although he often talks about science.

He discusses the fall of man and the origin of evil without
any reference to difficulties raised by the theory of evolu-

tion. He not only does not always give adequate answers to

the questions he does ask ; he does not ask the questions to

which people require answers. To use a rather disagreeable

expression, he is out of touch with the times.

But not only is he destitute of the material necessary to

carry out his scheme ; he is also destitute of the ability. Not
only are his arguments ill expressed ; they are often bad. Of
such we have collected two or three examples. One is the

argument from quotations. This is of value in certain places

:

for example, in a political meeting a Conservative can always
prove anything he likes from the speeches of Mr. Gladstone,

and a Liberal will often be able to corroborate his views by an
isolated statement of Lord Salisbury. Such a style of argu-

ment is admirably adapted for political warfare, but is

decidedly out of place in a sober theological treatise, unless

the quotations be either from writers who are accepted as

authorities, or have been quoted for literary purposes. To
bring forward a list of modern theological writers who have
said creeds are valuable, and to end with asserting that they
must be so because even Canon Kingsley has said it, is a

very poor method of proof. Canon Kingsley is not a Pope
or a Father, and, except for purposes of party warfare, a

quotation of his * authority ' is worthless. An assertion by
Mr. Bradlaugh that Christianity had not always been detri-

mental to mankind would have no philosophic value at all.

Nor is another logical figure which Mr. Tudor employs of

much higher value. We may call it the argument of religious

phraseology ; we have quoted an instance of it above, and
need not burden our readers with further references. The
method is : on arriving at the point of your argument, pour
forth a flood of commonplace religious phraseology which will

be very grateful to your orthodox hearers and will overwhelm
your opponents. We recognize the value of such a form of

argument in its proper place. It is used with great effect in

preaching sermons to congregations who absolutely agree

with the preacher and are unassailed by doubt, but to whom
it is comforting to hear infidel theories confronted with their

favourite phrases. It has a logical value, which is that it

reminds the hearers that the doctrines which are being

attacked are inconsistent with principles that are undoubted

—

the conclusion, of course, is that they must be untrue. Now
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such a form of reasoning is perfectly legitimate in its place,

but not in a learned theological treatise. It is not only
terribly dull ; it also fails to satisfy a too inquiring reason.

The third method of reasoning which Mr. Tudor has used,

which, however valuable in its place, we hardly think suits the

dignity of his work, is the ' argument in a circle.' We have
known this used with great effect by those speakers who
desire to convince their hearers of what they know already.

It generally .takes the form either of proving one half of a
theory by the other, or of proving a theory by a paraphrase
of itself stated in different language. It again may have the
logical value of showing that a statement is self-consistent.

Mr. Tudor in one place devotes some time to proving from the

Scriptures that man contains a spiritual as well as a material

element, and then shows that the Scriptures must be true

because they correspond to the spiritual and material element
in mankind; being themselves half human, half divine : written

by men, but written by men who are inspired. Such an
argument has a certain value, but that value is limited.

Although Mr. Tudor occasionally fails both to write Eng-
lish and to reason correctly, his book is not destitute of what
is good. He was, we believe, a hard-working parish priest,

and an earnest and good man. From his book we conclude
that we should have valued him as a personal friend and pastor,

however little we should have cared to hear him preach. It

contains isolated thoughts and ideas which are not without
spiritual insight. He is sympathetic, earnest, and conscientious.

We shall attempt, therefore, to collect some of his thoughts
which deserve to be more clearly stated, and some which
require correction.

The first section of the book is introductory, and explains

the author's point of view. There are two ways in which
we may look at human life : either we may consider it

to be a mere development of animal life, or we may recognize

that it offers a far more complex problem to be solved.

Human life consists of two elements : there is the material

side, on which man is linked to the animal world, and there is

the spiritual, on which he is linked to God. Mr. Tudor's
jnethod is to assume this duality of human nature and show,
in the first place, that it offers a much more consistent ex-
planation of the facts of life, and, secondly, that, granted its

truth, the existence of the supernatural element in the world
becomes natural, and the fact of revelation is a necessary con-

sequence. Christianity, therefore, as revealed in the Christian
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Church is a systematic and consistent whole, answering to all

the needs of mankind.
The original starting-point is never proved. But the

importance of this method of argument, if well carried out,

may be illustrated from two instances which Mr. Tudor gives,

and which we will reproduce, using somewhat terser language
than he does.

Our readers are probably well acquainted with the current

arguments both for and against miracles—they recognize that

the celebrated argument, that it is more likely that human
beings should lie than that a law of nature should be violated, is

somewhat difficult to answer with equal epigrammatic brevity.

But have they ever known anyone whose disbelief in miracles

arose from this argument? Have they ever known anyone
who has deliberately sat down 'in a cool moment' to calculate

the chances either way, and has come to the conclusion on
purely logical grounds? Such a man would certainly be

rf Orjplov fj 0609, as Aristotle says. But there are numbers of
men who have learnt to disbelieve in miracles, but in a dif-

ferent way—not by logic (whether good or bad), but by
habit. By constantly attending to the laws of nature, and to

those laws only ; by becoming accustomed to an unaltering

and apparently unalterable uniformity ; by filling their minds
with the idea of an utterly remorseless force always working,

a wheel of fate whose evolutions can never be checked, they
become unable to grasp any other conception. They have so

much imagination that at any period of the world's history

or in any class of phenomena they can always see the prin-

ciples they are accustomed to at work, but they have not

-enough to conceive other principles ; their minds are so over-

whelmed by the engrossing study of the realm of law, that they
are quite unable to conceive this law as being ever interrupted.

In answer to all arguments they can simply, like Carlyle,

make a dogmatic assertion—' a miracle is impossible ; there is

nothing more to be said.'

Against such a state of mind logic is valueless. A man
must be induced to change his point of view and look at that

side of the facts which he has so completely ignored. If once
he looks upon the universe, not as a process of mindless
matter, but as the constant exercise of a spiritual activity

;

if he realizes that the laws which he has assumed to be
-equally unyielding and equally inexplicable are really the

manifestations of a power which is unchanging because it is

<iivine, a power which takes a constant and regular part in

the government of the world, then what seemed inconceivable
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becomes comprehensible : a miracle is still supernatural, for

it is outside nature, but it is not impossible, for it is the self-

assertion of the originator and controller of the universe

;

a miracle will still demand evidence, but historical evidence
will not be asked to prove what is impossible. A miracle will

still require an adequate cause, and the cause must be the

moral good of the universe ; for the hypothesis of a supreme
being is primarily adopted to explain the moral facts of the
universe ; and this intervention will only be justified by the
need of his moral supervision. But granting these two—sup-
posing satisfactory historical evidence and an adequate moral
cause to have been given, then the difficulty of believing in a
miracle ceases. A miracle is no longer a heavy tax upon
faith, but a support. The argument in fact is this : granted a
moral Deity, he will supervise the morality of the world ; in

order to assert his power he will abrogate in certain instances

those laws of which he is the author ; he will extend his influ-

ence among men by the gifts of inspiration. This is what
philosophy would tell us to expect, and what history does
tell us has happened. It will be seen that we have assumed
the existence of a moral Deity, and this shows the limits

within which the argument is valuable ; the fact remains that

Christianity looked at from without may seem ' impossible/

but looked at from within is a clear and well-ordered whole.

A one-sided view of the facts of nature makes a belief in

miracles almost impossible ; a one-sided view of history makes
the fact of revelation out of place. A philosopher of history

constructs an elaborate theory in his mind, which makes the

human race, by the laws of psychology or the influence of
ideas, develop harmoniously, regularly, systematically. Where,
then, can revelation come? Is it not impossible? But
change the point of view. Assume that the Christian revela-

tion is true : then let us examine history, and we shall find

that at any rate something may be said on the other side.

We look at the course of history, and we see how slowly and
gradually the human race developed until it became fit for

the revelation of Christ. We can trace this development in

politics, in thought, in morals, in religion. From the original

herdlike life, in which men and women lived together in varied

forms of union, the family was developed. By conquest, by
settlement, by trade, by the needs of self-defence, the family

grew into the tribe, the clan, the city, and the state. Still love

of conquest and commercial activity asserted themselves, the

nations grew larger, and human intercourse more extended.
Persia, Alexander, and Carthage prepared the way for Rome,
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and by the Roman empire the world was at length prepared

for a world-extensive religion. Philosophy, religion, and
morals had all reached a stage when the world was fitted for

a higher and more complete revelation. Then, ' in the fulness

of time, Christ came into the world.' We are not engaged

at present in proving the truth of revelation : that is for our

purpose assumed. We do not presume to discuss the Why of

the Creator's purpose. There the Christian agnostic may claim

to be heard. Our object is to show that if from an external

point of view the Christian revelation is a disturbing element

in the world's history, looked at from within it is an adequate,

a complete, and satisfactory account of the facts of the past

Even if it were only an hypothesis it would have all the

merits of a good hypothesis. Christianity can satisfy those

who understand it ; it cannot satisfy those who are so absorbed

in their own hypothesis that they cannot approach any other.

Mr. Tudor's second book is devoted to what he calls the
1 divine self-manifestation.' He divides revelation into * the

divine self-communication ' and ' the divine self-manifestation/

This division is one of considerable value in bringing out the

double aspect of revelation, and would, perhaps, be of greater

value if it were not dwelt on with such distressing frequency.

The object of the Incarnation was, not merely to reveal God
to mankind, but to impart God to mankind by the union

between the two natures. In this book Mr. Tudor devotes him-

self to the revelation viewed as the divine self-manifestation.

The first duty, then, is to determine the relation of revela-

tion to human knowledge and thought. On this subject Mr.

Tudor has some remarks which deserve quoting, whether as

examples of his inimitable style or of his singularly confused

thought.

' And thus we maintain that with consentient utterance, howso-

ever varied the actual sounds, from all creation, whether visible or

invisible, in heaven or earth, or under the earth—all everywhere,

from the devil and his angels to Michael, the prince of the heavenly

host, from the grain of sand carried by the wind to the mighty

orbs that revolve in illimitable space, from the tiny insect dancing in

the sunbeams to the profound philosopher who instructs mankind-
one voice goes up ' (i. 150).

We had always thought that ' the devil was a liar and the

father of lies ; ' we had also been accustomed to hold that

there was such a thing as absolute error—any interpretation

of this passage of Dr. Tudor's which started on the assump-

tion that there was a fixed and definite meaning to words

would be bound to deny both these statements. But appa-
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rently all he means to say is that philosophy and science are

not to be despised—a very excellent, if somewhat common-
place, remark. To say this, however, he begins by asserting

that science is always right, and then when he is brought face

to face with absolute opposition between science and revela-

tion, he evades the difficulty by saying that such science is

unscientific, is falsely so called. Now, of course, if revelation

is true, anything in science which contradicts it must be un-
true ; but we have no right first to assert dogmatically that

science and revelation are one, and then to denounce anything
that does not please us as not true science.

However, we find something far better further on, when
he sums up the value of a scientific philosophy to revelation.

' (a) First, it helps in clearing the ground by eradicating error

;

(p) secondly, it indicates the problem to be solved, by accurate defi-

nition of its nature and extent, and by the delimitation of its own
capabilities and range ; and (c) thirdly, it prepares a scientific abstract

terminology and a logical method' (i. 176).

These three propositions seem to us to sum up the true

value of philosophy admirably. We might illustrate them in

many ways. Perhaps one instance will be sufficient. It is a
common complaint against philosophy that its ultimate answer
is agnosticism. We cannot know beyond certain limits.

There is a world of experience of which we have knowledge
;

there is (or may be) a world beyond of which we have no
knowledge. Man must be content to remain in ignorance.

Human reason has its definite limits, and beyond these limits

it cannot go. This has a hopeless side, yet it is really consol-

ing. This modern agnosticism, the parents of which are Hume
and Kant, whose latest exponents are Mansell and Herbert
Spencer, may be disastrous to religion, as the result of human
effort ; it is really a support to religion as the gift of revelation.

The negative criticism of Kant has, it is true, made certain

arguments in favour of Christianity of much less value, but it

has practically introduced new arguments, and it has abso-

lutely overthrown a whole mass of negative criticism ; apriori
arguments against the truth of Christianity lose a great deal

of their value. But it has done more : it has put a limit to the

common speculations which have hampered Christianity. So
long as the human mind devotes itself to interpreting, to sys-

tematizing, to expressing in accurate language, to developing
the meaning of revelation, it is acting within spheres where it

can do so with safety. If it once steps beyond the limits of
revelation, it enters regions where it has no guide, and where
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it wanders without a track to follow, and uncontrolled by ex-

perience. Reason spins cobwebs out of itself which sometimes
are with difficulty swept away. The history of the doctrine of

the Trinity shows how all the resources of philosophy may be
used to systematize revelation and supply phraseology for it.

Logic interprets the subject-matter which revelation has sup-

plied. But a good deal of later speculation, Byzantine, scho-

lastic, Protestant—upon the origin of evil and the doctrine of
free will—all those systems which have obscured the true facts

of Christianity and have burdened many minds may be swept
away. The true value of philosophy is critical. It removes
error and explains truth.

We have not space nor do we think that it would be worth
our while to follow Mr. Tudor's speculations through the re-

mainder of this work. He has grasped many admirable prin-

ciples, but he does not show much skill in using them. Ta
assign its proper place to human speculation, to look upon
Christianity as a whole, and a whole revealed, not in the Bible

only, but also in the Church, to view the problems of life in

the light of the Incarnation—these great principles he recog-

nizes ; but we do not find that he shows any skill in applying
them. He does not see difficulties clearly ; he often fails to

answer them. He allows his pen to carry him away with a
fatal fluency. In discussing the origin of evil he sees that it

must be due to a great spiritual catastrophe ; but he never
sees how that catastrophe can be reconciled with the teaching

of science. He says a good deal about ' moral determinism ' and
so on, but never clearly either asks or answers the question,

How is this consistent with the goodness of God ?

Amongst the many topics and questions touched upon in

the second volume one leading one stands out conspicuously :

How does Christianity satisfy the spiritual and the moral needs
of mankind ? We shall say something on both points.

Mr. Tudor sums up and crystallizes his teaching in a pas-

sage which is considerably more epigrammatic than is usual

with him.

'The attributes of personality, as exhibited by God and man
respectively, in some important particulars differ, in others agree.

They differ, inasmuch as God consists of three Persons in one nature,

while man consists of three natures in one person ; this antithesis,

however, so far from proving a bar to intercommunion, becomes the

very source of its feasibility. They agree together inasmuch as both
participate in the essential characteristics ofpersonality—self-conscious

being and self-determining will' (ii. 116).

Here there is a great deal that is true and a great deal,

too, which is absolutely false. The essence of Christianity is in
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the double recognition of personality in man and in God. But
the analogy or antithesis which is based upon the recurrence

of the number three in the person of the Godhead and in an
assumed psychology is the worst form of mysticism. What
practically leads Mr. Tudor astray is a false analogy. The
number three does occur in both ; but if the analogy is to hold

good there must be some resemblance between the three

natures and the three persons ; as a matter of fact there is

none at all. Our three natures are the body, soul, and spirit,

and these cannot in any way be said to have any real analogy
to the three Persons of the Trinity. We will not attempt to

analyze the passage, for we fear that the contrast would
become blasphemous.

In fact, this passage contains an example of mysticism of

the worst sort, and as there is a strong tendency in Mr. Tudor's

book towards mysticism, sometimes legitimate, sometimes ille-

gitimate, we shall attempt to define the limits within which it

may be used.

Mysticism is, we venture to suggest, the discovery of a
spiritual meaning or of spiritual life, whether in Scripture or

in nature, where it is not found to be by reason. The mystical

man sees God and His Spirit everywhere ; his spiritual insight

gives a new value to the most commonplace things :
' moun-

tain, grove, and stream, the earth, and every common sight
*

appear to him ' apparalled in celestial light, the glory and the

brightness of a dream.'

Now reason will tell the mystic that, if the teaching of

Christianity is true, the earth does represent everywhere the

working of a Divine power. It will tell him that there is no
cause why he should not hold the storm clouds and the rain

and the thunder to be messengers of God to do his will.

Reason cannot guide him to discover them : that is the duty of

the inspired imagination or spiritual insight, which is the

parent of mysticism ; but it will not forbid him to believe in

them. The following passage, therefore, from a volume of

well-known sermons, is equally beautiful and true ; it is an
admirable example of true mysticism :

—

' I do not pretend to say that we are told in Scripture what Matter

is ; but I affirm that as our souls move our bodies, be our bodies what

they may, so there are spiritual Intelligences which move those won-
derful and vast portions of the natural world which seem to be in-

animate ; and as the gestures, speech, and expressive countenances

of our friends around us enable us to hold intercourse with them, so

in the motions of universal Nature, in the interchange of day and
night, summer and winter, wind and storm, fulfilling His word, we
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are reminded of the blessed and dutiful Angels. . . . Whenever we
look abroad we are reminded of those most precious and holy Beings,

the servants of the Holiest, who deign to minister to the heirs of sal-

vation. Every breath of air and ray of light and heat, every beautiful

prospect is, as it were, the skirts of their garments, the waving of the

robes of those whose faces see God in heaven. And I put it to any-

one, whether it is not as philosophical and as full of intellectual en-

joyment, to refer the movements of the natural world to them, as to

attempt to explain them by certain theories of science ; useful as these

theories certainly are for particular purposes, and capable (in subor-

dination to that higher view) of a religious application/ *

So far may mysticism go ; but when it attempts to build

up a hierarchy of angels with mystical names ; when it at-

tempts to build up theology in fancied interpretations of the

topography of Jerusalem or the structure of the human body
;

when it allows itself to be carried astray by arbitrary numerical

analogies ; when it takes fancy as its guide, and casts off the

restraint of reason, it is in danger of raising a structure so

absurd as to endanger and bring contempt on religion itself.

It would be wandering too far to attempt to distinguish

the limits of the mystical interpretation as applied to Scrip-

ture.2 We believe that the same principle that we have
enunciated, that of not allowing the fancy to take the place of

reason, is a sound one. What we wish to emphasize is the

importance of self-restraint in this matter. A speaker at the

Wolverhampton Church Congress (1887), in a paper in many
ways able, has dwelt on the ' beauty and charm ' of the mystical

sense. Any knowledge of the lives of spiritually-minded men
will bear this out. Amongst orthodox and unorthodox, in

ancient and modern times alike, with the learned and able,

with the unlettered and uninstructed, wherever there have been
spiritually-minded men, there the mystical interpretation of
nature and of Scripture has been popular. We have suggested
that it is legitimate within certain limits, but carried beyond
those limits it becomes constantly liable to error ; it is a danger
to which spiritually-minded men are especially liable ; it is a
corruption which arises from unrestrained indulgence in what
is highest in their nature ; but it is dangerous, for it often leads

to error, and it causes a stumbling-block to many, turning
them away from the truth of Christianity.

We have said enough of mysticism. We will add a few
words on the answer to the question which we believe Mr.
Tudor puts before himself in this section of his work. How

1 Newman's Parochial Sermons, ii. 361.
2 This subject is discussed at length in the Church Quarterly Review

for April 1882 (vol. xxii. pp. 22-64).
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does Christianity, and especially how does Christianity as a
dogmatic system, satisfy the spiritual needs of mankind ? In

many ways he has answered it well, but what is good in his

writings is so mixed up with what is confused, and so obscurely

stated, that we shall attempt to epitomize his views for the

benefit of our readers.

Man naturally yearns after a personal God ; Christianity

grants his wish. His own personality, freedom of the will,

and moral responsibility are the very basis of his life. Chris-

tianity establishes these on a sure foundation. Man yearns
after union with God ; he seeks help amid his struggles and
sympathy for his weakness. Now can this be granted without
violating the sternness of monotheism ? Christianity answers
by the mystery of the Incarnation. Man's intellect demands an
abstract, unanthropomorphic God : his religious instinct de-
mands a God who came down to man, a God who is man ; his

intellect proves the remoteness of God ' in the highest heavens :

'

his religious feelings ask for the grace of God continually

present in his heart : Christianity answers by the mystery of
the Trinity. Mankind asks for a sure basis for that belief

in immortality which seems instinctive : Christianity points

with undoubting heart to the historical fact of the Resurrec-

tion.

The last portion of Mr. Tudor's book is devoted to the

connexion between the Christian revelation and morality.

It is, we think, the most successful portion of the work. He
starts with the premisses that the moral needs of man de-

mand : I. The Universal ; II. The Personal ; III. Perfecti-

bility.

' I. The Universal: the ethical ideal, i.e. the moral, or what ought
to be, and must be, the all-embracing aim and the absolute criterion

of human morality—the highest Good.
'II. The Personal: the morally good to be practically fulfilled in

and by the individual man, as the aim or object of his free will

and personal self-government, exercised with reference to the ideal

—

Duty.
' III. Perfectibility: the process of actually attaining to the ideal

—

i.e. the morally good, considered as realizable in the fulfilment of

duty by the individual subject, as the supreme object of human
existence—Virtue ' (ii. 269).

Now the logical value of this method of argument for

Christian defence will depend upon the degree of univer-

sality which these premisses have. For example, they may
only express the individual wants of a single person, or they
may be true for all mankind. And it is just at this point that

Z *
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Mr. Tudor's ignorance of philosophy hampers him. He cannot

find a thoroughly solid basis on which to start. No one can, we
think, fail to see the resemblance which these bear to much
of the moral teaching of Kant. In fact, we imagine that they

would be found to be derived eventually from him. But Mr.
Tudor betrays no consciousness of this resemblance. Yet he
would have added very much to the strength of his argument
had he been able to give a philosophic basis, if not of argument
at any rate of authority, to his fundamental assumptions.

Mr. Tudor works out the application of these principles

with his usual fulness. But he does not seem to see clearly

the point where the argument fails. The fact is that these

three moral principles of mankind may be equally satisfied by
an elevated philosophy or a bare monotheism. Christianity

more nearly satisfies mankind because it responds to even
deeper human needs. Man is not satisfied with a response

to his intellectual demands for duty, virtue, and the highest

good, for his moral nature must be stirred by an appeal to

his emotions. It is here that Christianity, in her central

doctrine of love, does what no other religion can do, whether
exhibited by God for man, or imparted to man by God.

We have, we think, put before our readers the main points

of a book the publication of which we cannot help regretting.

We do not think we have treated it unfairly ; we have honestly

endeavoured to bring out such merits as we feel it possesses,

but we have felt bound (especially after one or two notices

of the work we have seen) to emphasize its very considerable

defects. The cause of Christianity is only hindered by the

use of unsound arguments. We must allow no flaw in our

bayonets, and no bad powder in our cartridges. Christian

defence must always rest on a firm basis.

But the thought of what Mr. Tudor has tried to do has

brought vividly before our minds the idea of what we hope
some one will succeed in doing. Each succeeding age re-

quires to have Christianity presented to it in a form corre-

sponding to its changed needs. For difficulties and doubts
present themselves which, if not new, appear at any rate

new. Questions arise which require a practical solution.

Philosophy changes its direction and its terminology. The
fundamental truths of Christianity must be restated and re-

defended. What Origen did for the third century, what
Hooker did for the seventeenth century, must be done also

for the nineteenth. And the time seems to have come, too,

when it may be done. Science seems to have ceased to

generalize, and to have taken refuge in specialism. Philo-
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sophy and history have ceased to be fertile and reproductive.

Little addition will probably be made to our store of thought
by changes in political life or commercial activity. To a long
period of discovery and invention has succeeded one in which
we can only perfect the work of our predecessors. And just

at this time a man is wanted who has grasped and compre-
hended the teaching of philosophy, science, and life, who has
a firm hold of the truths of Christianity, who working under
the guidance of inspired reason will systematize, codify, and
rearrange a philosophy of Church life which will respond to

all the needs and aspirations of the day.

Art. VIII.—'CASWELL'—'THE NEW ANTIGONE'—
'ROBERT ELSMERE.'

1. Caswell: A Paradox, Two vols. (London, 1887.)

2. The New Antigone : A Romance. Second edition, 2 vols.

(London, 1888.)

3. Robert Elstnere. By Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD, author of

Miss Bretherton. Second edition, 3 vols. (London, 1888.)

It is altogether too late in the history of modern literature to

discuss the legitimacy of presenting distinctly religious ques-

tions through the medium of fiction. Whatever fundamental
objections—and there are some very serious and solid ones

—

may be advanced against the practice, it is now so generally

adopted that we must content ourselves with criticizing such
examples as may be brought before us, and with determining
whether they treat sacred things in a reverent spirit and with

adequate knowledge. Nor is this all which we have a right

to require of those who select this method of enforcing their

religious opinions. It is essential that they should observe

—

on the supposition that a writer's aim is not victory, but truth

—that due sense of proportion which is demanded by the

limitations of their art. For it is an absolute necessity of
novel writing that the author should leave out many of the

facts which in real life would modify the impression produced
on the reader's mind, and it is exactly in this process of selec-

tion for a definite purpose that the danger lies. The inevitable

suppressio veri slides so easily into the suggestio falsi. More
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especially is this the case when the direct intent and object

of a writer is not to excite emotion, but to persuade ; not to

work upon the feelings, but to master the judgment In the
former case a fragment of truth may legitimately effect the
desired purpose. In the latter the reader has a moral right

to have a fair statement of all pertinent facts by which his

decision should be guided.

These truths suggest to us a further caution as to the
special difficulty inseparable from all religious novels. Reli-

gious emotion is at once most liable to exaggeration and un-
reality, and at the same time ought, more than any other
shade of feeling, to be pourtrayed with a tender and reverent

touch. Religious knowledge, on the other hand—or rather the

knowledge which can guide to any trustworthy conclusion

upon subjects of religious controversy—should be both ample
and accurate. Yet it is almost unavoidable that the religious

novelist should exactly reverse this relative proportion. To
interest and enlist sympathy he will enlarge upon the
emotional and curtail the argumentative portion of his story.

Of course each writer is entitled to choose his own method of
putting his views before the world, and it is for the reviewer

to point out any fallacy or unfairness into which he has been
betrayed.

These thoughts have been suggested by the study of the
three works before us. They might all be included under the
general title ofreligious novels, although Caswell and The New
Antigone stand in marked contrast, both of subject and tone,

from Robert Elstnere. The first two have some important
elements in common. The raison cCitre of each is to narrate

a story of sin and shame. They both deal with sin, as dis-

tinct from crime, with an adequate sense of its intrinsic horror
and of its awful consequences. They are both inspired by
the determination to treat the grave question of man's viola-

tion of God's law of purity from the standpoint of Christian

truth. There is no tricking out of a melodramatic scoundrel
in such guise as may be calculated to beguile the reader's

sympathy. There is no under-current of excuse for faults

which society is wont too generally to visit with half-hearted

disapproval. There is no endeavour to palliate yielding to
temptation. It may be that both their authors have been led

to an almost extreme severity by their distrust of a modern
doctrine—which, if it contain some truth, is often stated with
perilous incaution—that acquaintance with evil places the
penitent in a position of vantage as compared with those of
purer life and more limited experience. But the clear, strong,
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moral tone of both is refreshing after a shoal of fetid tales in

which authors insult their readers as incapable of taking

interest in a story unless it is seasoned with impurity. No
one could rise from reading them without having his abhor-

rence of evil deepened and his moral nature braced by their

perusal. But it is time to enter upon a separate examination
of each of the works before us. We will take them in the

order in which they stand at the head of our paper, and will

commence with Caswell.

A brief outline of the story is indispensable. John Caswell,

the illegitimate child of Sir Henry Branston, mayor and most
important citizen of the manufacturing town of Linford, is

adopted and brought up by his maternal uncle in a remote
Cheshire village. The boy, who does not bear his mother's

name, inherits a nature instinct with passion from his father

;

his uncle, the only companion of his early years, is engrossed

upon a ponderous work which is to solve the deepest pro-

blems of philosophy, and trains his charge to thirst for the

one great good in man's imperfect state, viz. fulness of know-
ledge. A lonely childhood, passed in an atmosphere that is

purely intellectual, naturally leads to the indulgence of day-
dreams. As time goes on ' he seems to be living two lives

—

the commonplace life of study and the ecstatic life of contem-
plation/ in which he holds fancied communion with the

world-spirit. The child is father of the man. The early

development of mystic spiritual faculties, added to the sen-

suous but as yet undeveloped nature, influence his whole after

life, and lend probability to the experience through which he
passes in the protracted agony of his conversion. Removal to

Oxford and environment with all the charms of art and poetry

arouse the slumbering sensuousness of his nature, and acquaint-

ance with a beautiful but vain and self-indulgent shopgirl

leads him into flagrant sin. Then comes a speedy disenchant-

ment. He loathes and leaves the woman he has seduced, and
in the bitterness of his disappointment abandons himself to

unbridled dissipation. For Delilah's sake he hates what is

lovely in woman, and strives to corrupt it ; he hates himself

no less for the degradation to which he voluntarily descends.

It is a striking portrait of a storm-tossed soul, utterly miser-

able, yet persistent in its indulgence in sin. Gradually there

comes the longing for the purity so blindly sacrificed, and
now so utterly unattainable ; but the length and severity of

the struggle are proportionate to the infamy and intensity of

the fall. When peace is at length vouchsafed he returns

home to seek for and, if possible, to save the girl whom he
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has led into sin. He now takes orders ; but his efforts to find

Delilah only succeed in bringing him to the dying bed, from
which she loads him with curses ; and his work as a priest is

wrecked time after time by the denunciation of George Samp-
son, the despised and deformed but persistent lover of Delilah.

It is an intensely painful story. But the paradox of real

success under apparent failure is brought out in the peace
that crowns his last hours, and in the hope, faintly suggested
in the closing lines, that the conversion of his father, who has
only learned his relationship to Caswell in this final scene, may
be the last earthly triumph of his loving, mournful ministry.

The necessities of our space compel us to confine our
attention to the central figure, but the book abounds in

strongly drawn and varied characters. The pictures of Miss
Caswell's faithful but unrequited love, cherished through forty

desolate years; of the bachelor uncle awakening to the selfish-

ness of his exclusive devotion to his self-imposed engrossing
task, and then bowing down before the * lost love ' of the
Crucified, and destroying the idol of a lifetime ; of society in

Linford with its coteries and their petty affectations, now
fluttering with the excitement of university lectures delivered

by junior dons, who are not a little astonished at the atten-

tions they obtain, now developing religious sympathies under
the addresses of Lord Rawyuth, which collapse speedily when
the thrilling presence of a live peer is withdrawn ; of Caswell's

Oxford friends, and Esther Branston and Lilian Brankwell

—

all are vividly sketched, whilst they are kept in due subordina-
tion to the main purpose of the narrative. A far more im-
portant place is filled by the chronicles of Zion Chapel and its

worshippers. The practical influence of the narrow Baptist
dogma and its effect upon lives wholly absorbed by daily toil

and Calvinistic theology are brought out with a power that

recalls some of the masterpieces of English fiction. Take the
following sympathetic but truthful portrait of Delilah's saintly

mother, bowed down by the sorrow of her child's desertion

and by the stern pressure of her iron creed :

—

' Her friendship with George Sampson had been renewed upon
the basis of their common love and longing. No words of religious

experience or holy counsel passed between them now. George had
by this time drifted far away from his old faith, and when the
brethren of Zion Chapel talked half-sadly, half-complacently of his

hopeless reprobation, Mrs. Rayner never demurred, and in her heart
she thought that they were right. But he was still dear to her, and
he seemed to her one link with Delilah. She was resigned to their

perdition, and in the midst of the joys of heaven she would perhaps
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forget them, but while her earthly life lasted she could not grow cold to

them. Now and then, when her rebellious affections asserted them-
selves with a vigour which for the moment overcame her strong re-

pression, her yearning for her child grew so intense, that she envied
George the companionship with her in eternal woe which his damna-
tion would bring. But from such thoughts she always recoiled in

horror, not dreading pain for herself, but shrinking from the mere
suggestion of a jmurmur against that holy will of God, which would
be expressed as much in her bliss as in their pain. She was not her

own, she was bought with a price ; what right had she to wish for

anything but that which God had chosen for her ?
' (vol. ii. pp. 36, 37).

To form a just estimate of the author's success, the purpose
of the story should be steadily before the reader's mind. It

is entitled a paradox, and on the title-page is the brief quota-

tion from Mr. Browning's Rabbi Ben Ezra :

—

Thence—a paradox
Which comforts while it mocks,

—

Shall life succeed in that it seems to fail.

And the author's view of life is clearly this, that substantial

success is often achieved behind apparent failure. This seems
to us the undertone of various episodes embraced by the story.

The unrepining, unrequited love of Miss Caswell ; the blind

devotion of the old book-worm, crowned by the sacrifice of

that on which his life had been lavished ; the rigid self-disci-

pline which suppressed the very love-throbs of a mother's

heart in Mrs. Rayner—these are surely not the failures they

appear. But that which is suggested in these minor instances

is writ out large in John Caswell himself, and it is here that

we have met with some dissatisfaction. It is said that the

reader is more impressed eventually with the hero's failure

than with his success ; that its force is impaired by a want of

distinctness in the author's treatment ; and that the result is

a measure of uncertainty in the spiritual lesson it is designed

to enforce.

Now we regard this as a misapprehension which arises

from not taking duly into account all the conditions of the

problem. It would have been an easier—would it have been a

nobler or a more truthful presentation ?—to have adopted off-

hand the motto ' Great sinners, great saints,' and to have de-

scribed Caswell after his conversion as carrying all before him ;

but in real life things do not flow so smoothly. After a fall

so low the return was far more likely to be accompanied by
seasons of mournful reaction, of utter weariness and deadness

of heart, through which the mystic, yearning, loving nature is

sustained to the end. If George Simpson is allowed to drive
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him from one curacy after another until Caswell at last faces

his task alone, there is abundant evidence that through such
stern discipline he finally receives his exceeding great reward.

It is a notable feature of Caswell that it tolerates no half

measures in dealing with a sin-stained soul. The momentous
struggle is recorded with great fulness, of which we will give

the reader some condensed illustrations :

—

'The barrier that divides the visible from the invisible slowly

disappeared, and the two were mingled into one. ... All around him
and within him a mighty spiritual force was working. The sound
of chanting was wafted through the open door, and as distinctly to
his spiritual senses came the measured cadence of the Divine footfalls

echoing through the universe. . . . Slowly the silent Vision dissolved

into an infinite and all-pervading essence of overpowering beauty
and love. Could this be the unveiled Vision of God? For an
instant he was lost in ineffable joy. Then his thoughts turned back
upon himself. Down from the heights of spiritual rapture, where for

an instant he had been folded in the arms of the Eternal Love, he
was thrown back upon his own utter foulness. Never before had he
felt himself so loathsome, not even when he first shrank in terror

from the unveiled presence of the Divine Purity. For now he had
feH the Divine Love ; he had seen the beatific Vision ; he had been
granted one brief glimpse into the infinity of bliss from which his sin

had snatched him. Never again could the thought of God bring

terror. All terror was swallowed up in the wild regret, in the infinite

yearning after the impossible, the consuming hunger that could only
be satisfied with the unattainable, with God Himself.******

' Did he see the priest once more, standing high on the altar steps,

with uplifted right arm ? No, this was no earthly priest. It was One
in Whose face shone high majesty and kingly love, the perfection of
divine and human beauty. . . . He flung himself down before Him
and tried to kiss his feet. But in vain. The weight of his own vile-

ness held him back. Surely the pitiful eyes were looking down upon
him tenderly. Yes, but with a tender reproach. Was the uplifted

arm raised to strike or to bless ? Neither ; but to show the print of
the nail. The agony of regret and yearning vanished. He lost all

thought of self. Nothing filled his heart but the vision of the
wounded Christ, and he shrank under it as under a terrible weight.

Down again into the outer darkness he sank, but not into sin, not into

despair, for out of the depths he looked up at the face of Christ, and
for the moment was content. The weight of the love of Christ had
crushed him into hopelessness, but it had also for the time crushed
out all thought of self ' (vol. ii. pp. 30-2).

When he had left the church, and regained the road, Cas-
well presently, worn out as he was with emotion and fatigue,

lay down, as he thought, to die, when a voice sounded in his

ears :
' My son, are you sick ?

' Caswell opened his eyes and
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saw bending over him an old man in the dress of a village

priest. * I am sick unto death, and my sickness is a sickness

of the soul.'

It is difficult to apply any satisfactory canon of criticism

to a description which details individual experience in a case

of such exceptional intensity. We are not sure that the posi-

tion is one which legitimately allows of minute delineation,

and that feelings such as those which we have pourtrayed

admit of being so fully elaborated. It were easy to turn from
them with contemptuous expression of distaste or disbelief in

their reality. It were more rational to ask whether there be
not a Holy of holies for even the most sinful soul under the

agonies of conviction, into which it is sacrilegious to penetrate

with curious gaze. The sublime reticence of Holy Scripture

should perhaps be imitated in handling those most inward
things of which they declare 'the heart knoweth its own
bitterness/ But whatever our opinion may be on this point,

no one can question that the author has treated these deep
solemnities in a reverent spirit and with a masterly touch.

A yet stronger and kindred objection may be brought against

the shocking realism of Delilah's death-bed. 1 We consider

this the principal blemish of the story. It was not without

true insight into the principles of art that Greek tragedy
banished scenes of actual violence from the stage, and the

reader would gladly have been spared so terribly repulsive a

page. No doubt the author's purpose was to follow up with
unflinching pursuit the far-reaching and deadly effects of sin,

which even the deepest penitence may be utterly impotent to

repair ; but the picture of the lost woman with shrieks of

hatred and blasphemy on her dying lips is gratuitously revolt-

ing. The author could surely have enforced the tragic lesson

by a less nauseous, but not less effective, method. Let us
follow a little further the current of the story.

The chapter which describes Caswell's long illness in the

old priest's house, and his treatment by the simple-hearted

and yet spiritually wise and loving pastor, is of remarkable
beauty, power, and truth. There could hardly be a nobler,

or in some ways a more difficult conception adequately to

work out, than that of the old man labouring ' with shrinking

humility, and yet with grateful exultation, for the rescue of an
immortal soul.' The strain was terrible, almost intolerable

:

* but the work had been laid on him by God, and he must do
it. And every morning there was the mass to be offered, in

which his failing human nature would absorb strength from
1 Vol ii. p. 178.
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contact with the triumphant humanity of Christ* With great

fulness of detail, and yet with such complete mastery of his

idea as to preserve the author from extravagance and un-
reality, the mental experience of the sin-sick and wasted
patient, and of his startled yet tender physician are unfolded :

the one ' overstrained by alternations of metaphysical subtle-

ties, wild bursts of passion, unutterable weariness of cynicism,

and mystic ecstasies of woe and bliss
;

' the other, accustomed
only to the simple difficulties of his peasant sons and daughters,

yet, through constant and humble communion with God, rich

in heavenly wisdom. No wonder that a warm affection sprung
up between them, and that the younger man, despite his store

of knowledge and the force of his strong and disciplined

intellect, looked up with reverence to his unlearned guide.

But it is not as yet that we have reached the full depth and
pathos of the author's teaching. Caswell has surrendered
himself entirely to a life of simple restfulness—' communion
with God and penitential sorrow his one desire ; ' but the old

priest divines that to preserve him from unwholesome and
presumptuous mysticism he must send his disciple into the

world to go out and do active battle against evil, and he urges

that his first duty is to seek out Delilah Rayner and try to

lead her to repentance. Here comes in the strongest tempta-
tion to resistance, and the fiercest mental struggle. Not long^

before the events which had led to his conversion Caswell had
made the acquaintance of Lilian Blackwell, a sweet English

girl. A brief intercourse had purified and ennobled him be-

yond his wildest hopes, and it had been accidentally revealed

to him that his passionate admiration was returned. Yet the
very intensity of his love caused him to shrink back. Better

any suffering and relapse than that Lilian's pure soul should

be stained by contact with his. But he did not feel so far

from her now. Some of his deepest stains were washed away y

and the vision of their closer intimacy was exceeding precious
;

it soothed his vexed mind and drove out unpleasant thoughts.

And now the helpful companionship of the old priest, the
hallowing vision of the pure maiden, both must be renounced.

* He dropped his hands with a gesture of despair. Delilah Ray-
ner thrust in upon his mental vision while his heart was full of the

remembrance of Lilian ! The very possibility of coupling the two
names together was more than he could bear. And his friend was

telling him that Delilah had a claim upon him, nay more, that God
had a claim upon him through Delilah, which he must not renounce

while they both lived. Then, if so, farewell to those sweet thoughts

of Lilian which had led him nearer to the Divine purity, and through
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which God had checked his course when he seemed at the lowest

depth of vicious cynicism. If his mind was to be full of Delilah, the

slightest recollection of Lilian must be avoided, for it was a profana-

tion even to think of them together. So were the sweet visions ruth-

lessly destroyed in the first moment of their revival' (vol. ii. p. 57).

At first he passionately refuses. Presently there comes be-

fore his mind a verse from the Miserere :
' Docebo iniquos vias

tuas : et impii ad te convertentur/ Teach God's ways to the

wicked ! Whom could that mean but Delilah ? It is the re-

quirement of boundless love, and he yields, without hope or

brightness. 'There is only in his face the steadfast calm of

patient repression of pain/

There is a certain affectation and unreality about the New
Antigone which places it in striking contrast with Caswell.

The ability of the writer so far surpasses any other quality

which this romance displays, that our first thought on reading

it is not ' how natural/ but ' how clever/ There is none of the

perfection of art which conceals art ; for the elaboration of

finish is palpable on every page. There is none of the crea-

tive power which breathes life into the dramatis personce
y
and

which makes us forget, as they speak and act, that they are but
shadows projected by the imagination of the author. There
is none of the distinct vision and warm sympathy which in-

spire the characters and carry away the readers. The majority

of the men and women move before us with aristocratic

dignity that is a little stilted, and artistic culture that narrowly
escapes being priggish. Lady May, Lord Trelingham, Rupert
Glanville, who fill so large a part of the narrative, fail to

excite more than a languid interest in their destinies. Except
in Hippolyta, the heroine, and Ivor Mardol, the one touch of

nature that makes us all akin is only discernible in the sub-

ordinate characters. The interest of the story centres round
the subjects which are discussed in its recital ; not on the men
and women (Hippolyta and Ivor again excepted) in whom it

is embodied. Given as a thesis the danger of communistic
theories, especially in their bearing upon marriage, and direct

that the discussion shall be thrown into the form of a romance,
this would adequately represent the genesis of the New Anti-

gone.

It is not inconsistent with such deficiencies as we have
noted that the New Antigone should contain many passages

of exquisite description of scenery, much discussion finely

expressed, and evincing great subtlety of discrimination about

art, as well as keen dissection of the fallacies which underlie
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the theory of Nihilism. Yet even in some of these aspects

the author's forte is also his foible, and the reader wearies

of the landscape word-painting with which the New Anti-
gone is profusely adorned. It is a more serious blemish that

much of the writing is so overstrained and unreal as to be
utterly improbable. Take for example the chapter entitled
' Anarchy in Purple/ in which Rupert is introduced to * the
Athenians/ a section of the Socialist community—recollect

that the scene is the neighbourhood of London, and the lead-

ing actor an English duke. The place of meeting of these

aristocratic communists is of course in halls of Oriental splen-

dour, decoration perfect, cuisine sybaritic, Nubian page of
exquisite beauty, fragrant nargileh, paintings, statuary, curious

furniture ad libitum. Here is a condensed fragment of the
Duke's portrait as drawn by one of the company :

—

' The history of the Duke of Adullam would be frightfully strange

in your ears wereyou told merely whatIknow. . . . But you have only

to look at him [he had already been described—well-proportioned,

six feet high, motions graceful as a panther's, large dark eyes flaming

like a basilisk's, melancholy passionate mouth], and you can imagine
what kind of secrets have made up his life and taken the glamour from
it. . . . Consider his fascination, grace, and accomplishments. They
would make him miserable in any station, high or low. . . . He has
drained the goblet of pleasure, and for him the intoxication is past.

He cannot be deluded any more. . . . The Duke, for his misfortune,

is neither a fool nor a poet He is clear-headed, self-controlled, ac-

customed to the childlike devices of men who come to him enamoured
of his influence, and of women that have fallen under the spell of his

enchantments. . . . I do not say he cannot love, but he cannot believe

in love, and hardly in friendship. He is therefore very exquisite—and
very corrupt. . . . His most dreadful quality is to be invulnerable. He
has got tired of men and their worship, and has leaped down from
the altar and begun demolishing the temple ' (vol. iii. pp. 148-50).

Here is a fragment of the Duke's portrait drawn by his

own hand on the same occasion :

—

' What would I not give for the despair, the active, poignant de-
spair, no mere dull and chronic feeling, which I underwent in the
days of my first abandonment—not where I forsook, that would have
been tame—but where I was forsaken ? The throbbing of exquisite

pain, the life in all its fiery ebullition, the changing dread and sudden
palpitations of joy as the heavens above me closed or opened !

' (ibid.

P. 155).

There may be those who consider this description power-
ful ; to us it appears absurdly overdrawn, and not a little

inconsistent. The man who is so devoured with ennui that he
would envy the eels the pleasure of being skinned alive is full
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of energy, and carries on an immense correspondence, much
of it in cypher. The conception is contradictory and absurd.
Res 4ge, tutus eris.

There is no better test of an author's real strength, and of
the taste which is one of its most important elements, than the
way in which he handles the passion of love. No doubt love,

conventionally, often breaks out in fantastic speech and eccen-
tric action ; but at least a certain method is required in its

madness, and the topic is one in which the boundary line be-
tween the sublime and the ridiculous is perilously thin and
needs to be jealously guarded. We say nothing for the present
of Hippolyta's ardent affection for Rupert Glanville, her whole
training from her birth had been so unique as to warrant ex-
ceptional manifestation ; but the case is very different with
Rupert Glanville and Lady May. They have both of them
reached an age when the judgment is fairly matured, and they
are not likely to be betrayed like children into unreasoning
absurdities. Lady May is a peer's daughter. Head of her
father's establishment, with cultured, well-balanced mind, able
to hold her own high place in the world, she can accurately

estimate the worth of worldly position, and has many worthy
suitors, lords of broad acres, at her feet But she has day
dreams of her own ;

' she will only unite her life to another
which is governed by the highest thoughts.' Possessed by this

lofty ideal, Lady May is wandering idly through a huge pic-

ture gallery, when she is ' struck one day with a drawing of
extraordinary breadth of power and splendid execution.' It

is a picture of the Lady of the Mere, a figure radiant with life

and longing, full of an intense desire which sought and could
not attain its object. Henceforth ' animum pictura pascit

inani.'

' The picture was her book of Hours, her philosophy for many a
day. She lived in it ; she saw its every detail, and could have drawn
it from memory. As soon as her mind would let her she begged Lord
Trelingham to purchase the drawing ; but it had made a great im-
pession and was already sold.'

On the next page we read :
' She came unexpectedly on a

small picture (by the same hand) in a friend's drawing-room,
and acknowledged, by the violence of her emotion, that she wa3
falling in love with the unknown artist ' (vol. i. pp. 153-5),

There may be young ladies of twenty-five who fall in love

with an unknown man because he has drawn a girl with won-
drous eyes gazing out into a boundless sky, behind ' whose
wan clouds the sun is shining, eclipsedonly by them ; ' but they
certainly are exceptional and we inquire with eager curiosity

VOL. XXVL—NO. LIL F F
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what manner of artist this may be. The answer is utterly be-

wildering. On one page we learn that Lady May read in the

picture a kind of irony, bitter and sad, which she sums up in

the phrase, Unsatisfied Ideals. On the very next we are

told what Glanville painted was full of life, life running over

at the brint) energetic, bold, adventurous ; nay, more, ' he was
free, ironical, and, as the critics said sometimes, joyously pagan/
The unsatisfied soul running over at the brim or in any other

direction is quite beyond us. Let us turn to the artist himself,

whose vocation it is to give beauty its clear expression, and
learn what is the temper of his passion. Here is the reply

:

' He could not love as the common man loves ; the passion he
felt was individual, characteristic ; it glowed with another fire

than that which draws man and woman to have one heart in

two bodies, for it aimed at a union of soul with soul, of all

that was best in him with all that he imagined in Hippolyta.*

A more vapid empty phrase never was penned. Was true love

ever known, could it possibly exist, without taking its quality

from the soil out of which it springs ? Is it not equally true

of the rude peasant as it is of the high-souled artist, that his

love is individual, characteristic ? So far we have only a defi-

nition of the individual by that which is common to the whole
genus. But there is yet worse to come ; what escapes us in

direct description the reader may learn by means ofcomparison,
and to this end we have one abstraction instead of another ;

not one heart in two bodies (whatever that may mean), but a
union of soul with soul. Thus by aid of a distinction without
a difference the picture is complete.

These blemishes are more serious than they appear at first

sight in a story whose purpose is to enforce an important
moral lesson. They indicate a craving for and a pandering
to pernicious stimulus, instead of aiming at the chaste and
thoughtful style which alone suits a serious subject They
betray a lack of intellectual and moral discipline. They beget
in us a distrust of a writer who can fling about his words so

loosely. We begin to ask ourselves is he competent to handle
the theme which fills one half his pages. Are his conceptions

of the true dignity of woman and of the relations which not
only should—but, thank God ! do—exist in England between
the sexes just and true ? Lady May falling in love with a
man she has never seen, beguiling her father to invite him to

Trelingham, letting him see plainly enough—though not im-
modestly—that he has won her heart ; dangled, slighted, and
finally wedded to the wreck of her coy and (to her) cold-

blooded idol. The Countess Karina unblushingly pursuing
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the honest but utterly irresponsive Tom Davenant. Hippo-
lyta flinging herself at the feet of Rupert. Annie Dauris
hunting Maurice Regan. These are all the female characters

in the New Antigone and they suggest grave misgivings.

As we search deeper beneath the surface we are not re-

assured. Truth in substance, truth in tone, truth in detail

—

.are any of these apparent save where the Roman communion
is concerned ? Throughout Caswell we are conscious of a
broad, genuine, loving sympathy which can recognize Chris-

tian effort in those who hold the Calvinist, Catholic, or Roman
creed. In the New Antigone we are ever and again met by
:some witless sneer at English Churchmen, lay and clerical.

Lord Trelingham serves mainly, Lord Hallamshire exclu-

sively, as a butt for the author's scorn of Anglican ritual and
Anglican missions. Lord Trelingham's ideal is nothing but
the digging up of old grave-clothes and multiplication of
minutice ; it is insular, parochial, sectarian. The book bears

ample internal evidence that its author is a Roman Catholic,

and, with the superb assumption so characteristic ofthe Roman
priest of this nineteenth century, the only sketch of a London
-clergyman is drawn as follows :

—

' It seemed to Hippolyta that she had come unexpectedly in con-
tact with a Pharisee ; and although she had heard of his kindness to

the poor, and knew that he spent much of his time in visiting them,

:she could not help fancying that he looked on himself as exceedingly

-clean, and on those to whom he stooped as exceedingly the oppo-
site. With scornful amusement she pictured the surprise and disgust

which would have taken hold of this handsome, clean-shaven, scrupu-

lously fitted-up ecclesiastic, had he learned what manner of woman it

-was that came to plead the cause of Annie Dauris within his gates

'

•(vol. ill* p. 31).

We are constrained to hurry on to the crisis. Hippolyta has

l>een educated by her father exclusively in the principles of '89.

She is brought up to abhor Christianity and the institutions

*of society and to look forward to the regeneration of mankind
through communistic revolution. Living in isolated seclusion,

associating only with the Nihilists who pay hurried Visits

to Colonel Valence, she returns Rupert Glanville's love with

passionate intensity, and only awaits her fathers consent to

give herself to him. Colonel Valence has started for Russia

to take part in the plot which culminates in the assassination

of the Czar, and has left her a letter to say that probably he
never will return. What is she to do ? She believes that self-

devotion is the gospel of woman. She determines to join

.Rupert, and, without notice of her intention, he finds her
F F2
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one evening, to his unfeigned rapture and bewilderment, on«

returning to his studio :

—

' There was silence in the room. They could neither of them,

speak or move in the flood of happiness which came over them.
Hippolyta was the first to release herself and go back to her former

attitude by the fire. She waited for him to take up the conversation..
4 " Then," said Rupert with a pleasant laugh, sinking back into-

the chair by the easel, " I must get a special licence as early as I can

—

to-morrow morning, if possible."
* Hippolyta gave him a curious, smiling look. " Who grants yoifc

the special licence ? " she asked.
' " I don't know, I am sure," he answered, " I am not learned im

these things. I fancy it is the Archbishop of Canterbury."
* " Do you believe in the Archbishop of Canterbury ? " she in-

quired, still smiling.
' He, too, smiled at the question on her lips at such a time. " Not:

a great deal," he said. " But he is an institution, apiece of antiquity.

And we cannot be married without him."
* " Can we not ? " she said. " What a strange thing that would-

be ! No, Rupert, we do not want the Archbishop's licence, or any-
one else's." The words sounded strangely on her lover's ear.

' " You are excited, Hippolyta," he said, " and it makes you talk:

in a fanciful way. I care nothing for the licence. We can be married
by banns, in the old fashion, if you like ; but it will take more
time, and you will have to be called by Mr. Truscombe in Trelingham,

Church."
1 " Not in any church," was her firm reply. " Listen, Rupert, I

see you do not understand me yet. I love you with my whole-

heart, but I have not ceased to be Hippolyta Valence. Do you know
how I have been brought up? I am not a Christian ; I have no-

religion, except to follow my conscience ; to live the highest life, and
help towards realising the noblest ideas. My father has taught me
that all religions debase them. And do you imagine that it would
become my father's daughter, at the very moment he is staking his.

life in the battle for the future, to stand at a Christian altar, and
submit to institutions which he and I have renounced ? I will never
do such a thing."

' " But, my dear, dear Hippolyta," he cried in amazement, "it is-

only a ceremony. It can do you no harm."
1 " Yes, it can do me this harm—that 1 shall be acting a falsehood.

I have neither regard for the Christian ceremonies, nor belief in the

creed which they express."
' " But surely you believe in the sacredness of wedlock ?

"

' " I believe in the sacredness of love ; but I will have no priest

to utter his superstitious formulas over my head, or recite legends to
which I must hearken while despising them, or pretend that you and
I may not consecrate our hearts to one another without his leave-

Nor will I submit to any civil ordinance. To bind myself before

man would be more foolish even than to take an oath in the presence
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-of a God I do not believe in. Why should you care, Rupert? You
really think as I do \ and yet you are the slave of old customs. Are
we not alone in the world, simply given into each other's hands by
nature and destiny? Can a priest bid you cease to love me, or

change our feelings ? Here is the marriage of true minds. Can he

.allege an impediment against it?"' (vol. ii. pp. 141-3)-

It is but just to Rupert to say that he yields to this

wild appeal only after Hippolyta has threatened to commit
.suicide in case of his refusal ; and after a whole night of dis-

tracted agony, which is very powerfully described, with curious

Inconsistency Hippolyta assumes the name of Mrs. Malcolm.

Some time passes in unbroken happiness, but during Rupert's

enforced absence she visits some poor neighbours whose
•daughter is entangled in a questionable liaison with Maurice
Regner, a man of much higher rank than her own. ' But will

he marry you?' is Hippolyta's question. The arrow flies

-back to her own heart The sin of her position is revealed.

Overwhelmed with shame and sorrow she disappears and is

not seen again until after Ruperfs marriage to Lady May,
when she is wearing the dress of the order to which her life

•will be henceforth devoted.

We have passed over whole sections of The New Antigone,

.and some of them are not inferior in force and interest to

that portion on which our attention has been concentrated.

We regret more keenly its faults because they sadly mar a

novel which deals truthfully with the deep question of moral
purity. The sin is not condoned as under the special faults

of Hippolyta's training a weaker hand might have condoned
it through the marriage of Hippolyta and her lover. Stern

and true is the key-note she strikes. ' I have poisoned by my
.sin the bliss of marriage at its source—its joys can never be
mine.' So, too, both the intensity of the guilt and the only

.source of pardon are faithfully brought out before the Cross.

There may be expressions to which we might demur ; but,

broadly stated, The New Antigone is a welcome example of

healthy treatment of sin.

Robert Elsmere has rapidly attained a celebrity altogether

disproportionate to its actual importance as an assault upon
Christianity. It might at first sight seem strange that a mere
rdchaufft) however daintily served, of objections which have
long been familiar to all who are acquainted with the litera-

ture of the so-called higher criticism, should have attracted so

much attention ; but the notoriety of Mrs. Ward's book is

easily accounted for. The persistency of the attack upon
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what so large a mass of readers deeply reverence, and in which
many more feel at least some interest ; the high scientific and
literary ability of some of those by whom orthodoxy is as-

sailed ; the enormous importance of the issues involved ; the

friction caused by the increased degree in which Christianity

intrudes on modern life at the same time that the advancing
luxury of our day demands more exclusive devotion to the
world ; the continued cross-fire of attack and defence kept up*

in the leading monthly periodicals, and which brings frag-

ments of the question into quarters where they would other-

wise be unknown : all these are reasons why the public mind
is on the alert for every new phase of an old subject on which
the last word has not yet been uttered. Add to this Mrs,
Humphry Ward's own literary position ; the esprit de corps

—we had almost written a less complimentary term—which
prevails amongst a considerable literary circle, and which is

prompt to applaud every onslaught on the Christian faith

—

and more than all the descent into the arena of so distin-

guished a champion as Mr. Gladstone—and there is enough
and more than enough to explain the influence which Mrs^
Humphry Ward's book is said to exercise in disturbing many
readers. Let us frankly own it. We regard Robert Elsmere
as a most dangerous book, as one more likely to unsettle

minds that have not hitherto been directed to historical criti-

cism than an elaborate treatise would be ; and that, not be-
cause we consider the arguments of special power, but because
of the attractive form in which they are presented. Thousands-
of persons who would turn aside from a well-reasoned and co-

herent chain of thought and criticism will eagerly devour the

story of Robert Elsmere, and with it the injurious teaching it

embodies. Thousands more who would peremptorily reject

the same teaching under the guise of fiction if presented in

harsher tones, will be lured by the * sugaresque ' sympathy so-

largely expressed for the weaker minds who cling to Catholic
truth. It may seem paradoxical to assert in the same breath
that there is no special power where there is special danger.
Let us see whether an analysis of the work will justify our
judgment.

We confess it appears presumptuous to differ from the
expressed opinion of many competent judges, but we ask with
all confidence where is the power or the novelty of this attack
on Christianity ? That Mrs. Humphry Ward has written a
brilliant novel is unquestionable. She has grouped her figures

on the canvas with masterly skill. She thoroughly under-
stands the proportion and composition of a picture. She has
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drawn alternately with firm and facile brush such diverse types
of womanhood as Catharine and Rose, Madame de Nette-
ville and Mrs. Darcy* She is equally at home in the seclu-

sion of the lake country and the crowded London salon, in the
rectory and at the hall. She has power to give life and
awaken interest and command sympathy, not only with crea-

tions so distinct as the massive, saintly, noble wife and her
airy, gifted, artistic sister, but also with the subordinate
female actors in the drama. If her men have not the same
superabundant life, they only suffer in comparison with the
standard she herself supplies. But when all this is admitted
-—and we do admit it ungrudgingly—where is the force or the
novelty of this attack upon orthodox Christianity ? There
could be no power in the mere assertion that on a given day
Robert Elsmere had left the Church of England and had
adopted a creed of his own devising ; is there anything more
penetrating in his compounding one with ingredients furnished
by Wellshausen and Renan and Matthew Arnold ? The de-
structive value of a projectile depends upon the nature of the
resistance it encounters ; it is harmless if so directed that it

only cleaves the air until its force is spent. This is exactly
the case with Robert Elsmere. He has not a word to say in

reply to Mr. Wendover. The citadel is carried, not because
the fortress is indefensible, but because the defence is craven.

A few pages of condensed and well-worn arguments to which
no reply is attempted, and a score of brief but broad assump-
tions of the very points at issue, compose the whole direct

assault, and these might be erased bodily from the story

without its interest being materially impaired. It is in the
delineation of the mental struggle through which Robert
Elsmere passed, yet more in the painful shock which the
revelation of it caused his wife, and their intense suffering

through the partial severance of hearts whose fibres had been
closely intertwined, that the passion and pathos of the story

consist, and not in the exposition of the reasons which occa-

sioned it.

Nor is the indirect force of the attack any greater. De-
ducting assumptions presently to be noted, what one added
element of spiritual power does Elsmere enjoy through having
grasped his new convictions ? This ripe scholar and profound
theologian, like other modern creed-mongers, has formed a
definition of the Divine. ' God/ he tells us, ' is that force at

the root of things which is revealed to us whenever a man
helps his neighbour, or a mother denies herself for her child

;

whenever a soldier dies without a murmur for his country, or
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a sailor puts out in the darkness to rescue the perishing

;

whenever a workman throws mind and conscience into his

work, or a statesman labours not for his own gain but for

that of the state.' Once more we ask is there any new power
in such a dogma as this ? Is not all that is true in it more
simply stated in Holy Scripture, and known as the alphabet
of Christianity to the veriest babes in Christ ? ' Every good
gift is from above, and cometh down from the Father of lights/

'God is love, and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and
God in him/ ' Let us not love in word, neither in tongue, but
in deed and in truth/ Only for those who accept St John's
teaching instead of Mrs. Humphry Ward's, God is not only a
force, but a Father.

Wherein, then, it will be asked, lies the secret of that

impression of strength which this book has evidently stamped
on many minds ? We answer that, to our thinking, its whole
force consists in its remarkable subtlety. We do not intend

any offence. We impute no unworthy motives. But if the

intent had been to beguile, the manner of execution could
hardly have been more perfect. The unsuspicious reader is

led on step by step in such gentle gradations that he is quite

insensible of the descent he has accomplished.

The story opens with the Westmoreland home of the

Leyburns, and so entire is the sympathy of the writer with

Catharine Leyburn, the very soul of orthodoxy, on whose
uncompromising faith the least murmur of scepticism jars in-

tolerably, that the strictest Recordite would have no misgiving.

Presently the scene shifts to Oxford. Here the indifferentist

(though thoroughly sceptical) Langham is so contemptible

that the poison of his arrows—which yet may rankle—is dis-

regarded in our scorn for the archer. Next, the noble-hearted

Grey, who apparently holds all doctrines in solution, suggests

the thought that practical Christianity can exist without any
dogmatic basis ; which is as true as that a well-built house
might stand for a season of fine weather without foundations.

Grey had remained a layman because it was impossible to

him to accept miracle. But he only quickens Elsmere to

religious energy. ' The Tories are always carrying off his

honey to their hive/ Then follows, after serious thought and
no favourable home influence in that direction—his mother
spending much of her superfluous Irish energy in skirmishing

with curates ; with no pecuniary influence, for his fortune is

ample—the decision to take Holy Orders. It is all so smooth
and easy. Let us take the next sequence of events. First

come the acceptance of Murewell only after a breakdown
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through, over-work at Oxford ; the wooing and wedding, in

which spiritual reasons definitely determine the conclusion

;

then the selection of an historical subject for study leading

to the introduction of mediaeval, and through that to scrip-

tural, miracle, which are speedily put on the same footing

;

next follow the truths half admitted, half denied ; ' the

witness of the time not true, nor in the strict sense, false
;

'

*the Resurrection partly invented, partly imagined, partly

ideally true
;

' whilst all is carried on despite Elsmere's will—
' he was gathered into one great useless, pitiful defiance '

—

and still no word records what he urged in reply. In this way
the mind of the reader is gradually allured, if by any means
he may accept the prearranged conclusion, which even then is

sandwiched in between slices from John Bunyan and sprinkled

with a seasoning from St Augustine :
* Every human soul in

which the voice of God makes itself felt enjoys equally with

Jesus of Nazareth the divine Sonship, and miracles do not

happen! 1 Was ever such a lesson taught in such a form before ?

Nor is this all. Now by innuendo and suggestion, now by
broad assertion and bold assumption, the proposed effect is

heightened. Take the representation given of the clergy, so
plentifully scattered through the book—Newcome, the High
Churchman, at once ascetic, mystic, fanatic ; Vernon, the
Broad Churchman, at heart a sceptic, but holding on to the
Establishment lest so valuable a plant should fall wholesale
into the hands of the High Churchmen ; the faineant East-

end rector, doing nothing, yet jealous of others' work—does
any living creature acquainted with the actual facts recognize
the likeness ? Take the recent investigation of the religious

condition of South London, so logically pressed in as an argu-
ment against the truth of Christian doctrine. Take the super-

cilious assertion, repeated usque ad nauseam, that science and
learning and intellect are all antagonistic to Church teaching

—

and this done with such elaborate sympathy for the inferior

well-meaning folk who cannot see it ; wi.th pity in which scorn
is so delicately veiled : all the forces that, however lovely in

themselves, are yet of the weaker type ranged on one side

;

all the stronger ruling ones, fanaticism alone excepted—em-
bodied in Elsmere, Wendover, Grey, Langham—ranged on
the other—it is in the combined effect of all these scattered

fays, original and borrowed, fictitious and historical, concen-
trated into one focus by the skill of a practised litterateur, that

the power of Robert Elsmere lies.

Let us turn for a brief space from the manner to the
1 Vol. ii. p. 241.
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matter of the story. Mrs. Humphry Ward pours scorn upon
the great dilemma aut Deus aut Hon bonus. We ask on what
grounds does she dismiss it so curtly ? She replies dog-
matically that Christ was good, but He was not God. We
reject His claims, but we revere His character. We answer ; His
claims are an essential part of His character. The assertion

of Divine origin, the claim to exercise Divine power, the
stupendous affirmation of Divine pre-existence, are all ele-

ments in the moral character of Christ—interwoven into its

pattern, inextricably blended with its very being. What does
Mrs. Ward know about the Saviour's character save from the
Gospels, which she must tear to shreds before she can rid

them of the miraculous ? How can the reading, as Mr. Wen-
dover advises,1 of the Gospel of St. John in the light of Jewish.

pre-Christian, apocalyptic literature touch the record—so-

simple in itself and so singularly germane to the question

raised after eighteen centuries have passed—that the Jews
were ready to stone Jesus, ' because He made Himself equal

with God ' ? The subject is too vast and sacred to be disposed

of in a page ; but what does Robert Elsmere's contention on
this head amount to ? Surely this. For nineteen centuries a
wild delusion has produced the most beneficent effect upon
the world, until science born at Berlin, and dandled on the
lap of M. Renan, has exploded the long persistent fallacy,

and Mrs. Humphry Ward must write a moving tale that

shall persuade us of the wonderful discovery. Evolution,,

which explains everything, has solved the Divinity of the

Crucified. The miraculous Birth, the mighty deeds, the Re-
surrection are all a fiction. ' Miracles do not happen.' The
Christ was developed from the carpenter of Nazareth by the
study of a fictitious book of Daniel, miscalled, misquoted,
misunderstood ! A fact so unquestionably scientific has at

least one undoubted parallel in English history in the days
when Tenterden Steeple was developed into the Goodwin
Sands.

4 Miracles do not happen.' How crisp, how strong, how
simple the great sceptic dogma : but after all is it true ?

How is it obtained ? Through the study, according to Mr*
Wendover, i of the history of ideas} 2 with the light cast upon
them by the history of human witness in the world. Other
people besides Mrs. Humphry Ward, ' aided by mental and
physiological science, have studied the conditions physical

and mental which govern the greater or lesser correspondence
between human witness and the facts it reports ' (the reader

1 Vol. ii. 247. % Vol. ii. 240.
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will please observe that the sentence is not ours, but Mr.
Wendover's), and have arrived at the conclusion that such
study tends rather to confirm miracle than to disprove it.

The following extract will show how the matter presents

itself to an eminent American writer :

—

l

' The peculiar characteristics of the Old Testament literature

make for the credibility of miracle. It discloses the presence and
agency of a supernatural power from the beginning. . . . Mr. Spencer
says it is impossible for a rude people in the earlier stages of de-
velopment to receive the ideas of a higher and later civilization.

This is exemplified in the slowness and difficulty of training Israel in

the knowledge of God, as narrated in the Old Testament. On the

other hand, the fact that the higher ideas were present in the minds
of some, that they were inculcated in teaching, embodied in laws,

organized in ritual and institutions, however imperfectly, prove that

the higher knowledge was not the result of natural development,
but of supernatural influence. The life of Israel is always gravita-

ting towards idolatry. The literature of Israel is always pointing to

the one God, to the moral requirements of His law, and the value

of the service of the heart and obedience of the life, above all lip-

service and sacrifice. . . . The literature of a people is commonly the

outgrowth and revelation of its life. Plainly the literature of Israel

is not the outgrowth of its natural life and development. It is the
revelation of a light and power above that natural life, educating
and directing the people to higher and spiritual ends and ideas. This
gives consistency and credibility to the history recorded in the Old
Testament. The arguments against its general historical credibility

derive their force largely from the foregone conclusion that such
supernatural influence, direction and education are impossible.'

We have no space to pursue the subject further. The
dogma, * Miracles do not happen/ is a huge assumption, and
if it were true it would effectually cut the ground from under
Robert Elsmere's feet. It is based on the erroneous per-

suasion that nothing can exist which does not come under
the scientific law of necessary cause and effect. We un-
feignedly rejoice that, with splendid inconsistency, Robert
Elsmere retains belief in conscience, in man's power of choice

between right and wrong, and in God's persistent guidance
and government of the world ; but the difficulties which led

him to abandon belief in historical Christianity are trifling

compared with those which beset the position Mrs. Ward
makes him assume.

It would occupy an entire volume to refute all the fallacies

which are stated with the calmness of self-evident axioms
in Robert Elsmere. We must content ourselves with simple

1 S. Harris, The Self-Revelation of God, pp. 490-1.
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denial. It is not true, as asserted, that 'man's power of
apprehending and recording what he hears and sees has
grown from less to more.' It is not true that historical Chris-
tianity found ready acceptance when first preached owing
to a 'universal preconception in favour of miracles.' No
doubt these statements are made in perfect good faith ; but
the sincere conviction of the writer that these and similar

assertions are unanswerable and novel, only prove her want
of acquaintance with the literature of the subject, and her
incapacity to sound the depths of the problems she so rashly
handles. Yet in such propositions as these there is at least

an appearance of reasonable probability, which makes them
fair subjects for reasonable discussion and inquiry. There are
other passages in which the most sacred of all Christian con-
victions are gratuitously wounded. It is inexplicable that
Mrs. Ward should have allowed herself to speak of the
Catholic conception of the Atonement as accompanied by
4 the comforting sense ofajugglery by which the suffering was
not real after all, and the sufferer not man but God.' l

But one example more. On the question of miracle the
Resurrection is, of course, the crucial test, and so St Paul,
as an adverse witness, must at all costs be discredited ; and the
author rises to the occasion. Mr. Wendover, who is equal to
anything—the spirit of evolution incarnate—has written a
short but masterly analysis of the mental habits and idio-

syncrasies of the great Apostle of the Gentiles. Amidst a
soothing shower of complimentary epithets he is declared

to be 'so weak logically.' Nothing more of a depreciatory

nature is said ; but we know, like the mysterious ' something
which [in the next paragraph] snapped within him,' faith in

the Resurrection is lost. Weak logically ! What does Mrs.
Ward mean ? St Paul makes repeated distinct statements of

fact, concluding with ' He was seen by above five hundred
brethren at once, of whom the greater part remain unto this

present, but some are fallen asleep. Last of all He was seen
of me also.' What has logic to do with it ? Is there such a
thing as a comforting nescience of jugglery by which a
novelist may be self-beguiled ?

Yet we are not sure whether Robert Elsmere may not do
unintentional service to the creed on which it so loftily looks
down. We are content to accept Mrs. Humphry Ward's
portraits as conclusive evidence of the degree in which
character and conduct deteriorate when the divine origin

of moral sanctions is undermined. We suppose that men
1 Vol. iii. 362.
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and women whose lives are guided by the principles of Chris-
tianity would appear tame and uninteresting to a certains

class of readers ; but how much * sweetness and light ' would
long survive in society such as gathers in the salon of Madame
de Netteville ? Who shall question the truth of the odious
picture drawn by one who is so completely initiated in the
mysteries of the naturalistic school—where men who have
lost their faith dangle with much gallantry about women
who have lost their virtue ? The bitterest opponent could
hardly have described more vividly the perils which ship-

wreck of historic faith engenders. True it is that Robert
Elsmere rejects with horror the advances of the sorceress, but
experience abundantly proves the reality of the connexion
between orthodox faith and pure morals, to which Mrs. Ward
bears valuable, because unconscious, testimony.

We should wish to urge a further thought suggested by
the combination and contrast of the three books we have
been considering. Let the reader ponder the condition of a
soul weighed down with such a sense of self-abhorrence and
defilement as that presented in Caswellmd TheNew Antigone.

Is there any power that can minister to a mind so diseased ?

In reply, we, too, are content to make our appeal to history.

Since the preaching ofthe Cross of Christ, the Incarnate Son
of God, there has been an added spiritual force existing in

the world. It has been powerful enough to arrest men in the
headlong career of sin, and to turn the whole current of their

energies in a diametrically opposite direction. It has acted
on the human mind for more than eighteen centuries. It is

unparalleled in the history of the world. Its source can be
traced with historic certainty to a definite period of time. It

has been persistent in its action and uniform in its results*

Amidst a thousand varieties of detail, under the infinitely

diverse conditions of a St. Paul, a St. Augustine, a St Bernard,
a Luther, a Pascal, a Colonel Gardiner, a General Gordon,
down to the latest and lowliest penitent that kneels beside
some humble, faithful priest or lay worker in the Church of
God, men bowed, crushed, and defiled with the intolerable

weight of sin, have for eighteen hundred years found in the
Cross not only pardon, but power to lead holy,, self-denying

lives. On scientific grounds so stupendous an effect requires

an adequate cause. Where will you find it ? As the effect

has been uniform, so the reply of those who have undergone
so ineffable a transformation has been unanimous. Through
the virtue of the Divine Incarnation we have been made
partakers of the Divine Nature, and our changed life we live
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through our faith in the Son of God, who loved us, and gave
Himself for us. Tell them they are mistaken. Tell them
every human soul in which the voice of God makes itself

felt enjoys equally with Jesus of Nazareth the Divine Sonship,

they will laugh you to scorn. If Mrs. Ward be right, human
testimony is worthless, no amount of evidence credible, the

whole world a delusion and a lie.

In conclusion we cannot abstain from noticing the in-

dulgent tone in which both Mr. Gladstone and other reviewers

have spoken of Robert Elsmere. We can thoroughly appre-

ciate and respect the motive which prompted their forbear-

ance. It is the duty of an advocate for Christian truth if

possible to allure, not to repel. Yet there is a word which
those who write as we do, avowedly from the standpoint of

Catholic orthodoxy, must not withhold. It is not to be
disguised under honied phrases, nor softened down until the

keenness of its edge is destroyed. If Mrs. Humphry Ward
selects the vehicle of fiction for assailing the most sacred of
all Christian truths ; if in her destructive work she expresses

a half-contemptuous pity for the faith she once preached and
now despises ; if she goes to the work of destruction on her
knees and wields her battle-axe all the more ruthlessly, it is

our part to point out that the point chosen for assault is the
corner-stone of all that Christians hold most dear. It is the

very test and touchstone of truth and error. ' Every spirit

which confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of
God, and every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is

come in the flesh is not of God ' (i St John iv. 2). No doubt
Mrs. Humphry Ward has persuaded herself, and would fain

persuade her readers, that it is possible to separate that which
St. John binds indissolubly together, and that the Christian

life can be retained after the Christian creed has been aban-
doned. We believe this to be the vainest of delusions.

Individual sceptics may be, and not unfrequently are, better

than their creeds. But the student of history is blind indeed
who does not recognize that active love sprang into living

power with the distinct recognition of its source, and that for

nineteen centuries the one supreme influence which has availed

to advance and regenerate mankind has drawn all its vital

energy from implicit and adoring faith in the Incarnation of
the Divine Son.
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Art. IX.—PROFESSOR HARNACK'S HISTORY OF
CHURCH DOCTRINE.

Lehrluch der Dogmengeschichte. Von Dr. ADOLF HARNACK,
Ord. Professor der Kirchengeschichte in Marburg (for-

merly in Giessen). Band I. : Die Entstehung des kirch-

lichen Dogmas. Band II. : Die Entwickelung des
kirchlichen Dogmas, I. (Freiburg i. B., 1886, 1887.)

The history of opinion in England on the subject of German
theological criticism has not been always creditable to our
sobriety and soundness of judgment. At one time there has
been a tendency, at any rate, in certain circles, to look upon it

as almost a new revelation, whilst amongst others it has pro-

duced a feeling of panic equally unreasoning and undignified.

One writer ascribes to some brilliant and startling theory a
unanimous reception which it has obtained only among the pro-

fessors and students of the somewhat insignificant university

where it has arisen, or reproduces the views of a half-fledged

theologian with a morbid craving for notoriety, and demands
belief for them from all who desire not to be behind the times.

Another writer seems to look upon some novel speculation as

having no other source but the Author of lies, and as vulne-

rable, not by the weapons of criticism, which would splinter

against such magical armour, but by the potent name of
authority alone. Both positions are as untrue as they are
unworthy.

It is now perhaps more easy to estimate both the merits

and defects of German criticism, and the first feeling it pro-

duces must be one of profound admiration. German students

and professors are poorly paid, yet they produce an amount
of original, solid, unremunerative work, the result often of years
of patient industry, compared with which that done by well-

endowed Englishmen can cause little but a feeling of shame.
If the manuscripts in English libraries have to be collated the

work is done by Germans ; if the early history of the English
language has to be investigated, Germany produces the ma-
jority of the workers, and English students find a German peri-

odical the only place where they can publish their more learned

treatises. To the self-sacrifice, the self-denial, and the devo-
tion to learning of the Germans we owe a debt, the amount
of which it is difficult to estimate. On every subject they
have produced works remarkable for erudition, accuracy, and
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massiveness. Yet, in spite of their merits, they have many-
defects. No one has ever accused them of possessing liveliness

of style, or grace and clearness of exposition. But many
have assumed that works which are so dull must neces-

sarily be true, or they could hardly have come into existence.

Yet a capacity for being right is by no means a certain attri-

bute of German investigation. The very thoroughness, the
very absorption of energy which distinguish it seem often

to take away the faculty of a balanced judgment, and aca-

demic rivalry produces an unhealthy demand for novelty of
opinion. The number of systems and theories which have
arisen and fallen is beginning to make the world hesitate to
accept as a gospel the last dictum of criticism, even if it an-

nounces that it is infallible.

If we turn to English scholarship we shall find that it has
much to be proud of, but also much to learn. The best English
work reaches a standard which few Germans ever attain to.

Many English books show a power of exposition which
almost rivals that of the French. English theologians have a
practical aim which often, but not always, reduces the scientific

vahie of their works, but makes them fresh, vigorous, and un-
academic. Failure hi united enterprise and organization a
want of trained students and specialists, too slight a devotion

to scientific progress, too great an inclination to choose popular
and remunerative work—these are some of the defects we
labour under in England, and in all these points we might
learn Jiwch from Germany.

At the present time one of the most distinguished theolo-

gians of his country, at any rate in English eyes, is Professor

Harnack. He has contributed largely to English periodicals,

and to the last edition of the Encyclopedia Britannia*. His
works are conspicuous for vigour and clearness of style ; he is

something more also than a mere critic, and has philosophic

and even practical interests, which add much to the freshness of
his writings. Among one class of Englishmen the compliment
that he paid to Dr. Hatch's Bampton Lectures by translating

them has earned its reward ; amongst others he has become
popular by his vigorous repudiation of the old Tubingen theo-

logy. He reciprocates this popularity by reading English
theological literature widely, and has perhaps learnt from it

some of those characteristics which distinguish him from his

fellow-countrymen. He has not probably done any work
of such permanent value as the literary criticism for which
Professor lipsius is conspicuous, but he is the most vigorous

and striking figure in modern German theology.
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It will be convenient, before passing to the consideration

of his last work, to investigate his critical methods, in order to

discover whether this newest phase of criticism presents any of
the conditions of infallibility which have suddenly been dis-

covered to be wanting in its predecessors. ' The hypotheses
of the Tubingen school have proved themselves everywhere in-

adequate, nay erroneous, and are to-day held only by a few
scholars

'

;

l so writes Professor Harnack. Are his own theo-

ries and hypotheses likely to be more durable ? We shall at

present discuss the merits, not of his theories, but of the
methods by which he supports them.

The Acts of the Apostles is a book on which much turns,

and which many persons have for various reasons found them-
selves obliged to place in the second century. So far as they
have done this not on d priori grounds, but in consequence of
critical investigation, their arguments must be met, however
wrong may be their theory. But if a man desires to be an
historian of the Early Church, it is nearly as awkward to be
obliged to surrender almost the only authority for the period,

as it is to accept one which gives facts not quite in harmony
with the theory he holds. To escape from this dilemma it is

necessary to ascribe a late date to the redaction of the work,
while admitting that early and good materials are to be found
embedded in it Such an hypothesis is necessary in the case

of many documents ; the real difficulty that arises is how to

distinguish what is early and what is late. Here it i5 that real

critical sagacity shows itself, and here accordingly the merits

of Professor Harnack become conspicuous. Surely everyone
must follow him when he says :

' It is admitted that the first

five chapters of the Acts are beset by many critical difficulties.

The section, however, consisting of chap. vi. 1 seq. is distin-

guished in various particulars from that which precedes. Every
reader who studies the Acts of the Apostles with care will

observe that when from reading the first five chapters he passes

on to the sixth, he here enters at once on historic ground.' 2

And again : 'Acts xiii. 1. This again is a passage that also

bears the marks of a higher credibility/ 3 Surely every reader

must feel deficient in a sense of historical criticism if he does
not agree to statements which are all the more amusing because
they are delivered so dogmatically.

1 Contemporary Review, vol. 50, 1886, p. 222 :
* The Present State of

Research in Early Church History/ by Professor Adolf Harnack. Many
of the following instances will be quoted from this paper, or from a
paper in the Expositor for 1887, p. 321, * On the Origin of the Christian
Ministry/ by the same author.

* Expositor, 1887, p. 324.
s Ibid. p. 325.
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But perhaps some one may ask, What grounds other than
subjective are there on which I must accept these statements ?

Professor Harnack does not tell us, but we will attempt to

discover his reason. And it lies in his theory of the Christian

ministry. 'We meet with chosen or appointed presbyters,'"

he writes, ' for the first time in the second century : the oldest

witnesses for them are the Epistle of James, the Acts of the
Apostles, and the Pastoral Epistles.' l It is perfectly obvious
that the early date of much of the Acts is inconsistent with

this view, so he adds in a note :
' I pass over what is said in

the Acts of the Apostles about the presbyters of Jerusalem.

It seems to me very improbable that the Acts of the Apostles

was written during the first century.' 2 Now if we examine
the passages to which he ascribes an earlier date—Acts vi. I

and Acts xiii. I—we shall find that both of them contain

references to phrases which are in accordance with Professor

Harnack's view of the origin of the ministry, in the one case

to the ' ministry ofthe Word,' in the other case to the 'prophets
y

for whom a great affection has recently sprung up. The reason

for the acceptance of these passages now becomes clear. All

passages which contain any statement inconsistent with the
earliest forms of organization are late ; and if we ask which is

the earliest form of organization, the only answer can be, that

which exists in the earliest documents. The advantages of
this method of criticism are obvious.

Another instance will show this still more forcibly. Pro-

fessor Harnack has suddenly discovered that (contrary to

what was once the opinion of ' all persons of any critical

capacity') 'bishops' and 'presbyters' were not originally

different names for the same class of persons. Professor

Sanday refuses to accept this conclusion, and quotes, amongst
other passages, Tit. i. 5, 7. But wrhat avail such quotations

when Professor Harnack can assert :
' Tit. i. 5,7 I cannot

accept as a valid proof, because I believe that i. 7-9 was inter-

polated into the received text by the redactor.' 3 The immense
superiority of assertion over argument becomes obvious : if a
statement is supported by proofs, when the proofs are over-

thrown the statement must go ; if it is supported by authority,

it lasts as long as the authority is recognized. Professor

Harnack has absolutely no grounds for the above statement
except the fact that the passage he says is interpolated would
conflict with a theory he has formed on insufficient evidence.

Professor Harnack is a very strong Protestant, whose main
object is to show that Catholicism owes its origin to the ad-

1 Expositor, 1887, P« 324.
3 Ibid, note 7.

3 Ibid, p. 338 note.
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mixture which the ' pure spirit of Christianity ' received of the
superstitions, life, and institutions of the old heathen world.

The two were united together by a covenant which conferred

on the great Teutonic race the advantages of an introduction

to Hellenic culture. Now that we have gained what Catho-
licism, so interpreted, had to give, we must return, says Pro-

fessor Harnack, to the New Testament :
* When the covenant

had done its work, when the time was accomplished, it was
dissolved because the Church in her New Testament possessed

scriptures which had nothing to do with the covenant because
they were older than it There lies the abiding value of the

New Testament' l This respect for the Bible is very gratifying,

but at the same time puzzling. The Acts of the Apostles, the
Pastoral Epistles, and the Epistle of James were all written in

the second century, a considerable time after the inroad of

Hellenism had begun. They were written after the Epistle of
Clement, which breathes, we are told, a very different spirit to

the early uncontaminated Christianity. They were certainly

not much earlier than the Ignatian Letters and the Apology of

Aristides, both, according to Professor Harnack, very Hellenic.

We have seen how necessary it is for us to have a guide
possessed of an infallible insight into Christianity to decide in

most books of the New Testament what portions are old and
what introduced by the redactor. But surely we have the

Gospels left. Here, at any rate, is the ' pure spirit of Chris-

tianity.' Here we are free from the burden of Hellenism and
the corruption of ' Catholicism.' Even if we are to leave out

the Gospel of St. John, at any rate there are the Synoptic
Gospels left. But alas ! no. ' The text of the Canonical Gospels
suffered after the middle of the second century some altera-

tions.' 2
' It is quite evident that in our Canonical Gospels as

read to-day not a few of the sayings of our Lord have been
preserved for us in various forms in older and more recent re-

censions.' 3 Again we are disappointed ; again we find an
infallible critic is necessary to tell us what we are to accept

and what to reject. Let us follow his guidance.

Most Christians have been accustomed to consider that at

any rate Baptism might be allowed to be an institution of the

Founder of Christianity. But now the student of New Testa-

ment criticism has to learn that this is incapable of proof.

Perhaps he suggests Matt, xxviii. 19. But that, he is told, is

no ' Herrnwort! At any rate even Renan has selected John iv. 2

as a passage which is undoubtedly and undeniably historical.

1 Contemporary Review', 1886, p. 238.
2 Ibid. 1886, p. 230.

3 Ibid.

G G 2
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Quite true ; but does not this passage itself say that ' Jesus
himself baptized not ' ? * It is not likely that anyone will have
the audacity to suggest that the same verse distinctly tells us

that His disciples did ; against such a method ofargument he
feels that anything he can adduce will be powerless ; while

perhaps some of those who are attached to the doctrines and
institutions which are branded as Catholic will begin to feel

that their position is not without strength if such a mutilation

of the accepted Scriptures is necessary for its overthrow.

Perhaps our examination of Professor Harnack's critical

method has been sufficiently long ; we will pass now to the

book that lies before us. The two volumes of the Lehrbuck
der Dogmengeschichte form the most important work he has as

yet undertaken. He is now giving the result of the critical

labours in which he has long been engaged, and has produced
a work which is in many ways very remarkable. The notes

overflow with learning, the style is clear, definite, and terse.

Professor Harnack has always made up his mind, and no one
will have any difficulty in finding out what he thinks. Com-
pared, for example, with a work like Dorner's Doctrine of the

Person of Christy the style is pleasantly free from philosophical

terminology and involved sentences. It has enabled the writer

to gain (what few Germans ever succeed in doing) the ear

of the less learned section of English theologians. He is

always interesting, has a view upon every subject, even though
a wrong one ; and anyone who wishes to have his intellect—and
perhaps his temper—roused, will find these volumes admirably
adapted for the purpose. One defect they have : there is an
enormous amount of knowledge collected in the notes—far too

much indeed in proportion to the size of the book—yet there

is no index of any sort. It is true that one is promised when
the second volume is completed, but we are also told that this is

not possible for some time. In the meantime the absence of the

index will be a great detriment to the usefulness of the book.

The first volume contains the history of the Growth of the
Church Dogma {Entstehung des kirchlichen Dogmas), and ex-
tends to the outbreak of the Arian controversy ; the first part of
the second volume begins the history of the Development of
the Church Dogma {Entwickelung des kirchlichen Dogmas),
and embraces the history of theology in the East and the

development of the doctrine concerning the person of Christ

up to the end of the eighth century. We propose to devote
ourselves chiefly to the period treated of in the second volume,
but as it is necessary to understand Professor Harnack's

1 Harnack, Dogmengeschichte, i. p. 56.
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starting point, we shall first give some account of the conclu-

sions he arrives at in the first volume.
He begins by describing the materials out of which the

Christian faith is to be developed—the Gospel of Jesus Christ,

the opinions about Christ held by the infant Christian com-
munity, the various forms of belief existing among Jews at

the time, whether Palestinian or Hellenist, and the religious

and philosophical views of the Graeco-Roman world. He then
traces the way in which, from a combination of all these ele-

ments, the Christian faith has sprung up. An examination of
early Christian literature shows how much Christianity was
altered and coloured by the previous disposition of each class

of converts and each individual new believer. An Hellenist

Jew starts with quite a different basis from a Palestinian, and
each consequently modifies Christianity differently ; most
different of all would be the heathen convert, destitute of Old
Testament knowledge and training, perhaps a stoic philo-

sopher, attracted only by the intellectual side of Christianity,

perhaps an Oriental or Hellenic polytheist who found satisfac-

tion for his half-understood religious aspirations. All these

influences acted and reacted on each other, and the result was
the development of the Catholic faith as we know it. The
first great epoch was the victory over Judaism, the second was
the victory over Gnosticism, but both victories modified the

character of Christianity. From Gnosticism it learnt the need
of a philosophy and a cosmology. From Marcion it learnt the

need of a New Testament canon. In opposition to both these

it developed the whole mass of 'apostolic institutions.' Creeds,

organizations, literature, ' mysteries/ were all dignified by the

fiction of an apostolic origin. The Christian Church became
an organized systematized body in opposition to what became
afterwards branded as heresy. Then came the great epoch
when Christian philosophy was formulated. Philosophers were
converted ; apologists— often previously well-educated heathen

—systematized the faith they defended ; the need for an intel-

lectual basis gradually made itself felt, and in Origen Christian

philosophy was founded. ' He became the Father of Church
knowledge in the broadest sense of the word, and equally the

founder of that theology which was developed in the fourth

and fifth centuries and in the sixth disowned its author, yet

without losing the stamp which he had given it. Origen
erected the Dogma of the Church and laid a basis for science

drawn from Judaism and Christianity.' *

Such is the main purpose of the volume, and as stated
1 Dogmengesch, i. p. 513.
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above it might (with the exception of a few words) be accepted

by almost anyone. No one will deny that much of the form
in which Christianity is now presented to us was derived from
the Hellenic and heathen world, much less that its debt
to Judaism was great. But a difference will arise if what
has been stated of the form of the Christian religion is ascribed

to its matter, and an historical and human explanation is

given of some of its accepted doctrines. The Gospel of St.

John teaches definitely and clearly the Divinity and Incarna-

tion of the Son. In teaching this the writer uses language
which in all probability is derived from Hellenizing Judaism,
and ultimately from Greek philosophy. To trace the source

of the form used to express the doctrine is a matter of great

interest, and can be done by all alike, whatever their opinions.

Further than that, it is quite possible to believe that heathen
thought, equally with modern philosophy, helped to bring

out and develop new sides of Christian truth. But on the

question of the origin of these doctrines and truths, the exist-

ence of Christianity as ordinarily understood depends.

A single quotation will be sufficient to show the general

tendency of Professor Harnack's work.

' The origin of a number of the most important Christian ideas is

to us obscure, and will in all probability never be made clear, since

there was no one to observe any of the phases of their growth.

Although a large number of these ideas may be pointed out in the
letters of the Apostle Paul, yet the question whether he found them
already existing or independently coined them, must often remain
unanswered, and so likewise the further question whether or not it

is to the activity of Paul they have really owed their introduction

into Christianity. What was the original conception of baptism?
Did Paul institute his own independently, and what importance did
the latter afterwards possess ? When and where did baptism into the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost spring

up, and how did it penetrate Christianity? In what way, side by
side with Paul's teaching, were views on the merits of the death of
Christ developed ? When and how did the belief in the birth of

Jesus from the Virgin prevail in Christianity ? Who first separated

Christianity from Judaism as the €KK\rj<ria rov ©coi), and how did the

idea of the iKKXrp-ia become common ? To all these questions and
many of equal importance there is no answer. But the greatest

problem of all is undoubtedly the Christology, and that not its

separate aspects as doctrinally formularized—these can be almost
entirely explained historically—but its original starting-point, its pro-

clamation by Paul as the principle of a new life (2 Cor. v. 17), and
its recognition by others, as well as him, as the expression of a
personal union with Jesus on high (see Rev. ii. in.).'

l

1 Dogmengesch. i. p. 92.
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This passage is valuable. In the first place it may be
clearly seen that much of what it is customary to regard as

an integral portion of Christianity is looked upon as part of
its later development, the historical origin of which requires

explanation. In the second place, that it is impossible to

learn how it arose. Professor Harnack has, in fact, failed in

what he has undertaken. By the help of an extremely arbi-

trary critical system, which has been already illustrated, he
has succeeded in freeing himself from the views of the mass
of Christians. Starting, in fact, with the assumption that

they were untrue, he has proved his case by assuming the
valuelessness of any document that supports them. He thus
attacks the problem he has set for himself free and unfettered

by the ordinary restrictions, he has explained to his own
satisfaction the origin of part of Christianity ; he himself

admits that he has failed to explain the remainder. This
confession of failure ought to drive a critic back to reconsider

his fundamental position, and to re-examine hypotheses which,

even if old-fashioned, do not at any rate require the explana-
tion of the inexplicable.

In his first volume Professor Harnack showed how Chris-

tian doctrines came into being ; in his second he shows how
they were developed. In the history of this period there is a
mass of material and an absence ofimportant critical problems,

so that the scope for critical gymnastic and viewiness is

more limited. It is not possible to do more than exaggerate
what is in itself correct. There is sufficient evidence to enable
a clear impartial history of the four councils to be written,

the merits of which all alike would recognize. Professor

Harnack has not succeeded in accomplishing what Gibbon
only just failed to do. His dogmatic prepossessions are not

entirely concealed. He has learnt the use of the term * Con-
servative ' from Mr. Gwatkin, to express the views of the great

middle party in the Arian controversy, and he presses it very

unduly—he attacks the Council of Chalcedon as unreasonably
as Dorner ; the development of the Christian ' mysteries '

—

i.e. sacraments—is offensive to him equally as a Protestant,

a philosopher, and a professor. But there is much that is

highly suggestive and useful in the ideas with which the book
teems ; and using his assistance, but not trusting entirely to his

guidance, we will attempt to estimate some of the forces which
were working during the great Christological controversies.

It has often been the fashion to condemn the doctrinal

struggles of the Eastern Church as destitute of any historical
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interest. Such a view is essentially erroneous. If rightly

viewed they present a lively and animated picture ; the ques-

tion at issue is of the most supreme importance. The highest

philosophical knowledge and dialectical skill are exhibited by
the leading theologians on both sides : the stage is filled with

characters of the most varied position and type. The
emperor, the courtesan, the eunuch, and the cook represent

the pomp of the world ; the courtly prelate, the learned

theologian, the wild monk of the desert, the saintly ascetic,

the skilled rhetorician jostle one another among the ranks of

the clergy. The great figure of Athanasius, dominating a
whole world and shaping the doctrines and beliefs of future

ages, has become proverbial. The complex interest of the

character of Cyril—strong and fierce as a Scotch covenanter,

fighting for the gospel of love with unrestrained and violent

zeal, stamping out Hellenism in the world as he has stamped
out human weakness in himself—the stern Basil and the

gentle Gregory—do these present no attraction? Are not

our pity and our wonder alike aroused by the wild Nitrian

monks, by a Barsumas or a Shnoodi, willing to give up
everything, even their life, for a religion one side only of

which they had grasped ? And far away at the end of all

stands the strange figure of John of Damascus—the theologian

who, amidst the enemies of his creed, formulated for future

ages the faith of the Church, and summed up the result of

eight centuries of doctrinal study and controversy ; who gave

up a lofty position at a Mohammedan court for the hard and
monastic life, and, though the most learned scholar of his age,

submitted for three years to the most degrading discipline

imposed upon him by a coarse and ignorant monk : a philo-

sopher who possessed an intellect so all-embracing, so sober,

so fair, that in the latest attempts that have been made to

unite the East and West, his language has been adopted as the

basis of conciliation.

At the end of the great persecution, when the Church
received from Constantine his fatal gift, her theology was in-

definite formally, substantially it was clear and definite. It was
imposed on Christians only in the simple baptismal formulas

and creeds—the latter dwelling mainly on historical facts and
destitute of philosophic phraseology, and differing in different

Churches in terms, although not in scope. Many of her

teachers, it is true, had used language which after-ages might
judge to be unorthodox, interpreted in the light of later

problems which would not have been understood. But if we
ask, Did the Church, East and West alike, hold clearly to
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the essential doctrines of the Divinity and Humanity of

Christ ? the answer is undoubted. At all times, she herself

in her councils or her leading theologians had condemned
the heresies which had branched off in every direction. The
Ebionites had denied the Divinity and had been condemned

;

the Docetae had denied the Humanity and had been con-

demned ; Patripassians, Sabellians, Monarchians had denied
each in his own way the distinction of Persons in the Godhead

;

Paul of Samosata had divided Jesus and the Word—all alike

had been condemned. Out of the confusion of the past the

Church doctrine began to emerge, more clear, more definite,

better understood. But the philosophy which would explain

it, and the creeds which would defend and enshrine it, had
not yet been formulated. That was the work of the Christian

philosophy which had sprung into existence at Alexandria,
and of ages of strife and controversy.

The time had come when this step was needed. The
recognition of Christianity as a state religion not only involved

the confusion of theological issues by the intrigues of imperial

politics—it also deluged the Church with a flood of half-be-

lievers. Prosperity threatened to do more to injure Christianity

than persecution had done. The thirty years of peace which
had followed the edict of Gallienus had already shown what
would happen when the victory was won. The episcopal

office became a worldly prize instead of a post of danger ; the

rhetorician began to discover that the pulpit afforded an ex-
cellent opportunity of using his art Paul of Samosata was a
sign of the danger which was to come ; a skilful speaker and
a self-indulgent adventurer, he showed heresy in an aspect

much worse than it often assumed, and an ecclesiastical pride

by no means confined to heretics, while he possessed that

combination of rhetorical skill with mental shallowness which
has always characterized ephemeral innovators. The problem
of Christianity in the face of this inroad of heathen life

and morals, of heathen customs and ideas, was highly com-
plicated. From heathen philosophy the Church had gained
much in the past, and was still to gain much in the future ; it

was necessary not to lose its gifts, and yet to avoid becoming
its tool. The old Hellenic life contained much which had to

be attached to Christianity and passed on to the modern world
by this means, but Christianity had to preserve itself from
being swamped by heathen superstition. To a certain extent,

of course, heathen customs have survived in Christianity, and
this in two ways. Either the mere external form of heathenism
has survived without anything of its spirit (the fact that
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Christmas Day is the old festival of the winter solstice or the

birthday of Mithras is one which may interest an antiquarian,

but is of no importance : the day is the same—the spirit of

the festival has completely changed) ; or, secondly, unchris-

tian customs and superstitions may have survived under the

cloak of Christianity, but forming only excrescences, or pre-

served in separate localities. It may be true that in the islands

of Greece the old worship of Dionysus has become the cult

of St. Dionysius the Areopagite, that the old sacred image has
become the wonder-working Madonna, or that the statue of

Constantine was for the Christian what the statue of Augus-
tus had been for the heathen. 1 These are mere spots on the

surface of Christianity, they have not injured its heart. They
serve only to show how slow is the process by which faults in

a people as in an individual are eradicated, how long a time

is required for the education of the world.

The heart of Christianity,we say,was preserved intact. And
this was owing to the way in which the attack was met and
repelled. It was round the central doctrines of Christianity

that the contest which had been transferred from the arena

of the amphitheatre to the council and the schools was fought.

Christianity found its stronghold in the theology and traditions

it had inherited from the past ; and one of its surest weapons
was the * asceticism which culminated in monasticism/ 2 and
the fervent, deep-seated, spiritual religion which it guarded.

The object of the first great fight was to support the Deity of

Christ against the assaults of Rationalism—whether the true

Deity of the divine Christ as attacked by Arius, or the Deity
of the human Jesus as attacked by Nestorius ; and always
on the side of the religious idea was the army of monks.
Athanasius had illustrated and ennobled the ascetic ideal in

his Life of Anthony,3 Cyril was defended by a bodyguard from
the Nitrian Desert. It is easy, as some have done, to scoff at

monasticism, and in the solitude of the study to draw up ideal

schemes showing how much better without violence, fanaticism,

and bloodshed the world might have progressed ; but the
student is one whose emotions and passions are under the
control of his reason, and he is unable to comprehend the
strength of the chains in which old-established ideas and re-

cognized standards of morality or immorality bind mankind.
1 Harnack, ii. 7.

2 Ibid. 9.
3 The genuineness of Athanasius's Life of Anthony has recently been

proved by Eichhorn, Athanasii de vita ascetica testimonia collecta (Halis
Saxonum, 1886), a work with which Archdeacon Farrar, in writing his

article on St Anthony (Contemporary Review', November 1887), does not
seem to have been acquainted.
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Not only to elevate before men's eyes an ideal of moral purity,

self-sacrifice, and self-denial, however distorted and exag-
gerated, but also in the loneliness of the desert to teach men
to break through the barrier of sense which clogged their

minds, and realize the full truth of the Divine nature of the

Lord—this was the duty of the monks. Rationalism repre-

sents the exaggeration of one virtue, mysticism of its opposite.

But Rationalism then had leagued with it the philosophy of

the day, and the imperfection of the human intellect ; to raise

and elevate men against this required all the strength which
the unnatural but devoted and absorbed life of the monks gave.

Human progress is often a contest between two contending
forces, each of which exaggerates one side of the truth.

The character of a monk who in his own country was
honoured as a perfect saint will exhibit most clearly the

strength and fanaticism which made monasticism such a power
in the world. Shnoodi l the Copt had developed in the solitude

of the shepherd's life a natural tendency to religious zeal. Even
as a boy he spent long nights in prayer with his body immersed
in water. Even as a boy he was consoled in his privations by
celestial visions and honoured for his miraculous gifts, and
the frightened countryman saw heavenly lights playing over

the hands and head of the saint that were raised above the

water. The piety that was nurtured in such conditions and
educated by the example of Egyptian asceticism was as fierce

as it was intense. 'Gentleness is only the virtue of the

moment/ said Shnoodi, ' it is passion which makes a
man truly religious ; so, said Ezekiel, will you leave your
mark on the rock of ages ; so the heart of David burned
like a fiery furnace/ ' If I come to you/ he writes to the

monks, ' with the passion with which God inspires me, you
cannot resist me, so terrible is my zeal for God/ But if his

character was fierce, his devotion was intense. ' My works/
he is recorded as saying, ' they are not mine, they belong to

Jesus. You know Him not He is my hope and my glory.

He is my strength and my honour. He is my joy and my
gladness. He is my desire, and His name is the strength of

my soul and the life of my heart He is the hope of Christians,

for he is God, the Son of God. It is He who has created all

things—things visible and things invisible.' The early years

of the life of Shnoodi (he was born about the middle of the

1 Shnoodi seems to be the best representation of this name in Eng-

lish, as * 00 ' is the most accurate equivalent to the Coptic * O**.' M.
Ame'lineau writes Schnoudu The spelling Senuti, adopted by the Diet.

Christ Biog. vol. iv. (from M. Revillout), is certainly wrong.
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fourth century) were devoted to the reform of Egyptian
monasticism and the extirpation of idolatry, and in both
directions he showed the fierceness of his character. Paul,

Anthony, Pachomius, were to the new enthusiast weak and
feeble, their rule was lax and easy, their asceticism but light.

So he ruled and reformed the monasteries in accordance
with his own zeal. Death was a punishment which he in-

flicted with his own hands for but the slightest breach of the

monastic discipline, and death was the punishment to which
all who opposed his course in the world were condemned.
But though his was the hand which inflicted the blow, he was
not responsible for the act :

' Those whom Shnoodi has killed

have died/ he said, * because the end of their life has been
reached. God has predestined to visit them at that hour.

He is but an instrument of the Divine power. He held in

his hand the sword of the Lord, which no one can resist,

which obeys God alone. On, on, O sword, to the right

and to the left, and over the whole earth: for the world
shall be judged by thee/ With the same zeal with which
he reformed monasteries Shnoodi attacked idolatry. He
ridiculed its absurdities with an eloquence and a power of

sarcasm which rivalled the acutest of the apologists. He
influenced the passions of the people by appealing to their

cupidity, for the idolaters were rich and the Christians were
poor. Death was the punishment of idolatry, destruction the

doom of the temples. The decrees of the Emperor were power-
less, for the people were with him. Rivers could not arrest his

course, for miracles were wrought in his favour. The old idolatry

was stamped out amid scenes of ruin and violence and outrage.

The end of Shnoodi's life was devoted to the violence of

controversy. ' A long battle did I fight with Cyril at Ephe-
sus against Nestorius.' And he fought it, if we are to believe

his panegyrist, with blows as well as with words, for he gloried

in having publicly struck at and knocked down the arch-

heretic Nestorius. At the Council of Ephesus, when the

latter was banished into Egypt, a series of misfortunes threw
him into the hands of his enemy. A rumour went through
the Monophysite world that the Emperor was going to restore

Nestorius ; Shnoodi visited the prisoner. ' Wilt thou confess

that the Virgin was Bsotokos ? ' I refused to be persuaded
by the bishops at Ephesus and I will not be persuaded by
you that a woman could bring forth God ?

'
' Cease thy

blasphemies/ said Shnoodi, and the saint held up his staff.

The angel of the Lord struck the heretic, and after three

hours of agony he died of a loathsome disease. Shnoodi him-
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self was above a hundred years old when he died. He was
the firm supporter of Cyril and of his successor Dioscorus.

He had been warned in a vision of the terrible result of Chal-

cedon, and his last years were embittered and his fanaticism

was increased by the victory of the enemies of the Lord. His
life will illustrate how a devoted Christian might be the mur-
derer of Hypatia and Flavian, and the brawler at the Robber
Synod, and how terrible may be the result of an excessive

indulgence even in religious zeal. 1

The time had come when a reaction was needed. Mysti-
cism and unrestrained asceticism exceeded all due bounds.

Those ideal aspirations which had supported Athanasius in

his period of defeat, but had been controlled by his well-

balanced reasoning powers, had already become exaggerated
and distorted in Cyril ; in Cyril's fanatic successors they passed

all limits. The monk who in his zeal to serve God cut him-
self adrift from all human sympathies, ceased to be human
but did not become divine. The devoted mystic who allowed

his mind continually to dwell on the glories of the divine

Jesus and the mystery of His divine nature, gradually forgot

or ignored His humanity. That element of Manichaeism
which represented the opposing principle to Hellenism, and
which always hovers in the background of the early Christian

world—which lay at the root of the asceticism of the day,

with its degraded ideas of human nature—refused to contami-

nate the divine by allowing it to become truly human. So
the extravagantly orthodox of the Council of Ephesus became
the heretics of the Council of Chalcedon ; the land which had
always been the stronghold of orthodoxy became the home of

the Eutychian heresy. Cyril used language which at any rate

admitted of a Monophysite interpretation ; Cyril's successor

was Dioscorus.
1 On Shnoodi, see Revillout, Mint, de VAcaddmie des Inscript., 1874,

ser. i. t. viii. p. 395 ; Revue de VHisloire des Religions, 1883, vol. viii. pp.
401 and 545 ; Zoega Cat. MS. Coptic Borg.

Since the above was written M. Ame'lineau, one of the youngest, but
one of the most industrious, of Coptic scholars, has published in full a
collection of Coptic documents illustrating the history of Egypt in the
fifth century, and especially the life of Shnoodi (Mtmoires publics par
les membres de la Mission Archiologique Franqaise au Caire, vol. iv.).

In a critical Introduction he throws doubt on many of the conclusions

M. Revillout had arrived at, especially the date of the death of Shnoodi.
It is very doubtful if he survived the Council of Chalcedon, and was
formally a Monophysite. We have not thought it necessary to alter our
narrative, as the questions are still under discussion. Moreover, to

illustrate the spirit of Egyptian Monophysitism, history as reconstructed

by monkish imagination is even more valuable than history as it actually

happened.
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When mysticism, piety, and religious aspirations had be-

come uncontrolled, rationalizing philosophy began to do its

work, and to preserve the balance of the human mind and
divine truth. The relation of philosophy to the Church has
always been complex. Both Athanasius and Arius might be
considered the offspring of Neoplatonism ; the Catholic doc-
trine of the Trinity was couched in the language of Platonic

ontology ; but the Arian Trinity itself, with its great God at

the head, and its subordinate and inferior second God, and its

third God still more subordinated, separated by but a narrow
line from the world of subordinated beings, was a Platonic

Trinity and a reproduction of the Platonic hierarchy of per-

sonified ideas. If it was Plato who had inspired the creative

element in the development of Christian thought, it was Ari-

stotle who fostered the critical side. The Antiochene school,

under the influence of Aristotelian philosophy, developed a
critical exegesis and method of Biblical study, and a critical

theology, opposed to the mystical and uncritical school of
Alexandria. And this Rationalism began to assert itself at the

Council of Chalcedon and restored the theological balance of
the Church. If Plato helped to create the Christian theology,

it was Aristotle who organized and systematized it. Leontius
of Byzantium first made his writings a basis for systematic

theology, John of Damascus followed in the same paths, and
Christian theology, formulated and codified by him, with the

aid of Aristotle, was passed from him through Peter the
Lombard to the mediaeval world. 1

The Christian doctrine has been accused of being the re-

sult of the base intrigues of imperial politics, and to one who
resolutely looks only at the details of much of the controversy

such a judgment might seem natural, while a close acquaint-

ance with the Byzantine court will not make its odour more
pleasing. But to a wider view such a judgment is impossible.

The decision of the Council of Nicaea was the result of the
free play of the theological ideas of the time ; for Constantine
—caring little about the result, though caring very much for

unity—wisely left to the council a free hand ; but its almost
complete unanimity may well have been owing to the influ-

ence of a sovereign who threw his whole weight on the side

which he saw was prevailing. Arius was condemned by an
overwhelming majority, but the decision of a council was not

sufficient to stamp out opinions which had a natural hold on
a large section of the Church. So the reaction was obliged

to spread. Arianism survived for fifty years ; with the help
1 Harnack, ii. 383.
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of imperial patronage it even attained an unreal supremacy.
But it had no basis of truth, and was naturally hostile to

Christianity. As long as it was established it continued to

exist ; orthodoxy was oppressed and persecuted, but ortho-

doxy increased. As soon as the balance of temporal power
swung round, orthodoxy became supreme, and Arianism
vanished from the empire as if it had never existed. It had
more than a fair chance, but it had no basis of truth. Ortho-
doxy had a terrible fight with odds against it, but in the end
it was completely victorious. Nestorianism was condemned,
persecuted, and took refuge in Asia. Beyond the limits of
the empire it lived because it was the form of Christianity

which was hostile to the empire, and was therefore welcomed
by its enemies. Eutychianism had every opportunity. It

conquered at the Robber Synod of Ephesus, which, if it had
been right, might have been ecumenical. But when Byzan-
tine rulers found that they had made a mistake and were op-
posed to the majority of their subjects, the Council of Chal-
cedon gave victory to the other side. This was probably in

part the result of imperial influence, but its decision was based
on true theology and its gradual acceptance proved its truth.

Yet the imperial court was still prepared to change, and if

Eutychianism had been able to win the verdict of the majority
of the Church, again and again it might have won its way
to the front. Why, when the one had what was apparently a
universal council in its favour, could it not retain its hold,

whilst the other never lost the advantage it gained at Chalce-

don ? The compromise of Monothelitism seemed to afford an
opportunity of union among the Churches of the East. Again
the imperial power is opposed to orthodoxy, and again it is

obliged to yield. The unity of the Church may have learnt

much from the idea and gained something from the practice

of imperial power, but it lost more than it gained. The great

schism of the ninth century was far more political than reli-

gious, and if orthodoxy had not been regarded as inextricably

involved with Byzantine despotism, Egypt and Syria might
have been less violently heretical. They might still have
been won back to the Church and the home of Christianity

saved to Christendom.
In the struggles of the great councils it is often possible

to see that the personal rivalries of patriarchs and emperors,

the dislike felt by Alexandria and Rome for the upstart see

of Constantinople, Roman jealousy of imperial interference,

imperial desire to conciliate Italy and the West—all alike

forwarded or hindered the settlement of important questions.
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But in the midst of these rivalries, in spite of occasional falls,

the theological and moral position of the.see of Rome stands

out clearly and definitely. In all the changes and controver-

sies it is the defender oforthodoxy, and an arbiter of the con-

test. The Roman Church accepted the creed of Nicaea and re-

mained firm to it with all the strength ofthe old Roman nature.

She gave a refuge to Athanasius in exile and never deserted
him in his troubles. ' He was aided, he was welcomed at

Rome, and was refreshed by communion with our see/ Celes-

tine was Cyril's firm ally against Nestorius ; the celebrated

Tome of Leo shaped the theology of the whole Church. The
importance of her position cannot be over-estimated, though
its doctrinal significance has been unduly pressed in the
interest of Petrine claims. Of the causes that can be
assigned to this faculty of generally being right, that of in-

fallibility must be dismissed, for a single fall makes that

impossible, and Rome did fall, and more than once. But the

position of theological correctness, which the Roman Church
managed to hold, must be accounted for. It was the result

of various causes. One was the essential conservatism of the

Roman Church. The conservatism of the West was very dif-

ferent from that of the East. It was not a bigoted attachment
to a word, or a narrow-minded refusal to recognize the altered

condition of the times ; it was a wise conservatism which
recognized the strength of the Church's tradition, and the

weight of the teaching of the past And so the Church of

Rome accepted the decision of Nicaea as expressing in terms
which she could never herself have devised that doctrine

to which she had held firmly amid many controversies. A
second cause was her want of originality. The Church of

Rome produced no heretic and no theologian. Destitute

of imagination, destitute of creative power, she was never
carried away by doctrinal innovations. She received slowly,

weighed carefully, and judged solemnly. It is interesting to

follow the cautious policy of Celestine in the Nestorian, or of

Leo in the Eutychian controversy. Both are slow to form an
opinion ; both wait carefully until they have listened to all

sides. Celestine had been favourably impressed with Nesto-
rius, Leo received most humble expressions of submission
from Eutyches, but neither of them allowed himself to be
guided by first impressions and to judge in haste. The
Church of Rome was generally right because she delivered

sentence on the opinions of others like a judge, she did not

study doctrines like a theologian. The Tome of Leo is written

in clear, well-balanced periods, and its tone is eminently judi-
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cial, but its writer has even been suspected of not understand-
ing the controversy he decided, and it is probably true that

he approached the subject from without rather than from
within, and felt little sympathy with the lines of philosophic

thought involved. He succeeds, however, in stating clearly all

the issues of the problem, and arrives at a conclusion which
avoids all the dangers involved. But, lastly, the Bishop of
Rome was able to arrive at a right decision because he was
unhampered in his judgment. Away from imperial influence,

he was exposed to none of the dangers with which the

Patriarch of Constantinople was beset. Free from political

embarrassments, judicial, conservative, practical, he was able

to steer his bark safely amidst the storms, and to bring to

the assistance of the Church a cool head and a firm hand.
This reputation as the champion of orthodoxy helped grad-

ually to build up the position he acquired in the Christian

world.

Two conclusions seem to be deducible from a survey of
the history of the great councils of the Church. The first is,

that as the results were obtained by human means, however
sacred the subject, the combatants exhibited all the faults of

human beings. Violence, intrigue, political ambition, and per-

sonal animosity are conspicuous as well as zeal for. truth and
religious piety. But it is equally true that it was not those

unworthy motives which caused the result. Any fair-minded

study of the questions involved must undoubtedly show
that the final decisions were—granted the premises—right

:

that if either Nestorius or Eutyches had triumphed, one-half

of the great doctrine of the Incarnation would have been
lost The decision and authority of the councils rest on
the fact that they summed up and expressed the sense of the

Church,and that their decrees have received the sanction of the

subsequent acceptance of the Church. But there is a further

question which is, perhaps, again opened before us by a motto
which Professor Harnack has prefixed to his first volume.
Quoting Goethe, he says, ' The Christian religion has nothing
to do with philosophy

;
' and, quoting Marcellus of Ancyra,

' The very name dogma implies human council and opinion ;'

and he illustrates this from the fact that the term Soyjia in

Greek is used of the decisions of the senate and the opinions

of philosophers. The Christian dogmas are undoubtedly
expressed in the language of philosophy, and have been
formulated by human minds. Are they, therefore, not binding,

and ought they to be dispensed with ?

The question really confuses two completely distinct issues.

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LII. H H
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The one is the truth of the doctrines implied in the creeds and
formularies of the Church ; the second is the advisability of

retaining that manner of expressing them which has won the

assent of some fifteen centuries of Christian history and
almost trie whole area of Christianity. The first question it

is not our purpose to discuss. It is practically the question

whether Christianity (as it is commonly understood) is itself

true ; and it is perfectly obvious that those who do not believe

it will naturally desire to dispense with formulas which pre-

serve it. But, granted that the doctrines are true, their

importance cannot be exaggerated, and the belief or disbelief

in them cannot be matters of indifference. It is hardly

possible to conceive that two persons who differed on them
should combine together and act conjointly in religious matters.

This age may be quite right in rejecting equally mediaeval

and protestant scholasticism ; it may be quite right in scoffing

at the lengthy formularies of our ancestors, which defined

even the most minute points as of faith ; but it is difficult to

believe that the spirit of the age is right if it asserts that the

Divinity of Christ is a matter of indifference.

Granting, we repeat, that these doctrines are true, and
assuming that those who regard them as fundamentals find

it on purely practical grounds desirable to decline communion
with those who think otherwise, it is difficult to conceive any
valid reason against the imposition of such doctrinal formu-
laries as the creeds. Do you agree with the faith they teach ?

Then you have no reason against signing them. Do you dis-

agree ? Then you have no right to desire to join a society

which is based upon the principles which these creeds imply.

Do you think they express badly the doctrines they defend ?

On this ground you might demand a hearing, but in that case

remember that these formularies represent the result of some
six hundred years' contest, and the philosophic ingenuity of

the acutest nation of antiquity.

There are two reasons against distinctive formularies which
deserve some attention. The first we will state in the words
of Cardinal Newman :

—

' If I avow my belief that freedom from symbols and articles is

abstractedly the highest state of Christian communion, and the pecu-

liar privilege of the primitive Church, it is not from any tenderness

towards that proud impatience of control in which many exult as in

a virtue ; but first because technicality and formalism are in their

degree inevitable results of public confessions of faith ; and next be-

cause, where confessions do not exist, the mysteries of divine truth,

instead of being exposed to the gaze of the profane and uninstructed,
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.are kept hidden in the bosom of the Church far more faithfully than

is otherwise possible/ x

That a danger of formalism and technicality is attendant

•on the use of fixed words is undoubted : history and experience

alike teach this. That the public profession of doctrines may
lead to irreverence is equally undoubted. But formularism

is not the parent, it is the offspring of unbelief. And the

unbelief which repeats a creed helps to carry it on, and the

doctrine which it enshrines, to future generations. A religion

which is not defended or protected by a formula might be lost

by a single generation of unbelievers, or completely transformed

by a generation of latitudinarians. Accordingly, the Non-
conformist churches are gradually drifting away from the faith,

which they only possess as an inheritance from the Church
which they have deserted.

A second objection is, that while the doctrines are simple

.and such that everyone can understand them, the language
and creeds which are supposed to explain them are complex
^and difficult to understand. Here the first statement is incor-

rect. It is quite true that the doctrines of Christianity are

rsimple in so far as it means that they appeal to every mind,
however simple ; but it is not true that they are simple in

themselves and easy to comprehend, A celebrated Noncon-
formist preacher, when accepting the charge of a chapel, de-

livered, as was customary, a confession of faith in a speech of

•considerable length, eloquence, and, we may add, vagueness.

He refused to be tied by customary formularies, and stated

that he summed up his belief in the one word ' Christ/ Such
a confession may be absolutely meaningless or full of the

highest meaning ; but it is no defence of truth, no statement

of doctrine. To those who do not understand it, it needs
explanation as much as the Nicene formula ; and to those who
do, it gives no answer to the first question which every devout
inquirer must ask—' What think ye of Christ ? Whose Son
is he?'

Professor Harnack, speaking of St. Athanasius, tells us

that there are signs that his theology will outlive that of his

great Western rival, St. Augustine. If we look around us at the

present day this statement will appear in many ways justified.

If we look within our own Church, and ask what is that which
almost all parties alike agree in preaching, the answer is the

Incarnation of Christ. This unites high and low Church,
jritualist and evangelical alike. If we look beyond, in our own

1 Newman's Arians, I. ii. p. 36 (1883).
h h 2
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country or in America, and ask what is the faith which alone
has a hold upon the people, the answer must be the same.
There is nothing often more terrible to devout persons than to

listen to the harsh and apparently irreverent voice of the Sal-

vationist preacher ; but one point stands out clearly from his

preaching. The faith which seizes hold of the masses of the

ignorant more clearly than anything else is the faith in Christ.

Miserably deformed and little understood though the doctrine

may be which that Name implies, though It may often be
looked upon as little more than a talisman, yet It is still the

one Name which has power to move and to raise the sinful

and degraded, and this power it derives from association with

the doctrines of Forgiveness, of Redemption, of Union with

God, all of which spring from the Incarnation. This is why
It is a ' Name which is above every Name.'

In the new reredos which adorns the greatest of our cathe-

drals this doctrine is represented. The work is in many respects

a triumph of the artistic power and skill of the age. With the
beams of the sun shining upon them, the two central figures

representing the miraculous birth and the glorious death of
Him who was at once the Son of God, and man, stand out
clearly and distinctly. They represent the most mysterious,

the most elevated doctrine of the Christian faith. Rightly
understood, they must always repel rather than attract un-
fitting veneration, for they are images of transcendent ideas,

not material representations of superstitions. They are signs

of those doctrines which all Christians alike hold, and we haiL

the conspicuous position given to them in St. Paul's Cathedral

as of good omen that the Church of England will remain
loyal to those beliefs which unite all Christians however divided
and wherever scattered.
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Art. X.—TITHE LEGISLATION.

1. Tithe Commutation Act, 1836.

2. Tithe Commutation Amendment Acts, 1837, 1838, 1839,

1840, 1841, 1842, 1846, 1847, i860, 1868, 1873, 1878,

1885, 1886.

3. A Bill to Amend Section 80 of the Tithe Rent-Charge Act,

1836, 1888.

4. Tithe Rent-Charge Recovery and Variation Bill, 1888.

5. Report of the Committee on Tithe both ordinary and extra-

ordinary. Lower House of Convocation of Canterbury,

1 88 1. National Society, London.
<). Second Report ofsame Committee, 1883.

7. Third Report ofsame Committee, 1887.

The pressure of hard times is certain to bring into prominent
view grievances, or imaginary grievances, about which men
have grumbled in more prosperous days, but about which they
have not then bestirred themselves. The agitator and the
demagogue are always most successful when men are suffer-

ing from the pinch of poverty, and do not know which way
to turn in order to relieve themselves. Then arguments are

looked upon as sufficient and conclusions accepted, which
would be treated very lightly, if not absolutely rejected, by
the sounder portions of the community at other times. This
has been signally illustrated by the history of the efforts which
liave been made to alter the laws regulating the collection of
tithes.

In 1834 and the following years the price of corn was
exceptionally low for those times ; the average price of wheat
in 1834 being 46s. 2d, and in the following year 39^. 4^.,

barley and oats selling at proportionate rates ; and in 1836
the amount of agricultural distress was so great that a Royal
Commission was appointed to inquire into and report upon
at. This gave the needed opportunity to raise the question

of the payment of tithes, and to the introduction and passing

of the bill which since that time, with subsequent amend-
ments, has regulated the mode in which the extent of liability

to tithe has been determined, and the measures by which its

•collection has been enforced.

Previous to the Tithe Commutation Act of 1836 tithes

generally were liable to be levied in kind ; but this was found
so inconvenient, so wasteful, as well as irritating, that arrange-
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ments were not infrequently made for what practically^

amounted to a commutation. In many instances from remote
times a money payment was substituted for tithes in kind.

These payments were called a modus, and when a permanent
arrangement was made at a time when the value of money
was much greater than it is at present, the charge upon land

is very trifling. These permanent arrangements, called com-
positions real, have legal efficacy, and so make the land

practically exempt from tithe ; in other cases the amount of
payment was regulated from time to time by voluntary

agreement In some parishes private Acts of Parliament
were obtained for the commutation of the tithe leviable within

them, and we believe that in these cases the term on which
the average price is to be reckoned is generally twenty-one
years, and in some instances the rate is fixed at the end of

each period of twenty-one years, and remains stationary for

the next twenty-one years.

At a time when agricultural distress was severely felt, and
when more expensive methods of husbandry were being much
insisted upon, it can be easily understood that an outcry could-

readily be raised against the payment of tithes. The plau-

sible, but not true, objection would be urged that it was in-

tended for tithes to be levied upon the natural product of the
soil, and not upon the capital required to make it fruitful

;

whilst it would be added with more truth that if. the clergy

were to be benefited to the extent of a tenth by the outlay
and enterprise of those engaged in farming, an obstacle which
many would feel to be serious would be placed in the way of

improvement. Besides this, the relations of the clergy and of

members of their flock were often so embittered by disputes

about tithes, that it was thought by many earnest churchmen
to be most desirable for the spiritual interests of the people
that the collection of tithe should be placed upon a different

footing, and one which it was hoped might prevent all collision,

for the future.

Previous to the passing of the Act of 1836, the clerical

owners of tithes had been, generally speaking, most forbearing

in the collection of their dues. 1 Lord John Russell, in speaking
in favour of the bill which he had introduced in that year,

estimated the amount received by the tithe-owner at not more
than from 60/. to 75/. for every 100/. to which he was entitled

;

and in some large parishes, where population had greatly in-

creased, and a number of district churches been erected, the
amount received by the rector or vicar of the mother parish felt

1 Report on Tithe, 1881, p. 4.
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fai
4 short of that sum. We believe that by this commutation the

Church lost about two-fifths (40 per cent.) of her inheritance

from tithe, and, moreover, forfeited the chance of such additional

value as might naturally be expected to accrue in the course of

time. Mr. Brodrick, in English Land and English Land-
lords, tells us that 'Mr, Caird estimates that but for this

measure, aggravated by changes in the mode of assessment,

the annual income of the Church would now have been two
millions greater than it is, and that he points out that, under
fhe operation of a law intended simply to encourage agricul-

tural improvement, the community represented by the Church
are gradually losing a portion of their natural inheritance.' l

Moreover, it has to be remembered that tithes were origi-

nally levied much more extensively than upon the fruits of

the field.
2 Besides the produce of the ground, as corn,

grass, fruit : the increase and produce of animals, fowls, bees,

&c, were liable to tithe, and until 1836 such tithes were
levied, and personal tithes were also paid out of the profits of

mills, fisheries, minerals, &c.

By the Act of 1836 it was ordered that ' the clear average
value of the tithes of each parish (after making all just deduc-
tions on account of the expenses of collecting, preparing for

sale, and marketing, where such tithes have been taken in

kind) should be ascertained according to the average of the

seven years preceding Christmas 1835/ and the Commissioners
shall award the average annual value of the said seven years

so ascertained as the sum to be taken for calculating the rent-

charge to be paid as a permanent commutation of the said

tithes. It therefore followed that, where an incumbent had
been lax during the preceding seven years in collecting the

tithes due to him, the benefice would be permanently the loser
;

in several instances which have come to our knowledge the

Church suffered seriously in consequence. In one very ex-
tensive parish the tithes which ought to have been collected

amounted to several thousands a year, but the wealthy non-
resident rector had not collected more than as many hundreds,

and consequently through his negleqt the benefice was per-

manently impoverished ; though not necessarily to the full

extent of what the rector had failed to collect, as the 38th
clause of the Act authorized the Commissioners within one
month of the notice to make the final award, and increase or

diminish the amount by not more than one-fifth part of the

average, if it can be satisfactorily shown to them that such

1 Report on Tithe, 1881, p. 6.
2 lb. p. 1.
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average value as ascertained in the manner already described

does not fairly represent the sum which ought to be awarded.

The Act empowered the owners of land to assign land to

the extent of not more than twenty acres to the incumbent in

lieu of the whole or a portion of the sum to be paid for tithe,

provided it was done before the apportionment was sealed.

And it directed that the average price paid for British wheat,

barley, and oats during the seven years last preceding should

be taken, and that ' every rent-charge charged upon any lands

shall be of the value of such number of imperial bushels . . .

of wheat, barley, and oats as the same would have purchased

at the prices ascertained [by the Controller of Corn Returns]

in case one third part of such rent-charge had been invested

in the purchase of wheat, one third part thereof in the purchase

of barley, and the remaining third part thereof in the purchase

of oats/ No account was to be taken of the other articles of

agricultural produce which had previously contributed their

quota to the support of the clergyman, and as the price of

these has considerably risen since 1836, whilst that of corn

has fallen, the endowment of the Church has suffered thereby.

The Act also made provision for levying extraordinary tithe

on hops, fruit-garden produce, and coppice wood, according

to their annual value during the seven preceding years, and
made provision that when land ceased to be cultivated for

hops the extraordinary tithe should cease, and that when land

shall be converted into hop grounds or market gardens it shall

be subject to the payment of the extraordinary tithe at* the

rate payable in that district, no such payment being made
during the first year after the change, and only half during
the second year. It also directed how the tithe was to be
levied on coppice woods.

By the end of 1880 the sums awarded under this Act
amounted to 4,053,961/., of which 2,412,684/. went to the main-
tenance of the clergy ; 678,987/. to clerical appropriators such
as bishops, deans, and chapters of cathedrals, and others

;

whilst 962,289/. were in lay hands, being divided between
private persons, who were entitled to receive 766,233/., and
schools, colleges, and hospitals, which were endowed with

196,086/. per annum from this source. 1

It will be seen from the long list of amendment Acts placed

at the head of this article, that in dealing with this subject,

which was then novel, a great number of emendations and
alterations were needed, as might naturally have been ex-

pected. But it is instructive to mark the varying tone of these
1 Report of Convocation, 1881, p. 3.
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amendments. At first they were either simply intended to

supply omissions in the original Act, or to correct provisions

that were found not to work equitably, so as to secure that

tithes should be levied on lands which the wording of the

original Act might seem to exempt ; and there is evidently

a feeling that the connexion between the clergy and the pos-

session of tithes should be as little weakened as possible by
jealously guarding provisions for commuting tithes for land.

Gradually this feeling changes, commutations are encouraged,

limitations are removed, exemptions are provided for lands

previously made chargeable, until at last a desire seems to

be evident that tithes shall be redeemed, and the old relations

of the clergy to the produce of the land lessened It may
interest our readers to describe at somewhat greater length

the changes thus summarized.
The Act of 1837 was intended to encourage voluntary

agreements respecting the apportionment of tithes between
tithe-owners and tithe-payers, and authorized the Commis-
sioners to confirm such arrangements ; it also permitted land

to be given in lieu of tithe. The Act of 1838 provided facili-

ties for the payment of tithe to be merged in the land where
the land and tithe belonged to the same owner : it also removed
doubts which had been raised about merging tithes in copyhold
lands. The Act of 1839 provided for the security of any
charge, liability, or encumbrance upon tithe which might be
merged in the land under the provisions of the Acts already

named, and it enabled landowners with the consent of the

Commissioners to charge such encumbrance on the tithe upon
a definite portion of their estate, freeing the remainder from
all liability for the encumbrance. It also made it lawful for

the landowners and tithe-owners * to enter into a parochial

agreement for the commutation of Easter offerings, mortuaries,

or surplice fees, or of the tithes of fish or fishing, or mineral

tithes.' Besides this it enabled the Commissioners to appoint

a fixed rent-charge in lieu of tithes on lands exempted from
such a payment, ' whilst in the occupation of the owner of such

lands, by reason of having been parcel of the possessions of

any privileged Order/ but liable to tithe when otherwise

occupied ; and it made a like provision with respect to

lands belonging to the Crown which enjoyed exemption so

Jong as they were ' occupied by Her Majesty, her tenants,

farmers, or lessees, or their under-tenants/ It also made
provision for tithing Lammas land, and land where there is

Tight of commonage, and of commons enclosed for allotments;

it also provided that plantations of * apples, pears, plums,
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cherries, and filberts/ should be exempt from extraordinary-

tithe for the first five years, and only pay half extraordinary-

tithe for the second five years, and that plantations of goose-
berries, currants, and raspberries should have like exemptions
for half that time. It removed the limit of time during which
land might be given in lieu of tithe rent-charge, the first Act
having given the power of making such an exchange only for

the time before the final award was sealed
;
power was also

taken for amending the award when from fraud or error a
mistaken award had been given. The Act of 1840 was passed
to provide against inconveniences which had arisen from
doubts as to the time when the rent-charge in lieu of tithe

should commence when there were unexpired agreements for
the composition of tithe ; it also enartf^ that extraordinary-

tithe might be levied at a fixed rate per acre in parishes or
districts where other land was so charged without a separate

award ; and that lawns and cottages which had not previously-

paid tithe should be held to be exempt. The Act of 184 1 took
away from the Ecclesiastical Courts all jurisdiction when the
value of the tithes to be recovered was less than 50/. The
chief object of the Act of 1842 was to extend the term during
which the Tithe Commissioners were to hold office; and a
second term of five years was added to the five years for
which they were originally appointed. But besides this it gave
extended powers for substituting land for tithe rent-charge and
for altering the apportionment of tithe when the land on which
it is leviable has become the property of several owners* Four
years then passed before another amending Tithe Act appears,

and in 1846 we meet for the first time with a provision for
redeeming tithe by a payment in money. It enacts that when
the tithe payable in any parish does not exceed 1 5/. per annum*
it may, with the consent of the tithe-owner, be redeemed by a
payment of not less than twenty-four times the amount, in
cases where the apportionment has not been made ; and in
any cases where an apportionment has been made, tithe to the
amount of iL a year on any estate may be extinguished by a
payment at a like rate. And it is to be noted that there is a.

special clause entitling the tithe-owner to claim for extraordi-

nary tithe if the land should ever be used for a hop of fruit

garden, notwithstanding such redemption. In 1847 the powers
of the Tithe Commission were continued for a further period
of three years. After an intervening period, when the Copy-
hold, Inclosure, and Tithe Commission undertook the work of
the Tithe Commission, the Land Commission was appointed
as a permanent body, and questions of tithe were referred to
it. Thirteen years then elapsed without legislation respecting^
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tithes; but in i860 an Act was passed to enable parishes
which had local Acts fixing corn rents to bring themselves
under the provisions of the general Acts affecting tithe ; it also

provided for the commutation of tithe on cattle at so much
per head into a fixed charge on the land ; it also empowered
the Commissioners to compel the owners of tithes in any
parish not exceeding 1 5/. a year of annual value, where there
had been no apportionment, to accept redemption for the
tithe ; and it enabled the Commissioners to declare land
newly used for hop or fruit gardens liable to extraordinary
tithes in districts where such tithes had not been previously
levied. .There was also an important provision that where
land was divided for building purposes into numerous plots,,

the Commissioners may, if they think fit, upon the application
of the owner of any one of such plots, and without the consent
of any of the other owners, or of the person entitled to receive

the tithe, compel the redemption of the tithe upon the whole
plot or parcel of land for twenty-five times the amount of the
rent-charge. In 1868 an Act was passed to alter some of the
provisions in the previous Acts for the commutation of tithes,

and for making provision towards defraying the expense of
the Copyhold, Inclosure, and Tithe Office. In 1873 an Act
was passed to take away the power of levying extraordinary
tithe in parishes not previously liable to such payments. This
was avowedly done on the ground that the new tithe produced
but a small income, and occasioned much friction : so that no
serious opposition was made to the exemption. The next
legislation was in 1878, when the Act directed that when land
was required for a church, chapel, or other place of worship,
or for a cemetery or school, town hall, court of assize, or other
public purpose, the tithe rent-charge must be redeemed ; it

also gave power to the Commissioners on the request of the
tithe-owner or tithe-payer to compel the redemption of tithe

where it did not exceed a pound a year at twenty-five years'

purchase ; where the value exceeded that sum the consent of
both parties was required. In most of the Acts there are

provisions concerning the manner in which the tithe rent-
charge is to be recovered, and other matters not affecting the
principle on which tithes are to be levied, but only the manner
in which the principle is to be applied, and the administrative
details required for the equitable carrying out of what is

enacted ; with these things we have not thought it desirable

to trouble our readers.

One effect of these Acts has been to cause land to be givea
in exchange for tithes in many instances ; but no land has
been given to redeem tithe after the apportionment has beea
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made; and tithe rent-charge to the extent of 16,510/. has

been extinguished by payment of a capital sum of 416,460/.

All legislation up to this time was based upon the idea that

the rights of. the Church were to be respected, and, though a
somewhat hard bargain with her representatives might have
been sometimes made, it was held that practically they had
received an equitable consideration for what they had surren-

dered ; as a different principle has been since enunciated in

many quarters, we call attention to this before noticing the

next Act, in which we think that less consideration for the

interests of the Church was shown.
Partly owing to the depressed price for hops during several

years, and partly owing to the agitation raised by the Libera-

tion Society against tithes, a feeling was aroused amongst
some of the payers of extraordinary tithes in the hop-growing
counties against the payments to which they were liable.

Not infrequently the tithe had to be levied by distress, and
under the influence of a strong religious and political agitation

a feeling was aroused against the justice of extraordinary

tithe, no regard being had to the proportion which the tithe

bore to the value of the produce of the land, or to the terms
of the original arrangement and the conditions under which
it was made, which certainly could not be regarded as unduly
favourable to the Church. Under the influence of this agita-

tion a bill was introduced by a member of Parliament who
had been active in the warfare against this kind of tithe, and
was passed hastily through Parliament, a dissolution being
imminent, and the House of Lords having practically only a
very few days to consider the bill and pass it through its

several stages. But nevertheless the House of Lords so

modified its provisions as to make them much more equitable

to the tithe-owner than they had been originally drawn, and
as they passed through the House of Commons. But, not-

withstanding this, the Act certainly proceeded on a principle

much less favourable to the Church than did any of the Tithe
Acts by which it had been preceded, unless the exemption of
newly-cultivated land from extraordinary tithe by the Act of

1873 should be considered as an exception to this statement.
It enacts that * no extraordinary charge shall be charged

or levied under the Tithe Commutation Acts on any hop
ground, orchard, fruit plantation, or market garden newly
cultivated as such after the passing of this Act ;

' that ' the
Land Commissioners for England shall, as soon as may be
after the passing of this Act, ascertain in each parish in

England and Wales, and certify the capital value of the extra-

ordinary charge on each farm ' or ' parcel of land in respect of
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which the said charge is payable at the passing of this Act ;
*

and that, ' for the purpose of estimating the capital value of
the said charge, the Commissioners shall take into considera-

tion the net annual value of the same ' after allowing for the
expenses of collection and other outgoings, the probability of
the land being continued to be cultivated in such a way as to

be subject to extraordinary tithe to be taken into consideration,

and also the prospect of the substitution of other land in the
same farm for such cultivation. When such value is ascer-

tained, then the amount to remain as a first charge upon the
land, and interest at the rate of four per cent, to be paid on it ;.

the person paying this charge is empowered to redeem it at

any time he may see fit. The Land Commissioners are also

empowered ' to exonerate from the charge the whole or any
part of the land/ and to substitute other land for the land so
exonerated.

It will be seen that, by this scheme, the tithe-owner must
be a loser in two ways. The charge for extraordinary tithe

cannot be extended, as now it can be, if new land is broken
up for hop or fruit gardens ; and then, unless the Commis-
sioners award a sum equal to twenty-five years

1

nett income
from the extraordinary charge for the tithe extinguished, the

tithe-owner will receive less than he now does. Beside this, it

practically severs to a great extent the connexion of the
Church with the land, as it makes her representatives mort-
gagees for money secured upon the land, instead of partners

in the produce of the land. We have now evidence of what
the effect of this new legislation is likely to be, as some ar-

rangements have been made under this Act, and by the awards
made we can test the influence which the Act will have upon
clerical incomes derived from extraordinary tithe.

The parishes concerning which we have received informa-
tion are in Kent. The awards have been made, but we
believe that they have not been finally sealed, as some legal

questions have been raised which may possibly compel resort

to a court of law to decide, and until this has been done
the matter will not be finally settled. But so far the awards
stand thus :

—

Annual payment, being
Average payable last

year : gross sum.

Parish

3*

Average payabl elast 4 per cent, on sum
year : gross sum. awarded.

A . . . ^26l j£*74
B . 631 388
C . 1,090 642
D . 200 114
E . 4 1

1

S. 6d. 1 6s.

F . 23 7 10s.
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As some set-off to this serious diminution of income it must
"be said that the charge in lieu of the extraordinary tithe is

made perpetual on the estate, whereas the land might have
ceased to be cultivated as hop or fruit gardens, and so this

tithe would be extinguished. Besides this the fourth clause of

the Act provides that ' the rent-charge shall not be subject to

any 'parochial, county, or other rate, charge, or assessment
;

'

this, in some parishes, would greatly enhance the value of the

payment now awarded in lieu of tithe, and it is to be expected

that the cost of collection will sink to nothing when the pay-

ment has to be made by the owner instead of the occupier.

We now come to the tithe bills introduced by Lord Salis-

bury during the present session. Of the tithe war in Wales,

which has led to their introduction, we need say nothing, for

our readers are no doubt well aware of the successful efforts

of the agitators to stir up strife in the principality, and so to

connect the question of the payment of tithes with that of

•disestablishment, and in this way to throw the mantle of
apparent political action over the attempts to defraud the

tithe-owner of that to which he is justly entitled. The real

distress at the present time in agricultural districts gives the

opponents of tithe a great advantage, as there can be no
doubt that in numberless cases both landowner and tenant

find it most difficult to meet the demands made upon them,

and therefore are disposed to lend a willing ear to any
proposals—we fear we must add, in many cases, honest or

otherwise—to enable them to get rid of their obligations. At
the same time, it is obvious that the existing depression in

prices must cause it to be very disadvantageous to the tithe-

owner to effect a permanent commutation, as it can scarcely

be expected that the present low prices of grain will be per-

manent. The rapid increase of population in some corn-

growing countries and other causes may fairly be expected at

no very distant date to bring about that alleviation which has

been experienced on many occasions in the past, when the

state of the agricultural interest seemed to be in as hopeless a

position as it is at present. The bills now introduced seem to

us an honest attempt to settle upon equitable terms a question

that is arousing much attention and excitement in some
•quarters, and we cannot doubt that, under present circum-

stances, it would be for the benefit of the Church that they

should pass into law ; they would for a time diminish the

incomes of many of her clergy, but, on the other hand, we
think that they would conduce to peace where now there is

contention and strife, to the great injury of the spiritual
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interests of the parishioners and the just influence of the
•Church.

The first bill simply proposes to make the payment of
tithe by the landlord eventually compulsory. It seeks to

enact that, * whereas by section 80 of the Tithe Rent-Charge
Act, 1836, every occupier of land under any lease or agree-

ment made subsequently to the commutation of tithe into

rent-charge, who pays such rent-charge shall be entitled to

deduct the amounts thereof from the rent payable by him to his

landlord/ for the future this section 'shall have full effect,

notwithstanding any contract to the contrary made after the

passing of this Act.' It also provides that nothing in this

section shall affect the rights and liabilities of any owner or

•occupier of any lands under any contract existing at the

passing of this Act. Of course, this will in many instances

delay the beneficial effect of the Act, but then the provision

is only equitable, and when the liability for tithe is trans-

ferred from the occupier to the owner, as designed by this

bill, it is to be hoped that there will be less irritation than
there is at present.

The other bill proceeds on the assumption that the first

trill has been passed into law, and it directs that its provisions

shall not apply when the occupier is also the owner of the

land. Its design is to substitute proceedings in the county
•court for the recovery of tithe rent-charge by distraint. In

the first instance, the tithe-owner is to proceed in the county
court in the usual way ; but, if the payment is in arrear for

not less than three months, and the occupier is not also the

•owner, then the owner of the tithe rent-charge is empowered
to file an affidavit with the registrar of the county court that

such rent-charge is more than three months in arrear, and
that he is unable to procure payment of the same; upon
which the registrar shall issue an injunction to the occupier of
the land to pay what is due and to repay himself out of the

next rent payable to his landlord ; and if, in defiance of such
injunction, he shall pay rent to his landlord without having
first paid the tithe, then he shall be liable to pay the amount
of such tithe as a simple contract debt. But if the occupier

can satisfy the county-court judge that there were not suffi-

cient profits arising out of the land to pay the tithe, then the

bill proposes to give to such judge the power to remit, not
merely a part, but the whole of the tithe. The bill also pro-
vides that tithes shall not be recoverable for more than two
years after they become due, and that an injunction on a
tenant to pay tithe shall not be in force for more than two
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years after it is issued. It further directs that the averages

on which the tithes are reckoned shall be for periods of three

years instead of for seven, as the law now enjoins.

This last provision is the one which has excited the most
opposition amongst those entitled to receive tithe, as its

immediate effect would be seriously to diminish the amount
payable. For, as the price x>{ corn has become lower year
after year, the earlier years uphold the average price on which
the tithe is reckoned. Thus the average price of wheat in

1 88 1 was 45s. 4d.
t
and the next year 45s. id., whilst this year

it will not be very much over 30J. In the long run, taking a
series of years, the same amount would be paid if the tithe

was paid on the average price for one year, or for seven years,

or for twenty years ; a sudden rise would be felt as rapidly as

a sudden fall, and the longer the period the smaller the
fluctuation in the amount to be paid. But to make the change
at once from seven years to three would, under existing

circumstances, inflict a considerable loss on the tithe-owner

for the next two or three years, as he might possibly not live

to enjoy any benefit from a future rise in prices. To diminish

the present loss, in committee of the House of Lords the

bill has been altered so that the first triennial period is to be
reckoned from December 25, 1889, instead of December 25,

1887, as was designed by the Act as originally drawn. This
will be a great alleviation, and will prevent that immediate
hardship under which many of the poorer clergy must have
suffered.

It has been said that a third bill is to be introduced in

order to further the redemption of tithe rent-charge. We do
not see what room there is for such a bill, unless it be intended

to make such redemption compulsory, and to do that in the

present impoverished condition of many landlords would be
manifestly unjust, unless Parliament at the same time offered

facilities to the landlords for obtaining the sums required to

redeem the tithe rent-charge on easy terms. As we have
already shown, by the Act of 1878 when land is taken for

certain public purposes the tithe rent-charge must be re-

deemed. The Tithe Commissioners may, in all cases where
they think it desirable, compel persons paying tithe of less

than 1/. a year to redeem it at not less than twenty-five years'

purchase ; and where the annual payment exceeds that amount
they can consent to a redemption on the joint application of
tithe-owner and tithe-payer ; and by the Act of i860, where
land is divided into plots for building purposes, and the owner
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of one of these plots redeems the amount for which he is

liable, the Commissioners can compel all the other owners of
plots in the same piece or parcel of land to redeem also. What
more, therefore, can be done to further the redemption of the

tithe by one large payment, unless it be by offering a sufficient

inducement to the tithe-payer to persuade him to redeem the

tithe rent-charge on more profitable terms than is now pos-

sible ? This can only be effected by either mulcting the tithe-

owner, or by Government providing money for the purpose by
way of loan, on such terms as will leave a profit to the land-

owner who is the tithe-payer on the transaction.

If we compare the relative position of the tithe-owner and
the land-owner now with what it was in 1836, we think that,

notwithstanding the serious reductions of rent which have
taken place during the last few years, the land-owner would
be found to have the advantage. The rent of grass land near

towns has certainly risen in the interval, and, owing to the

great increase of population, much more land is used as garden
ground ; whilst the value of the tithe remains as it was fixed

under the Act And if we compare the position of the tithe-

owner under the commutation with what it would be if he
were still entitled to levy his tithe in kind, we should no doubt
find that when the land is good he receives much less than he
otherwise would have done, and when the land is bad that he
may possibly be a gainer.

We are not forgetful of other considerations which to some
extent must be taken into account in considering the question

of tithes. There is what may be called the sentimental side as

well as the judicial, and upon that side agitators have been en-

deavouring to work. There can be no doubt that legally and
morally the clergyman has as strong a claim to the tithe as the

landlord has to the rent Both rest upon the same idea of pro-

perty, and it is difficult for the one obligation to be weakened
without the other being weakened also. But then there is this

difference from a sentimental point of view. The tithes were
given when all Christian people belonged to the same Church,

and the amount was paid willingly because all shared in the

spiritual benefits which the payment of the tithe secured.

Now it is urged that these benefits are not universally valued

or desired, and that therefore the situation is changed. We
should be glad to think that only those who were opposed to

the teaching of the Church advanced this plea. We fear that

the desire not to pay what it is inconvenient to pay has had at

least as much influence as any so-called conscientious scruple.

It might be well for persons to reflect upon the possible con-
VOL. XXVI.—NO. HI. I I
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sequences of permitting a sentimental objection to bar a legal

claim ; but, whilst to us the case seems too plain to admit of
an honest doubt, it is well for us to realize that under the

inflammatory teaching of certain agitators the case will seem
different to many ignorant and interested persons, and, there-

fore, that it is desirable to encourage the permanent settlement

of the question by a redemption of the tithe wherever it is

possible to do so on equitable terms. We should be glad to

think that a time was coming when the Church of England
would be as completely the Church of the nation as ever it

was, but we dare not indulge in the illusion that we see signs

of the approach of such a day. And this being the case, we
do not feel that anxiety for the clergy to retain their ancient

connexion with the tithes that we should do if we could enter-

tain a more sanguine anticipation for the future. We are dis-

posed to regard the question from a purely practical point of
view, and to base our judgment on that which promises to

provide the best mode of securing a permanent income for the
clergy without friction or irritation, and it seems to us that

this could best be effected by a redemption of tithe ; but
failing that, the measures of Lord Salisbury seem to us calcu-

lated to alleviate the present strained position of affairs in

some parts of the country, and to prove helpful towards
carrying out the more extended scheme at no distant day.

SHORT NOTICES.

The Order of Divine Service for the Year of Our Lord 1888, accord-

ing to the Calendars of the English and Scottish Churches^ with
Ritual Notes. (London : J* T. Hayes, n.d.)

There is serious impropriety and danger in a subject like the

above being treated anonymously. Responsibility is wholly over-

looked by such a method. There is no doubt that a large part of
this book is of a character which requires that its editors should do
their work behind a screen. If their names were given and authority

for their very minute directions were quoted, the lofty tone of the

book could not have been maintained. Secrecy is essential to its

carrying sufficient weight for its very revolutionary purpose. In most
.absolute terms, and without reason shown, the editors assume special

authority to direct the public services of the Church of England in
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the minutest details, while they yet simply say of themselves that
* communications should be addressed to the Editors, care of Mr. W.
Plimpton, 39 Lombard Street, E.C

Mr. Plimpton, who is unknown to us, is the only person whose
name is vouchsafed as a reference for directions and assertions

which it would be easy to prove are contrary to the letter as well as

the spirit of the Churches of England and Scotland, whose calendars

the very inaccurate title-page of the book professes to illustrate and
-explain. Without reference to. the discrepancy the editors publish a
<^lendar which is not the one specified in their title-page, but one
which is considerably at variance with that of the English Prayer
Book. Notably, there are two holy days made prominent in it of
which the Prayer Book knows nothing, viz. the Festival of Corpus
Christi with an octave, on May 31, and All Souls' Day, on November 2,

for which days services are vaguely prescribed, to be found and
followed by those who know where to look for them and how to

adapt what they find. The conscience of a nameless editor is ap-

parently not troubled by the use of what in ordinary life would be
called deception. #

The editors further display their loyalty and sense of authority

by such expressions as the following on Palm Sunday and the
Sunday preceding it :

' Strictly but two collects should be used at

the H. E. to-day, but the Prayer Book rubric seems to require the

addition of the Ash Wednesday collect at all services.' 'Benedic-
tion of Palms by the celebrant ' is prescribed for Palm Sunday, but
no reference is made to an authorized service for it. Again, we read,
* If St. Joseph be commemorated, ' &c, and, ' In places where the

feast of St. Thomas of Canterbury is observed,' without any allusion

to the fact that they are not in the ' calendars of the English and
.Scottish Churches ' (see title-page). A large door for the exercise of

private judgment is opened by the directions given to use i
all ser •

vices special for the day ' on black letter days, for which the Prayer
Book provides none. Is it the Church's way to permit each man
to do the best he can for himself in this manner ? We think not.

Surely this book may be described, after its remarkable directions

have been realized, as well calculated to make the Prayer Book a
hopeless puzzle and bewilderment for the people, to encourage the

principle of private judgment and dissent, and to convey the impres-
sion that anonymous editors and individual clergymen, rather than
the Church, are the real religious authority. Truly the danger which
now threatens the Church of England is one of a very serious nature.

Men are building up a Church system by clumsy and untrue methods,
a system which rests on no real authority, a patchwork which will

lure the young and inexperienced from honest, loyal, truthful ways,

and will alienate the nobler sort of minds altogether.

If the editors have no sense of accuracy and fitness, no sense of
Church authority and cf the gravity of their task, have they no sense

of the ridiculous ? The absence of this last sense will be abundantly
apparent to anyone of a manly and reverent mind who will peruse
this book. It is . hard to make extracts from such a mass of

1 1 2
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trifling matter. We are told, for instance, that 'it is usual to-

provide the high altar with six candlesticks,' &c. &c., and then

that 'at a high celebration, when the celebrant is the bishop of
the diocese, a seventh candlestick should be placed behind the

cross.' Side by side with such information we are condescendingly

told that ' it is strictly forbidden to use the underneath part of the

altar as a cupboard or place in which things may be put.' We really

thought we knew that by a natural instinct ! It pleases the editors to*

assume the ignorance of Churchmen upon every subject, though we
have not observed that they direct us to remove our hats on entering

church. Again, we are told that neither chalice nor paten ' may be
handled by anyone not in holy orders, except with special permis-

sion.' We had thought that the chalice was directed to be delivered

into the hands of the persons communicating, which certainly implies

handling. And we should have further thought that the sacred con-

tents of the chalice and paten were of more moment than the vessels^

which contain them, which contents, if guarded from being touched
by a layman with the care which is insisted upon for the mere vessels*

would bring the practice of lay communicating to a speedy en<L
What the expression ' except with special permission ' may mean we
cannot telL But perhaps 'special permission' for receiving the
Eucharist might be obtained by a favoured few of the laity when the-

next step has in all consistency been taken of deciding that the
Eucharist itself may not be touched by the laity.

We are furnished by the editors with other remarks on the church/

plate, such as that ' the whole of the inner part of the paten must be
perfectly plain.' On what authority this is said we have, as usual, na
information. Archaeologists and many others are aware that the
patens which were in use in the Middle Ages in England and oil

the Continent were invariably engraved on their upper or inner side..

A hand in benediction, the Trinity, the Agnus Dei, the sacred mono-
gram, &c, were very usual adornments of their upper surfaces. Many
of these now remain in England and on the Continent According,

to modern use the surface is nowadays in the Roman communion,
made plain, as the editors desire. But tradition and authority are the

other way altogether, whatever these editors, who can only be ap-
proached through Mr. Plimpton, may say about it.

They magnify the office of the clergy in some singular ways, as,

e.g., 'The corporal, the pall, and the purificator after use may not be:

touched by lay persons, except with special permission, nor washed
in domestic vessels until they have been first washed by a clerk in

holy orders, when they may be touched by laics until again used.*'

Here, again, we are told of ' special permission ' to be had for touching,

them. We are puzzled therefore to know what is the exact nature

of this sin of touching, and should be glad to be told on what terms,

such ' special permissions ' are obtained The qualifications required

in a layman who desires ' special permission ' to touch should be
stated, as well as whether the fact of his wish is then referred to the

Bishop of the diocese for a dispensation. A subject so important in.

the minds of the editors should be treated more fully and exhaustively*
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Sic volo, sicjubeo requires a higher authority than the name of a Mr.
Plimpton, of 39 Lombard Street.

In the multitude of details, the editors prescribe as of their own
.authority that 'on Palm Sunday a genuflection is to be made in

the epistle at the words " at the name of Jesus." ' We were under
;the impression that there is a comprehensive canon of the Church
on the subject of reverence at our Lord's name whenever it occurs

in divine service, which the editors thus limit and even ignore. We
were further under the impression that such reverence is required by
the canon to be made at the Name only, and not, as the editors

require it,
i at the words at the name of Jesus/ Men who revel in

.minuteness should not fail when the point is a really important one.

May we suppose that because of its importance they found themselves

out of their depth?
We fear greatly that such directions as this book gives, with such

-a supreme air of authority, will work dire confusion among the ill-

trained younger clergy, who will not see how utterly such directions

•differ in taste and feeling from the authorized rubrics of the Church.
We cannot envy the editors who have put forth such a work in such
a manner.

One additional remark we make, with a serious regret that it is

needed. No one can doubt that it is for the Bishops to claim

authority for the voice of the Church of England as expressed in the

Prayer Book. Not to do this is to abdicate. They only can do it

efficiently, for it belongs to their office to do it, and they will be
largely responsible if the Church of England is not warned to respect

the authority of that on which her very existence depends. At a

moment when lawlessness is rampant, and when it is becoming rare

for any two churches to have the same service, qr the same amount of
service, at any given time ; when favourite Manuals, with no authority,

are confounding all decency and order ; and when the younger clergy

.are becoming demoralized for want of a strong, clear, and paternal

warning, the Bishops could not find a worthier subject for discussion

in the Lambeth Conference. But it must be treated with a deeper
sense of its gravity as a life-and-death question than, we fear, exists

among them. We hope we are wrong.

The question that vitally concerns us of the Church of England
at this moment is, not communion with foreign Churches or the value

of the Old Catholic movement, but our own lawless and disintegrated

•condition. The unity of our own communion is a question of

transcendental importance. And the first step to it must be made in

an acknowledgment on the part of the Bishops and clergy of the

absolute authority of the Prayer Book as the Church's voice. The
^iay is at an end for diplomatic trifling.

Ceremonial of the Altar : a Guide to Low Mass according to the

Ancient Customs of the Church of England. Compiled by a
Priest. (London : Swan Sonnenschein, 1888.)

We opened this little book with a considerable amount of interest.

JBeyond all doubt Low Mass did exist in the Church of England
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before the Reformation ; but the ceremonies which distinguished

Low Mass from High Mass are not spoken of in the three English

Missals which have come down to our times. They seem always to

contemplate a Mass with deacon and subdeacon ; and the know-
ledge of Low Mass which can be derived from the Sarum or York
Missals is extremely small. This being the case, a promise to set

forth the 'ancient customs of the Church ofEngland at Low Mass'
was in the highest degree suggestive, and we looked forward to some
liturgical annotations of the greatest value. We thought that a dili-

gent liturgical student might gather from authors, either mediaeval

or of the Reformation period, numerous allusions to the ceremonies
of Low Mass : such, for example, as may be found in the Lay Folks'

Mass Book, so admirably edited by the late Canon Simmons, and in

other publications of the Early English Text Society ; or in Thomas
Becon s Displaying of the Popish Masse—a writer irreverent and
profane, but who every now and then, in describing an English Low-
Mass, gives, translated into English, the very words of the Latin
rubrics from the Mass-book of some Norman church, say of Cou-
tances, thus in all likelihood preserving an old English rubric iden-

tical with the Norman. Then, again, as a comparative study,

there still exist the early books of Normandy and France, more
especially the now extinct mediaeval rite of Paris and the living rite

of the Dominican Friars. All these sources drawn upon by a litur-

gical scholar would doubtless yield materials for a restoration, more
or less complete, of the English Low Mass, or at least an exceedingly
useful series of suggestions towards a restoration.

The first page of the preface of this book on ceremonial
encouraged us. We see that the work is intended for ' loyal sons
of the Church of England

;
' but this feeling of satisfaction is a little

damped by finding a few lines lower down that ' care has been taken
not needlessly to multiply differences from the Roman rite.

, On the
next page, however, we find our fate, and know that we have nothing
to expect, for it is announced that the minute directions have been
drawn from such ' eminent [!] writers on the subject as Baldeschi
and Le Vavasseur. The result aimed at has been to put the student
in possession of the traditions on the method of saying Mass which
the compilers of the Prayer-Book presupposed to exist.' Now this

result can never be attained by such a process as the study of
Baldeschi and Le Vavasseur. There is nothing in these authors
which throws light upon the ancient ceremonies in England. The
saying of Mass in England before the Reformation was a different

thing to the saying of Mass nowadays in France or Italy. Modern
Roman books can teach us nothing of the way in which our fore-

fathers worshipped God. For a knowledge, of this we must go-

back to what they themselves have said and described of their

manner of worship.

But of contemporary records outside the printed Missals this little

book has nothing to tell us. Nor does the author seem to be even
aware of the amount of material waiting for analysis and com-
parison. The possibility does not seem to have crossed his mind-
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that in mediaeval England, at Low Mass, the priest may have taken
his vestments from the altar and not from the vestry ; that he may
have prepared the bread and wine on the altar before he vested ; that

he may have worn the amice instead of the biretta, and worn it up
to the Introit or even the Sanctus ; and that there may have been
a multitude of other mediaeval variations from modern Roman
custom. He gives one old English rite, but it is to be found in the
Sarum, York, and Hereford Missals, and that is the custom of
spreading out the arms for a few seconds in the form of a cross,

directly after consecration. This ancient practice was once widely
spread, but is now hard to be found in use except at Milan and
among the Dominican Friars.

In the most obliging manner the author has taken over from the
Roman writers the existence in the middle ages of a tabernacle on
the altar (p. 84) ; of exposition of the Blessed Sacrament (p. no); of
the modern addition to the Ave Maria (p. 21). At p. 82 a number
of directions are added taken from the General Rubrics of the Missal
of Pope Pius V.—some even later, for the direction as to the com-
munion of the people (on p. 103, 1. 2) comes from a hint given
by a Pope in the last century. The following paragraph may be
given as a specimen of the literary style and of the positive assertions

of the book. Low Mass for the dead is being spoken of (p. in) :

—

* The colour is usually black. Red may be used, if the church have
no black vestments. White for children under seven and for no others.

Violet never.' Those who have looked a little over mediaeval books
on ritual will know that bjack, violet, and blue are spoken of as

substitutes for one another ; and in England the wills and inventories

tell us of many colours—black, purple, blue, green, and white—being
used at the funerals of persons of all ages. We read of russet herse-

clothes, but we do not remember red vestments.

This book is only one of a number, now, we regret to say,

plentiful, such as the Directorium Anglicanum, Notes on Ceremonial,

and The Order of Divine Service (already noticed), which attempt

.

to put our Anglican Rite into surroundings without any authority

from tradition, and which are in most cases a mere borrowing
from modern Rome. The rubrics of the Prayer-Book are either

violently distorted or quietly ignored to enable some modern Roman
ceremony to be followed. The English prayers are encircled with
prayers taken from the Roman Mass-book of to-day, often no older
than Pius V. And when the prayers are older they are often a mere
repetition of those that the Anglican celebrant has said, or is about
to say, from the Book of Common Prayer. Further, this attempt to

turn the Prayer-Book service into a mere replica of the Roman service

is usually done in an unworkmanlike fashion, with small skill and
little knowledge even of the Roman authorities. One is tempted to

say, as in Rob Roy Mr. Osbaldistone does to Frank when he shows
his father his bad verses, * Why, Sir, you don't even understand the
beggarly trade you have adopted.'

If we have spoken with severity of a book no better and no worse
than its fellows that profess to teach liturgical propriety, it is because
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it represents an evil which cannot be too soon abated. Every year

sees a number of books come out—many of them, like this, anony-
mously—pretending to speak with authority on one of the most
difficult of subjects, the study of liturgy, the authors of the said books
being hardly acquainted with the alphabet of ceremonial, perhaps
not with such well-known authorities as Baldeschi and Le Vavasseur.

And when a writer, slenderly equipped with knowledge of the middle
ages, promises to give us the ancient customs of the Church of
England, it seems well to warn the ' loyal sons of the Church of
England ' of the pitfalls that are spread for them.

The Life ofJohn William Colenso, D.D., Bishop of Natal. By the
Rev. Sir George W. Cox, Bart., M.A., Rector of Scrayingham.
2 vols. (London : Ridgway, 1888.)

We have seldom had a more laborious or irksome duty cast upon
us than the perusal of these ponderous volumes. A work of fourteen

hundred pages exclusively devoted to ecclesiastical and colonial con-
troversy recalls the pugnacious prolixity of those early Protestant and
Puritan divines who set before their readers in alternate paragraphs
the entire treatises they were combating with their elaborate refutation,

or absorbed huge folios in the exposition of a few verses of some
favourite epistle. Nor is this enormous mass relieved by the style in

which Sir George Cox has treated it. In so long a journey the
traveller longs for, and is entitled to, some little alternation of light

and shade. Nothing is drearier than-the judicial arrogance prolonged
through page after page of a superior person, and Sir George Cox
fills the unattractive part with a completeness we have never seen
surpassed. We are not provoked by excessive hero-worship when
the humility of the devotee is a conspicuous element in the devotion;

but in our own days there is adoration of many a fetish whose
worship consists mainly in the self-complacency of the worshipper
and in lofty scorn for all who are not of the same cult. For pure
narrow-mindedness under the garb of ostentatious liberality, for in-

discriminate partizanship, for lavish imputation upon opponents,
however eminent, dead or living, this biography is, we should suppose
—we assuredly should hope it is—almost unique.

The author devotes but a brief space to the story of Bishop
Colenso's early struggles, to his brilliant career at Cambridge, to the
unfortunate speculation at Harrow which caused him long pecuniary
anxiety, and to his parochial labours at Forncett He was just forty

when he was consecrated to the bishopric of Natal, where he landed
in January 1854. The impressions received during his first visit

were forthwith given to the world in a small book entitled Ten Weeks
in Natal—a brief period assuredly in which to have mastered a com-
plicated problem ; but Sir George avers that ' the dispassionate

reader ' will find the book ' one of the noblest of missionary records,'

whose virtues are all the Bishop's, its mistakes are chargeable to the

accounts of others. If judgment so sweeping begets inevitable dis-

trust, it is not because we question Dr. Colenso's 'zeal, unwearied
generosity, and very real charity for all men.' For a season all went
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smoothly enough. Then came the questions of the * intelligent Zulu,'

the responsive doubts of the awakened Bishop, and the consequent
issue of volume after volume which startled the Church both in

South Africa and at home.
We are not about to reopen a painful sore. We would speak

with all tenderness of one whose personal character had many claims

to affection and respect. We are quite ready to allow that in the

conduct of a wearisome controversy mistakes were made on both
sides, and expressions uttered in the fervour of religious conviction

which were regrettable. But the dignity of bearing which Sir George
Cox claims for his hero does not seem to us capable of being success-

fully maintained. Possibly the Bishop felt too strongly to measure
his words carefully. He does not appear capable of doing justice to an
opponent Bishop Gray, described by Colenso himself as ' one of the

noblest, most true-hearted, and loving men that ever lived/ becomes
* contemptible,' ' dishonest,' and ' an utter humbug ' as soon as he is

ranged in the opposite camp. Even the long and close intimacy of
full twenty years with Sir Theophilus Shepstone does not screen him
from the charge of lying, put forth in its most odious form. Other
examples of like revulsion of feeling and lack of sobriety in judgment
might be quoted.

Yet, whatever allowance may be made for the sorely tried Bishop,

no such excuse can be pleaded for the language in which Sir George
Cox thinks fit to indulge. Imputations of dishonesty and untruth-

fulness hurled against such men as Longley, Wilberforce, and Hamil-
ton amongst deceased prelates, and such honoured names as Harold
Browne and Lord Arthur Hervey amongst the living, only recoil

upon the man who uses them. Withal, not a solitary misgiving ever

disturbs Sir George Cox about the infallibility of his own conclusions;

neither he nor his hero can ever be wrong. It was objected that

those who held Colenso's views about the passage of the Red Sea
' could not truthfully use the prayer in the Baptismal Office which
refers to it. The Bishop replied, he felt no difficulty about it himself,

but he recommended those who did to omit the passage in question.

Sir George affirms that the principle had been conceded by the

Archbishop of Canterbury, who had said that no power should induce
him to read some parts of the Burial Service over a person who had
died in flagrant known sin. Sir George's logic is sublime. The
principle conceded is that of leaving something out! In one case the

words are exceptionally omitted, lest their solemn truth should under
the special circumstances be desecrated ; in the other the words are

to be invariably left out, because their (supposed) falsehood is too

painfully obtrusive. It were as reasonable to say that surgical tracheo-

tomy is a sanction for cutting your neighbour's throat

It is indeed difficult to estimate what doctrine could survive the

application of the solvent which Dr. Colenso applied so unsparingly

as at last to elicit a protest from his staunchest supporter. 'To
accumulate,' said Dean Stanley, 'controversy on controversy in a
community already sufficiently distracted, or to endeavour to fight

out questions of abstract theology on the uncongenial field of poetical
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works embodying sentiments of practical devotion, will appear to most
persons in a high degree incongruous and inconvenient ' (vol. ii.

pp. 1 02, 103). We can only wonder that this sense of incongruity-

had not been long before experienced at the spectacle of a missionary-

bishop spending large sections of his time a distance from his diocese,,

in the publication of books which men so wide apart as Dr. Pusey
and Mr. Maurice deemed utterly inconsistent with the retention of
his see, and anxiously awaiting all the while the fiat of Lord Romilly
to decide for him whether he might retain the emolument of a.

Christian bishopric. Despite the elaborate special pleading of Sir

George Cox, and his plentiful aspersions of ecclesiastical bigotry on
all those who differ from his conclusions, we hold that on the broad
ground of * Old Morality ' Dr. Colenso was bound to resign his posi-

tion when he adopted his new opinions. His invertebrate and
boneless creed may be the legitimate residuum left after the applica-

tion of the higher criticism, and Dr. Colenso may have honestly-

believed that he was bound to avow and support it ; but his position

was henceforth tainted with moral unsoundness which no exercise of
charity will allow us to ignore.

The Men of the Bible: 1. Moses: his Life and Times, by George
Rawlinson, M.A. ; 2. Solomon, &c, by Rev. F. W. Farrar, D.D.y

F.R.S. ; 3. Abraham, &c, by Rev. W. J. Deane
; 4. Isaiah, &c.,.

by Rev. Canon S. R. Driver. 4 vols. (London : Nisbet and Co.,

1888.)

This is an interesting series of monographs, the value of which
must depend not so much on the choice of the writers as on the
pains which those writers take to acquit themselves in a manner
worthy of their reputation. We do not say this without an arriere-

pensee. 1. Professor Rawlinson, for example, has in his book collected

all that is known, and a great deal that can only be imagined, about the

life of Moses. He has used all the materials available, and has shown
considerable ingenuity in bringing in what knowledge he has of
Egyptian antiquities. The education of Moses is an excuse for a survey

of Egyptian arts, sciences, and religion. The silence of Scripture about
his early life enables him to describe all the professions which he
might have entered, but did not. The style, when he is describing

events, is always clear ; when he is paraphrasing the Bible narrative,

singularly feeble. Take the following passage :
' There was much

expressed in this short speech, Take this child away, i.e. take it with

thee to thine own abode ; do not bring it after me to my palace ;

let it have the nurture and treatment which it would have
received naturally in the paternal mansion/ &c. Such writing is

Bible adulterated with more water than workhouse broth.

Professor Rawlinson informed a Commission not long ago that

though his duties as a professor were nil, he had compensated by the
publication of some five-and-twenty volumes. Some of these have
gained him a creditable place in the world of learning. We hardly

think that a work of this kind, which any practised book-maker might
have produced, is worthy of him. We might have expected some*

-\
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thing -more critical in tone which would have helped to solve the

problems before us at the present day. Many will be glad that a
learned Oxford professor can preserve such a conservative position ;.

they would be still more glad if he would give his reasons for it.

Criticism must not be left entirely to the destroyers. 2. Arch-
deacon Farrar's Solomon is extremely well done. The writer has-

spared neither pains nor learning. The notes in particular abound
with evidence of this. The perplexing details of Solomon's Temple
are elucidated in a way which shows how much labour Dr. Farrar

must have spent in making those details clear to his own mind.
And such labour is never thrown away. It finds its own reward in

the unmixed pleasure given to the reader by thoroughly honest work.

No one who reads the concluding chapters on the Canticles, on the

Book of Ecclesiastes, and on the Book of Proverbs, can complain
that the writer errs through excess of conservatism. Still, he allows,

as regards the Song of Songs, that * the mystical sense may be true

religiously though exegetically untenable ' (p. 179). Is not repotatoria

a misprint for res potatoria (p. 136)? * Feather-pated youths' and
' dementation ' in another passage (p. 151) are not indeed misprints;

but it would have been better if they had not been printed at all.

3. Mr. Deane's Life and Times ofAbraham is a very readable book,
and the author has not omitted to make what use he could of the

Assyrian inscriptions in elucidation of his subject. It savours, how-
ever, of a compilation. Perhaps this was inevitable. In any case it is

a piece of conscientious work, and will do no discredit to the series.

4. ' The Book of Isaiah exhibits to us in reality two " Men of the
Bible," not one.' From these words of Professor Driver's, in his

deeply interesting monograph on Isaiah : his Life and Times, and the

Writings which bear his Name (p. 209) it will be seen that he adopts

the separatist theory started by Aben Ezra in the twelfth century,

and revived by Koppe, the German translator of Lowth, in the

eighteenth century. The portions which he attributes to a prophet
living towards the close of the Babylonian captivity, are chaps.

xiii. 1 xiv. 23, xxiv.-xxxv. and xl.-lxvi. He will not even
admit, with the most recent German commentator, C. J. Breden-
kamp, that chaps. xl.-lxvi. ' rest upon an Isaiahic basis, which was-

re-edited and enlarged by a prophet living during the Exile '

(p. 211). This, however, does not prevent him from saying of the
' Servant of the Lord ' as projected in the future by this Isaiah II. :

* It cannot be doubted that, as Christendom from the beginning has
seen, the character thus delineated by the Prophet with such genius,

and power was realized by Jesus of Nazareth' (p. 180). As Canon
Rawlinson has observed in the Introduction to Isaiah—of which we
assume he is the author—in the Pulpit Commentary, the question is

one ' which may be regarded as one of literary interest rather than of
theological importance,' for it is not disputed 'that the "book"
existed in the form in which we have it during the time of our Lord
and His Apostles ' (Introd. p. xx.) In any case it would be most
unseemly to import either heat or asperity into a discussion which
Professor Driver, for his part, conducts with a gravity, a modesty, and
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a reverence which are beyond all praise. It is on these grounds we
warmly commend this monograph to the notice of our readers.

They will do well at the same time to refer to Dr. Kay's able argu-

ments in favour of the unity of authorship, in the Speaker's Com-
mentary. Writers on either side of the controversy are apt, perhaps,

to exaggerate the importance of the evidence to be derived from the

recurrence, or non-recurrence, in Isaiah II. of words and idioms to

-be found in Isaiah I.

Works ofJohn Kaye, Bishop of Lincoln. In eight volumes. Vol. I.

Ecclesiastical History of the Second and Third Centuries, Illus-

tratedfrom the Writings of Tertullian. Vol. II. The Writings
and Opinions of Clement of Alexandria. (London : Rivingtons,

1888.)

Bishop Kaye of Lincoln died in 1853 ; he became Regius Professor

•of Divinity at Cambridge in 1816. The publication, therefore, of his

different writings in a collected form carries us back to a time which
is even now beginning to be very remote. We have a natural feeling

of curiosity when we begin to read lectures delivered in 1825, nor
can we help noticing the contrast they present to modern works.
They are certainly unlike what would be written or delivered as
lectures at the present day ; and we naturally feel inclined to ask
whether it is worth while republishing books which were written

•before Neander's history (to take one instance) was published, and
which are out of date in many of their statements.

Such a view of them is by no means altogether true. For Bishop
Kaye's works possess merits of a very decided character—merits

perhaps all the more valuable because they are so opposed to the
tendencies of the day. He absolutely refuses to be original, or to

build up hypotheses, or to make rash and comprehensive generaliza-

tions. He understands the difference between what is certain and
what is probable. He refuses to come to a conclusion when there is

no evidence ; and where the evidence is doubtful or evenly balanced,

he weighs all sides so carefully that his decision seems to claim
respect In order to illustrate the difference of method between
Bishop Kaye and modern writers, we have compared his treatment
of Clement of Alexandria with that of Dr. Bigg in his Bampton lec-

tures. Both are good representatives of the learning and scholarship

of their day, and both have a thorough knowledge of their author.

Bishop Kaye, who professes solely to be collecting matter for history,

-absolutely eschews hypotheses ; he refuses ta construct from Clement
a scheme of philosophy which* he might have held ; he asks nothing
about the influences under which he was educated, and has no
pleasing description of the intellectual atmosphere of Alexandria—all

this Dr. Bigg gives us. The limitation of aim is undoubtedly to a
-certain extent a defect, but it adds much more certainty to Dr. Kaye's
work. One instance will suffice. Dr. Bigg combines a very doubt-
ful interpretation of some words of Clement of Alexandria with the

late statements of Eutychius, and constructs a beautiful little theory

ofthe overthrow of presbyterianism and the tightening of the chains of
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ecclesiastical organization. All this has little foundation but the

plausibility it possesses in the author's own eyes. Bishop Kaye con-

tents himself with collecting the passages which bear on Clement'^

view of the ministry, and drawing the absolutely certain conclusion

that he recognizes three orders of ministers. Further than this he
does not attempt to go.

This one instance is sufficient to show the character of all his-

writings. At the present day we are infected with a somewhat Ger-

man love of hypotheses. As a corrective to this, and as an instance

of sober historical inquiry and well-balanced judgment, the study of

these books would be useful to many of the brilliant theorizers wha
write on ecclesiastical history, and as specimens of hard unassuming
work.

Sketches in History and Poetry. By the late J. C. Shairp, LL.D..

Edited by J. Veitch. (Edinburgh: Douglas, 1887.)

About six years ago the readers of this Review 1 were invited to con-

sider the leading characteristics of ' Principal Shairp's writings,' and
especially of his contributions to Christian Apologetic. It is with,

mournful consciousness of a serious loss that we notice the post-

humous publication which bears on its title page the name of the late

Professor of Poetry. His friend, the Professor of Logic and Rhetoric

at Glasgow, who has brought together these ' ten papers,' describes

them with tender justice as * the last gleanings in favourite fields of

one, the excellence of whose literary work will be increasingly re-

cognized as the years flow on.'

What we have to say about the book will be confined by our
narrow limits to its bearings on the ecclesiastical history of Scotland.

We must needs put aside much thoughtful and delicate criticism on
Scottish literature of the poetical type, and on the poetry of ' Henry
Vaughan, Silurist.' Possibly some English readers will smile here and
there at the writer's enthusiasm for the Border ballads, which he
describes as furnishing the material for a * larger and richer' education

of the whole nature than could be attained ' by reading for a first

class in every one of the schools' (p. 239). But this is not our point

An English Churchman who reads Professor Shairp's account of
St. Columba and of Queen Margaret, or of the ancient university of
St. Andrews, will be apt to wonder that such a writer could have
lived and died a Presbyterian. At any rate, it is a hopeful sign that

a Presbyterian of high literary distinction should exhibit such insight

and such sympathy in the treatment of the Catholic past.

The immortal story of St. Columba would put some fire into-

the most prosaic writer. To Shairp it was a specially congenial theme..

He did not, indeed, enter into the intricate chronology of Columba's-

early life ; its difficulties are due to the combination of the state-

ments that he was born in 521, was ordained deacon by Finniaa

of Moville, afterwards studied under Finnian of Clonard (who had
visited Wales), was at Glasnevin about 543, and founded the monas-

1 Church Quarterly Review^ vol. xiv. pp. 295 ff.
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tery of Deny in 546. The story of the imposed penance, which
Bishop Reeves and Skene reject, is given by Shairp as ' strongly

asserted from of old' (p. 11). He attributes the conversion of
the Northern Picts to the fact that * their savage but simple natures,

when confronted with Columba's clear, cultivated mind, and patient,

•Christian spirit, felt no doubt that they were in the presence of a
higher being than themselves. The man was greater, better, wiser

—

that was the chief point ; and then the truth he brought seemed, as

far as they at all apprehended it, better than their old faith,' &c. (p. 21)
—an estimate of the facts which might be applicable to other scenes
in the great drama of barbaric conversion. As to the ' unusual ar-

rangement/ as Bede calls it, which subjected the bishops in the new
Pictish Church to the Abbot of Hy, Professor Shairp says, ' it may
be safely asserted that the first taste Iona had of Presbyterian

Church polity was when the redoubtable presbytery of Argyll in one
day hurled its three hundred and sixty crosses into the sea

;
' but he

observes that while there is evidence for the recognition at Hy
of the bishop's sole power to ordain, ' the bishop by no means held
the place in Columba's arrangements which he holds in modern and
most ancient episcopacies '

(p. 32), although the Celtic independence
of Rome, carried out fully by Columba, * does not prove that he or

any of his generation were free, as they could not have been free,

from that taint of sacerdotalism which entered into the Church the

very next age after the apostles,' &c.—a remarkable abandonment to
' sacerdotalists ' of the whole field of historic Christianity. Of St.

Margaret, as she is worthily named, we are truly told that * no name
of equal beauty or of deeper interest appears on the whole roll of

Scotland's worthies.' In speaking of her work, Shairp takes occa-

sion to ' dismiss the groundless belief that the Culdees were Columb-
ites

;
' their history, in fact, is a curious instance of transmutation

—the name of a class of anchorites being gradually transferred to

men living as canons under a rule, and ultimately lapsing into such
lethargy and corruption as invited the doom of salt that had lost

savour. The death-scene of Margaret is described in all its pathos ;

but our author makes a needless difficulty :
' The original Latin

'

(Turgot, c. 13) ' has the 50th Psalm, but Hailes and most modern
writers have in their works changed it to the 51st,' a change which
the probability of the case almost seems to warrant' (p. 81). We
should have thought that such a writer would know that the Vul-
.gate reckoning of most of the Psalms makes that ' change ' a matter
of course. After rebuking the unreasonableness of ' disparaging

Margaret because she was not a good Protestant in the eleventh

•century,' that is, was not 'an historical miracle or anomaly,' Pro-

fessor Shairp concludes, ' She had in rare measure that faith which
pierces through shadows and enters within the veil— that strong hold
on the eternal world which is the o?ily true lever for moving this one

'

<P. 85)-

Passing over a chapter on Bishop Lamberton, who had been
chancellor, not ' of the diocese,' but of the church of Glasgow (p. 89),

and whose manifold perjuries were rather more than breaches of
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' oaths extorted by fear ' (p. 101), we must say a word about Bishops
Wardlaw and Kennedy, as the founders of academic life in Scotland

on a basis laid by the Priors of St. Andrews. Wardlaw is described

as * a man who, besides his general intelligence and public activity,

had a turn for educating youth ' (p. 144). ' Even Buchanan, who has

seldom a good word to say of a bishop, is lavish in his praise of

Kennedy. ... If the righteousness and wisdom of one man could
have availed to save a Church rushing headlong to destruction,

Kennedy would have saved it. . . . But it might not be' (pp. 149,

151). Then as to the collegiate idea

—

1 No doubt the conception of life which these Catholic founders held
was a cramped and confined one . . . ; but the root-conception itself,

that of moulding not the intellect only, but the whole man, was in its

essence deep and true beyond anything we in these modern days dream
of Even after the Reformation, the reformers still preserved for several

generations the old Catholic idea of education as distinguished from mere
instruction. ... St. Andrews was, I believe, the latest of our universities

to abandon the old idea that we had inherited from Catholic times.

England, too, which has so much longer walked in the old way, and has
attempted, by the college system in Oxford and Cambridge, to educate
the whole man, has for the last twenty years been busy in casting off its

old tradition. Men are eager for it, and they call it advance ; but they
•cannot change the nature of things, and it is one of the deepest laws of
that nature that the intellectual and the spiritual parts of man are in-

separably combined, and cannot be sundered without injury to the whole
man. The intellect itself is impoverished or dwarfed when cut off from
the spirit, the fountain light of all our seeing* (p. 167).

This passage is characteristic of the disciple of Wordsworth and of
the author of Culture and Religion.

' Cum talis eras, utinam noster misses. 1

The late Principal of the United College of St. Andrews regrets

the tasteless suppression of the ' two fine old mediaeval names ' of
St Salvator and St. Leonard (p. 194). He denounces the 'irrational

•delusion ' under which ' for many generations, no bishop in Scotland
lias had a chance of having justice done to him ' (p. 156). He de-
plores the ' barbarism ' which destroyed the religious splendours of
St. Salvator's (p. 152). He calls the Scottish Reformation a 'hurri-

cane ' and a ' whirlwind ' which ' cleansed away much rottenness and
corruption, but took with it also some things which no nation can
^ell spare,' ' swept away many venerable things ' (pp. 166, 280). The
hideous desecration of St. Andrews, wrought by ' an infuriated mob

'

{p. 118^, is treated as a 'sequel ' to Knox's four days' preaching (p.

171) ; its results, visible in mournful ruins, are ' the record of all that

is wildest in passion and darkest in fanaticism' (p. 134). The lofty

tower of St. Regulus, one of the most impressive buildings in Scot-

land, is ascribed to the episcopate of Robert, who in 1127 erected it

as a cathedral which should ' overcrow the humbler Culdee monastery
of the adjacent Kirkheugh.'

We may add that Principal Shairp has a remarkable tenderness
for the unhappy race of Stuart ; he is thinking, indeed, of the purely
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Scottish Stuarts when he dwells on the 'gracious, romantic, and
generous character ' of this royal house (p. 217) ; and when he says of
the Stuarts in England that ' they could not become Protestant, and
so refused to sell their faith for a crown/ he must refer merely to
James II. and his son, for James I. and Charles I. were avowed
Anglican Churchmen, Charles II. concealed his Romanism until his

death-bed, and Charles Edward in 1750 professed to have abandoned
the Romanism in which he had been trained. As for the faults of
the dynasty, they are obvious enough—unfortunately, too obvious
for palliation. The Regent Murray is succinctly described in p. 176
as ' Mary's treacherous half-brother

;
' and it is significantly added

that c many now believe the casket letters ' to have been ' forgeries.'

The Principal, writing in Eraser's Magazine, could tell his Scottish

readers that he ' blushed ' for his own University's obsequiousness in
c inviting Cumberland, returning from the atrocities of Culloden, to>

become their chancellor ' (p. 193). This, and not a few other sen-

tences in the volume, would have earned the warm approval of
Walter Scott.

The Church and the Puritans, 15 70-1660 (Epochs of Church History)-

By H. O. Wakeman, M.A., Fellow of All Souls College, Tutor
of Keble College, Oxford. (London: Longmans and Co.»

J887.)

This little book is the result of thorough work, and of a genuinely-

historical treatment of the period. The period perhaps is a little

awkwardly selected, for between the years 1570 and 1660 two very
distinct epochs have place. Of the first of these, that which ends
with the death of Elizabeth, Mr. Wakeman has little that is newr

though much that is sensible and well put, to say. His work on the

second epoch, that which may be called roughly the Laudian period,

is of quite a different character. In the mere collection of facts

Mr. Wakeman of course makes no claim to originality ; but in the ex-

planation of their inner spirit, of the Zeitgeist—at least from the Church
side—we do not hesitate to say that Mr. Wakeman is superior to most
historians. Often, indeed, has Laud's work been discussed, but almost

invariably by partisans of one side or the other, and as generally by
writers who utterly failed to place themselves mentally in the period

which they professed to explain, and who wrote into the controversies

of the seventeenth century the ideas of later times. Mr. Wakeman is

careful to point out that the real problem of his period, one essentially

religious in its nature, was 'no less than whether England, as a nation,

should, or should not, cut itself off from historical Christianity, from
the principles of Christianity as they had been understood for sixteen

centuries.' This problem underlay all the religious action of the

time, and it was often inextricably intermingled with the political

action also. The question, as Mr. Wakeman rightly says, 'was decided
once for all in the negative by the Laudian movement, but by that

movement, not in its political, but in its religious development, by
Hooker and Andrewes, and the opponents of Fisher, not by Charles I.

and the President of the High Commission Court.' Perhaps the
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characteristic merit of Mr. Wakeman's excellent book is the way in

which the intellectual position of the two parties is made clear. A
mental weakness which we meet so often in daily life is constantly

Imported into historical writing, and hitherto it has really seemed
impossible for historians to separate the philosophical meaning of
Calvinism from its expression in the lives of this or that seven-

teenth-century worthy. Cromwell was a good man, therefore Cal-

vinism is an ennobling and heroic faith, has been the argument of
the one side, put in its naked meaning : Cromwell was a bad man,
therefore Calvinism is a soul-destroying heresy, is a very nearly exact

expression of the argument on the other side. There is none of this

ilimsy nonsense in Mr. Wakeman's book. We can learn from him, in

sober and reasonable language, what were the limits of the Calvinist

creed, why it was incompatible with Catholic theology and the

genuine spirit of the Anglican Church, and at the same time why it

served to form so many noble natures and dominate so many earnest

lives. This is well done, but better still, because put together more
compactly, is Mr. Wakeman's explanation of the intellectual position

of Laud and his school. The Anglican school stood apart, both from
Calvinism and from Romanism, because it relied upon Scripture, upon
tradition, and upon reason.

'The study of theology and the study of history had brought home to

Andrewes, more vividly than to any other leader of the English Church
since the Reformation, the conception of the greatness of the Catholic

Church, branching out into all lands from the Apostolic College, developing
freely in different ways, under different conditions, contracting imperfec-

tions, and suffering in consequence from grievous division and tyranny

;

yet, in spite of all, maintaining a visible unity in doctrine and discipline

in its identity with the doctrine and discipline of the Apostles ; still the
spouse of Christ, and the pillar and ground of the truth, although subjected

to Papal tyranny or infidel domination }

(p. 86).

It was reserved for Laud to carry out these ideas, and to set them
in permanent form, as opposed to Rome, in his controversy with the

Jesuit Fisher.

But we may not linger over the book. We would point out only

one more of the merits of Mr. Wakeman's work. He rightly estimates

Laud's real position. Mr. Gardiner, great as are the services which
he has rendered to Laud's memory in clearing him from many asper-

sions, has quite misrepresented him by speaking of him, with Strafford,

as a reformer. Laud's aim was never to improve on the Reformation
settlement, or to make an ideal Anglican Church, but simply himself

to obey, and to cause others to obey, the orders which that Church, in

its fixed formularies, had given. This has never been expressed more
clearly than by Mr. Wakeman, and we owe him a debt of gratitude

for reminding us of it.

One word about the index. It is by no means as good—that is,

as useful—as it could be. We can only say that not one of the re-

ferences we have looked for in it is to be found, and they comprise
names as important as Selden, Pym, Burton, Bastwick, Prynne, and
the Short Parliament

VOL. XXVI.—NO. LII. K K
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Essays, chiefly on Poetry. By Aubrey De Vere, LL.T). Two vols.

(London : Macmillan, 1888.)

We think that Mr. De Vere has acted very rightly in bringing

together these essays from various periodicals. Both the subjects

themselves and the tone of treatment are peculiarly grateful and
refreshing. The old-world air of lettered ease may seem out of date
to some of us, but to the true lovers of spiritual, ethical, and religious

truth the volumes will be very welcome. Though nominally re-

prints ' in a condensed form,' we will venture to say that the contents

will be new to most of our readers. The papers prefixed to Mr.
Grosart's editions of Spenser and Wordsworth have hitherto been
known only to a very limited circle of readers, and their wider
circulation was much to be desired. The paper on ' The Charac-
teristics of Spenser's Poetry ' is supplemented by one on l Spenser
as a Philosophic Poet,' and the two give us some valuable criticism

on Spenser. A very considerable portion of the two volumes is

devoted to Wordsworth and the poems of Sir Henry Taylor. The
articles on Shelley, Keats, and Landor hardly give any substantial

contributions to poetical criticism. Then there are three papers on
religious subjects, very much in Mr. De Vere's best vein. These
are respectively entitled 'Subjective Difficulties in Religion,' 'A
Saint,' * The Early Christian Times.'

The last of the papers is entitled c Recollections of Wordsworth,*
and to many it will appear the gem of the collection. The apprecia-

tion of Wordsworth is steadily growing in all thoughtful minds. We
believe that at the present time he is much more studied at our
universities than has been the case before. He is a rival for poetical

supremacy with our great living poets, Tennyson and Browning. His
is a salutary and purifying influence beyond either of these, a religious

influence that may be compared to Cowper's, and even to Dante's.

Anything that will enable men to understand and love him better is

a boon. The two papers, ' The Genius and Passion of Wordsworth,'
' The Wisdom and Truth of Wordsworth,' are striking literary

estimates, and will assist us in understanding his great distinctive

work as an interpreter and priest of nature. This paper of ' Recollec-

tions ' is a positive contribution to the biography, one which the late

Bishop Wordsworth would have delighted to have included in the

Life. Mr. De Vere had the happiness of personally knowing
Wordsworth, and he knew him well also in his mind and works.

Wordsworth demanded a reverent exactness, a spiritual discernment
in all descriptions of nature. He thought he had a true eye for

nature, but he spoke of * a young clergyman called Frederick Faber,

who resided at Ambleside. He had not only as good an eye for

nature as I have, but even a better one ; and he sometimes pointed

out to me on the mountains effects which, with all my great ex-

perience, I had never detected.' Mr. De Vere and his father not

only knew the poet when he was at times pained and mystified in

London, but among his own 'Rydalian laurels.' 'It was only

among his own mountains that Wordsworth could be understood.

He walked among them, not so much to admire them as to converse
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with them. They exchanged thoughts with him in sunshine or flying

shadow, giving him their own and accepting his. Day and night,

and in all weathers, he would face them.' His father, Sir Aubrey,
had thus initiated him in his discipleship to Wordsworth :

' He taught me when a boy of eighteen years old to admire the great
bard. I had been very enthusiastically praising Lord Byron's poetry.

My father replied, "Wordsworth is the great poet of modern times."

Much surprised, I asked, "And what may his special merits be?" The
answer was, " They are very various ; as, for instance, depth, largeness,

elevation, and, what k rare in modern poetry, an entire purity. In his

noble ' Laodamia ' they are chiefly majesty and pathos." A few weeks
afterwards I chanced to take from the library shelves a volume ofWords-
worth, and it opened on " Laodamia." Some strong, calm hand seemed to

have been laid on my head, and bound me to the spot till I had come to

the end. As I read, a new world, hitherto unimagined, opened itself out,

stretching far away into serene infinitudes. The region was one to me
unknown, but the harmony of the picture attested its reality. Above and
around were indeed

" An ampler ether, a diviner air,

And fields invested with purpureal gleams." '
*

Mr. De Vere has preserved some interesting reminiscences of
Wordsworth, chiefly some of his literary fragments. He considered

that Coleridge was the only ' wonderful ' man of genius that he knew,
and says his talk was * better than the best page of his writings, for

a pen half paralysed his genius.' He has a profound remark on
Shakespeare, which may be well weighed at the present day :

4 Nothing can surpass the greatness of Shakespeare when he is at his

greatest, but it is wrong to speak of him as if even he were perfect. He
had serious defects, and not those only proceeding from carelessness. For
instance, in his delineations of character he does not assign as large a
place to religious sentiment as enters into the constitution of human
nature under normal circumstances. If his dramas had more religion in

them, they would be truer representations of man, as well as more elevated
and of a more searching interest.' 3

To Wordsworth himself revealed religion is ' The Lord and Mighty
Paramount of Truths.' If he does not write as much as might be
expected on Christian truths, the whole substratum and intention

of his poetry is distinctly Christian. Mr. De Vere's Essays will

have the good effect of sending his readers back to their Wordsworth.
Mr. De Vere has an article on 'The Subjective Difficulties in

Religion,' or, as he alternately puts it, ' Does Unbelief come from
Something in Religion or in the Unbeliever?' It is a kind of
popular answer to a popular line of objection. He starts with

Cardinal Newman's striking remark that a hundred difficulties need
not produce a single doubt. He pursues a well-known line of
thought, but in a way peculiar to himself, and not without touches
of causticity and humour. He says that with many students and
many statesmen religion has been changed into ' the religious diffi-

culty.' He speaks of those 'who demand definitions on all occasions

1 Vol. ii. p. 289.
2 Ibid. p. 279.

kk 2
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after that " stand and deliver " fashion more common among per-

emptory than profound thinkers/ ' " Agnostic" is a Greek word signi-

fying much the same as the time-honoured one derived from the
Latin, viz. " Ignoramus, ,, and one hardly sees why this new term
should be considered so great a flight of modern philosophy/ We
observe that Mr. De Vere, somewhat oddly, uses 'Positism* as a
synonym of * Positivism/ It must not be supposed that his employ-
ment of irony is inconsistent with close and occasionally abstruse

reasoning. He uses the following illustration of the mental attitude

of many a sceptic :

—

•

'He assumes that because religion, like nature, has its science, it

therefore is science, and is nothing more. As well might he assume that

nature is nothing more than natural philosophy. If he came forth to

the threshold of his house he would be bathed in the sunbeams. He has
another way of ascertaining whether a sun exists. He retires to the

' smallest and darkest chamber in his house, closes the shutter, and peers
through a chink/ 1

Now that the Life and also the Letters of Sir Henry Taylor are

being much read, Mr. De Vere's criticisms on his poetry will have a
quickened interest. We have read with much interest a paper to which
we have already alluded, 'Spenser as a Philosophic Poet'—a line of
criticism that most critics have been content to leave alone. We cannot
help thinking that the essayist sometimes reads more into his author
than he finds there. His criticism is written in a religious as well as

philosophic vein. His allegorising interpretation is chiefly based on the

two books Mutabilitie, that have been saved from the wreck and loss

of the second part of the Faery Queen. ' In this fragment/ writes our
author, ' there is a simple largeness of conception, and a stern gran-

deur of expression, which suggests the thought that the later half of
his work would probably have surpassed the earlier in mature great-

ness/ The arbitration of ' great Dame Nature ' will have a special

interest for these days. The chapter concludes with a contrast be-

tween Spenser's philosophy and the pessimism of Lucretius. The
paper entitled ' A Saint ' is a review of a Life of St. Aloysius Gonzaga,
but we must not write a review on a review, just as in the House of
Commons there must not be an amendment on an amendment The
paper, ' The Human Affections in the Early Christian Times,' belongs
to a period which De Mr. Vere has made thoroughly his own, and
which he has illustrated very admirably in his poems.

Myth, Ritual and Religion. By Andrew Lang. 2 vols. (London

:

Longmans and Co., 1887.)

Mr. Lang has done good work as a translator of Homer and Theo-
critus, and has otherwise made his mark in contemporary literature.

So far as we are aware, his most sustained and serious work has been
devoted to the subject of mythology, and we are inclined to think

that his undoubted learning and ability might have been turned to

better account in some other direction. The present work is an ex-

pansion of a long article on mythology which he has contributed to

1 Vol. ii. p. 201.
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the current edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica. He has added
the words * Ritual and Religion ' without any special reason that we
can discern, the work, from first to last, being limited to mythology.

The subject of 'the vast vine of fable,' as Tennyson calls it, admits
of encyclopaedic illustration, and both text and footnotes indicate re-

searches into the most diverse and distant departments of letters.

The general impression left by the work is not quite satisfactory. In
the first place it is incomplete, «and we very much question whether
Mr. Lang himself will think it worth his while to attempt any higher

degree of completeness. He has even left unprinted a great deal of
matter that has accumulated under his hands, and he plainly per-

ceives that his work might be multiplied to an indefinite number of
volumes. Much of what he has written is neither very edifying nor
very instructive, but at the same time the whole work is more or less

curious and interesting.

The difficulty is to import into the subject any element of certi-

tude or reality. To make any effort to do so is like cleaving water.

Attempts to throw the vast congeries of fable into philosophic forms

have never really been successful. From the attempts of Plato himself

to those of Mr. Herbert Spencer and Mr. Max Miiller, whether the

theories have been religious, poetical, etymological, or philological,

they have resulted either in comparative or superlative failure. Mr.
Lang sees all this, but he is not deterred from offering his own
theories and explanations. He goes so far as to formulate * a new
system.' It is not exactly his own, but he has done much to con-

struct it from the labours of previous students of the myth, Mr.
Lang thus sums up the labours of his predecessors :

—

' It has been shown that the practical need for a reconciliation between
religion and morality on one side, and the stories about the gods on the

other, produced the hypotheses of Theagenes and Metrodorus, of Socrates

and Euemerus, of Aristotle and Plutarch. It has been shown that in each
case the reconcilers argued on the basis of their own ideas and of the
philosophies of their time. The early physicist thought that myth con-
cealed a physical philosophy ; the early etymologist saw in it a confusion

of language ; the early political speculator supposed that myth was an
invention of legislators ; the literary Euemerus found the secret of myths
in the course of an imaginary voyage to a fabled island. Then came
the moment of the Christian attacks, and Pagan philosophers, touched
with Oriental pantheism, recognized in myths certain pantheistic symbols
and a cryptic revelation of their own Neo-platonism. When the gods
were dead and their altars fallen, then antiquaries brought their curiosity

to the problem of explaining myth. Christians recognized in it a depraved
version of the Jewish sacred writings, and found the ark on every moun-
tain-top of Greece. The critical nineteenth century brought in with
Otfried Miiller, and Lobeck a closer analysis ; and finally, in the sudden
rise of comparative philology, it chanced that philologists annexed the

domain of myths. Each of these systems had its own amount of truth,

but each certainly failed to unravel the whole web of tradition and of

foolish faith ' (i. 26-7).

Mr. Lang's method of dealing with myth is based on ' the science

of Comparative Mythology.' Among the founders of the historical
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school of mythology he enumerates Fontenelle and even Eusebius,

whom, however, he does not expressly quote. In all mythology the
perplexing element is the combination of the rational and the irra-

tional. Artemis, 'the lady Abbess of the Woods/ is a pure and
poetical conception, but such conceptions are excessively sparse com-
pared with monstrous and polluted imaginings, through a great

number of which the reader of these pages has unwillingly to wade.
The theory of the work is that there is * a demonstrably actual con-
dition of the human intellect whereof myth would be the natural and
inevitable fruit.' He calls this the primeval stuff of all mythologies
and all religions. He argues that the different stages through which
humanity has passed in the intellectual evolution have still their living

representatives among various existing races. We see in the Australian

and the South Sea Islander the very same phenomena of childishness

as in Greece or Egypt. Of course this gives Mr. Lang the oppor-
tunity of traversing a very diffuse field of illustration. He has read
and he quotes ever so many books of travel and adventure to furnish

an almost boundless induction of instances. Mr. Tylo^s Primitive
Culture is laid under heavy contribution, but indeed there is an
astonishingflorilegium of curious stories of * totemism ' and all other
forms of superstition. These superstitions are ultimate facts, not to

be explained away. *We may be asked, Why do savages entertain

the irrational ideas which survive in myth ? One might as well ask
why they eat each other, or use stones instead of metal. Their
intellectual powers are not fully developed, and hasty analogy from
their own unreasoned consciousness is their chief guide/ The
chapters on Indo-Aryan myths, Greek myths, nature myths, have a
certain degree of consecutiveness, and the same might doubtless be
said of the chapters on Scandinavian myths and Babylonian myths,
if he had only finished them for publication ; but on the whole we
find it wearisome work—like reading through the pages of a classical

dictionary—in turning, in multitudinous variety, from one insane
story to another. He quotes Brugsch's saying of * the boughs and
twigs of a tree of myth, whose leaves spread into a vast, impenetrable
luxuriance' (ii. 117).

The work might very well form part of that * History of Human
Error ' which Mr. Caxton, in Lord Lytton's story, once intended to

write. It gives much information and suggests many thoughts on the
general subject of idolatry. The chief but almost unavoidable fault

is the great lack of continuity. There are some exceptions to this,

one especially on the Greek mythology, which may be helpful to

students. Though he praises the poetic forms of the Greek myth, he
recalls that 'human victims were slain on the altars of Zeus till Chris-

tianity was the established religion/ Indeed a very strong argument
on behalf of Christianity might be constructed from the horrible

details of these volumes. Incidentally some points of much in-

terest are discussed in these pages. Mr. Lang splits a lance with
Professor Max Miiller on the subject of the Vedic Hymns. Mr. Max
Miiller considers that in these hymns we have the opportunity of
studying the genesis or birth of religion. Mr. Lang argues quite the
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other way. He considers that the era of the Vedic poets was not in

the least degree primitive. It is impossible to determine the dates

of the hymns of the Rig-Veda, but they point back to far earlier strata

of thought than is generally supposed. Mr. Lang is also severe in

his criticisms on them. They are enveloped in the mists of an
obscurity that was beloved for its own sake. They have their im-
purity and savagery. They evidence the existence of human sacrifices.

Thus, through various subjects, we come to the conclusion of Mr.
Lang's work, in which, like Rasselas, nothing is concluded. In the

retrospect it seems like a kind of phantasmagoria. In the last pages,

among other subjects, there are some interesting discussions on some
views of Grimm and Fontenelle.

Essays introductory to the Study of English Constitutional History.

By Resident Members of the University of Oxford. Edited by
H. O. Wakeman, M.A., Fellow of All Souls College, Bursar and
Tutor of Keble College, and Arthur Hassall, M.A., Student
and Tutor of Christ Church. (London : Rivingtons, 1887.)

In this volume six Oxford tutors have combined to make the study

of the origin of the English Constitution intelligible and attractive to

beginners. We infer from their preface that their pupils do not take

kindly to the monumental work of the Bishop of Chester ; and the

tutors have accordingly done their best to put before them something
easier, but at the same time based upon the great book. Mr. Freeman,
as Dr. Stubbs's successor at Oxford, has recently spoken of the great

educational value of Thucydides and Stubbs, and we are not altogether

sure that he would approve of stepping-stones to either of his ' masters.'

But what has been done for Thucydides, Mr. Wakeman and Mr.
Hassall seem to think may be done for Stubbs, and if we understand
their purpose aright, their ambition is to stand to the modern historian

in the same relation that Professor Jowett stands to the ancient The
comparison, of course, is only possible with considerable limitations,

but the Oxford tutors are careful to assert that they have no desire to

supersede, but only to interpret the work on which their book is based.

In the first five essays the chief periods of the development of our
•Constitution up to 1485 are taken in chronological order by different

writers. Mr. Henson of All Souls discusses the 'Early English

Constitution,' Mr. Ashley of Lincoln * Feudalism,' Mr. Oman of All

Souls the ' Anglo-Norman and Angevin Administrative System,' Mr.
Medley of Keble ' Parliament,' and Mr. Hassall himself ' Constitu-

tional Kingship.' A final essay, by Mr. Wakeman, traces the influence

of the Church on the development of the State during the whole
period. The essays, as might be expected, are somewhat unequal,

and reveal different qualities and qualifications in the writers. Mr.
Hassall and Mr. Wakeman write like practical tutors, clearly, boldly,

and concisely. In My. Ashley and Mr. Oman the student speaks

more clearly ; their essays are more fresh, more vivid, more original.

Mr. Medley and Mr. Henson, on the other hand, write rather as

pupils than as tutors, somewhat overweighted by the subjects that

have been set them. Yet on the whole we wonder at the harmony
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rather than at the inequalities of the book. The uniformity of treat-

ment and the unity of the book reflect the highest credit on the

editors. The result is quite equal to the expectations expressed in

the preface : a bright and generally lucid introduction to English

Constitutional History has been produced.

To turn to the essays in more detail, we may take exception

to some statements of Mr. Henson. We take exception to them
not as expressions of his own personal opinion or conclusion—in

which guise we should be able to consider them on their own merits

—but because they claim, in common with the whole book, to be
based on Dr. Stubbs's research. Mr. Henson, for instance, states

that the Folkmoot at one time combined the characteristics of a
Witenagemot and a representative assembly. Dr. Stubbs, as we read

him, states the exact opposite ; and we should be glad to know, as

we are assured that he has read the proofs of the present essay, whether
he has modified his opinion in deference to Mr. Henson's authority.

Again, the Constitutional History nowhere implies that in Anglo-
Saxon times * the freemen were constantly on the decrease

' ; yet Mr.
Henson states this simply, and without qualification, as a fact. He
seems to speak of the process of * commendation ' as implying a loss

of personal freedom. If such is indeed his meaning, it is surely a
fundamental misunderstanding of old English history. Nor is Mr.
Henson less misleading in his declaration that the oath of fealty to

Edmund in 943 reveals a feudal relation between the king and his

people. Mr. Ashley could have told him, as he tells us in his essay,

that the personal tie was not the only bond of feudalism. The tie of

land was at least equally important ; and to this the oath to Edmund
contains no allusion. We can scarcely accept Mr. Henson's assertion

that the right to keep a comitatus was an exclusively royal prerogative.

If such was the case, how does Mr. Henson understand Tacitus, and
how was pre-Norman feudalism developed ? These, and others like

these, seem to be the mistakes of Mr. Henson's essay ; it gives,

nevertheless, a clear sketch of the progress of the royal power in the

times of which it treats. Mr. Ashley's and Mr. Oman's essays are

of a higher order altogether ; indeed, it is difficult to see how their

work could have been better done. So far as we know, Mr. Oman's
grouping of all the administrative machinery of the country round
the Sheriff is, as worked out, though not of course in idea, entirely

original. His summing up of the constitutional position in 12 15 is

worth quoting :

—

* Order and legality, however oppressive they had been in the govern-
ment, had so impressed themselves on the nation, that even its revolt

was legal and orderly. It formulates its demands as the accurate defini-

tion of already existing rights, not as the grant of fresh privileges ; and all:

English reforms ever after have taken this same shape, as assertions of old
customs, not as new departures towards ideal principles. Magna Carta
aims at the practical redress of visible wrongs, not at the establishment
ofa limited monarchy, or any other theoretical end. This was its strength

and its weakness. Its strength lay in the clear and business-like way in

which the means are adapted to the end, showing that its framers knew
exactly what they wanted. Its weakness is seen by the fact that it pro-
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vides no permanent machinery for keeping the conduct of affairs in the

same line in which they had been set, and by its neglect to guard against

the recrudescence of royal tyranny in new forms ' (p. 1 57).

Mr. HassalFs * Constitutional Kingship, 1 399-1485 ' is a thoroughly

sound and readable essay. How the Lancastrian dynasty, founded
on the most liberal theory of popular liberty, failed through * lack of

governance/ is very clearly shown, and the constitutional position at

the end of the Middle Ages is plainly set forth.

Mr. Wakeman's essay is a continuous study of the relations between
Church and State in England down to 1485. For such a work his

admirable little history of the Church of England shows him to be
well qualified, and he has given a clear and well-balanced exposition

of the subject. As a whole, the book may be heartily commended,
and we should be glad to see it followed by another volume on the

same lines, carrying the history of the Constitution down to the

present day.

BRIEF NOTES ON NEW BOOKS, NEW EDITIONS, SERMONS,
PERIODICALS, ETC.

Since our last issue four more volumes of the reprints of Dean
Church's miscellaneous writings have appeared. They are Bacon,

St. Anselm, Dante, and other Essays, and Spenser (London : Mac-
millan and Co., 1888). We should be sorry to think they completed
the series ; for we trust that their author may be spared to add to the

gems with which he has jewelled English literature for all time. Of
the ' Story of the Nations ' Series four more volumes have reached

us, viz. (1) Chaldea, from the Earliest Times to the Rise of Assyria,

by Z. A. Ragozin ; (2) Assyria,from the Rise of the Empire to the Fall

of Nineveh, by the same
; (3) The Goths, from the Earliest Times to

the End of the Gothic Dominion in Spain, by Henry Bradley
;

(4) Turkey, by Stanley Lane-Poole (London: Fisher Unwin,
1888). The first two of these are of quite exceptional interest and
value, founded as they are on the most recent, and some of them
most startling, discoveries in the cuneiform inscriptions. Mr.
Bradley's volume might be called unique, being 'the first English

book expressly treating of the history of the Goths.' Each volume is

accompanied by maps, illustrations, and an index. Nothing has

been left undone to render the series a most valuable addition to

every student's library. The Church and the Eastern Empire, by the
Rev. H. F. Tozer (London : Longmans and Co., 1888), is certainly a
case of * spatiis inclusus iniquis '—a vain attempt to pour the contents

of a quart measure into a pint pot. But ' superficial ' as Mr. Tozer
admits the treatment to be, this little volume is a very convenient

rksume of a highly complicated subject, and the Preface supplies the

reader with an ample list of authorities if he wishes to follow it up
more in detail.

The Story of Our Lord, by Frances Younghusband (London

:

Longmans, 1888), is only valuable as a vehicle for reproducing some
of those exquisite woodcuts with which Messrs. Longmans, many
years ago, illustrated a very beautiful edition of the New Testament.
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The letterpress is no better and no worse than in other modernized
versions of the Gospels. Let us hope that the pictures will monopo-
lize (as well they may) all the attention of the reader.

The Life of Sir Joseph Napier, Bart., ex-Lord- Chancellor of Ire-

land, from his Private Correspondence : a Political Biography, by
A. C. Ewald, F.S.A. (London : Longmans, 1887), is an octavo volume
of 431 pages, which may be of interest to the family and immediate
friends of the deceased, but must be wearisome reading to anyone
-else. As an instance of the sort of ' padding ' to which Mr. Ewald
has resorted, we may observe that Napier was a member of the Ritual

Commission, and accordingly Mr. Ewald actually quotes at length the

answers given to Mr. Napier's questions by Mr. Webb, Mr. Nugee,
Mr. Bennett, and others ! A great part of the volume is of course

taken up with Irish politics of the day, and this is a subject on which
we are precluded from dilating.

The Indian Church Quarterly Review (Calcutta: The Oxford
Mission Press, 1888) has reached its second number. The two most
interesting articles are those by Canon Churton on the * Armenian
Church,' and by the Rev. J. H. Lord on * The Book of Common
Prayer in the Indian Languages.' Mr. Lord complains that the

S.P.G. stands * absolutely alone among the Prayer-Book translators

of India in the endeavour to import the word " Church " bodily into

the language' (p. 175). He would prefer some form of ' Ecclesia.'

The English Historical Review, No. 10, April (London : Long-
mans, 1888), continues its course with dignified adherence to the

severer side of historical studies, without any attempt at * popularity-

hunting ' by dealing with the interests of the day and of the hour.

We honour Professor Creighton for his firmness in this particular.

The Historical Review will thus take the place in England—and not

^nly in England—which Sybel's Historische Zeitschrift has long held

in Germany. We wish it all the success it so richly deserves. In
the Classical Review, vol. ii. Nos. 5, 6, 7 (London : D. Nutt, 1888),

we would call special attention to an article by A..S. Wilkins on a

new and enlarged edition of Roberts's Language of Palestine in

Christ's Time. In the Archceological Review (London: D. Nutt,

1888), of which the fifth or July number has just reached us, we find

an article on Junior-Right in Genesis, in which the author, a Mr.
Joseph Jacobs, endeavours to show that a system of succession

analogous to ' Borough English ' obtained among the Hebrews in the

time of the Patriarchs. This article teaches us two things not

generally known : (1) that Abraham was younger than Haran

;

(2) that Isaac was the youngest son of Abraham. A theory which
is reared on such perversions of fact is not worth a moment's serious

-consideration. The Index of Archaeological Papers at the end seems
to be constructed on the most useless possible principle, viz. the

names of their authors. It may be very convenient to turn to an
index which shall tell us where to find a paper on an effigy in Llan-

nwchllyn Church. But how will this index help us ? It assumes that

yft know that the person who wrote such a paper was named M. H. B.

We gladly welcome—and we regret that we have neither time nor
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space to say more than a word of welcome—two most valuable

periodicals due to the initiative of Mr. W. H. James Weale. The
first is a quarterly publication, called Analecta Liturgica (Londini,

apud Thomam Weale, 1888), and contains (1) a ' Clavicula' or Key,

or alphabetical index to the Roman Missal of Pius V.
; (2) a supple-

ment to the Thesaurus Hymnologicus of Daniel, Mone, and others,

in the shape of unedited ' Proses ' from the Missals of Uz£s and
Magdeburg. The second periodical is issued as a supplement, every

six weeks, to subscribers to the Analecta, and under the general

heading of the Ecclesiologist is intended to contain * Notes and
Queries on Christian Antiquities/ To both these ventures we say

God speed

!

Four Addresses delivered to the Clergy and Churchwardens of the

Diocese of Salisbury, at his Primary Visitation in the Months of April
and May 1888, by John Wordsworth, D.D., Bishop of Salisbury

{Salisbury: Brown and Co., 1888). This Charge is chiefly remark-

able, amid other matters of great interest, for its very learned and
exhaustive treatment of the burning questions relating to the Marriage

Law. We turned, notwithoutsome misgivings, to another portion of the

Charge, which deals with the Old Catholics, and were relieved to find

that Bishop Wordsworth speaks with a wise hesitancy about going so

far as to recognize them as * representing the only true Church of the

countries in which they live.' It was a still greater relief to see

that the recognition of Swedish Orders was passed over in silence.

It is not without amazement we find the Bishop advocating the

disuse of Credence Tables (p. 40), and the retention of west

galleries !

The Present Work of the Anglican Communion : tivo Sermons
preached in Canterbury Cathedral on the Sunday preceding the Meeting

of the Episcopal Conference of 1888, by the Rev. the Hon. W. H.
Fremantle, Canon of Canterbury (London: Rivingtons, 1888).

These sermons are just what we might expect from the name of their

author, who makes it a ' reproach ' to the Anglican Communion that
' during more than two hundred years . . . she has not added a single

feature to her round of offices '
(p. 11). We should have thought it

very high testimony to the Church of England that her Prayer-Book
has stood its ground for so long a period. We trust it may remain
untinkered as long again. Canon Fremantle advocates the use of
' extempore prayer at suitable services,' the ' little insisting ' on the

Athanasian Creed, the preference to secular courts over 'clerical

tribunals,' and the ' recognition ' and ' episcopal superintendence ' of

Old Catholics and similar bodies in Spain and Mexico (!) All this,

we repeat, is only what we might expect from Canon Fremantle.

Such an expression as ' the taint of clericalism ' seems like an echo of

Gambetta's mot— ' Le ctericalisme, voilk l'ennemi
!

'

An Address delivered at a Special Service held in Westminster

Abbey on June 18, the day of the Funeral of Frederick III., late

Emperor of Germany, by G. G. Bradley, D.D., Dean of West-
minster (London : Rivingtons, 1888). That man must indeed have
a heart of flint or a head of lead who could not be moved to worthy
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words by the pathetic event of the late German Emperor's death.

No worthier words could well have been found than those which
fell from the lips and flowed from the heart of Dean Bradley on
Waterloo day. It is a little curious that neither he nor the Rev,
Robert Eyton in a similar publication, Life and Death : a Sermon
preached in Holy Trinity, Upper Chelsea, on the Third Sunday after

Trinity, June 17, 1888, being the Sunday after the death of the

Emperor of Germany (London : Kegan Paul, Trench, and Co.,

1888), should either of them have thought of putting on recordr

in their respective pages, the day on which the Emperor died, viz.

June 15. The theme of Mr. Eyton's fine sermon is, success amid
seeming failure.

We have received the first number of Men and Women of the

Day : a Picture Gallery of Contemporary Portraiture (London :

Richard Bentley and Son, fol. 1888). Within the cover we find

three of Barraud's splendid photographs, viz. (1) The Marquis of

Harrington, (2) Miss Mary Anderson, and (3) Cardinal Newman,
accompanied by biographical letterpress. It is a most interesting

publication, which we trust will be supported. Those who care to

do so can frame the photographs. Who would not be glad to re-

fresh his spirit by having such a fine portrait of John Henry Newman
on his walls ? In the list of portraits promised we miss the name of

the Dean of St. Paul's.

Apropos of * Men of the Day ' we trust Mr. H. H. Gibbs may
see his way to reprint and publish in book form his able and interest-

ing memoir of the Right Hon. A. J. B. Beresford-Hope, a ' short

copy ' of which, extracted from the fourth volume of the Trans-

actions (N.S.) of the Royal Institute of British Architects (before

whom this memoir was read), is now before us. We are sure there

are many who would be glad to possess in a more permanent form
this excellent record of one whose name must be dear to the heart

of every English Churchman.
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servant,' &c. (vii. 21), 166 ;

* bap-
tized for the dead' (xv. 29), 167 ;

* This is my body,' &c. (xi. 24),
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168 ; the meanings of iroulv and
avdfivrfcis (ib.), 169 sq.

Cox, Rev. Sir G. W., The Life of
J. W. Colenso, D.D., Bishojt of
Natulan

Creighton's History of the Papacy
(vols. iii. and iv.), reviewed, 388
sqq. ; style of the work, 388 ; the
place of the papacy in the new
political system, 389; the at-

tempts to put constitutional re-
straints on Paul 1 1

., 390 ; influence
of the religious aspect of the
Renaissance on the papacy, 391
sq. ; the secular policy of Six-
tus IV., 393 ; his nepotism, ib.

;

Cardinal Riario's profligacy, 394

;

the double murder of Lorenzo
• and Giuliano de' Medici, 395

;

anarchy in Innocent VIII.'s
reign, 396 ; the story of Djem,
son of Mahomet II., 397 ; Alex-
ander VI., 398 ; Mr. Creighton's
estimate of his character, 399;
Julius II. (Rovere), 400; the
League of Cambrai, and the ex-
communication of Venice, 401

;

the soldier-pontiff, 402 ; secular
policy of Leo X., 403 ; his politi-

cal intrigues, 404 ; startling con-
trasts of the Renaissance period,

405; results of Papal policy in
Italy and other states, 405 sq.

TyLRWIN, Charles, The Life
-*-^ and Letters of reviewed, 31

sqq, ; the value of such bio-
graphies, 32; Darwin's eminent
fitness for founding the school
of Evolution, 33; his modest
opinion of his own powers, 34

;

his domestic life, 35 ; Prof. Hux-
ley's statement of the relations
of Teleology and Evolution, 36 ;

estimate of the * mechanical
theory of the universe,' 37 sq. ;

science unable to refute the
teleologist, 39 ; the understand-
ing is not the sole organ of truth,

40 ; the work of the feelings,
affections, instincts, reason, 40^.;
science and teleology are not
really enemies, 42 ; the unknown
originating Power of the Evolu-

FRA

tionist, 43; Darwin's habitual
use of the name of God, 44 ; his
hesitating declarations of unbe-
lief, ib. ; his circumscribed spiri-
tual wants and faculties, 45 ;

what is the limit of man's mental
development ? 46 ; stunted facul-
ties, 47

De Vere, Mr A., Legends and
Records of the Church and the
Empire, 237 ; Essays, 498

Dublin Review, The, 255

-pNGLISH Historical Review,Ĵ f The, 253, 506
Ewald, Mr. A. C, The Life of Sir
Joseph Napier, Bart., ex-Lord-
Chancellor of Ireland, 506

pRANCIS of Assisi and the Re-
naissance, 340 sqq.; recent

works on the Saint's history, 341

;

Dr. Thode's work on Francis's
influence on Renaissance Art,
ib. ; Dr. Thode's researches, 342

;

materials for the Saint's Life,

343 ; rectification of dates, 344 ;
description of Alvernia, 345;
the

' Stigmata,' 346; the Saint's
enthusiasm of love, 347 ; the two
great truths proclaimed in his
preaching, 348 ; rise of the new
Chnstian pictorial art, ib. ; early
portraits of Francis, 349; the
frescoes in the Upper and the
Lower Church at Assisi, 350;
Giotto's cycle of frescoes, 351

;

description of Assisi, 352 ; ac-
count of the great double church,
353 ; Fra Filippo di Campello,
ib. ; the architecture, 354 ; the
stained glass, 355; the artists
who decorated the churches, ib. ;

Giotto's work there, 356 ; Gothic
forms exclusively used in Fran-
ciscan churches in Italy, 357 ;

the Franciscan churches of
North Italy, 358; Franciscan
philosophers and theologians,
359 J poets : Jacopone da Todi,
ib. ; musicians : Thomas of
Celano, 360 ; Fra Vita of Lucca,
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FUT

361 ; influence of Franciscan
preaching, poetry, and music
upon painting, ib. ; Giotto's alle-

gorical representations at Assisi,

362
Future Retribution, 363 sqq. ;

notice of the Bishop of Exeter's

Charge (1887), and of Future
Probation, a Symposium, 363;
of Dr. Shedd's Doctrine ofEnd-
less Punishment, and Mr. Row's
Future Retribution, 364; diffi-

culties which beset the doctrine

of the Last Things, ib. ; aggra-

vated by the form of popular re-

ligion in England, 365 ; the ten-

dency to whittle away truths,

366 ; the doctrine of the Fall,

367 ; the conception we are to

form of the Fall, 368 ; the Re-
formers' conception of original

sin, 369 ; results of this teaching,

370 ; the position of those who
have not been able to receive the

Gospel message, 371 sq. ; state-

ment of the Church's view of the

Fall, 373 ; how this meets diffi-

culties : from the non-universality

of Christianity, 374; from the

position of the outcast popula-

tion of large towns, 375 ; the

question of an intermediate state

:

the passing of the Jewish Sheol

into the Christian Church, 376

;

difficulties arising from the Re-
formers' rejection of Purgatory,

377 ; the true conception of the

intermediate state, 378 ; teaching

of the Apostles and of St.

Irenaeus, 379; the parable of

Dives and Lazarus, 380 ; the

Church behind the veil is a
working Church, 381 sq. ; esti-

mate of the doctrine of Future
Probation, 383; the Day ofJudg-
ment : our Lord's teaching, 384 ;

the punishment of the wicked,

385 ; the fire of Hell, 386 : the

irrevocable nature of the doom
of the wicked, 387

GAUTIER, M. L., Histoire de
la poisie liturgique au moyen

dge : Les Tropes, 241

HUM
TJ ARNACK'S HistoryofChurch
**• Doctrine, reviewed, 447 sqq.;

merits and defects of German
criticism, 447 ; Professor Bar-
nacle's contributions to theolo-

gical literature, 448 ; examples
of his critical methods, 449 sq.;

his opinion ofthe origin of Catho-
licism, 450 ; of the institution of
Baptism, 451 ; of the 'Develop-
ment of the Church Dogma,'
452 sqq. ; the materials out of
which the Christian faith was
developed, 453 ; the form and
the matter of the Christian reli-

gion, 454 ; Professor Harnack
fails in what he has undertaken,

455 ; historical value of the doc-
trinal struggles of the Eastern
Church, 456; the work of the
Christian philosophy of Alex-
andria, 457; the early contest
against Rationalism, 458; the

work ofShnoodi the Copt, 459^.;
the reaction against extreme
mysticism and asceticism, 461 ;

rise of systematic theology, 462 ;

influence of the Byzantine court
on theology, 462 sq.

; position
and action of the see of Rome,
464 ; the human element in

Christian dogmas, 465 ; Cardinal
Newman's opinion on the need
of distinctive formularies, 466;
in what sense Christian doctrines
are simple, 467 ; the Incarnation
is the doctrine that has the
strongest hold on all schools and
classes, 468

Hettinger, Dr. F., Dante's Divina
Commedia : its Scope and Value
(ed. H. S. Bowen), 230

Human body, the, in the economy
of grace, 1 sqq. ; the controversy
between Catholics and Evan-
gelicals, 1 ; the Catholic doctrine
of the Sacraments, 3 ; the com-
munication of the Divine Cor-
poreity of the Saviour, 4 ; the
charter of man's original crea-

tion, 5; correlation of the fall

and the redemption, 6 ; the two
worlds of spirit and matter in

man, 7 ; the punishment of the
fall, 8 ; the covenant with the
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patriarchs implied the promise
of the resurrection of the body,

9 sq. ; St. Paul's development
(Rom. viii.) of our Lord's teach-

ing on this point, 1 1 ; the resur-

rection the culminating glory of

the redemption, 12 ; how the In-

carnation * summed up all things,'

13; contrast of the treatment of

the resurrection by the Apostles
and by modern Evangelicals, 14

;

Christ's rising again is the un-

doing of the penalty of Adam,
15 ; the Ascension, 16; the doc-

trine of the Sacraments as ' effec-

tual signs,' 17 ; analogy of the

doctrine of original sin and. that

of baptismal regeneration, 18;
the Presence in the Eucharist,

19 sq.; the true and the false

teaching thereon, 21 ; it is the

Presence of Christ's glorified Hu-
manity, 22 ; the teaching of

John vi., 23 ; the exposition of
' If there is a natural body, there

is also a spiritual body,' 2^sqg.

;

application to thewords of institu-

tion of the Eucharist, 27 sq. ; the

Body of the Resurrection both
' spiritual ' and l

real,' 29 ; re-

sume', 30 sq.

TNDIAN Church Quarterly Re-
-L view, The, 253, 506

JEWS, the conversion of the, 185
sqq. ; a standing evidence of

the truth of Christianity, 185 ;

various vain efforts to explain the

unique position of the Jews, 186

;

an adequate history of the race

desiderated, 187 ; the Church and
the Jews, 188 ; the Jews in Eng-
land : temp. William I., 189

;

William II., 190; treatment of

Jewish converts at this period,

191 ; the ' Domus Conversorum,'
ib. ; connexion of the Jews with

Oxford, 191 sq. ; their expulsion
from England (A.D. 1290), 193 ;

their return in the time of Oliver

Cromwell, ib. ; dislike felt for

them by distinguished men, 194 ;

schemes for their conversion, ib.

;

the story of Lewis Way, 195 ;

VOL. XXVIL—NO. LIL

MEN
the Society for Promoting Chris-
tianity among the Jews, 195
sq.

; Joseph Wolff, Henry Stern,

196 ; Mr. M. Rosenthal, 197

;

details of his work at St. Paul's,

Haggerston, 198 sq. ; treatment
of converts, 200 ; great poverty
of the Jews, ib. ; the Parochial
Mission to the Jews, 201 ; lack of
efforts in foreign lands, 202 ; sta-

tistics ofconverts, 203 ; excellence
of the work, 203 sq.

Z^A YE, Bishop, Works of, 492

T ANG, Mr. A., Myth, Ritual,~ and Religion, 500
Liberationist fallacies, 68 sqq. ; the
honourable and the misleading
classes of the Society's publica-
tions, 69 ; its origin and its influ-

ence, 70 ; its contradictory state-

ments about the revenues of the
clergy, 71 ; its appeals to ignorant
electors, 72 ; its opposite method
with the intelligent, 73 ; discus-
sion of the two main sources of
Church revenues : Lands, 74;
various Liberationist statements
criticized, 75 sqq. ; garbled quo-
tations, 77 sq. ; Tithes : Ethel-
wulfs so-called donation, 79 ; the
argument from the Barren Lands
Act, 80 sq. ; the real purport of
that Act, 82 ; the argument that
' the clergy have filched the tithes

from the poor,' 83 sq. ; criticism

of various estimates of the cost

of the Established Church : Mr.
Martin's, 85 sq. ; that given in

Liberationist pamphlets, 86 sq. ;

Mr. A, Arnold's, 88 sq. ; com-
parison of the three, 90 ; Libera-
tionist statements about the rela-

tions of the clergy towards their

parishioners, 91 sqq. ; charac-
teristic features of Liberationist
methods, 93 sq.

MAHAFFY, Prof., Alexander's
Empire, 248

Maine de Biran ; Science etpsycho-
logic (ed. A. Bertrand), 244

Men of the Bible, The, 490
L L
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Messiah in the Old Testament, the,

95 -W- > use °f Prophecy in Chris-

tian apologetics, 95 ; no serious

difficulty as to the date of Mes-
sianic predictions, 96 ; the pro-

blem now is as to their extent and
nature. 97 ; estimate of Mr. Stan-

ton's The Jewish and the Chris-

tian Messiah and Dr. Briggs's

Messianic Prophecy, 97 sq. ; Mr.
Stanton's use of Apocalyptic wri-

tings, 99 ; his method criticized,

100 sq. ; tendency to minimize
the evidential value of Messianic
prophecy, 102 ; the genesis and
growth of the Jewish conception

of the Messiah, 103 ; did the pro-

phets understand the full meaning
of their predictions ? 104 ; Mr.
Stanton's and Dr. Briggs's views

on the beginning ofthe Messianic
Hope, 105 ; the chain of predic-

tions from the Protevangelium
to Nathan's promise to David,

106 ; Mr. Stanton's hesitating

statements, 107 sq. ; the prophets'

conception of the Messiah as

King, 109 ; the imagery of the Si-

bylline Oracles, and of the Psalms
of Solomon, no; the * Servant
of Jehovah' in Isaiah, in sqq.

;

conception of the Messiah as

Prophet, 114; as Priest, 115;
transformation of the Jewish into

the Christian idea of the Messiah,

116; plan and character of Dr.

Briggs's work, 117 ; his dismem-
berment of the Book of Isaiah,

118; attempt to combine the
Higher Criticism with old-fash-

ioned orthodoxy, 119; criticism

of his violent handling of parts of

the Scriptures, 120 sq. ; his firm

maintenance of the Godhead of

the Christ, 122 ; comparative es-

timate of Mr. Stanton's and Dr.

Briggs's works, 122 sq.

NATIONAL Gallery, the, 48
sqq. ; the edifice, 48 ; discri-

minating selection of its contents,

49 ; signs of increasing interest

in it, 50 ; its origin compared
with those of foreign collections,

NOV

ib. ; acquisitions, presents and
bequests from 1824 to 1838, 51 ;

blunders of the early board of
trustees, 52 ; Sir C. Eastlake's

services as Director, 33 ; Sir W.
Boxall, ib.; additions made by
Sir F. Burton, 54 ; Leonardo's
'Virgin of the Rocks,' 55 ; the
Ansidei Madonna, 56 ; the recent

classification of the pictures, ib.

;

the additional rooms opened last

year, 57 ; Margaritone, Cimabue,
Giotto, 58 ; Fra Angelico, Paolo
Uccelli, Piero di Cosimo, Polla-

juoli, 59 ; Sandro Botticelli, Mi-
chael Angelo, Francia, 60; Ra-
phael and Umbrian art, 61

;

Titian, G. Bellini, P. Bordone,
P. Veronese, Tintoretto, Man-
tegna, 62 ; Rubens, Vandyck,
Rembrandt, 63 ;

paucity of Ger-
man pictures, 64 ; the French
school, ib. ; Spanish, Bolognese
and Roman schools, 65 ; British

pictures, 65 sq. ; comparatively
small cost of the collection, 66

;

benefits arising from such a gal-

lery of art, 57
New Books, New Editions, etc.,

Brief Notes of, 252, 505
Newell, E. J., A Popular History

of the Ancient British Church,

251
Nibelungen Lied, The, trans. A. G.

Foster-Barham, 240
Novels {Caswell; The New Anti-
gone; Robert Elsmere) reviewed,

423 sqq. ; the treatment of reli-

gious questions through the me-
dium of fiction, 423 ; a special

difficulty in religious novels, 424

;

the treatment of sin and shame
in Caswell and The New Anti-
gone, ib. ; outline of Caswell, 42 5

;

vivid sketches of character, 426 ;

the purpose of the stoiy, 427

;

Caswell's conversion, 428 ; ble-

mishes, 429 ; excellencies, 430.

—

General estimate of The New
Antigone, 431 ; overdrawn de-
scription, 432 ; the handling of
the passion of love, 433 ;

pander-
ing to a pernicious stimulus, 434

;

internal evidence of -the author's

religious faith, 435 ; the crisis of
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the plot, 436 ; a welcome example
of healthy treatment of sin, 437.

—

Why Robert Elsmere has gained
its celebrity, ib. ; why it is a dan-
gerous book, 438 ; weakness of

its attack on Christianity, 439

;

its force consists only in its

subtlety, 440 ; the matter of the
story, 441 ; the manner : the ne-

gation of Christ's Divinity, 442 ;

denial of miracles, 442 sq. ; falla-

cies : on the Atonement and the

Resurrection, 444 ; unintentional

service to Christianity, 445

;

thought suggested by the com-
bination and contrast of the

three novels reviewed, ib. ; indul-

gent treatment of such a work
as Robert Elsmere deprecated,

446

f\RDER of Divine Service forU 1888 .. . with Ritual Notes
(Anonymous), 482

PESSIMISM and Scientific Me-
-* liorism, 205 sqq. ; alarming
growth of modern Pessimism,

205 ; suggested change of name
to Malism, and from Optimism
to Meliorism, 206 ; sketch of

Schopenhauer's system, 206 sq.

;

the pessimism of Hartmann,
208 ; his desire to supplant
Christianity, 209; how pessimism
may prove to be an auxiliary to

religion, 210; the Christian con-

temptus mundi not analogous
to pessimism, 211; the pessi-

mist's arguments : from the ba-
lance of evil over good, 212

;

from the superior value of the
ethics of pain, 213; from the his-

tory of social evolution, 214; here
pessimism and scientific melior-
ism are brought face to face, ib.

;

pessimist philosophy is lop-sided:

ignores any method of evolving
good out of evil, 215 ; the ques-
tion which the social reformer
endeavours to answer, 216 ; the
order of evolution of scientific

RIL

meliorism, 217 ; the weak points
of both hypotheses, 217; collec-

tive happiness means the happi-
ness of individuals in the aggre-
gate, ib. ; distorted views of life

and duty, 218 ; ways in which
pessimism may be an ally of re-

ligion, 219 ; importance of the
discipline of pain, ib. ; contrast
of Christian and pessimistic self-

mortification, 220; sympathy and
pity for suffering, 221 ; Schopen-
hauer's and Hartmann's Pessim-
ism, Scientific Meliorism, and the
Religion of Humanity have all

left no room for a Deity, 222
Philosophy ofChurch Life, Tudor's,

reviewed, 407 sqq. ; two forms of
apologetic works : the logical,

407 ; the appeal to the human
heart, 408 ; Mr. Tudor's aim
purely personal, 409 ; his style

:

mystifying phraseology, 410;
lack of material for his work, 411;
bad arguments and ill-expressed,

412; good points ofthe book, 41 3;
the author's method, ib. \ treat-

ment of disbelievers in miracle,

414 ; argument from history ex-

amined on the assumption that

the Christian revelation is true,

415; Mr. Tudor on the ' divine
self-manifestation,' 416 ; on the
relation of revelation to human
knowledge, ib. ; on the true value
of a scientific philosophy, 417 ;

how does Christianity satisfy the
spiritual and the moral needs of
man? 418; Mr. Tudor's ten-

dency towards mysticism, 419 ;

the limits of mysticism, 420 ; the
connexion between the Chris-

tian revelation and morality, 421
sq, ; a thorough restatement and
redefence of the fundamental
truths of Christianity desiderated,

422 sq.

DEVUE des Etudesfuives (No.
-*1 29), 246
Revue de thfologiepratique etd^ho-

militique (Oct. 1887), 245
Riley, Mr. A., Athos, or the Moun*

tain of the Monks, 222
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SAD

SADLER, Rev. M. F., TheEpistle
to the Romans, with Notes

Critical and Practical, 235
Schaff, Dr. P., A Select Library of

the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fa-
thers, vols. iv. and v., 228

Shairp, Principal, Sketches in His-
tory and Poetry, 493

Syriac New Testament, the printed
editions of the, 257 sqq. ; import-
ance of the work, 257 ; one Eng-
lish edition before this century,

258 ; issues by the Bible Society
and by Mr. Bagster, ib. ; descrip-

tion of the New York edition

published in 1886, 259; materials
that are available in England for

a critical edition, 260 ; the Rev.
G. H. Gwilliam's Essay on the
subject, 261 ; history ofthe Editio
Princeps, 262 ; Teseo Ambrogio,
262 ; Widmanstadt, 263 ; the ear-

liest specimens of Syriac printed
from movable metal types, 264 ;

Ambrogio's Chaldaic &c. Gram-
mar, 264 n. ;

progress of Wid-
manstadt (or Lucretius), 265 sqq.

;

Moses of Mardin, 269 ; Guil-

laume Postel, 270 ; the prepara-
tion of the Syriac type, 27 1 ; the
Editio Princeps printed, 272

;

question as to the MS. used, 272
sq. ; other Syriac works of Wid-
manstadt, 274 ; Moses of Mar-
din's share in the work, 275 ; his

character and motives, 276 sq.
;

his treatment by Popes Paul and
Julius, 278 ; relations of Jacobite
patriarchs with Rome in the thir-

teenth century, 279 sqq. ; the

patriarchs in the sixteenth cen-
tury, 281 ; circulation of the

Editio Princeps, 282 ; further

editions, 283 ; the Peshitto in the

Paris Polyglot (1633), 284 ; Wal-
ton's Polyglot, 285 ; estimate of

WIC

the value of the Peshitto Version:
by Widmanstadt, 285 sq. ; by
Ussher, 287; by Walton, 288;
decline and revival of interest in

it, 288 sq. ; estimate of its critical

use, 290 ; the claim that the
Curetonian text is the Syriaca
Vetus, 291 sq. ; theAntilegomena,

293 ; suggestions for the projected
Clarendon Press edition, 294 sq.

'T'ALMUD de Jerusalem, Le,
•* trad, par M. Schwab, vol. x.,

246
Temple, Sir R. Cosmopolitan Es-

says, 233
Tithe legislation, 469 sqq. ; tithes

used generally to he levied in

kind, 469 ; the old modus or
money payment, 470 ; the Tithe
Commutation Act of 1836, 471

;

its provisions, 472 ; amendment
Acts of 1837-8-9, 473 ; the Acts
of 1 84 1-2-6-7, 474 ; the Acts of
1860-68-73, 475 ; the agitation

against extraordinary tithes, 476

;

provisions of the Act thereon,

476 sq. ; the Commissioners'
award in Kent parishes, 477 ; the
two bills recently introduced by
Lord Salisbury, 478 ; considera-

tion of their provisions, 479 ; the
question of the redemption of
tithes, 480 ; relative position of
the tithe-owner and the land-
owner now and in 1836, 481 ; the
sentimental side of the agitation

against tithes, 481 sq.

WAKEMAN, H. O., The Church
and'the Puritans, 496; Essays

introductory to English Constitu-

tional History, 503
Wiclif: an Historical Drama, 250
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